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Foreword
Established during World War II to advise the President regarding the strategic
direction of the armed forces of the United States, the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS)
continued in existence after the war and, as military advisers and planners, have
played a significant role in the development of national policy. Knowledge of JCS
relations with the President, the National Security Council, and the Secretary of
Defense in the years since World War II is essential to an understanding of their
current work. An account of their activity in peacetime and during times of crisis
provides, moreover, an important series of chapters in the military history of the
United States. For these reasons, the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed that an official
history be written for the record. Its value for instructional purposes, for the orientation of officers newly assigned to the JCS organization and as a source of information for staff studies, will be readily recognized.
Written to complement The Joint Chiefs of Staff and National Policy series,
The Joint Chiefs of Staff and the War in Vietnam focuses upon the activities of
the Joint Chiefs that were concerned with events in Vietnam during these years.
The nature of the activities of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the sensitivity of the
sources used caused the volume to be written originally as a classified document.
Classification designations are those that appeared in the classified publication.
This volume describes those JCS activities related to developments in Vietnam
during the period 1964-1966. At times, the role of the Joint Chiefs in events in Vietnam may appear to be submerged in the description of foreign relations, politics,
economics, and other areas having little to do with military matters. However,
developments in these areas provide essential background for understanding the
military activity of the 1960s.
Originally a collaborative effort of the entire Historical Section, JCS, the classified publication on which this volume is based was written by Mr. Willard J. Webb.
The current version has been updated by Dr. Graham A. Cosmas. Dr. John F. Shortal edited the resulting manuscript; Ms. Susan Carroll compiled the Index; and Ms.
Penny Norman prepared the manuscript for publication.
The volume was reviewed for declassification by the appropriate US Government departments and agencies and cleared for release. The volume is an official
publication of the Joint Chiefs of Staff but, inasmuch as the text has not been considered by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, it must be construed as descriptive only and
does not constitute the official position of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on any subject.
Washington, DC						JOHN F. SHORTAL
							Director for Joint History
vii
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Preface
Part 2 of The Joint Chiefs of Staff and the War in Vietnam, 1960–1968, describes
the formulation of policies and decisions during the years 1964–1966. During this
period, the United States moved from advice and support to the embattled Republic of Vietnam to full-scale participation in the war. As this part was written well
before the war ended, the sources its authors used were quite limited; for example,
the Pentagon Papers were not then available. Since that time, additional source
material on the war has proliferated, in US official records, official and nonofficial
memoirs and monographs, and in histories produced by the other side and published in English. Using this new material, I have substantially revised and in some
cases expanded many chapters of the original study. To enhance narrative clarity,
I have also moved material among chapters, resulting in the elimination of some
chapters of the original work.
During the period covered by this study, the United States dramatically
expanded its military effort in Indochina. Following the overthrow and death of
President Ngo Dinh Diem in November 1963 and the assassination of President
John F. Kennedy in the same month, President Lyndon B. Johnson’s administration
spent 1964 trying to make the advisory and support program work in South Vietnam while debating and planning for military pressure on North Vietnam. The year
1965 brought continued political turmoil in Saigon while North Vietnam steadily
built up the Viet Cong and dispatched divisions of its own regular army to fight an
expanding main force war against the South Vietnamese forces. In response, the
United States escalated its own military role in the struggle. Through the ROLLING
THUNDER air campaign, the United States brought gradually increasing pressure
upon North Vietnam. In South Vietnam, American combat divisions entered the
ground battle. During the last half of 1965 and all of 1966, the United States continued its buildup as fighting intensified and the cost of the war in blood and treasure
steadily increased. At the end of 1966, the United States was engaged in full-scale
war in Indochina with no end in sight.
Graham A. Cosmas
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History of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

The Joint Chiefs of Staff
and
The War in Vietnam
1960–1968
Part 2

Prologue: At the End of 1963

The Deaths of Two Presidents

O

n 1 November 1963, in a carefully organized military coup, a group of South Vietnamese generals overthrew and murdered their country’s President Ngo Dinh Diem.
Diem’s fall ended a decade-long United States effort to build an anti-communist republic
under his leadership in the southern half of Vietnam. In response to initial successes by
Diem, in the late 1950s the Communist-ruled state of North Vietnam and its adherents
in the South had initiated an armed insurgency aimed at overthrowing the southern
government and paving the way to reunification of Vietnam under northern control. To
meet that challenge, since 1961 the administration of President John F. Kennedy had
provided American advisers, equipment, and specialized military units, including Army
and Marine helicopter companies and the Air Force FARM GATE counterinsurgency air
unit, to assist the Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) in fighting the insurgents,
known colloquially as the Viet Cong. In February 1962, to direct the expanding US effort,
President Kennedy established a new joint Military Assistance Command, Vietnam
(MACV), in the southern capital, Saigon. MACV supplanted and absorbed the US Military
Assistance Advisory Group that had been in place since 1954.
During 1962, bolstered by US advisers and equipment, Diem’s armed forces made
gains against the Viet Cong. This success, however, proved short-lived. Reinforced by
a steady flow of men and weapons from North Vietnam, the Viet Cong during 1963
fought the ARVN with increasing effectiveness and expanded their control in the
villages and hamlets. At the same time, Diem’s autocratic style of government alienated most non-Communist elements in South Vietnamese society. In particular, the
President fell into bitter conflict with South Vietnam’s large, politically active Buddhist
community. Resentful of Diem’s dictatorial treatment and fearing that he might lose
the war against the Communists, South Vietnam’s generals began plotting a coup. After
some internal disagreement, the Kennedy administration finally decided to support a
change of South Vietnamese leadership and associated itself with the dissident generals. President Kennedy and his advisers hoped that Diem’s overthrow would produce
a more popular and effective government that would have a better chance to win the
war against the Viet Cong.1
1

JCS and the War in Vietnam, 1960–1968
On 22 November 1963, as the new Saigon regime, headed by General Duong Van
Minh, was in the throes of organizing itself, President Kennedy fell to an assassin’s bullets. His Vice President, Lyndon B. Johnson, succeeded to the White House. President
Johnson inherited the Vietnam conflict. He inherited also the Kennedy national security
team that had set the course of policy, notably Secretary of State Dean Rusk, Secretary
of Defense Robert S. McNamara, and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General
Maxwell D. Taylor, USA.
As President Johnson and his foreign policy advisers reviewed the situation in South
Vietnam during the last weeks of 1963, the picture was not encouraging. The new government indeed appeared to have popular support and a sincere intent to prosecute the war,
but its purge of Diem’s officials in Saigon and the provinces had temporarily paralyzed
military and pacification operations. Reports from the field indicated that the Viet Cong
had been gaining in armed strength and territorial control since mid-1963. The US mission in Saigon was in disarray, with Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge, who had strongly
favored the generals’ coup, at loggerheads with the MACV commander (COMUSMACV),
General Paul D. Harkins, USA, who had favored sticking with Diem.2 In the world at
large, French President Charles DeGaulle was leading a diplomatic campaign for the
unilateral withdrawal of US troops and the neutralization of South Vietnam.
Thus, as 1964 began, President Johnson and his national security team had to make
decisions as to the next steps in Vietnam. During the year, they would move along two
courses. They would seek to revive the military and pacification effort and stabilize the
government in South Vietnam. At the same time, they would make plans and preparations for direct action against North Vietnam to persuade or compel the leaders in Hanoi
to cease supporting the southern insurgency. As a result of their efforts, the United States
would move to the brink of full-scale war in Southeast Asia.

The Joint Chiefs of Staff under Kennedy and Johnson

F

or the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the years since President John F. Kennedy’s inauguration in January 1961 had been a period of frustration and diminishing influence over
military policy. Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara treated the Joint Chiefs as
only one among several sources of military information and advice, and he often rejected
their recommendations in favor of those of his staff of civilian “Whiz Kids” from business
and academe. Even more disturbing to the Joint Chiefs, Secretary McNamara and his
civilians, who believed that the generals and admirals were out of touch with the military
and political realities of the nuclear age, regularly intervened in matters that the Chiefs
considered to be within their sphere of professional authority. Hampered by interservice
disagreements and cumbersome staff procedures and removed from the operational
chain of command by the Defense Reorganization Act of 1958, the Joint Chiefs could
not compete effectively with the Secretary of Defense and his high-powered team. As
a result, by 1964, the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) largely had supplanted

2

Prologue
the Joint Chiefs and the Services in shaping nuclear and conventional force structure
and military strategy.3
As the conduit between the JCS and the Johnson administration, the Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff was in a critical and ambiguous position. On the one hand,
the Chiefs expected him to strongly present their views to the President and Secretary
McNamara. Yet at the same time, the President and the Defense Secretary looked to the
Chairman to keep the Joint Chiefs in line with administration policy. General Taylor,
Chairman until July 1964, seemed to his colleagues to be giving the second role precedence over the first, to the extent of toning down or misrepresenting their discontent
with the administration’s decisions, especially those related to Vietnam.4
When General Taylor left Washington to replace Henry Cabot Lodge as US ambassador in Saigon, his recommended candidate, General Earle G. Wheeler, Chief of Staff of
the Army, replaced him as Chairman. An officer whose career was heavier in staff than
combat assignments, General Wheeler was to serve as Chairman for six trying years.
Urbane and diplomatic, General Wheeler won the confidence of President Johnson and
Secretary McNamara and became a member of the President’s inner group of advisers.
He attempted to walk a fine line between private advocacy of the JCS position to President Johnson and Secretary McNamara and public support of presidential decisions,
including those with which he disagreed. President Johnson once characterized him as
“a good soldier” who would loyally follow his Commander in Chief “but has convictions.”
General Wheeler’s loyalty to the administration ultimately led to his being criticized by
some commentators as a weak Chairman who had let down the military, especially on
Vietnam. Among the Joint Chiefs, General Wheeler worked to minimize Service disagreements so as to present Secretary McNamara with a united front on key issues; but the
Secretary of Defense continued to dominate, and often dictate, military policy.5
Among the Service chiefs, General Harold K. Johnson replaced General Wheeler as
Army Chief of Staff. Admiral David L. McDonald, the Chief of Naval Operations; General
Curtis E. LeMay, Chief of Staff of the Air Force; and General Wallace M. Greene, Commandant of the Marine Corps, remained in their positions throughout 1964. Generals
Taylor and Wheeler and all of the Service chiefs except General LeMay were Kennedy
administration appointees, selected for their willingness to accommodate to Secretary
McNamara’s policies and administrative methods. They were military men who could
take non-military factors into account in their advice and recommendations.6

The Joint Chiefs of Staff and Vietnam: Five Silent
Men?

A

s military planning for Vietnam intensified in 1964 and subsequent years, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff were called upon repeatedly to execute their statutory role as
principal military advisers to the President and Secretary of Defense. In the aftermath
of ultimate US failure in Vietnam, the Joint Chiefs’ performance in that role has come
3
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under severe criticism from historians and serving and retired military officers. The
critics argue that, despite surface civilian-military harmony, the US command system
“functioned as badly in Vietnam as in any American war.” George Herring, a leading
Vietnam war historian, summarized:
Johnson did not provide clear strategic direction to his military leaders. On
the other hand, [the military leaders] did not (or could not) make clear to him
the full depth of their own objections to the way the war was being fought. No
one was really satisfied with the strategy, but there was little discussion of the
major issues, no airing of the differences. The result by 1967 was a makeshift
strategy that was doomed to failure and enormous frustration on all sides….7

While recognizing the civilian officials’ responsibility for this disastrous result, the
critics also find US military leaders, notably the Joint Chiefs of Staff, culpable. The Joint
Chiefs, they argue, failed to develop sound military objectives to achieve the administration’s political goals. They acquiesced in a strategy largely dictated by Secretary
McNamara and his civilian aides even though they believed it would not work, and at
critical points they tamely endorsed it in consultations with the President and Congress.
In the absence of a viable military strategy, they failed to advise their civilian superiors
to reduce their political goals. Focusing on parochial Service interests, the Joint Chiefs
allowed McNamara to play them off against each other, further diluting and corrupting
military advice. When they should have spoken out against unsound policies, the Joint
Chiefs too often were “five silent men.” The title of one study highly influential among
today’s military officers constitutes in itself an indictment: Dereliction of Duty.8
In defense of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and indeed of the Johnson administration as
a whole, it can be said that the critics have the advantage of hindsight: they know how
the Vietnam war ended. For their part, President Johnson and his civilian and military
advisers, working on the basis of incomplete and often inaccurate information, had to
deal with an evolving situation the outcome of which they could not foresee. Faced with
uncertainty and under the pressure of competing domestic and foreign demands, they
made Vietnam policy incrementally; at each stage they decided only what they had to
decide at that moment. In this way, they retained an illusion of freedom of action; but in
fact each successive decision narrowed their options for the next stage. As the conflict
expanded, it was easy to interpret this incrementalism as deliberate concealment by the
administration of its ultimate purposes and of the true costs of the war. Policy also was
shaped by more than decisions in Washington. The situation on the ground in Vietnam,
the fluctuations of South Vietnamese politics, the limitations of US force structure and
logistical capabilities, and most important the decisions and actions of the enemy set the
boundaries of choice for the administration. Against this background and under these
circumstances, the Joint Chiefs of Staff participated in the Johnson administration’s
struggle to find a Vietnam policy and strategy.
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President Johnson’s First Months

1964: A New Year Begins

O

n the last day of 1963, President Lyndon B. Johnson sent a public letter to General
Duong Van Minh, Chairman of South Vietnam’s Military Revolutionary Council
(MRC), and the provisional regime that had replaced the slain President Diem. In the
letter, President Johnson reaffirmed the US commitment to the southern republic. He
pledged “on behalf of the American Government and People a renewed partnership
with your government and people in your brave struggle for freedom.” The United
States would continue to furnish South Vietnam “the fullest measure of support in
this bitter fight” and would “maintain in Vietnam American personnel and material as
needed to assist you in achieving victory.” The President added, however, that as South
Vietnam’s forces became “increasingly capable of dealing with this aggression,” the
American military contingent could be “progressively withdrawn.” Finally, President
Johnson declared that the United States joined with the Saigon government in rejecting
as “unacceptable” any neutralization of South Vietnam while the North persisted in its
aggression. Under those circumstances, neutralization would “only be another name
for a Communist takeover.”1
By firmly rejecting neutralization, President Johnson voiced a US policy that would
prevail throughout 1964. Repeatedly, the President, reinforced by Secretary of State
Dean Rusk and Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara, made public his opposition
to neutralization proposals from leaders such as French President Charles DeGaulle and
United Nations Secretary General U Thant.2 The principal American reason for opposing any move to neutralization was the one President Johnson had given in his letter to
General Minh: the conviction that a genuinely neutral Republic of Vietnam would be
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possible only after the Viet Cong were defeated and North Vietnam had ceased its support of the southern insurgency.
The United States had two further reasons for rejecting early negotiations and neutralization not dwelt upon in the public statements. First, at no time during 1964 could
US officials conclude that their programs in South Vietnam were succeeding and that
Saigon’s forces were gaining the upper hand in the struggle. President Johnson and his
advisers had no desire to enter into negotiations from a position of weakness.
The second reason was related to the first: the chronic governmental instability in
Saigon that followed the overthrow of President Ngo Dinh Diem. The Army of Vietnam
(ARVN) generals’ seizure of power, whatever promise it held of a fresh start and a reinvigoration of the counterinsurgency effort, had swept away the existing constitutional
system. Thereafter, for well over a year, South Vietnam’s public life presented a scene of
continuing turmoil and instability. Regime succeeded regime, each arbitrarily proclaimed
by a leader or faction that thereafter sought to legitimize its rule. Among the groups vying
for power, the military establishment possessed the greatest strength, but jealousies
and factionalism within its ranks added to the political ferment. None of the successive
leaders and governments inspired enthusiasm among the South Vietnamese population.
For the Johnson administration, restoration of a reasonably stable government in
Saigon was a central concern throughout 1964. Only such a government could advance
the pacification program and make effective use of the advice and assistance the US was
providing. As US officials contemplated possible direct action against North Vietnam,
they considered an effective and firmly based government in the South a prerequisite
for any such step. The need for stability also was an argument against entering into any
negotiations leading toward neutralization. If South Vietnam’s leaders became aware
that the United States was contemplating even exploratory discussions with Hanoi, their
morale might collapse, toppling the shaky government in Saigon and perhaps bringing
to power a regime that was itself committed to neutralization and US withdrawal.3

President Johnson Sets a Course: NSAM 273

B

y the time President Johnson sent his letter to General Minh, the US administration
already had set its course in Vietnam. On 26 November 1963, the morrow of the
day of national mourning and funeral services for President John F. Kennedy, the new
President informed Secretaries Rusk and McNamara that he had reviewed the record of
their recent conference at Honolulu on 20 November and issued new policy guidance,
embodied in National Security Action Memorandum (NSAM) 273. The NSAM opened
with a declaration that
It remains the central object of the United States in South Vietnam to assist the
people and Government of that country to win their contest against the externally directed and supported Communist conspiracy. The test of all US decisions
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and actions in this area should be the effectiveness of their contribution to this
purpose.

Calling for a unified effort by all US officials concerned and for continuation of
military and economic assistance programs at levels no less than those maintained during the Diem period, President Johnson termed it “a major interest of the United States
Government” that the new Saigon regime be assisted in consolidating itself and in developing increased public support. In particular, the United States should try to persuade
South Vietnamese leaders to concentrate their attention on the critical situation in the
Mekong Delta, the heavily populated, agriculturally fertile region south of Saigon. At the
same time, the President reaffirmed the White House statement of 2 October 1963 that
had envisioned the US advisory effort substantially achieving its purposes during the
next two years, to be followed by a major withdrawal of US military personnel after 1965.
He thus reaffirmed contingency plans that the Commander in Chief, Pacific Command
(CINCPAC), and the Commander, Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV), had
been developing since mid-1962.4
NSAM 273 elaborated on earlier tentative decisions to consider action in North
Vietnam and Laos, to be conducted by the South Vietnamese with nonattributable US
assistance. The presidential guidance called for prompt production of plans for “different levels of possible increased activity,” to include estimates of the resulting damage
to North Vietnam, the plausibility of denial, possible North Vietnamese retaliation, and
other international reactions. With regard to Laos, NSAM 273 called for preparation of
plans for military operations launched from South Vietnam but penetrating no farther
than 50 kilometers across the border, together with political plans for minimizing
the international hazards of such an enterprise. Secretary McNamara soon assigned
responsibility for these plans concurrently to the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, and
the Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs (ISA).5
NSAM 273 summoned administration officials to renew their consideration of the
problems of Southeast Asia. On 6 December, Secretaries Rusk and McNamara, JCS
Chairman General Maxwell D. Taylor, USA, CIA Director John McCone, and other
senior presidential advisers met in the White House to discuss the next steps. Secretary McNamara presented a pessimistic analysis of the current military situation in
South Vietnam. He reported that the Minh government was in a state of organizational
turmoil, the Viet Cong were making an intensive effort to increase their hold on the
countryside and improving their skill at counter-airborne operations, and there were
indications that infiltration of materiel to the insurgents had increased. The number of
enemy attacks had gone up since the coup and the ratio of weapons lost to weapons
captured had turned against the Army of Vietnam (ARVN). The Viet Cong’s antiaircraft
capability had increased alarmingly, largely due to improved weapons of probable
Communist bloc origin.
The conferees agreed upon four broad measures to counter the enemy gains: (1)
institute a program of pressures on North Vietnam of rising intensity; (2) begin probes
of Laos, including use of American advisers and resupply capabilities; (3) initiate aerial
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reconnaissance of both Cambodia and Laos; and (4) accelerate dispatch of US economic
experts to South Vietnam. In addition, the United States would conduct an analysis of
waterborne traffic into South Vietnam and develop plans to interrupt this type of infiltration. Pursuant to a call by the President in NSAM 273 for development of “as strong and
persuasive a case as possible” to prove to the world that the Viet Cong were controlled,
sustained, and supplied from North Vietnam, the officials agreed to send Mr. William
Jorden of the State Department to Saigon to gather new evidence for the production of
an updated report on this subject similar to an earlier one the department had issued
in 1961. Informing Ambassador to South Vietnam Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr., of the results
of the meeting, Secretary Rusk concluded that the President “has expressed his deep
concern that our effort in Vietnam be stepped up to the highest pitch and that each day
we ask ourselves what more we can do to further the struggle.”6

Planning for Actions against North Vietnam

I

n NSAM 273, President Johnson authorized his administration to proceed with planning for South Vietnamese operations against North Vietnam with nonattributable
US assistance. Earlier in November, at their Honolulu meeting, senior US officials had
defined this as a requirement for “an optimum 12 months’ program for intensified operations against North Vietnam including sabotage, propaganda incursions, intelligence and
commando hit-and-run raids.” The operations would use South Vietnamese military and
paramilitary resources, fully supported by the United States. The plan was to show what
could be done with the means currently available and specify what additional means
would be needed to carry out the most advantageous program. It was to list actions of
graduated intensity, ranging from low-level harassment and deception to large amphibious commando raids.7
Immediately upon the issuance of NSAM 273, the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed
CINCPAC, Admiral Harry D. Felt, to undertake this planning task in coordination with the
Saigon station of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). CINCPAC in turn delegated the
military role in the planning to General Paul D. Harkins, Commander, US Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (COMUSMACV). The target date for submission of the plan
was 20 December 1963, and General Taylor advised Admiral Felt that Washington was
keenly interested in the early receipt of the plan. On 10 December, Secretary McNamara
informed Ambassador Lodge that, at the President’s behest, he would stop in Saigon on
his way back to Washington from a NATO Council meeting. Secretary McNamara looked
forward particularly to seeing the plan for operations against North Vietnam, which, in
his words, was designed “to make clear to the North Vietnamese that the US will not
accept a Communist victory in South Vietnam and that we will escalate the conflict to
whatever level is required to insure their defeat.”8
During consultations with the Secretary of Defense in Saigon on 19 December, General Harkins presented the plan, a joint effort of his headquarters and the CIA station.
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Subsequently, the program was designated Operations Plan (OPLAN) 34A-64. Following
the presentation, Secretary McNamara decided that, whether or not OPLAN 34A was
eventually implemented in full, the United States should act at once to assemble in South
Vietnam all the materiel required for the total execution of the plan.9
In a White House meeting soon after Secretary McNamara returned from Saigon,
he and CIA Director McCone described OPLAN 34A to the President. The plan listed
more than 2,000 possible actions, ranging from small propaganda efforts to battalionsize commando raids and overt bombing of key targets. Mr. Johnson accepted the suggestion of his two advisers that an interdepartmental State-Defense-CIA committee be
set up to select from this large list the operations that were most feasible and promised
the greatest return for the least risk. Under the chairmanship of Major General Victor
H. Krulak, USMC, the Chairman’s Special Assistant for Counterinsurgency and Special
Activities (SACSA), this committee completed its report on 2 January 1964. Secretary
McNamara then prepared a shorter draft memorandum for the President and referred
it to the Joint Chiefs of Staff for comment.10
As a first phase in implementing OPLAN 34A, the interdepartmental committee
proposed a four-month program of covert operations against North Vietnam, with
a suggested starting date of 1 February 1964. The program provided for: (1) expansion of intelligence collection operations, including U-2 photographic missions and
communications-electronics flights; (2) psychological operations, including leaflet
drops, delivery of propaganda kits, harassment and deception operations, and radio
broadcasts; and (3) sabotage operations against 18 targets. The United States could
plausibly deny responsibility for all these actions, and the Saigon government would be
asked to adopt the program as its own. The United States would provide logistic and
advisory support, but no American personnel or forces would engage in operations
against North Vietnam. Americans would continue, however, to serve as air crews on
certain reconnaissance flights.
The proposed program was supposed to help convince the North Vietnamese leaders that it was in their interest to desist from aggression against the South. The planners based their sabotage program on the theory that, because the Hanoi government
placed much importance on economic development, damage to industrial projects and
destruction of resources might cause it to reduce its material support of the Viet Cong.
The selection of sabotage targets had been guided by this view. Besides affecting North
Vietnam’s economy and morale, the program could be expected to yield increased intelligence and to compel Hanoi to take costly countermeasures.
Response to this proposal within the administration was generally favorable. After
considering it, the Joint Chiefs of Staff concluded that, taken altogether and even if successful, these covert actions would not greatly influence the progress of the war. Still,
the operations were within the current or early prospective capabilities of the South
Vietnamese and represented a useful beginning. Intensive planning should go forward
for a more vigorous program, including overt actions if necessary. On 16 January, the
President approved the program, for execution over a four-month period beginning 1
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February. Selected from OPLAN 34A, the operations included 23 intelligence collection
missions; 14 physical destruction operations; and several hundred psychological operations. The President did not approve any air strikes or other operations the sponsorship
of which could not be denied. In Saigon, Ambassador Lodge was to exercise political
control of these activities, with operational control assigned to General Harkins.11
In Saigon, Ambassador Lodge and General Harkins lost no time in putting the
operation into motion. The Ambassador welcomed the increased pressure on North
Vietnam and considered the initial level of activity well chosen. At the direction of the
State and Defense Departments to bring the Vietnamese into the planning, on 21 January
Ambassador Lodge and General Harkins explained the proposed operation to General
Minh and his principal associates. After what Ambassador Lodge called thoughtful and
“constructive” questioning, and after an additional meeting with General Harkins to
discuss military details, the South Vietnamese concurred in the OPLAN 34A program
for February and promised to provide forces to carry it out. At that point, however, the
first of South Vietnam’s post-Diem political convulsions occurred; the Minh government
was overthrown.12

The Khanh Coup, 30 January 1964

W

hen he received President Johnson’s letter of New Year’s greeting, General Minh
and his fellow officers had been in power scarcely two months. In that time, the
record of the Military Revolutionary Council under Minh’s leadership had not been
impressive. The generals lacked political and administrative experience; and there
were signs of disunity, distrust, and a curious inertia among some members of the
government. Nevertheless, in an early assessment, Ambassador Lodge, an enthusiastic
proponent of Diem’s overthrow, called the generals “able men who will do big things
once they get started.” It is apparent that he was speaking from hope rather than from
firm conviction.13
On 21 December, after his visit to Saigon to discuss plans for action against the
North, Secretary McNamara told President Johnson that the situation in South Vietnam
was “very disturbing.” “Current trends,” he declared, “unless reversed in the next 2–3
months, will lead to neutralization at best and more likely to a Communist-controlled
state.” Secretary McNamara saw the new government as indecisive and drifting, with no
clear idea of how to reshape or conduct the pacification program. The province chiefs,
most of whom were new, were receiving little or no direction. Army commanders were
preoccupied with political matters and ineffective in directing military operations.
Secretary McNamara also found the US mission in disarray. “It lacks leadership, has
been poorly informed, and is not working to a common plan.” Ambassador Lodge “simply
does not know how to conduct a coordinated administration …. He has operated as a
loner all his life and cannot readily change now.” Lodge “has virtually no official contact
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with Harkins.” The Ambassador “sends in reports with major military implications without showing them to Harkins, and does not show Harkins important incoming traffic.”
Given these circumstances, Secretary McNamara, not surprisingly, found that the
Viet Cong were gaining ground and probably had been doing so since about July 1963.
Earlier US reports of progress had apparently been ill-founded “because of our undue
dependence on distorted Vietnamese reporting.” The Viet Cong now controlled very
high proportions of the people in some key provinces, particularly those directly south
and west of Saigon. In those provinces, the strategic hamlet program was seriously
overextended. The Viet Cong had been able to destroy many hamlets, while others had
been abandoned, or betrayed and pillaged, by the government’s own Self Defense Corps.
In these key provinces, the insurgents were collecting taxes at will. The situation in the
northern and central areas of South Vietnam was considerably better than around Saigon
and in the Mekong Delta; but overall conditions were far from encouraging.14
Major General Krulak spoke in the same vein of the weaknesses in the new government. On 23 December 1963, he reported that “operations of the governmental mechanism—far from satisfactory before the coup—have decelerated greatly.” The junta,
although composed of competent military leaders, was now preoccupied with politics,
a field in which its members were far less qualified. As a result, the South Vietnamese
generals slighted their primary task of fighting the war. At the same time, General
Krulak judged, the civilian element of the Saigon government was of marginal quality,
unprepared to handle complex administration. In the provinces, officials were unsure
of their authority, their obligations, and their tenure. The same was true throughout the
military chain of command.15
Ambassador Lodge, however, persisted in his optimism. On 23 January, Ambassador
Lodge and General Harkins accompanied General Minh and other top South Vietnamese
military leaders on a tour of several provinces, viewing the new administration in action.
Ambassador Lodge reported to Washington that the government was trying to reach
the people and prosecute the counterinsurgency. He even ventured the opinion that the
struggle against the Viet Cong was now turning in favor of the government. Ambassador
Lodge was most impressed with General Minh’s efforts to win over the people and make
himself a popular leader. Of Minh, the Ambassador concluded, “He is … pushing a sound
plan, political and military, with determination and ability, and so far seems to have kept
his own crowd together on a cordial basis.”16
Not all of General Minh’s “crowd” worked “together on a cordial basis.” On 28
January, Major General Nguyen Khanh, commander of the I Corps, South Vietnam’s
northernmost military region, spoke confidentially with his senior American adviser,
Colonel Jasper Wilson, USA. General Khanh told Wilson that he had learned from sources
in France that a clique of pro-French Vietnamese generals, members of the Military
Revolutionary Council, were going to attempt another coup, possibly within three days.
Once the coup was under way, the plotters would call for neutralization of South Vietnam. General Khanh asserted that the conspirators were already in touch with General
Nguyen Van Hinh, an exiled former RVNAF chief of staff friendly to France, whom Diem
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had ousted in 1954. General Khanh sought assurance that the US Government would
back a counter-coup and would oppose neutralism.17
Colonel Wilson informed Ambassador Lodge and General Harkins of Khanh’s statements. On the 29th, Ambassador Lodge passed the information to Washington. Lodge
expressed skepticism about Khanh’s charges against the generals but he also assessed
Khanh as “the most capable general in Vietnam.” General Khanh, Ambassador Lodge
declared, “controls the I and II Corps, which is the most orderly part of Vietnam; and … in
addition to being a capable soldier he has the reputation of being politically perspicacious.”
Nevertheless, while doubting the truth of Khanh’s allegations, Ambassador Lodge had not
informed the South Vietnamese leadership of the general’s activities. In rare agreement
with his rival the Ambassador, General Harkins concurred with Lodge’s views.18
Before the Johnson administration could react to this information, General Khanh
made his move. At about 0215 on 30 January, Khanh informed Colonel Wilson that he,
together with the commanders of the 7th Division and the III Corps (the principal formations controlling the Saigon area), would move against the government at 0400 that
morning to “secure changes in the MRC.” General Khanh had Colonel Wilson brought
to the coup command post, where Wilson remained all day as an observer. Colonel
Wilson immediately informed Lodge and General Harkins of what was happening, and
the Ambassador sent word to Washington at once.19
As predicted, at about 0400, troops loyal to General Khanh and his co-conspirators
took over Joint General Staff headquarters while men and armor deployed into downtown Saigon. General Khanh’s forces detained or placed under house arrest General
Minh and four other allegedly neutralist MRC members as well as the civilian prime
minister. The coup was quick and bloodless. It was done so quietly that the majority of
Saigon’s people had no inkling of events until the afternoon newspapers appeared. Later
that day, Radio Saigon broadcast a declaration, signed by a majority of the Republic of
Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF) generals and colonels including all the corps commanders, that the Military Revolutionary Council was being reorganized. General Khanh
followed this with a declaration that he had acted because the government had shown
itself incapable of bringing about promised social, economic, and political changes. He
blamed this failure on neutralists within the regime who had been “paving the way for
the communists to enslave our people.” General Khanh concluded with a pledge that the
Army was determined to unite the people and to bring about real security, happiness,
and democratic freedom in final victory.20
At 1100 on the morning of the coup, Ambassador Lodge called on General Khanh,
seeking information about his plans, his attitude toward the counterinsurgency campaign, and the fate of the captured generals. The new head of government was anxious
for early US recognition and support. He promised Secretary Lodge that he would
prosecute the war against the Viet Cong vigorously and without delay. Claiming that he
knew nothing about politics, economics, or foreign policy, General Khanh said that he
was going to depend heavily on the Ambassador for advice. Reporting this conversation
to Washington, Ambassador Lodge described General Khanh as a “cool, clearheaded,
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realistic planner” who had been able to “bring about order in much of the areas which
he has commanded. He hopes to do the same in the rest of the country. He looks tough,
ruthless, and far sighted.”21
General Khanh’s takeover of the government had been accomplished with some
forewarning to US officials and under their immediate observation but without any
positive exercise of US influence. In fact, in its first response to reports of a possible
coup, the State Department had instructed Ambassador Lodge to make it very clear
through his actions that the United States had nothing to do with the unfolding events.
Finessing the issue of recognizing the new regime, the US administration handled it as
a continuation of normal relations with a government whose head of state had changed.
Ambassador Lodge informed General Khanh of this conclusion and he accepted it. On
1 February, after additional assurances from Ambassador Lodge that General Khanh
would press the war with vigor, President Johnson at a press conference referred to the
“new and friendly leaders” of South Vietnam. He read aloud a letter to General Khanh
applauding the general’s determination to keep up the fight and pledging that the United
States would continue to “help you to carry the war to the enemy and to increase the
confidence of the Vietnamese people in their government.”22
Thus General Khanh launched his new government, the first of the succession that
was to emerge during 1964 from the political turmoil in South Vietnam. Judged against
the record that later unfolded, General Khanh’s regime was unusual in one respect: it
remained in power for more than six months.

OPLAN 34A Starts Slowly

W

ith the Minh regime overthrown, US officials in Saigon and Washington attempted
to get on with the war. Concern arose that the OPLAN 34A information passed to
South Vietnamese officials might have been compromised. However, after investigating,
General Harkins concluded that the deposed generals had not had access to the more
sensitive portions of the plan and had apparently not been given any extensive written
materials. Accordingly, the operations planned for February and March went off as
scheduled. These initial OPLAN 34A forays produced little, however, due to equipment
shortages, poor weather, bad luck, and lack of motivation and enterprise on the part of
the Vietnamese forces assigned.23
In response to the failures of February, Secretary McNamara questioned the adequacy of OPLAN 34A’s operational procedures and asked General Harkins for comment.
In his reply, General Harkins held that the operational procedures were adequate and
sound, but he acknowledged that South Vietnamese motivation and morale had serious deficiencies. The South Vietnamese Special Forces, source of the existing agents
and sabotage teams, had been loyal to Diem and to their immediate superior, a Diem
supporter removed in the November coup. Special Forces personnel knew they were
in disfavor with the Khanh government, and many were being called back from their
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missions for “interrogation.” Changes in government and in key officials had caused
delays in executing programs, and some information appearing in the local press suggested lapses in security. General Harkins expressed hope for improvement, chiefly
from the intensified training program then under way for Saigon’s Special Forces.24

Encouraging Steps in Pacification

W

hile the OPLAN 34A results during February and March were disappointing, US
officials drew encouragement from General Khanh’s early steps toward carrying
out an effective pacification plan. During January, before the coup, the RVNAF Joint
General Staff had issued a new National Pacification Plan (NPP). MACV advisers had
participated extensively in the development of the NPP, a revision of the earlier National
Campaign Plan which had been prepared under the Diem regime. The NPP outlined a
national strategy for a combined military, political, and economic offensive against the
Viet Cong. The campaign would proceed in two phases. In Phase I, the armed forces
and civilian agencies, under military command, would clear territory of the Viet Cong
following the “spreading oil drop” technique—moving successively from secure, heavily
populated areas into insecure, less densely populated ones. In Phase II, while civilian
rule was consolidated in secure areas, the military forces would destroy the Viet Cong
in their secret bases and thus end the insurgency. The plan set priorities for carrying out
Phase I, with first priority given to the provinces surrounding Saigon and the upper part
of the Mekong Delta. Second in emphasis came the remainder of the Delta and critical
provinces north of Saigon. All of I and II Corps came third. In theory, all three areas were
to be cleared by 1 January 1966.25
General Khanh approved the plan on 18 February. He decreed that military leaders
would conduct Phase I operations with civil authorities in supporting roles. In secured
areas, the relationship would be reversed. To coordinate implementation of the NPP,
General Khanh on 9 March organized a National Pacification Committee which he
headed and included key government ministers. The RVNAF high command served as
executive agent for pacification. General Khanh replaced Diem’s old Interministerial
Committee for Strategic Hamlets with a commissariat for “Hamlets of the New Life”
(the new name for strategic hamlets) attached to the Joint General Staff. By this action,
he reinforced the principle that all aspects of pacification would proceed under military
direction, with province chiefs assuming responsibility only in secured areas.26
US advisers viewed the National Pacification Plan with satisfaction, since it incorporated recommendations they had repeatedly made to President Diem without result.
In particular, the plan promised to resolve long-standing South Vietnamese confusion
over the combined civil and military authority of the province chiefs. Further, the NPP’s
schedule of priorities accorded with US officials’ emphasis on securing the Delta region.
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New Organization and Planning in Washington

E

ven as General Khanh reorganized his government in Saigon for more effective
prosecution of the war, President Johnson did the same thing in Washington. On
14 February, the President established a high-level committee to oversee US policy and
operations in South Vietnam. He named Mr. William Sullivan of the State Department
as full-time head of this committee, under Secretary Rusk. The Secretary of Defense,
the Director of Central Intelligence, and the Agency for International Development
(AID) Administrator were asked to nominate individuals to serve on the committee. Mr.
Michael Forrestal would represent the White House. The President directed that those
appointed “give absolute priority to their obligations as members of this committee and
as agents for the execution of approved decisions.” He expressed the hope that “the
establishment of this committee will permit an energetic, unified and skillful prosecution of the only war we face at present.”27
To represent the Department of Defense, Secretary McNamara nominated Mr.
William Bundy, Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA) and Major General Rollen H.
Anthis, USAF, who had recently succeeded General Krulak as SACSA. Within a few
weeks, however, Bundy left the Pentagon to become Assistant Secretary of State for
Far Eastern Affairs. His successor, both at ISA and on the Sullivan committee, was
Mr. John T. McNaughton.28
Formally designated the Vietnam Coordinating Committee (VNCC), the Sullivan
committee replaced an existing lower level interdepartmental coordinating body that
had never functioned effectively. In launching the new coordinating effort, President
Johnson indicated that, in execution of approved policy, departments should minimize
appeals from Mr. Sullivan’s decisions. Sullivan was not authorized to render decisions
on major questions of policy and operations, but he had considerable authority over
the continuing execution of approved policy. Within the Defense Department, the level
and terms of reference of the new committee raised concern that JCS responsibilities
for military planning and providing the channel of command to CINCPAC might be
preempted to some extent. General Anthis recognized that the two Defense representatives must be alert to prevent the commitment of their Department to policies or actions
that had not received appropriate consideration by Secretary McNamara and the Joint
Chiefs of Staff.29
During a conference with the VNCC members and other advisers on 20 February,
President Johnson directed a speed up of contingency planning for pressures on North
Vietnam. Accordingly, the VNCC turned immediately to preparing a plan of action for
the United States in Vietnam. The plan was to consist of a detailed scenario for imposing measured sanctions against North Vietnam on an ascending scale with back-up
studies in depth of the major questions involved. In addition, the plan should specify
the major policy decisions required before starting the proposed courses of action and
a statement of the intelligence requirements to support the decisions and operations. A
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subcommittee, including a representative from the Joint Staff, prepared and presented
this plan to the full committee on 1 March.30
Entitled “Alternatives for the Imposition of Measured Pressures against North Vietnam,” the VNCC subcommittee’s report described three programs of military actions,
with associated political, economic, and psychological activities, and estimated North
Vietnamese, Chinese, Soviet, and Free World reactions to each. The alternatives were: (1)
further maritime and airborne raids against the North along the lines of OPLAN 34A; (2)
a program of overt US and/or Allied activity, short of attacking North Vietnam’s territory
but not excluding combat operations in Laos; and (3) an overt program of US operations
against North Vietnam, consisting of amphibious and airborne raids, destruction of
shipping, mining of northern seaports, blockade, shore bombardment, and air attacks.31
No official action was taken on this report. Like many other papers of this period,
it stood as a contribution to the continuing deliberations on Southeast Asia policy that
went on at the highest levels of the US Government throughout 1964. The Joint Chiefs
of Staff participated in these discussions and had submitted their views repeatedly
throughout the year.

The JCS Recommendations of 22 January 1964

T

he Joint Chiefs of Staff made their first major contribution to the policy debate on
22 January. In a lengthy memorandum to Secretary McNamara, they declared that
if the United States was to achieve the President’s objectives laid down in NSAM 273, it
must be prepared to put aside many self-imposed restrictions, move more boldly, and
take greater risks. The stakes were high. “If the US program succeeds in South Vietnam
it will go far toward stabilizing the total Southeast Asia situation,” the Joint Chiefs
observed. “Conversely, a loss of South Vietnam to the communists will presage an early
erosion of the remainder of our position in that subcontinent,” with Laos, Cambodia, and
Thailand likely to fall into the Communist camp. Beyond this, in Burma, India, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Taiwan, Japan, the Philippines, and the Republic of Korea, an American defeat
would have a severe impact on judgments “with respect to US durability, resolution,
and trustworthiness.”
As if the regional significance of the Vietnam conflict were not enough, the Joint
Chiefs declared it the “first real test of our determination to defeat the communist wars
of national liberation formula.” Hence, South Vietnam held “the pivotal position” in the
world-wide Cold War. The conflict in South Vietnam must be brought to a favorable end
as soon as possible, but the JCS thought it unrealistic to expect a complete suppression
of the insurgency in one or even two years. The British, they noted, had taken ten years
to win their counterinsurgency battle in Malaya. In voicing this opinion, the Joint Chiefs
challenged the assumption of the Kennedy administration, repeated in NSAM 273, that
the US advisory effort in South Vietnam could achieve its purpose during the next two
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years, allowing a substantial American withdrawal after 1965. Instead, the Chiefs pointed
the way toward a more extensive, and probably longer, commitment.
Given its strategic significance, the Joint Chiefs of Staff expressed the conviction
that the US must “see the Vietnam campaign through to a favorable conclusion.” To do
this, “we must prepare for whatever level of activity may be required and, being prepared, must then proceed to take actions as necessary to achieve our purposes surely
and promptly.” Moreover, the Chiefs went on, action in South Vietnam should be taken
in the context of an integrated United States policy for all of Southeast Asia. More attention was needed, they believed, to the combination of economic, political, and military
measures to advance compatible objectives in Laos, Thailand, and Cambodia, as well
as South Vietnam.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff expressed particular concern about the restrictions in
the conduct of the war that the United States was imposing upon itself and its South
Vietnamese ally. The allies, they said, currently were fighting on the enemy’s terms; “our
actions are essentially reactive.” “We have obliged ourselves to labor under self-imposed
restrictions with respect to impeding external aid to the Viet Cong.”
These restrictions include keeping the war within the boundaries of South
Vietnam, avoiding the direct use of US combat forces, and limiting US direction of the campaign to rendering advice to the Government of Vietnam. These
restrictions, while they may make our international position more readily
defensible, all tend to make the task in Vietnam more complex, time consuming, and in the end, more costly.

In addition, US observance of these restrictions might well be “conveying signals
of irresolution to our enemies,” thereby encouraging them to undertake more daring initiatives.
The Joint Chiefs followed this thought with a sentence the wording of which had
received particular attention: “A reversal of attitude and the adoption of a more aggressive program would enhance greatly our ability to control the degree to which escalation will occur.” They discounted the likelihood that the Chinese Communists would
intervene in reaction to a bolder US campaign. China’s “economic and agricultural
disappointments,” plus the current rift with the Soviets, “could” cause Beijing to “think
twice about undertaking a large-scale military adventure in Southeast Asia.”
The Joint Chiefs of Staff acknowledged that the focus of the counterinsurgency
battle lay in South Vietnam itself and that “the war must certainly be fought and won
primarily in the minds of the Vietnamese people.” Nevertheless, they judged that North
Vietnam’s operational direction and personnel and material support to the Viet Cong had
reached significant proportions. If this outside support were stopped completely, “the
character of the war in South Vietnam would be substantially and favorably altered.” The
Joint Chiefs wholly favored mounting the four-month program of OPLAN 34A actions
that the President had approved a few days earlier, but they believed “it would be idle to
conclude that these efforts will have a decisive effect on the communist determination
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to support the insurgency.” The United States must be prepared to undertake a much
higher level of activity.
The Joint Chiefs then specified what “increasingly bolder actions” the United States
must make ready to conduct:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Assign to the US military commander responsibility for the total US program in Vietnam.
Induce the Government of Vietnam to turn over to the United States military commander, temporarily, the actual tactical direction of the war.
Charge the United States military commander with complete responsibility for conduct of the program against North Vietnam.
Overfly Laos and Cambodia to whatever extent is necessary for acquisition of operational intelligence.
Induce the Government of Vietnam to conduct overt ground operations
in Laos of sufficient scope to impede the flow of personnel and material
southward.
Arm, equip, advise, and support the Government of Vietnam in its conduct
of aerial bombing of critical targets in North Vietnam and in mining the sea
approaches to that country.
Advise and support the Government of Vietnam in its conduct of largescale commando raids against critical targets in North Vietnam.
Conduct aerial bombing of key North Vietnam targets, using US resources
under Vietnamese cover, and with the Vietnamese openly assuming
responsibility for the actions.
Commit additional US forces, as necessary, in support of the combat
action within South Vietnam.
Commit US forces as necessary in direct actions against North Vietnam.

In conclusion, the Joint Chiefs of Staff advised Secretary McNamara that “any or all
of the foregoing actions may be required” to attain US objectives. The JCS declared that
they would continue their close attention to developments in South Vietnam during the
coming months and would recommend to him “progressively the execution of such of the
above actions as are considered militarily required.” For the present, they recommended
that the substance of their memorandum be discussed with the Secretary of State.32
As the Joint Chiefs had requested, Secretary McNamara passed a copy of the 22
January memorandum to Secretary Rusk. Secretary Rusk turned aside the JCS bid
for overall military control of the US program in Vietnam. Noting that the Joint Chiefs
of Staff had written that the war must be won in the minds of the Vietnamese people,
Secretary Rusk agreed, saying “this means that this war, like other guerrilla wars, is
essentially political—an important fact to bear in mind in determining command and
control arrangements in Vietnam.” Secretary Rusk subscribed to the JCS opinion that the
United States must follow an integrated policy in Southeast Asia. He emphasized, however, the need for careful consideration before decisions were made. The government,
he declared, must weigh the political and military risks involved and pay due regard to
the impact of actions taken in one country on the situation in another. Finally, Secretary
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Rusk promised that his Department would always be prepared to consider promptly
any of the listed actions that the Joint Chiefs of Staff might subsequently recommend.33
In their memorandum of 22 January 1964, the Joint Chiefs of Staff articulated a
number of themes that they would repeat throughout the ensuing policy deliberations.
Achievement of the United States objective of a secure, noncommunist South Vietnam
was strategically vital and the United States must be prepared to take whatever action
was necessary to attain it. That action must include the termination of North Vietnamese support to the southern insurgents. Military half measures would neither deter nor
prevent Hanoi from pursuing its aggression, and the United States and South Vietnam
must be prepared to bomb important targets in North Vietnam and mine its harbors. For
these missions, and if necessary to press the fight against the Viet Cong, the United States
must be willing to commit its own air, naval, and land forces. The Joint Chiefs of Staff
did not rule out limited measures as a beginning but considered that the full program of
escalation likely would be required for success.

JCS Planning after the Khanh Coup

T

he Khanh coup, which occurred less than a week after the Joint Chiefs submitted
their 22 January memorandum, shifted the Chiefs’ attention to pacification within
South Vietnam. On 5 February, General Taylor ordered the Joint Staff to draw up an
outline plan for revitalizing the counterinsurgency program under the new regime. The
Chairman specified that the plan should address means of assisting General Khanh
to secure the political stability that was indispensable to the success of the military
program. The United States, General Taylor emphasized, could not afford to have any
further changes in the Saigon government before the military phase of the counterinsurgency program was concluded. “The problem,” he wrote, “is to get this thought
across to the senior Vietnamese military who may entertain thoughts of future coups.”
Besides warning off coup plotters, the Chairman wanted suggestions for actions to
restore South Vietnamese confidence and morale and to reassure the US public that
their government’s policy in Vietnam could produce results. He directed the Joint Staff
to look for “several relatively spectacular operations which, if successful, could have a
psychological impact in South Vietnam and in the United States.” Alluding to the existing poor state of MACV’s relations with the US news media in South Vietnam, Taylor
declared that for the operations to achieve a positive effect, “we shall need accurate and
sympathetic press reporting.”34
Consulted on the possibility of spectacular military successes, COMUSMACV and
CINCPAC were not encouraging. General Harkins pointed out that the basic concept
of the National Pacification Plan, shortly to be implemented, and the general nature
of the fighting were not conducive to such operations. In a situation where the enemy
held the initiative, “spectacular successes, if attained, will be the result of successful
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reaction operations rather than specifically planned operations, simply because VC
forces assemble as units only at times and places of their choosing.”
CINCPAC agreed substantially, observing that “in this war, operations using large
forces to corner thousands and slay them” were not to be expected. Still, Admiral Felt
thought some possibilities might be developed through night guerrilla operations,
ambushes using vulnerable hamlets as bait, and hot pursuit of the enemy into Cambodia or Laos. He doubted, however, that isolated military successes, even if spectacular,
would cause the news media to change its tone. The correspondents seemed convinced
that the US cause was lost, and “short of a major shift in press attitude, [the] US public
is not likely to be reassured by increase in tempo of the Government of Vietnam (GVN)
military actions.”35
On 11 February, the Joint Staff circulated for JCS consideration an outline plan
responding to the Chairman’s guidance. The plan included a broad spectrum of
actions—political, military, socio-economic, psychological, and organizational—that
could contribute to revitalizing and intensifying the counterinsurgency effort. Some
of these actions expanded on existing or scheduled activities, but others represented
a sharp departure from the current US program. Reviewing the plan, the Joint Chiefs
expressed divergent views, mainly relating to the more consequential military actions.
They agreed to refer these matters for further study, in effect merging them with the
continuing consideration of the activities listed in their 22 January memorandum. Measures on which the Joint Chiefs concurred would be recommended to the Secretary
of Defense immediately.36
On 18 February, the Joint Chiefs of Staff forwarded their recommendations to
Secretary McNamara. Although including some military measures, the JCS largely
restricted themselves to non-military and paramilitary actions that the country team in
Saigon should be directed to implement at the earliest practicable time. The US should
persuade General Khanh to accept American advisers at all levels that COMUSMACV
considered necessary. It should improve South Vietnamese border controls, step up
use of herbicides against Viet Cong areas recommended by the Saigon government,
assist Khanh’s regime in readying civil administrations for areas cleared in the military
phase of the NPP, and support the government in intensified internal psychological
planning and operations. Touching upon social reform, the Joint Chiefs recommended
that the country team press for an early, effective, and realistic land reform program
and for tax forgiveness for low income groups in critical insurgency areas. As to the
media problem, the JCS called for consultations aimed at gaining the support of US
newsmen and a program of US-sponsored visits to South Vietnam by groups of prominent journalists and editors. Finally, the country team should make clear to all South
Vietnamese military and civilian officials that the United States would oppose another
coup. All US intelligence agencies and advisers should be alert for and report cases
of dissension and plotting in order to prevent any further disruptive moves. Secretary
McNamara referred these recommendations to the Vietnam Coordinating Committee
for consideration.37
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Decisions in Hanoi

E

ven as President Johnson and his advisers pondered the possibility of escalation,
North Vietnam’s leaders were making their own decisions about the future course
of the war. In Vietnam, the United States was engaging more than a southern insurgency
that had begun in the late 1950s; it faced a nationwide movement, Communist-dominated, that had been organizing and fighting since before World War II. In the French phase
of what the Vietnamese Communists later named “The Thirty Years’ War of National
Salvation,” the Viet Minh had advanced through all the military phases of the people’s
revolutionary war, from small-scale guerrilla action to multi-division offensives, culminating in the successful siege of Dien Bien Phu. After the Geneva agreements of 1954,
the Viet Minh had constituted themselves a state in North Vietnam and since then had
been building a government, a socialist society, and a regular army, navy, and air force.
In South Vietnam, the movement had remained a political underground. In the late 1950s,
with Hanoi’s approval, the southern movement had resumed guerrilla warfare, with Diem
and the US as new antagonists, and had begun to build larger military units. Whereas US
officials viewed post-Geneva Vietnam as two nations, the leaders in Hanoi considered
it one country, temporarily divided. Their objective in what is now called the Second
Indochina War was to complete the revolution by unifying Vietnam under their control.38
Although the Viet Cong, officially called the National Liberation Front (NLF) of
South Vietnam, proclaimed itself an indigenous southern movement, it received policy
direction and materiel support from North Vietnam. Its top leaders were members of
the northern Communist party. North Vietnam reinforced the Viet Cong with manpower,
weapons, and specialized equipment, brought overland down a complex route of foot,
bicycle and motor trails known as the Ho Chi Minh Trail in eastern Laos and smuggled
in by sea in small vessels disguised as civilian fishing craft. According to a later Vietnamese account, by the end of 1963, over 40,000 political cadre and soldiers, 2,000 of
them high-ranking cadre and technical personnel, had marched to the South down the
Ho Chi Minh Trail. Mostly native southerners who had regrouped to the north after the
Geneva agreements, these troops constituted 50 percent of the full-time Viet Cong armed
forces and 80 percent of the command and staff personnel. In addition to people, North
Vietnam claimed to have transported more than 165,000 weapons to the south between
1961 and 1963, as well as hundreds of tons of other military equipment. These reinforcements enabled the Viet Cong to expand rapidly its political administration and its armed
forces. By the end of 1963, according to US estimates at the time, the enemy’s regular
forces—provincial companies and battalions and regional regiments—totaled nearly
25,000 men, not counting part-time guerrillas and civilian supporters.39
With these assets, the Viet Cong by late 1963 were more than holding their own
against Saigon’s troops and their American allies. Yet the revolution still was far from
complete victory. Communist party and front organizations in the cities and some rural
areas remained weak, and the fall of Ngo Dinh Diem had reduced the NLF’s potential
appeal to Buddhists and other noncommunist elements in South Vietnam. Viet Cong
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regular (main force) units were not yet large and heavily armed enough to engage and
destroy the ARVN in decisive battles or take and hold strategic positions. Like their
adversaries, the leaders in Hanoi had to decide on their next moves in the war.40
The critical decisions came in December 1963, at a general meeting (the Ninth Plenum) of the Central Committee of the Vietam Workers’ (Communist) Party in Hanoi.
After prolonged deliberations, the Central Committee adopted a secret directive to the
Party, north and south, calling for a major acceleration of the military effort in South
Vietnam. Although reaffirming the need to combine political and armed struggle, the
Central Committee declared that “the armed struggle would be the deciding factor in the
annihilation of the armed forces of the enemy.” “The key issue at present,” the Committee
proclaimed, “is for the entire Party and the entire population to … rapidly strengthen our
armed forces in order to achieve a basic shift in the balance of forces between ourselves
and the enemy in South Vietnam.” While guerrilla operations would continue, this effort’s
main focus would be on expanding the main force and intensifying mobile attacks “in
order to annihilate puppet regulars and assign the decisive role on the battlefield to
massed combat operations.” The Ninth Plenum committed the full resources of North
Vietnam, including its regular army, to the battle in the south. In doing so, it reversed
the Party’s earlier dictum that the north should give first priority to building socialism
while the south liberated itself primarily by mobilizing its own strength, although with
northern assistance. Now the war was to have top priority in both sections.
The North Vietnamese leaders expressed their intention to press ahead with the
campaign even at the risk of direct US military intervention, which they anticipated and
discounted. “If the US imperialists throw into South Vietnam an additional 50,000 to
100,000 troops, the total, people’s and protracted war must strongly develop and cause
them to become bogged down and gradually defeated.” Whether or not the Americans
came in, the Party and people should be prepared for a prolonged war but should also
“strive to take advantage of opportunities to secure a decisive victory in a relatively short
period of time.” In sum, North Vietnam’s leaders had decided upon a major escalation of
the war in South Vietnam, with the emphasis on preparation for massed combat against
the ARVN, which the Communists viewed as the main prop of a politically bankrupt
Saigon regime.41
Starting early in 1964, the North Vietnamese set about implementing the Central
Committee’s decisions. They expanded the Ho Chi Minh Trail network to accommodate an increased flow of men and materiel, turning much of it into a truck route; and
they increased the seaborne movement of weapons to southern South Vietnam, as yet
not reachable from the Trail. During the year, according to North Vietnamese figures,
almost 9,000 cadre and soldiers marched to the south, including full-strength infantry
regiments. The quantity of supplies shipped to the south in 1964 was four times greater
than that moved during the previous year. North Vietnam brought its armed forces to
full war strength and began training and preparing divisions for combat in the south.
Anticipating US and South Vietnamese attacks, the North Vietnamese reinforced and
repositioned their air defense units, readied their small navy for battle, and organized
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their civilian population for civil defense and resistance to invasion. Hanoi maneuvered
diplomatically to secure an increasing stream of economic and military assistance from
the Communist bloc, essential to expanding the war. Taking advantage of the Sino-Soviet
competition for the allegiance of the world’s Communist parties, North Vietnam obtained
both maximum aid and maximum freedom to pursue its national objectives.42
Hanoi’s decision to expand the war rendered moot much of the Johnson administration’s subsequent policy deliberations. In effect, the other side was already taking the
very actions that American officials had hoped the graduated military pressure would
deter them from. The entire contemplated American campaign was out of phase with
what was happening in Hanoi.43 Where the North Vietnamese had been decisive in setting policy and immediate in implementing it, the US administration was slow in both
decision and action. In fairness to President Johnson and his advisers, it should be noted
that the change in enemy strategy was slow to become apparent. It took the North Vietnamese much of the year to expand their logistic system and build up their forces; the
first full regiment did not start south until October. Only gradually did the allies pick up
indications that the war might be entering a new phase, for example through discovery
of native northerners among captured Viet Cong. Nevertheless, during the year each
side would move at its own pace along paths of escalation that would lead ultimately
to a violent collision.
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Johnson’s Course Confirmed,
NSAM 288
Unaware of what the North Vietnamese had set in motion, President Johnson and
his advisers continued their policy deliberations and planning. On 20 February, at a
White House meeting attended by Secretaries Rusk and McNamara, General Taylor,
and other officials, the President directed that “contingency planning for pressures
against North Vietnam should be speeded up. Particular attention should be given to
shaping such pressures so as to produce the maximum credible deterrent effect on
Hanoi.” In furtherance of this effort, Mr. Johnson decided to send Secretary McNamara
and General Taylor to South Vietnam early in March, to review with Ambassador Lodge
and General Harkins the planning for pressure on the North and “other aspects of the
counterinsurgency campaign.”1

JCS Recommendations to McNamara

O

n 21 February, in preparation for his journey to Saigon, Secretary McNamara sought
the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on “a number of military uncertainties which
must be resolved” before final decisions could be made on action against North Vietnam.
To begin with, McNamara asked the JCS what military actions South Vietnam could take
against the North, employing air and naval power but limiting ground activity to smallscale raids. He also inquired what further actions could be attributed to Saigon even
though not within plausible range of its capabilities. Similarly, what actions could US
forces take without public acknowledgement or, alternatively, after an open declaration
of Washington’s intent to exert military pressure on North Vietnam? What targets, the
Secretary of Defense asked, would it be most effective to attack from the standpoint
of (a) specific effect on North Vietnam’s capabilities for action against South Vietnam,
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Laos, and Thailand; (b) interdiction of sea communications into North Vietnam and of
land communication routes from Communist China; and (c) damaging key installations
while minimizing the effect on North Vietnam’s civilian population? In addition, Mr.
McNamara sought the Joint Chiefs’ views as to what actions under the above headings
would be most likely to cause Hanoi to stop supporting the Viet Cong but least likely to
“lead to stepped-up conflict and adverse reactions in third countries.”
The majority of Secretary McNamara’s queries had to do with North Vietnamese
and Chinese capabilities for military action and with US means and capabilities for
deterring or opposing them. Must US plans take account of the possibility that the
enemy would react to attacks on North Vietnam with countermoves in Southeast Asia,
Korea, or Taiwan? The Secretary seemed particularly interested in what modifications
the United States must make in existing contingency plans so as to be able to respond
to Communist escalation primarily through “air activities rather than the intervention
of substantial US ground forces.” If North Vietnam and/or Communist China, in reaction to US attacks on North Vietnam, invaded Laos, South Vietnam, Thailand, Burma,
South Korea, or Taiwan, to what extent could the United States effectively counter the
invasion through air and naval power without adding to the ground forces currently
deployed, using means ranging from conventional ordnance only to selective use of
tactical nuclear weapons?2
In closing his memorandum of 21 February, Secretary McNamara noted that a
detailed response might well require some time to prepare. He wished, however, to
have preliminary JCS judgments for consideration prior to his scheduled departure
for Vietnam on 4 March. Recognizing the magnitude of the Secretary’s requirement but
seeking to meet his request, General Taylor set 1 March as the deadline for an initial
response. He held open the possibility that supplementary material might be submitted
later. To draft the initial response to Secretary McNamara, the Chairman directed the
establishment of an ad hoc planning unit within the Joint Staff, to be headed by Brigadier
General Lucius D. Clay, Jr., USAF, of the J–3 Directorate.3
Three JCS members submitted individual views that were made available to General Clay’s group. The Air Force Chief of Staff, General Curtis E. LeMay, presented a
major paper the same day McNamara posed his questions. “In my military judgment,”
he declared, “the time has come for a showdown in South Vietnam if we are to contain Communism there and in the whole of Southeast Asia.” In an 11-page outline
plan for revitalizing the counterinsurgency effort, General LeMay proposed that the
United States issue a policy statement reaffirming its determination to assist Saigon
in defeating the externally directed insurgent forces, with an added warning that
communist sanctuaries beyond South Vietnam’s borders would no longer be immune
to attack. The United States should take action to increase offensive strength within
South Vietnam, including the introduction of jet aircraft for both US and Vietnamese
Air Force (VNAF) use. General LeMay called for the lifting of restrictions on both US
and RVNAF forces to allow hot pursuit of the Viet Cong into Cambodia and deliberate
operations against enemy bases and lines of communication in Laos. He proposed
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intensive covert operations against North Vietnam, with participation by personnel
from Taiwan, Thailand, or the Philippines.4
The Chief of Naval Operations (CNO), Admiral David L. McDonald, and the Commandant of the Marine Corps (CMC), General Wallace M. Greene, Jr., followed with
their own views. Like General LeMay, both officers were concerned about the fact that
the United States had as yet committed only a token of its immense military power
to achieving vital objectives in Southeast Asia. Admiral McDonald cited the Lebanon
intervention, the 1958 Taiwan Straits confrontation, and the 1962 Cuban missile crisis
as instances in which the United States had effectively used its power, gaining both
a favorable outcome and heartening expressions of support from the free world. The
Chief of Naval Operations thought it strange that “we are hesitant to use it again in
the particular and serious crisis we now face.” His specific proposals paralleled those
of the Air Force but went farther by recommending direct US military actions against
North Vietnam.5
General Greene was even more forthright. He called for a prompt and clear-cut governmental decision “either to pull out of South Vietnam or to stay there and win. If the
decision is to stay and win—which is the Marine Corps recommendation—this objective
must be pursued with the full concentrated power of US resources.” General Greene
recommended that the United States “commence systematic destruction—in a rising
crescendo—of targets in North Vietnam by air attack, amphibious raids, covert operations, and naval gunfire,” initially using South Vietnamese forces but with readiness to
add those of the United States. He would “place a single military officer, COMUSMACV,
in complete and total control of all operations” and introduce such wartime measures
as news censorship and controlled accreditation of US and foreign correspondents.
General Greene concluded with the following recommendation:
While maintaining the necessary tempo of operations to convince the Communists that we mean business, make it clear that the US is willing to confer and
negotiate at any time with Ho Chi Minh. Listen patiently to our allies, friends,
and enemies, but continue to press home the campaign in South Vietnam until
a settlement on US terms is reached.6

The Joint Chiefs of Staff incorporated some of these views in their reply to the Secretary of Defense, which they submitted on 2 March. In a lengthy memorandum with
several appendices, the Joint Chiefs gave detailed estimates of North Vietnamese and
Chinese Communist military capabilities. They concluded that while the two enemy
powers might exert military pressures in several areas at once, such as Southeast Asia,
South Korea, and the Taiwan Straits, they could mount and sustain a major campaign
in only one direction at a time, owing mainly to logistic limitations. As to the US effort
required to contain a large-scale invasion of any of these areas, the Joint Chiefs listed
the forces already designated in CINCPAC’s contingency plans.
To the query regarding the United States ability to counter a major communist invasion through air and naval action without deploying additional ground forces, the Joint
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Chiefs of Staff answer was indirectly stated but unmistakable. In applying land- and seabased air power in that situation, nuclear attacks would have “a far greater probability”
of stopping the enemy than would attacks with conventional ordnance. Sea power could
be applied most usefully in a blockade, but it would take considerable time before having
a marked effect on the enemy’s operations. Hence, the Joint Chiefs of Staff emphasized
that in initiating actions against North Vietnam, the United States must be ready and
willing “to follow through with appropriate contingency plans to counter DRV/CHICOM
[Democratic Republic of Vietnam/Chinese Communist] reaction as required.” That is,
air and sea power alone could not be counted upon to halt a major aggression. As to
modifying contingency plans to exclude the use of substantial US ground forces, the
Joint Chiefs declared that, while many of CINCPAC’s plans called for substantial US air
effort in conjunction with ground intervention, “there are no specific plans based solely
on air and naval responses which apply to all of the situations contained in this paper.”
While doubting their viability, they nevertheless undertook to direct the preparation of
such plans as required.
In assessing the means available to apply military pressures against North Vietnam,
the Joint Chiefs of Staff cited particularly air strikes, amphibious raids, sabotage operations, and a naval blockade. The RVNAF, acting alone, possessed a very limited capability
to conduct the first three types of operations. With non-attributable US reinforcement
by the Farm Gate (from the US 1st Air Commando Group) unit, the VNAF could intensify and expand its effort, striking lines of communication, military installations, and
industrial targets. Farm Gate capabilities would be greatly enhanced if the unit were
augmented with B–57 jet aircraft. Escalating further, the United States could increase
destruction of the targets mentioned by unacknowledged commitment of its own air
and naval elements. Open US announcement of its attention to apply pressures would
provide still more freedom of action.
Secretary McNamara’s central question had been his request for the Joint Chiefs
of Staff views on the course of action most likely to cause North Vietnam to stop
supporting the insurgents in South Vietnam and Laos, with the least unfavorable
enemy and international reaction. In their reply on 2 March, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
declared that:
a.
b.

US intentions and resolve to extend the war as necessary should be made
clear immediately by overt military actions against the DRV.
Military actions should be part of a coordinated diplomatic, military, and
psychological program directed at deterring the enemy and preparing the
world for extension of the war.

The Joint Chiefs of Staff then for the first time defined two possible modes of
applying military pressure, offering a choice that was to be debated repeatedly during
subsequent months: “We should prepare military actions, one in the form of a sudden
blow for shock effect, another in the form of ascending order of severity with increasing
US participation ….”
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In their detailed recommendations, the JCS favored initial military preparations for
“overt demonstrations of US intentions” through US low-level aerial reconnaissance over
Laos and North Vietnam. This should be accompanied by expansion of South Vietnamese and Farm Gate activities in North Vietnam in the form of air strikes, amphibious
raids, sabotage, and harassment of shipping and fishing activities. At the same time, the
United States and South Vietnam should prepare to increase the intensity of their efforts
against the North through armed reconnaissance along the principal supply routes
from North Vietnam to Laos and the destruction of highway bridges, military targets,
and airfields used to support the wars in South Vietnam and Laos. In addition, the allies
should prepare to attack North Vietnam’s Petroleum, Oil and Lubricants (POL) installations and its major communication routes to China, as well as “industrial base targets”
in the Hanoi-Haiphong area. Additional pressures could include mine laying in selected
areas, cross-border operations, and a maritime blockade of North Vietnam. The Joint
Chiefs of Staff considered these categories of targets the most effective ones to attack
within the limits set by the Secretary of Defense.
Considering possible enemy response to these recommended actions, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff doubted that the Chinese would send large ground forces into North
Vietnam, Laos, or Cambodia “except as part of an overall campaign against all of
Southeast Asia.” The Joint Chiefs of Staff assessed that “the Chinese communists view
Laos and South Vietnam as DRV problems.” The Beijing government might offer fighter
aircraft, antiaircraft units, and “volunteers” to North Vietnam and at some stage might
commit Chinese aircraft to the defense of that country. The Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics (USSR) could be expected to continue and possibly increase its economic
aid to Hanoi, but the Soviet leaders “would probably be highly concerned over possible
expansion of the conflict.” If the communist regimes in Hanoi and Beijing appeared to
be in jeopardy, the Soviets would probably set aside their differences with China and
send additional assistance, including higher performance aircraft. Nevertheless, the
Joint Chiefs believed that the leaders in Moscow would assess realistically their own
national interests and US determination and intentions and would take no action that
increased the likelihood of nuclear war. While condemning US policy in international
forums, the Soviets might even “seek to initiate, or have initiated by other parties,
discussions aimed at terminating hostilities and stabilizing the situation throughout
all of Vietnam.”
In summation, the Joint Chiefs of Staff reaffirmed their assertion of 22 January 1964
that defense of South Vietnam was of overriding importance to US security interests.
Since North Vietnamese direction and support of the insurgency was one of the controlling factors in the continuation of the war, “intensified operations are warranted and
essential at this time to convince both the DRV and CHICOM leadership of our resolution to prevail.” Recognizing that the program they had set forth would involve a major
change in US policy, the Joint Chiefs recommended that the actions they had specified be
approved as a basis for discussion and planning during Secretary McNamara’s impending visit to South Vietnam.7
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At a meeting on 2 March, the Joint Chiefs discussed their recommendations in detail
with Secretary McNamara. General Taylor drew attention to the two modes of attack
they had defined—the sharp blow or the steadily intensifying application of pressure.
He stated that the Joint Chiefs had not yet matured their view regarding which should
be chosen. They would study the matter further, particularly in the light of any decisions
resulting from the Secretary’s trip to South Vietnam.
In his comments, Secretary McNamara showed a continued strong disposition
toward maximum use of air power in any Southeast Asia contingency, although he had
apparently abandoned any thought that it could preclude the commitment of US ground
forces. Whatever the ultimate level of escalation, he now sought to minimize American
troop involvement by substituting Nationalist Chinese or other third-country ground
units as well as by a “far more massive use of air.” In CINCPAC OPLAN 32-64 (Defense
against North Vietnamese Invasion of South Vietnam and Laos), for instance, he wanted
to see up to three times as many US Air Force squadrons committed as were currently
listed. The Chairman undertook to have all the plans for Southeast Asia reviewed to
provide for maximum use of air power, including naval air. At the end of the meeting the
participants agreed that the JCS memorandum of 2 March would receive further review
and that Secretary McNamara and General Taylor would discuss it with CINCPAC on
their way to South Vietnam.8
On 4 March, the Joint Chiefs of Staff discussed their recommendations directly with
President Johnson and received an indication of their Commander in Chief’s fundamental concerns. In response to a query from President Johnson, General Taylor stated
that, in the JCS view, “our program should consist of two main parts: one, an intensive
continuation of the counterinsurgency campaign in South Vietnam and, second, a progressive program of selective air and naval attacks against North Vietnam using means
beyond those employed in the past.” The other Chiefs concurred and added that it was
“unlikely” that the Chinese Communists would intervene “in strength.” “However, once
embarked on the program the US must carry it to success, cost what may.” The President “accepted the need for punishing Hanoi without debate, but pointed to some other
practical difficulties, particularly the political ones with which he was faced.” From
this, Taylor concluded: “It is quite apparent that he does not want to lose South Vietnam
before next November nor does he want to get the country into war.” These conflicting
desires in fact would preoccupy the President and significantly influence his decisions
throughout the next several months.9

The JCS Push for Cross-Border Operations

A

s a separate action on 2 March, the Joint Chiefs of Staff sent Secretary McNamara a
strong recommendation that the United States lift restrictions on military incursions
into Laos and Cambodia. They declared that “While our hard intelligence does not reveal
the exact dimensions of the infiltration of men and materials into South Vietnam from
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the North, and the true extent to which the [enemy] are utilizing sanctuaries in Laos and
Cambodia, there is mounting evidence that these are of such proportions as to constitute an increasingly important factor in the war.” Hence, the Joint Chiefs urged that the
US abandon the self-imposed restrictions that prevented the interdiction of infiltration
routes and the pursuit and destruction of hostile forces. Cross-border operations, the
JCS affirmed, were “essential to successful prosecution of the war.”
CINCPAC had already proposed specific cross-border operations, and the Joint
Chiefs recommended that Secretary McNamara seek approval to implement them. Terming them “Overt Secret Operations,” the Joint Chiefs recommended South Vietnamese
hot pursuit of Viet Cong into the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ), Cambodia, and Laos and
authorization for US advisers to accompany their units in such actions. The Farm Gate
unit should be allowed to engage in hot pursuit under the same rules as the VNAF. The
United States should conduct reconnaissance flights over Laos and Cambodia (with
operations over Cambodia limited for the time being to high altitude missions). Saigon
should be encouraged to conduct ground and air attacks on enemy facilities in Laos, in
cooperation with friendly Laotian forces. US personnel should be authorized to accompany South Vietnamese units in international waters north of the 17th parallel and on
ground and air forays into Laos, Cambodia, and North Vietnam. In addition, the Joint
Chiefs recommended encouraging the South Vietnamese to launch covert ground raids
and air operations into Cambodia.10

Blockading North Vietnam: Problems Identified

M

ore than once, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had listed a naval blockade as a prospective measure against North Vietnam. To support more detailed consideration of
this option, they had asked CINCPAC for his views on the feasibility of such a blockade,
including the recommended concept of operations, types and numbers of ships required,
and the magnitude of the effort needed to obtain effective results.11
Replying on 28 February, Admiral Felt emphasized the diplomatic and military
complexity of a blockade. The Pacific commander pointed out that, although the predominant portion of North Vietnam’s trade was with Communist bloc countries, most
ocean-going ships entering the three principal ports were under free-world registry.
About 85 percent of North Vietnam’s maritime commerce moved via shallow draft
coastal shipping. Since the maritime shipping to be cut off would be owned by nations
other than North Vietnam, the blockade would have to be a “total” rather than a “pacific”
one. Accordingly, the United States would have to adopt the status of a formal belligerent
in the war. In addition, to make the blockade effective, the United States would have to
stop coastal shipping, which would require American forces to enter North Vietnam’s
territorial waters and air space.
On the operational side, Admiral Felt observed that a blockade would require considerable effort and involve great risk, with a constant threat of Chinese Communist
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countermeasures. The Tonkin Gulf, where the blockade zone would be declared, was a
virtual cul-de-sac, surrounded by existing or potential hostile air bases in South China,
Hainan Island, and North Vietnam. The Admiral believed that US carrier aircraft could
neutralize these threats and establish control of the air, but only at the risk of precipitating broader hostilities with China. Hence, during a blockade “advanced readiness must
be assumed to implement a family of war plans.”12
Drawing heavily on CINCPAC’s reply, the Joint Staff made its own study of the blockade issue, which was circulated to the Joint Chiefs on 6 March. The staff concluded that
the United States had the capability to impose an effective naval blockade on North Vietnam. However, this action was feasible only if the US “is prepared to accept escalation
of the tempo of operations into a belligerent status with the DRV and subsequently with
the Chinese communists.” Thus, the Joint Staff identified naval blockade as a measure
high up on the scale of escalation.13

McNamara’s March Trip and Report

O

n 5 March, just before the Secretary of Defense departed for Southeast Asia, President Johnson sent him an informal letter of instructions. The President expressed
“hope that you and your colleagues will work together to bring back the most careful
possible estimate of the situation and of the best possible courses of action for improving
it. Some of these possibilities have been discussed in a preliminary way here in recent
days, but what we now need is an assessment of all the possibilities and needs on the
spot.” In particular, the President wanted Secretary McNamara to frame his opinions
and recommendations “in the light of your discussions with Ambassador Lodge and his
colleagues, and with the leaders of the Vietnamese Government.”14
Secretary McNamara and General Taylor, accompanied by William H. Sullivan, William P. Bundy, and several other officials, reached Hawaii on 6 March. During consultations at CINCPAC headquarters, Admiral Felt indicated his complete agreement with the
JCS proposals of 2 March, except for the naval blockade, about which he already had
expressed reservations. A briefing on the implementation of OPLAN 34A, reciting the
consistent failure of operations to date, drew Secretary McNamara’s strong displeasure.
The Secretary of Defense directed CINCPAC to begin training South Vietnamese pilots
in aerial mine-laying techniques at once.15
From Hawaii, Secretary McNamara and his party continued to Saigon, arriving on 8
March. In conferences and briefings by US and South Vietnamese officials, the Secretary
and General Taylor received a comprehensive picture of the situation and the status of
plans and problems. They made several trips into the countryside and visited Hue with
General Khanh on 11 March. On the 12th, General Khanh briefed his US visitors on his
latest plans for national mobilization to fight the Viet Cong. General Khanh proposed a
National Service Act that would bring hundreds of thousands of young men into either
military or civil defense service. The civil defense component included an administrative
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corps for work in the countryside and civic action teams for the hamlets and villages. As
the Americans had advocated, General Khanh intended to make a maximum pacification
effort in the eight provinces surrounding Saigon, to begin as soon as province cadres
had been recruited and trained. Secretary McNamara asked General Khanh whether
he could tell President Johnson that Saigon was now operating on the basis of a full
national mobilization of its human and material resources and whether the President
could so inform the American people. General Khanh answered affirmatively, expressing
confidence that it would not take him long to get his National Service Act promulgated.16
On the question of out-of-country operations, Mr. McNamara found General Khanh
primarily concerned with the need to establish a firm base in South Vietnam. While the
Vietnamese leader favored continuation of covert activities against North Vietnam, he
did not wish to engage his forces in overt operations there until he had established “rear
area security.”17
Secretary McNamara returned to Washington with his draft report to the President
already completed, dated 13 March. Secretary McNamara opened with a statement of
the principal US objective in South Vietnam. The United States, he wrote, sought an
independent, noncommunist South Vietnam. The country need not serve as a Western
base or as a member of a Western alliance, but South Vietnam must be free to accept
outside assistance in maintaining its security, including military help. “Unless we can
achieve this objective in South Vietnam, almost all of Southeast Asia will probably fall
under Communist dominance,” and in many world capitals the United States would be
seen as having failed in “a test case of US capacity to help a nation meet a Communist
‘war of liberation.’”
Secretary McNamara described current US policy as “trying to help South Vietnam
defeat the Viet Cong, supported from the North, by means short of the unqualified use
of American combat forces,” taking no action against North Vietnam except a very modest covert program conducted by the South Vietnamese. The United States and South
Vietnam would continue to observe the Geneva Accords with regard to Laos and respect
the neutrality of Cambodia; hence, the allies had to accept extensive Viet Cong use of
Cambodian and Laotian territory for sanctuaries and infiltration routes.
Secretary McNamara declared that “the military tools and concepts of the GVN/
US effort are generally sound and adequate.” Substantially more could be done toward
effective employment of military forces and in economic and civic action, but these
improvements would not require any major equipment replacement or increases in US
personnel. Indeed, the Secretary of Defense observed that the US policy of “reducing
existing personnel where South Vietnamese are in a position to assume the functions is
still sound.” No major reductions might occur in the near future, but by adhering to the
policy the United States openly avowed the more fundamental principle that it regarded
the war as “a conflict the South Vietnamese must win and take ultimate responsibility
for.” Secretary McNamara asserted that substantial reductions in the number of US
military training personnel should be possible before the end of 1965.
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In something of a contradiction to this estimate, Secretary McNamara declared
that the situation in South Vietnam had been growing steadily worse since at least September 1963. In 22 of the country’s 43 provinces, the Viet Cong (VC) now controlled at
least half the land area. In the eight critical provinces around Saigon, VC control ran as
high as 90 percent. Large segments of the South Vietnamese population were apathetic
toward the government and the war. Military and paramilitary morale and motivation
were failing, as evident in a rising desertion rate. Draft dodging was prevalent, while
the Viet Cong continued to recruit effectively. After the November 1963 coup, effective
political control of the provinces from the capital had largely disappeared. Since the
death of Diem, 35 of the 43 province chiefs had been replaced. In three months’ time,
nine provinces had each experienced three different chiefs; one province had had four.
Scores of lesser officials had been replaced and almost every major military command
had changed twice since Diem’s overthrow.
The viability of the Khanh government, then in its second month, Secretary McNamara assessed as open to doubt. Himself intelligent and forceful, General Khanh possessed limited experience at governing. He lacked wide political appeal and his control
of the Army was uncertain. He lived under constant threat of assassination or another
coup. Yet there was some basis for encouragement in the Khanh government’s performance to date. Its key members appeared generally able; they were highly responsive
to US advice and seemed to understand what they needed to do to defeat the Viet Cong.
The opposition to the regime was fragmented, and General Khanh was seeking to keep it
so. Secretary McNamara saw evidence of energy, decision, and comprehension, adding
up to “a sufficiently strong chance of Khanh’s really taking hold in the next few months
for us to devote all possible energy and resources to his support.”
In his draft report, Secretary McNamara considered three possible US courses of
action in Southeast Asia. The first he summarily rejected—Negotiation on the Basis of
Neutralization—along the lines recently advocated by President de Gaulle. If such an
arrangement included total US withdrawal, as de Gaulle appeared to suggest, “this would
simply mean a Communist take-over in South Vietnam.”
The second possible course of action—Initiate GVN and US Military Actions against
North Vietnam—Secretary McNamara analyzed at length. He reviewed a number of
diverse possible operations: border control actions, retaliatory actions, and graduated
overt military pressure. He considered all these actions, except for aerial reconnaissance
for border control, to be of “extremely delicate nature,” entailing a variety of military
and diplomatic problems. These included marshalling a case to justify the operations,
deterring or defeating communist counteractions, and “dealing with the pressures for
premature or ‘stacked’ negotiations.” While the stronger actions would be aimed at eliminating North Vietnamese support and direction of the insurgency, their real objective
would be to break down the morale of the hard-core Viet Cong cadres while bolstering
the morale of the Khanh regime. Secretary McNamara observed:
We could not, of course, be sure that our objective could be achieved by any
means within the practical range of our options. Moreover, and perhaps most
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importantly, unless and until the Khanh government has established its position and preferably is making significant progress in the South, an overt extension of operations into the North carries the risk of being mounted from an
extremely weak base which might at any moment collapse and leave the posture of political confrontation worsened rather than improved.

“On balance,” he concluded, “I recommend against initiation at this time of overt GVN
and/or US military actions against North Vietnam.”
Secretary McNamara recommended adoption of the third course—Initiative Measures to Improve the Situation in South Vietnam. While holding open the option of
future military pressures against North Vietnam, the Secretary said, it was necessary
at any event to take every reasonable measure to assure success in South Vietnam. In
particular, the United States Government and Country Team should both publicize and
help General Khanh to execute his Program for National Mobilization, including the
National Service Act and other measures to put South Vietnam on a total war footing.
The United States, Secretary McNamara continued, should give full support to Khanh’s
National Pacification Plan and to development of the civil administrative corps and civic
action teams needed to execute it. The United States should encourage expansion and
improvement of Saigon’s regular military and paramilitary forces, as well as promoting
development of an offensive guerrilla force within the RVNAF that could fight the Viet
Cong with their own methods. All this could be done, Secretary McNamara asserted,
with only a modest requirement for additional American military equipment, costing
an estimated $20 million. On the economic side, Secretary McNamara called for the
enlargement and publicizing of the approved but unannounced US program of providing fertilizers to South Vietnam. This program promised to yield great improvement in
the rice crops and the resulting export earnings, benefiting both the government and
peasants in the secure areas.
If the Khanh government could stay in power while the United States urgently
pursued the above course of action, Secretary McNamara judged that “the situation in
South Vietnam can be significantly improved in the next three to four months.” At the
same time, however, the United States should press its preparations for further action,
since it might still become desirable to apply military pressures against North Vietnam.
For example, if hard evidence came to hand of significantly stepped-up shipment of
arms to the Viet Cong from the North, the United States might wish to take any or all
of the actions under the headings of border control, retaliation, and graduated overt
pressure. At a longer range, these actions might be seen as necessary in any event, if
the Khanh government’s programs, even with improved execution, proved insufficient
to put down the insurgency.
Secretary McNamara concluded his report with twelve recommendations for
action by the appropriate agencies of the US Government. The first two called upon the
administration to make it clear that “we are prepared to furnish assistance and support
to South Vietnam for as long as it takes to bring the insurgency under control” and that
“we fully support the Khanh Government and are opposed to further coups.” The next
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eight specified actions were to be taken in support of South Vietnam’s national mobilization and pacification campaigns, RVNAF expansion and improvement, and the fertilizer
program. Recommendation Eleven endorsed continued high-level US reconnaissance
flights over South Vietnam’s frontiers and battalion or smaller size RVNAF operations
into Laos for the purpose of border control. Larger operations should be authorized only
with the approval of Laotian Premier Souvanna Phouma. Operations into Cambodia
“should depend on the state of relations with Cambodia.”
In Recommendation Twelve, McNamara addressed future expansion of operations.
The United States, he declared, should place itself in position to initiate on 72 hours’
notice the full range of “border control” actions in Laos and Cambodia and the “Retaliatory Actions” against North Vietnam. It should be ready on 30 days’ notice to initiate
“Graduated Overt Military Pressure” against the North.18

JCS Views on the McNamara Report

C

opies of Secretary McNamara’s draft report went to the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the
afternoon of 13 March for study and comment. The Air Force Chief of Staff and the
Commandant of the Marine Corps submitted views in writing, both criticizing various
aspects of the report. General Greene declared that Secretary McNamara’s 12 recommendations offered “little more than a continuation of present programs of action in
Vietnam.” He repeated his dictum that if the US Government decided to stay in South
Vietnam and win, then it must pursue this objective with the full concerted power of the
United States. “Half-measures won’t win in South Vietnam.”19
General LeMay concurred in the actions recommended to shore up and stabilize the
Khanh government, but he disagreed with the Secretary of Defense’s assertion that “the
military tools and concepts of the GVN/US effort are generally sound and adequate.”
This proposition offered no escape from the restrictions on US and South Vietnamese
actions to end the Viet Cong sanctuary in Cambodia and interdict the movement of
reinforcements and supplies from North Vietnam through Laos.20
Considering these views together with a draft memorandum proposed by the Chairman, the Joint Chiefs of Staff formulated a collective reply that went to the Secretary
of Defense on 14 March. The Joint Chiefs concurred with Secretary McNamara’s recommendations. However, they stated that they “do not believe that the recommended
program in itself will be sufficient to turn the tide against the Viet Cong in South Vietnam
without positive action being taken against the Hanoi Government at an early date.” The
JCS had in mind the kind of actions outlined in their 2 March submission, aimed at ending
North Vietnam’s support of the insurgency. “To increase our readiness for such actions,”
the Joint Chiefs insisted, “the US Government should establish at once the political
and military bases in the United States and South Vietnam for offensive actions against
the North and across the Laotian and Cambodian borders ….” The JCS recommended
authorizing hot pursuit into Cambodia at once. Further, they believed the reaction times
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proposed in Recommendation 12 should be reduced. The United States should be ready
to implement border control and retaliatory operations within 24 hours and graduated
overt military pressures within 72 hours.21

Approval of the 12 Recommendations: NSAM 288

S

ecretary McNamara formally submitted his report on 16 March, and the National
Security Council (NSC) took it up the following day. Among other senior officials,
both Secretary McNamara and General Taylor attended the meeting. All those present
endorsed the Secretary of Defense’s twelve recommendations for action. Speaking for
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Taylor expressed support for Secretary McNamara’s
report, noting that the Chiefs favored “readying forces now which would be required if it
were decided later to take further military action than that recommended in the report.”
The Chairman also transmitted his colleagues’ view that the proposed program “may not
be sufficient to save the situation in Vietnam” and that “action against North Vietnam
might be necessary” to make effective Secretary McNamara’s recommended measures
in the South. President Johnson summarized the alternatives to Secretary McNamara’s
program: inserting more US forces, or pulling out and neutralizing the area. He concluded
that “the course we are following is the only realistic alternative. It will have the maximum effectiveness with the minimum loss.” He noted also that the approved proposals
“did not foreclose action later if the situation did not improve as we expected.” After
asking for any objections and hearing none, President Johnson stated that the Secretary
of Defense’s recommendations were approved.22
Embodying the President’s decision, National Security Action Memorandum 288,
issued on 17 March, announced that Secretary McNamara’s recommendations had been
approved and directed all concerned agencies to “proceed energetically” with their
execution. Apparently forgetting about the interagency Vietnam committee he had set
up earlier, the President designated Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs
William P. Bundy to coordinate the actions of the departments involved. In a press
release the same day, the White House revealed the general nature of the presidential
decisions and began highlighting the Khanh government’s programs as Secretary
McNamara had recommended, making special mention of the National Mobilization
Plan. The release also mentioned that an increased commitment of US economic and
military assistance funds would be required to support the Khanh program.23
Before the day ended on the 17th, President Johnson dispatched a message to Ambassador Lodge that revealed some of his thoughts and anticipations, running beyond the
decisions made at that morning’s NSC meeting. Regarding Laos, the President declared,
“I will authorize low-level reconnaissance there wherever the present high-level flights
indicate that such reconnaissance may be needed.” He was also fully prepared to authorize hot pursuit into Cambodia if relations with that country’s ruler, Prince Norodom
Sihanouk, deteriorated further. The President was reserving judgment for the present
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on overt US measures against North Vietnam, but he appeared to accept the need for
specific retaliatory actions if the Viet Cong singled out Americans for attack. He authorized Lodge to make contingency plans for such retaliation. President Johnson was not
ready to make a decision on conducting high- or low-level aerial reconnaissance over
North Vietnam. Such action might be desirable “after a few weeks, for military or political reasons, or both.” Hence, the President had directed that the political and diplomatic
groundwork be laid for this eventuality.24
Following the issuance of NSAM 288, the Joint Chiefs of Staff engaged in a discussion
that culminated in the submission of split views to the Secretary of Defense. General LeMay
initiated the discussion on 18 March. He expressed concern that “the Joint Chiefs of Staff
have not taken a firm position on specific courses of action which they recommend be
taken at this time.” The Air Force Chief of Staff noted that the JCS had advised Secretary
McNamara on 14 March that they did not believe the program recommended in his report
would be sufficient to overcome the Viet Cong unless accompanied by action against North
Vietnam at an early date. Therefore, General LeMay argued, the Joint Chiefs should set forth
the course of action they did recommend and urge its immediate implementation. General
LeMay declared that the Commandant of the Marine Corps had expressed similar views.25
In response to General LeMay’s overture, the Joint Chiefs of Staff ordered a study
from which an optimum course of action could be selected. When completed at the end
of the month, however, the study recommended a course that differed from the one the
President had approved in NSAM 288 only in timing. That is, it proposed implementation
of certain military actions immediately, whereas NSAM 288 had called for preparation
to carry out these operations within specific time periods after they were authorized.
Both the Chief of Naval Operations and the Chief of Staff of the Army objected that the
study presented no new facts or arguments that would justify attempting to modify a
policy decision so recently made at the highest level.26
On 14 April, the Joint Chiefs forwarded to Secretary McNamara a copy of the study
they had commissioned, accompanied by a discussion. They informed the Secretary
that the Chief of Staff of the Air Force and the Commandant of the Marine Corps were
“convinced that operations in Vietnam should be extended and expanded immediately”
by implementing essentially the same list of actions that the JCS had recommended on 2
March. The Chairman, the Chief of Staff of the Army, and the Chief of Naval Operations
each attached dissenting views. Typical of their line of argument, General Taylor considered it inappropriate and indeed impossible to cut across government-wide preparations
for the program of NSAM 288, then in progress, by immediately implementing expanded
military operations. At any event, General Taylor declared, “some lapse of time will be
required to attain a condition of readiness for the implementation of an effective course of
action against North Vietnam.” The Chairman and his Army and Navy colleagues preferred
to postpone recommendations for additional military action until preparations for escalation were further advanced. Noting that the dissenting view was, in fact, that of a majority
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Secretary McNamara did not pursue the matter further.27
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Implementing NSAM 288: South Vietnamese Forces

N

SAM 288 included three major actions aimed at improving the South Vietnamese
armed forces, regular and territorial. The fourth of McNamara’s twelve recommendations called for assistance to Saigon in expanding these forces by at least 50,000
men. The sixth recommendation looked toward the improvement, reorganization, and
increased compensation of the territorial components; and the seventh recommendation set the goal of creating an offensive guerrilla force within the RVNAF. Within the
Department of Defense, Secretary McNamara assigned Recommendations 4 and 6 to
the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA) in collaboration
while making Recommendation 7 solely a JCS responsibility. Closely related to these
three, Recommendation 3, support for South Vietnam’s National Mobilization Program,
was assigned exclusively to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA).28
These efforts began under difficult conditions. They depended for success heavily
on planning, decision, and effective administration by South Vietnamese officials—rare
commodities at that time. Deterioration of Saigon’s armed forces was far advanced.
The strength of the regular and territorial components had declined each month since
October 1963, as the rising desertion rate, added to combat losses, outstripped the
government’s feeble efforts at recruiting and conscription. As Secretary McNamara
had noted in his report, an estimated 20,000 of the prospective 50,000-man increase
would be absorbed simply in bringing the ARVN, Civil Guard (CG), and Self Defense
Corps (SDC) up to authorized strength. On 4 April, General Khanh signed his National
Public Service Decree, obligating all able-bodied male citizens between ages 20 and 45
to national service in either the armed forces or civil defense. The decree, however,
was a promise for the future, not an immediate remedy for existing deficiencies, and its
effective implementation was by no means certain.29
On 23 March, Ambassador Lodge received instructions to act quickly through the
Country Team and in concert with South Vietnamese officials to develop a concept for
putting Recommendations 4, 6, and 7 into effect. Before the 50,000-man force increase
could be implemented, for instance, General Khanh had to refine more precisely his
plans for distributing the additional men. Officers of MACV and the RVNAF high command discussed these issues well into April.30
As discussions progressed, the Americans and South Vietnamese disagreed over
both the future strength of the regular forces and the reorganization of the territorial
components. General Khanh wanted to expand his regular establishment by 10,000
men, to an authorized strength of 237,000, by 31 December 1964 and to nearly 252,000
by 31 December 1965. He proposed enlarging the major territorial components, the
Civil Guard and Self Defense Corps, from their present authorized total strength of
183,000 to 242,500 by the end of 1965. General Harkins agreed that the 10,000 increase
in the regulars by December 1964 was warranted, but he doubted that the goal for the
end of 1965 was justified. He had greater reservations about the CG and SDC strengths.
General Harkins had advised General Khanh that a joint group should study the security
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situation province by province before establishing numerical requirements for the local
defense forces. On the question of reorganizing the territorial components, Secretary
McNamara and General Harkins favored consolidating the ineffectual hamlet militia
with the SDC and raising the pay and allowances of both the SDC and the CG at once.
General Khanh, however, wanted to further fragment the hamlet defense component by
establishing a “combat youth” with a chain of command separate from the Self Defense
Corps. For his part, General Harkins continued to press for consolidation of all hamlet
defense forces into the SDC.31
On 27 April, General Earle G. Wheeler, the Army Chief of Staff, just returned from a
visit to South Vietnam, briefed Secretary McNamara and the JCS on the implementation
(or lack of it) of Recommendations 4, 6, and 7. The Defense Secretary expressed great
disappointment at the lack of progress. Six weeks after the issuance of NSAM 288, there
had been no positive action to bring the regular and territorial forces up to strength, to
reorganize them, or to create an offensive guerrilla force. He expressed concern over
MACV’s difficulty in securing Khanh’s agreement on realistic strength projections and
effective territorial force reorganization. Nevertheless, he said, the US mission should
press ahead with improvements in the conscription and recruiting systems without
awaiting agreement on strength figures, and he demanded that the whole effort be
accelerated. On 29 April, the Defense and State Departments sent joint instructions to
this effect to CINCPAC and Ambassador Lodge.32
The following day, the Ambassador, accompanied by Deputy COMUSMACV Lieutenant General William C. Westmoreland, USA,33 visited General Khanh and his associates.
Both men described in detail Saigon’s failings in armed forces recruitment and the lack
of improvement in troop pay and welfare. General Khanh in response promised greater
efforts in these fields. A week later, General Harkins reported that the Vietnamese leader
“has turned on the pressure” since his 30 April meeting with Ambassador Lodge and
General Westmoreland. The government had promulgated definite recruiting goals, set
new draft quotas, and issued orders to tighten up the induction system. MACV and the
Joint General Staff had reached tentative agreement on RVNAF strength goals for the
end of 1964. The Americans accepted the figure of 237,000 as the objective for the regular
forces and agreed to support increases in the CG and SDC, with the latter conditional
upon merger of the SDC and Combat Youth into one organization with a single chain of
command. Regarding the development of South Vietnamese guerrilla capability, Harkins
reported that the government was trying to strengthen border control using Ranger
battalions, Special Forces, and air surveillance supported by an integrated intelligence
system. In addition, the United States and South Vietnam had established a joint Special Forces Center near Nha Trang to train junior officers, non-commissioned officers
(NCOs), and some Montagnards in guerrilla warfare techniques.34
During a visit to Saigon from 11–13 May, Secretary McNamara and General Taylor
gave special attention to these issues, as well as to implementation of the National Mobilization Plan. They learned that General Khanh had signed a further mobilization decree
on 6 May, authorizing the draft of men for the Civil Guard and Self Defense Corps on the
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same basis as for the regular forces. The decree also required that men not in military service, plus women volunteers, perform part-time, unpaid duty in various kinds of security,
medical relief, and social welfare work. At a meeting with Country Team officials, the
Secretary of Defense tacitly accepted the force increases agreed upon between MACV
and the RVNAF high command. To remedy existing understrengths and reach the new
force ceilings, these would require the addition of at least 75,000 men between April and
the end of 1964—31,000 in the regular components, about 30,000 in the CG and SDC, and
the remainder in the National Police and hamlet civil action cadre. Both the Secretary
and the Chairman stressed that the RVNAF must develop a capability for guerrilla operations in VC-dominated areas. Secretary McNamara charged General Harkins specifically
with this task. Secretary McNamara declared that, if this effort required more US Special
Forces personnel, he was prepared to approve an augmentation.35

Implementing NSAM 288: Cross-Border Operations

R

ecommendation 11 in the list approved by NSAM 288 authorized the only new
military operations in the program. Besides continuing the existing high-level US
reconnaissance flights over South Vietnam’s borders, the appropriate US agencies were
to authorize “hot pursuit” and South Vietnamese ground operations over the Laotian
line “for the purpose of border control.” However, operations of larger than battalion
size should be undertaken only with the approval of the Laotian Premier, Souvanna
Phouma. Operations across the Cambodian border should depend on the state of relations with Cambodia. The State Department had primary responsibility for carrying out
this recommendation, presumably because of the diplomatic arrangements involved.36
The undertaking got off to a seemingly promising start. On 17 March, Ambassador
Lodge reported that General Khanh had met with General Phoumi Nosavan, the senior
Lao armed forces commander. Their conference had the consent of Premier Souvanna
Phouma. The two leaders had reached agreements allowing for very extensive military
cooperation between their countries. Laos would grant to the South Vietnamese forces
free passage and use of bases in southern Laos, and the two countries would plan
together for combined Lao-South Vietnamese commando raids and other operations
in the same area.37
Replying to Ambassador Lodge, the State Department took a cautious line. Noting
that it had received no information about Souvanna’s reaction to the military agreements,
the Department expressed strong reservations about some of the actions contemplated.
In particular, its officials feared that any extensive operations against communist-held
areas of Laos might breach the understanding on which the tripartite government was
based, namely that the territorial holdings of each party would be respected. Besides
inviting North Vietnamese retaliation, such operations, with evident US approval, might
lead Souvanna to believe that the United States was no longer supporting the Geneva
accords respecting Laos; he might then resign.38
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On 20 March, in a memorandum to the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff seconded Ambassador Lodge’s recommendation that the US assure General Khanh
financial and materiel support for his prospective operations in Laos. Specifically, the
Joint Chiefs urged that the United States provide General Khanh with aerial photographs
of areas in Laos that he would designate. They endorsed the Khanh-Phoumi agreement
as calling for “appropriate military steps” but pointed out to Secretary McNamara that
“large-scale” air and battalion or larger size ground operations “will require the United
States to be prepared to counter possible communist reaction.”39
On 7 April, the Department of State issued “tentative guidelines” for implementation
of Recommendation 11, seeking comments from the Ambassadors in South Vietnam
and Laos. Acceptable actions by South Vietnamese forces, for which the United States
would provide financial and materiel support, included hot pursuit into Laos, but not
deep penetration by large units, and intelligence collection and sabotage raids into the
region south of Tchepone (a major Ho Chi Minh Trail junction directly west of the DMZ),
under certain restrictions and only when cleared by the US embassies in Saigon and
Vientiane. Operations requiring aerial resupply would have to be approved by Washington “on a case-by-case basis.” If approved, unmarked VNAF planes flown by VNAF
crews would perform the missions. No United States personnel would accompany South
Vietnamese forces on any cross-border operations, except advisers attached to ARVN
units engaged in hot pursuit. The State Department designated South Vietnamese use
of Laotian bases an unapproved activity that “Khanh should be warned should not be
undertaken.” VNAF aerial bombing of targets in Laos “by either marked or unmarked
plans should be specifically prohibited under current circumstances.”40
The Joint Chiefs of Staff criticized the State Department’s cautious approach to
cross-border operations, claiming that it did not fulfill the spirit and letter of NSAM 288.
They expressed this view to Secretary McNamara at a meeting on 20 April and three days
later provided him a draft memorandum, for use in discussions with Secretary Rusk.
The Joint Chiefs wished McNamara to voice concern over the general lack of progress
in implementing Recommendation 11. They pointed out that no firm planning guidelines
had been sent to the field, that no joint planning with the South Vietnamese had been
undertaken, and that no actual operations had been conducted. The Joint Chiefs went on
to express concern over the restrictions imposed by the tentative guidelines, contending
that they “do not define a program of the scope authorized by the President in NSAM
288.” They asked McNamara to urge the Secretary of State to remove the proposed
restrictions on aerial bombing (at least in support of ground operations), resupply, and
US advisory assistance, as well as the requirement for extensive coordination in advance
of operations. Finally, they recommended that COMUSMACV be authorized at once to
begin joint planning for cross-border operations with the South Vietnamese.41
By the second half of April, the issue of air and ground reconnaissance in Laos was
coming to a head, driven by new intelligence reports. The Defense Intelligence Agency
(DIA) had informed Secretary McNamara that there was a requirement for cross-border
air and ground intelligence missions in Laos. Ambassador Lodge had raised the possibil42
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ity that the enemy was preparing a capability there “to support future direct military unit
cooperation in VC operations in South Vietnam”—preparations the North Vietnamese
were in fact making to carry out the decisions of the Ninth Plenum. The DIA judged that
its current intelligence sources were insufficient to verify this. “Ground reconnaissance
patrols into Laos would appear to be the best way to get detailed information on the
extent of Communist activity there.”42
Additional information moved the State and Defense Departments toward consensus on the Laos issue. On 30 April, the conferees at an NSC meeting were presented
with strong evidence from high-level aerial photography that military logistic activity
was increasing along the infiltration routes in Laos. State Department officials began
considering the desirability of a larger ground reconnaissance effort than had been
contemplated in the tentative guidance, as well as the possibility of low-level reconnaissance flights over certain parts of Laos. At the same time, General Taylor sent a concept
for covert reconnaissance patrols to CINCPAC and COMUSMACV for comment. Both
officers replied that the concept was feasible. Reconnaissance missions, they declared,
could begin within two to four weeks following the Khanh government’s agreement to
undertake them. But, as Admiral Felt pointed out, nothing could be done at all until the
“long-overdue” joint planning with the Vietnamese was authorized.43
On 5 May, following interdepartmental agreement, the Joint Chiefs of Staff authorized CINCPAC and COMUSMACV to initiate planning with the South Vietnamese for
covert reconnaissance patrols in Laos of the type General Taylor had outlined. Meanwhile, the State Department continued active consideration of low-level reconnaissance
flights over some areas. On 11 May, General Harkins secured General Khanh’s agreement
to the cross-border incursions. Saigon’s Special Forces would furnish the personnel, to
be trained and advised by the US Special Forces. Six-man teams, not in uniform and
inserted into Laos and withdrawn by air, would gather intelligence, fighting only in selfdefense. Subsequently, the Americans and South Vietnamese set 15 June as the target
date for the start of operations, initially employing four teams.44
During his mid-May visit to South Vietnam, Secretary McNamara received a briefing from General Harkins on the reconnaissance program. The Secretary said that he
wanted cross-border operations to develop the maximum possible information on North
Vietnamese assistance to the Viet Cong. General Harkins should strive for a rapid expansion of capabilities for patrolling in Laos and should assume that authority to seek out
additional intelligence targets would be forthcoming. Secretary McNamara set a goal of
doubling the number of operational teams every 30 days, with eight teams to be ready
by 15 July.45

Aerial Reconnaissance in Laos: YANKEE TEAM

L

ater in May, the United States began low-level air reconnaissance over Laos, more
as the result of internal developments in that country than in implementation of
43
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Recommendation 11. Forces within Laos had upset the stability that the State Department wanted to preserve. On 19 April, a group of right-wing military officers staged a
briefly successful coup against Souvanna Phouma. With US support, Souvanna was
shortly restored as head of the government. Then, less than a month later, the Pathet Lao
launched an offensive in Laos’s central Plaine des Jarres that drove Souvanna’s forces
westward into the hills in confusion.46
As part of the US response to these developments, the Secretary of State on 17 May
directed the Ambassador in Vientiane to obtain a request from Souvanna for low-level
US reconnaissance flights over the Plaine des Jarres. Besides collecting target information and other intelligence of communist activity, these flights were aimed at improving
the morale of the pro-government forces and at demonstrating US determination to the
Pathet Lao. On the following day, the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed CINCPAC to launch
the first low-level reconnaissance flights over Laos. On 19 May, US RF-101 jet aircraft
of the 2nd Air Division47, based in South Vietnam, flew the initial missions, augmented in
later operations by US Navy carrier aircraft. The Laos reconnaissance flights received
the code name YANKEE TEAM, and COMUSMACV was designated as the coordinating authority. On 21 May, the State Department publicly acknowledged that the flights
were occurring; and on the 26th the JCS directed that the reconnaissance program be
“continuous.” On 6 June, in a fuller statement, the State Department explained that the
US had initiated the reconnaissance in response to an appeal from Souvanna Phouma
and would continue the missions by agreement with the Royal Laotian Government.48

Implementing NSAM 288: Future Operations

I

n NSAM 288, Recommendation 12 contained the provisions looking to future expanded
operations. It called on all appropriate agencies:
To prepare immediately to be in a position on 72 hours’ notice to initiate the full
range of Laodian and Cambodian “Border Control” actions … and the “Retaliatory
Actions” against North Vietnam, and to be in a position on 30 days’ notice to initiate the program of “Graduated Overt Military Pressure” against North Vietnam.

Within the Department of Defense, Secretary McNamara assigned responsibility for this
recommendation to the Joint Chiefs of Staff.49
On 18 March, before McNamara formally made that assignment, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff directed CINCPAC to prepare an operation plan to meet the requirements of
Recommendation 12, treating the three categories of actions: border control, retaliation, and graduated overt military pressures. Various existing CINCPAC OPLANs
already contained several of these actions, but the JCS wanted them drawn together
in one comprehensive plan “to permit sequential implementation as may be desired
by higher authority.”50
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On 23 March, the Joint Chiefs of Staff repeated the recommendations they had made
when NSAM 288 was moving toward approval. They referred to their suggestion that
the 72-hour and 30-day reaction times should be “materially compressed” and to their
statement that “the US Government should establish at once the political and military
bases in the United States and South Vietnam for offensive actions against the North
and across the Laotian and Cambodian borders.” To accomplish this, the Joint Chiefs
pointed out, a wide range of coordinated government actions were necessary, to assure
that preparation of international opinion for the campaign did not lag behind the achievement of military readiness. “The immediate interdepartmental problem,” the Joint Chiefs
said, was to identify the needed preparations, incorporate them into a program with an
agreed time sequence, and assign tasks to appropriate agencies. Thus far, the JCS were
“unaware of any move to develop such a program in the spirit of urgency suggested by
Recommendation 12.” They recommended that the Secretary of Defense “take the lead
in energizing the actions which must be taken throughout the Government.”51
The Joint Chiefs were asking McNamara to assume a role that he had in fact played
since early in the Kennedy administration: that of the US “point man” on Vietnam
policy. Accordingly, the Secretary of Defense readily accepted the JCS suggestion. On
25 March, he informed the Joint Chiefs that he had initiated interagency action, through
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA), within the Vietnam Coordinating Committee.
Mr. Sullivan and White House aide Michael Forrestal were now at work on a comprehensive paper.52
On 30 March, before the first results of the Sullivan-Forrestal effort appeared,
Admiral Felt submitted CINCPAC OPLAN 37-64, “Military Actions to Stabilize the Situation in RVN.” As directed, the plan set forth in detail how United States forces would
support or participate with the South Vietnamese in graduated operations to eliminate
or greatly reduce North Vietnamese assistance to the Viet Cong. The actions fell into
three categories: (1) control or curtailment of cross-border Viet Cong movement in
Laos and Cambodia, on 72 hours’ notice; (2) selective RVNAF retaliatory actions against
North Vietnam on 72 hours’ notice; and (3) expanded pressures on the North by both
US and South Vietnamese forces, on 30 days’ notice. Concurrent with the Category 2 or
3 operations, CINCPAC would ready its forces in Southeast Asia or elsewhere to deter
or respond to North Vietnamese or Chinese retaliation or major aggression.
South Vietnamese forces would carry out the border control operations, with US
aerial reconnaissance, airlift, and adviser support. The retaliatory operations would
include overt high- and low-level reconnaissance by US or Farm Gate aircraft. Also
included were air strikes and commando raids by South Vietnamese and Farm Gate
elements against military targets and infiltration routes in North Vietnam. Additionally,
northern ports would be mined by air by the VNAF, possibly with US assistance. The
graduated overt pressures would comprise “air attacks against NVN military, and possibly industrial, targets … utilizing the combined resources of GVN Air Force and Farm
Gate, reinforced by two B–57 squadrons.” Attached to the plan were bombing target
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lists for Categories 2 and 3. On 21 April, the Joint Chiefs of Staff approved CINCPAC
OPLAN 37-64, subject to several comments and a number of minor changes.53
Meanwhile, the effort of Mr. Sullivan and Mr. Forrestal to develop a comprehensive
program for implementing Recommendation 12 had not gone well. The first draft scenario, finished early in April, dealt mainly with political actions; for various reasons, the
authors withdrew it almost immediately. Late in April, Sullivan and Forrestal completed a
second version that combined a revised political program with a military draft produced
in the Department of Defense. Secretary McNamara referred it to the Joint Chiefs of Staff
for comment. They found it unsuitable and so informed the Secretary on 16 May. With
respect to military actions, the scenario considered only the third category, graduated
overt military pressures against North Vietnam, the authors having dismissed planning
for Categories 1 and 2 as “politically unproductive.” It also explored some contingencies not included in Recommendation 12 that the JCS thought might better be treated
separately. Believing that the unsatisfactory product had resulted from the separate
departmental approaches used and from lack of an orderly military input, the Joint
Chiefs recommended that an interagency working group be set up to draft another new
scenario. As a contribution to the effort, they forwarded an eleven-page list of military
actions in support of Recommendation 12.54
On 23 May, the Joint Chiefs of Staff provided Secretary McNamara with a discussion of the time required for implementing various steps in Recommendation 12, keyed
to the provisions of OPLAN 37-64. Preparatory steps that would consume time were, in
order; (1) development of an agreed political-military scenario for implementation of
the plan; (2) consultation and coordination with Saigon; (3) training of RVNAF and US
forces in the types of operations contemplated; (4) activation of additional programmed
forces; and (5) deployment into position of participating and deterrent forces. Commenting further on these measures, the Joint Chiefs informed Secretary McNamara that no
consultation with South Vietnamese officials had yet been undertaken or scheduled.
“The Department of State should take the lead on this but as yet has not.” Once Saigon
agreed to the program, training and preparation could follow. Time must be allowed for
sanitizing, translating, and disseminating certain TOP SECRET-NOFORN information
to the RVNAF. On the positive side, training of VNAF units in aerial mine-laying would
resume on 20 May and provision of higher-performance piston-engine aircraft, specifically A–1 attack planes, to the VNAF and Farm Gate was proceeding on schedule.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff affirmed that all border control operations called for under
OPLAN 37-64 could be mounted within 72 hours after authorization, except certain
larger actions that would require 5–10 days’ notice. Retaliatory actions likewise could
begin within the 72-hour limit, except for the amphibious and airborne raids. Those
would require 10–30 days’ notice. The limited deployment of US deterrent forces that
accompanied retaliatory operations could be completed within 72 hours.
In Category 3, the overt military pressures could start within 12 days of authorization, assuming prior alerting of forces. The B–57 jet bomber squadrons, the only US units
to be added for these operations, could reach South Vietnam from Clark Field in the
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Philippines, ready for combat, in 24 hours. However, the bulk of the US forces committed
to the deterrent role would need 12–15 days to move into position; the final increment
would require 45 days. So long as these forces were actually in motion, CINCPAC had
said, the attacks on North Vietnam could start 12 days from the date the order was given.
The Category 3 operations could begin on even shorter notice, however, if circumstances
allowed, the United States could forego planned deployments of ground forces to deterrent positions on the Southeast Asia mainland, such as to Thailand.
Answering a question from the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs stated that the
climate in Vietnam would have limited effect on military operations:
The best period for the conduct of all types of … operations in North Vietnam
is mid-October to mid-December. However, weather for offensive air operations into NVN is suitable during the summer months and provides the worst
conditions for ground operations. While coastal weather during the late winter
months can be expected to hamper certain types of air operations into NVN,
over-all weather conditions for military operations are satisfactory. In fact low
ceilings may … provide added protection to certain operations.55

The JCS Develop a Target List

A

s part of their detailed planning for implementation of Recommendation 12, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff identified targets in North Vietnam suitable for air attack. On
30 May, they submitted a list of 91 targets to the Secretary of Defense. These targets,
they said, were the basis for an air campaign to cause Hanoi to desist from supporting
the Pathet Lao and Viet Cong and to reduce North Vietnam’s capability to renew such
support in the future.
The list was divided into three categories. Category A comprised targets the destruction of which would reduce North Vietnam’s assistance to the Viet Cong and Pathet Lao.
This category included airfields, supply and ammunition depots, petroleum storage,
and military headquarters and barracks, plus targets discovered during armed reconnaissance along North Vietnamese highways leading to Laos. Category B targets were
those affecting the capability of North Vietnamese forces to attack Laos or South Vietnam—the remaining airfields, railroad and highway bridges, supply depots in northern
North Vietnam, petroleum storage in Hanoi and Haiphong, and aerial mining. Category
C consisted of eight plants or facilities that, if wrecked, would eliminate North Vietnam’s
industrial base.
The JCS estimated the time that the available strike forces would need to achieve
the desired 85 percent probable destruction of the targets. Their estimates showed that
it would be impractical to rely solely on the VNAF for these strikes. Theoretically, the
South Vietnamese air force could finish off the Category A targets in something over
seven months, assuming—which was doubtful—that the VNAF could sustain continuous
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combat operations for such a period. The VNAF, reinforced by Farm Gate B–57s, could
destroy the Category A targets in a little over two months. With the fullest application of
power, adding all the USAF and carrier aircraft provided for in CINCPAC OPLAN 37-64,
the allies could dispose of Category A in 12 days and all three categories in 46 days. To
maintain the 85 percent level of destruction, the allies would need to restrike the more
readily repairable facilities over an indeterminate period.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff noted that most of their 91 targets duplicated those listed
in CINCPAC’s OPLANs. Admiral Felt was responsible for maintaining the detailed strike
plans and target folders, and for adding or deleting targets as current intelligence dictated. Before launching attacks under any of the categories, the United States should first
conduct low-level reconnaissance of the target system to update the target folders and
provide data for combat mission planning. If feasible and not prejudicial to the security
of friendly forces, the allies should drop leaflets immediately prior to the bombings, to
warn civilians away from danger areas.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff advised Secretary McNamara that attacks could be conducted against any targets drawn from the list. “The intensity of execution can range
from selective strikes in an ascending order of gradually increasing military pressure
to a concentration of effort designed to attain the effect of a sudden blow.” Taking a
position that they were to repeat periodically over the succeeding months, the Joint
Chiefs declared:
From a military viewpoint, it is considered that the most effective application of military force will result from a sudden sharp blow in order to bring
home the penalties for violating international agreements and the intent of the
United States to bring a cessation of DRV support of the insurgency in Laos
and RVN.56

The target list of 30 May illustrated in detail a point the Joint Chiefs of Staff had made
earlier in the month: whether the United States engaged in military operations against
North Vietnam out of concern over the situation in South Vietnam or in Laos, the target
systems attacked would be the same and their destruction would benefit the anticommunist cause in both countries. The Joint Chiefs forwarded this observation to the Secretary
of Defense on 16 May, just as aggressive communist moves in Laos were raising concern
that the Pathet Lao might be attempting to overrun the entire country. As Washington
officials gave increased attention to Laos, the importance of North Vietnamese support
of the insurgencies in Indochina came into still sharper focus. For their part, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff viewed military action against North Vietnam as “offering the possibility
of a favorable long-term solution to the insurgency problem in Southeast Asia.”57
As May came to an end, NSAM 288 had produced much planning but little action.
The YANKEE TEAM reconnaissance flights over Laos constituted the only tangible
expansion of US operations, and those were primarily in reaction to a Pathet Lao offensive. Concerned about stability in South Vietnam and about international reaction, not to
mention the US presidential campaign, the administration hesitated to escalate further.
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This hesitation began at the top. On 31 May, after listening to columnist Walter Lippmann
expound the case for neutralization of Southeast Asia, President Johnson
returned to the question that has been preoccupying him. (He said that he had
not slept more than a few hours the night before.) How could he maintain his
position as a man of peace in the face of the Southeast Asian crisis? How could
he carry a united country with him if we were to embark on a course of action
that might escalate under conditions where the rest of the world would regard
us as wrong-headed?58
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3
Command Reorganization in
South Vietnam
After the issuance of NSAM 288, the United States military establishment in South
Vietnam settled in for the long haul. Under directives dating back to 1962, Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, had made plans for its own dissolution and for the withdrawal
of most American forces by the end of 1965, based on the assumption that the Viet Cong
would be near defeat by that time. On 27 March 1964, Secretary McNamara in effect
ended that planning. He instructed Admiral Felt and General Harkins to abandon any
extended projections of troop withdrawals. Instead, they were to plan no farther ahead
than the end of fiscal year 1966 and to assume that the United States would “furnish
assistance and support of South Vietnam for as long as required to bring communist
aggression and terrorism under control.” Accordingly, MACV began planning on the
assumption that all US aviation and support units, along with its own headquarters,
would remain in South Vietnam at least through Fiscal Year (FY) 1966 and that the
advisory effort would continue at its existing level through the end of the insurgency.1
In response to these changing assumptions and directives, the United States reorganized its joint command in South Vietnam and changed commanders. Called upon for
views and recommendations on these issues, the Joint Chiefs of Staff split along service
lines. Their divisions opened the way for Secretary McNamara to impose his will on
questions of command organization and composition.

General Harkins’s Last Months

A

fter the General Khanh coup, the lack of harmony and coordination between
Ambassador Lodge and General Harkins, that Secretary McNamara had observed
in December, continued and grew worse. Consensus between the civilian and military
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heads of the US effort was critical, since neither possessed formal authority over the
other. As a commander of US forces in a theater of operations, General Harkins had
broad authority independent of the Ambassador, including the right of direct access to
the most senior South Vietnamese officials. He was supposed to defer to the Ambassador on political questions. Each man was to consult closely with the other and keep
him informed of his activities. Lodge, who according to McNamara had “operated as a
loner all his life,” excluded Harkins from his counsels, failing to consult the general on
reports with military implications and not showing him important incoming messages.
Clearly, the two men were unable to maintain a coordinated US team in Vietnam. Early
in 1964, Michael Forrestal of the NSC Staff declared to McGeorge Bundy: “If Lodge must
remain, the military commander must be changed.”2
A contretemps in April reinforced Forrestal’s conclusion. At an Embassy meeting
on 21 April, Ambassador Lodge passed out a memorandum to those present, including
General Harkins, which stated that US agency heads seeking appointments with General
Khanh must obtain prior clearance and approval from the Embassy’s Deputy Chief of
Mission. If an agency head was summoned by the South Vietnamese leader, he was to
respond but also notify the Embassy that he intended to meet with Khanh. One purpose
of this directive, the Ambassador stated, “is to reduce to a minimum the amount of time
which General Khanh must give to American visitors.” A further purpose was “to make
sure that all US agencies follow the same broad line.”3
General Harkins responded to Lodge with a memorandum of his own. He cited the
COMUSMACV terms of reference, which had been agreed to by the Secretaries of State
and Defense and signed by the President. That document charged the MACV commander
with “direct responsibility for all United States military policy, operations and assistance”
and granted him authority to “discuss both the United States and Vietnamese military
operations directly with the President of Vietnam and the leaders of the Government of
Vietnam.” While indicating that he would continue to keep the Ambassador informed
of any such discussions, General Harkins stated that he could not feel bound by the
recent directive.4
As required in such situations, Ambassador Lodge submitted the dispute over authority to Washington for resolution. The State Department wished to give virtually full support
to Lodge. For their part, Secretary McNamara and General Taylor supported General Harkins. After consultations, State and Defense agreed on a compromise position, embodied in
a letter from Secretary Rusk to Ambassador Lodge. Secretary Rusk reaffirmed Ambassador
Lodge’s right to receive advance notice of any discussions between General Harkins and
senior Saigon officials, but he suggested that COMUSMACV’s visits to General Khanh not
be subject to clearance with the Deputy Chief of Mission. Seeking harmony, Secretary Rusk
expressed the hope that Ambassador Lodge and General Harkins would consult together
with such frequency that the question of calls on General Khanh would be disposed of as
a routine matter. At the same time, General Taylor advised General Harkins that Rusk’s
letter had the concurrence of the Secretary of Defense; hence, the MACV commander
should regard it as a directive. In sum, the administration urged its two senior officials in
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Saigon to try to get along. Privately, McGeorge Bundy commented, “the whole business
between Lodge and Harkins is childish.”5
By the time this disagreement erupted, the MACV commander’s days in Saigon
already were numbered. President Johnson and his advisers had been looking since the
beginning of the year for a way to replace General Harkins. After the fall of Diem, most
administration officials had lost confidence in the general’s reports and assessments; and
it was obvious that he could not work effectively with the Ambassador. Nevertheless,
Secretary McNamara and the Joint Chiefs of Staff opposed anything that would appear to
be a summary relief of Harkins. The general, they argued, was innocent of any personal
wrongdoing and had done his best to carry out administration instructions. In addition,
General Harkins had developed a good working relationship with General Khanh that
could help bolster the new regime. Since General Harkins was due for relief and retirement in late 1964 at any event, there was no need to humiliate him by early dismissal.
Late in January, President Johnson arrived at a solution to this awkward problem. He
dispatched to Saigon Lieutenant General William C. Westmoreland, USA, General Harkins’s intended replacement, as Deputy COMUSMACV. Ostensibly, Westmoreland was
to prepare for his coming promotion. In fact, he was to try to mediate between MACV
and the Embassy—a role that the capable and politically attuned General Westmoreland
performed with considerable success during the remaining months of General Harkins’s
tenure. On 25 April, President Johnson announced that General Harkins would step
down and retire on 1 August 1964 and that General Westmoreland would replace him.6
General Harkins, meanwhile, continued to be dissatisfied with Ambassador Lodge’s
methods and procedures. Ambassador Lodge, he complained, rarely consulted anyone,
including the Deputy Chief of Mission. On 7 June, he told General Taylor, “I am hardly
ever privy to messages bearing on the military prior to dispatch from the Embassy.”7
Apparently in response to the continued squabbling between Lodge and Harkins,
President Johnson hastened the latter’s departure. On 28 May, he directed General
Harkins to return to the United States to receive a decoration at the White House on
24 June and then to remain in Washington until his August retirement to “counsel” the
President on Vietnam. Dismayed and embittered, General Harkins viewed this order as
a thinly disguised dismissal, which in fact it was. General Harkins left South Vietnam in
late June. General Westmoreland, who already had supplanted Harkins in Ambassador
Lodge’s counsels, then took over as acting COMUSMACV. On 1 August, the date of General Harkins’s retirement from active service, General Westmoreland formally assumed
command of MACV, at the same time receiving his fourth star.8

Reorganizing MACV

A

s 1964 opened, the US military organization in South Vietnam consisted of two
major elements, both subordinate to CINCPAC. One, the US Military Assistance
Command, Vietnam, exercised operational command over all American military activi53
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ties in the country. The second was the Military Assistance Advisory Group (MAAG),
Vietnam. Present in the country since the mid-1950s, the MAAG administered the dayto-day advisory and assistance functions and had been the senior US headquarters until
MACV’s establishment in February 1962. The MAAG commander (ChMAAG) had nearly
3,000 US headquarters and advisory personnel under his direction, while COMUSMACV
had a relatively modest headquarters establishment of less than 400 people. Until early
1964, MACV had been viewed as a temporary headquarters, expected to work itself out
of a job by defeating the Viet Cong, after which the MAAG would remain to provide
long-term assistance to South Vietnam.
On military assistance matters, two channels of communication existed. One ran
from CINCPAC through COMUSMACV to ChMAAG for all matters of MAAG current
operations and training. Through the other, CINCPAC addressed ChMAAG directly
concerning military assistance and force deployment objectives and Military Assistance
Program (MAP) plans and programs under development. COMUSMACV had the opportunity to comment to CINCPAC regarding MAP plans and programs, and ChMAAG kept
the MACV commander informed of his direct contacts with CINCPAC. In practice, Admiral Felt tried to keep COMUSMACV out of those aspects of military advice, assistance,
and training that were the MAAG’s established areas of responsibility. As Admiral Felt
viewed it, MACV was to relieve the MAAG of the additional tasks, such as command and
administration of US units in South Vietnam, resulting from the Kennedy buildup while
exercising only minimal supervision over MAP budgeting, planning, and accounting.
Other lines of command relationship existed. CINCPAC had a direct line of operational command to COMUSMACV and thence to the US forces and military agencies in
South Vietnam. For administrative and logistic support, PACOM component commands
dealt with the MAAG’s Service component elements. The US Ambassador had overall
responsibility for MAP administration, expressed through a direct relationship with
ChMAAG, and maintained coordination and liaison with MACV, other US agencies in
the country, and the South Vietnamese government.9
It was evident from the beginning that the spheres of activity of MACV and the
MAAG overlapped, especially in regard to the command and administration of the
military advisers. Confusion and duplication of effort between the two headquarters
resulted, and field advisers found themselves trying to serve two masters at the same
time. As early as September 1962, General Harkins recommended that MACV absorb
the MAAG, taking over all its functions and incorporating the MAAG’s MAP administration staff as a division of MACV headquarters. Admiral Felt, however, opposed the
elimination of the MAAG, claiming that MACV must avoid becoming “bogged down”
in advisory and military assistance details. The issue remained unresolved through the
end of 1963, although General Harkins, with support from the Joint Staff, continued to
press for headquarters consolidation.10
Early in 1964, the Joint Chiefs of Staff revived the merger issue. On 18 February, the
JCS advised Secretary McNamara that, as part of their continuing effort to improve the
efficiency of the US operation in South Vietnam, they were studying possible organizational
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changes. Among other things, they had asked CINCPAC and COMUSMACV for their views
on the desirability of disestablishing the MAAG and merging its functions with MACV.11
Both Admiral Felt and General Harkins (who now reversed his earlier position)
opposed the change. General Harkins declared that the existing organization was “understood by all” and was working well. He believed that “suggested US reorganization with
attendant problems involving new relationships would be counter-productive.” Admiral
Felt cited similar reasons:
We will be unduly rocking the boat to no practical purpose since COMUSMACV already clearly exercises operational command over MAAG and advisers. This arrangement enables COMUSMACV and staff to concentrate on
counterinsurgency effort and frees them from laboring on MAP administrative and logistical details as well as other nuts and bolts which law requires
MAAG’s to perform.12

Although the two senior commanders in the theater opposed it, consolidation of
MACV and the MAAG drew influential supporters. When he arrived in Saigon, General Westmoreland became an active advocate. Most important, Secretary McNamara
expressed interest in the idea as a means of increasing US military efficiency in South
Vietnam. In preparation for Secretary McNamara’s March visit, a MACV staff group
began drafting a combined plan and feasibility study of the reorganization. After a
preliminary briefing in Saigon on the results, the Secretary directed General Harkins
to submit a full reorganization plan for concurrent consideration by CINCPAC and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. As General Harkins understood Secretary McNamara’s intention,
the “fundamental objective is to streamline U.S. command organization in Vietnam for
improved efficiency.”13
COMUSMACV’s reorganization plan reached the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 14 March. It
called for the disestablishment of the MAAG headquarters as a separate echelon and the
transfer of a number of its divisions—notably those for ARVN organization and training,
MAP administration, and strategic hamlet support—to MACV headquarters as special
staff sections. The MAAG’s Air Force, Army, and Navy advisory sections would cease to
function. MACV’s Service components would take over command, administration, and
logistic support of their respective advisers except for the Army advisers, who would
be under direct command of MACV. According to the study, this rearrangement would
simplify advisory command and administrative arrangements. It also would result in
personnel savings by combining certain MACV and MAAG special staff agencies, such as
the adjutant general’s and public information offices. In explaining the concept, General
Harkins raised a potentially divisive interservice issue. He wrote that “MACV is more in
the nature of a Specified Army Command rather than a Subordinate Joint Command.”
He goes on to state:
The nature of the warfare being conducted; the fact that about 65% of the
American military are Army; and the fact that about 95% of RVNAF forces
are Army, validates the appropriateness of this conclusion. Nevertheless,
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recognizing the joint aspects of the operation, the “J” staff would be retained.
However, the staff would be heavily weighted with Army representatives and
would contain Directorates purely Army in makeup and devoted to peculiar
Army tasks.14

Admiral Felt responded to this plan with a reiteration of his earlier arguments
against a MACV-MAAG merger, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff were divided on the issue.
On 8 April, they delivered a split recommendation to the Secretary of Defense. The
Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps members opposed the disestablishment of the
MAAG. They declared that “the concept of a subordinate unified command in South
Vietnam, as developed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and implemented by CINCPAC,
remains fundamentally sound.” The MAAG “should be retained as an entity under
MACV, although some individual functional adjustments” should be made between the
two headquarters, notably those bearing on combat advice and support for the South
Vietnamese armed forces. “Any substantial reorganization now,” they concluded, “is
undesirable in light of predictable adverse impact on the operational effort and on the
stability of the RVN Government.”
The Chairman and the Chief of Staff, Army, supported the reorganization. They
argued that COMUSMACV, “the commander in the field with basic responsibility for the
success or failure of operations, … should be allowed to organize his headquarters as
he sees fit provided he does so within his resources and without detriment to his mission.” (In this comment, they ignored Admiral Felt’s and General Harkins’s expressions
of opposition to the change.) Generals Taylor and Wheeler noted that COMUSMACV
had stated that the reorganization would result in a saving of personnel and could be
accomplished within a month with minimum disruption. The merger “would constitute
an important step toward elimination of duplication and improvement of responsiveness to command.” It was a “clean-cut” solution “which eliminates the dual US military
channels of authority existing in Vietnam.”15
With the Joint Chiefs divided, Secretary McNamara decided in favor of the minority. On 8 April, he approved the reorganization proposal. At his direction, on 10 April,
the Joint Chiefs directed CINCPAC to implement the merger plan. They added, however, a stipulation that MACV was to remain a “subordinate unified command,” not the
specified Army one recommended by Harkins. The Joint Chiefs of Staff also amended
COMUSMACV’s terms of reference to include responsibility for all aspects of the Military
Assistance Program.16
Over the next month, the MACV and MAAG staffs carried out the reorganization
with no major disruption of headquarters operations. In practice, however, the combination did not solve all the problems it was intended to. In the absence of a separate Army
advisory group, for example, advisers from that service found themselves answering to
a multitude of masters in the form of the different MACV staff sections. In addition, as
Admiral Felt had feared, the MACV chief of staff and other key officers became involved
in the details of the South Vietnamese defense budget, matters previously handled by
the MAAG staff. The promised personnel saving did not materialize. Indeed, late in April
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General Harkins requested the addition of about 300 personnel to the combined MACV/
MAAG joint table of distribution (JTD), bringing the total headquarters and advisory
strength to 3,580. General Harkins explained that the additional people were needed
for the field advisory effort, to carry out new staff functions, and to support “previously
performed but unsupported functions.”17

MACV: A Joint or Army Command?

G

eneral Harkins’s submission of a new MACV JTD ignited a long-lived dispute among
the Joint Chiefs over Service composition of the headquarters and over distribution
among the Services of key MACV command and staff positions. Under Harkins’s April
plan, 3,000 of the command’s 3,850 people would be from the Army, a fact that drew
objections from the other Services. The Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps chiefs insisted
that, if MACV were to be a truly joint command, their Services should have a larger share
of the overall number of billets and of the senior command positions.
Commenting on the proposed JTD, CINCPAC, although not recommending disapproval, criticized the plan on several grounds. Besides noting that no personnel saving
had been attained, Admiral Felt thought the proposed staff structure complex and
unwieldy, with possible conflict of responsibilities. Raising the Service issue, he objected
that the reorganization would make Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, “basically
an Army headquarters, with the Air Force and Naval commands serving as appendages.”
This arrangement would not “maintain and improve the unified effort in Vietnam.”18
When the Joint Chiefs of Staff examined the JTD, General LeMay objected that
approval of the plan “would result in a de facto Specified Army Command.” It would
provide a staff with joint Service representation inadequate for “successful prosecution
of current joint operations in Vietnam.” Moreover, under CINCPAC contingency plans for
wider hostilities, COMUSMACV would become Commander, US Forces Southeast Asia,
directing sizable forces of all Services. “The wisdom of fighting such a force without a
true joint staff,” General LeMay said, “is questionable.” Specifically, he contended that
the Deputy COMUSMACV should be from the Air Force rather than the Army.19
Admiral Felt’s and General LeMay’s objections notwithstanding, on 6 June the Joint
Chiefs of Staff recommended to the Secretary of Defense that he approve the proposed
MACV JTD “on an interim basis.” The Joint Chiefs of Staff recognized that additional
adjustments would probably be necessary in the future and noted that both CINCPAC
and COMUSMACV were instituting manpower surveys. Accepting the Joint Chiefs’
advice, Secretary McNamara approved the JTD on 29 June.20
Separately from the overall JTD, the Joint Chiefs of Staff argued over Service distribution of the three senior military positions in South Vietnam—COMUSMACV, Deputy
COMUSMACV, and Chief of Staff, USMACV. In November 1963, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
had agreed that, when the Marine Corps major general then serving as Chief of Staff
completed his tour in mid-1964, he would be succeeded by an Air Force officer. In the
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interim, on 27 January 1964, General Westmoreland arrived and assumed the newly
created post of MACV deputy commander. During his March visit to Saigon, Secretary
McNamara, overturning the earlier agreement on the chief of staff slot, directed that
COMUSMACV be permitted to recommend the manner of filling that post. Later in the
month, General Harkins requested that Major General Richard G. Stilwell, USA, then
serving as MACV Assistant Chief of Staff for Operations, become the next MACV Chief
of Staff. Admiral Felt concurred. Since both Generals Harkins and Westmoreland were
Army officers, this action would assign all three senior positions to one Service.21
On 9 April, the Joint Chiefs of Staff submitted divergent views on this issue to Secretary McNamara. The Chairman and the Army Chief of Staff concurred in Harkins’s
recommendation of Stilwell. The Chief of Naval Operations and the Commandant of the
Marine Corps also concurred in the recommendation but stated “as a matter of principle”
that all three senior positions should not be filled by the same Service. For his part, the
Chief of Staff of the Air Force declared that, “considering the importance of air strategy
in Vietnam, the Air Force is not properly represented among the three senior positions
in USMACV.” Therefore, General LeMay did not concur in the recommendation and
asserted that the next MACV Chief of Staff “should be an Air Force officer.” With the
Joint Chiefs again divided, Secretary McNamara approved General Stilwell’s appointment as MACV Chief of Staff.22
The argument then shifted to the Deputy COMUSMACV position. With General
Harkins scheduled to depart late in June and General Westmoreland, the deputy slot’s
first incumbent, to replace him as COMUSMACV, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had to decide
whether to retain the Deputy COMUSMACV position and if so which Service should fill
it. In a preliminary discussion the Joint Chiefs, less the Chairman, reached agreement
that the position should remain and that the next incumbent should be an Air Force
officer. They asked General Taylor to communicate this view to Admiral Felt, General
Harkins, and General Westmoreland, whose comments the Chairman had indicated he
wished to have before reaching a decision.23
On 6 May, the Joint Chiefs of Staff received General Westmoreland’s comments,
with which General Harkins concurred. Westmoreland declared:
I feel strongly that if there is to be a deputy commander, MACV, he should be
Army not Air Force. I fully concur with the feeling expressed by the Secretary
of Defense that this is predominantly a land campaign and therefore senior
commanders should be prepared by experience and orientation primarily to
deal with problems involving ground operations.

This being so, General Westmoreland continued, an Air Force lieutenant general would
be “of marginal effectiveness as an assistant.” He considered satisfactory his existing
arrangement under which Major General Joseph H. Moore, USAF, commander of the
2nd Air Division, MACV’s Air Force component, advised COMUSMACV on air matters.
In addition, General Westmoreland noted, an Air Force major general headed the MACV
J–5 (Plans) division, assuring integration of air considerations into the command’s
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planning. General Westmoreland did not believe that a deputy MACV commander was
necessary. If the administration considered it prudent to have a senior officer in position
for contingency backup purposes, General Westmoreland recommended that the slot
be combined with the Chief of Staff’s post.24
Admiral Felt took a different view from General Westmoreland. He wrote with what
appeared to be resignation:
My effort to imbue the principle of unified team effort seems to have come to
naught. Insistence on exclusive recognition of parochial interests creates an
unhappy and unhealthy situation. The facts belie a contention that the campaign in RVN is exclusively Army. We have made a serious effort to lead the
Vietnamese into a unified effort in their organization. It is disappointing to
see a proposition put forward on our side that only a foot soldier understands
the kind of warfare being conducted in RVN. A unified command concept is
required by the terms of reference given to COMUSMACV.25

On 12 June, as the date of General Harkins’s departure from South Vietnam
approached, the Joint Chiefs of Staff submitted divergent views on the Deputy COMUSMACV issue to Secretary McNamara. Admiral McDonald, General LeMay, and General
Greene declared that the Deputy COMUSMACV post should be filled and that “in order
to preserve the unified nature of the command,” the deputy should be from a Service
other than that of the commander. In view of “the increased air activity in Vietnam and
the possibility of contingency plan implementation involving expanded air operations,
there is a need to broaden the frame of reference in the MACV command element to
meet these circumstances.” Therefore, the Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps chiefs
recommended that the Deputy COMUSMACV be supplied by the Air Force.
The Army Chief of Staff dissented. He argued that “there is ample and able Air Force
representation in Vietnam,” especially given the excellent relationship between General
Westmoreland and General Moore. General Wheeler discounted the need for a separate
contingency backup commander, holding that the MACV Chief of Staff, General Stilwell,
was fully qualified to assume command in an emergency. Endorsing General Westmoreland’s opinion of 6 May, the Army chief recommended that no Deputy COMUSMACV
be assigned.26
Before submitting his own separate opinion, General Taylor consulted once more
with General Westmoreland. The Chairman wanted to learn whether a further five weeks
of experience had altered the acting COMUSMACV’s views. General Westmoreland
responded that he still saw no need for appointment of a deputy in the immediate future.
“However, in consideration of all factors including possible expansion of conflict and
the presence of a contingency command backup,” he had concluded that the assignment of a deputy about 1 August would be prudent. “For the time being,” Westmoreland
would not combine the deputy and chief of staff functions. Finally, “In view of the role I
would assign the Deputy involving matters of insurgency, basic ground combat, frequent
negotiations with ARVN generals, and supervision of our field advisers, I recommend
that he be an Army officer.”27
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On 18 June, General Taylor submitted his views to the Secretary of Defense. Essentially, he supported the Army’s and Westmoreland’s positions. The Chairman believed
there was a definite need to fill the Deputy COMUSMACV position. “An energetic
prosecution of the Pacification Program will increase the workload of COMUSMACV
both in the field and in Saigon,” at a time when his concern with MAP activities would
become greater owing to the disestablishment of the MAAG. Thus, General Westmoreland would need a deputy even more than had General Harkins. Addressing the Service
issue, General Taylor observed:
As is suggested by the above enumeration of tasks, the deputy should be
an across-the-board generalist capable of acting as an alter ego to General
Westmoreland either in the field or in Saigon. This concept of the task argues
against the proposal to create a three-star air deputy in order to give greater
weight to the air campaign. Such an arrangement would not give General Westmoreland the across-the-board reinforcement needed and would tend to erode
the position of the Commanding General, 2d Air Division … to whom General
Westmoreland now looks for the conduct of the air campaign.

A final consideration, General Taylor wrote, “is the importance of having as Deputy
Commander, MACV, a potential successor to COMUSMACV” if he should fall victim to
the hazards of the conflict. “The deputy should be an Army officer as it is hardly conceivable in view of the nature of the counterinsurgency operations that we would want a
COMUSMACV from another Service.” General Taylor recommended the assignment of an
Army deputy who would be provisionally regarded as the successor to COMUSMACV.28
Secretary McNamara accepted the Chairman’s recommendation the same day he
received it. Subsequently, Major General John L. Throckmorton, USA, was selected as
General Westmoreland’s deputy. Promoted to the rank of lieutenant general, Throckmorton assumed the position of Deputy COMUSMACV on 2 August 1964.29
During the next two years, as MACV headquarters expanded along with the American military presence in South Vietnam, the Joint Chiefs of Staff continued to skirmish
periodically over the distribution of command and staff positions. As each proposed
new MACV JTD came up for consideration, the Air Force, seconded by the Navy and
Marine Corps, complained that it was being short-changed in key positions, violating the
principle that MACV was a joint command. Usually supported by Secretary McNamara,
the Chairman, and the Army Chief of Staff, General Westmoreland argued that the Army
should predominate in the headquarters since the Vietnam conflict was essentially a
land war. When he succeeded General Taylor as Chairman, General Wheeler, although
defending COMUSMACV’s right to organize his own command, urged General Westmoreland to defuse interservice tension by giving more important posts to officers of
other Services. In response, as new headquarters staff elements were formed, General
Westmoreland made some concessions to jointness. He acceded to an Air Force demand
that he double-hat his Air Force component commander as Deputy COMUSMACV for
Air, placed an Air Force general in charge of MACV’s J–6 (Communications) directorate,
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and put a Marine general at the head of the Combat Operations Center. He also increased
the representation of the other Services in lower-level MACV staff positions.
These concessions notwithstanding, the Army predominated in MACV headquarters,
in numbers and key positions, until the last days of the command. The commander,
deputy commander, and chief of staff, along with most J-section heads, came from the
Army. At the end of 1965, some 1,600 of the total headquarters complement of 2,400 were
Army personnel; and that proportion remained constant throughout the rest of the war.
The Secretary of Defense and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff generally agreed
with COMUSMACV’s assertion that the war was predominately a ground conflict. The
other Services, while periodically protesting, could not overrule them. Not all representatives of the other Services were unhappy with an Army-heavy MACV. Admiral Felt’s
successor as CINCPAC, Admiral U. S. Grant Sharp, who assumed his post in mid-1964,
concluded that a Military Assistance Command dominated by the Army could more
easily focus on its main task, fighting the ground war in South Vietnam. Moreover, in
Sharp’s view, MACV’s lack of a truly joint staff reduced the possibility of its removal from
under CINCPAC and creation as a separate unified command—an eventuality the Navy
had been determined to prevent since the first discussions of MACV’s establishment.30
The decisions of early 1964 set the shape of the US theater command in South Vietnam that would remain constant as the war expanded. In the process, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff had split along Service lines; three of the four chiefs consistently objected to
COMUSMACV’s organization and staffing recommendations. On the other hand, the
Chairman and the Chief of Staff of the Army usually sided with the MACV commander.
The minority prevailed because their position was in accord with Secretary McNamara’s
views on the nature of the war. Although divided on these issues, the Joint Chiefs maintained a more solid front as the administration continued discussing and preparing for
escalation of the conflict.
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4
An Escalation Scenario
Takes Shape
During May and June, consultations continued in Washington and Saigon over ways
to improve the situation in South Vietnam. Discussions centered on two by now familiar
themes—strengthening the war effort in South Vietnam and possible direct military
action against North Vietnam—and the proper relation between these two courses of
action. By the end of June, the Johnson administration was engaged in working out the
specifics of an escalation scenario that encompassed political and diplomatic as well
as military actions. At the same time, the administration had to restrain General Khanh,
who abruptly began pressing for strong measures against the North.

General Khanh Takes a New Tack

U

nder the policy set in National Security Action Memorandum (NSAM) 288, the
United States would withhold military action against North Vietnam, although planning for it, while using every possible means to strengthen General Khanh’s government,
build up its armed forces, and enhance the effectiveness of the National Pacification
Plan. Among Secretary McNamara’s reasons for recommending this line of action was
the fact that it accorded with the views of General Khanh. During consultations with
Secretary McNamara in March, General Khanh had said he wanted to give priority to
securing and consolidating his base in the South before undertaking any move northward. Accordingly, Washington officials were unsettled to receive word in early May
that General Khanh appeared to be changing his mind.
On 4 May, General Khanh unexpectedly summoned Ambassador Lodge to discuss
South Vietnam’s situation. He declared that it was wasteful and illogical to go on taking
losses in the fight with the Viet Cong “just in order to make the agony endure.” General
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Khanh asked if it was time for him to declare a state of emergency in the South and move
to more drastic action against the North. Among other things, the state of emergency
would involve a suspension of certain civil rights and reorganization of the government
to get rid of the “politicians.” At the same time, General Khanh proposed to announce
to the Hanoi government that any further interference in the affairs of South Vietnam
would be met with reprisals. Specifically, General Khanh asked the Ambassador if the
United States would be ready to undertake tit-for-tat bombing of the North in reaction
to such interference.
Lacking instructions, Ambassador Lodge replied noncommittally. He pointed out
that South Vietnam must consider the reprisals the enemy might take to allied actions.
General Khanh then asked directly whether the United States would “follow through”
if Communist China intervened with ground forces. Ambassador Lodge said that this
question could be answered only at the highest level of the US government. However,
he personally could not visualize the United States sending a large land army to the
mainland of Asia.1
Ambassador Lodge’s report of this conversation brought a prompt and concerned
response from Washington. Secretary of State Rusk said that General Khanh had raised
grave issues that had been “considered carefully at the highest level.” Mr. Rusk detected
“a trace of despair” or perhaps “an accumulation of frustrations” in the reported remarks.
He noted that General Khanh’s views seemed to have changed since the consultations
with him in March and more recently during a visit by Mr. Rusk to Saigon in April. “Experience in Greece, Malaya, and Korea demonstrates the need for a sound structure of
support before active advances can be made,” the Secretary said, “and this would seem
to mean genuine progress in South Vietnam itself before action against the North.” In
conclusion, Mr. Rusk told Lodge that it was important to find out whether General Khanh
was simply expressing frustration at “facing up to all the hard questions” or whether the
general was making a “forced effort to determine the ultimate US intentions if he asks
us to assist him in carrying the war to North Vietnam in the near future.”2
While Mr. Rusk replied to Ambassador Lodge, the Joint Chiefs of Staff asked
CINCPAC and COMUSMACV for their assessments. Admiral Felt thought General
Khanh’s remarks indicated a temporary breakdown under pressure. He hoped that it
was a passing mood. The admiral was sure General Khanh knew that real victory could
come only when the people of South Vietnam were convinced that the government
could protect them and give them social improvement and justice. “Confidence of a
population is not gained quickly in one glorious battle or assault” but must be earned
by steady performance.3
General Harkins replied in a similar vein. Among other things, he observed that it
was a little late in the day to be threatening tit-for-tat retaliation for North Vietnamese
“interference.” He dismissed the “whole philosophy” of tit-for-tat as “defective and reactive.” “If we are to threaten Hanoi, I believe we should do it on our own initiative and be
prepared to exert credible, steadily increasing, damaging pressure on them.” The key
to improvement, Harkins affirmed, still lay in effective execution of the National Paci64
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fication Plan. Though a long and expensive process, this course of action would bring
progress without recourse to panicky measures or unrealistic schemes for governing
without “politicians.” General Harkins hoped to consult with General Khanh soon and
“go over some of the hard, basic facts of life, to include the primary one that the sooner
the GVN develops comparable initiative, determination, skills and aggressiveness to that
which the VC display … the shorter the agony that must be endured.”4

McNamara’s May Visit to South Vietnam

T

hese and other issues received a thorough airing in mid-May during another of Secretary McNamara’s periodic visits to South Vietnam. After a meeting in Bonn with
West German leaders, Mr. McNamara and two aides traveled on to Saigon, where they
rendezvoused on 12 May with General Taylor, William Sullivan of the State Department,
and Michael Forrestal of the White House Staff, all of whom had arrived from Washington
the day before. The group held consultations with Ambassador Lodge, Generals Harkins
and Westmoreland, and General Khanh.5
General Taylor discussed with Generals Harkins and Westmoreland the progress of
the covert operations against North Vietnam under OPLAN 34A, which still had shown no
striking success. The Chairman asked for an estimate of the time that would be required
to establish sufficient control in South Vietnam to warrant consideration of operations
against the North beyond the scope of OPLAN 34A. General Harkins replied that all of
the South would be substantially pacified by the end of 1965. General Westmoreland
was less sanguine. He declared that establishment of acceptable control in the provinces
north of Saigon would take at least until May 1965 and that clearing up the Mekong Delta
would require two or three years after that. Both officers favored some expansion of
OPLAN 34A operations; but they urged that the stronger measures against the North
contained in CINCPAC OPLAN 37-64 be delayed until the National Pacification Plan
was showing more success. General Harkins observed that it would be dangerously
easy to divert Saigon from the main job of internal pacification by the attractiveness of
ventures against North Vietnam.6
As for the National Pacification Plan, briefers told Secretary McNamara that eleven
clear-and-hold operations supposedly were under way in early May in furtherance of the
“oil spot” concept. Progress was evident in only five of them, however; the South Vietnamese units committed to the others were either virtually inactive or, in two instances,
giving way to the enemy. An uncommitted populace, low territorial force morale, and
lack of capable leaders at all levels were the rule in most places. Secretary McNamara
expressed concern that the total resource requirements for implementing the National
Pacification Plan during 1964 had not yet been defined. He questioned why there were
only eleven scheduled clear-and-hold operations and why only one “oil spot” per province was the acceptable norm. While acknowledging that the pacification deficiencies
lay principally in the Saigon government and its forces, Mr. McNamara was convinced
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that the combined talents of the South Vietnamese and the US mission had not yet been
fully applied to an integrated civil and military pacification program.7
On 13 May, Secretary McNamara, the Ambassador, General Taylor, and General
Harkins held an extended conference with General Khanh. General Khanh began the
meeting by reviewing the recent course of the war. He asserted that over the past three
months his government had reestablished control over some 2,000,000 citizens (to his
US superiors, General Harkins had already sharply questioned the validity of this claim).
General Khanh considered this a satisfactory rate of progress, considering the circumstances under which his government was working. Among the obstacles against which
he struggled, he cited the Catholic-Buddhist political rivalry, the anti-government stance
of much of the South Vietnamese press, the constant threat of coups against him, and
the conspiratorial activities of the French. General Khanh declared that the mobilization
and training of forces and the mounting of operations had unquestionably suffered as a
result of the two successive coups. But the government was now reasserting its authority, and he had good reason to believe that it would do so at a more rapid rate thereafter.
Under the questioning of Secretary McNamara and General Taylor, General Khanh
expanded on his view of operations against the North. He acknowledged that a long,
grinding struggle lay ahead in the South but repeated his assertion that victory could
be speeded by threatening Hanoi with retaliatory attacks. If North Vietnam, or perhaps
China, responded to these strikes with a major counterattack, General Khanh declared,
the matter would rapidly become a problem for the United States to deal with. Accordingly, General Khanh deferred entirely to the United States on the timing of attacks
against the North and if such attacks should take place at all. Nevertheless, he pointed
out that the Viet Cong and the National Liberation Front were but the arms of the enemy
monster; its head was in Hanoi. To destroy it quickly and effectively, a blow at the head
was needed. General Khanh expressed confidence that South Vietnamese forces were
already sufficient for the type of sea and airborne attacks he had in mind. What he sought
was assurance that his country could rely on US support if the enemy counterattacked
in strength.
At this point, General Taylor recalled General Khanh’s earlier view that a solid
base in South Vietnam was a prerequisite for action against the North. General Khanh
conceded that this requirement remained, but he did not expect stability to be achieved
before the end of the year. He now believed that the lack of a solid southern base was
a reason to strike the North at once. The political and psychological impact of attack
against the North might cure the weakness by galvanizing opinion in the South and
engaging his people fully in the war.
Returning to measures in the South, Secretary McNamara then stressed the importance of raising the strength of Saigon’s armed forces to the agreed levels as rapidly as
possible. Mr. McNamara cited evidence that the effort was considerably behind schedule,
not as a criticism but as introduction to his main point: the United States was prepared
to help in any way it could to speed the accomplishment of this objective. If more money
or materiel were needed, the United States would provide it whenever the requirement
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could be demonstrated. In this connection, the Defense Secretary agreed that the South
Vietnamese Air Force required more fighter aircraft and said they could be delivered
within three to four months. He also urged General Khanh to speed up approval of his
government’s budget so as not to slow down the pacification effort. Again he emphasized
that General Khanh could count on the US to provide any funds that were clearly needed
and to cover any shortage that had been caused by worthwhile activity. The meeting
ended on a cordial note, with General Khanh expressing appreciation for the American
promises of material support.8
The administration moved promptly to provide additional financial support to South
Vietnam. On 18 May, shortly after Secretary McNamara’s return to Washington, President Johnson asked Congress for an addition of $125 million to the $3.4 billion already
proposed for foreign assistance programs in the budget then under consideration. He
designated $70 million of these added funds for economic aid and $55 million for military
uses in South Vietnam. The President explained that since the budget was prepared, two
major changes had occurred in Vietnam: Viet Cong activity had intensified, under orders
from Hanoi; and the new government of General Khanh had brought “new energy and
leadership and new hope for effective action.” When Congress approved the foreign
assistance authorizations and appropriations for FY 1965, it gave the President nearly
all of what he requested.9

Escalation Planning Intensifies

U

pon his return from Saigon, General Taylor updated the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the
discussions that had taken place. He pointed out Secretary McNamara’s authorization of 25 additional aircraft for the VNAF, raising its prospective total force to 150. The
Chairman expressed concern over the paucity of administrative talent in the Saigon
government, noting that it resulted in a heavy workload falling on General Khanh personally. In General Taylor’s opinion, the situation in South Vietnam was still deteriorating,
but at a rate that was slowing down.10
The Secretary of Defense had apparently received an even less favorable impression from his visit. He concluded that the Viet Cong had “shifted into high gear” in their
attempt to undermine the South Vietnamese people’s sense of security and confidence
in Khanh’s government and were making progress toward that end. In Mr. McNamara’s
view, the decreasing number of hamlets under Saigon’s control, the rising number of Viet
Cong attacks and incidents, and increasing RVNAF fatality, desertion, and weapon loss
rates all indicated a worsening situation with few hopeful signs in evidence.11
In the light of these findings, and of a critical turn in Laos resulting from a Pathet
Lao offensive in the Plaine des Jarres, administration officials intensified their planning
efforts. At President Johnson’s direction, by 22 May several planning groups were at
work. The first group, under the Special Assistant for Vietnamese Affairs to the Secretary
of State, William Sullivan, with members of the Joint Staff, was preparing a three- to
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six-month program for “a major stiffening of our effort in South Vietnam, essentially by
marrying Americans to Vietnamese at every level, both civilian and military.” A second
group, under Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA) John T. McNaughton, was drafting
“an integrated political-military plan for graduated action against North Vietnam” to
“hurt but not to destroy,” with the aim of “changing the North Vietnamese decision on
intervention in the South.” Still other groups were working on an estimate of enemy
reaction to the proposed US moves and on a draft Congressional resolution approving
“wider action” in Southeast Asia.12
On 23 May, the McNaughton group submitted a draft scenario for attacking the
North, prepared with technical assistance from the Joint Staff, to be discussed the following day at a meeting of the Executive Committee of the National Security Council,
headed by the Secretaries of State and Defense. The draft memorandum explained that
because of recent communist attempts to extend control over Laos and to intensify Viet
Cong pressures, and the belief that additional US efforts in South Vietnam would not
arrest the deterioration, the President’s advisers had given detailed consideration to
strikes against North Vietnam. The scenario presented a step-by-step sequence of political and military actions. South Vietnam’s air force would probably conduct the initial
military attacks, with US aircraft possibly joining in later. The strikes would continue
until there was clear evidence that the Hanoi government had stopped supporting the
insurgents in the South. Military actions would begin only after Congress passed a joint
resolution “supporting continued U.S. opposition to the North Vietnamese attempt to
destroy the independence of South Vietnam.” Other preparatory moves would include
positioning of US forces for deterrence and readiness, substantially as provided for in
CINCPAC OPLAN 37-64.13
At the meeting the following day, which General Taylor attended, all present agreed
that the trend in Southeast Asia, and in South Vietnam particularly, was unfavorable.
The discussion ranged widely, with much debate over the proper timing and severity of
action against North Vietnam, as well as over how such action should relate to proposed
measures to improve the situation in South Vietnam. Secretary McNamara expressed
strong doubt that any US measures in the South would reverse the deterioration there.
During the discussions, General Taylor appeared to favor a cautious approach to military
action. He observed that South Vietnam “isn’t going to lose rapidly or win rapidly” and
declared that the military would prefer to wait until fall before attacking North Vietnam.
“Better equipment would be available in the field and the administration of our military
effort would be further along.” Nevertheless, earlier action “could be taken and … would
serve as a shot in the arm for General Khanh and possibly be useful in dealing with the
situation in Laos.”14
Following this meeting, the Defense Department made some revisions of its scenario
for action against North Vietnam. Recognizing that a heavy legislative calendar and the
need to recess during the presidential nominating conventions would prevent early passage of a Congressional resolution, the drafters spoke instead only of “an appropriate
expression by Congress of its support.” The revised paper also set forth in more detail
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the preparatory dispositions CINCPAC was to make. It noted specifically that before
D-Day the command would deploy the B–57 squadrons from the Philippines to South
Vietnam to augment FARM GATE and initiate low-level air reconnaissance of North
Vietnam “if not previously begun.”
At the meeting, General Taylor had presented the Joint Chiefs’ view that a sharp,
strong blow, employing US aircraft from the outset, would be more effective militarily
than a progressively intensifying air campaign. Other conferees, notably Secretary of State
Rusk, thought the initial attacks should be limited in scale and involve only the VNAF, in
order not to confront the North Vietnamese with a major loss of prestige in the eyes of the
world. All those present, however, accepted the need to advance to US participation if the
Hanoi government remained intransigent. Accordingly, the revised scenario called for a
progressive and expanding air strike program, with respect both to starting with VNAF
aircraft alone and to targets. As to the latter, the allies initially would “mine their ports
and strike North Vietnam’s transport and related ability (bridges, trains) to move south.”
Then the campaign would move to “targets which have maximum psychological effect on
the North’s willingness to stop insurgency.” These would be composed of facilities related
to North Vietnam’s military power, such as POL storage, selected airfields, barracks and
training areas, bridges, railroad yards, port installations, and communications, as well as
industrial assets. The scenario laid out a detailed sequence of actions with relation to an
unspecified D-Day. The schedule extended backward as far as D–19, the date on which
General Khanh should agree to overt South Vietnamese attacks on the North in return for
a US guarantee of protection against enemy retaliation.15
The President’s advisers were much concerned with the question, which bore heavily on the choice of a D-Day, of whether to accept the risk that the Khanh government
might collapse just as the United States committed itself to an extension of the hostilities.
Or would striking the North halt deterioration in the South? William Sullivan, Chairman
of the Vietnam Coordinating Committee, suggested that the question “is not whether we
should move either to stiffen the position in South Vietnam or to strike against North
Vietnam. The fact is that eventually we will have to do both.” The issue, then, was “which
of these two measures we should do first.” Sullivan argued for setting aside the “logical
Viscount Montgomery approach” of taking all measures to tidy the base in South Vietnam
before going North. The United States could further intensify its efforts to strengthen
the Khanh regime but should be willing to attack North Vietnam “in the face of certain
uncovered risks in the South.”16
On the evening of 24 May, Secretaries Rusk and McNamara, General Taylor, CIA
Director McCone, and McGeorge Bundy discussed with the President their day’s deliberations. All present agreed that extension of the conflict northward was inevitable
unless Hanoi desisted from its support of the insurgencies in Laos and South Vietnam.
President Johnson appeared to accept the supposition that air attacks against North
Vietnam might become necessary before the end of summer 1964. He was prepared to
begin briefing the Congressional leadership, touching on three points: 1) the probable
necessity of carrying the war to the North; 2) the desirability of gaining a context of
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international support, through action by the United Nations or the Southeast Asia Treaty
Organization; and 3) the need for Congressional approval of the $125 million increase
in aid funds that he had recently proposed.
The second of his three points was foremost in the President’s mind. Before taking
any drastic action, he wanted to give international bodies a full chance to find a solution,
preferably through a UN-sponsored peace-keeping mission. As McGeorge Bundy read
the President’s intent, Mr. Johnson was ready to act on the whole matter of “North Vietnamese behavior” in Laos and South Vietnam. “If he cannot get the U.N. to do so, he will
follow a course of pressure, one of the later elements of which will be military action.”17

A Scenario is Written

O

n 25 May, after further consultation among the principal advisers, Mr. Bundy
produced a new version of the draft scenario, designed to fulfill the purposes the
President had indicated. The draft began with the following “Basic Recommendation”
to Mr. Johnson:
that you make a Presidential decision that the U.S. will use selected and carefully graduated military force against North Vietnam, under the following
conditions: (1) after appropriate diplomatic and political warning and preparation, and (2) unless such warning and preparation—in combination with
other efforts—should produce a sufficient improvement of non-Communist
prospects in South Vietnam and in Laos to make military action against North
Vietnam unnecessary.

This basic Presidential decision was recommended on three premises: first, that the
United States “cannot tolerate the loss of Southeast Asia to Communism; second, that
“without a decision to resort to military action if necessary,” the present prospect in
South Vietnam and Laos was “not hopeful”; and third, that “a decision to use force if
necessary, backed by resolute and extensive deployment, and conveyed by every possible means to our adversaries, gives the best present chance of avoiding the actual use
of such force.”
In the best estimate of the advisers, the decision could be carried out without drawing a major military response from China or the Soviet Union. Also, if carefully handled,
military action against North Vietnam should not trigger an increase in enemy attacks
in the South great enough to engulf the Khanh regime. Nevertheless, the advisers recognized that the US must accept the risk of escalation toward major land war or use of
nuclear weapons, as well as the possibility of a response in South Vietnam that might
“lose that country to neutralism and so eventually to Communism.”
Following the basic Presidential decision, the proposed sequence of actions would
begin with establishment of communication with Hanoi (through a new Canadian
member of the International Control Commission) and with “other adversaries of major
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importance,” the USSR, France, and China. The US message would convey both firmness of determination and the limited nature of America’s objectives. The United States
intended to end communist terror and subversion in Southeast Asia; but it did not seek
the destruction of the Hanoi regime. Following this diplomatic step, Washington officials
should hold a conference in Honolulu to reach full understanding with Ambassador
Lodge, COMUSMACV, and other US Ambassadors regarding the strategy and the degree
to which it should be revealed to the governments of South Vietnam, Laos, and Thailand.
The next action would come at the United Nations. After describing communist
aggression in Southeast Asia, using “much hitherto secret evidence proving Hanoi’s
responsibility,” the United States would seek a Security Council resolution calling for a
halt to Pathet Lao aggression in Laos (if the resolution also included South Vietnam, it
was likely to be vetoed). This exercise would have a double objective—to give worldwide publicity to the basic problem and “to make it perfectly plain if we move to further
action that we had done our best at the UN.”
Whether the resolution was passed or vetoed, at a chosen time the United States or
an ally would formally pronounce that the requirements presented at the United Nations
were not being met. Meanwhile, the United States would be consulting with its SEATO
allies. While no support was expected from France or Pakistan, other members might
join in further action, including some commitment of forces. Thereafter, the United
States and allied forces would begin their first deployments toward Southeast Asia. “It
is our recommendation that these deployments be on a very large scale, from the beginning, so as to maximize their deterrent impact and their menace.”
McGeorge Bundy reported that the advisers had reinstated the requirement for a
formal Congressional resolution but were divided regarding its timing. All agreed that
introduction of the resolution should wait until the major civil rights bill then under
consideration was off the Senate calendar. The preceding stages of the scenario could
proceed “in such a way as to leave a free choice on the timing of such a resolution.”
Some advisers recommended that the administration secure passage of the resolution
between the passage of the civil rights bill and the Republican presidential nominating
convention. Others believed that delay “may be to our advantage and that we could as
well handle the matter later in the summer, in spite of domestic politics.”
Once Congress passed the resolution, a further military deployment to Southeast
Asia would occur. Although not advanced as a bluff, these forces might have that effect,
so enlarging the picture of menace as to intimidate the leaders in Hanoi into deciding
to stop supporting the insurgencies. If the North Vietnamese held firm, the allies would
launch their initial strike against them.
This would be very carefully designed to have more deterrent than destructive
impact, as far as possible. This action would be accompanied by the simultaneous withdrawal of U.S. dependents from South Vietnam and by active diplomatic offensives in the Security Council, or in a Geneva Conference, or both,
aimed at restoring the peace throughout the area. This peacekeeping theme
will have been at the center of the whole enterprise from the beginning.18
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President Johnson apparently desired the fullest possible counsel and reflection
before making the basic decision. Therefore, he drew the Honolulu conference from the
proposed sequence and placed it first. On the evening of 26 May, he advised Ambassador Lodge that Secretaries Rusk and McNamara, General Taylor, and Mr. McCone were
coming out to join Admiral Felt “for a meeting with you and a very small group of your
most senior associates … to review for my final approval a series of plans for effective
action.” Reflecting the imminent change in MACV command, President Johnson suggested to Ambassador Lodge that he bring General Westmoreland with him to Honolulu
“and leave General Harkins in charge of the war.” The President hoped that the Honolulu
meeting could occur as early as the following Monday, 1 June.19
On the same day, 26 May, President Johnson began consultation with selected Congressional leaders of both parties. Under Secretary of State George Ball informed Secretary
Rusk, then in India for the funeral of Prime Minister Nehru, that the President “will wish
the Congress associated with him on any steps which carry with them substantial acts and
risks of escalation.”20

The JCS in the Preparations for Honolulu

D

uring the short preparation time for the Honolulu conference, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff made several contributions. On 30 May, they responded to a requirement
arising from the White House consultations for a discussion of what “telegraphing
actions” the United States could take to assure that its contemplated deployments of
forces to Southeast Asia had the fullest possible psychological impact on Hanoi. The
Joint Chiefs advised Secretary McNamara that military movements and preparations,
implying sterner measures to come, could certainly contribute to the pressures against
North Vietnam. They noted that the United States, even if it wanted to, could not stage
a “quiet” deployment of major forces to Southeast Asia, some of them from locations
almost halfway around the world. Communist nations inevitably would detect the moves;
“news media would pick them up; statements would be requested.” The Joint Chiefs of
Staff cautioned that “over-exploitation” of deployments might have adverse effects, generating “irresistible demands for a premature international conference before we have
accomplished our goal of causing the DRV to modify its behavior.” Although suggesting
some specific telegraphing actions, the Joint Chiefs of Staff emphasized:
their view that these telegraphing actions will not, by themselves, have significant impact on causing the DRV/Chinese communists to cease their aggression
in Southeast Asia. Positive offensive action must be taken to demonstrate that
DRV support of the Viet Cong and Pathet Lao will no longer be tolerated.21

Also on 30 May, the Joint Chiefs of Staff submitted three memoranda to Secretary McNamara
on aspects of the US advisory effort in South Vietnam, improvement and possible expansion
of which were being considered at various levels. The Vietnam Coordinating Committee, for
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instance, was studying the possible infusion of a substantial number of US civilian and military
personnel as advisors at all echelons of the South Vietnamese government. The three JCS
memoranda, submitted to Mr. McNamara as a basis for discussion with Ambassador Lodge and
COMUSMACV, dealt solely with military advisers.22
The first JCS memorandum concerned extension of the advisory effort to the Civil Guard
and Self Defense Corps. Approximately 1,000 US personnel, the Joint Chiefs concluded, could
be effectively phased in as advisers at the district level to work with the territorial units.
These advisers would need another 500 personnel at the province level to back them up with
administrative and logistic support. The Joint Chiefs of Staff believed that COMUSMACV
should be allowed to tailor and deploy the advisory teams to meet the particular requirements
of different areas. Closely related to the first, a second JCS memorandum discussed a pilot
program for placing advisers with the territorial forces in seven critical provinces, involving
about 300 US personnel. A limiting factor in this program, and in the larger effort sketched
in the first memorandum, the Joint Chiefs of Staff pointed out, would be a shortage of Vietnamese language interpreters, which would require great effort to overcome.23
The third JCS memorandum on 30 May addressed the question of assigning US military
advisers to company-sized units of the ARVN. Currently, the 1,336 US advisers serving with
regular Vietnamese units were fairly equally divided among corps, divisions or special zones,
brigades or regiments, and battalions. The RVNAF had 525 company or company-sized
units—infantry, marines, rangers, airborne, artillery, and armored. To place permanent US
advisers with these units would require 1,621 personnel of all ranks. It would also be contrary to the advice of CINCPAC and COMUSMACV. Both of those officers thought that an
extension of the US advisory effort to the company level was neither desirable nor required.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff informed the Secretary of Defense of these views. In addition, they noted that there were “a number of limiting factors which militate against the
establishment of … advisers at company level.” They cited “the question of acceptability of
such a program to the Vietnamese, the problem of overcoming the language barrier, and the
inevitability of greatly increased US casualties which would result.” The Joint Chiefs recommended that the Secretary of Defense not consider assigning US advisers below battalion
level in the RVNAF.24
Of greater moment, the Joint Chiefs of Staff submitted a memorandum giving their views
on the central purpose of the Honolulu conference. An initial version of the memorandum went
to Secretary McNamara on 31 May, before his departure for Honolulu. When General Taylor saw
it, he “found that it did not entirely conform to my views” and had not yet been reviewed by all
the Joint Chiefs. Hence, he directed its withdrawal from McNamara’s office “pending further
consideration by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.” Nevertheless, because of the paper’s pertinence to
the impending Honolulu discussions, General Taylor made it available to Secretary McNamara
and Assistant Secretary McNaughton as a document “still under consideration and not approved
in its existing form.” After further discussion, on 1 June the Joint Chiefs cabled an amended
paper to Honolulu. General Taylor passed it to Secretary McNamara as “an agreed JCS paper,
less the views of the Chairman … which I will submit later.”25
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In the revised memorandum, dated 2 June, the Joint Chiefs of Staff expressed concern
over what they considered to be “a lack of definition, even a confusion,” in the United States
approach to the broad subject, “Objectives and Courses of Action—Southeast Asia.” The
JCS believed:
that it is their first obligation to define a militarily valid objective for Southeast Asia and then advocate a desirable military course of action to achieve
that objective. Based on military considerations, the Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that the United States should seek through military actions to accomplish
destruction of the North Vietnamese will and capabilities as necessary to compel the Democratic [Republic] of Vietnam (DRV) to cease providing support to
the insurgencies in South Vietnam and Laos. Only a course of action geared to
this objective can assure that the North Vietnamese support of the subversive
efforts in Laos and South Vietnam will terminate.
Although the Joint Chiefs favored the aforementioned objective, they acknowledged
that “some current thinking” appeared to lean toward a “lesser objective”: limited military
action “which, hopefully, would cause the North Vietnamese to decide to terminate their
subversive support of activity in Laos and South Vietnam.” This lesser objective was geared,
not to “destruction of capability” but instead to “an enforced changing of policy and its
implementation.” Such a change, if achieved, “may well be temporary in nature.” The Joint
Chiefs of Staff considered this lesser objective to be “militarily an inadequate objective for
the present situation.” Nevertheless, they would agree “as an initial measure to pursue a
course of action to achieve this lesser objective.”
If the national authorities chose the lesser objective, the Joint Chiefs continued, “the
implementing action should clearly be of a new order” to have a major impact on the North
Vietnamese. After more than two years of effort, the United States had failed to convince
a “determined enemy” to cease and desist. Thus, even within the lesser second objective:
the time for continuing a monologue of “messages” that repeat the substance
or maintain the intensity of our past effort seems to us to be well past. If we
mean to … convey the determination which must be part of our national purpose (and) if we really intend to prevail in this situation, we must recognize
the requirement to convey directly, sharply, even abruptly, that the situation
has indeed changed insofar as the United States is concerned.
To accomplish this, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended that the United States select
carefully “a limited number of target complexes—perhaps two in North Vietnam.” The chosen
target complexes should be “directly and significantly associated” with support of enemy
forces in Laos and South Vietnam. They should “represent completely valid military objectives” and be “susceptible to reasonably quick and precise destruction by air attack.” In addition, their destruction should be achievable “with minimum impact on civilian populations.”
Two targets meeting these criteria, the JCS suggested, were Vinh, a major supply depot supporting the Viet Cong and Pathet Lao; and Dien Bien Phu, from which the North Vietnamese
transported troops and materiel into Laos. Once the targets were selected, the United States
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should begin planning and preparing to launch the bombing strikes. At the same time, “as
a matter of military prudence,” the United States should be ready to accomplish the fuller
objective of destroying the North Vietnamese will and capabilities, should escalation occur.
In summary, the Joint Chiefs of Staff declared that there was “no basis to be hopeful
about the situation in Southeast Asia until and unless North Vietnam is forced to stop supporting the insurgent activities in Laos and South Vietnam.” They repeated their view that “the
best way to achieve this objective is through destruction of the North Vietnamese will and
capabilities” to sustain the war. Even if the United States chose a lesser objective, it should
employ new and positive military action to convey its message to the enemy. The same action
would meet the important need to impress allied nations with the will and determination of
the United States.
The Joint Chiefs urged Secretary McNamara to seek at Honolulu precise delineations
of both the greater and lesser objectives and their supporting courses of action. At the same
time, they told him that on military grounds they advocated adoption of the greater objective.
Should the administration chose the lesser one, the military implementation should nevertheless be designed to signal clearly “a sharp change in US outlook and determination.”26

The Honolulu Conference, 1–2 June 1964

O

n 1–2 June, US officials, including senior representatives of all agencies concerned
with political, military, economic, intelligence, and information aspects of the counterinsurgency effort in Southeast Asia, gathered in Honolulu. Secretaries Rusk and McNamara headed the conference, with General Taylor, Mr. McCone, and other top Washington
officials in attendance. Ambassador Lodge and General Westmoreland were present, along
with Ambassador to Thailand Graham Martin and Admiral Felt and his PACOM component
commanders. Counting entourages of lesser officials, more than 40 people took part in the
meeting. The conference opened with a four-hour plenary session on the morning of 1 June.
Thereafter, while lower-ranking attendees participated in five working groups on specific
problems, a policy group of 16 principals met in a virtually continuous session through the
afternoon of 2 June.27
The plenary session opened with surveys of the existing situation by Ambassador Lodge
and General Westmoreland. Ambassador Lodge characterized conditions in South Vietnam
as “still generally unsatisfactory.” Although General Khanh’s government had stepped up
its military activities, the Viet Cong had matched the new level, offsetting any government
gains. The Ambassador repeated the familiar litany of South Vietnam’s problems: religious,
ethnic, and political divisions; lack of patriotism and public spirit; and general administrative ineffectiveness. On a hopeful note, Ambassador Lodge declared that General Khanh
had managed to halt the deterioration of political stability that had begun with the Buddhist
disorders in May 1963 and was trying to rally the people. According to Ambassador Lodge,
General Khanh had injected new vigor into the Army and was working to give strength and
spirit to the territorial forces. Nevertheless, as an over-all assessment, Ambassador Lodge
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thought that the situation in South Vietnam could not be expected to improve in the near
future “without our introducing something new and significant into the equation.”
General Westmoreland followed with an analysis of the military and security situation,
relying particularly on statistical indicators. He reported that the decline of Saigon’s control of
the rural population had stopped. Pacification efforts had made some gains but still had a long
way to go. General Khanh was trying to step up armed forces recruiting and improve military
promotion, pay, and decoration policies. Westmoreland stated that Saigon was deploying
its armed forces more effectively to support pacification and had increased the number of
its military activities. However, the ARVN needed to concentrate more on clear-and-hold
operations as opposed to brief sweeps through the countryside. Overall, in Westmoreland’s
opinion, the military situation in South Vietnam was tenuous, but far from hopeless.
Secretary McNamara had listened with skepticism to General Westmoreland’s account
of the security situation. When the general had finished, Mr. McNamara told the group that
he considered the military situation somewhat worse than “tenuous.” In his eyes, it was
approaching the “hopeless” category. As evidence, he pointed to the RVNAF’s high desertion
rates and the failure of Saigon to meet any of the agreed force goals. Armed forces morale was
very poor generally and not getting any better. The government had yet to deploy adequate
forces into the key provinces to meet the critical Viet Cong situation there. To Secretary
McNamara, three facts were highly pertinent: the government needed 17,000 recruits per
month but was receiving only about 1,000; there was no evidence of any increase in government control of either population or area; and the administration of the pacification effort
was very ineffective. Only ten or twelve clear-and-hold operations were going on, and the
gist of reports on all of these was that they were making little if any progress.
The conference then heard presentations by the chief AID and US Information Agency
officials. The latter, Mr. Barry Zorthian, advocated a more unified government organization
in Vietnam for dealing with the news media and thereby assuring more favorable coverage
of the war. After an extended discussion of the situation in Laos and Thailand, Admiral Felt’s
staff took the floor with further reports on the military situation, notably a CINCPAC J–2
presentation on North Vietnam’s armed forces.
In connection with that report, General Taylor asked about the status of North Vietnam’s
air defense. He was informed that it would be relatively ineffective against high-flying jet
aircraft but would be a threat to piston engine planes and helicopters. General Jacob E. Smart,
USAF, CINCPACAF, said that US aircraft could probably hit targets in North Vietnam with
no losses in an initial attack. Elaborating on this point, Secretary McNamara declared that
the North Vietnamese lacked surface-to-air missiles and simply did not have the resources
to provide air defense for all their key targets. Hence, the United States could plan its air
attacks to avoid well-defended areas.
In the 16-man policy group sessions that followed the plenary, General Westmoreland
gave his judgment that, if existing programs were continued, the situation in South Vietnam
would improve slowly to the end of 1964. Ambassador Lodge reiterated his view that introduction of some new element, such as air strikes against the North, was essential to any
real improvement. But, General Taylor observed later, neither General Westmoreland nor
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Ambassador Lodge believed that the United States was racing against the clock or had to
take action before it was completely ready. Both officials opposed any extensive infusion of
US civilians into Saigon’s administrative structure such as the Vietnam Coordinating Committee had considered.
General Westmoreland presented his and the Embassy’s concept for a concentrated
pacification campaign in the six critical provinces surrounding Saigon, where Viet Cong
influence had been increasing. The plan called for bringing the civilian and military pacification efforts in the entire region under one central South Vietnamese organization paralleled
by a large American advisory structure, again combining civilian and military personnel.
Each target province, for example, would receive a team of 45 US advisers, 40 military and
5 civilian. Westmoreland believed that this campaign could turn the situation in all of the
provinces in the government’s favor within nine months to a year. Both Secretary Rusk
and Secretary McNamara approved the concept and directed the mission to proceed with
detailed planning.28
With reference to possible attacks on North Vietnam, Secretary Rusk emphasized the
need to prepare public opinion before taking any action. He believed that such attacks
would have to be limited to South Vietnamese aircraft until the administration obtained a
Congressional resolution but feared a prolonged debate if one was sought. Secretary Rusk
also suggested that the United States was not fully prepared to undertake military action
in Southeast Asia that might lead to escalated hostilities. He called for more study of the
logistic factors involved and a fuller assessment of the further steps that might have to be
taken. Supporting his position, both Admiral Felt and General Westmoreland expressed the
opinion that 1 November 1964 would be the optimum readiness date for US attacks against
North Vietnam.29

After the Honolulu Conference

T

he officials at Honolulu produced no recommendations for pronounced change in
national policy. Instead, the principal result of the conference was intensified activity
in furtherance of programs and planning along the lines established in NSAM 288. At no
point had the conferees come to grips with the question of future operations as the Joint
Chiefs of Staff had raised it to Secretary McNamara: a precise definition of objectives
and their supporting courses of action. Probably the conference was too large, and the
time the principals spent hearing reports from the working groups too great, for this
discussion to have reached any conclusion even if it had been held.

As a result of the conference, General Taylor placed a number of requirements on the
Joint Staff, particularly concerning logistical needs and readiness to support OPLAN 37-64,
“Military Actions to Stabilize the Situation in RVN” and other CINCPAC plans. The staff
also had to carry out instructions from the Secretary of Defense for prepositioning equipment for a ROAD30 infantry brigade at Korat, Thailand. All the equipment was to be in place
within 30 days, so that the brigade could be ready for combat within six days after being
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ordered to move. In addition, the Secretary had directed that equipment for a ROAD brigade
prepositioned on Okinawa be reconfigured within 60 days to support the unit in any of the
anticipated areas of operations in Asia and the Western Pacific. CINCPAC was charged with
reviewing and commenting on the various alternative concepts that had been developed for
air attack on North Vietnam, including objectives, target systems, timing, weight of effort,
and other factors.31
During June, officials continued to discuss and develop the other policy elements that
had been under consideration prior to the Honolulu meeting—selection of target systems in
North Vietnam, reconnaissance over Laos, action at the United Nations, contact with Hanoi
through a Canadian emissary, and a possible Congressional resolution. On 22 May, before
the Honolulu conference, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had recommended to the Secretary of
Defense that the YANKEE TEAM low-level reconnaissance flights over Laos be continued
“on an orderly basis” at the rate of about two per week. In addition, the Joint Chiefs declared
that a one-time complete low-level reconnaissance of North Vietnam should be done as soon
as possible to provide accurate targeting intelligence for CINCPAC’s strike planning. They
requested authorization for Admiral Felt to conduct this aerial reconnaissance on or about
27 May. The request was not granted. However, as previously recounted, the US continued
low-level reconnaissance over Laos by agreement with the Royal Laotian Government.32
On 5 June, the Joint Chiefs of Staff submitted a new and more detailed recommendation
for low-level reconnaissance of North Vietnam, this time for a different purpose. They proposed “meaningful surveillance” of five supply and infiltration routes leading into northern
Laos and the Laotian corridor to South Vietnam. The Joint Chiefs advised the Secretary of
Defense that after CINCPAC had carried out complete initial coverage, further flights over
portions of the routes would be required. The missions’ frequency would depend on “information obtained from the initial coverage, the risk factor, and the value of these operations from
a political point of view.” On 15 June, Secretary McNamara noted the JCS recommendation
and directed that plans for such a reconnaissance be kept in readiness for implementation
on short notice.33
Meanwhile, the continuing air reconnaissance over Laos had resulted in combat action.
On 6 June, ground fire brought down a US reconnaissance aircraft over Laos. Armed escorts
accompanied the flights the following day, but the enemy shot down one of the fighters.
Friendly forces rescued the pilot. On orders from Washington, CINCPAC on 8 June transferred eight F–100s from Takhli, Thailand, to Tan Son Nhut airfield in South Vietnam. The
following day, the F–100s attacked a communist antiaircraft installation at Xieng Khouang,
Laos. On 13 June, the Air Force moved the fighters to Da Nang Airfield, from where they flew
escort missions as needed. The 9 June attack was designed as a single sharp act of retaliation,
making the point that US forces would continue reconnaissance operations and would fire
when fired upon. By that date, the noncommunist armies in Laos, with US materiel assistance,
were holding their own against the Pathet Lao; and there appeared to be some prospect of
a negotiated settlement of that crisis.34
In the pre-Honolulu consultations, President Johnson had indicated strong interest in
arranging for a United Nations peace-keeping mission in Southeast Asia. The United States
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did not mount a full-scale effort to obtain such a UN commitment. The US Ambassador to the
United Nations, Adlai Stevenson, did however use a Security Council meeting on Cambodian
charges of South Vietnamese border incursions (for which the US and South Vietnam already
had apologized) to denounce North Vietnamese aggression in Southeast Asia and declare
that the United States would welcome some form of UN-sponsored border patrol force. The
Security Council did much less. It merely dispatched an investigative mission to consider
measures to prevent any further South Vietnamese-Cambodian border incidents and report
to the Security Council within 45 days.35
The mission accomplished nothing substantial but did reveal communist intransigence.
The radio voice of the National Liberation Front repeatedly denounced the United Nations
for listening to imperialist “slanders” against the revolutionary forces. It also broadcast a vow
to oppose with force any entry of UN representatives into South Vietnamese territory. When
the mission reported on 28 July, it advised the Security Council that because of Viet Cong
hostility, unarmed civilian observers could not expect to function on the South Vietnamese
side of the border.36
Elsewhere in the realm of diplomacy, on 18 June, J. Blair Seaborn, the new Canadian
member of the International Control Commission, held an extended conversation in Hanoi
with the North Vietnamese Prime Minister, Pham Van Dong. As prearranged with US officials,
Seaborn conveyed the message that the United States was determined to oppose North Vietnamese aggression and support of insurgency, with its corollary that the US sought no wider
war and did not have the destruction of the Hanoi regime as a goal. The Canadian diplomat
also declared his availability as a channel for any proposal the Hanoi leaders might wish to
send to Washington.37
The administration officials concerned with Southeast Asia policy generally accepted the
desirability of seeking a Congressional resolution as prior sanction for the stronger measures
that might become necessary. The question of optimum timing, however, was still unsettled.
Assistant Secretary of State William P. Bundy addressed this central point in a memorandum
scheduled for discussion on 15 June by key presidential advisers. Setting the scene, Mr. Bundy
noted that the United States had secured continuation of escorted reconnaissance flights
over Laos. “We do not expect at the present time to move in the near future to military action
against North Vietnam,” he wrote, but a change in conditions—for example a marked deterioration in South Vietnam or another strong Pathet Lao offensive in Laos—might compel earlier
action. The United States was engaged in negotiations over Laos, but the talks were likely to
be prolonged and the outcome uncertain. Under these circumstances, the United States must
find continuing means to demonstrate its firmness to Prince Souvanna, General Khanh, “and,
above all, to Hanoi.” At the same time, the administration must ensure “complete flexibility
in the hands of the Executive in the coming political months.” He concluded: “The action
that most commends itself for this purpose is an immediate Congressional Resolution.”38
Mr. Bundy set two conditions for such a resolution. First, “a formula must be devised,
in consultation with the Congressional leadership, that would ensure rapid passage without
extended and divisive debate.” To ensure maximum support in Congress, the resolution “must
support any action required but must at the same time place maximum stress on our peaceful
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objectives and our willingness to accept eventual negotiated solutions.” Second, “timing must
be considered.” July and early August would be difficult because action would have to be
fitted in between the Republican convention and a Congressional rush to adjourn before the
Democratic convention. “We thus conclude that the only feasible time for presentation would
be shortly following the conclusion of the Civil Rights debate, i.e. during the week of June 22.”

Mr. Bundy acknowledged that seeking a Congressional resolution “under present
circumstances faces the serious difficulty that there is no drastic change in the situation
to point to.” On the other hand, “we might well not have such a drastic change even later
in the summer and yet conclude … that we had to act.” Therefore, the Assistant Secretary
of State recommended that the President be advised to begin urgent consultations with
Congressional leaders on a draft joint resolution that was attached to his memorandum.
The draft stated that the protection of Southeast Asia “is required by the national interest of the United States” and included two alternative sets of language authorizing the
President to use military force to that end.39
The meeting of principal advisers on 15 June evidently decided against introduction
of the resolution in the near future. Discussion instead turned to possible US actions
to reassure South Vietnam without a Congressional resolution. The question remained
active, however, since the President on 22 June asked the Department of State for an
analysis of the Chief Executive’s legal authority to send US forces to South Vietnam.40

General Taylor Defines Patterns of Attack

W

hen the Joint Chiefs of Staff had submitted their memorandum on strategy to the
Secretary of Defense on 2 June, General Taylor stated that he would provide his
views on the subject later. He did so on 5 June, in a memorandum to Mr. McNamara.
The Chairman reviewed the main points of the JCS submission, which had defined
two courses of action—one a primary and recommended course and the other a lesser
course. “As I understand the distinction between the two alternatives,” General Taylor
wrote, “the first calls for a concurrent attack upon North Vietnamese will and capabilities in order to induce the North Vietnamese to cease their attack upon their neighbors
and in addition, by destroying in large part their military capabilities, to assure that
they cannot resume these attacks.” The second alternative placed more emphasis on
changing the enemy’s will and less on destroying his capabilities, “although the attacks
considered upon Vinh and Dien Bien Phu require hundreds of sorties and thus are not
of inconsiderable weight.”
General Taylor believed that these two alternatives were not “an accurate or
complete expression of our choices” and that there were three possible patterns of
attack against North Vietnam. In descending order of weight, they were: 1) a massive
air attack to destroy all significant military targets and render the enemy incapable of
further support of the Viet Cong and Pathet Lao; 2) a lesser attack on some significant
military target or targets to convince the enemy that it was in his interest to stop aiding
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the insurgencies and, if possible, obtain his cooperation in calling them off; and General
Taylor’s additional alternative 3) “demonstrative strikes” against limited military targets
to show US readiness and intent to pass to the more drastic alternatives.
General Taylor opposed launching the maximum attack at the outset. He held that
it would inflict more destruction than was necessary merely to change the enemy’s will
and would reduce the chances of gaining Hanoi’s cooperation in calling off the insurgents.
The maximum pattern would pose such a challenge to the Communist Bloc as to raise
considerably the risks of escalation. The Chairman favored the second pattern, but he
sensed that political considerations would dispose the responsible US civilian leaders
to prefer the third one. He noted that the third attack pattern could be accomplished by
VNAF aircraft alone, “perhaps stiffened by FARM GATE.” In conclusion, General Taylor
recommended that the Secretary of Defense direct the Joint Chiefs of Staff to develop a
plan for the demonstrative strikes defined in his third alternative.41
On 10 June, Secretary McNamara concurred in General Taylor’s recommendation.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff then assigned the major planning for the third attack pattern
to CINCPAC. Subsequently, this planning became merged with a broader effort at both
CINCPAC headquarters and in Washington to refine the target lists for attack against
North Vietnam. As will be recounted, the result, in August, was expansion of the JCS
91-target list of 30 May into a new document identifying 94 targets.42

A Vision of Regional War: CINCPAC OPLAN 38-64

M

eanwhile, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had received another product of CINCPAC’s
planning. On 1 June, Admiral Felt submitted CINCPAC OPLAN 38-64, “Military
Operations to Terminate Aggression in Southeast Asia.” The plan outlined US military
action, primarily with air and naval forces, to counter a sudden large-scale Chinese Communist and North Vietnamese military assault. It thus responded to the interest that the
Secretary of Defense had shown in this subject in February.
The plan provided for early, massive employment of US air and naval power to defend
the general line of the Mekong River and to strike “punitive and crippling” blows against
mainland China. On the ground, local national armies would conduct initial delaying actions
and be subsequently reinforced by US and allied units. At the outbreak of hostilities, US air
forces would at once attack enemy positions in Southeast Asia and South China, achieve
local superiority in areas of ground action, and give close air support to friendly land forces.
At the same time, naval vessels would bombard coastal areas and gain control of sea lanes.
United States and allied ground forces would deploy to Thailand and South Vietnam “in the
minimum strength required to conduct a definitive ground defense” of critical points along
the Mekong line. Following the initial stage, the allies would conduct ground and amphibious operations against the invaders and ultimately eject communist forces from Thailand,
Cambodia, Laos, and South Vietnam.
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As sufficient forces became available, PACOM’s air and naval units, supported by the
Strategic Air Command, would deliberately intensify the conflict “by punitive and crippling
offensive operations” against selected targets in China to the degree necessary to terminate
the war. While making every effort to implement the plan with conventional weapons, US
forces would have the capability to use nuclear and controlled fragmentation munitions on
a highly selective basis if necessary to accomplish the mission. On 29 July, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff approved OPLAN 38-64, subject to minor modifications.43

Status of Recommendations 11 and 12, NSAM 288

O

n 24 June, the Joint Chiefs of Staff again addressed the Secretary of Defense regarding the status of Recommendations 11 and 12 of NSAM 288. They reported that the
responsible US commands had completed the required military planning. COMUSMACV
OPLANS 98 and 98A dealt with covert and overt cross-border operations into Laos to
implement Recommendation 11. CINCPAC OPLAN 37-64 treated both cross-border
operations and the strikes against North Vietnam called for by Recommendation 12.

The Joint Chiefs expressed concern over the general lack of progress beyond that point.
Although Recommendation 11 authorized hot pursuit and ground operations into Laos under
various circumstances, the State Department so far had sanctioned only limited covert intelligence collection patrols. Although the planned operations depended primarily on South
Vietnamese forces, no discussions had yet been held with Saigon; and there had been no
move toward combined planning and training. The same lack of consultation with Saigon
restricted allied readiness to implement Recommendation 12. The Joint Chiefs recommended
that Secretary McNamara seek Secretary Rusk’s concurrence in opening “non-committing
negotiations” with the Khanh government, looking toward the start of combined planning
and training. As a collateral benefit, the Joint Chiefs observed, awareness of such activity
could add to the pressures felt by the communist leaders in Hanoi.44
As the planning went on, President Johnson restated and reaffirmed United States policy
toward Southeast Asia. At a press conference on 23 June, he said:
there is danger in Southeast Asia. It is a danger brought on by the terrorism
and aggression so clearly, if secretively, directed from Hanoi. The United States
intends no rashness and seeks no wider war. But the United States is determined
to use its strength to help those who are defending themselves against terror and
aggression. We are a people of peace—but not of weakness or timidity.
The South Vietnamese were a proud people, the President continued. “The task of building
their peace and progress is their own; but they can count on our help for as long as they
need it and want it.”45
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5
New Faces in Saigon and
More Troops
The summer months of 1964 witnessed a turnover in the senior United States
civilian and military leadership in South Vietnam. Seeking to impart greater energy to
Saigon’s war effort and to counter increasing Viet Cong strength and aggressiveness,
the new leaders recommended a substantial increase in US military forces in Southeast
Asia. President Johnson approved their proposals. By this decision, the President set
in motion an American buildup that would continue throughout the rest of the year,
amid controversy within the administration and among the US public about the visibly
expanding American role in the war.

Changes in Command

A

t his news conference on 23 June, President Johnson announced that Ambassador
Lodge had tendered his resignation. “I do so entirely for personal reasons,” the
Ambassador had written on 19 June, and he reaffirmed his support of existing United
States policy. The President announced the nomination of General Taylor to succeed Mr.
Lodge as Ambassador and that of U. Alexis Johnson, Deputy Under Secretary of State for
Political Affairs, a top-notch career diplomat, to the new post of Deputy Ambassador. To
replace General Taylor as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the President designated
General Earle G. Wheeler, USA. When General Wheeler assumed duties as Chairman
on 3 July, General Harold K. Johnson succeeded him as the Chief of Staff of the Army.
These changes coincided in time with others of importance. On 30 June, Admiral
Felt stepped down as Commander in Chief, Pacific, replaced by Admiral Ulysses S.
Grant Sharp, USN, who had been serving as Commander in Chief, US Pacific Fleet
(CINCPACFLT). About a week earlier, General Harkins had left Saigon for Washington
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to take up his nominal post as a consultant to the Chairman, JCS. Lieutenant General
Westmoreland assumed the duties of COMUSMACV. In July, at Ambassador Taylor’s
request, the administration sent William Sullivan to Saigon to serve on the Embassy
staff. The President named Michael Forrestal to succeed Sullivan as Chairman of the
Vietnam Coordinating Committee in Washington.1

Ambassador Taylor Takes Charge

A

mbassador Taylor arrived in Saigon on 7 July 1964. He assumed his new post with
greater powers than had been granted to any of his predecessors. In a letter of
instruction to Mr. Taylor, President Johnson, besides assigning to the Ambassador full
responsibility for all US programs in South Vietnam, added the following statement: “I
wish it clearly understood that this overall responsibility includes the whole military
effort in South Vietnam and authorizes the degree of command and control that you
consider appropriate.” President Johnson left to Ambassador Taylor’s discretion the
means of exercising control over COMUSMACV’s activities, telling him to work out
arrangements that made his authority effective but did not unduly burden him in the
exercise of his other functions. In exercising his authority, Ambassador Taylor had the
advantage of an Embassy staff greatly strengthened by the addition of Deputy Ambassador Johnson and the assignment of other talent, such as Mr. Sullivan.2
Within a week after his arrival in Saigon, Ambassador Taylor took measures to
improve the coordination among US agencies. He placed all United States activities
under the direction of a newly created US Mission Council. Council members included
the Ambassador, the Deputy Ambassador, COMUSMACV, the senior AID, US Information
Agency (USIA), and CIA officials, and Mr. Sullivan, who served as full-time executive
coordinator. The Ambassador announced that all existing committees would be surveyed
with a view to consolidation, expansion, or perhaps elimination.3
Ambassador Taylor declared it his intention “to have this mission operate as a team
and to present a coordinated front not only to the Vietnamese but also to Washington.”
To this end, he sought to cut off uncoordinated communications from US agencies in
South Vietnam to their parent organizations in Washington, which in the past had produced confusion at both ends of the line and embarrassed senior officials. Ambassador
Taylor required that all outgoing communications be routed through Saigon, except on
very routine or technical matters. Also, all field reports were to be sent to appropriate
elements of the US Mission in Saigon, which would determine the manner and means of
repeating the information to superiors in Washington. This would allow the Embassy to
filter and perhaps block lower level assessments that might contradict Mission reports.
Finally, the Ambassador established a 44-hour work week for all US civilian agencies in
Saigon. Not to be outdone, General Westmoreland decreed a 60-hour week for MACV
personnel in Saigon and the field.4
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In contrast to the contention between Ambassador Lodge and General Harkins,
Ambassador Taylor and General Westmoreland established particularly close working
relations. Facilitating smooth cooperation, General Westmoreland deferred to Ambassador Taylor as his senior in the Army who had sponsored the younger general’s rapid
advancement in the service. Ambassador Taylor employed General Westmoreland as
what amounted to a deputy ambassador for military affairs. At Mr. Taylor’s direction,
the MACV commander cleared with the Ambassador all his messages to CINCPAC and
Washington on major subjects. Ambassador Taylor included General Westmoreland
among addressees of his messages. Discussing close-held preliminary papers for a conference in Washington, Ambassador Taylor told General Wheeler: “In this connection
you should know that I have cut Westy completely into these matters and that I have
his views on the … papers.” Taylor routinely included the MACV commander in his
negotiations with General Khanh and often employed the MACV staff as an extension
of his own, much as he had used the Joint Staff in the Pentagon. For his part, General
Westmoreland later recalled, “There was never a question as to my relationship with
Ambassador Taylor. He was the boss.”5

A Major Increase in US Military Personnel

A

mbassador Taylor and General Westmoreland worked as a team to secure additional manpower for MACV. General Westmoreland developed his requirements
for reinforcements in two steps. Following the discussions in Honolulu on 1–2 June,
he had obtained General Khanh’s agreement to accept US military advisers at battalion
level throughout the RVNAF and to extend the advisory effort in eight critical provinces
down to the districts. To fill these billets, the MACV commander on 25 June submitted
to the Joint Chiefs of Staff a request for 700 officers and enlisted men above current
allotments—689 from the Army and 11 from the Marine Corps.6
After CINCPAC concurred in this request, and after their own study of it, the Joint
Chiefs recommended to the Secretary of Defense that the augmentation be approved.
They noted, however, that this and other personnel assignments to MACV were becoming a drain on the Services’ manpower. The Army’s contribution of 689 men, for instance,
was the approximate equivalent of a ROAD infantry battalion. Accordingly, the JCS
requested the Secretary to give priority consideration to raising the Service manpower
ceilings to accommodate these unprogrammed requirements.7
On 16 July, General Westmoreland submitted a broader request for additional personnel, units, and equipment to support pacification in South Vietnam over the next year.
When combined with several other increments already requested and currently under
review in Washington, COMUSMACV’s submission set the command’s total requirement
for new personnel at about 4,200 officers and men, drawn from all Services—a 25 percent
increase over the current authorized strength of about 16,000. When all personnel incre-
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ments, either pending or already approved but not yet supplied, were added together,
Westmoreland’s total reinforcement requirement amounted to 4,772.
The largest single pending request from MACV was that for 700 battalion and district
advisers. That increase generated substantial further requirements for administrative
and logistical personnel and for helicopters and airlift support. Under the program, the
number of lower-echelon field advisers would nearly double, as would the number of
locations where they were stationed; and each of the latter would be at the end of communications and supply lines. Hence, General Westmoreland called for augmentation
of his cargo airlift capability by one squadron of USAF C–123s and a company of 16
Army Caribou transports. Because of demand, the three C–123 squadrons already in
South Vietnam consistently had overflown their programmed 60 hours a month since
the beginning of 1964. General Westmoreland pointed out that in this case, as throughout
the support base, the additional advisers would impose demands that could not be met
by imposing further strain on existing facilities and services.
General Westmoreland also asked for two Army airmobile companies, each with
25 UH–1B helicopters, and two airlift platoons, each with 10 UH–1Bs. When added to
his existing assets, this reinforcement would come close to providing each of the nine
ARVN divisions with its own supporting airmobile company, plus one company as a
corps-level quick reaction reserve in III and IV Corps and another for general reserve
in the Saigon and Mekong Delta area. He planned to use some of their aircraft in “an
armed helicopter configuration,” mainly to escort other helicopters engaged in lifting
troops and cargo. General Westmoreland also sought one medical helicopter ambulance
detachment, with five UH–1Bs. This would double his medical evacuation support capability, rectifying an existing shortfall and meeting the needs of the increased number of
widely dispersed US advisers.
General Westmoreland observed that helicopters had proved exceedingly valuable
to the RVNAF and its advisers for command, control, liaison, and reconnaissance for
convoys and reaction forces. The Viet Cong struck its most damaging blows by attacking hamlets and outposts and then ambushing the relief columns. Helicopter movement
could help counter this tactic. To provide timely reinforcement of positions under attack,
COMUSMACV was planning, in conjunction with the RVNAF, to establish “quick reaction heliborne forces, in each division area, capable of reinforcing beleaguered friendly
elements with company size forces in one hour.”
As another part of his proposed reinforcement, General Westmoreland asked for
expansion of his Special Forces contingent and its reorganization as a Special Forces
group on a Permanent Change of Station (PCS) basis, as opposed to the temporary
duty status on which the Special Forces teams already in South Vietnam were serving.
The half-strength teams manning the border Special Forces camps, which had been the
target of battalion-size Viet Cong attacks, especially needed reinforcements to fill out
their complements. Westmoreland wanted an increase of 592 US Army Special Forces
personnel, bringing their total in South Vietnam to 1,299. Organization of a Special Forces
Group would ensure effective command and control over the enlarged contingent.8
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Ambassador Taylor immediately supported Westmoreland’s request. He noted
on 17 July that the personnel, unit, and equipment requirements had been developed
“in the light of plans to intensify pacification in certain priority areas and to improve
operations throughout the country.” Since Viet Cong aggressiveness and capabilities
seemed to be increasing, Ambassador Taylor saw a need for substantial improvement
in ARVN battalion level “counterambush” operations. The Ambassador also endorsed
the introduction of a Special Forces Group on a PCS basis. This step would “improve
and reinforce operations on the border, in the highlands, against the war zones and support special operations.” It should make it possible “to carry on an effective offensive
counter-guerrilla program—something we have done only to a limited degree in the
past.” Barring unforeseen contingencies, the increases now sought “should meet the US
military personnel requirement for pacification operations for approximately the next
twelve months.” The Ambassador concluded by urging “prompt processing and action
on these recommendations.”9
On 20 July, CINCPAC informed the Joint Chiefs of Staff that he also generally
supported COMUSMACV’s proposals. On the same day, at a meeting with Secretary
McNamara, the Joint Chiefs expressed a similar view. However, they reserved their final
recommendation until more detailed justification had arrived from the field. Among
the additional materials received was General Westmoreland’s proposed schedule for
introduction of the units, personnel, and equipment into South Vietnam. Most of the
reinforcements were to arrive in October, although phase-in of some would extend into
December. Introduction of the Special Forces Group would not be completed until 1
February 1965. Mr. McNamara asked the Joint Chiefs of Staff to assess the Services’ ability to meet General Westmoreland’s proposed schedule and to examine the possibility
of accelerating it to complete movement of all units by 30 September 1964.10
On 4 August, the Joint Chiefs of Staff replied to the Secretary of Defense. They stated
that the Services could not meet portions of COMUSMACV’s proposed schedule on an
orderly basis. The Joint Chiefs of Staff submitted a revised time table for the phase-in,
noting that General Westmoreland had stated that his proposed dates should not be
considered overriding if meeting them would involve sacrifices of quality or inadequate
preparation. The Joint Chiefs’ schedule would delay most of the unit arrivals until
November or December. The JCS concluded, however, that General Westmoreland’s
schedule for the arrival of personnel not associated with unit movements was generally
acceptable and could be met with minor exceptions. The Joint Chiefs examined in detail
the effects of accelerating the program to complete all movements by 30 September.
They advised the Secretary that “almost without exception, the Services can meet the
desired acceleration if the costs of the serious interference with Service training, testing,
and combat readiness are accepted.”
The Joint Chiefs of Staff observed that the contemplated expansion of US forces
in South Vietnam would require construction of additional cantonments and airfields.
These would cost an estimated $6.5 million, and construction would take five months
after receipt of funds. COMUSMACV had stated that existing airbases, including main87
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tenance hangars and parking areas, were already being used to capacity. The JCS suggested that the five months needed for construction “could be a critical factor, limiting
accelerated introduction of the increased US effort into South Vietnam by 30 September
1964.” They implied that COMUSMACV should determine the effect of this limitation
before a decision on accelerating the reinforcements was made. The Joint Chiefs recommended that MAP funds be authorized to pay for the needed construction. They also
renewed their earlier recommendation that Service manpower ceilings be raised to
accommodate COMUSMACV’s unprogrammed personnel requirements.
On the central recommendation of their 4 August paper, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
recorded a split view. The Chairman, the Army Chief of Staff, and the Chief of Naval
Operations recommended to the Secretary of Defense that authority be granted to deploy
all of MACV’s requested units on the revised schedule proposed by the JCS. The Chief of
Staff, Air Force, and the Commandant of the Marine Corps affirmed their support of the
dispatch of “any additional US forces whose potential contribution to the war justifies
their introduction.” They agreed that General Westmoreland’s reinforcement request be
fulfilled, but with two critical exceptions.
The exceptions concerned air power issues. Generals LeMay and Greene declared
that “COMUSMACV’s justification for introducing 77 additional helicopters and an
additional CV–2B Caribou company requires further clarification.” With respect to
helicopters, the Air Force and Marine chiefs raised the issue of arming the craft, long
a point of contention among the Services. They observed that “there needs to be a
clearer understanding as to intended utilization in a transport role as opposed to the
armed configuration.” To Generals LeMay and Greene, both of whose Services were
wary of rotary-wing encroachment on the traditional combat missions of fixed-wing
aircraft, the fundamental question was “whether the necessary close air support can
be provided by VNAF/USAF fixed wing aircraft, either presently in South Vietnam or
which may be programmed therefor.” Without this information, they claimed, there was
an inadequate basis for granting COMUSMACV’s helicopter request. As to the proposed
Caribou augmentation, which involved Army infringement on the Air Force’s monopoly
of fixed-wing transports, the Air Force and Marine chiefs wished to defer action until
General Westmoreland had more fully defined the nature and magnitude of his airlift
needs. Behind these arguments lay persistent Army-Air Force disagreements over the
Army’s concept of airmobile operations conducted with organic Army aviation, a concept
Air Force leaders considered fundamentally flawed, potentially dangerous to national
security, and disruptive to established Service roles and missions.11
Secretary McNamara announced his decision on 7 August. Although recognizing
that an accelerated deployment schedule would cause problems for the Services, he
directed that it be adopted. In view of the urgent need for additional US support of the
Republic of Vietnam, he declared, “the resulting temporary reductions in U.S. capabilities, training programs and exercises are considered acceptable.” Secretary McNamara
ordered that all the units, personnel, and equipment requested by COMUSMACV, with
a few exceptions, be prepared for deployment to reach South Vietnam by 30 September
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1964. Secretary McNamara had considered General LeMay’s and General Greene’s views
on the additional helicopters and Caribous and had “concluded that these items should
be supplied to COMUSMACV.” General Westmoreland should be queried, however,
regarding his ability to absorb forces on the indicated schedule; where necessary, he
should designate more acceptable arrival dates. The Defense secretary authorized use of
Military Assistance Program funds to meet construction requirements. He turned aside
the JCS recommendation that Service manpower ceilings be raised to accommodate
the reinforcements, declaring that the issue would be considered separately. During the
remainder of 1964, the Joint Chiefs of Staff received no direct reply on the question of
manpower ceilings.12
When queried by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Westmoreland recommended
strongly against compressing the shipment of men, units, and equipment into the time
remaining before 30 September. Such a rapid buildup, he said, would overload existing
facilities and create administrative problems beyond his capacity to handle in an orderly
manner. Ambassador Taylor and CINCPAC supported him in this objection. General
Westmoreland submitted a new phase-in schedule, which the Joint Chiefs accepted. On
14 August, the Chairman informed Secretary McNamara that the new schedule called
for 4,566 of the reinforcements to be in South Vietnam by 1 December 1964 and the
remainder to deploy between then and 1 February 1965.13
Well before this, on 21 July, the Secretary of State had informed Ambassador Taylor
that “highest authority has approved in principle, subject to further review of details,
the requested increase in authorized military strength to about 22,000.” In a further message two days later, he declared that Washington officials thought announcement of the
forthcoming US reinforcement should be made initially in Saigon, perhaps through a
joint statement by the Ambassador and General Khanh. This approach, Secretary Rusk
suggested, “would tend to focus attention on US-GVN partnership and might go some
way towards satisfying General Khanh’s continuing need for evidence of our support.”14
Ambassador Taylor agreed fully that General Khanh should be a party to the
announcement and in fact take the lead in making it. And so it transpired. On 27 July,
General Khanh announced the increase in US support in broad terms. On the basis of
rounded figures and other details released in Washington, the US news media noted that
the United States was increasing its military mission in Saigon by about 30 percent. The
New York Times viewed the increase editorially as “further evidence of the deep concern in Washington about the trend of the war” but said it did not signal a US decision
to “carry the war into North Vietnam or to throw American units into combat.” News
accounts noted that the reinforcement meant the government had definitely abandoned
the goal of substantial US withdrawal from South Vietnam by the end of 1965 that the
White House had announced in October 1963.15
During the rest of the year, the reinforcement for MACV gradually expanded. As
of 14 August, the total of authorized US military personnel stood at 22,226. In all, with
additional increments, more than 8,000 men were added to the command by the end of
1964. This brought the total US personnel commitment to 23,292—14,679 Army, 1,109
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Navy, 900 Marines, and 6,604 Air Force. Owing to the rank and quality of the people
assigned, this commitment had an impact on the US Services that was out of proportion
to the numbers involved. At the end of 1964, the Vice Chief of Staff of the Army, General
Creighton W. Abrams, remarked that the US Army had “the equivalent of about 4.8 divisions worth of majors and captains, about 3.5 divisions worth of lieutenants and about
three divisions worth of master sergeants” in South Vietnam.16

Americans in Vietnam: Advisers or Fighters?

A

s the number of US personnel expanded and advisers deployed to the districts and
to all ARVN battalions, American casualties increased. During 1964, 149 US servicemen died as a result of hostile action and another 19 were missing or captured—losses
just short of twice the figures for 1963. These deaths sharpened a public controversy
that had been developing since the beginning of the US military buildup in 1962 about
the combat role of the Americans in South Vietnam.17
The officially stated task of the US military advisers was to counsel, assist, and
instruct South Vietnamese fighting men, without themselves engaging the enemy
except in self-defense. It soon became evident to the news reporters in Vietnam that
a gap existed between official statements and actual practice. Helicopter crews and
FARM GATE pilots were regularly firing at the enemy in the course of their missions.
On the ground, unit advisers in contact with the Viet Cong found the temptation to take
direct action without going through the formality of advising understandably strong,
and indeed sometimes essential to survival. As Saigon officialdom persistently denied
observable facts, the press corps increasingly hammered at what became known as the
“credibility gap.”18
The combat role issue came to a head in April 1964. At that time, Senator Everett
M. Dirksen and Representative Charles A. Halleck, Republican leaders in the Senate
and House of Representatives, accused the Johnson administration of hiding the facts
about US involvement in South Vietnam from the American people. They said evidence
was mounting that the United States was actually fighting the war. Dirksen and Halleck
cited in particular the letters of Captain Edwin G. Shank, USAF, written to his wife and
released by his family after his death in Vietnam on 24 March. Captain Shank had been
shot down while on a FARM GATE mission. Early in May, US News & World Report and
Life magazine published the Shank letters. They contained statements that US pilots
were actually doing the fighting in South Vietnam and that the Vietnamese Air Force
personnel accompanying them on FARM GATE missions were basic airmen, not student
pilots receiving training.19
At a conference with COMUSMACV in Saigon on 13 May, Secretary McNamara
expressed concern that the Shank letters and other similar allegations would undermine
public support of the US effort in Vietnam. He reaffirmed the US policy that the Vietnamese themselves were to do the fighting and declared that any exception to this policy
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must be approved by the highest American authority. FARM GATE’s combat role was a
specific exception, Mr. McNamara noted, reluctantly approved as a temporary essential
supplement to Saigon’s capabilities. The Secretary of Defense ordered a speedup in the
training of VNAF pilots, to ensure that they would ultimately be able to carry on the air
war in Vietnam entirely on their own.20
After the Secretary’s return to Washington, General Taylor, then still Chairman of the
JCS, informed CINCPAC: “Since the initiation of US participation in counterinsurgency
action in South Vietnam, it has been the policy of the US Government that US military personnel will not take part in combat.” He reaffirmed this policy, subject to an exception for
FARM GATE aircraft on the condition that “they fly bona fide operational training missions
against hostile targets to prepare the participating VNAF personnel for eventual replacement of US pilots.” General Taylor recognized that helicopter operations would “continue
to introduce US personnel into combat situations.” At the same time, he emphasized that
helicopters were “for use as transports and their weapons are for the protection of vehicles
and passengers. Armed helicopters will not be used as a substitute for close support air
strikes.” As for US military advisers with RVNAF units, they were to be “exposed to combat
conditions only as required in the execution of their advisory duties.”21
In the light of the publicity given to the Shank letters, the Preparedness Investigating
Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Armed Services launched an investigation.
Under the Chairmanship of Senator John C. Stennis, the subcommittee on 24–26 June
held hearings in executive session “to obtain firsthand information upon the situation
in South Vietnam, the purpose and mission of the Air Force units assigned there, the
contribution being made by the United States … and related matters.” After hearing
testimony from eight USAF pilots who had recently returned from Vietnam and from
the Secretary of the Air Force and other Air Force officials, the Stennis Subcommittee
produced a classified “Summary Analysis” that caused considerable concern within the
Department of Defense.
On the issue of FARM GATE’s combat role, the subcommittee essentially repeated
Shank’s allegations. It found that, contrary to official pronouncements, USAF pilots
had been engaged in combat operations and charged that as a matter of policy the
administration had kept this information from the American people. The FARM GATE
pilots flew actual combat missions without assistance from the Vietnamese on board
and without giving any substantial training or instruction. As Shanks had claimed, the
Vietnamese crewmen were basic airmen without prior aviation experience or training.
The subcommittee findings also included a litany of complaints about overly restrictive
rules of engagement, lack of Army-Air Force cooperation, and the fact that the USAF in
South Vietnam was losing more pilots than the VNAF.22
With Secretary McNamara’s concurrence, General Wheeler on 17 July sent a copy of
the subcommittee’s summary to Ambassador Taylor. In his covering letter, he commented:
Other than taking the appropriate corrective action, the Chiefs are not sure
just how they may be drawn into any exchange over the summary. However,
to prepare ourselves, we have had the Joint Staff analyze the summary and iso-
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late those areas and issues about which we should be particularly concerned
…. It is possible that some of the operational procedures described in the summary may be, or may have been, at variance in some respects with established
policy; however, we hope that sufficient corrective action has been taken to
bring the procedures back into line with policy and that such positive action
can be reported.23

The Joint Chiefs of Staff dispatched a team to Saigon to investigate and report on
the Senate Subcommittee’s allegations. Individually, the allegations raised issues already
addressed by the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of the Air Force, and the Secretary
of the Army in testimony on the same broad subject before other Congressional committees during May and June 1964. Collectively, however, the charges implied high-level
mismanagement of operations in Vietnam and deliberate suppression or misrepresentation of facts.24
On 5 August, the JCS team submitted its report. The team intended its findings to
“provide the Joint Chiefs of Staff with the facts and background in order that they would
be able to address intelligently” the Stennis subcommittee’s allegations “in the event they
were called upon to do so.” On the key issue of FARM GATE’s combat role, the team
noted that US military personnel in South Vietnam believed they were and had been in
“combat operations.” COMUSMACV had stated that this was the case; hence individuals
received combat pay and were awarded combat decorations. However, the team claimed
they had no basis for determining whether there was a policy to keep this information
from the American people. They found valid the charge that USAF pilots had flown
actual combat missions without assistance from the Vietnamese on board and without
giving the Vietnamese training or instruction. This had been true, the team concluded,
until May 1964. Since that date, all FARM GATE combat flights had been for training of
bona fide VNAF student pilots. USAF pilots in the Military Assistance Advisory Group
still flew combat missions while accompanying the VNAF units they advised as part of
their assigned tasks.
The JCS investigators reported that USAF pilots in Vietnam operated under stricter
rules of engagement than did Army armed helicopter pilots. This was true because the
Air Force mission was to train VNAF pilots and observers while the Army mission was
to support the South Vietnamese army in tactical operations. In the past, the team stated,
Air Force-Army operational cooperation had left much to be desired, but interservice
cooperation now was improving. The team offered three possible explanations of
why American pilot losses were heavier than those of the VNAF, none of which was
particularly reassuring: USAF pilots flew missions in T–28 and B–26 aircraft that were
more vulnerable than the VNAF’s armored AH1s; USAF pilots flew the majority of their
missions in the Mekong Delta where aircraft damage was more frequent than in other
areas; and, in the opinion of US regimental and battalion advisers, VNAF pilots did not
press their attacks as aggressively as American pilots did.25
CINCPAC, COMUSMACV, and the Joint Staff had also submitted comments on the
subcommittee’s allegations, all in substantial accord with the JCS investigating team’s
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findings. However, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had no occasion to use these reports in
replying to the issues in the Stennis Subcommittee’s “Summary Analysis,” which did
not become public.26
At the end of October, Ambassador Taylor confirmed the earlier report of the JCS
investigating team that USAF advisers with VNAF squadrons were flying combat missions. He declared that “since late 1961 USAF advisers have been flying single-seater
VNAF aircraft on tactical missions and delivering ordnance in combat under the same
conditions as the VNAF pilots of their units they advise.” The only restriction was that
the US pilots never attacked a target until after a South Vietnamese pilot did. Ambassador Taylor claimed that he and General Westmoreland had not known until now that
American advisers were actually dropping ordnance on these missions. Warning that
under current conditions, some US personnel were likely to be involved in any VNAF
strike mission, Taylor recommended a quiet JCS review of the matter “to decide what,
if anything should be done at this juncture.”27
Commenting on this issue, Admiral Sharp, CINCPAC, reported that some members
of his staff had been aware that USAF advisers were flying combat missions but that the
matter had not come to his attention since he assumed command. To General Wheeler,
Admiral Sharp recommended that the practice be continued. “These advisers,” he said,
“cannot be very effective unless they fly with their squadrons and participate with them
in the combat missions.” If the United States suddenly grounded the advisers after three
years, they would become “particularly ineffective”; and the action would cause “some
publicity” and “would not be understood by the Vietnamese.” CINCPAC pointed out
that US helicopter crews and ground force advisers were participating in combat every
day. COMUSMACV fully concurred in his views. In the end, the administration placed
no new restrictions on the advisers’ activities, although public controversy continued
over the American combat role in Vietnam.28

Accommodating the Forces

A

t the beginning of 1964, the United States construction policy in South Vietnam was
based on the assumption that American involvement in the country was temporary
and that forces would be reduced within the foreseeable future. Accordingly, the policy
emphasized maintenance, repair, and rehabilitation of existing facilities. Any new construction was tailored to minimum requirements for the safety, health, and welfare of
US personnel. At midyear, however, the administration’s decision to expand the US
military effort brought with it broad new construction requirements. In addition, facilities in South Vietnam had to be enlarged to accommodate US contingency plans and
operations. By September, the Defense Department had developed and approved new
programs. It also changed the source of funding for base construction from the Military
Assistance Program to the US Armed Services.29
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In April, Secretary of State Rusk initiated discussion of what would become one of
the largest new construction projects. On returning from a trip to Southeast Asia, Mr.
Rusk proposed the establishment of a permanent US naval presence in South Vietnam.
He declared that
There would be substantial psychological benefits to South Vietnam and a useful signal to Hanoi in maintaining a US naval presence at Tourane [Da Nang]
or Camranh Bay until pacification of South Vietnam is assured. This need not
involve elaborate shore installations. A carrier task force, with visible training
flights over Vietnam, would underline our seriousness of purpose and make it
clear that we do not intend to be pushed out of Southeast Asia. Such a presence could also have a stabilizing influence in Laos.30

On 25 April, after consulting CINCPAC, the Joint Chiefs of Staff commented on
Secretary Rusk’s proposal. They agreed that more US Navy ships and planes should be
seen in the western part of the South China Sea. This naval presence, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff advised Secretary McNamara, need not be limited to specific areas of Vietnam
and need not be continuous. The Joint Chiefs recommended that Seventh Fleet units
“show the flag” along the entire coast periodically and that increased numbers of small
ships visit South Vietnamese ports. A carrier task group (CTG), however, should not
be stationed in a particular location for any length of time, since this would restrict its
mobility and place it in danger from mines. They proposed instead that a CTG move
into waters near Vietnam and conduct air operations, including training flights over land
areas. In addition, they suggested that US forces conduct amphibious training exercises
along South Vietnam’s coasts and river estuaries, thereby sending another signal to Hanoi
of US determination.31
Commenting on the JCS proposal, Ambassador Lodge suggested that a better alternative might be to establish a skeletonized naval installation at Cam Ranh Bay, a capacious natural harbor about 200 miles north of Saigon. Located in a sparsely populated
undeveloped area distant from the centers of Viet Cong activity, such a base also could
serve as a US beachhead in case of emergency. The base would establish a US presence “in a way which is defensible without depending on Vietnam and without political
complications or involvement of dependents.” The Ambassador noted that very little
construction would be needed for an austere facility and that the US could use the base
as a counter in any diplomatic negotiations.32
CINCPAC supported Lodge’s proposal. He told the Joint Chiefs that any movement
of a carrier task group should be deferred indefinitely, until such time as it would have
immediate psychological or combat significance. He found merit in Ambassador Lodge’s
suggestion to establish a US Navy base at Cam Ranh Bay and recommended “that steps
be taken looking to the future to ensure unrestricted operational use of Cam Ranh Bay
and to obtain base rights involving the adjacent land area.” In addition, Admiral Felt
proposed that CINCPACFLT be directed to conduct a survey of the bay and its environs
to determine its possibilities.33
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On 8 May, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended to the Secretary of Defense that
the US make a survey of Cam Ranh Bay immediately, with a view to establishing an austere naval facility. Concurrently, the US should determine the extent of the base rights
required and its naval forces should begin using the bay as an operational anchorage
as soon as feasible. Establishment of the base, the Joint Chiefs asserted, would demonstrate to leaders in both North and South Vietnam the US commitment to the struggle.
The base would support naval operations along the Vietnamese coast and offer a site
for amphibious training and seaplane activities. The Joint Chiefs noted that the base
would need security against the Viet Cong and the US would have to construct some
shore installations. On 9 May, Secretary McNamara approved a survey of the Cam Ranh
site and directed CINCPAC to undertake it.34
Forwarded to the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 1 November, the CINCPAC survey found
the Cam Ranh Bay area suitable for a fleet anchorage and for amphibious training,
with relatively good security. It also was suitable for establishing a bare bones facility
ashore with ample growth potential. However, CINCPAC identified no current operational need for a shore installation. He recommended in December that further action
be held in abeyance until requirements for a US presence in the area were established.
In the meantime, the United States had obtained clearance from the South Vietnamese
government to use both Cam Ranh Bay and Da Nang harbor for naval operations. These
tentative steps laid the ground work for what would become, as the war expanded, a
major US port and supply depot.35
As more US personnel and equipment arrived in Vietnam, the need for expanded
facilities, particularly airfields, became more acute. In November, CINCPAC sought
approval to build a new jet-capable airfield at Chu Lai in southern I Corps and to add
a second runway at Da Nang. He declared that existing facilities, given their increased
use by forces already in South Vietnam, could not accommodate the deployments called
for in CINCPAC OPLANs. In December, Secretary McNamara approved these projects.
These were the first major installations programmed for support of US units not directly
associated with a military assistance and advisory mission.36
In July, COMUSMACV called attention to the lack of adequate American hospital
facilities in Saigon. After approval in Washington, he requested from the South Vietnamese government land for the new hospital near Tan Son Nhut Air Base. By November,
MACV had obtained both consent for the land use and authority from Washington to
begin construction, but completion of the hospital would take about ten months. At
year’s end, American officials were considering stop-gap medical support measures,
including Ambassador Taylor’s suggestion of using a hospital ship.37

The Search for “More Flags” Begins

I

n April 1964, Secretary of State Rusk returned to Washington after visiting South Vietnam and participating in a Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) Council of
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Ministers meeting in Manila. From the United States viewpoint, the SEATO meeting had
been particularly successful. In the concluding communiqué, the Foreign Ministers of
seven nations joined in expressing “grave concern about continuing Communist aggression against the Republic of Vietnam.” They declared that defeat of this aggression was
“essential” to the security of Southeast Asia.38
Upon his return, Secretary Rusk recommended to the President a list of measures
to improve the counterinsurgency effort in South Vietnam. The first item, a proposal to
seek more assistance from other countries, undoubtedly reflected the encouragement
he had received at Manila. Rusk told the President:
It is important to engage more “flags” in South Vietnam, both on political
and practical grounds. There is reason to believe that more help could be
obtained from Australia, New Zealand, Philippines, Thailand, and the United
Kingdom. An effort also should be made to increase aid from such nonSEATO countries as Japan, West Germany, Nationalist China and others.
Assistance of all types should be welcomed: military units and personnel,
economic, technical and cultural.39

In a memorandum to the Secretary of Defense on 25 April, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
concurred in Rusk’s recommendation. They noted, however, that “direct participation
by SEATO or other third country combat units in military counterinsurgency operations
in South Vietnam is not considered practical or desirable under present circumstances.”
On the other hand, advisory personnel, supplies, and equipment from other nations
“could make significant contributions to the over-all advisory effort while at the same
time lending an international character to our involvement.” Third-country engineer,
medical, and transportation units could be used effectively in a civic action role. The
Joint Chiefs urged that the number of personnel contributed by any one nation should
be limited. The organizational arrangements for their employment “should be calculated
to ensure that US control of the total advisory effort is not jeopardized, and confusion
is not introduced as a result of differing military doctrines.”40
Third countries already were engaged in South Vietnam. The United Kingdom,
France, Japan, and West Germany had been providing commodity aid and technical
assistance for some time. In 1962, Australia had deployed a 32-man army training team
and had integrated it with the US advisory effort. As of early 1964, Chinese Nationalist
forces were giving covert support to OPLAN 34A operations and to a pacification program in the Mekong Delta.41
At a press conference on 23 April, President Johnson briefly expressed hope that
“we would see some other flags in there” in South Vietnam, in a united attempt to stop the
spread of communism. The President’s remarks hardly indicated the scope of the campaign that the United States then was launching to obtain more third country assistance.
On 1 May, the State Department instructed all US embassies on the matter. Meanwhile, at
the request of the United States, the South Vietnamese government prepared a “shopping
list” of the types of assistance it needed. The State Department circulated a summary of
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that list to 27 US embassies for action early in July. At the same time, Saigon, with US
encouragement, appealed for aid to a still larger number of nations.42
The Government of the Republic of Korea, one of the first to reply to the appeal,
offered to send combat units to South Vietnam. Washington and Saigon declined the
offer with appreciation. They pointed out that South Vietnam had not asked the United
States to introduce ground combat forces. The difficulties of employing foreign troops
were apparent; even South Vietnamese forces had little success in distinguishing the Viet
Cong from the local population. In the end, South Korea dispatched a mobile surgical
hospital and ten tae kwon do instructors.43
Other assistance began to come in. On 20 July, New Zealand deployed a military
engineer team and a surgical team for assignment to civic action projects. The following
month, Australia increased its support by sending a detachment of six transport aircraft
and 74 personnel. The Philippines contributed two medical teams and a number of civic
action and psychological warfare specialists, 34 people in all. Thailand provided 10,000
galvanized iron sheets and 100 tons of cement.44
In early October, in connection with continuing the US encouragement of third
country assistance, officials in Washington worked out a method for funding the effort.
The United States would urge each nation to bear as much as it could of the cost of its
contribution but would not insist on this so firmly as to cause the donor to withdraw
the offer. When a nation clearly could not pay the whole cost, the difference would be
made up by a combination of Military Assistance Program funds, payments from the
Saigon government’s budget, and at the last resort payments from the United States.45
On 3 October, in preparation for a visit of Philippine President Diosdado Macapagal to Washington, the Joint Chiefs of Staff provided higher authorities with a list
of additional contributions Manila might make to the war effort. It included a special
forces company; engineer and medical units; and signal, ordnance, transportation, and
maintenance technicians. In November, during subsequent military consultations in
Manila with MACV representatives participating, the allies evolved a plan for a Filipino
tri-service task force for Vietnam. The 1,800-man force would include security troops
for protection along with engineer, medical, and other units. The Philippine government
appeared to be considering in earnest a contribution of this size.46
In early December, President Johnson decided to intensify the effort to obtain commitments from other Free World nations. In advising South Vietnamese leaders of the
new program, Ambassador Taylor said that the United States had no desire to internationalize the war along the lines of the Korean conflict. However, it did want to make
Free World support “concretely evident” in South Vietnam. In support of this endeavor,
the US revised its funding policies. It was now prepared to pay all costs incurred by
other countries in providing units to South Vietnam.47
On 18 December, the State Department suggested to the Embassy in Saigon that it
set up a combined US-South Vietnamese-Third Country organization to “provide policy
and coordinate varied activities of participating nations.” Once general policies had been
defined, COMUSMACV would coordinate day-to-day military operations and support
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activities. The United States Operations Mission (USOM) or other appropriate agencies
would look after nonmilitary contributions.48
Four days later, General Westmoreland established a special staff element in MACV
headquarters to handle military coordination with the third country allies. Initially called
the International Military Assistance Office, the organization later was renamed the Free
World Military Assistance Office (FWMAO). Ambassador Taylor considered that “Third
Country Aid” implied that the other participating countries were on a lower plane than
the United States, whereas “Free World Assistance” had a connotation of equality. As the
war and the allied contingents expanded, the FWMAO’s main task became defining command relationships between the Free World forces, MACV, and the South Vietnamese.49
By late 1964, the US buildup, decided upon in mid-year to strengthen the war effort
in South Vietnam, was nearing completion. By that time also, a series of dramatic events
had moved the United States further along the road to war against North Vietnam.
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6
Going North: Tonkin Gulf and
Its Effects
During July and August 1964, the Johnson administration took major steps toward
escalation against North Vietnam. In part, those actions were a continuation of planning already under way. They also were driven, however, by new “Go North” agitation
by General Khanh and by a shooting encounter between US Navy vessels and North
Vietnamese torpedo boats in the Gulf of Tonkin.

General Khanh Calls for a Move North

B

eginning in mid-July, General Khanh and other members of his government engaged
in assertive and unpredictable behavior that disturbed US officials. In the first such
instance, at a news conference on 14 July, South Vietnamese military officials, without
prior coordination with COMUSMACV, charged that infiltration from the North was
increasing at a rapid rate. Apparently trying to create the impression of a major invasion,
they told the press that North Vietnam now was sending organized regular military units
into South Vietnam. (In reality, as recounted in chapter 1, Hanoi was preparing to do just
that.) At a press briefing set up by Ambassador Taylor, the MACV Chief of Staff denied
that there was any evidence of infiltration by organized units; and in fact the US command as yet possessed no such evidence. Ambassador Taylor reported to Washington
that he was at a loss to understand General Khanh’s motives in permitting such public
statements “which are not borne out by intelligence which presumably is the same as
that available to us.”1
General Khanh followed up this incident with a more drastic step. On 19 July, at
a rally marking the tenth anniversary of the Geneva Accords, General Khanh told a
Saigon crowd that the accords, “born of Communist-Colonialist collusion,” had divided
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the Vietnamese nation. Vowing that South Vietnam would not again allow its freedom
to be bartered away in the negotiations of others, the general then launched into the
“March Northward” theme, claiming that all his people supported a strategy of attack.
In an anniversary proclamation the following day, General Khanh declared that if Viet
Cong aggression continued, his government would “intensify the war to achieve total
victory in order to liberate all the national territory.” At the same time, his Secretary of
State called for a “March North.” On 21 July, South Vietnam’s Deputy Prime Minister
again sounded the “March North” theme in an address concluding the observance of
“Shame Week,” as the government had now officially designated the anniversary period.2
Immediately following Khanh’s first address, Secretary Rusk reminded Ambassador
Taylor that it was important to keep General Khanh “as far as possible on the same track
as ourselves regarding possible action against [the] North.” If the United States should
find it necessary to strike North Vietnam in response to significant escalation by Hanoi,
it wanted to be in the position of responding to new aggression rather than appear to
be carrying out previously planned and publicized offensives.3
Additional disturbing incidents followed the end of “Shame Week.” Students, evidently with government permission, staged anti-French demonstrations and attacked
the French Embassy compound. Khanh’s government continued to furnish distorted
stories to correspondents, and Saigon newspapers accused the United States of hiding
the facts about North Vietnamese infiltration. In the most egregious incident, on 22 July,
General Nguyen Cao Ky, the VNAF chief, revealed that his planes already were going
north, dropping sabotage teams into North Vietnam. He thus publicly acknowledged
operations under OPLAN 34A. General Ky added that the VNAF was prepared to bomb
North Vietnamese cities at any time and had been training for that mission for three
years. Adding to the worries of American officials, reports from various sources indicated that General Khanh had declared that his country was tired of war, that pacification
would take too long, and that the issue must be resolved promptly, either by attack on
the North or by negotiation. He was said to be determined to “incite” the United States to
action. General Ky, in turn, purportedly believed that South Vietnam must make its own
decisions, since the presidential election campaign was paralyzing the Americans’ will.4
On the morning of 23 July, Ambassador Taylor and his Deputy, Alexis Johnson, confronted General Khanh and his principal aides regarding Khanh’s “March North” remarks
and General Ky’s effusions. Ambassador Taylor emphasized that the VNAF commander’s
statements to the press could cause great damage, giving aid to the enemy’s propaganda
by acknowledging Saigon’s responsibility for the OPLAN 34A activities. By alerting North
Vietnam, the Ambassador claimed, General Ky’s revelations could make future operations more difficult. In addition, General Ky’s aggressive tone would certainly alienate
some of the third countries from which South Vietnam was seeking support. General
Khanh conceded that General Ky might have given a propaganda advantage to Hanoi,
but he argued that the other side had gained no operational advantage since they already
knew perfectly well what was going on. After discussion, the South Vietnamese agreed
to issue a formal “clarification” dissociating the government from General Ky’s remarks.
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The Ambassador furnished a suggested draft statement. However, when the Ministry of
Defense issued the communiqué later in the day, it used its own wording as a show of
independence from the United States.5
At the morning meeting, Ambassador Taylor also brought up the more serious matter
of General Khanh’s public calls for an attack on North Vietnam. He told General Khanh
that recent events gave the appearance of a South Vietnamese campaign to push the US
Government into a course of action it was not ready to adopt. General Khanh replied
that he had no thought of bringing pressure on the United States; he had promised to
be a loyal ally and would behave as one. Combining the French Indochina war in with
the current one, he eloquently articulated the weariness of his people after twenty
years of a conflict that had no end in sight. The war must be won soon, he believed,
because South Vietnamese patience had its limits. Citing the recent capture of native
North Vietnamese draftees among enemy infiltrators, General Khanh insisted that the
United States must recognize that the war had entered a new phase to which “we should
respond with new measures.” General Khanh did not specify what new measures he had
in mind, but Ambassador Taylor wrote to Secretary Rusk, “I am sure he was thinking
of reprisal bombings.”6
State Department officials speculated that General Khanh’s actions might merely
be an expression of frustration over recent military difficulties. In that case, Ambassador Taylor should be able to exert a steadying influence upon the general sufficient to
restore his resolution in pursuing the pacification program. The Department saw a more
disturbing possibility, however. In advocating action against the North, General Khanh
might be reacting to pressures from neutralist opinion, which might be an indication
that this attitude was on the rise. The Department asked Ambassador Taylor to watch
carefully for evidence of growing neutralist sentiment in Saigon and for any hint of North
Vietnamese contact with dissident military and civilian personalities or with exile groups.
Also, despite the recent difficulties, Ambassador Taylor was to make every effort to
reassure Vietnamese circles that the United States continued to support General Khanh.7

Ambassador Taylor Proposes Combined Planning

I

n an extended assessment on 25 July, Ambassador Taylor said that General Khanh
appeared to have launched a deliberate campaign to associate the United States
with increased military pressures on North Vietnam, disregarding the embarrassment
it would cause his ally. Possibly, General Khanh had given his “March North” speech
merely to whip up public enthusiasm and aid recruiting. More likely, in Ambassador
Taylor’s opinion, General Khanh was trying to commit the United States to a program
of reprisal bombing as a first step in escalating hostilities against North Vietnam. It was
even possible that General Khanh meant literally to launch a military offensive to reunify
Vietnam as soon as he felt that the United States was inextricably involved. In Ambassador Taylor’s view, General Khanh, after nearly six months in office, had concluded
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that “the frustrating and ineffective instruments of government at his command are not
adequate to master the Viet Cong by counterinsurgency means alone.” He and his colleagues had decided they could defeat the Viet Cong only by “bringing direct pressure
to bear on the North.” If they failed to get the Americans directly involved, Ambassador
Taylor noted, “it is difficult to judge at this stage how strong pressures would become
within the GVN to seek a negotiated solution.”8
In a follow-up message on the 25th, Ambassador Taylor emphasized the dangers of
this situation and proposed a means of at least partially defusing it. The more strongly the
United States sought to dissuade General Khanh from his “March North” line of thought,
Ambassador Taylor warned, the more unpredictable his actions might become. And it
could not yet be judged how deeply the “March North” fever had taken hold outside
General Khanh’s administration. “One maverick pilot taking off for Hanoi with a load
of bombs,” the Ambassador wrote, “could touch off an extension of hostilities at a time
and in a form most disadvantageous to US interests.”
To the Secretary of State, the Ambassador suggested an approach to containing the
South Vietnamese leaders’ frustrations and channeling their fervor into a more useful
effort. He suggested that the United States offer to engage in combined contingency
planning with the Saigon government for various forms of military action against North
Vietnam—a proposal already under discussion within the Johnson administration.
Such planning activity would force South Vietnamese officials to confront the realities
of implementing General Khanh’s slogan; it also could provide a basis for any military
action the United States might subsequently choose to take against the North. Further,
it would give US officials an opportunity to probe more deeply the thought of General
Khanh and his associates on this subject. In proposing combined planning, Ambassador
Taylor emphasized, the United States must make absolutely clear that it was assuming
no commitment to carry out the plans.9
On 25 July, in a joint message, the State and Defense Departments authorized
Ambassador Taylor to propose combined planning to General Khanh at the Ambassador’s discretion. However, he was to tell General Khanh that the planning must be closely
held, with only a “small and select joint group” involved. There must be absolutely no
security leak. Further, the Washington authorities believed Ambassador Taylor should
not put this offer in writing but should make his point orally, underscoring that the United
States assumed no commitment to carry out the plans when made.10
Armed with discretionary power to propose combined planning, Ambassador Taylor conferred with General Khanh on 27 July. The South Vietnamese leader turned the
discussion again to the need for pressure against North Vietnam. “It came out clearly,”
the Ambassador reported, “that he is thinking about reprisal tit-for-tat bombing rather
than a movement north with land forces or massive bombing to effect total destruction
of Hanoi and all its works.” General Khanh wanted to strike the North in order to encourage his people and to push Ho Chi Minh toward ending his support of the Viet Cong and
halting insurgent activity in the South.
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Using the opening created by this line of talk, the Ambassador brought up the
proposal for combined contingency planning. General Khanh appeared pleased but
surprised to receive it, and he asked for several days to think it over. General Khanh also
stated that he intended to declare a “state of emergency” within a short time but agreed
to consult Ambassador Taylor before doing so. On 7 August, General Westmoreland and
members of his staff met with General Khanh and his senior military subordinates and
made arrangements to begin the combined planning.11

The Joint Chiefs Recommend Additional Action

T

he Joint Chiefs of Staff were drawn into the Washington deliberations over how
to respond to General Khanh’s “Go North” exhortations. At an NSC meeting on 25
July, General Wheeler received instructions to have the Joint Chiefs of Staff prepare,
as a matter of urgency, a list of military actions that would: 1) “reduce the frustration
and defeatism of the RVN leaders by undertaking punitive measures against the enemy
outside the borders of the RVN”; 2) contribute militarily to the success of the counterinsurgency effort in South Vietnam; 3) entail minimum risk of counter escalation by the
enemy; and 4) require minimum US participation in a combat role.12
After a quick study, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in a memorandum to Secretary McNamara on 27 July, identified three courses of action that met all the NSC’s criteria. They
suggested air strikes against the Laotian infiltration routes into South Vietnam; crossborder ground operations against the infiltration trails; and selective bombing of prime
military targets in North Vietnam using non-US, unmarked aircraft. The Joint Chiefs
analyzed each of these three courses of action and furnished detailed supporting data.
Air strikes, including armed reconnaissance missions, against communist installations and traffic in the Laos panhandle, would reduce but not stop the flow of support
to the Viet Cong. Such actions would, however, “signal sharply to Hanoi and Peking that
they must pay a higher price to continue the subversion effort.” While South Vietnam’s
Air Force could conduct these strikes alone, the Joint Chiefs of Staff believed that FARM
GATE resources should be added to increase the pressure. In addition, inclusion of
FARM GATE aircraft would “ensure effective US direction of this sensitive operation in
both planning and execution.”
As for the second course, the Joint Chiefs of Staff advised the Secretary that reconnaissance and punitive ground operations into Laos could locate, harass, and perhaps
destroy enemy installations and troop formations. Even moderate success would
increase the enemy’s already sizable problems in supplying men and materiel to the
Viet Cong and would reinforce the signal to Hanoi. The Joint Chiefs suggested a range
of activities, from intelligence probes and raids by South Vietnamese Special Forces
and Rangers to overt attacks by RVNAF Airborne Brigade units of up to battalion size.
To achieve worthwhile results, however, the Joint Chiefs believed, US advisers must
accompany the South Vietnamese units.
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The Joint Chiefs of Staff viewed the third course of action as an extension of the
operations that had been going on since February 1964 under OPLAN 34A. As conducted
thus far, this had been “a modest, covert, psychological and punitive campaign” against
North Vietnam in which no air strikes had yet been mounted. The Joint Chiefs said that
air missions by unmarked aircraft with non-American crews “to mine selected harbors
and rivers and to strike prime military targets” could punish the enemy and, again, “signal
sharply” to Hanoi and Peking.
Since these actions had been chosen as unlikely to trigger a communist escalation
of the Southeast Asian conflict, the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not recommend moving US
combat units into South Vietnam or nearby at the present time. They observed that “the
introduction of US combat forces which would sit idle could well have a psychological
impact on both friends and enemies the reverse of that desired.”
The Joint Chiefs advised Secretary McNamara that the three courses of action they
had described could prove militarily and psychologically beneficial to the war effort in
South Vietnam, provided they did not siphon off needed resources or distract the Saigon leaders from their main mission—winning the counterinsurgency battle. The Joint
Chiefs of Staff believed, nevertheless, that “these actions would not significantly affect
communist support of Viet Cong operations in South Vietnam.” They noted that some
of the actions might have politically counterproductive results in Laos. In conclusion,
they recommended that Ambassador Taylor and General Westmoreland be “queried as
to the feasibility and desirability of undertaking the foregoing measures.”13
As the Joint Chiefs had requested, copies of their memorandum went to Ambassador
Taylor, COMUSMACV, and CINCPAC. In addition, Secretary of State Rusk and various
White House officials reviewed it. Michael Forrestal considered the Chiefs’ memorandum ”a very significant step forward, since it gives their tentative approval to the very
limited kinds of actions which we may want to use in the event Hanoi steps things up,
or in the event we need a low key military accompaniment to our diplomatic activities
concerning Laos.” Before further consideration of the Joint Chiefs’ proposals, however,
enemy military action changed the circumstances.14

The Gulf of Tonkin Incident

S

ince late 1962, US Navy destroyers under CINCPAC’s command had conducted
occasional patrols in the Gulf of Tonkin, under the code name DE SOTO, to collect
various forms of electronic intelligence about North Vietnam. Frequently, the patrolling
ships came under communist air or surface surveillance. The most recent DE SOTO
patrol had been run in early March 1964. In July, CINCPAC recommended that another
patrol be scheduled to investigate North Vietnamese coast defense activity. The Joint
Chiefs of Staff approved, directing that the patrol begin not later than 31 July. The DE
SOTO missions had no direct connection with OPLAN 34A maritime operations, which
occurred in the same coastal areas, although information gained from the patrols at
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times supported the raids. North Vietnam, however, made no distinction between the two
forms of activity; by late July, its navy of fast gunboats and torpedo boats was becoming
increasingly aggressive in pursuing the South Vietnamese raiders. A major OPLAN 34A
raid occurred the night of 30–31 July, just as the DE SOTO patrol was beginning. During the ensuing days, US signal intelligence picked up an increasing volume of North
Vietnamese traffic indicating preparations to attack the patrolling destroyer, which the
communists connected with the 34A raids.15
The attack came on 2 August. On that day, the destroyer USS Maddox was carrying out its intelligence mission in international waters off the North Vietnamese
coast. Toward mid-afternoon, local time, the ship’s radar detected three torpedo boats
approaching at high speed. When the boats closed to 9,000 yards with apparent hostile
intent, the Maddox fired three warning shots and when these were disregarded opened
fire with its 5-inch battery. The North Vietnamese boats pressed their attack, launching
two torpedoes and firing machine guns. The Maddox evaded the torpedoes but was hit by
one bullet, which was recovered, providing physical evidence of the attack. Meanwhile,
the destroyer’s guns had scored a direct hit on one enemy boat. Within fifteen minutes
of the start of the engagement, four aircraft from the carrier USS Ticonderoga joined the
action and attacked the torpedo boats, two of which retreated toward shore while the
third lay dead in the water and burning. Both Americans and North Vietnamese initially
reported the burning vessel as sunk, but its crew managed to restart their engine and
limp back to shore with four dead and six wounded men on board out of the complement of twelve. The Maddox retired southward to rendezvous with the destroyer USS
C. Turner Joy.16
First reports of the engagement reached Washington shortly after four o’clock in
the morning on the US east coast. At 1130 on 2 August, President Johnson discussed the
incident at the White House with Secretary Rusk, Under Secretary of State George Ball,
Deputy Secretary of Defense Cyrus Vance, General Wheeler, and intelligence experts.
After reviewing the latest reports, including intercepted enemy communications, the
officials concluded that a local North Vietnamese commander rather than the Hanoi
government had probably initiated the attack. Hence, they decided against retaliation.
However, they also determined to continue the DE SOTO patrols with two destroyers
instead of one and to send a strong protest to North Vietnam.17
At 1225 Washington time, General Wheeler instructed Admiral Sharp, CINCPAC,
to continue the patrols and to maintain air cover over the ships during daylight. The
destroyers were to keep a minimum of 11 miles from the North Vietnamese coast and
were to stay away from areas where OPLAN 34A maritime operations were going on.
Admiral Sharp was to warn his local commanders to be “extremely watchful” for any
hostile action “including possible submarine activity” either against the patrol or against
the Ticonderoga task force. Later on the 2nd, General Wheeler directed that “In the event
US vessels are attacked in international waters (11 miles offshore or more), you will
seek to destroy the attacking forces.” However, “pursuit into hostile waters or air space
is not authorized.”18
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On 3 August, the State Department transmitted to Hanoi through the International
Control Commission its official protest concerning the Tonkin Gulf incident. The US
Government announced that it took an “extremely serious view” of this “unprovoked
attack” on a US naval vessel operating on the high seas. It warned the North Vietnamese regime of “the grave consequences which would inevitably result from any further
unprovoked offensive military action against United States forces.” On the same day, at
an impromptu press conference, President Johnson publicly announced the instructions
he had given the US Navy to continue the DE SOTO patrols and to destroy any force
attacking American ships in international waters.19
The Maddox and C. Turner Joy maintained their patrol on 3 August without incident. On the evening of 4 August, however, while the destroyers were near the center
of the Gulf, about 65 miles from land, they received a report from a signal intelligence
station at Phu Bai warning of a possible North Vietnamese attack on the ships that night.
A short time later, the ships began picking up radar contacts that appeared to be enemy
torpedo boats closing for attack. For the next two hours, the destroyers maneuvered
and fired against targets located only on radar, although some crew members later
reported fragmentary glimpses of torpedo wakes and other indications of enemy presence. Aircraft from the Ticonderoga arrived to support the destroyers, but their pilots
sighted no targets due to a low cloud ceiling. When the apparent attack ended, the C.
Turner Joy claimed one boat sunk by its guns and another damaged. An intercepted
enemy radio message seemed to confirm this claim. Neither destroyer was hit, and there
were no US casualties.20
During the years since the incident, it has been established that the 4 August attack
never occurred. Far from pursuing the destroyers, the North Vietnamese navy spent
3–4 August salvaging the vessels damaged in the fighting of the 2nd. US commanders on
the scene were misled by false radar returns, questionable sonar reports, eye witnesses
bewildered by weather (low clouds and thunderstorms) and darkness, and misinterpreted and mishandled signals intelligence. At the time, however, President Johnson
and his senior advisers, after reviewing the evidence available to them, concluded that
a second attack had indeed taken place. They acted on that assumption.21
In the highest councils in Washington, there was never any doubt that US retaliation must follow any second North Vietnamese attack on US warships in international
waters. At 1000 EDT on 4 August, upon receipt of the first alert (from intercepted
radio transmissions) that attack on the DE SOTO patrol might be imminent, Secretary
McNamara assembled an ad hoc group consisting of the Deputy Secretary; the Director, Joint Staff; the Director J–3; and several J–3 officers to consider possible action.
Using the existing list of targets in North Vietnam, the group developed options for
retaliatory attacks. They paid particular attention to installations directly related to
the hostile action, namely, North Vietnamese torpedo and gun boat bases and their
supporting fueling facilities.
Reports that the destroyers were actually engaging the enemy reached the group
at about 1100. The discussion shifted to a meeting of the Secretary of Defense with
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the Joint Chiefs of Staff, also attended by the Secretary of State and McGeorge Bundy
from the White House. When Secretaries Rusk and McNamara departed the Pentagon
about 1145 for a scheduled National Security Council meeting, they were prepared to
recommend to the President retaliatory action in the form of air strikes against the
North Vietnamese boat bases and associated POL storage facilities. The Joint Chiefs of
Staff were to send detailed recommendations to the White House as quickly as possible.
In further deliberations, the Joint Chiefs agreed to recommend that the United States
strike hard on 5 August against several listed bases and the POL tanks in the port city
of Vinh. At lunch with Secretaries Rusk, McNamara, and other senior advisers after the
NSC meeting, President Johnson directed a retaliatory strike along the lines the Joint
Chiefs had proposed.
At 1500, Secretary McNamara met again with the Joint Chiefs. He brought word that
the President had approved their target list with some modifications. He had added two
base areas but had decided that, except for striking the storage tanks, the US attacks
would be mounted against the boats only, not against the bases or port facilities. Later
that afternoon, the NSC convened again to confirm the decision and discuss plans for a
public announcement by the President.22
At 1715 EDT (2115 in Southeast Asia) on 4 August, the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed
CINCPAC to conduct a one-time maximum effort attack at first light on 5 August against
the petroleum storage facilities at Vinh and against gunboats and torpedo boats located
at five bases in North Vietnam. In addition, he was to attack any enemy boats found at
sea beyond the 3-mile limit. Carrier aircraft only were to be employed, with all planes
avoiding China’s Hainan Island and keeping at least 50 miles away from the Chinese
border. No USAF aircraft were involved because the Thai government had not given its
permission for US planes based in Thailand to fly missions against North Vietnam. The
Joint Chiefs of Staff also directed continuation of the DE SOTO patrols but deferred all
OPLAN 34A activities for 24 hours. The retaliatory operation received the code name
PIERCE ARROW.23
Less than four hours after issuing the attack order, the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed
CINCPAC and other commanders to conduct a series of air, sea, and ground force deployments and issue movement alerts drawn from OPLAN 37-64 for defense of Southeast
Asia. The deployments were designed to advance American forces toward or into Southeast Asia in order to discourage enemy reaction to PIERCE ARROW and to improve
United States readiness for immediate operations against North Vietnam if necessary.
In perhaps the most significant of these movements, two B–57 jet bomber squadrons
deployed from the Philippines to Bien Hoa in South Vietnam, where they remained after
the immediate emergency had passed.24
Late on the evening of 4 August in Washington, President Johnson addressed the
American people by radio and television. He reported that the North Vietnamese had
made a second deliberate attack and declared that such acts of violence against the US
armed forces “must be met not only with alert defense but with positive reply.” That
reply, he said, “is being given as I speak to you tonight. Air action is now in execution
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against gunboats and certain supporting facilities in North Vietnam which have been
used in these hostile operations.” The President expressed confidence that this latest
act of communist aggression would cause all Americans to redouble their determination
to fulfill the US commitment to the people and government of South Vietnam. “Yet,” he
concluded, “our response, for the moment, will be limited and fitting …. We still seek
no wider war.”25
The President actually spoke at a time between the launching of strike aircraft from
the Ticonderoga (050243Z) and the Constellation (050500Z) and before any of them had
reached the target areas. Navy A–1 Skyraiders, A–4 Skyhawks, and F–8 Crusaders flew
64 sorties26 in PIERCE ARROW against four boat bases (strikes on the fifth were diverted
due to unfavorable weather) and the POL facility at the port city of Vinh. According to
bomb damage assessments, 90 percent of the latter target was destroyed, along with 8
gunboats and torpedo boats. Twenty more vessels suffered various degrees of damage.
These results came at a cost. North Vietnamese antiaircraft gunners shot down two US
planes. One of the Navy pilots was killed. The other, Lieutenant Everett Alvarez, Jr.,
became the first US airman captured by North Vietnam. The North Vietnamese, who
claimed to have downed 8 US aircraft, subsequently proclaimed the 5 August action a
great victory and adopted the date as their Navy Day.27

The Joint Congressional Resolution

I

n response to the Tonkin Gulf incidents, the administration decided to seek Congressional endorsement of military action in Southeast Asia. Such a resolution had been
under discussion in the President’s councils for some months, with the remaining issue
being the legislative timing. In the light of the incidents, the President decided to seek
Congressional support immediately in case further military action became necessary.
On 4 August, the President met with Congressional leaders of both parties, explained
the administration’s planned military operations, and obtained pledges of quick action
on a resolution of support.28
In a message to Congress the following day, Mr. Johnson reviewed the 10-year history of the US commitment in Southeast Asia, including its SEATO obligations, and the
military responses he had been compelled to make to communist attacks on American
forces. Now, he said, “I have concluded that I should … ask the Congress, on its part, to
join in affirming the national determination that all such attacks will be met, and that
the United States will continue in its basic policy of assisting the free nations of the area
to defend their freedom.” President Johnson reiterated that the United States “intends
no rashness, and seeks no wider war.” Nevertheless, the United States was “united in
its determination to bring about the end of Communist subversion and aggression in
the area.” The President declared that the United States sought the “full and effective
restoration” of the Geneva agreements of 1954 with respect to South Vietnam, and the
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Geneva agreements of 1962 regarding Laos. He recommended that the Senate and House
of Representatives pass a resolution:
expressing the support of the Congress for all necessary action to protect
our Armed Forces and to assist nations covered by the SEATO Treaty. At the
same time, I assure the Congress that we shall continue readily to explore
any avenues of political solution that will effectively guarantee the removal of
Communist subversion and preservation of the independence of the nations in
the area.

As still another reason for passing the resolution, President Johnson reminded Congress that “we are entering on 3 months of political campaigning. Hostile nations must
understand that in such a period the United States will continue to protect its national
interests, and that in these matters there is no division among us.”29
Immediately introduced, the resolution, after a preamble reviewing recent events,
closely followed the text that the President’s advisers had discussed in earlier months.
As ultimately passed, its operative sections declared that Congress “approves and supports the determination of the President, as Commander in Chief, to take all necessary
measures to repel any armed attack against the forces of the United States and to prevent
further aggression.” The resolution affirmed that the United States regarded as “vital
to its national interest and to world peace” the maintenance of international peace and
security in Southeast Asia. To that end:
Consonant with the Constitution of the United States and the Charter of the
United Nations and in accordance with its obligations under the Southeast
Asia Collective Defense Treaty, the United States is, therefore, prepared, as the
President determines, to take all necessary steps, including the use of armed
force, to assist any member or protocol state of the Southeast Asia Collective
Defense Treaty requesting assistance in defense of its freedom.

The resolution was to expire when the President determined that the peace and security
of Southeast Asia were “reasonably assured by international conditions,” except that “it
may be terminated earlier by concurrent resolution of the Congress.”30
On the morning of 6 August, Secretaries Rusk and McNamara, accompanied by
General Wheeler, testified together in support of the resolution before a joint meeting of
the Senate Foreign Relations and Armed Services Committees. Secretary Rusk described
the purpose of the resolution and noted its similarity to the Formosa resolution of 1955,
the Middle East resolution of 1958, and the Cuba resolution of 1962, all of which had
authorized and been followed by military action. Rusk, however, did not “suggest that
any of these actions may serve as a parallel for what may be required in Southeast Asia.”
Secretary McNamara described the two Tonkin Gulf attacks in detail and insisted that
there was no connection between the DE SOTO patrols and 34A operations. General
Wheeler stated the Joint Chiefs’ unanimous endorsement of the retaliatory raids, which
they considered appropriate under the circumstances. The Senators’ questions centered
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on what had happened in the Gulf and on whether the resolution represented an appropriate delegation of power to the President. The Committees overwhelmingly endorsed
the resolution and reported it to the full Senate.31
On the Senate floor, Senator J. William Fulbright (D) of Arkansas, Chairman of the
Foreign Relations Committee, took the lead in explaining and supporting the resolution.
He recommended “prompt and overwhelming endorsement,” declaring that passage
would make clear to the communist powers “that their aggressive and expansionist
ambitions, wherever advanced, will meet precisely the degree of American opposition
which is necessary to frustrate them.” Specifically, “the intent is to prevent the continuing aggression that now exists against South Vietnam.”
The critical question, to which Senators returned repeatedly in the debate, was
whether the Southeast Asia resolution constituted an advance authorization and approval for the deployment of US combat forces, perhaps in large numbers, to South Vietnam.
Senator Fulbright found nothing in the wording that contemplated or encouraged such
a course, which he personally considered “unwise under any circumstances.” On the
other hand, he admitted that “the language of the resolution would not prevent” such a
deployment, since it authorized whatever action the President as Commander in Chief
found necessary. Senator John Sherman Cooper (R) of Kentucky asked Senator Fulbright
whether “if the President decided that it was necessary to use such force as could lead us
into war, we will give that authority by this resolution?” Senator Fulbright replied, “That
is the way I would interpret it.” Senator Fulbright expressed the hope, which he said the
President fully shared, that the combined effect of the resolution and the military action
already taken would deter North Vietnam from further aggression.
While some Senators expressed misgivings about the resolution’s grant of power to
the President, two—Wayne Morse (D) of Oregon and Ernest Gruening (D) of Alaska—
opposed it outright. They thought it embodied a dangerous and unnecessary enlargement
of presidential authority, and Morse in addition challenged the veracity of the administration’s account of the Tonkin Gulf incidents. Senator Morse called the resolution “a
predated declaration of war”; Senator Gruening said it authorized “escalation unlimited.”
The Congress did not agree with them. On 7 August, the House of Representatives
approved the Southeast Asia Resolution by a vote of 416 to 0. The Senate voted 88 to 2
(Morse and Gruening) for the resolution, with all 10 of the absent Senators announced
as favoring it.32

The United Nations and Communist Response

O

n 5 August, before the United Nations Security Council, Ambassador Adlai Stevenson charged North Vietnam with deliberate aggression against US naval forces. He
defended the PIERCE ARROW attacks as an act of self-defense fully consonant with
international law and the United Nations Charter. As directed by the State Department,
he sought no specific Security Council action but dwelt instead on the ultimate goal of
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the United States in Southeast Asia: “nothing more, and nothing less, than the assured
and guaranteed independence of the peoples of the area.” This end could be readily
achieved whenever the Hanoi regime ceased its aggressive support of insurgency and
agreed to abide by the Geneva Accords and Agreements. “Any time that decision can be
put in enforceable terms,” Ambassador Stevenson said, “my Government will be only
too happy to put down the burden that we have been sharing with those determined to
preserve their independence.” The Security Council debated further but took no action.33
Although not a UN member, the Hanoi regime made its views known through various channels. The North Vietnamese acknowledged attacking the Maddox on 2 August.
They alleged that the ship had intruded within their claimed 12-mile territorial limit and
had been providing protective cover for a South Vietnamese naval raid on the night of
30–31 July. United States officials denied that the DE SOTO patrol bore any relationship
to “whatever may have been going on” along the North Vietnamese coast. As for the
second attack on 4 August, Hanoi denied its occurrence (truthfully, as is now known),
charging that the United States had fabricated the incident to justify the “illegal” strikes
against the North Vietnamese naval bases.34
Both Hanoi and Beijing issued threats of grave consequences. North Vietnam
continued to carry out the Politburo decisions of early 1964, preparing to expand the
main force war in the South. The most observable communist action was continued
improvement of North Vietnam’s air defenses. On 7 August, the United States determined
that 36 MIG 15 and 17 jet fighters had arrived at Phuc Yen airfield. According to North
Vietnamese accounts, these aircraft belonged to the 921st Air Force Fighter Regiment,
the nation’s first unit of modern jets, which had just completed “a period of training in
a foreign country.”35

The View from Saigon

T

hrough a message delivered by Ambassador Taylor, President Johnson informed
General Khanh of the US intention to mount the PIERCE ARROW operation. The
President declared: “The measures I have ordered are intended to make unmistakably
clear to the Communist leaders in Hanoi that the United States defends its rights and
that our commitment to assist your country in preserving her freedom and independence
cannot be shaken ….” Ambassador Taylor outlined for Khanh the force movements and
alerts, including the deployment of the B–57 squadrons to South Vietnam that the United
States was undertaking to strengthen its position in Southeast Asia. General Westmoreland met with General Khanh and his senior commanders regarding preparations to
counter any enemy retaliation in the South and, as noted previously, initiated combined
planning for action against North Vietnam. General Khanh was greatly heartened by
the American action. He responded by declaring that the United States need not seek
permission to send its forces into his country, particularly if time was pressing.36
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The Embassy assessed the reaction of the South Vietnamese people to the United
States attacks on the North as highly favorable. To many, the action indicated a stronger
US commitment to Southeast Asia than they had formerly believed existed. Spokesmen
for the major religious and political factions hailed the event. But as the weeks passed
with no further direct US action, Embassy observers sensed a let-down. The Vietnamese
public did not readily grasp that the United States had intended the raid as a measured
and specific response to an attack on its own forces, rather than as the opening round
in continuing hostilities against North Vietnam.37
On 7 August, General Khanh seized the occasion to declare a state of emergency in
South Vietnam. He issued decrees warning of imminent attack from the North and instituting drastic measures for control of the population. The decrees suspended many of
the normal rights of citizens and gave the Military Revolutionary Council extraordinary
powers of search and arrest, as well as banning strikes and certain demonstrations and
public meetings. Any violation of public order or of “national security” came under the
jurisdiction of military courts. The US Embassy reported that “terrorists, people who
indulge in sabotage, speculators harmful to the national economy, caught red-handed,
will be sentenced to death” without right of appeal. Further intensifying the atmosphere
of crisis, South Vietnamese officials announced the beginning of an air raid shelter
program in Saigon.38
The date of the decrees, 7 August, marked the end of Ambassador Taylor’s first
month of service. By that time, he had gained a full appreciation of the pressures and
uncertainties under which General Khanh was working. He had learned that General
Khanh’s three civilian Vice Premiers, as well as factions among the RVNAF generals,
were either disloyal to General Khanh or jockeying for power among themselves. General Khanh, Ambassador Taylor reported, had suggested that the Ambassador could
help him by doing two things: spreading the word that the United States opposed any
further coups, and talking with the factious generals about the undesirability of partisan
politics within the armed forces. Ambassador Taylor had promised to do what he could
on both counts. He observed to Washington that General Khanh “was and is our boy for
the cold-blooded reason that we see no substitute leader capable of carrying forward
the pacification campaign.”39
By early August, Ambassador Taylor also could point to some progress. As he had
promised earlier, General Khanh had designated government officials with responsibilities paralleling those of particular members of the US Mission Council, with whom
they would consult directly and continuously. General Westmoreland and the South
Vietnamese had made a start on combined planning for military pressures against
North Vietnam. Combined planning, which Ambassador Lodge had instituted as one of
his last actions, for comprehensive pacification of the critical provinces around Saigon
had been in progress since July. By 10 August, this plan was well advanced, named
HOP TAC (Cooperation) by the Vietnamese and PICA I (Pacification Intensification in
Critical Areas) by the Americans. It called for a civilian-military effort by Americans and
Vietnamese working within a single specially created organization to spread “oil spots”
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of government control outward from secure areas. The US Mission hoped that the planning and implementation of HOP TAC would exercise General Khanh’s government in
a way that improved its functioning; that effective social, economic, and administrative
services would be developed in the affected areas; and that “some pragmatic military
successes” would be achieved that would raise morale and drive the Viet Cong from
the nation’s heartland.40
On 10 August, Ambassador Taylor provided his Washington superiors with a general
survey of the situation. He noted that US advisers in the field held a more favorable view
of the military situation than did US officials in Saigon. RVNAF and territorial personnel
strength had begun to rise slowly and the trend was continuing. By January 1965, the
Ambassador predicted, their total number would come close to the year-end target strength
of 446,000. The US advisers judged more than 90 percent of ARVN battalions to be at least
“marginally effective.” South Vietnam’s Air Force was receiving A–1H aircraft on schedule;
three squadrons would be combat-ready by 30 September and a fourth by December.
But the Viet Cong had also shown improvement. The Ambassador wrote, “In terms
of equipment and training, the VC are better armed and led today than ever in the past.”
Infiltration was continuing, both from Laos and Cambodia; and the Viet Cong showed
“no indication” of having difficulty in replacing losses in men and equipment. “However,” Ambassador Taylor continued, “there is no reason to believe that in the coming
months, they will wish to risk their past gains in an overt military confrontation with
GVN forces ….” Ambassador Taylor believed that the Viet Cong would continue their
tactics of terrorism and harassment with the aim of demoralizing South Vietnam to the
point of accepting a political settlement favorable to the insurgents. Rather than seeking
to conquer by conventional military means, the enemy looked to neutralization and a
coalition government as the road to domination.
The South Vietnamese government remained the most variable and uncertain element in the equation. Ambassador Taylor observed that the Khanh government “has
lasted six months and has about a 50/50 chance of lasting out the year, although probably not without some changed faces in the cabinet.” General Khanh and many of his
colleagues “are finding it very difficult to face up to the long years of slow hard slugging
which is all they see ahead under the present rules of operational conduct.” In the coming months, Ambassador Taylor predicted, “we may expect to face mounting pressures
from the GVN to win the war by direct attack on Hanoi, which, if resisted, will create
frictions and irritations.” These could lead some politicians to “serious consideration of
a negotiated solution” or soldiers to “a military adventure without US consent.”
Ambassador Taylor concluded his report of 10 August by recommending that during
the coming months the United States: 1) do everything possible to bolster the Khanh
government; 2) improve the pacification program by concentrating on critical areas
such as the provinces around Saigon; 3) undertake “show-window” social and economic
projects in secure rural and urban areas; 4) keep the public informed of what the United
States Government was doing and why; and 5) prepare to implement contingency plans
against North Vietnam, with optimum readiness by 1 January 1965.41
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The last of these points repeated a recommendation the Ambassador had made
the previous day, in a message devoted more specifically to military measures. In that
message, Ambassador Taylor noted that all OPLAN 34A activities would remain under
suspension until further notice from Washington. In deciding whether to resume the
OPLAN 34A raids, the United States must take into account the appearance of MIG
15s and 17s in North Vietnam; but since the planes presumably lacked all-weather or
night interception capabilities, the Ambassador believed that the United States could
accept the risk of nighttime operations and daylight activities in international waters.
Ambassador Taylor recommended continuing the DE SOTO patrols and conducting
air sweeps over international waters with authority to attack enemy boats and aircraft
under relaxed rules of engagement. He thought this measure justified by the recent
attacks on US vessels.
Ambassador Taylor recommended that the United States begin armed reconnaissance over the Laos Panhandle, progressively attacking the most clearly identified
infiltration facilities. Pilots should have authority to strike specific fixed targets, to
attack road traffic in delimited areas, and to conduct fire suppression attacks against
antiaircraft positions. The Ambassador recommended finally that the United States
prepare to undertake some of the air strikes against North Vietnam provided for in
CINCPAC OPLAN 37-64. This should be done after completing the following actions: 1)
publicize effectively the evidence of continuing infiltration and control of the insurgency
from North Vietnam; 2) accomplish combined planning with Saigon; and 3) establish
evidence of sufficient pacification progress in the provinces around Saigon to warrant
undertaking a new military commitment. Allowing time for completion of this program,
Ambassador Taylor estimated that 1 January 1965 should be the target date for beginning
the bombing of North Vietnam. In effect, he called for implementation of some of the
actions listed under Recommendations 11 and 12 of NSAM 288.42

Continued Policy Deliberations in Washington

A

mbassador Taylor’s recommendations arrived in Washington during extensive
Executive Branch consultations about the next steps to be taken in Southeast
Asia. At a White House meeting of the President and his senior advisers on 10 August,
Secretary of State Rusk urged that the US “hold up” on OPLAN 34A actions, DE SOTO
patrols, and “any additions to our present course,” so as to keep responsibility for escalation on the other side. The President took a more aggressive stance. He expressed his
“basic satisfaction” with “what had been accomplished in the last week.” He warned,
however, that “if we should do nothing further, we could find ourselves even worse off
than before this last set of events …. Instead of letting the other side have the ball, we
should be prepared to take it.” President Johnson asked the officials present for “prompt
study and recommendations as to ways this might be done with maximum results and
minimum danger.”43
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Following this meeting, General Wheeler informed his JCS colleagues that the Secretaries of State and Defense had undertaken to pursue three key questions: 1) what, if
any, actions should be undertaken in the Laos Panhandle? 2) should the tempo of Operation Plan 34A activities be increased? and 3) should we initiate a tit-for-tat program of
retaliation, or should we do something more, against North Vietnam? If so, what and
when? The Joint Chiefs of Staff began preparing their views; but before completing this
major exercise, they responded to two other inititiatives: a draft policy paper by Assistant
Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs William P. Bundy, and a troop request from
General Westmoreland.44
In his paper, “Next Courses of Action in Southeast Asia,” dated 13 August, Secretary
Bundy laid out in detail the steps to be taken over the remaining months of 1964. He
identified the next ten days or so as a “short holding phase,” during which the United
States should avoid any measures that could be considered provocative or that would
obscure responsibility for escalation of hostilities should the North Vietnamese turn to
stronger action. DE SOTO patrols and new OPLAN 34A activities, for instance, should
be suspended. Thereafter, toward the end of August, the United States should take more
active measures.
Mr. Bundy pointed out three problematic elements in the situation confronting the
United States. First, Mr. Bundy concluded on the basis of Ambassador Taylor’s reports
that “South Vietnam is not going well.” In particular, the morale of General Khanh and
other Saigon leaders was shaky. US retaliation in the Tonkin Gulf had lifted South Vietnamese spirits temporarily, but the effect would be lost if the Viet Cong had successes
and the United States did nothing further. Second, progress along the “negotiating track”
in Laos now was running too fast for US interests. If a movement toward an international conference on Laotian problems gained greater momentum, the United States
might have to refuse to participate, in order to avoid a seriously unfavorable impact on
Saigon’s morale.
The third element was the attitude of the communist leaders in Hanoi and Beijing.
Secretary Bundy opined that the Tonkin Gulf retaliation had discouraged them from any
further attacks on US forces. The other side, however, “are certainly not persuaded that
they must abandon their efforts in South Vietnam and Laos”; and they might still doubt
that the United States would take stronger action in response to increases in infiltration
or Viet Cong activity. Therefore, Mr. Bundy wrote:
Basically, a solution in both South Vietnam and Laos will require a combination of military pressure and some form of communication under which Hanoi
(and Peiping) eventually accept the idea of getting out. Negotiation without
continued military action will not achieve our objectives in the foreseeable
future. But military pressure could be accompanied by attempts to communicate … provided always that we make it clear both to the Communists and to
South Vietnam that military pressure will continue until we have achieved our
objectives. After, but only after, we have established a clear pattern of pressure
hurting the DRV and leaving no doubts in South Vietnam of our resolve, we
could even accept a conference broadened to include the Vietnam issue.
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Secretary Bundy then listed certain limited pressures that the United States could
apply against North Vietnam from late August through December. These included continuation of OPLAN 34A activities and possible open acknowledgement and justification
of them by Saigon. The United States could press on with combined planning with the
South Vietnamese while deliberately leaking word of it to North Vietnam. Training of
VNAF pilots in jet aircraft could be speeded up and publicized. The United States could
resume DE SOTO patrols while carefully dissociating them from the OPLAN 34A raids;
and it could mount specific retaliatory bombing or mining actions in response to any
major Viet Cong or North Vietnamese provocation, such as a terrorist attack on American dependents. Lastly, the allies could conduct cross-border operations into the Laos
panhandle on a limited scale. The VNAF might strike selected targets in the infiltration
areas, while the United States continued its own aerial reconnaissance, possibly with
suppressive missions added. Secretary Bundy ruled out ground operations, however.
To be successful, those would require greater forces than South Vietnam could spare
from the pacification effort; and, in Mr. Bundy’s view, employment of US or Thai forces
should not be considered at present.
Admittedly, Secretary Bundy wrote, these limited actions did not add up to “a
truly coherent program of strong enough pressure either to bring Hanoi around or to
sustain a pressure posture into some kind of discussion.” Hence, “we should continue
absolutely opposed” to any international conference on Vietnam. All the proposed
measures fell short of systematic military action against North Vietnam. The United
States might decide to move on to such action at some time during the remaining
months of 1964, in response to some incident or because of deteriorating conditions
in South Vietnam. If not, planning should continue aimed at the starting date suggested by Ambassador Taylor, 1 January 1965. As to specific measures, “our present
thinking is that systematic action against the DRV might start by progressive attacks
keyed to the rationale of infiltration routes and facilities, followed by other selected
military-related targets.”45
On 14 August, the Joint Chiefs of Staff delivered their comments on the Mr. Bundy
memorandum to the Secretary of Defense. They expressed general agreement with
Bundy’s proposed policy and courses of action, provided that the more serious military
pressures were applied, “as necessary,” along with the limited ones. Repeating some
of the language of their 2 July submission, they emphasized that attacks on North Vietnamese targets should have the objective of “destroying the DRV will and capabilities”
to continue supporting the insurgencies in Laos and South Vietnam. The Joint Chiefs
believed that the recent strikes in response to the Tonkin Gulf attacks had “conveyed
to both friend and enemy the measure of US resolution in Southeast Asia. The sudden
advantage gained by this military action must be retained.” The actions proposed, if
promptly pursued, should sustain the US advantage and maintain the higher morale
that had been generated among South Vietnam’s leaders. Referring to the study begun
on 10 August, the JCS informed Mr. McNamara that they were preparing as a matter of
urgency fuller recommendations on military courses of action.46
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Even as the Joint Chiefs pondered their new recommendations, they responded
tepidly to one from General Westmoreland. As additional US aircraft units arrived at
South Vietnamese bases in the post Tonkin Gulf deployments, the MACV commander
saw them as tempting targets for communist retaliation for any future allied attacks on
North Vietnam. Conceivably, the enemy could strike the air fields, especially Da Nang
in the north, with their new jet force. Much more probable were infantry and mortar
attacks by the Viet Cong, possibly reinforced by infiltrated North Vietnamese regulars.
The South Vietnamese Army, responsible for defending the American bases, could guard
against such attacks only by diverting troops from the pacification campaign, thereby
risking “serious loss of government control over sizeable areas and their populations.”
Anticipating this eventuality, on 15 August General Westmoreland suggested the
deployment of US ground troops—specifically a Marine Expeditionary Brigade and
either the 173rd Airborne Brigade from Okinawa or a brigade from the 25th Infantry Division in Hawaii—for base defense at Da Nang and the Tan Son Nhut/Bien Hoa complex.
Already alerted as part of the post Tonkin Gulf actions, these brigades should move at
once to South Vietnam “in the event of an attack on Da Nang judged by COMUSMACV to
be beyond the capability of the RVNAF to handle or a decision to execute operation plans
… likely to cause retaliatory actions against SVN.” Against the air threat, Westmoreland
called for the immediate deployment of one Marine and two Army antiaircraft missile
battalions to Da Nang, Saigon, and Nha Trang. To support these contingency forces, as
well as those already in South Vietnam, General Westmoreland asked for the deployment
of a small Army logistic command, an engineer group, and a signal battalion. Admiral
Sharp endorsed Westmoreland’s proposals, and Ambassador Taylor declared them to
be precautions that should be taken before any additional attacks on North Vietnam.47
The Joint Chiefs of Staff declined to endorse most of the proposed deployments.
They noted that the requested Marine and Army brigades already were prepared for rapid
deployment in emergencies; the Marine brigade actually was afloat as an amphibious
force in readiness. They promised only to give “full consideration” to General Westmoreland’s recommendations if the United States launched any major new escalation. The
Joint Chiefs rejected outright COMUSMACV’s request for additional support troops.
Pointing to an armed forces wide shortage of logistical units, they declared it “inadvisable” to assign any to Vietnam solely in anticipation of possible future deployments of
combat forces. Only the request for antiaircraft battalions met a favorable response from
the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Secretary of Defense. Preparation for this deployment
began in September. General Westmoreland made no further request for combat units;
but he persisted in pressing for augmentation of his support forces, which he considered
necessary to solve existing logistical problems as well as to prepare for contingencies.48
Meanwhile, administration officials continued their consideration of William Bundy’s paper. On 14 August, the State Department passed it to Ambassador Taylor with a
request for his judgment on whether the program Mr. Bundy outlined would maintain
the morale of the Saigon leaders. By that date, also, the administration was planning
to bring Ambassador Taylor back to Washington near the end of August for important
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consultations. Ambassador Taylor drafted his comments on the Bundy memorandum
just as a new political upheaval was beginning in South Vietnam, triggered by an attempt
by General Khanh to restructure the government. The ensuing turmoil and deterioration of the Saigon regime would influence the Johnson administration’s deliberations
on further steps in Southeast Asia.49
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US Action Awaits Stability
in Saigon
By mid-August 1964, the Johnson administration had taken tentative steps toward
bringing military pressure to bear on North Vietnam to cease its support of the Viet
Cong. At the direction of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, both Pacific Command and Military
Assistance Command, Vietnam, had drafted contingency plans for various levels of air
attack on the north. MACV had commenced combined planning with the South Vietnamese for such operations. Under close supervision from Washington, MACV had begun
implementing the OPLAN 34A series of small covert South Vietnamese airborne and
amphibious raids north of the Demilitarized Zone; and US planes were flying limited
reconnaissance and strike missions in Laos. After Hanoi’s torpedo boats attacked a US
destroyer in the Gulf of Tonkin on 2 August and were believed to have attacked again on
the 4th, American aircraft conducted a one-time reprisal bombing of North Vietnamese
boat bases and oil installations. On 7 August, President Johnson secured from Congress
a resolution that authorized him to take “all necessary steps, including the use of armed
force,” to assist any Southeast Asian country facing Communist aggression. The concerned headquarters continued planning for escalation even as additional US air and
naval forces positioned themselves for intervention in Southeast Asia.
For the next four months, however, the administration took no additional major
escalatory steps. The President sought to balance his commitment to his domestic
“Great Society” program with his desire not to lose South Vietnam to Communism, and
he wanted above all to maintain his “peace candidate” image in the election campaign.
Hence, he took care to avoid dramatic military action in Southeast Asia until after
November. In addition, a new political crisis developed in South Vietnam, as the regime
of General Khanh ran into difficulties largely of the general’s own making. The senior
US officials in Saigon urged the administration to hold off major action against North
Vietnam, which might provoke enemy retaliation in the South, until they could stabilize
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their ally’s political situation. In view of all these factors, President Johnson held back
from further escalation, in spite of repeated urging from the Joint Chiefs of Staff that he
take decisive military action.

The Khanh Regime Stumbles

S

ince his coup of 30 January 1964, General Khanh had ruled as South Vietnam’s
premier and strongman, with the full support of the United States. Early in August,
he proposed a new provisional constitution, which he claimed would reorganize the
government for more effective action and constitute a “logical follow-up” to the emergency powers he had assumed on 7 August during the Tonkin Gulf crisis. Under General
Khanh’s proposed constitution, the Military Revolutionary Council (MRC), the body of
generals that had governed since the overthrow of President Ngo Dinh Diem, would
be replaced by a legislative assembly. The assembly would have 150 members, 60
appointed by military officers, 60 elected by provincial councils, and 30 appointed by
Saigon politicians. The constitution would establish a President as the single executive,
eliminating the existing Chief of State and Vice Premier positions. General Khanh, of
course, expected to be chosen President.
Ambassador Taylor reluctantly recommended that the US acquiesce in General
Khanh’s arrangement even though it was likely to be viewed as an “unduly permanent
formalization of [a] military takeover.” “Whether we like it or not,” the Ambassador
wrote, “this is the constitutional form which the MRC fully intends to impose and we
see no alternative but to make the best of it.” The Department of State approved this
course of action.1
On 16 August, the Military Revolutionary Council proclaimed the new constitution
and elected General Khanh President of the Vietnamese Republic. While declaring that
the new constitution was a move toward the fuller practice of democracy, General Khanh
reserved virtually absolute powers to the presidency for the duration of the emergency
he had already proclaimed as premier.
Far from creating a more effective government, General Khanh’s maneuver set off a
prolonged political crisis in South Vietnam. The powerful, militant Buddhists, along with
university students and other groups, took to the streets of Saigon and Hue to protest
against the new charter and General Khanh’s arbitrary elevation. Amidst continuing
riots and demonstrations, the MRC on 25 August withdrew the Khanh constitution,
although the general continued as premier. The administration in Washington publicly
reaffirmed United States support of General Khanh, while Ambassador Taylor consulted
with the South Vietnamese leader, who became increasingly depressed by the failure of
his plan. On 29 August, General Khanh, reportedly suffering a “breakdown,” temporarily
relinquished his post in favor of a civilian acting premier.2
On 3 September, after additional political maneuvering, General Khanh returned
to the capital and resumed the premiership. He did so under an agreement with the
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Buddhists that amounted to a substantial capitulation by General Khanh. Accepting a
Buddhist formula, General Khanh pledged that the government would be reorganized
during a two-month transition period. By the end of October, the military leaders would
be prepared to withdraw from government and devote themselves to directing the war
effort. An entirely civilian administration then would take control. This compromise
brought temporary political peace, but left General Khanh much weakened in power
and prestige.3
This agreement notwithstanding, political turmoil continued in South Vietnam. On
13 September, the commanders of the ARVN IV Corps and 7th Division attempted a
coup, their troops occupying Saigon. The coup quickly collapsed when the rest of the
armed forces declined to join it. A group of young generals promoted by General Khanh
after the January coup—notably General Nguyen Cao Ky, the Vietnamese Air Force
commander—played a critical role in suppressing the uprising. Known as the Young
Turks, these officers emerged from the incident as the dominant faction in the military
leadership and constituted a new political power group in Saigon.4
Less than a week after the coup attempt, new trouble flared up. On the night of
19–20 September, the Montagnard Civilian Irregular Defense Groups (CIDG) rebelled at
four camps in South Vietnam’s central highlands. The CIDG was composed of mountain
tribesmen under ethnic Vietnamese officers, with US Special Forces teams and advisers
attached. Resentful of a long history of treatment as inferiors by the Vietnamese, the
Montagnards planned to murder their officers and attack the Darlac province capital. At
the outset of the revolt, the mutineers killed about 40 Vietnamese personnel. In response,
ARVN forces blocked roads in the area and took positions to assault the rebellious
camps. Thanks to the efforts of the US Special Forces personnel attached to the CIDG,
US advisers with the ARVN units, and Ambassador Taylor and General Westmoreland,
the tense standoff ended without further bloodshed or a disastrous permanent breach
between the Montagnards and the government.5
While all this went on, General Khanh assumed for himself the additional position
of Minister of Defense and began work on the promised transition to civilian rule. In late
October, after much wrangling, the Military Revolutionary Council established a High
National Council (HNC) of civilian notables to draft a provisional constitution and set
up a new government. By the 1 November deadline, the HNC had installed a more or less
constitutional regime headed by an elderly politician, Phan Khac Suu, as chief of state
and Tran Van Huong, a former mayor of Saigon, as premier. General Khanh, however,
retained power behind the scenes as Chairman of the Military Revolutionary Council
and armed forces commander in chief. This arrangement left General Khanh, the militant
Buddhists, and the Young Turk generals all dissatisfied to varying degrees. Attempting
to shore up his position, General Khanh increasingly allied himself with the Buddhists.6
Throughout these events, US officials in Saigon and Washington consistently reaffirmed their support of General Khanh and his efforts to stabilize the government. However, they gradually lost confidence in their man’s prospects of success. For example,
Ambassador Taylor, in an assessment made during the Montagnard revolt, declared
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that South Vietnam had “demonstrated a faster rate of deterioration of governmental
processes than I would have predicted.” Aside from General Khanh, no one else in
the Saigon government had emerged as a strong figure. General Khanh had become
particularly vulnerable to pressure groups because of the pattern he had established
by giving in to the Buddhists and the students and because of the “lame duck” status he
had assumed by pledging a military withdrawal from government by 1 November. The
growing Buddhist influence on General Khanh was especially troubling to United States
officials because the leading monks leaned toward a neutralist, anti-American position.
In spite of these misgivings, the Johnson administration for the time being remained
committed to upholding General Khanh while urging the South Vietnamese to resolve
their political disputes and get on with the war.7

Ambassador Taylor on Escalation

W

hile watching anxiously the course of South Vietnamese politics, the Johnson
administration continued its internal discussion of action against North Vietnam.
The center of deliberations was William Bundy’s paper of 13 August. Mr. Bundy had
outlined a program of pressures that the United States could apply against North Vietnam during the period from late August through December while preparing for stronger
action—systematic air attacks—with a target date of 1 January 1965.
Ambassador Taylor entered the debate on 18 August. Commenting on Bundy’s paper,
Ambassador Taylor started from the assumption that the existing counterinsurgency
programs were not sufficient to maintain the Saigon government’s morale or to offer
reasonable hope of defeating the Viet Cong. “Something must be added in the coming
months,” the Ambassador wrote. At the same time, however, Ambassador Taylor cautioned his Washington superiors against becoming deeply involved in a course of action
“until we have a better feel of the quality of our ally.” If possible, the United States should
avoid hostilities with North Vietnam “if our base is insecure and Khanh’s army is tied
down everywhere by the VC.”
Ambassador Taylor outlined two possible courses of action, which he labeled A
and B. Course A corresponded to Mr. Bundy’s recommendations. It called for actions
extending over several months and rising to a critical level only after the first of the
year. Under it, the United States would inform the General Khanh government that it
was willing to plan for, and ultimately undertake, major military action against North
Vietnam provided that General Khanh first met certain conditions. General Khanh must
stabilize his government and make measurable progress in “cleaning up his operational
backyard.” By this, the Ambassador meant successful implementation of the initial
phases of the HOP TAC pacification plan for clearing the Viet Cong from the provinces
surrounding Saigon. Saigon also should make sufficient overall pacification progress
to allow the earmarking of at least three division equivalents for defense against North
Vietnamese attack in South Vietnam’s northernmost provinces (I Corps tactical zone).
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While waiting for the South Vietnamese to meet these conditions, the United
States should immediately resume its DE SOTO patrols in the Tonkin Gulf and
restart OPLAN 34A activities with emphasis on maritime operations. The United
States also should resume U–2 reconnaissance flights over all of North Vietnam
and initiate air and ground strikes against infiltration targets in Laos. Timing of the
latter operations would depend on completion of combined planning with Khanh’s
government and, if possible, the obtaining of Laotian premier Souvanna Phouma’s
consent. Ambassador Taylor stated that some form of tit-for-tat bombing of the North
might be considered, but that such operations carried the risk of escalating military
reaction from both sides, with unpredictable results. Hence, he recommended that
this option be held in reserve.
Before mounting actions more severe than those listed above, Ambassador Taylor
urged the United States to raise its military readiness in South Vietnam by taking a
number of the measures that General Westmoreland had proposed on 15 August. These
comprised deploying air defense missile units at Da Nang and Saigon, landing Marines to
defend the Da Nang airfield, and expanding MACV’s logistic support base. Ambassador
Taylor believed these reinforcements could be in place by late autumn, by which time
it should be possible to assess General Khanh’s progress.
By the end of the year, if General Khanh had performed satisfactorily but Hanoi’s
leaders had given no indication of changing their policy, the United States should ratchet
up the pressure. It would then be time to embark upon a “carefully orchestrated” program of air attacks on North Vietnam, aimed primarily at infiltration-related military
targets. Vietnamese Air Force and US FARM GATE aircraft would perform these missions, supported by US aerial reconnaissance. Additional US Air Force aircraft might
participate if necessary. Before beginning these attacks, the Ambassador suggested,
it might be desirable for the United States to open direct diplomatic communications
with Hanoi.
Such was Ambassador Taylor’s Course A. Course B assumed that General Khanh’s
government might collapse before the end of the year. In that case, to avoid the consequences of a disintegration of South Vietnamese national and governmental morale, the
United States would have to “open the campaign against the DRV without delay, seeking
to force Hanoi as rapidly as possible to desist from aiding the VC and to convince the
DRV that it must cooperate in calling off the VC insurgency.” Under Course of Action B,
the sequence of operations would be the same as under Course A, but their execution
would be accelerated, the timing depending on US readiness rather than the condition
of the Saigon government. US forces would predominate in conducting the attacks.
Accordingly, Ambassador Taylor warned, American involvement in ground action would
become increasingly likely.
In conclusion, Ambassador Taylor recommended that the US government commit
itself to Course of Action A. “However,” he added, “we should always bear in mind the
fragility of the Khanh Government and be prepared to shift quickly to Course of Action
B if the situation requires.”8
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The JCS Recommendations of 26 August

O

n 26 August, the Joint Chiefs of Staff issued their recommendations in response
to Mr. Bundy’s 13 August paper. Their proposals took into account Ambassador
Taylor’s recommendations of 18 August and were influenced by the reports of public
disturbances and governmental changes in South Vietnam. In a 25 August telephone
conference with General Westmoreland immediately after the Military Revolutionary
Council withdrew General Khanh’s constitution, the Joint Chiefs received a pessimistic
report on the prospects for an early return to stability in Saigon. General Westmoreland
estimated that the MRC “despite some disenchantment” with General Khanh would
continue to support him as head of government, but that the Buddhists would persist in
pressing their demands, probably with success. The MACV commander predicted that
unsettled conditions would continue for several months, allowing little progress in the
pacification effort. “Indeed, there is a distinct possibility of progressive deterioration.”9
The Joint Chiefs were heavily influenced by General Westmoreland’s assessment
as they reached final agreement on their recommendations to the Secretary of Defense.
COMUSMACV’s report had deepened General LeMay’s long-held conviction that the
United States must take forceful action as soon as possible against North Vietnam. “I
do not believe,” the Air Force Chief of Staff told his colleagues, “that we can afford to
risk the possible collapse of our position in Asia. There is too much at stake.” General
LeMay was “convinced that direct US offensive operations are necessary, that they entail
far less risk to the US than continuing on our present course, and that they have every
prospect of success.”10
In their memorandum of 26 August to Secretary McNamara, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
endorsed Ambassador Taylor’s Course of Action B, an accelerated process of graduated pressure. They held that, given the recent political deterioration in South Vietnam,
Course B was “more in accord with the current situation” and that the accelerated
program of actions it listed was “essential to prevent a complete collapse of the US position in Southeast Asia.” The Joint Chiefs argued against delaying deeper United States
involvement because of doubts about the quality of its South Vietnamese ally, declaring:
The United States is already deeply involved. The Joint Chiefs of Staff consider
that only significantly stronger military pressures on the DRV are likely to
provide the relief and psychological boost necessary for attainment of the requisite governmental stability and viability…. Failure to resume and maintain a
program of pressure through military actions could be misinterpreted to mean
we have had second thoughts [about the Gulf of Tonkin response], and could
signal a lack of resolve.

Accordingly, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended that the United States continue
in the increased readiness posture attained by the post-Tonkin Gulf deployments and
should pursue the following lines of action: 1) improve pacification efforts in South
Vietnam, emphasizing the HOP TAC plan; 2) interdict North Vietnam’s lines of communi124
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cation to the Viet Cong by air and ground operations in the Laos panhandle and by strict
control of the waterways leading into South Vietnam from Cambodia; 3) deny the VC
its Cambodian sanctuaries through hot pursuit operations across the South Vietnamese
border; and 4) increase military pressure on North Vietnam through resumption of DE
SOTO patrols and OPLAN 34A missions. Thus far the Joint Chiefs had merely echoed
Ambassador Taylor’s proposals. However, going beyond the Ambassador, they urged
the US to be ready to mount air strikes and other operations against military targets in
North Vietnam as “prompt and calculated responses” to any notable actions by the Viet
Cong in South Vietnam or the Pathet Lao in Laos. They differed with Ambassador Taylor
on their willingness to execute the tit-for-tat retaliation. They were ready to execute it
immediately, while the Ambassador wanted to hold it in reserve.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended that all the military actions mentioned so far
be implemented at once. They believed, however, that the proposed actions would not
necessarily produce the decisive results that the US was seeking. The Chiefs declared:
“The military course of action which offers the best chance of success remains the
destruction of the DRV will and capabilities as necessary to compel the DRV to cease providing support to the insurgencies in South Vietnam and Laos.” Hence, they advocated
preparations to complete the US force deployments necessary to carry out CINCPAC’s
OPLAN 37-64 (the contingency plan for the air campaign against North Vietnam) and
to commence “a United States air strike program against targets in North Vietnam in
accordance with current planning.”
In conclusion, the Joint Chiefs struck a note of urgency:
In light of recent developments in South Vietnam and the evaluations furnished
by COMUSMACV, the Joint Chiefs of Staff conclude that accelerated and forceful action with respect to North Vietnam is essential to prevent a complete collapse of the US position in Southeast Asia. They consider that a decision as to
specific actions and the timing of these actions is urgent ….11

The 94 Target List

O

n 24 August, coincident with their recommendations for strong action against North
Vietnam, the Joint Chiefs of Staff furnished to the Secretary of Defense a revised
list of air attack targets in that country. Commonly referred to as the 94 Target List, this
document was to figure prominently in the consultations of Washington policymakers
during the ensuing months.
The list was a refinement and development of one the JCS had provided to Secretary McNamara in May 1964. It identified the 94 targets most critical to North Vietnam’s
support of the southern insurgency and to Hanoi’s military and industrial capabilities.
The targets were grouped in five categories: airfields; lines of communication (bridges,
railroad yards, and railroad shops); military installations (barracks, headquarters,
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ammunition and supply depots, POL storage, and communications and port facilities);
industrial installations; and route armed reconnaissance (attacks on moving vehicles
and other targets of opportunity). Attached to the list was a detailed analysis of each
fixed target, examples of possible weapon and sortie requirements to achieve the desired
level of damage, and a list of available attack forces.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff had approved the 94 Target List as a data base for use in
current military planning. At Department of Defense direction, CINCPAC was using the
list to develop strike plans for four levels of attack against North Vietnam. In ascending
order of severity, they were: demonstrative strikes against a few military targets to show
US readiness and intent to move to the higher alternatives; an attack on some significant
part of the military target system in hopes of convincing the enemy to stop aiding the VC
and Pathet Lao (PL) and help shut down the insurgencies in South Vietnam and Laos; an
air campaign against “significant” military targets “with the objective of destroying them
and, with them, the DRV capabilities to continue military support to the VC and PL”;
and finally a “full-scale air campaign” against “significant military and industrial targets,”
with the objective of “destroying them and, with them, the DRV will and capabilities to
continue assistance to the VC and PL.” For each level, the list specified the forces to be
applied, which could range from VNAF aircraft only up to the full resources that might
be deployed under CINCPAC OPLAN 37-64.
The Joint Chiefs informed Secretary McNamara that air operations could be conducted against any of the targets on the list. “The intensity can range from selective
strikes in ascending order of gradually increasing military pressure to a full-scale air
campaign against significant military and industrial targets.” The Joint Chiefs then reiterated their professional preference for swift, heavy action:
From a military standpoint, it is considered that the most effective application of military force will result from a sudden sharp blow in order to bring
home the penalties for violating international agreements and the intent of the
United States to bring a cessation of DRV support of the insurgency in Laos
and [South Vietnam].12

A Split over Going North

O

n 31 August, during a discussion with the JCS, Secretary McNamara asked for a
program of action with regard to South Vietnam, with an estimate of its outcome. In
effect, the Secretary of Defense was requesting a more detailed exposition of the Chiefs’
recommended course of action of 26 August. In response, the Joint Staff produced a
draft reply, which the Joint Chiefs of Staff took under discussion on 4 September. In
this discussion, Generals Johnson and LeMay, who had clashed previously over service
roles and missions issues, revealed a significant Army-Air Force disagreement over the
utility of bombing North Vietnam.13
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Commenting on the draft, the Army Chief of Staff questioned the Joint Chiefs’ oftrepeated assertion that the military course of action with the best chance of success
was the destruction of North Vietnam’s will and capability to support the insurgencies
in South Vietnam and Laos. General Johnson called attention to a growing body of evidence indicating that “the VC insurgency in the RVN could continue for a long time at
its present or an increased intensity even if North Vietnam were completely destroyed.”
Therefore, General Johnson declared, although he believed that attacks on “appropriate
targets” in North Vietnam “in appropriate phasing” could have a “deleterious effect” on
the enemy in the south, “I also believe that the war against the insurgency will be won
in South Vietnam and along its frontiers.” General Johnson recommended deletion from
the draft reply to Secretary McNamara of a sentence repeating the previous JCS opinion.
Rather than saying attacks against North Vietnam would offer the best chance of success, he would substitute language that called them “one of the essential elements of
the program.” General Johnson wished to place at least equal emphasis on cross-border
operations into the Laos panhandle, conducted on a scale sufficient to destroy “all VC/
PL depots, staging areas, and way-stations on the Ho Chi Minh Trail complex” and stop
“the flow of men and materiel into Southern Laos and the RVN.”
General Johnson also declared that the full program of attacks on North Vietnamese targets outlined in the draft reply “should not be applied except in the event of DRV
and/or CHICOM armed intervention against RVN or in Laos.” He thought this proposition followed inescapably from a further statement in the draft to the effect that if the
US implemented the bombing program in full, the North Vietnamese or Chinese were
“more than likely” to respond with large-scale aggression. General Johnson said that if
moderate pressures did not induce North Vietnam to stop supporting the Viet Cong, “it
is illogical to conclude that … more severe pressures would have any other effect but
to increase and intensify the support of the VC insurgency.”14
In comments submitted on the same day, General LeMay took an opposite view to
General Johnson’s. The Air Force Chief of Staff urged the Joint Chiefs to repeat their
opinion that the best chance of success lay in the destruction of North Vietnamese will
and capability. Going further, General LeMay urged his colleagues to add a positive
recommendation that “the specific course of action designed to achieve this objective,
the destruction of 94 targets in North Vietnam, be implemented immediately.” As for
possible enemy reaction, General LeMay asserted that “large-scale CHICOM aggression
as a result of actions taken to destroy the DRV will and capability … is unlikely provided
the action of the US reflects determination, strength, and resoluteness.” He thought the
Chinese were likely to react only if “the US actions reflect an intention to introduce and
employ substantial ground forces in a defensive type action.” If the United States gave
evidence of willingness to meet the Chinese Communists on the ground in Southeast
Asia, General LeMay reasoned, this would tend to encourage them to attack.15
Confronted with these conflicting strategic approaches, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
temporized. In meetings on 4 September, the Chiefs decided to have the Joint Staff
prepare a Talking Paper for the JCS to use in discussions, scheduled for 8 September,
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with Secretary McNamara and Ambassador Taylor (who was returning to Washington
for consultations). The paper would be based on the draft document under discussion
and on comments to be submitted by the Services. The Talking Paper would not have
the status of an approved JCS position. The Joint Chiefs would try to reach agreement
on their formal reply to Secretary McNamara’s 31 August request for a military action
program later, after the conference with Ambassador Taylor. Finished on 7 September,
the Talking Paper reiterated the JCS position already on record. In appendices, the paper
laid out detailed programs for military pressures against North Vietnam, cross-border
operations, and intensified action within South Vietnam. The appendices also addressed
possible enemy responses and the counteractions available to the US.16
While temporarily smoothed over, the Johnson-LeMay exchange was significant
for two reasons. First, it was an example of the inter-Service disagreements that often
weakened the Joint Chiefs of Staff in their dealings with Secretary McNamara. Second,
it brought into focus two quite different strategic approaches to Vietnam. General
Johnson took the position that the war would be won or lost in South Vietnam and its
immediate surrounding areas. By implication at least, United States military power, if
employed, should be applied on the ground. For his part, General LeMay rejected US
ground intervention in Southeast Asia. He insisted that the road to victory lay through
Hanoi and that air power concentrated against North Vietnam should be America’s
weapon of choice. These conflicting approaches would persist throughout the planning
and execution of United States military intervention in Southeast Asia. Never choosing
definitively between them, a succession of presidential administrations and Joint Chiefs
of Staff would apply both in varying combinations, never with complete success.

Ambassador Taylor Calls for Action

J

ust before he left for Washington for consultations, Ambassador Taylor sent ahead of
him a review of the situation in South Vietnam. He intended the review to be a “basic
document” for use in his discussions with the President and his advisers. His assessment
was far from optimistic.
The Ambassador declared that the United States must revise downward its expectations regarding the Saigon government. With good luck and strong American backing,
a regime might emerge that could continue to hold off the Viet Cong but not decisively
defeat them. Taylor feared that the Saigon politicians would seek more and more to
have the United States take over the major responsibility for fighting the Viet Cong and
North Vietnam. “The politicians in Saigon and Hue feel today,” he noted, “that the political hassle is their appropriate arena: the conflict with the VC belongs to the Americans.”
“Only the emergence of an exceptional leader could improve the situation,” Ambassador
Taylor wrote, “and no George Washington is in sight.” This gloomy prospect notwithstanding, Ambassador Taylor considered an American defeat in Vietnam strategically
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unacceptable; if necessary to avoid it, the United States must assume an increased active
responsibility for the outcome of the war.
In the light of the political deterioration in South Vietnam, Ambassador Taylor
moved closer in his views to the Course of Action B of his message of 18 August—the
course that the Joint Chiefs of Staff favored. The Ambassador now held that the United
States could not hold out for a strong, stable Saigon government as a prerequisite to
starting direct military pressures against North Vietnam. It must be satisfied merely to
have a viable government, showing some promise of permanence as well as an ability
to enforce order in the cities and resume the pacification program at something like its
past limited level. While waiting for such a regime to materialize, Ambassador Taylor
recommended that the US take measures—resuming DE SOTO patrols and OPLAN
34A activities and undertaking modest cross-border operations—to maintain South
Vietnamese morale and keep North Vietnam on notice that the United States was not
lessening its resolve.
Ambassador Taylor believed that the United States should concentrate its efforts
until about 1 December 1964 on setting up a viable Saigon government while bolstering South Vietnamese morale and keeping the enemy in check. During this period, the
United States should make ready to carry out attacks, on short notice, on the Ho Chi
Minh Trail and against North Vietnam under CINCPAC OPLAN 37-64. The United States
should also be ready to exploit any opportunities presented by the Communists, similar
to the Tonkin Gulf attacks, to initiate military pressures against North Vietnam under
favorable conditions of world opinion. By 1 December 1964, provided a reasonably stable
Saigon government had been attained, the United States would be ready to escalate its
pressure against North Vietnam, aimed at giving heart to the South Vietnamese and at
creating conditions for a negotiated termination of hostilities on favorable terms. Before
beginning these pressures, US and allied military forces should be deployed to counter
possible Chinese Communist or North Vietnamese ripostes. The attacks on Laotian
infiltration routes and appropriate targets in the North then would begin, mounted
largely by US aircraft, with the VNAF striking only targets out of range of the enemy
MIG interceptors. “The attacks,” Ambassador Taylor said, “should be orchestrated in
such a way as to produce a mounting pressure on the will of the Hanoi High Command,
designed to convince the latter to desist from further aid to the VC … and to agree to
cooperate in calling off the insurgencies in South Vietnam and Laos.”
In conclusion, Ambassador Taylor promised no quick solution in Southeast Asia.
During its operations against the North, Ambassador Taylor declared, the United States
could expect little help from the South Vietnamese government other than ground
defense of its own territory. Even if Hanoi’s leaders ultimately withheld their support
of the insurgents, serious problems would remain in South Vietnam and that country
would need US assistance for a long time. Ambassador Taylor saw “no quick and sure
way to discharge our obligations honorably in this part of the world.” His forecast, he
acknowledged, “is fairly grim but the alternatives are more repugnant. We feel that we
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should take the offensive generally along the lines recommended herein and play for
the international breaks.”17

A Presidential Decision: NSAM 314

U

pon his arrival in Washington, Ambassador Taylor held meetings on 7 and 8 September with Secretaries Rusk and McNamara, General Wheeler, and other officials.
Their consensus, which Assistant Secretary of State Bundy recorded in a memorandum
for the President, was very similar to the views in Ambassador Taylor’s recent message.
The conferees agreed that General Khanh would probably continue to lead the South
Vietnamese government and that he might make some headway during the next two or
three months in restoring its effectiveness. “The best we can expect,” however, “is that
he and the GVN will be able to maintain order, keep the pacification program ticking over
(but not progressing markedly), and give the appearance of a valid government.” During
that period, the Saigon government would be too weak to participate in any major deliberate escalation by the United States or to deal with any new threat arising from such
escalation. Nevertheless, the United States must maintain a level of action that would
demonstrate to the Communists its continuing resolve to prevail in Southeast Asia.
To that end, the group of advisers recommended that the United States resume DE
SOTO patrols immediately and OPLAN 34A operations shortly thereafter. “Limited GVN
air and ground operations” should be launched into the Laotian supply corridors “in the
near future,” together with air strikes by the Royal Laotian Air Force (RLAF) “as soon as
we can get Souvanna’s permission.” The United States should be prepared to retaliate
against North Vietnam for any attack on US units or any “special” North Vietnamese or
Viet Cong action against South Vietnam. Retaliation in the first instance should follow
the model of the post-Tonkin Gulf strikes, being directed against targets related to the
means the enemy had used in his attack. In the second instance, the response should be
“aimed at specific and comparable targets.” The aim of all these actions outside South
Vietnam “would be to assist morale in SVN and show the Communists we still mean
business, while at the same time seeking to keep the risks low and under our control
at each stage.”18
General Wheeler had joined in the consensus recorded by Mr. Bundy. He discussed
the proposed measures with his fellow Chiefs when they met later on 8 September to
establish a collective position for General Wheeler to take to a White House meeting
scheduled for the following day. The Chairman recorded the resulting views in a memorandum addressed to Secretary McNamara.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff accepted the general course of action outlined on 8 September but commented on some details. They urged that DE SOTO patrols be resumed soon
after Ambassador Taylor returned to Saigon, under rules of engagement allowing pursuit
and destruction of any North Vietnamese attacker. The US vessels should complete their
first patrol and clear the Gulf of Tonkin before the South Vietnamese resumed OPLAN
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34A maritime operations (MAROPS) along the North Vietnamese coast. The Chairman
differed from the other JCS members on the handling of MAROPS thereafter. The four
Service Chiefs believed that OPLAN 34A operations should remain covert until they had
become so “intertwined” with the DE SOTO patrols that the two were properly associated, “or until the US is prepared openly to support MAROPS militarily.” For his part,
General Wheeler favored a formula developed during the consultations with Ambassador
Taylor: The South Vietnamese would resume MAROPS and, upon Hanoi’s first public
condemnation of their occurrence, openly acknowledge the raids and justify them by
publishing the facts on VC infiltration and supply by sea. Either way, once the 34A operations were openly acknowledged, the United States and South Vietnam would enjoy
more freedom in conducting them and in the routing of DE SOTO patrols and would face
fewer inhibitions upon retaliation for any future attack on American forces in the Gulf.
With regard to operations in Laos and the grounds for retaliating against North
Vietnam, the Joint Chiefs of Staff took a slightly more aggressive position than the consensus view. They urged that the United States begin attacks in Laos soon “against the VC
LOC (Lines of Communication) in the Laotian corridor to include … staging bases and
infiltration routes,” supplemented by US armed reconnaissance flights. Also, the United
States should attempt to arrange for Thai forces to join in ground action against the Ho
Chi Minh Trail. The Joint Chiefs urged that the United States ensure that its grounds
for retaliation not be “interpreted to limit too narrowly our response to an attack on US
units or any specific DRV/VC action against SVN.”
The Joint Chiefs of Staff concluded by declaring that the pacification plan in South
Vietnam, together with the limited additional actions thus far contemplated, were not
sufficient to maintain South Vietnamese morale or to “offer reasonable hope of eventual
success.” “Military action by GVN and US forces against the DRV will be required.” The
Chiefs differed, however, on the timing of such action. The Chief of Staff of the Air Force
and the Commandant of the Marine Corps believed that “time is against us and military
action against the DRV should be taken now.” The United States should seize upon the
“next significant incident” to “commence a retaliatory GVN and US air strike program
against the DRV in accordance with the 94 target plan. In this regard, they consider that a
battalion-size VC attack on South Vietnam should be construed as ‘significant.’” General
Wheeler, joined by the Chief of Staff of the Army and the Chief of Naval Operations,
agreed that “we must respond appropriately” against North Vietnam “in the event of an
attack on US units.” However, they did not recommend making that the occasion for
launching a program of attacks against the full 94 Target List.19
The White House meeting of 9 September brought together President Johnson,
Secretaries Rusk and McNamara, Central Intelligence Agency Director John McCone,
General Wheeler, and Ambassador Taylor. All the principals endorsed the four actions
recommended in the 8 September memorandum—resumption of DE SOTO patrols,
reinstitution of OPLAN 34A operations, limited air and ground attacks on the Ho Chi
Minh Trail, and preparation for tit-for-tat retaliation against North Vietnam. All present
took for granted that additional US action was necessary and would come once the
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Saigon government attained a measure of stability. Secretary McNamara and General
Wheeler both reported to the group that Generals LeMay and Greene favored immediate
extensive US air strikes against North Vietnam. General Wheeler noted that he and the
Army and Navy Chiefs “were persuaded by the argument of Ambassador Taylor—the
man on the spot—that it was important not to overstrain the currently weakened GVN
by drastic action in the immediate future.” After an inconclusive discussion of measures
to strengthen the Saigon government, the President asked if anyone in the room differed
from the recommendations under consideration; no one did.
Concluding the meeting, the President directed that the four agreed courses of
action be pursued. He emphasized that “money was no object” in the effort to bolster
South Vietnam. President Johnson asked General Wheeler to “explain to his colleagues
in the JCS that we would be ready to do more, when we had a base.” Mr. Johnson “did
not wish to enter the patient in a 10-round bout, when he was in no shape to hold out
for one round. We should get him ready to face 3 or 4 rounds at least.”20
On 10 September, the President’s decisions were promulgated in National Security
Action Memorandum (NSAM) 314. The memorandum directed that US naval patrols in
the Tonkin Gulf resume “promptly after Ambassador Taylor’s return.” The patrols—two
to three destroyers with carrier air cover—would operate initially well beyond the 12-mile
limit and be “clearly dissociated” from OPLAN 34A maritime operations. After completion of the first DE SOTO patrol, the South Vietnamese would restart their OPLAN 34A
operations, with priority to maritime activities. “We should not consider air strikes under
34A for the present.” Regarding Laos, the NSAM called for prompt discussions with the
Vientiane government of plans for “limited” South Vietnamese ground and air operations
against the Ho Chi Minh Trail, together with RLAF air strikes and possible US aerial armed
reconnaissance. “On the basis of these discussions, a decision on action will be taken.”
Finally, the United States should “be prepared to respond as appropriate against the DRV
in the event of any attack on US units or any specific DRV/VC action against SVN.”
In addition to these military measures, the President called for economic and political actions that would have immediate impact in South Vietnam, such as pay raises for
civilian personnel and demonstration projects in the cities and selected rural areas.
Emphasizing a point he had made in the 9 September meeting, the President declared
that “no activity of this kind should be delayed in any way by any feeling that our
resources … are restricted. We can find the money which is needed for all worthwhile
projects in this field.”
The final paragraph of NSAM 314 pointed to at least the possibility of additional
more drastic US action:
These decisions are governed by a prevailing judgment that the first order of
business at present is to … help to strengthen the fabric of the Government
of South Vietnam; to the extent that the situation permits, such action should
precede larger decisions. If such larger decisions are required at any time by a
change in the situation, they will be taken.21
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Beyond resumption of DE SOTO patrols and OPLAN 34A operations, NSAM 314
called for no immediate actions, only continued consultation and preparation. The
directive left the time for “larger decisions” indeterminate, ignoring Ambassador Taylor’s
proposed 1 December deadline. The course adopted was essentially a holding operation.
It was based on the assumption that the United States should avoid initiating military
action against North Vietnam, except in retaliation, until it was assured that a reasonably stable government was functioning in South Vietnam. A delay to allow time for
Khanh to strengthen his regime was acceptable to President Johnson and his advisers,
the more so since the administration thus could avoid dramatic, controversial actions
during the US election campaign. At the same time, the administration kept open the
option of striking North Vietnam.

DE SOTO Patrols: Start and Stop

O

n 10 September, pursuant to NSAM 314, the Joint Chiefs of Staff authorized
CINCPAC to conduct a three-day DE SOTO patrol in the Gulf of Tonkin, beginning
on 15 September, Saigon time. The patrol would follow rules of engagement recommended by the Joint Chiefs. In the event of a hostile attack, the patrol ships and supporting aircraft were to “fire upon the … attacker with the objective of insuring destruction.”
The ships could pursue the enemy to the internationally recognized three-mile limit of
North Vietnam’s territorial waters. Aircraft could pursue surface vessels inside territorial waters and could go as far into hostile airspace (North Vietnam, Hainan Island and
mainland China) as necessary to bring down identified attacking planes. Nevertheless,
ships and aircraft “will confine their actions to the attacking ships and/or aircraft.”22
After weather delays, the destroyers USS Morton and USS Edwards got under way
on the first DE SOTO patrol and proceeded uneventfully until the night of 18 September. The two destroyers were steaming in column in the darkness when radar sightings
indicated fast-closing contacts on both bows. Although without visual sighting of any
enemy craft, the Morton and Edwards opened fire to repel the apparent attack. Carrier
aircraft joined them shortly but were unable to locate any targets. The destroyers fired
more than 100 rounds before the radar images broke up or disappeared.23
When the first reports of this action reached Washington, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
immediately pressed CINCPAC for confirmation that an attack had actually occurred
and began planning for a military response. The Joint Chiefs directed Admiral Sharp to
prepare to conduct air attacks during daylight hours on 19 September against five specific targets in North Vietnam, selected from the 94 Target List. To mount the estimated
80 strike sorties required, Admiral Sharp could employ any available US air resources
except the FARM GATE counterinsurgency unit in South Vietnam. However, an exhaustive search of the engagement area at first light on the 19th failed to locate any debris
or other evidence that the DE SOTO patrol had actually been attacked. Accordingly,
the Joint Chiefs first deferred the prospective retaliatory strikes until 20 September
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and then cancelled them altogether. Meanwhile, the Morton and Edwards concluded
their patrol without further incident. On 19 September, the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed
Admiral Sharp to await further instructions before scheduling another patrol, in effect
suspending the operation.24
On 20 September, General Wheeler requested Admiral Sharp and General Westmoreland to furnish him their views on the worth of the DE SOTO patrols. Both commanders
strongly defended the operations, citing their value as a source of technical and other
forms of intelligence on North Vietnamese procedures and capabilities. Admiral Sharp
added that the patrols asserted “our right to go any place we desire on the high seas …
a right we must never give up.” General Westmoreland hoped that the resumption of
the patrols would not be delayed by an extended reassessment of their value. If they
were delayed, he warned, the result would be an “exhuming of US paper tiger image
privately if not publicly in the eyes of interested parties in this part of the world.” In
spite of these endorsements, the administration did not resume DE SOTO patrols for
the rest of the year.25

Operations in Laos

U

nder NSAM 314, the United States initiated discussions with the Government of
Laos concerning limited South Vietnamese air and ground operations against the
Ho Chi Minh Trail. While Ambassador to Laos, Leonard S. Unger, carried forward his
part of this task in Vientiane, the Joint Chiefs of Staff developed recommendations for
the prospective military operations, which they forwarded to Secretary McNamara on
30 September. The JCS recommended that the Secretary seek approval for immediate
implementation of an air strike plan that would employ Royal Laotian Air Force T–28
aircraft and US YANKEE TEAM26 flights, without any South Vietnamese participation.
The Joint Chiefs argued that VNAF and FARM GATE resources were already fully committed in South Vietnam and should not be levied upon except for support of the crossborder ground operations. Of the 22 proposed targets in Laos, the RLAF should attack
17 and YANKEE TEAM planes should strike 5 bridges. US aircraft also should fly flak
suppression missions for the RLAF and provide high cover against any interference by
enemy air forces.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff also submitted, and requested authority to implement,
a plan for ground incursions into the Laos corridor. South Vietnamese troops would
perform the missions and penetrate into Laos no deeper than 20 kilometers. The forces
employed would not exceed two company equivalents in any one of the three designated
operational areas. The South Vietnamese Air Force could be relied upon for air support,
reinforced by FARM GATE or other US air resources in an emergency exceeding VNAF
capabilities. Attaching one important condition, the Joint Chiefs of Staff declared that
successful execution of the program was possible only if US advisers were allowed to
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accompany the South Vietnamese units. Otherwise, “no further consideration should
be given to the conduct of ground operations.”27
Ground operations in Laos remained in the planning stage throughout October,
but aerial action began. During the month, the US and Laotian governments reached
agreement on a program of strikes by RLAF T–28s against targets in the panhandle
from the JCS proposed list. The United States declined a Lao suggestion that American
planes attack an additional four heavily defended targets, but it provided US combat
air patrols for the Lao aircraft. In spite of JCS efforts to broaden their role, US aircraft
on these missions would only provide high cover and would not be used to “suppress
or retaliate to ground AAA.”28
On 16 October, Ambassador Unger reported that the RLAF would probably complete
strikes against the first thirteen targets in the corridor by 23 October. In a memorandum
to Secretary McNamara on the 20th, the Joint Chiefs of Staff pointed out that the targets
remaining beyond those thirteen were militarily the most significant. The Joint Chiefs of
Staff recommended that US air forces join in attacking them, as the Lao had requested.
Secretary McNamara replied on 29 October that the Joint Chiefs’ memoranda on crossborder operations had been provided to the State Department and would be kept under
constant review, but he promised no early decision.29

The JCS Consider Additional Actions

F

ollowing the issuance of NSAM 314 on 10 September, the Joint Chiefs of Staff turned
to further development of their own position on courses of action in Southeast Asia.
At a meeting on 14 September, they directed the Joint Staff to examine possible actions,
both within South Vietnam’s borders and beyond, that might be added to the list the
Joint Chiefs had recommended to the Secretary of Defense on 26 August. As this study
progressed, the Army-Air Force disagreement on strategy again surfaced.30
On 25 September, for example, the Army Chief of Staff recommended to his colleagues that they broaden their advice to the President by giving more attention to
political courses of action in South Vietnam. General Johnson considered this necessary
because “the communist ‘war of liberation’ being fought against … South Vietnam is
in very large measure a political struggle—a struggle for the loyalty and support of the
population.” While General Johnson would press implementation of all military measures
already approved, particularly the cross-border operations into Laos, he wished the Joint
Chiefs to address the problems of lack of governmental stability, low leadership morale,
and inadequately trained civil service in South Vietnam. Solution of such problems was
“critical to the eventual termination of the insurgency.” Among other actions, General
Johnson suggested that the United States conclude a mutual security treaty with South
Vietnam. “Such a treaty, on the order of the treaty with Korea, would provide the needed
legal base to commit the Government of South Vietnam to a closer identification with
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United States objectives and also provide the necessary foundation for subsequent
agreements on combined operations beyond the frontiers of South Vietnam.”31
The Air Force Chief of Staff took a quite different tack. While he shared General
Johnson’s concern over governmental deterioration in South Vietnam, General LeMay
did not believe that the problem “is one to be resolved by political actions or by the
combination of political/economic/psychological/military actions proposed by the
Army.” In LeMay’s view, the Army position represented “a considerable dilution of the
firm stand the Joint Chiefs of Staff have taken” in all their previous recommendations
of military action against North Vietnam. The Air Force chief dismissed “waiting for the
more secure political base” in the South as “a lost cause and ignores the necessity for
positive military action now to insure establishment of a secure political base.”
General LeMay took particular exception to General Johnson’s assertion that the
military policies and actions currently being pursued within South Vietnam were “probably the optimum that can be provided.” LeMay cited various restrictions that could
be lifted, notably the fact that the United States was not employing its B–57 and F–100
aircraft based in South Vietnam in support of the counterinsurgency effort. At that time,
the Air Force Chief of Staff already had before his colleagues a memorandum suggesting
that they recommend to the Secretary of Defense the use of at least the B–57s against
the Viet Cong, in carefully defined circumstances.32
The US commanders had been discussing for some time the use of the jet aircraft
that had been deployed in South Vietnam as part of the post-Tonkin Gulf buildup. On 29
August, General Westmoreland had recommended employing the B–57s and F–100s in
a sustained campaign against the Viet Cong. Admiral Sharp had reserved judgment on
the proposal pending further study. “We must remember,” the admiral advised the Joint
Chiefs of Staff on 31 August, “that it would be immediately obvious that US jet aircraft
were in use against the VC. This would be a step in escalation.” Given the instability of
the government in Saigon, Admiral Sharp questioned whether the United States was
ready to commit its forces to the extent General Westmoreland proposed. Ambassador
Taylor endorsed the CINCPAC’s view. Responding to such advice, on 9 September, in a
decision not included in NSAM 314, President Johnson decreed that for the present the
American jets would not be used against the Viet Cong.33
Discussion of employment of the aircraft continued. Answering a JCS inquiry a week
after the President’s decision, Admiral Sharp said that from a military point of view, use
of the B–57s and F–100s was desirable to remedy a shortage of fixed-wing air support
in South Vietnam. To minimize political consequences, the CINCPAC suggested limited
employment of the B–57s, possibly as part of FARM GATE. Older aircraft due for retirement, the B–57s had been retained in PACOM only because they were deemed suitable
for the type of operations occurring in Southeast Asia. Use of the still first-line F–100,
on the other hand, “could imply a marked increase in US involvement.” In his 6 October
recommendations, General LeMay adopted Admiral Sharp’s views. After discussing
these proposals, the JCS referred them to the Joint Staff.34
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During the first ten days of October, the US intelligence community delivered two
evaluations that had a marked impact on the Joint Chiefs’ deliberations. The first, Special National Intelligence Estimate (SNIE) 53-2-64, dated 1 October, concluded that the
situation in South Vietnam had deteriorated further since early September. Conditions
were unfavorable for the development of a viable government in Saigon. Instead, the
drafters of the estimate looked forward to a “further decay of GVN will and effectiveness,” leading toward defeatism and paralysis of leadership and attended by increasing
friction between South Vietnamese and US officials. They doubted that the restoration
of civilian government scheduled for late October would improve the picture. Moreover,
a coup by a “disgruntled South Vietnam military figure” could occur at any time. As governmental effectiveness declined, the war effort would dwindle on all fronts, and Saigon
might seek a political accommodation with the enemy. The Viet Cong’s current terrorist
and guerrilla tactics were well designed to exploit the trend toward anarchy, leading
ultimately to a neutralist coalition government that the Communists could dominate.35
In the second estimate, SNIE 10-3-64, dated 9 October, the intelligence community
analyzed “Probable Communist Reactions to Certain Possible US/GVN Courses of
Action.” The estimators presumed that the leaders in Hanoi and Beijing had noted the
same trends favorable to them in South Vietnam that the earlier SNIE had sketched.
Accordingly, it would be to their interest to avoid any action that might change the favorable cast of the situation. In addition, the Chinese Communists were believed to have an
underlying aversion to engaging in direct hostilities with the United States. According to
the intelligence analysts, the two Communist countries, nevertheless, would be willing
to continue supporting the Viet Cong, even at the risk of provoking limited US retaliation
against North Vietnam, “probably on the calculation that victory is near in the South
and that they could through political counteraction prevent prolonged or expanded US
attacks in the North.”
If US retaliation came, in the form of gradually intensifying aerial bombing of North
Vietnam, the leaders in Hanoi would have to decide whether to stop their support of
the Viet Cong or suffer major damage to their military and industrial facilities. The
Communist leaders might suspend their aid to the VC, probably with the intention of
renewing it later. Or, they possibly might launch an all-out attack on South Vietnam,
believing that the United States was unwilling to fight a major ground war in Southeast
Asia and confident that, if the Americans did come in, Communist forces could defeat
them with the same tactics they had used against the French. “In a situation involving
so many levels of possible escalation we cannot make a confident judgment as to which
course the DRV leaders would choose,” the intelligence experts concluded. They did
not consider the possibility that the leaders in Hanoi might already have made their
choice, anticipating American action and determined to endure and counter it while
they marched on to victory in the South.36
On 12 October, General LeMay brought the first of these two intelligence reports to
the attention of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. In his customarily forthright manner, the Air
Force chief called the SNIE of 1 October “as clear a forecast of impending disaster as
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we can expect to receive from the intelligence community…. Unless we can, without
delay, define and initiate some positive course of action to counter the present trend,
we must accept what looms before us as an inevitable consequence.” General LeMay
noted that the JCS had submitted proposals for positive action on 2 June and 26 August,
but the administration had held back from implementing them, citing the need first to
achieve a stable political base in South Vietnam. “SNIE 53-2-64 proves again that time is
not on our side,” General LeMay asserted. “It suggests strongly that additional delay can
have disastrous results.” He called upon the Joint Chiefs of Staff to review urgently their
previous recommendations and provide current advice to the President and Secretary
of Defense, within 72 hours if possible.37
As if to reinforce General LeMay’s warning that time was running out, Ambassador
Taylor transmitted a still graver view of the situation in South Vietnam. In three successive messages from Saigon, the Ambassador called attention to a “definite step-up” in
North Vietnamese infiltration, particularly in South Vietnam’s northern provinces, and
reported that among the infiltrators an increasing number of northern-born conscripts
were being identified. General Khanh’s government was claiming to have proof that
organized North Vietnamese units were entering the South. Ambassador Taylor declared
that the US “must soon adopt new and drastic methods to reduce and eventually end
such infiltration if we are to succeed in South Vietnam.” He also reported that the Viet
Cong had taken full advantage of the unsettled politics in Saigon to enlarge their territorial control, expanding from the mountains to the piedmont and encroaching upon the
heavily populated, fertile coastal plain. In some areas, they had gained positions from
which they could extend control to the coast, where they could establish beachheads
to support still more extensive infiltration.38
On 21 October, the Joint Chiefs of Staff provided Secretary McNamara with a preview of the direction of their thinking. Forwarding to Secretary McNamara an Army
study of US actions in Southeast Asia to date, the Joint Chiefs observed that “the very
nature of guerrilla warfare, with its hit and run tactics, provides the insurgent with the
initiative as long as he is not separated from his source of direction, personnel, and supplies.” They noted that their recommendations for operations to force North Vietnam to
stop supporting the insurgency had not yet been implemented. Referring to SNIE 53-2-64,
the Joint Chiefs said the estimate “clearly indicates that we are fast running out of time
in Southeast Asia.” They advised Secretary McNamara that they would shortly submit
recommendations on additional courses of action in that region.39

The JCS Recommendations of 27 October

D

uring intensive consultations on 23 October, the Joint Chiefs of Staff reached final
agreement on recommendations to the Secretary of Defense, which they forwarded
in a memorandum on 27 October. Citing Ambassador Taylor’s recent messages as well
as SNIE 53-2-64, the Joint Chiefs began by declaring that “in view of the recent estimate
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of the deteriorating situation in South Vietnam …, strong military actions are required
now in order to prevent the collapse of the US position in Southeast Asia.” They acknowledged that political instability, low morale among the Saigon leadership, and the poorly
trained civil service in South Vietnam required “primarily political” solutions. Nevertheless, the Joint Chiefs also believed that political and military actions were related so that
military success could be exploited politically and vice versa. Accordingly, the JCS had
developed “a program of military and supporting political actions” for South Vietnam
“on the basis that US withdrawal from the RVN or Southeast Asia is not an acceptable
course of action.”
The Joint Chiefs envisioned “the requirement now for accelerated and forceful
actions both inside and outside of the RVN” to support a fourfold strategy of:
a. Depriving the Viet Cong of out-of-country assistance by applying continuously increasing military pressures on the Democratic Republic of Vietnam
to the extent necessary to cause the DRV to cease support and direction of the
insurgency.
b. Depriving the VC of assistance within the RVN by expanding the counterinsurgency effort—military, economic, and political—within the RVN.
c. Continuing to seek a viable effective government in the RVN based on the
broadest possible consensus.
d. Maintaining a military readiness posture in Southeast Asia that:
(1) Demonstrates the US will and capability to escalate the action if required.
(2) Deters a major communist aggression in the area.

To implement this strategy, the Joint Chiefs presented a menu of courses of action
in two appendices, one for actions within South Vietnam, the other for actions beyond
its borders. In each appendix, the actions were listed in ascending order of severity. The
Joint Chiefs of Staff prefaced the appendices by repeating their established opinion that
“the military course of action which would contribute most to defeating insurgencies
in Southeast Asia remains the destruction of the DRV will and capabilities as necessary
to compel the DRV to cease providing support to those insurgencies.” They suggested
that implementation of the entire program might be required to achieve this objective.
However, in a concession to the administration’s preference for gradualism, they noted
that the lists were arranged “so that any of the actions may be selected, implemented,
and controlled, as required, to produce the desired effect while analyzing and estimating
the communist reaction.”
The Joint Chiefs of Staff derived their estimate of probable communist reaction from
the SNIE of 9 October. They declared that there was “not a high risk” of intervention by
Chinese ground forces “unless major US/RVN ground units had moved to occupy areas
of the DRV or communist held territory of northern Laos, or possibly, the Chinese communists had committed their air and had subsequently suffered attacks on their bases.”
The Joint Chiefs added that “because of the present favorable balance of power it is
within the capability of US forces to deal with large-scale aggression.”
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The Joint Chiefs of Staff requested authority to implement immediately the first six
of the seven courses of action in Appendix A (within South Vietnam) and the first eight
of the sixteen courses in Appendix B (outside South Vietnam). Within South Vietnam,
they wanted to: 1) influence the Saigon government to increase pressure on the Viet
Cong and continue pacification, with emphasis on HOP TAC; 2) begin a vigorous civil
affairs effort; 3) apply more stringent population control measures, such as curfews,
checkpoints, and identification and detention procedures; 4) encourage recruitment
of uniformed district and village policemen from the Popular Force territorial troops;
5) support South Vietnamese operations to cut off VC supply from Cambodia via the
Mekong-Bassac river system; and 6) employ US fixed-wing aircraft (presumably the
B–57s and F–100s) for day and night air strikes within South Vietnam.
Outside South Vietnam, the JCS proposed that the US and South Vietnam: 1) resume
DE SOTO patrols; 2) intensify OPLAN 34A operations, adding VNAF air strikes against
selected targets; 3) maintain the current forward deployments of US combat units in
Southeast Asia; 4) permit South Vietnamese forces to pursue and destroy Viet Cong
units retreating into Cambodia; 5) launch appropriate retaliatory attacks in response to
North Vietnamese/Viet Cong actions as prescribed in NSAM 314; 6) conduct low-level
US aerial reconnaissance of North Vietnam; 7) resume and expand both air and ground
cross-border operations against infiltration through the Laos panhandle; and 8) with US,
FARM GATE, and VNAF aircraft, attack lines of communication in North Vietnam close
to the Laos border that connected with the infiltration routes in Laos.
Going beyond these recommendations, members of the JCS proposed various
combinations of more drastic measures. Generals Wheeler and Johnson and Admiral
McDonald requested authority to implement additional actions from Appendix B:
deployment of a US Army brigade and two F–100 squadrons to Thailand and a Marine
expeditionary brigade to Da Nang in South Vietnam and commencement of air strikes
against “infiltration associated targets in the DRV.”
Generals LeMay and Greene urged still more immediate and extreme action. They
believed that “if indeed, time has not run out, it is fast doing so” and that “unless we move
now to alter the present evolution of events, there is great likelihood of a VC victory.” The
Air Force and Marine Corps chiefs saw “no useful alternative to initiating action against
the DRV now through a planned and selective program of air strikes.” Accordingly, they
recommended that this course of action be implemented “now” against a wide range
of North Vietnamese targets. This air campaign should begin in response to the next
“significant” Viet Cong action in South Vietnam, defined as a battalion size VC attack, a
VC terrorist strike against US personnel, or confirmation of the presence of organized
North Vietnamese units in South Vietnam.
Beyond these courses of action, Appendix B contained six more proposals, of
increasing severity: aerial mining of Haiphong and other North Vietnamese ports after
a diplomatic notice to other countries; a “naval quarantine/blockade” of North Vietnam
and Cambodia; “attacks of increasing severity” on targets in North Vietnam; “all-out” air
assault on the North, striking the entire 94 Target List; amphibious and airborne opera140
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tions to seize one or more lodgments on the North Vietnamese coast; and commitment
of US and Allied ground forces into Southeast Asia “as required.” Appendix A contained
one more action within South Vietnam beyond the six recommended for immediate
implementation. Course of action 7 called for deployment of US troops to the South to
carry out CINCPAC OPLANs “to assist actively in fighting the insurgency … or to defeat
communist aggression as necessary.” The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended that these
measures “be implemented as required to achieve US objectives in Southeast Asia.” By
recommending these measures, the Joint Chiefs of Staff showed themselves willing to
contemplate a level of US engagement beyond what they had suggested two months
earlier, including the possible ultimate commitment of American ground combat troops
in mainland Southeast Asia.40
The Joint Chiefs of Staff closed their memorandum of 27 October by requesting that,
“in view of the grave implications” involved, their views be provided to the President “at
the earliest feasible time.” Secretary McNamara displayed less urgency. On 29 October,
he informed General Wheeler that he had “noted” the JCS views and provided them to
the State Department. Since Ambassador Taylor “has expressed concern about initiating
a program of pressure on North Vietnam before we have a responsible set of authorities
to work with in South Vietnam,” Secretary McNamara intended to obtain Ambassador
Taylor’s comments on the Joint Chiefs of Staff proposals “as soon as possible.” Once
the Ambassador’s views were received, “a proposal accompanied by your views can be
presented to the President very soon.” In short, Joint Chiefs of Staff pressure notwithstanding, the administration would temporize a while longer.41
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During the month of November, the pace of events quickened. A new civilian government took office in Saigon. The North Vietnamese and Viet Cong, implementing the
decisions of the Ninth Plenum, continued to strengthen their combat forces; they showed
increasing aggressiveness in assaulting government units and outposts. US military planning intensified, spurred by a destructive Viet Cong attack on Bien Hoa airfield, which
also led to new demands by officials in Saigon and Washington for reprisals against
the North. Yet until the end of the month, the Johnson administration held back from
drastic actions, even though its leaders recognized that the time for major new policy
decisions was at hand.

The Suu-Huong Regime Takes Office

B

y late October, the South Vietnamese were well into the process of establishing
their new civilian government. On 24 October, the High National Council (HNC)
unanimously elected Dr. Phan Khac Suu as Provisional Chief of State. This decision
came as a surprise to Ambassador Taylor, who had not been consulted on it. Ambassador Taylor called on Dr. Suu the next day and told the supposedly sovereign head of the
South Vietnamese state “with some deliberate anger” that the United States could not
countenance the HNC making important decisions without consulting the US Embassy
in advance. Dr. Suu offered to resign at once if the United States wished him to. Brushing
aside this offer, Ambassador Taylor informed Dr. Suu that he could not expect United
States support unless he and the HNC informed US officials before nominating candidates for Prime Minister, Minister of Defense, and other key posts. These nominees must
be satisfactory to the United States.1
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In reporting these developments to the President, Ambassador Taylor characterized
the new charter drawn up by the HNC as “reasonably satisfactory.” However, he said the
Embassy was “not too happy” over the choice of Dr. Suu. Admittedly, he was a respected
man of high principles, an agricultural expert who had opposed the Diem regime; but
he was judged to be a weak leader and clearly lacking in physical stamina. Fortunately,
after making the initial appointment of Prime Minister, Dr. Suu would probably have
only a nominal role in the government.2
Suitably chastened, the South Vietnamese proceeded to complete their new government. On 26 October, General Khanh submitted to Dr. Suu his resignation as Prime
Minister and Minister of Defense. Three days later, presumably after consulting with
Ambassador Taylor, Dr. Suu called on Tran Van Huong, the Prefect (Mayor) of Saigon,
to serve as Prime Minister and assemble a cabinet. Complicating Mr. Huong’s task, several candidates were reluctant to join a government they considered temporary; two
key appointees withdrew at the eleventh hour, apparently owing to Buddhist pressure.
Nevertheless, by 4 November Mr. Huong had completed his cabinet slate, which he
reviewed with Ambassadors Taylor and Johnson. At the same time, the premier and his
American overseers agreed to appoint General Khanh as armed forces Commander in
Chief. Until election of a National Assembly as provided in the charter, the High National
Council was to exercise legislative functions, including the power to remove the Prime
Minister by a no confidence vote.3
Mr. Huong began his attempt to govern in difficult circumstances. Instead of an
initial surge of popular favor and tolerance, his regime seemed to have only critics and
opponents, with no important faction rallying to its support. The Vietnamese press
was almost unanimous in denouncing it. When the cabinet selections were publicly
announced, the Buddhists declared their opposition, claiming that too many of the
appointees had been associated with the regime of Ngo Dinh Diem. On 6 November,
student leaders organized a rally opposing the Huong government because it “has not
answered the people’s desire for freedom and democracy.” The press joined in criticism
of the cabinet list. Responding firmly to the furor, Prime Minister Huong declared that
antigovernment demonstrations would be suppressed and that General Khanh had
assured him of the military’s support. In public, General Khanh remarked only that the
military would not try to resume power “unless the situation demands it.”4
In an assessment dispatched to Washington at the end of the new government’s first
week, Ambassador Taylor called attention to the remarkable fact that the South Vietnamese had carried out their decision of two months earlier to return political control to civilian hands. Much was still uncertain, including what form the Buddhist opposition would
take, the true political strength of Mr. Huong, the ability of his cabinet as a whole, and
whether General Khanh and other officers would keep their promise to stay out of politics.
Ambassador Taylor anticipated that the next critical turn in the political situation would
come when Mr. Huong proposed the legal provisions for electing the National Assembly.5
In a milder version of General Khanh’s “go north” agitation, Prime Minister Huong
on 10 November expressed to the Ambassador disappointment that the United States
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was limiting its actions against North Vietnam. He cited the lift to southern morale that
the US retaliation to the Tonkin Gulf incidents had given. Ambassador Taylor replied that
“reciprocal responsibilities were involved.” Saigon must demonstrate strength to meet
its current responsibilities and to withstand any Viet Cong counteraction that increased
pressure on North Vietnam might provoke. “Huong indicated his complete understanding
of the situation,” the Ambassador reported.6

US Military Planning Moves Forward

W

hile the South Vietnamese worked out their new government, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff and Pacific Command continued to develop their OPLAN 34A operations
and contingency plans for attacking North Vietnam. On 30 September, the Johnson
administration instituted new procedures for approving OPLAN 34A activities. Henceforth, at the beginning of each month, a special interdepartmental panel would review a
proposed schedule of maritime operations prepared by the JCS. The panel would consist
of Deputy Secretary of Defense Cyrus Vance, McGeorge Bundy of the White House, and
Llewellyn Thompson of the State Department. Upon their endorsement, the document
would become the approved schedule for planning purposes for the coming month.
However, the same three officials would have to approve in advance the mounting of
each individual operation. Then a further approval step was required. After the Joint
Staff drafted the executing message, it would have to be initialed before dispatch by
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA), Mr. Bundy, and Mr. Thompson. Under these
procedures, the schedule for October received its first round of approval on the first
day of that month.7
Late in October, the Joint Chiefs of Staff submitted the basic OPLAN 34A schedule
for November to Secretary Vance. However, on 14 November they followed it with
detailed recommendations for adding VNAF air strikes to the program. In support of their
proposal, the Joint Chiefs cited “stimulus to the new government leadership of Vietnam”
as one of the benefits from the expansion of OPLAN 34A activities. The Office of the
Secretary of Defense withheld action on this recommendation pending the outcome of
White House consultations on overall Southeast Asia strategy that were to take place
at the end of the month. The system for approval of OPLAN 34A operations remained
in effect, however, in the following months.8
During September and October, commanders and staffs in Washington and the
field further developed plans for both retaliatory strikes and a more extended air campaign against North Vietnam. The most notable change was the higher levels of desired
damage written into the objectives. On 22 September, in the wake of the most recent
Tonkin Gulf incident four days earlier, the Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed that punitive
strikes against North Vietnam in response to attacks on DE SOTO patrols should seek
maximum feasible damage to the targets. While the strike missions would be selected
from the 94 Target List, the Joint Chiefs of Staff divorced them from the list’s damage
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criteria. Commenting on this decision, the Air Force Chief of Staff noted that the sortie
requirements in CINCPAC’s retaliation plan needed to be increased to achieve the higher
levels of destruction.9
After exchanges with Admiral Sharp and further consideration, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff on 7 October informed CINCPAC that, when responding to North Vietnamese
attacks on US forces, the reprisal “should be of such a magnitude as to inflict the maximum feasible levels of damage on the specific targets selected commensurate with the
capability of available US forces, rather than the damage levels in the 94 Target study.”
When a DE SOTO patrol was in progress, PACOM forces should maintain readiness to
conduct air strikes with the least practicable delay when ordered from Washington.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff provided CINCPAC with two levels of response, each of
which in turn included two target options. The first level, reprisal for attacks causing
little or no damage to the DE SOTO patrol, had an Option A of five targets, including
the enemy MIGs and their supporting facilities, wherever located. The second option, I
B, though listing six targets, was a less severe response, which higher authority might
prefer at the time of decision. The second level was the response to attacks resulting in
significant damage or loss of life in a DE SOTO patrol unit. Under it, Options II A and
II B both called for a two-day attack, hitting all Option I A targets plus five others. The
additional targets included port facilities as well as railroad and highway bridges. In these
attacks, CINCPAC could employ all US air resources except FARM GATE. He would
have permission to use optimum ordnance, including napalm and cluster bombs; and
to provide combat air patrol (CAP), suppressive fire, photo reconnaissance, and search
and rescue as needed. Whenever directed to execute any of the options, Admiral Sharp’s
command should be prepared to conduct air strikes on the remainder of the 94 targets.
On 28 October, CINCPAC adjusted his draft mission orders to conform to this directive.10
With the suspension of DE SOTO patrols after the 18 September incident, the revised
orders never were carried out. Work continued, however, on the damage criteria of the
94 Target List itself. On 2 October, PACOM officers briefed the Joint Chiefs of Staff on
the general plan for air strikes on North Vietnam, which CINCPAC had incorporated as
an annex to OPLAN 37-64. General LeMay advised his colleagues that, while the plan
responded fully to the JCS guidance provided in July, “I do not consider this, nor do I
suppose that CINCPAC considers it, an optimum application of available force to the
94 target task—to destroy the DRV will and capability to support the insurgency in SVN
and Laos.” General LeMay noted that conditions had changed since July. The situation in
Southeast Asia had deteriorated; CINCPAC’s air resources had been increased; and there
was reason to expect that the political restrictions of mid-year “may well be invalid by
December 1964.” The Air Force Chief of Staff considered that CINCPAC should redirect
his planning to achieve maximum feasible levels of damage. The Joint Chiefs agreed
that the Chairman would present this view to the Secretary of Defense during a second
briefing by the PACOM officers on 5 October.11
After hearing the PACOM briefing with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Secretary of
Defense said that during the next DE SOTO patrol, two aircraft carriers should be so
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stationed that they could launch immediate retaliatory strikes against North Vietnam
if directed. Apparently, the Secretary did not object to the higher damage criteria the
Joint Chiefs were considering. In a message to CINCPAC on 13 October, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff reviewed the changes in the situation and directed him to revise OPLAN 37-64
under additional guidance. Admiral Sharp was to “use the available forces in PACOM as
deemed necessary by you,” to include at least two aircraft carriers and to “identify any
essential or desired augmentation.” He was to include in his plans provision for fighter
CAP “as required to meet the current air threat.” In all attack options overtly employing US air, he was to give first priority to airfields, aircraft, and POL storage facilities.
Finally, strikes “should be of such magnitude as to inflict the maximum feasible levels of
damage on the specific targets, commensurate with the capability of available forces.”12
As Southeast Asia problems multiplied, CINCPAC had generated a continually
expanding series of OPLANs treating various contingencies. As early as May 1964, the
desirability of consolidating some of these plans had come under consideration; and
Admiral Felt, before leaving PACOM, had submitted a scheme for doing so. After Admiral Sharp assumed command in late June, he conducted further study and on 2 August
recommended a somewhat different consolidation of plans. The Joint Chiefs of Staff
approved the undertaking five days later.13
Admiral Sharp intended to make CINCPAC OPLAN 37-64 the single master plan for
all types of action designed to counter or terminate North Vietnam’s support of the wars
in Laos and South Vietnam. That plan stemmed originally from the Presidential decisions of NSAM 288 and its original title was “Actions to Stabilize the Situation in RVN.”
The admiral wanted the expanded OPLAN 37-64 to allow for implementation in stages,
with flexibility to accommodate any future variants that might be developed. On 19
November 1964, Admiral Sharp issued the revised version, CINCPAC OPLAN 37-65, now
titled “Military Actions to Stabilize the Situation in RVN and/or Laos.” It incorporated
four previously effective OPLANs, all directed against North Vietnam. The Joint Chiefs
of Staff approved OPLAN 37-65, subject to certain modifications, on 10 March 1965.14
OPLAN 37-65 existed alongside two other related CINCPAC contingency plans. One
of them, OPLAN 38-64, provided for a US military response, primarily with air and naval
forces, to sudden large-scale Chinese Communist and North Vietnamese aggression in
Southeast Asia. Another plan, OPLAN 32-64, constituted CINCPAC’s basic program for
defense of the Southeast Asia mainland in circumstances short of general war.15
On 5 September, Admiral Sharp promulgated one further plan. In response to a JCS
directive of late June, he submitted CINCPAC OPLAN 39-65, for operations to forestall
or halt aggression by China and its allies in Southeast Asia, South Korea, or elsewhere.
As directed, the plan placed primary reliance on US air and naval operations, holding US
ground force involvement on the Asian continent to a minimum. “Its key is the cessation
of aggression by striking the Asian Communist heartland.” Emphasizing flexibility and a
range of actions, the plan offered US policymakers a number of options. Phase I of the
plan consisted of deployments for deterrent effect. Phase II provided for pre-emptive
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action on the basis of strategic warning of impending aggression, as well as for full-scale
action against an aggression already launched.16
On 21 September, the Joint Chiefs of Staff approved CINCPAC OPLAN 39-65, noting that it still was undergoing further development. Among the modifications that the
Joint Chiefs of Staff required was a slight alteration in the title, which became simply
“Contingency Plan for CHICOM Agression.” The Joint Chiefs also made a significant
change in the plan’s statement of mission. Instead of calling for deployment of forces
to “damage” the military, logistic, and economic structure of Communist China, and
“as required,” that of North Vietnam and North Korea, the Joint Chiefs of Staff inserted
“destroy” as the active verb. The purpose of US action would be “to deter, prevent, or
cause cessation of large-scale aggression or attacks by Communist China.”17

The Enemy Press Their Offensive

W

hile US officials made and re-made their plans, the North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong methodically implemented the decisions of late 1963 to expand their military
effort in South Vietnam. During 1964, according to MACV estimates, the enemy’s full-time
regular “main force” units expanded in strength from about 27,000 to more than 40,000
men. The Viet Cong guerrillas and hamlet militia grew in proportion. By mid-year, MACV
had confirmed the presence of native North Vietnamese among the infiltrators who kept
coming down the Ho Chi Minh Trail. Weapons and equipment also flowed down the
trail or entered South Vietnam by coastal shipping. By late 1964, Viet Cong regular units
were receiving new mortars, machine guns, anti-tank rocket launchers, and recoilless
rifles of Communist bloc manufacture. Most ominous for the allies was the appearance
in South Vietnam of the AK–47 automatic assault rifle, a small arm superior to those
carried by the ARVN.
Following Politburo directives, enemy units from platoon to battalion size sought
battle with South Vietnamese regular and territorial forces. Operating at times in multibattalion strength, they frequently attacked small government outposts and strategic
hamlets, then ambushed and bloodied relieving columns. In some rural areas, notably
the piedmont and coastal plain of I and II Corps, Communist local forces and guerrillas,
backed by main force elements, completely cleared out government troops and officials,
allowing Viet Cong political cadres to exercise open control of the people.18
During September and October, the Politburo in Hanoi, after reviewing the progress
of the campaign, reaffirmed its commitment to expanded large-unit warfare. Viewing
South Vietnam’s continued political disarray, the leaders were convinced that only the
RVNAF stood between them and victory in the South. Hence, they decided to mobilize all
their resources “to bring about a massive change in the direction and pace of expansion
of our main force army on the battlefield, to launch strong massed combat operations on
the campaign level, and to seek to win a decisive victory within the next few years.” To
this end, the North Vietnamese dispatched to take command in the South Senior General
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Nguyen Chi Thanh, a Politburo member and Deputy Secretary of the Central Military
Party Committee. General Thanh was accompanied by “many high-level cadre with
experience in building up main force units and in leading and directing massed combat
operations.” With him also came full regiments of the People’s Army of Vietnam (PAVN),
which in October started their march to the south. These troops, along with the Viet
Cong, were to launch a campaign during the winter and spring of 1964–1965 “aimed at
destroying a number of puppet regular army units and expanding our liberated zones.”19
Besides expanding their operations in rural areas, the enemy in 1964 used small elite
units of sappers and commandos to attack targets in government-held zones, including
US bases. Among other strikes, the Viet Cong sank the aircraft transport USS Card at the
Saigon port and attempted unsuccessfully to kill Secretary McNamara during his May
visit to the South Vietnamese capital. In November, one such attack sent the Johnson
administration into a new flurry of policy deliberations.20

The Bien Hoa Attack and US Reaction

J

ust after midnight, in the first minutes of 1 November, a Viet Cong force slipped by
the South Vietnamese security troops at Bien Hoa Air Base, twelve miles northwest
of Saigon. The enemy set up mortars and in a 39-minute attack fired approximately
60 rounds at the crowded flight line, runway, control tower, and bivouac area before
escaping unscathed. The shelling killed four US servicemen and wounded or injured 72.
Besides other US and VNAF aircraft damaged, the attack destroyed five of the B–57s
deployed to Bien Hoa after the August Tonkin Gulf incident and damaged thirteen, putting out of action half of the total force of 36 bombers. Aircraft sent to South Vietnam as a
deterrent and a signal to Hanoi had become simply targets. In an early message, Admiral
Sharp called the enemy action “a well executed attack and psychologically well timed.”
Staged on the South Vietnamese holiday celebrating the overthrow of Ngo Dinh Diem,
the bombardment appeared to be a deliberate affront to the new Huong government
and perhaps related to the US national election of 3 November as well.21
Ambassador Taylor, Admiral Sharp, and General Westmoreland all viewed the incident from the first as precisely the type of enemy action against US forces that senior
officials recently had identified as grounds for retaliation. In his first substantive message
on 1 November, Taylor called the Viet Cong attack “a deliberate act of escalation and a
change of the ground rules under which they have operated up to now.” He continued:
It should be met promptly by an appropriate act of reprisal against a DRV target,
preferably an airfield. Since both US and GVN have been victims of this attack
and since ultimate objective should be to convince Hanoi to cease aid to VC (and
not merely to lay off US), the retaliatory action should be made by a combined
US/VNAF effort. Immediate objective would be to reduce probability of similar
attacks on other crowded US facilities such as Da Nang and Tan Son Nhut and to
offset the depressive effect of this action on the new government.
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Ambassador Taylor thought the retaliation should be launched within 48 hours at the latest, and preferably within 24. He was preparing target recommendations and requested
authority to consult with Premier Huong and General Khanh toward agreement in
principle on combined reprisal action. In a message of his own, General Westmoreland
endorsed the Ambassador’s call for retaliation.22
Within a few hours, Ambassador Taylor expanded upon the US Mission’s views. He
repeated that the retaliation should be a combined US-GVN action on a tit-for-tat basis,
following the provocation as closely as possible in time. The target in North Vietnam
comparable to Bien Hoa was clearly the Phuc Yen airfield outside Hanoi, current location
of the enemy MIG force. The presence of those aircraft and the field’s strong antiaircraft
defenses ruled out VNAF participation in the attack. Nevertheless, Taylor believed Phuc
Yen should be struck first, before the MIGs could disperse to other bases. The next most
suitable targets, he said, were two barracks and an ammunition depot, all close together
in lower North Vietnam and within the VNAF’s range and capabilities. A US attack on
Phuc Yen and a US/VNAF strike on the barracks and ammunition depot would be “the
combination of maximum effect.”
Ambassador Taylor told Washington officials that if they decided that day (the
1st), to attack Phuc Yen, the 2nd Air Division23 could launch the strike at first light on
3 November with forces already in South Vietnam. Taylor strongly urged that “any
strikes approved be viewed as the inauguration of a new policy of tit-for-tat reprisals …
for major Viet Cong depredations.” He recommended that, immediately following the
strikes, the United States and the South Vietnamese government announce jointly that
retaliation would thenceforth be the rule against any major acts of sabotage, terrorism,
destruction of industrial facilities, or interruption of rail and highway communications.24
Even before these exchanges, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had taken action. They
directed CINCPAC to move the embarked Marine special landing force (SLF) toward Da
Nang and there to hold it offshore and out of sight of land. In line with General Westmoreland’s earlier recommendations, the Joint Chiefs of Staff also ordered Admiral Sharp
to prepare to deploy Army and Marine units by air from Okinawa to reinforce security
in the Saigon area and at the two adjacent airbases, Bien Hoa and Tan Son Nhut. Finally,
the Joint Chiefs requested CINCPAC’s recommendations for reprisal action.25
In reply, Admiral Sharp named three targets, all barracks or military camps. Attacking them would be an appropriate reprisal for the American casualties suffered in the
bivouac areas at Bien Hoa. If the administration desired heavier retaliation, strikes could
be launched at Phuc Yen airfield and any other targets listed in CINCPAC’s revised order
of 28 October. Admiral sharp closed by observing that “failure to establish the fact now
that attacks such as that on Bien Hoa will result in prompt and heavy retaliatory action
can only result in a serious blow to our prestige and serve to invite further attacks at
places and times of [the enemy’s] choosing.” “As a minimum,” the Admiral recommended
bombing the three barracks areas.26
The Joint Chiefs of Staff met early on the morning of 1 November to formulate
their recommendations for a military response to the Bien Hoa attack. General Wheeler
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presented their views orally to the Secretary of Defense that day and reaffirmed them in
writing on 4 November. The Joint Chiefs urged a course of action considerably stronger
than any recommended by Ambassador Taylor, CINCPAC, or COMUSMACV during the
48 hours following the mortar bombardment at Bien Hoa.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff viewed Bien Hoa as more than an incident requiring reprisal
in kind. Agreeing with Ambassador Taylor’s characterization of the attack as “a deliberate
act of escalation,” they considered that it marked the time when the United States must
undertake systematic military action to cause North Vietnam to desist from its support of
the Viet Cong and Pathet Lao. Besides launching immediate retaliation, the United States
should institute a program of progressive attacks against the targets of the 94 Target List.
Specifically, the Joint Chiefs recommended that within 24 to 36 hours, PACOM forces
should conduct air strikes against five barracks, supply areas, and bridges in Laos. At
the same time, Admiral Sharp should conduct low-level reconnaissance of infiltration
routes and of targets in North Vietnam south of 19 degrees north latitude (roughly the
lower third of North Vietnam). These operations would provide an immediate response,
employ forces already in place, and divert the enemy’s attention from the preparations
and deployments necessary for the stronger actions to follow. The preparations would
include dispatching the Marine SLF to Da Nang and airlifting Army or Marine units from
Okinawa to the Saigon area. The airlift transports then could be used to help evacuate
the more than 1,700 US dependents from South Vietnam—a move that the Joint Chiefs
of Staff believed should begin concurrently with the air strikes against North Vietnam.
While these activities went on, US forces would prepare for the following operations:
a. Within 60 to 72 hours, 30 SAC B–52 aircraft from Guam conduct a night
strike on Phuc Yen airfield.
b. At first light thereafter, PACOM carrier- and land-based aircraft conduct a
follow-up strike against Phuc Yen and strikes against POL storage at Hanoi and
Haiphong and against the Gia Lam and Cat Bi airfields at those two cities.
c. Also at first light, VNAF aircraft strike the Vit Thu barracks.

While the above operations would have the appearance of reprisal, the JCS believed
that they should be merely the first steps in a sustained program of attacks. The following
steps should be: armed reconnaissance of infiltration routes in Laos; air strikes against
infiltration routes and targets in North Vietnam; and progressive destruction by SAC and
PACOM forces of the targets of the 94 Target List. To carry out the program, the Joint
Chiefs recommended that the US obtain authority to use bases in Thailand as necessary.27
Within 24 hours of the raid on Bien Hoa, Ambassador Taylor, Admiral Sharp, General
Westmoreland, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff all had gone on record in favor of strong US
retaliation. Yet within the same period, it became clear that the Johnson administration
was not going to strike back immediately. In an early indication of the trend of events,
the State Department, replying to Taylor’s first message, instructed him not to approach
South Vietnamese leaders regarding a reprisal. He should hold back pending the outcome
of a high-level meeting in Washington scheduled for noon on 1 November.28
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Following the noon meeting of senior officials, General Wheeler advised Ambassador Taylor, Admiral Sharp, and General Westmoreland that a White House meeting to
discuss courses of action was scheduled for the afternoon of the 2nd. At the noon meeting, General Wheeler advised, “concern was expressed that proposed US retaliatory/
punitive actions could trigger North Vietnamese/CHICOM air and ground retaliatory
acts.” The Chairman reported that “highest authority” wanted to consider, “in conjunction with US military actions, increased security measures and precautionary moves of
US air and ground units to protect US dependents, units and installations against North
Vietnamese/CHICOM retaliation.”
General Wheeler requested comments from the three addressees on actions being
considered by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. They were: withdrawal of US dependents before
launching air strikes against the North; landing the Marine SLF at Da Nang and moving
two Army or Marine battalions to the Saigon area to provide local security; deployment
of a Marine HAWK antiaircraft missile battalion from California to South Vietnam;
augmenting land-based and carrier air resources for higher effectiveness in any attacks
on North Vietnam; and forward movement from the United States or within PACOM of
ground, sea, and air units to the western Pacific and alerting additional units in the US
“as might be required to implement appropriate portions of CINCPAC OPLAN 32-64
and/or CINCPAC OPLAN 39-65.” The Chairman reported also that the Joint Chiefs were
considering the “military utility” of using US aircraft against the Viet Cong within South
Vietnam, in support of the VNAF and FARM GATE.29
Before Ambassador Taylor and the other addressees could reply to this message, the
Saigon Embassy received another, dispatched after the noon meeting, which in effect
ruled out an immediate reprisal. The joint State-Defense communication declared that
Taylor’s initial dispatches after the Bien Hoa attack had received careful thought. “There
is no doubt here that this event adds considerably to cumulative factors pointing toward
much harder policy in near future.” Nevertheless, the officials in Washington would “find
it hard” to portray the Bien Hoa raid as a major act of escalation in itself, “since it differs
only in degree and extent of damage” from previous similar incidents. Further, the administration was “reluctant to give any appearance of reacting only when US personnel
[are] affected.” These considerations argued against a “one-shot retaliatory treatment.”
In addition …, all of us here, including the JCS, are negative on a tit-for-tat policy as basis for real action against the North. Not only is it hard to define such
a policy, but all our studies and war games have indicated that in the end it
conveys a weak signal to Hanoi and also has maximum disadvantages in [the]
wider international sphere.

With a specific reprisal thus tentatively rejected, Washington officials saw the Bien
Hoa attack as significant chiefly for bringing “measurably nearer point of decision on
systematic wider actions against [the] North.” They recognized, nevertheless, that some
action to support South Vietnamese morale might be called for, such as release of US
aircraft for overt missions against the Viet Cong. While this move would appreciably
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increase allied military capabilities, it had the disadvantage of assuming an explicit US
combat role for the first time. Also, sooner or later, US planes would probably attack
innocent civilians by mistake, with unfortunate repercussions. Officials also were considering deployment of US security battalions to Bien Hoa, Da Nang, and Nha Trang.
This move could have the desirable appearance of “securing the decks for action,” but
it was unclear how much it would really improve security; and the commitment would
“add to our casualties and general exposure.” State and Defense asked the Ambassador
and COMUSMACV to comment.30
In a “literally eyes only” message to Ambassador Taylor, Secretary Rusk pointed out
an additional reason for not taking action:
In this one case we are inevitably affected by election timing. Quick retaliation
could easily be attacked as [an] election device here, and this would play back
to Hanoi and greatly weaken intended signal. More basically, we believe such
action would in practice commit us to some form of tit-for-tat policy that could
only be effective if leading rapidly to [a] more systematic campaign of military
pressures on north with all [the] implications we have always seen in this
course of action. Such a decision is not one to be lightly taken nor is it wise or
perhaps even proper for [the] administration to take it in closing two days of
campaign while awaiting firm mandate from [the] people.31

Ambassador Taylor disagreed with the administration’s reasoning of 1 November.
The following day, he declared that “from the Saigon end of [the] line, the Bien Hoa attack
looks quite different from the view set forth” in the joint State-Defense message. “It was
unique as an attack directed specifically against US units and equipment,” under circumstances unrelated to the day-to-day advisory effort, in which US forces expected to
take losses. The Bien Hoa attack resembled the Gulf of Tonkin incidents, except that the
enemy was the Viet Cong (whom the US held to be agents of North Vietnam); the event
took place on land; and US forces suffered losses while the enemy escaped unscathed.
Finally, it demonstrated a new tactic, the employment of surprise attack by
massed mortar fire, with such success that the US B–57 capability in this country was knocked out in about 15 minutes. Hence, we cannot view it as a VC
aggression which is merely an improved version of similar past conduct. It is
clear that Hanoi also views this as something special and expects something
from us.

With regard to the views of South Vietnamese officials on the incident, Ambassador
Taylor assessed that, if anything, they were less concerned than they ought to be. The
event had occurred during a holiday when few newspapers were published, and the general public had scarcely reacted. General Khanh had issued a press release understating
the damage and then left town without attempting to consult the Ambassador. “For the
moment,” Ambassador Taylor wrote, “I believe no action needs to be considered purely
for impact on local morale. However, if there is no US reaction, our prestige is going to
sag, both with friend and enemy.”
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As to the use of US aircraft in South Vietnam and the deployment of US troops for
base defense, Ambassador Taylor saw no advantage in either course. The existing VNAF/
FARM GATE force was ample to hit the available lucrative targets, and the number of
VNAF aircraft would double by December as the last of the four A1H squadrons completed its training. The placement of US battalions to guard bases “is likely to convey
[a] message that [the] US intends to continue to limit its actions to SVN and to defensive
measures—a note I hope we will not strike.” On balance, Ambassador Taylor recommended against this measure “under the circumstances presently in mind. My opinion
might be different if we were embarked on an escalating program of pressures against
[the] DRV.”32
The Ambassador’s views notwithstanding, officials at the White House meeting of 2
November, which General Wheeler attended, reaffirmed their decision against immediate
retaliation for Bien Hoa. In a message to Admiral Sharp shortly after the meeting, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff summed up the consensus as “appropriate response to Bien Hoa
attack is in order but such response need not be immediate. However, another similar
VC attack would require immediate action by US forces ….” Officials at the meeting
had expressed concern over the adequacy of security measures around air bases and
other sensitive US installations in South Vietnam. The Chairman had assured them that
General Westmoreland was pursuing this matter vigorously with South Vietnamese
military officials.33
Addressing the administration’s concern, Admiral Sharp declared that General Westmoreland would continue to do all within his power to make US installations secure; but
he noted that they were “inherently vulnerable.” Most of them were situated in the midst
of populated areas and could be made safe only if the South Vietnamese government
instituted rigid population controls—a time-consuming process at best. Admiral Sharp
stated that the Viet Cong had possessed the capability to attack any of the US air bases
for some time. He believed that the enemy had refrained in the past from fear of strong
US retaliation and had recently decided deliberately to risk a new level of hostilities.
Now, with the lack of a determined US response, they would be encouraged to launch
further attacks.
Under these circumstances, Admiral Sharp recommended some redistribution of
US forces in and around South Vietnam. “Since the air bases in Vietnam are congested,
clearly insecure and without dispersal facilities of any kind,” CINCPAC wrote, “we
should not expose any more airplanes and American personnel on these bases than
are necessary for the immediate mission. Aircraft can be moved readily in and out of
RVN as requirements dictate.” In addition, with no major US action against the North in
immediate prospect, Admiral Sharp advocated reducing the number of US carriers off
Vietnam from three to one, with a second stationed in the South China Sea within 48
hours steaming distance. There should be no further augmentation of Air Force strength
in South Vietnam.34
At the White House meeting on 2 November, General Wheeler presented the JCS
views that he had given orally to the Secretary of Defense the previous day. On 4 Novem154
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ber, the Joint Chiefs of Staff put their position in writing in a memorandum to Secretary
McNamara. They repeated their recommendation of the following specific operations:
strikes against five targets in Laos and low-level air reconnaissance over part of North
Vietnam; after preparation, a strong B–52 night attack on Phuc Yen airfield, followed
the next morning by restrike and concurrent attacks on POL and airfields at Hanoi and
Haiphong, plus a VNAF strike at Vit Thu barracks. These should be followed by continuing armed reconnaissance over infiltration routes in Laos, air strikes against infiltration
routes and targets in North Vietnam, and “progressive PACOM and SAC [Strategic Air
Command] strikes against targets listed in the 94 Target Study.”
In justification, the Joint Chiefs cited both general and specific considerations.
Referring to their previous conclusion that the current level of effort was not sufficient
to stabilize the situation, the Joint Chiefs of Staff said that “there now appears to be
a South Vietnamese Government that can provide at least an initial basis for a more
positive program of US actions,” aimed at causing North Vietnam to cease its support
of the insurgents. Specific justification lay in the Viet Cong raid on Bien Hoa, which the
Joint Chiefs of Staff joined Ambassador Taylor in characterizing as “a deliberate act of
escalation and a change of the ground rules under which the VC have operated up to
now.” This enemy escalation called for a prompt and strong response:
Undue delay or restraint on our part could be misinterpreted by our allies in
Southeast Asia, as well as by the DRV and Communist China. Such misinterpretation could encourage the enemy to conduct additional attacks, including
acts of terrorism, against US personnel and their dependents.

The Joint Chiefs of Staff opposed any declaration committing the United States
to tit-for-tat reprisals. This approach they held to be unduly restrictive, in that it would
concede the initiative to the enemy and impose inflexibility on both the nature and level
of the US response. Rather than reprisal against comparable targets, they recommended
undertaking the full program of operations they had listed.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff addressed the issue of evacuating the 1,700 US Government
dependents and 3,100 other US nationals from South Vietnam. Such an evacuation, desirable from the security standpoint, raised the danger of demoralizing the government
and people of South Vietnam, who would view the exodus as a sign the Americans were
abandoning them. The Joint Chiefs suggested that if the evacuation occurred in conjunction with strikes against the North, favorable reaction to the increased US military
activity would more than offset the adverse morale impact.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff closed their memorandum of 4 November with a pointed
summary of their beliefs:
a. We have reached a major decision point in Southeast Asia;
b. The United States should continue to pursue its stated objective of keeping
Laos, Thailand, and SVN free from communist domination. Military actions such as
recommended herein are necessary contributions to this objective; and
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c. Early US military action against the DRV would lessen the possibility of
misinterpretation by the DRV and Communist China of US determination and intent
and thus serve to deter further VC attacks such as that at Bien Hoa.35

A New Study Group Is Formed

A

lthough the President and his senior advisers had decided against immediate
retaliation for the Bien Hoa attack, the event did set in motion a round of critical
and comprehensive deliberations within the administration. The further consultations
regarding US courses of action in Southeast Asia occupied the next four weeks. They
culminated late in November in meetings that included Ambassador Taylor, who had
returned to Washington for policy discussions.
At the White House session on 2 November, President Johnson set in motion
another interagency policy study. He directed the formation of a National Security
Council Working Group, subsequently referred to on occasion as the Executive Committee or ExCom. Chaired by Assistant Secretary of State William Bundy and made up
of officers at assistant secretary level or its equivalent from the JCS, CIA, the Office of
the Secretary of Defense, and the White House, the group was to prepare a policy paper
considering all possible US courses of action in Southeast Asia. Vice Admiral Lloyd M.
Mustin, USN, Director of Operations of the Joint Staff, represented the Joint Chiefs of
Staff on the committee.
The Working Group held its first meeting on 3 November, after which Assistant
Secretary Bundy prepared a project outline and assigned topics from it to various members of the group. In perhaps the most critical part of the outline, Section III, “Southeast
Asia and the Broad Options,” Bundy presented three policy options to be considered.
They were:
A. Continue on present lines.
B. Present policies plus a systematic program of military pressures against
the north, meshing at some point with negotiation, but with pressure actions to be
continued until we achieve our central present objectives.
C. Present policies plus additional forceful measures and military moves, followed by negotiations in which we would seek to maintain a believable threat of
still further military pressures but would not actually carry out such pressures to
any marked degree during the negotiations.

Working on the basis of this outline, the group met frequently during the following two
weeks. They developed draft sections of the paper, considering proposals and previously
prepared views of different agencies, including the Joint Chiefs of Staff.36
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JCS Positions, mid-November

D

uring the Working Group’s deliberations, the Joint Chiefs of Staff contributed two
major statements of their views. The first concerned possible North Vietnamese or
Chinese Communist military reactions to air strikes against the North. At the 2 November
meeting, General Wheeler received instructions to make a detailed examination of this
issue. As the Chairman described the purpose for the Joint Staff later in the day, “this
paper would be designed to anticipate enemy reactions, lay out our response to such
reactions and define in detail the preparatory measures which we should undertake
prior to mounting an attack so that we could respond in a timely, effective fashion to
any enemy initiative.”37
The Joint Chiefs of Staff provided their views on enemy reaction to Secretary McNamara on 14 November. They repeated their action recommendations of 4 November,
quoting the paragraphs of that memorandum outlining the program of military operations they favored. “Although these actions were recommended for the attack on Bien
Hoa,” the JCS declared, “they comprise an option equally applicable and available for
immediate implementation in the event of other serious provocations in Southeast Asia.”
The Joint Chiefs anticipated “no significant logistic or transportation deficiencies”
that would obstruct attacks on the 94 Target List but noted that certain additional deployments would be necessary at the time of decision. These included movement from the
United States to Southeast Asia of two USAF tactical fighter squadrons and additional
reconnaissance and tanker aircraft, as well as bringing the number of attack carriers
in the area up to three. (CINCPAC had recommended all of these actions during the
exchanges following the Bien Hoa raid.)
In assessing probable North Vietnamese and Chinese Communist reaction, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff did not differ notably from their earlier review of the question on
27 October. They believed that Hanoi and Peiping would “make every effort through
propaganda and diplomatic moves” to halt any US attacks on North Vietnam. Although
North Vietnam would “take all actions to defend itself,” the communist nations would
be “unlikely to expand the conflict.” The Joint Chiefs of Staff were convinced that China
would be “very reluctant” to engage directly in the fighting in Southeast Asia for fear
that the US would seize the opportunity to attack the Chinese mainland. As the severity
of US attacks on North Vietnam increased, the Chinese might feel compelled to take
some action short of direct confrontation with American forces, perhaps a deployment
of ground troops into northern Laos. Nevertheless, the Joint Chiefs of Staff believed that
the Chinese “probably would not openly engage US forces unless they felt it was necessary to prevent collapse of the communist regime in North Vietnam.” Hence, there would
“not be a high risk” of Chinese air and ground forces joining the battle unless major US
or South Vietnamese units moved to occupy areas of North Vietnam or communist-held
territory in Laos or the US bombed air bases in China in response to a commitment of
Chinese air or naval power. Admittedly, however, “there is always a chance that Peiping
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might intervene either for reasons that seem irrational to us or because they miscalculated the objectives of US moves and US resolve to remain in the area.”
In an appendix to their memorandum, the Joint Chiefs analyzed nine possible enemy
courses of action and matched them against the available US and allied responses,
with data on objectives, forces, deployments, and timing where feasible. “The salient
conclusion which can be drawn from this analysis,” the Joint Chiefs of Staff advised Mr.
McNamara, “is that the United States and its allies can deal adequately with any course of
action the DRV and/or CHICOMs decide to pursue.” Discussing US capability to counter
any of the enemy moves, the Joint Chiefs found no significant logistic or personnel deficiencies until the uppermost levels of action were reached. They anticipated shortfalls
when approaching full implementation of CINCPAC OPLAN 32-64, which called for sending nearly six divisions with supporting air and naval forces to Southeast Asia, and to a
lesser extent when implementing the strongest actions of OPLAN 39-65. In these cases,
the United States would have to mobilize some reserves, mainly Air Force transportation units and Army combat service support units, and extend terms of active duty. But
the Joint Chiefs of Staff thought it improbable that the enemy would do anything that
required full implementation of these plans in response. In any event, they said, “risks
involved are considered to be more acceptable than the alternative of continuing the
present course or withdrawal from Southeast Asia.”38
In closing their memorandum of 14 November, the Joint Chiefs recommended that
it be forwarded to the President and that its findings be reflected in the report being
prepared by the NSC Working Group. Secretary McNamara replied that both this memorandum and the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommendations of 4 November would receive
consideration during the current interdepartmental study. He gave assurance that the
views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff would accompany the ExCom’s report when it went
to the President.39
On 18 November, the Joint Chiefs of Staff delivered their second major statement of
views. This one came in response to a request from Secretary McNamara, on 10 November, for Joint Chiefs of Staff recommendations on courses of action to bring “controlled
and increasingly severe military pressure on North Vietnam.” The Joint Chiefs responded
in a memorandum with extensive appendices. Secretary McNamara added this memorandum to the materials being considered by the Working Group.40
At the outset, the Joint Chiefs of Staff made clear that, in their view, the preferred
course of action was the one they had already recommended, most recently in their
memorandum of 14 November. It would provide an “initial hard knock” by destroying at
the first blow the enemy’s main air capability and POL storage. In the current memorandum, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended a military program for use if higher authority chose instead to apply controlled, systematically increased pressures against North
Vietnam—the course of action toward which the NSC Working Group then was leaning.
Such a program, the Joint Chiefs declared, should “signal the willingness and determination of the United States to employ increasing force in support of national objectives”
in Southeast Asia and “reduce, progressively, DRV support of the insurgencies in RVN
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and Laos to the extent necessary to tip the balance clearly in favor of the Governments
of RVN and Laos.” To achieve the latter goal, the United States must reduce the amount
of support available through destruction of men, material, and facilities; diversion of
North Vietnam’s resources to increased homeland defenses and alerts; destruction of
bridges and other LOC choke points, staging installations, and transport; and interruption of movements by attacks on selected fixed targets, armed route reconnaissance,
raids, and waterborne interdictions.
As the Joint Chiefs of Staff viewed it, the gradual program would have two additional objectives. It would punish North Vietnam for Viet Cong and Pathet Lao military actions against the South Vietnamese and Laotian governments, including the
US casualties that resulted from those actions; and it would aim at terminating the
conflicts in South Vietnam and Laos “only under conditions which would result in the
achievement of US objectives.”
The Joint Chiefs recommended a detailed military program very similar to the
one they had proposed on 27 October, which had listed actions in an ascending order
of severity. Their proposal of 18 November was more explicit regarding targets and
numbers of sorties required. Unlike the October memorandum, it omitted the final possible step of committing “US and allied ground forces into Southeast Asia as required”;
although it contained a somewhat similar provision under collateral actions.
The specific actions recommended, in sequence, were: 1) resume DE SOTO patrols; 2)
intensify OPLAN 34A operations with the addition of air strikes against selected targets; 3)
expand air and initiate ground cross-border operations against the Laos infiltration routes;
4) permit Saigon, at its discretion, to send its forces in pursuit of Viet Cong who withdrew
into Cambodia; 5) conduct US armed reconnaissance and interdiction on highways in
Laos and bomb Pathet Lao forces and facilities throughout Laos; 6) conduct low-level air
reconnaissance of infiltration-associated targets near the Laos border in North Vietnam and
attack lines of communication there and in the DMZ; 7) expand reconnaissance coverage
of North Vietnam, extending it to Cambodia if necessary, and strike infiltration-associated
targets in North Vietnam (446 sorties against 13 targets south of the 19th Parallel, followed
by 594 sorties against 14 targets north of that parallel); 8) air drop mines into North
Vietnamese ports, initiate a “naval quarantine/blockade,” and make heavier attacks on
North Vietnamese targets; 9) be prepared to extend maritime operations as necessary to
control shipping to Cambodia; 10) conduct air strikes against the remaining military and
industrial targets on the 94 Target List; and 11) by amphibious and airborne operations,
establish one or more lodgements on the North Vietnamese coast, large enough to pose a
plausible threat. In addition, US forces should stand ready to launch appropriate reprisals
if the North Vietnamese attacked a DE SOTO patrol or the Viet Cong committed a major
depredation similar to the Bien Hoa raid.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff also listed collateral actions that should accompany a
decision to undertake the graduated program. These included evacuation of American
dependents from Laos and South Vietnam and deployment of US forces for security and
deterrent purposes in accord with the appropriate CINCPAC OPLANs. In addition, the
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Joint Chiefs suggested the re-introduction of a MAAG-type supply and training mission to
Laos. Finally, they proposed to deploy “additional US (and Thai or other Allied) forces”
as necessary to: “conduct required operations,” deter further communist aggression,
defend key points on the Mekong River, and logistically support operations.41

Ambassador Taylor Weighs In

I

n several messages, Ambassador Taylor added his views to the new round of Washington policy deliberations. On 3 November, Ambassador Taylor commented, at
Secretary McNamara’s request, on the program of action the Joint Chiefs of Staff had
recommended on 27 October. Most of the Ambassador’s points were equally applicable
to the Joint Chiefs submission of 18 November and moreover expressed positions that
he was to maintain in the consultations of the following weeks.
The Ambassador indicated complete agreement with the thesis that deterioration
in South Vietnam could be checked only by measured military pressures on the Hanoi
government to stop supporting the Viet Cong “and to use its authority to cause VC to
cease or at least to moderate their depredations.” But unless the United States was going
to retaliate very soon to the Bien Hoa attack along the lines Taylor had recommended,
the Ambassador favored delay in taking action until the new Huong government found its
footing. During this interim period, the US might intensify OPLAN 34A operations, adding
covert VNAF air strikes against selected targets. As he had in other recent messages,
Ambassador Taylor opposed the Joint Chiefs suggestion that US aircraft be used against
the Viet Cong; but he stated the reason somewhat differently. “It amounts to departure
for no clear gain from the principle that the Vietnamese fight their own war in SVN.”
The Ambassador also opposed resuming DE SOTO patrols, except for essential
intelligence purposes. “If we are seeking an excuse for action, it is to our interest to
strike Hanoi for its malefactions in SVN and not for actions in the Bay of Tonkin against
the US Navy.” Besides, Ambassador Taylor noted, the most recent Tonkin Gulf incident,
the firing at radar-detected targets on 18 September, had “developed in such a way as to
reduce our ability to use subsequent episodes as a credible basis for action.” The United
States should link military strikes to Hanoi’s support of the Viet Cong, not to the defense
of purely American interests; and ample justification was available. Ambassador Taylor
cited infiltration activities, the Bien Hoa raid, and increasing Viet Cong sabotage of the
Saigon-Da Nang railway as examples of provocation.
Ambassador Taylor saw “nothing but disadvantage in farther stirring up the Cambodian border” by allowing ARVN hot pursuit across it. “We don’t often catch the fleeing VC in the heart of SVN,” he observed; “I see little likelihood of doing much better
in Cambodia.” He cautioned that the reaction of Cambodia’s ruler, Prince Norodom
Sihanouk, might generate difficulties outweighing any military gain.
The Ambassador closed his comments on the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommendations
of 27 October with “a final word”:
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It is well to remind ourselves that “too much” in this matter of coercing Hanoi
may be as bad as “too little.” At some point, we will need a relatively cooperative leadership in Hanoi willing to wind up the VC insurgency on terms satisfactory to us and our SVN allies. What we don’t want is an expanded war in
SEA [Southeast Asia] and an unresolved guerrilla problem in SVN.42

In two additional messages a week later, Ambassador Taylor provided additional
information and comment pertinent to the study going on in Washington. He was convinced that “the next few months will be critical to the success of the new government
and to our efforts to bring about some degree of stabilization in the internal political
situation” of South Vietnam. Even under favorable circumstances, it would require three
to four months to get the Huong government functioning effectively. The Ambassador
planned to encourage the South Vietnamese to establish a set of short-term objectives—related to expansion and improvement of Saigon’s military forces and police
and advancement of pacification—that were reasonably attainable. Success in these
endeavors would “provide a point of departure from which we can later undertake more
ambitious projects, military and civilian, inside and outside SVN.”43
On 10 November, the Ambassador reported that the Mission Council was seeking to
define the minimum level of Saigon government required to provide a basis for mounting
military pressures against the North. Taylor “would describe that minimum as one capable of maintaining law and order in the urban areas, of securing vital military bases from
VC attacks, and gearing its efforts with those of the U[nited] S[tates] G[overnment].”
But, he asked, “do we withhold all action against the DRV (except those of the moralesustaining type) until we get this minimum government? What if we never get it?”
My own answer would be that it is highly desirable to have this kind of minimum government before accepting the risks inherent in any escalation program. However, if the government falters and gives good reason to believe
that it will never attain the desired level of performance, I would favor going
against the North anyway. The purpose of such an attack would be to give pulmotor treatment for a government in extremis and to make sure that the DRV
does not get off unscathed in any final settlement.

The Ambassador expanded upon the difficulties of working with a people who
apparently lacked the willingness to sacrifice for a larger national purpose. He considered that the government “means well.” However, “major outside groups such as some
Buddhists, Catholics and politicians” refused to give the new regime support and “are
trying to tear it down before it even has a chance.” The Vietnamese “do not know how
to remedy the situation, except at some damage to what they feel are their personal
interests, and for all too many … this is unthinkable.” Yet Ambassador Taylor viewed
the South Vietnamese as “an individually capable and courageous people” who did not
want to be ruled by the North. There was a surprising degree of vitality and resiliency
in the country at large that was generally unaffected by the political turmoil in Saigon.
“Thus,” the Ambassador concluded, “we must hang on, doing our best in the hope that
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out of this welter some real leadership will eventually emerge, and play for the breaks.
Taking the initiative against the North is one way to force the breaks.”44

A State Department View: Walt Rostow

A

s the NSC Working Group continued to study courses of action, Mr. Walt Rostow,
Chairman of the State Department’s Policy Planning Council, presented a view that
differed considerably from those of Ambassador Taylor and the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
In a memorandum to Secretary McNamara on 16 November, following a conversation
the previous day, Mr. Rostow expressed concern “that too much thought is being given
to the actual damage we do in the North, not enough thought to the signal we wish to
send.” The signal, he believed, should make three points: first, that damage to the North
is now being inflicted because they are violating the 1954 and 1962 accords; second, the
US was “ready and able to go much further than our initial act of damage”; and third, the
US was “ready and able to meet any level of escalation they might mount in response,
if they are so minded.”
Unlike other participants in the administration’s discussions, Mr. Rostow saw a role
for US ground troops in the signaling process. He was convinced “that we should not
go forward into the next stage without a US ground force commitment of some kind.”
By placing its combat troops in South Vietnam, and even in Laos, the United States
would make clear to Hanoi’s leaders that they would encounter American strength on
the ground if they tried to respond by invasion to US air attacks on their homeland.
Also, withdrawal of these American ground forces could be an important bargaining
counter in subsequent negotiations. Mr. Rostow pointed out that ground forces “can
sit during a conference more easily than we can maintain a series of mounting air and
naval pressures.”
As for the air strikes against the North, Mr. Rostow thought the first ones should
be designed merely to establish that North Vietnam would thenceforward be subject
to attack for its continuing violations of the 1954 and 1962 agreements. Accordingly,
the initial bombing should be “as limited and as unsanguinary as possible.” It should
establish the principle rather than wreak major damage.45
By the time Mr. Rostow penned his remarks, the policy process set in motion on 2
November was moving toward its conclusion. The NSC Working Group, by 17 November, had prepared a 100-page preliminary draft report for comment. That same day, the
administration instructed Ambassador Taylor to come to Washington on 26 November
for what were expected to be about five days of high-level policy consultations. At
those consultations, officials were to produce recommendations on a course of action
in Southeast Asia for submission to President Johnson by 1 December.46
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The National Security Council Working Group issued its draft report on 17 November, followed on the 21st by a draft summary paper. There followed two weeks of intensive high-level policy discussions. The process began with comments on the drafts from
the State and Defense Departments, the Central Intelligence Agency, and US officials
in Saigon. It continued through days of meetings, in which Ambassador Taylor joined
on the 26th. The deliberations culminated on 1 December in a new set of presidential
decisions on the next phase of the Vietnam effort. Throughout, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
contributed to the discussions, advocating early strong action against North Vietnam;
but their views did not prevail.

The Working Group Suggests Three Alternatives

T

he Working Group’s summary, drafted by William Bundy of State and John McNaughton of Defense, began with a review of some fundamentals. In South Vietnam, the
authors concluded, “the political situation remains critical and extremely fragile. The
security situation in the countryside has continued to deteriorate.” Although the “basic
elements” of enemy strength in the South were indigenous, “the North Vietnamese (DRV)
contribution is substantial and may now be growing. There appears to be a rising rate
of infiltration.” The United States ability to compel North Vietnam to end or reduce the
Viet Cong insurrection “rests essentially upon the effect of US sanctions on the will of
the DRV leadership, and to a lesser extent on the effect of such sanctions on DRV capabilities.” If North Vietnamese support were taken away, “the South Vietnamese could in
time probably reduce the VC threat to manageable proportions.”
The summary then reviewed US objectives and stakes in Southeast Asia. As part of
the overall policy of resisting Communist expansion, the United States in South Vietnam
was guided by the general principle of helping countries defend their own freedom;
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by concern about the specific consequences of Communist control of South Vietnam
and Laos on the security of other Asian nations; and by the worldwide implications
of South Vietnam and, “to a lesser extent,” Laos as test cases of Communist “wars of
national liberation.” “Essentially, the loss of South Vietnam to Communist control, in
any form, would be a major blow to our basic policies. US prestige is heavily committed to the maintenance of a non-Communist South Vietnam, and only less heavily so to
a neutralized Laos.” If South Vietnam fell, Laos and Cambodia likely would shift to the
Communist camp and pressure would increase on Thailand and Malaysia. Mr. Bundy
and Mr. McNaughton observed that
it cannot be concluded that the loss of South Vietnam would soon have the
totally crippling effect in Southeast Asia and Asia generally that the loss
of Berlin would have in Europe; but it could be that bad, driving us to the
progressive loss of other areas or to taking a stand at some point where
there would almost certainly be major conflict and perhaps the great risk of
nuclear war.

At this juncture, the United States had available three broad options. Under Option
A, the United States would continue “indefinitely” its present policies—maximum
assistance within South Vietnam, limited military action in Laos and covertly by Saigon in North Vietnam, and reprisals for major Communist depredations, coupled with
rejection of negotiations. Option B (which acquired the nickname of “fast full squeeze”)
would add to the actions in A “a systematic program of military pressures against the
north,” with the weight of the pressures increasing “at a fairly rapid pace and without
interruption until we achieve our present stated objectives.” At some point, these
actions would “mesh” with negotiations, “but we would approach any discussions …
with absolutely inflexible insistence on our present objectives.” Option C called for
the addition to present actions of “an orchestration of 1) communications with Hanoi
and/or Peiping, and 2) additional gradual military moves against infiltration targets,
first in Laos and then in the DRV, and then against other targets in North Vietnam.” The
military actions “should give the impression of a steady deliberate approach,” designed
to give the United States “the option at any time to proceed or not, to escalate or not,
and to quicken the pace or not.” In the accompanying negotiations, the United States
would bargain “in an affirmative sense, accepting the possibility that we might not
achieve our full objectives.”
The paper discussed the details of implementing every option and summarized
the pros and cons of each. Option A would buy the allies “a short period of time,”
but “appears to offer little hope of getting Hanoi out or an independent South Vietnam re-established.” Option B, Mr. Bundy and Mr. McNaughton declared, “probably
stands a greater chance than either of the other two of attaining our objectives
vis-à-vis Hanoi and a settlement in South Vietnam.” In addition, “Our display of real
muscle in action would undoubtedly have a salutary effect on the morale of the rest
of non-Communist Asia.” However, Option B “has considerably higher risks of major
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military conflict with Hanoi and possibly Communist China.” Its results “could be
extremely adverse to our position in other areas, and perhaps to American resolve
to maintain present world-wide policies, unless we achieved a clearly satisfactory
outcome in a fairly short time.”
Option C “is more controllable and less risky of major military action than Option
B.” As a “stretched out course of action,” however, it was “likely to generate criticism
in some quarters.” Nevertheless, this option was “more likely than Option A to achieve
at least part of our objectives, and, even if it ended in the loss of South Vietnam, our
having taken stronger measures would still leave us a good deal better off than under
Option A with respect to the confidence and willingness to stand firm of the nations in
the next line of defense in Asia.”
Whichever option the administration chose, the United States needed at once “a
program of immediate actions” to bolster South Vietnamese morale and send a “firm
signal” to Hanoi and Beijing. Conducted over four to eight weeks, this program should
include: a strong presidential statement after the conference with Ambassador Taylor;
a halt to the sending of dependents to South Vietnam; stepped-up air operations in Laos;
increased high-level reconnaissance of North Vietnam and the beginning of low-level
reconnaissance; a “small number of strikes just across the DRV border” against infiltration routes; a destroyer patrol in the Tonkin Gulf and also separately intensified South
Vietnamese maritime operations; major US air deployments to the Philippines and at
sea, in position to hit North Vietnam; and at any time reprisal air strikes against the
North for “spectacular” enemy attacks in the South. In conjunction with these actions,
the United States would press the Saigon government to “shape up” by intensifying all
present programs. The authors warned:
None of these actions are inconsistent in theory with a decision to stick with
Option A at least for the next few months. Nonetheless, to the degree they
foreshadow stronger action, they would tend to have diminishing effect on
GVN performance unless taken concurrently with at least an internal US Government decision that we were ready to move to Option C early in 1965 unless
the situation changed.1

JCS Comments on the Draft Summary, 23 November

T

he Joint Chiefs of Staff carefully considered their views on the NSC group’s working
papers. The Joint Staff had identified a number of issues requiring comment, the first
being concern that the papers understated “the gravity to the United States, both militarily
and politically, of the possible loss of South Vietnam to the communists.” To address this
point, the Joint Chiefs set forth basic considerations in full in their response. They also
drew together in a single integrated treatment their two most recent expressions of views:
JCSM-955-64, of 14 November, containing their preferred course of rapid major attacks
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against North Vietnam (now called the “fast full squeeze”), and JCSM-967-64, of 18 November, outlining a program of graduated military pressures (“the progressive squeeze”).2
On 23 November, in a memorandum to the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff laid out their position. They declared that Southeast Asia was “an area of major
strategic importance to the United States, the loss of which would lead to grave political
and military consequences in the entire Western Pacific, and to serious political consequences world-wide.” In an appendix, they characterized South Vietnam as “a military
keystone in SEAsia and … symbolic of US determination in Asia” and asserted that its
defense was “a matter of national prestige, credibility, and honor with respect to worldwide pledges and declaratory national policy.” They noted that Southeast Asia was “strategically situated between Communist China and the Indian sub-continent and Australia”
and constituted “the southern anchor of the US and Free World defense posture in the
Western Pacific.” Finally, the Joint Chiefs of Staff pointed out that Southeast Asia was a
major source of rice for the “food-deficit countries” of Asia and was a primary producer
of natural rubber and tin. Control of the region, therefore, “would not only be important
to communist economic development, but would convey additional political leverage in
dealing with countries which depend upon Southeast Asia’s resources.”
The Joint Chiefs of Staff declared that a US success in South Vietnam would demonstrate to the world the nation’s will and determination to fulfill its commitments.
In addition, success would discredit “wars of national liberation”; open “a new era of
confidence” in Southeast Asia and increase the possibilities for “improving other potentially unstable situations in the area”; and “terminate the personnel and material costs
attendant to pursuing a long, drawn-out conflict.” Conversely, an American withdrawal
from Vietnam would “presage the collapse” of the US position in Southeast Asia and
weaken the US defense posture in the Western Pacific. It would undermine the Free
World orientation of the rest of Southeast Asia and cause “uncertainties” in Nationalist
China, Japan, and Korea, not to mention making India more vulnerable to communist
penetration and isolating Australia and New Zealand. A United States failure in South
Vietnam would increase Communist China’s strength and influence. It would demonstrate US unwillingness or inability to defeat Communist insurgencies and thus encourage the enemy to extend such wars to other areas. Finally, loss or abandonment of South
Vietnam would “weaken US prestige and influence throughout the world.”
Having argued for the transcendent importance of Southeast Asia to the United
States, the Joint Chiefs of Staff then turned to another basic matter: American objectives
in the region. Citing NSAM 288 of 17 March 1964 and NSAM 249 of 25 June 1963, they
interpreted the established national objectives to be “a stable and independent noncommunist government in the Republic of South Vietnam, and a stabilized situation in Laos
which conforms to the Geneva Accords of 1962.” The Joint Chiefs of Staff considered
these objectives “valid and essential to maintaining the US security position world-wide.”
They further considered that:
the best possibility of success in attaining these ends will be afforded by achieving the prerequisite objective of causing the cessation of North Vietnamese …
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support and direction of the insurgencies in RVN and Laos. Early implementation of political and military actions designed to achieve these objectives, in
addition to continued aggressive programs in SVN, offers the greatest assurance
of success.

Whereas the Working Group had identified three alternatives open to the United
States, the Joint Chiefs of Staff believed there were five. Two of the five corresponded
to Options A and C in the Working Group draft. However, the Joint Chiefs found the
draft’s Option B to be “not a valid formulation of any authoritative view” of the JCS.
On the one hand, it did not feature the strong initial blow at critical North Vietnamese
targets that they recommended; on the other, it appeared to commit the United States
to a nonstop campaign against the 94 Targets, without pauses or negotiating probes.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff proposed a substitute version of Option B that did conform
to their position.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff listed their five options for the Secretary of Defense in
ascending order of severity and determination. First, Course A', they said was implicit in
the Working Group draft but not separately identified. It was “to terminate commitments
in RVN and Laos, and withdraw under conditions which impair as little as possible our
standing in the eyes of the world.” The second option, Course A, remained as originally
defined: “continue actions within our present policies, including feasible improvements
within the boundaries of those policies.” Third, Course C (the original Option C) the
Joint Chiefs characterized in a way that foreshadowed their subsequent rejection of it:
“Undertake a program of graduated military and political initiatives to apply additional
pressures against the DRV, without necessarily determining in advance to what degree
we will commit ourselves to achieve our objectives, or at what point we might stop to
negotiate, or what our negotiation objectives might be.”
The Joint Chiefs of Staff added a fourth option, a new Course C', which was a
more resolute version of Option C. This course conformed to the program the Joint
Chiefs had recommended a few days earlier for use if higher authority chose to apply
controlled, systematically increased military pressures against North Vietnam. They
defined it as follows:
Undertake a controlled program of graduated military pressures, systematically
applied against the DRV, in coordination with appropriate political pressures.
This course is distinguished from Course C by the advance decision to continue
military pressures, if necessary, to the full limits of what military actions can
contribute toward US national objectives. The military program for this course
of action is the program set forth in JCSM-967-94, dated 18 November 1964.

Finally, as the strongest alternative, the Joint Chiefs of Staff offered their redefined
Course B:
Undertake a controlled program of intense military pressures against the
DRV, swiftly yet deliberately applied, designed to have major military and
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psychological impact from the outset, and accompanied by appropriate political pressures. The program would be undertaken on the basis that it would
be carried through, if necessary, to the full limits of what military actions can
contribute toward US national objectives; it would be designed, however, for
suspension short of those limits if objectives were earlier achieved. The military program for this course of action is the program recommended in JCSM955-64, dated 14 November 1964.

Assessing the probable consequences of the five courses of action, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff rejected Course A' because it abandoned US objectives and would undermine
the US position in the Western Pacific and throughout the world. Course A did not
abandon American objectives but offered no reasonable prospect of achieving them.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff did not recommend Course C because it “is inconclusive as
to attainment of our objectives.” In addition, this option’s slow military pace would
permit and encourage enemy counteraction at every stage, thereby heightening the
risks and costs to the United States of each successive move in the campaign. The
Joint Chiefs considered Course C' preferable if the administration preferred a gradual
military approach; but they warned that it also likely would entail higher military
costs and casualties than Course B, for example by not eliminating North Vietnam’s
air force at the outset.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff closed their 23 November memorandum by recommending
that Course B, “which offers the best probability of attaining the stated objectives, be
implemented at this time.” This course, they believed, entailed “the least risk, casualties,
and cost, and … the least probability of enemy miscalculation.” In addition, Course B
“offers greater psychological impact and presents to all concerned a clear and unequivocal picture of US determination and US objectives.” The Joint Chiefs of Staff, and General
Wheeler as their representative in high-level meetings, held to this recommendation
throughout the subsequent consultations.
In the appendices, the Joint Chiefs discussed each of the five courses of action in
detail and further elaborated on the advantages they saw in Course B. “A sharp blow,”
they said, “because of the boldness and resoluteness of its delivery, will discourage rather
than encourage the enemy to escalate.” It would convey an unmistakable signal of US
determination and would confront the communist leaders with the necessity of making
a single major decision at once. The Joint Chiefs of Staff foresaw that if the US followed
Course C or C', the enemy might marshal his resources and draw aid from allies to match
each progressive step in the US program with a new level of reaction. (This turned out to
be an accurate forecast of actual events.) In this way, hostilities would reach a scale that
hardly differed from that of Course B, but the United States would lack the advantage of
B’s strong initial strikes against North Vietnam’s air capability and POL storage. Under
Course C, it might be said, Hanoi’s leaders could keep in the game by advancing a few
white chips in every round. Under Course B, they could stay in only by putting a stack
of blue chips in the center of the table.3
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Deliberations Begin

O

n 24 November, a group of principal presidential advisers—Secretaries Rusk and
McNamara, Mr. McCone, Under Secretary of State George Ball and Assistant Secretary William Bundy, Mr. McGeorge Bundy, and General Wheeler—convened to discuss
the key issues. As recorded in a memorandum by William Bundy, the group concluded
that the situation in South Vietnam would deteriorate further under Option A, “but that
there was a significant chance that the actions proposed under Option B and Option C
would improve GVN performance and make possible an improvement in the security
situation.” The group also agreed that if Hanoi did withdraw its support of the Viet Cong,
the security problem in South Vietnam could be solved in time if the Saigon government
held together. “However, the struggle would still be long.”
Of particular concern to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, most of those present at the meeting believed that Option B was significantly more likely to lead to major escalation of
the hostilities than Option C. For this and other reasons, a majority of the conferees
dissented from the statement in the original Working Group draft that Option B offered
the best prospect of attaining the full United States objectives. On the other hand, they
agreed that the loss of South Vietnam would be “somewhat more serious” than stated
in the original draft—a shift toward the Joint Chiefs of Staff viewpoint.
With reference to Option C, the conferees considered whether it could be carried
out “under the klieg lights of a democracy, in view of its requirements that we maintain
a credible threat of major action while at the same time seeking to negotiate, even if
quietly.” It was pointed out that the United States had experienced difficulty in pursuing a similar policy in 1951–1953 during the negotiating phase of the Korean War. The
officials reached a consensus that “the requirement of Option C—maintaining military
pressure and a credible threat of major action while at the same time being prepared
to negotiate—could in practice be carried out.” By “continuing military actions,” the
government could “handle” such pressures and also “pressures for premature negotiations or concessions.”4
By this stage of the consultations, the Joint Chiefs of Staff at least had the satisfaction of knowing that the Option B under discussion was a true statement of their own
concept, and not an imprecise version drafted by someone else. But the prospect of its
adoption as US policy appeared slight. A revised version of the Bundy-McNaughton draft
summary, issued after the 24 November meeting, noted the danger that South Vietnam
might “come apart” while the US was pounding the North, leaving the United States
engaged in “an almost irreversible sequence of military actions … on behalf of a country
that no longer wished to continue the struggle itself.” Further, Option B had “considerably higher risks of major military conflict with Hanoi and possibly Communist China.”
The revised draft repeated the original’s warning that “If we found ourselves thus committed to a major military effort, the results could be extremely adverse to our position
in other areas, and perhaps to American resolve to maintain present world-wide policies,
unless we achieved a clearly satisfactory outcome in a fairly short time.”5
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Ambassador Taylor, CINCPAC, and COMUSMACV
Take Positions

F

urther discussion awaited the arrival of Ambassador Taylor, who was expected in
Washington on 26 November. Well before leaving Saigon, Ambassador Taylor had
received the initial NSC Working Group papers, delivered by courier. On 24 November,
Admiral Mustin of the Joint Staff carried copies of the Bundy-McNaughton summary of
21 November and the JCS memorandum of 23 November to Hawaii to give to Admiral
Sharp and to the Ambassador, who stopped at CINCPAC Headquarters en route to
Washington. Thus, Ambassador Taylor arrived in the capital with his own position fully
formulated and bearing comments from General Westmoreland and Admiral Sharp.6
Just before Ambassador Taylor left Saigon, General Westmoreland provided him
with a relatively optimistic assessment of the military situation. COMUSMACV was
pleased with the way the South Vietnamese armed forces had “weathered the political
storm over the past four months.” His earlier concern over the disruption and disunity
that might be caused by political and religious reprisals against officers had lessened,
since there had been few personnel changes for reasons of political expediency. Still
more encouraging, the RVNAF was increasing substantially in strength. The results of
a special call-up of men in the 20–25 age group had exceeded expectations, and the
conscription drive had also spurred volunteering. General Westmoreland believed that
the regular forces would meet their 1964 year-end strength goals by 1 February 1965.
The MACV commander also perceived improvements in armed forces morale and
combat capabilities. Improved promotion policies, pay, and dependent housing were
having positive impact on troop attitudes. The VNAF would soon have four combatready A–1H squadrons and under current plans would activate two more during 1965.
An additional VNAF H–34 helicopter squadron would be operational by March. General Westmoreland reported that VNAF pilot proficiency was improving and that the
increased US advisory effort was having a favorable impact throughout South Vietnam.
He acknowledged, however, that the Popular Forces, the first line of hamlet defense,
although increasing in number, had “failed to achieve an effective identity with the local
rural population.” This problem required urgent attention.
Although encouraged by the current and prospective increases in RVNAF effectiveness, General Westmoreland observed that “the pacification program as a whole
has not made comparable progress, and in many important areas has regressed.” As a
means of restoring momentum to the effort, General Westmoreland hoped to induce
all levels of South Vietnamese command and administration to set definite, attainable
short-range pacification goals. Further, he urged that the United States expand its influence in planning, programming, and execution at the Saigon level. The United States
must insert advisers into the central government offices “if the civil and military effort
is to be coordinated and managed effectively.” Finally, General Westmoreland touched
on North Vietnam’s support of the insurgency, declaring “The external threat we must
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deal with as soon as some governmental stability is manifest and the counter insurgency
campaign makes some progress.”7
On 27 November, in a message to General Wheeler, General Westmoreland elaborated upon his views on this last point. He declared that his assessment differed in one
respect from Ambassador Taylor’s. Specifically, General Westmoreland believed that
“we must assure ourselves that GVN is established on reasonably firm political, military and psychological base before we risk the great strains that may be incurred by
vigorous external operations.” Ambassador Taylor and his deputy, U. Alexis Johnson,
on their part, “tend to think that we can’t wait for these conditions to develop and that
present government requires morale boost by way of immediate dramatic action well
beyond pattern of present policy.” General Westmoreland considered that there was a
“good prospect of things holding together until March or April” 1965. By that time, the
South Vietnamese military “should be in far better shape to support expanded external
operations and to capitalize on blows to VC morale which must inevitably result from
expanded operations to [the] North.”
General Westmoreland recommended following Option A until the Saigon government “has predictable stability for a few months,” there was “some positive momentum
in pacification,” and several other conditions were met. For action thereafter, he favored
Option C rather than Option B. Once the United States exercised the latter option, he
said, it “will be committed to follow through, regardless.” He objected further that “we
don’t want to appear to be taking on GVN’s fight for them at this stage,” and that Saigon
officials might become “unhealthily preoccupied with external operations to the detriment of pacification.” Finally, General Westmoreland suggested that friends and enemies
alike might interpret an American resort to Option B as “an act of desperation on [the]
part of [the] US to salvage [a] lost cause.”8
General Westmoreland’s superior, Admiral Sharp, also favored gradualism in action
against North Vietnam. On 23 November, he advocated immediate adoption of a program
resembling the Joint Chiefs of Staff Course C'. The United States, he declared “still have
not made it clear to Hanoi and Peiping that the cost of pursuing their current objectives
will become prohibitive.” Admiral Sharp called for “a campaign of systematically and
gradually increased measured military pressures against the DRV conducted in conjunction with a coordinated diplomatic and psychological program.” The campaign would
aim to convince the communists that “destruction will continue … until they cease
supporting the insurgency.” Admiral Sharp advocated a bombing campaign that would
begin with infiltration routes, move to infiltration-associated targets, and then expand
to other important targets. Geographically, the air strikes would commence in the Laos
panhandle, move into southern North Vietnam, and gradually expand farther northward.
The pattern would be “systematic and progressive attacks of ever-increasing intensity
and severity. However, sufficient time would be allowed between strikes to determine
DRV and CHICOM reaction.”
This option, Admiral Sharp said, would not commit the United States irrevocably
to escalation of the hostilities to any particular level. For example, it would not be nec171
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essary to strike Phuc Yen until the enemy jets based there began to interfere with US
operations. Admiral Sharp held that the United States already had justification—in the
form of the Bien Hoa raid and other enemy acts—for launching a program of controlled
attacks. There was reason to believe that infiltration and military activity in the Laos
Panhandle were increasing. “It is time,” he pronounced, “to reverse this trend.”9
Upon his arrival in Washington on 26 November, Ambassador Taylor submitted
his views to the other senior officials. The paper he brought with him, and his subsequent counsel, had an important influence in shaping the outcome of the deliberations.
Ambassador Taylor painted a dire picture of the situation in South Vietnam and called
for urgent action to rectify it.
“After a year of changing and ineffective government,” the Ambassador declared,
“the counterinsurgency program country-wide is bogged down and will require heroic
treatment to assure revival.” The northern provinces, a year ago considered almost free
of Viet Cong, were “now in deep trouble.” In the Quang Ngai-Binh Dinh area, the Viet
Cong had gained enough ground to threaten “partition of the country by a … salient
driven to the sea.” By continuous sabotage of the coastal railroad and highway, the
enemy was in position to cut off the northern provinces economically. The pacification
program had deteriorated in spite of “very heavy” Viet Cong combat losses and the
increase in strength and competence of the South Vietnamese armed forces. Not only
had the Viet Cong replaced their casualties but they also were demonstrating three “new
or newly expanded” tactics: stand-off mortar fire against important targets, as at Bien
Hoa; economic strangulation of limited areas; and finally, “the stepped-up infiltration
of DRV military personnel … from the north.” North Vietnam directed the battle in the
south through “endless radioed orders and instructions” and supported it by continuous
infiltration of trained cadre and military equipment by land and water.
“Perhaps more serious than the downward trend in the pacification situation,
because it is the prime cause, is the continued weakness of the central government.”
Ambassador Taylor saw small chance of a long life for the Huong regime. “Indeed, in
view of the factionalism existing in Saigon and elsewhere throughout the country, it is
impossible to foresee a stable and effective government under any name in anything
like the near future.” Given enough time, South Vietnam’s lack of political cohesion
might be remedied, “but we are unfortunately pressed for time and unhappily perceive
no short-term solution for the establishment of stable and sound government.” So long
as no effective central government existed to mesh with the US effort, “the latter is a
spinning wheel unable to transmit impulsion to the machinery of the GVN.”
The Ambassador identified three things that the United States needed to do to
reverse a “losing game” in South Vietnam. First, it must establish an “adequate government” in the South. Second, it must improve the conduct of the counterinsurgency
campaign. Third, the United States must “persuade or force the DRV to stop its aid to
the Viet Cong and to use its directive powers to make the Viet Cong desist from their
efforts to overthrow the government of South Vietnam.”
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Given the time limitation, Ambassador Taylor wrote, the United States would have
to settle for something considerably less than an ideal government in Saigon. “However,”
he continued:
it is hard to visualize our being willing to make added outlays of resources and
to run increasing political risks without an allied government which, at least,
can speak for and to its people, can maintain law and order in the principal cities, can provide local protection for the vital military bases and installations,
can raise and support Armed Forces, and can gear its efforts to those of the
United States. Anything less than this would hardly be a government at all, and
under such circumstances, the United States Government might do better to
carry forward the war on a purely unilateral basis.

In spite of these dubious prospects, Ambassador Taylor wrote, the United States
should continue to aid, advise, and encourage the Saigon government, try to restrain
the minority groups seeking its overthrow, and use all possible influence to maintain
continuity of both organization and leadership. To raise the morale and confidence
of the government and people of South Vietnam, Ambassador Taylor favored attacks
against the infiltration system in Laos and increased OPLAN 34A operations against
North Vietnam, by air as well as by sea. While the latter would be covert in the sense of
being disavowed, “their occurrence could be made known in such a way as to give the
morale lift which is desired.” The United States also should launch reprisal bombings
for major Viet Cong depredations in South Vietnam.
All these actions, Ambassador Taylor warned, “may not be sufficient to hold the
present government upright.” If it failed, “we are going to be in deep trouble, with limited resources for subsequent actions.” The United States could try to cobble together
another civilian government, “but the odds against it would be even higher than those
which have confronted the Huong government.” A new military dictatorship “on the
model of that headed of late by General Khanh” was another alternative. “However,
Khanh did very poorly when he was on the spot and we have little reason to believe that
a successor military government could be more effective.” Finally,
we always have the option of withdrawing, leaving the internal situation to the
Vietnamese, and limiting our contribution to military action directed at North
Vietnam. Such action, while assuring that North Vietnam would pay a price for
its misdeeds in the South, would probably not save South Vietnam from eventual loss to the Viet Cong.

As to military pressure on North Vietnam, Ambassador Taylor noted that the allies
would reach the first rung on the escalation ladder by “the initiation of intensified covert
operations, anti-infiltration attacks in Laos, and reprisal bombings mentioned above as a
means of stiffening South Vietnamese morale.” Beyond that, the US could mount attacks
on North Vietnam, beginning with infiltration-related targets such as staging areas, training facilities, communications centers, and the like. Progressively, these attacks could
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extend ultimately to “the destruction of all important fixed targets in North Vietnam and
to the interdiction of movement on all lines of communication.”
Before undertaking such a program, the United States must consult with Prime
Minister Huong and General Khanh. “They will be taking risks as great or greater than
ours,” and their views would deserve a serious hearing. “If, as is likely, they urge us with
enthusiasm, we should take advantage of the opportunity to nail down certain important
points.” Specifically, the Saigon government should undertake to keep its military and
police forces up to strength, replace incompetent military commanders and province
chiefs and leave competent ones in place for an indefinite period, suppress disorders
and demonstrations, establish effective resources control, and obtain US concurrence
for all military operations outside South Vietnam. In addition, Saigon should undertake
“responsibility for the land defense of South Vietnam to include protection of all U.S.
nationals and installations.” In return, the United States would accept “responsibility for
the air and maritime defense of South Vietnam.” South Vietnam would accept “the U.S.
statement (to be prepared) of war aims and circumstances for negotiations.”
Shortly after beginning escalation, the United States “should communicate with
the DRV and the CHICOMs to establish certain essential points in the minds of their
leaders.” First, under no circumstances would the United States let North Vietnam “go
unscathed and reap the benefits of its nefarious actions in South Vietnam.” Second, the
US would hold North Vietnam responsible for the Viet Cong insurgency and would reject
any claims from Hanoi that it could not control Viet Cong actions. “We know better and
will act accordingly.” At the same time, the enemy should know that US objectives were
limited. The United States did not seek to re-unify Vietnam or change the government in
Hanoi, and it sought no permanent military presence in Southeast Asia. However, “we
do insist that the DRV let its neighbors, South Vietnam and Laos, strictly alone.” As an
incentive to North Vietnam, Ambassador Taylor suggested that if Hanoi “remains aloof
from the CHICOMs in a Tito-like state, we would not be adverse to aiding such a government provided it conducted itself decently with its neighbors.”
But with all, we are tired of standing by and seeing the unabashed efforts of
the DRV to absorb South Vietnam into the Communist orbit against its will.
We know that Hanoi is responsible and that we are going to punish it until it
desists from this behavior.

Ambassador Taylor anticipated that the enemy would mount counteractions to
his program. The Viet Cong would intensify their activities, and the North Vietnamese
might launch limited air and ground attacks on South Vietnam, using regular military
units “and perhaps volunteers from Red China.” Ambassador Taylor also considered it
“quite likely” that North Vietnam would invite in some Chinese military forces “if only
to reinforce its air defense.” If these countermeasures failed and the enemy came under
unbearable pressure, the Hanoi leadership might feign submission or choose some other
course. The Ambassador would “leave negotiation initiatives to Hanoi.” Whatever happened, however, the United States should stick to three principles: “do not enter into
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negotiations until the DRV is hurting”; never let North Vietnam gain a victory in the South
“without having paid a disproportionate price”; and keep the South Vietnamese “in the
forefront of the combat and the negotiations.”
Ambassador Taylor attached to his paper a “Suggested Scenario for Controlled
Escalation.” The actions in the scenario were to begin only after intensified OPLAN 34A
operations and air strikes and armed reconnaissance over Laos had been in progress for
some time, and after Washington and Saigon had released new figures on the scale of
enemy infiltration. Action would start with the consultations with Mr. Huong and General
Khanh that the Ambassador had sketched. It would continue through a rather deliberate
sequence of steps until reaching a moderate level of air strikes against infiltration targets
in North Vietnam. Ambassador Taylor cautioned that if the Huong government indicated
willingness to discuss a settlement, the United States must avoid “becoming involved in
a cease fire vis-à-vis the DRV and/or the VC accompanied by strung-out negotiations.”10
One of the early items in Ambassador Taylor’s scenario was “cease travel to Vietnam
of additional [US] dependents, but take no action to evacuate dependents already in
Vietnam pending further developments.” Coincidentally, on 26 November, in another
connection, the Joint Chiefs of Staff took a position on this matter. They informed the
Secretary of Defense that they thought it undesirable to announce a suspension of
dependent movement to South Vietnam. The Joint Chiefs of Staff cited two reasons for
their view. First, such a policy announcement would inevitably raise in the minds of the
South Vietnamese and others the idea that the United States was beginning a withdrawal
from South Vietnam. Second, the announcement might focus the attention of the Viet
Cong on American dependents then in the country, thereby placing them in danger.
The Joint Chiefs repeated their opinion that dependents should leave shortly before or
concurrently with the start of overt US military action against North Vietnam.11

A Policy Recommendation Takes Shape

O

n 27 November, Ambassador Taylor met with the group of senior advisers for a
wide-ranging discussion. Those present concluded that, while the emergence of
a neutral, nonaligned Republic of South Vietnam insured against communist takeover
would be acceptable to the United States, such a regime could not appear until after the
Viet Cong were defeated.
The officials reviewed the materials General Westmoreland had contributed to the
discussion. Both Ambassador Taylor and Secretary McNamara dissented from General
Westmoreland’s belief that conditions in South Vietnam would improve, creating a firmer
base for stronger actions six months hence. The Ambassador doubted that the situation
would hold together for long if the United States merely followed Option A, continuing its
current programs as COMUSMACV had recommended. On the other hand, Ambassador
Taylor thought that stronger action along the lines of Option C would definitely improve
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South Vietnamese performance and morale. Others in the group suggested that “the
strengthening effect of Option C could at least buy time, possibly measured in years.”
As recorded by William Bundy, the meeting reached the following consensus:
It was urged that over the next two months we adopt a program of Option A
plus the first stages of Option C. The likelihood of improvement in the government seemed so doubtful that to get what improvement we could it was
thought that we should move into some parts of C soon.12

At this meeting, Ambassador Taylor presented a list of thirteen questions on aspects
of the initial NSC Working Group papers that had not seemed clear to him. Several
questions fell within the purview of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who responded promptly.
They indicated that Option B, as they conceived it, would require an estimated 20 strike
days for implementation; while their preferred version (C') of Option C would need two
to three months. These courses of action, however, were “designed … for suspension
short of these time spans if objectives are earlier achieved.” To the question, “What do
we do if the Huong government collapses some place along the B or C track?,” the Joint
Chiefs answered:
These courses of action are expected to decrease the likelihood of a collapse
of the Huong government. Should a collapse occur, however, we must establish and sustain a government at least through attainment of our objectives. If
necessary, reinstatement of military control should be considered as an acceptable course of action.13

At their own meeting on 27 November, the Joint Chiefs of Staff surveyed the status
of the consultations. It was clear that the JCS stood alone in advocating Option B. The
three senior officials in the field did not agree with them. General Westmoreland favored
continuing with Option A for upwards of another six months. Admiral Sharp had firmly
endorsed Option C. The most influential of the three, Ambassador Taylor, advocated
Option A plus the initial stages of Option C. None of the other senior advisers in Washington appeared to support any stronger action than this.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff nevertheless held to their position. After an extended discussion, they reaffirmed that, barring a change of United States objectives, their recommendations of 23 November in JCSM-982-64 were the correct course. In that paper, the
Joint Chiefs had restated and focused attention on the avowed US objectives, hoping that
the reception it received would reveal any change of thought at the highest policy level.
No senior official had drawn back from a statement that bespoke a US determination
to stand firm against communist expansion in Southeast Asia, and specifically in South
Vietnam. The Joint Chiefs of Staff considered that the military course of action they had
recommended followed logically from this determination. It was designed to accomplish
the objective in the most assured and effective way, in the least time and with the fewest
casualties. General Wheeler summarized the underlying issue in an annotation he made
on one of the papers used in the high-level meetings: “If we do not undertake B or C',
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we must establish [a] new objective in SEA. JCS would need to study new objective and
draw appropriate military plans.”14
In the high-level discussions to date, opposition to Option B had rested on three
main counts. First, in the judgment of most the conferees, Option B was the course most
likely to lead to major hostilities with North Vietnam and possibly Communist China.
Second, Option C would provide the US with greater flexibility and control. A decision
to proceed to Option B would still be possible, whereas moving immediately to Option
B would commit the United States to an irreversible sequence of actions.
Third, Option B violated one of the principles Ambassador Taylor had enunciated
in his paper: “keep the GVN in the forefront of the combat and the negotiations.” As
planned by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Option B involved the use of Strategic Air Command aircraft and a bombing program with hardly more than token VNAF participation.
Ambassador Taylor considered it highly important that the war retain the appearance of
a conflict in which South Vietnam was defending itself, with the United States supporting to the degree necessary. The United States must avoid converting the conflict to an
American war against North Vietnam, mounted largely from South Vietnamese territory.
Ambassador Taylor thought that the VNAF, particularly after its fourth A–1H squadron
became operational in December, would be capable of taking the lead in bombing the
North at a level below Option B. Exploring this point, the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 27
November asked CINCPAC for his estimate of the maximum number of A–1H sorties
the VNAF could generate against North Vietnam, currently and in the future. The JCS
also requested Admiral Sharp’s views on the effect this commitment would have on air
support of operations within South Vietnam.15
On 28 November, Secretary Bundy circulated to the principal advisers another set
of papers. In these papers, Mr. Bundy, as the group had requested on the 27th, set out a
scenario for “the Immediate Action Program.” By way of introduction, he declared that
the problem was “a real jigsaw puzzle” in which the advisers had to “weigh at every
point” the viewpoints of the American Congress and public, Saigon, Hanoi and Beijing,
and “key interested nations.”
With reference to public opinion, the Bundy papers included worksheets on the
timing and nature of a White House statement at the conclusion of the conferences, consultation with Congressional leaders, and a major speech, preferably by the President.
Concurrently, the administration might stage a background briefing on infiltration both
in Saigon and in Washington, followed a week or so later by publication of a detailed
white paper. The briefing and paper would highlight a recent MACV estimate of infiltration into South Vietnam between 1959 and 1964 that nearly tripled the number who had
entered the country during that period from 13,000 to 34,000. Regarding this briefing,
Mr. Bundy commented that “This will be a major action, since it shows not only that
it has been increasing this year, but that it has probably been greater all along than we
realized.” The estimate “will have a major public play in the US, and may well kick up a
storm. We need to make this one stick as a prelude to all else.”16
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In further discussions on 28 November, the senior advisers gave more definite shape
to their conclusions. Secretary Bundy embodied them in a draft action paper, which he
circulated to the group after it was first reviewed by Ambassador Taylor, Assistant Secretary of Defense McNaughton, and Michael Forrestal. Headed “Draft NSAM on Southeast
Asia,” this paper, after final polishing at an advisors’ meeting on 30 November, went to
the President as the Working Group’s final policy recommendation.
The draft stated United States objectives in South Vietnam as compelling North
Vietnam to stop supporting and directing the Viet Cong; re-establishing an “independent
and secure” South Vietnam under international safeguards, free to accept “US and other
external assistance as required”; and maintaining the security of other non-Communist
nations in Southeast Asia, including specifically observance of the Geneva Accords of
1962 in Laos. To achieve these objectives, the United States would take an escalating
series of actions. It would continue to press the South Vietnamese Government “in every
possible way” to make itself more effective and to push forward with pacification. The
United States would join “at once” with the South Vietnamese and Laotian governments
in “a determined action program aimed at DRV activities in both countries and designed
to help GVN morale and to increase the costs and strain on Hanoi, foreshadowing still
greater pressures to come.” Under the first phase of this program, during the next thirty
days, the allies would intensify “forms of action already under way,” plus US armed
reconnaissance strikes in Laos and South Vietnam and possibly US air strikes against
the North as reprisals against any “major or spectacular” Viet Cong violence in the South,
“whether against US personnel and installations or not.”
Beyond the thirty-day period, the United States might continue first phase actions
without change or take additional military measures. Those could include withdrawal
of dependents and “the possible initiation of strikes a short distance across the border
against infiltration routes from the DRV. In the latter case, this would become a transitional phase.”
Thereafter, if the Saigon government improved its effectiveness “to an acceptable
degree” and if Hanoi did not “yield on acceptable terms,” or if stronger action were
needed to keep South Vietnam afloat, the United States would be “prepared—at a time
to be determined—to enter a second phase program … of graduated military pressures”
against North Vietnam. That program
would consist principally of progressively more serious air strikes, of a weight
and tempo adjusted to the situation as it develops (possibly running from two
to six months). Targets … would start with infiltration targets south of the 19th
parallel and work up to targets north of that point. This coulds eventually lead
to such measures as air strikes on all major military-related targets, aerial mining of DRV ports, and a US naval blockade of the DRV. The whole sequence of
military actions would be designed to give the impression of a steady, deliberate approach, and to give the US the option at any time (subject to enemy reaction) to proceed or not, to escalate or not, and to quicken the pace or not. Concurrently, the US would be alert to any sign of yielding by Hanoi, and would
be prepared to explore negotiated solutions that attain US objectives in an
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acceptable manner. The US would seek to control any negotiations and would
oppose any independent South Vietnamese efforts to negotiate.

Next, the paper set forth a “Thirty-Day Action Program” for the first phase of the
concept. It prescribed the White House statement to be issued and the points Ambassador Taylor was to make in his consultations with the Huong government. The draft plan
called for early publicization of the evidence of increased North Vietnamese infiltration
by on-the-record press briefings in Washington and Saigon, special presentations to
Congressional leaders and key allied ambassadors, and publication of a detailed report.
Meanwhile, the US Ambassadors in Laos and Thailand would inform those governments
in general terms of the steps the US intended to follow, seeking their support—specifically that of Souvanna Phouma for increased US armed reconnaissance in Laos. Other
US diplomats would explain the concept more fully to the governments of the United
Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, and the Philippines. The US would request only political support from the United Kingdom, considering the British commitment in Malaysia;
but it would seek additional contributions to the war effort from the other three SEATO
nations and try to obtain still more “third country aid” from other countries.
During the thirty-day period, the United States would make no special approach
to Communist China, but “we will convey to Hanoi our unchanged determination and
objectives, and that we have a growing concern at the DRV role, to see if there is any sign
of change in Hanoi’s position.” The United States would make similar representations
to the Soviets, “not in the expectation of any change in their position but in effect to
warn them to stay out, and with some hope they will pass on the message to Hanoi and
Peiping.” The United States would engage in no activity at the United Nations, except
to explain and defend any reprisal actions that might occur.
Military actions during the initial 30-day period would include intensified OPLAN
34A MAROPS by South Vietnamese forces and increased US high-level reconnaissance
over North Vietnam. The Royal Laotian Air Force was to intensify its strikes against the
infiltration system in Laos, supported by United States CAP and flak suppression missions when needed. Beyond that, “US armed air reconnaissance and air strikes will be
carried out in Laos, first against the corridor area and within a short time against Route 7
and other infiltration routes in a major operation to cut key bridges.” (The drafters added
the term “air strikes” after General Wheeler explained that “armed reconnaissance” did
not include the type of pre-briefed operations necessary to cut specific bridges.)
Expecting Viet Cong provocations justifying reprisal, the paper called for the United
States to “be alert for any appropriate occasion.” It listed enemy attacks on Saigon, on
provincial or district capitals, on important airfields or major POL facilities, or against US
citizens as some of the possible incidents that might merit retaliation. Reprisals should
be launched, preferably within 24 hours, against one or more targets in North Vietnam.
“GVN forces will be used to the maximum extent, supplemented as necessary by US
forces.” The reprisal targets, generally associated with infiltration, would be selected
from those located south of the 19th Parallel. The United States and South Vietnam were
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to initiate combined planning immediately, both for reprisals and for possible later air
strikes across the border into North Vietnam.
The planning group had considered stopping the flow of US dependents to South
Vietnam as an early action during the initial 30 days. However, at the meeting on 30
November, General Wheeler again presented the JCS opinion on this matter, and the
group accepted it. Rather than definitely scheduling this action, the draft paper stated
that the United States should be prepared to stop the flow at an appropriate time, chosen
with due regard for the signal it would convey.
The paper closed with a list of deferred actions, not to be taken within the 30-day
period but available for adoption thereafter. The list comprised: 1) major air deployments
to the area; 2) furnishing United States air cover for South Vietnamese MAROPS; 3)
resuming destroyer patrols in the Gulf of Tonkin; 4) evacuation of American dependents;
5) US low-level reconnaissance into North Vietnam; and 6) United States/South Vietnamese air strikes across the border, initially against infiltration routes and installations and
then against other targets south of the 19th Parallel. This latter point answered a question
by General Wheeler, who had inquired whether it was intended to limit air strikes and
reprisal raids to targets south of 19 degrees. He was assured that this was intended.17
The course of action being recommended to the President could be characterized
as in intensified Option A, to be pursued for at least a 30-day period. Thereafter, if the
Saigon government gave evidence of greater stability and effectiveness, the United
States could decide to move to Option C. This option would be implemented with less
speed and determination than the Joint Chiefs of Staff had recommended. The recommended course thus fell far short of Option B, the strong line of action that the Joint
Chiefs favored. This Joint Chiefs of Staff view was to have a final hearing, however,
for the executive group had agreed that General Wheeler would present it orally to the
President during a meeting scheduled at the White House on 1 December.

A Final Argument from the Joint Chiefs of Staff

I

n preparation for the meeting, General Wheeler wrote a paper that restated the recommendations the Joint Chiefs of Staff had consistently advanced since the Bien Hoa
attack a month earlier. As its first point, he declared:
The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommend initiation of sharp military pressures
against the DRV, starting with an attack in force …. This program would be
designed to destroy in the first three days Phuc Yen airfield near Hanoi, other
airfields, and major POL facilities, clearly to establish the fact that the US
intends to use military force, if necessary, to the full limits of what military
force can contribute to achieving US objectives in Southeast Asia, and to
afford the GVN respite by curtailing DRV assistance to and direction of the
Viet Cong. The follow-on military program—involving armed reconnaissance
of infiltration routes in Laos, air strikes on infiltration targets in the DRV, and
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then progressive strikes throughout North Vietnam—could be suspended short
of full destruction of the DRV if our objectives were earlier achieved. The
military program would be conducted rather swiftly, but the tempo could be
adjusted as needed to contribute to achieving our objectives.

In support of this recommendation, the Chairman repeated the Joint Chiefs of Staff
evaluation of the importance of holding Southeast Asia and the objectives of US national
policy in the region. He reviewed the official consensus that the military and political
situation in South Vietnam was deteriorating even as North Vietnam directed and underwrote the Viet Cong insurgency. “In sum,” General Wheeler asserted, “if military action
against the DRV is not undertaken at an early date, a Communist victory in SVN must
be foreseen. To suffer defeat in this first ‘War of Liberation’ in a strategically important
area will, we believe, incubate other such wars.”
The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended a “hard knock” on North Vietnamese
resources early in the military program. In particular, “an early and heavy attack on DRV
combat aircraft and POL” would have military, political, psychological, and economic
advantages. By destroying North Vietnam’s combat aircraft and air support facilities, the
United States would reduce enemy offensive and defensive air forces, limiting Hanoi’s
ability to inflict US losses, retaliate against South Vietnam, and provide logistic support
to the Viet Cong and Pathet Lao. The North Vietnamese and the Chinese would “be
impelled to provide greater defense capabilities, thereby siphoning off resources which
could be used offensively.” An initial heavy strike would let Hanoi and Beijing know from
the outset “the threshold of military activity established by the United States. Since our
action will not be ambiguous, or of minor effect, they must face up to the alternative
of war or accommodation to US objectives.” Finally, by wrecking North Vietnam’s POL
facilities, the US would “impose a stricture on land and air communications and, to some
degree, on their limited industry.” Such damage “will forecast to them what the future
will hold if they continue on their present course.”
In conclusion, General Wheeler observed:
The JCS recognize that any course of action we adopt, except early withdrawal
from SVN, could develop eventually into the course they advocate. This fact
reinforces our belief that we should profit by the several advantages of forthright military action initiated upon our decision. In other words, if we must
fight a war in Southeast Asia, let us do so under conditions favorable to us
from the outset and with maximum volition resting with the United States.18

The President Adopts a Program

O

n 1 December, President Johnson gathered at the White House with his principal
advisers on Vietnam: Vice President Hubert Humphrey, Secretaries Rusk and
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McNamara, Ambassador Taylor, McGeorge Bundy, General Wheeler, CIA Director
McCone, and Assistant Secretaries McNaughton and William Bundy. During the discussions, General Wheeler orally presented the arguments in his paper and amplified upon
several of them in response to the President’s questions. There was no dissent regarding
the importance of Southeast Asia to the United States, the US objectives, and the other
elements of the situation as the Chairman described them. All agreed that the Saigon
government was unlikely to grow stronger. Its sudden collapse did not appear imminent,
but the interplay of Viet Cong aggressiveness and South Vietnamese weakness would
probably yield a continuing debilitation of the government unless effective measures
were taken. With regard to the paper’s final paragraph, which General Wheeler did read
at the meeting, all present acknowledged the truth of the first sentence: whatever policy
the United States adopted, the further development of the situation might lead eventually
to the strong military measures the Joint Chiefs of Staff advocated now. Nevertheless,
the conferees rejected the strong course of action, primarily out of concern over the
weakness and instability of the Saigon regime.
After much discussion and many expressions of frustration at the situation and the
choices before him, President Johnson accepted substantially the two-phase program
recommended by his advisers. He deferred some elements—such as US air cover for
MAROPS—for later decision. The thirty-day first phase would begin with Ambassador
Taylor’s return to Saigon. Assuming a favorable outcome of his consultations with Mr.
Huong and General Khanh, the approved military actions would start about 15 December. Also as part of this phase, the US intended to launch reprisal strikes following any
major Viet Cong or North Vietnamese attacks or incidents in South Vietnam or at sea.
In addition, the President ordered a vigorous and extended diplomatic effort to obtain
men, materials, and supporting services for Vietnam from other free nations. After
the first phase ran its course, the United States could decide to conduct air strikes, in
conjunction with the South Vietnamese, against North Vietnam during the next two to
six months. The raids would start with targets south of the 19th Parallel and then work
northward. At a still later stage, the US might decide to mine North Vietnam’s ports and
impose a naval blockade.19
The military operations of the first phase were to consist of intensified MAROPS,
intensified high-level reconnaissance of North Vietnam, intensified RLAF strikes in
Laos, and “approximately two missions per week of four sorties each conducted by US
aircraft in Laos.” Subsequent to these actions, and to deployment of 100–150 aircraft
to Southeast Asia plus an alert of US ground forces for movement, “we would conduct
low level recce of targets near [the] border” in North Vietnam and “US/RLAF/GVN air
attacks in DRV near Laotian border.”20
Following the 1 December meeting, the Executive Committee embodied the President’s decisions in two documents: a final version of the committee’s 29 November position paper and a set of presidential instructions to Ambassador Taylor. The President
gave final approval to those documents on 3 December, in effect setting the new policy
in motion.21
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Publicly, the White House, in a statement issued on 1 December on the consultations
with Ambassador Taylor, avoided heralding any new turn in US policy toward South
Vietnam. Among other things, the statement did not emphasize the infiltration data,
release of which Secretary Bundy had once identified as “a prelude to all else.” Whereas
earlier drafts of the White House statement had announced that a report on infiltration
would be released shortly, the statement as issued declared only that the meeting had
reviewed “the accumulating evidence of continuing and increased North Vietnamese
support of the Viet Cong and of North Vietnamese forces in, and passing through, …
Laos in violation of the Geneva accords of 1962.”22
During December, the administration engaged in extended discussion of the desirability of releasing the infiltration data. Eventually, on 21 January 1965, Secretaries Rusk
and McNamara briefed Congressional leaders on the information. Since leakage to the
press was now likely, the administration arranged for background briefings of correspondents in Saigon and Washington on 26 January. On 27 February, the Department of State
published a detailed and documented report entitled Aggression from the North: The
Record of North Vietnam’s Campaign to Conquer South Vietnam. Besides describing
the significant volume of infiltration, the publication presented numerous case studies
proving that the personnel coming into South Vietnam were drawn from regular North
Vietnamese military units.23
In its key paragraphs, the White House statement of 1 December 1964 announced
that President Johnson had “instructed Ambassador Taylor to consult urgently with
the South Vietnamese Government as to measures that should be taken to improve the
situation in all its aspects.” In addition, the President had “reaffirmed the basic U.S.
policy of providing all possible and useful assistance to the South Vietnamese people
and government in their struggle to defeat the externally supported insurgency and
aggression being conducted against them.” This policy, the statement noted, “accords
with the terms of the congressional joint resolution of August 10, 1964, which remains
in full force and effect.”24
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Implementing the
Presidential Decisions
During the first part of December, the United States began implementing the new
presidential decisions. Ambassador Taylor explained the program to the Huong government, which accepted it. The United States intensified certain of its military activities
in Laos and made plans for further expansion of the RVNAF. Once again, however,
these measures proved to be a false start, cut short by another Saigon political crisis.
As a result, at the end of the month, the administration passed up another occasion for
reprisal in response to a spectacular Viet Cong attack.

Ambassador Taylor Delivers the Message in Saigon

A

fter the consultations in Washington, Ambassador Taylor returned to Saigon bearing
written instructions. Dated 3 December, the instructions constituted an authoritative
statement of the White House decisions. The document began by declaring that progress
in pacification in South Vietnam was “unsatisfactory” due to two “primary causes from
which many secondary causes stemmed.” The first cause was governmental instability
in Saigon; the second was North Vietnam’s continued reinforcement and direction of the
Viet Cong. “To change the direction of events, it will be necessary to deal adequately with
both these factors.” The two causes, however, were not of equal importance. “There must
be a stable, effective government to conduct a successful campaign against the Viet Cong
even if the aid of North Vietnam for the VC should end.” Ending North Vietnamese support, while important, would not in itself end the war against the Viet Cong. Therefore,
since action against North Vietnam would be “contributory, not central” to victory, the
allies should not incur the risks of expanding hostilities “until there is a government in
Saigon capable of handling the serious problems involved in such an expansion and of
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exploiting the favorable effects which may be anticipated from an end of support and
direction by North Vietnam.”
Ambassador Taylor’s instructions specified certain minimum criteria of performance
that the Huong government must meet before new measures against North Vietnam
would be either justified or practicable. The government should be able to speak for and
to its people, to maintain law and order in the principal population centers, and to make
effective plans and see them executed by military and police forces entirely responsible
to its authority. Further, the government must have the military strength to cope with
the probable enemy reactions to increased pressure on the North.
Ambassador Taylor was to urge the South Vietnamese government to make a particular effort to accomplish eight objectives, which had inherent value and would constitute
a gauge for measuring the regime’s effectiveness. The objectives were: 1) improve the
use of manpower for military operations and pacification; 2) bring the armed forces and
police to authorized strength and maximize their effectiveness; 3) replace incompetent
officials and commanders and keep the competent in place for extended periods; 4)
clarify and strengthen police powers of arrest, detention, and interrogation of Viet Cong
suspects; 5) clarify and strengthen the authority of province chiefs; 6) make “demonstrable” progress in the HOP TAC operation around Saigon; 7) broaden and intensify
civic action using both civilian and military resources to demonstrate the government’s
desire to help the hamlets and villages; and 8) carry out a sanitary clean-up of Saigon.
While the Huong government pursued these objectives, the United States would
increase its air attacks on the infiltration routes in Laos, in conjunction with the efforts
of the Royal Laotian Government; and it would encourage intensified MAROPS by South
Vietnamese forces. “In combination, these operations in Laos and at sea constitute the
first phase of military pressures to reduce infiltration and to warn the DRV of the risks
it is running.” Meanwhile, the United States and South Vietnamese armed forces would
stand ready to execute prompt reprisals for any unusual enemy action. The US Mission
was authorized to engage in planning with Saigon for this purpose.
“As a second phase,” the instructions continued, the United States was “prepared
to consider” a campaign of direct military pressure on North Vietnam, “to be executed
after the GVN has shown itself firmly in control.” This second phase would consist of air
attacks on the North “progressively mounting in scope and intensity,” aimed at convincing the leaders in Hanoi that it was in their interest to stop assisting the Viet Cong and
respect the independence and security of South Vietnam. In these attacks, the United
States would participate in support of the VNAF “and at the request of the Government
of Vietnam.” The US Mission was authorized to engage in combined planning with the
South Vietnamese for these operations, with a clear understanding that the United States
was making no advance commitment to implement the plans.1
Ambassador Taylor returned to a South Vietnamese capital in which calm had not
been entirely restored following the demonstrations and brief imposition of martial law
in late November. Accompanied by General Westmoreland and Deputy Ambassador
Johnson, Taylor on 7 December met with Mr. Huong, his Deputy Premier, and General
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Khanh. These three were the only South Vietnamese officials to whom Taylor revealed
the US program. The Ambassador presented a written statement derived from his
instructions. Mr. Huong and his colleagues initially reacted favorably, although not as
enthusiastically as the Americans had hoped. The Vietnamese accepted as reasonable
the US criteria for measuring their government’s progress and agreed to work out details
in future meetings. Despite the continuing Buddhist demonstrations and widespread
opposition, the Prime Minister asserted that his government was already “able to speak
for and to its people.”2
On 11 December, after further consultations, the two sides issued a joint communiqué. It said that the United States government had “offered additional military and
economic assistance to improve the execution of the [Saigon] Government’s programs
and to restrain the mounting infiltration of men and equipment by the Hanoi regime in
support of the Viet Cong.” The communiqué highlighted provisions for increasing the
military, territorial, and police forces, and the fact that the South Vietnamese government
and the US Mission were “making joint plans to achieve greater effectiveness against
the infiltration threat.” Ambassador Taylor’s instructions had included a statement that
the Huong government had “the complete support of the USG in its resistance to the
minority pressure groups which are attempting to drag it down.” This thought appeared
in blander language in the communiqué, as a simple expression of full US support “for
the duly constituted Government of Prime Minister Huong.” The Buddhists, nevertheless, protested that the United States was maintaining Mr. Huong in power against “the
just desires of the Vietnamese people and the Buddhist Church.”3

Intensified OPLAN 34A Operations

W

ith Huong’s government apparently on board, the United States pushed forward
its Phase I military actions in accordance with the 15 December target date.
Immediately following the President’s decisions of 1 December, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
asked CINCPAC and COMUSMACV to submit plans for increasing the frequency of
South Vietnamese MAROPS in two “Packages.” Package One would consist of a series
of shallow penetration raids on the North Vietnamese coast, to begin about 15 December
and continue for 30 days or longer. The raids were to strike targets offering the greatest
psychological impact, with their military utility and actual destructiveness regarded as
secondary. Package Two actions might be ordered at any time after the 30-day period.
They would feature employment of US aircraft to protect the MAROPS vessels from
attack by North Vietnamese air and surface craft, and possible lifting of restrictions on
certain targets above the 19th Parallel.4
Based on the replies of Admiral Sharp and General Westmoreland, with some modification, the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 12 December recommended a program to the Secretary of Defense. Package One provided for bombardments of specific targets as well as
harassment sweeps by fast torpedo boats (PTFs) against targets of opportunity along the
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southern coast of North Vietnam, to begin about 15 December. Package Two added US
air cover for a schedule of similar operations. Normally, eight aircraft would accompany
the PTFs—four armed for air-to-air and four for air-to-surface operations. Both packages included as corollary missions the capture of North Vietnamese naval craft and the
destruction of junks, after removing the crews. The Joint Chiefs believed that the United
States and South Vietnam could complete the necessary training and command and control arrangements in time to allow implementation of Package Two by 15 January 1965.5
On 14 December, Deputy Secretary of Defense Cyrus Vance approved implementation of the corollary missions and the first two increments of targeted bombardments
of Package One, but he disapproved the coastal harassment features. With the same
exception, he approved in principle the third and fourth increments of the package,
with implementation to be deferred until the United States could observe reactions to
the first two increments. Secretary Vance deferred a decision on Package Two and the
related rules of engagement the Joint Chiefs of Staff had submitted.6
Concurrently with this round of recommendations and partial approvals, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff made a successful effort to increase flexibility in the procedures for scheduling OPLAN 34A MAROPS. The system in effect involved approval by State, Defense,
and White House officials in Washington, first of a monthly program for planning purposes and then of each individual mission prior to its execution. General Westmoreland
believed that the operations would produce better results if he was permitted greater
latitude in scheduling the individual missions. That way, he could take into account local
weather and sea conditions and the readiness of crews and equipment. General Wheeler
presented this view to the Secretary of Defense on 8 December. He recommended that,
after Washington endorsed the monthly program, COMUSMACV should submit packages of up to five missions for execution approval. With that approval obtained, General
Westmoreland would be free to schedule the operations at his discretion, subject to
coordination with Ambassador Taylor.7
Deputy Secretary Vance obtained approval of this proposal. At a meeting of the
principal advisers on Southeast Asia on 19 December, McGeorge Bundy, the White House
official concerned with OPLAN 34A scheduling, indicated that he was willing to “consider group approval of still larger packages if necessary, having due regard to our veto
capabilities if a changed political situation should so require.” This decision had little
immediate practical effect. As was pointed out at the meeting, the MAROPS approved
so far did not represent any significant intensification of the program. No operations at
all had been conducted for the past three weeks. Moreover, the prospects for greater
activity in the near future were slight, owing to seasonal sea conditions.8

BARREL ROLL

O

n 1 December, as part of the Phase I actions, the President had approved a limited
application of US air power against the infiltration system in Laos. US aircraft
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already were engaged in operations over Laos, flying CAP and flak suppression missions
when necessary to assist the Royal Laotian Air Force in bombing targets in the panhandle. In addition to long-standing high-level reconnaissance of the South Vietnamese
border areas, in May the United States had instituted the YANKEE TEAM reconnaissance
flights over Laos. Although authorized to return hostile fire and to attack known enemy
antiaircraft positions, YANKEE TEAM flights did not have the mission of destroying
infiltration targets. Their purpose was to provide intelligence and proof of infiltration,
as well as to give evidence of the US military presence in Southeast Asia. From May until
the end of 1964, USAF planes stationed in South Vietnam and Navy carrier aircraft flew
880 YANKEE TEAM missions, a total of 1,257 sorties.9
As a result of the 1 December directive, the United States added to the existing
activities armed reconnaissance and pre-briefed air strikes against infiltration routes
and facilities in the Laos corridor. Initially, the administration considered only the
program for the first week of the 30-day period, consisting of two missions of four
aircraft each, separated by at least three days. At General Wheeler’s direction, Joint
Staff representatives sought guidance from the Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA)
regarding routes to be subjected to armed reconnaissance and secondary targets to
be struck with unexpended ordnance. Assistant Secretary McNaughton indicated
that the risks to US aircraft should be held to a minimum, with no overflight of North
Vietnam permitted. Further, “the purpose of the missions was to send a signal of
deeper US involvement, the signal to be more psychological in nature than of pure
military effectiveness.”
Meanwhile, the US Ambassador to Vientiane, William Sullivan (who had recently
succeeded Leonard Unger in that post), obtained permission from Souvanna Phouma
for US armed reconnaissance against infiltration routes in Laos. Souvanna approved
flights over routes in the panhandle; but as a quid pro quo he requested missions over
Route 7 in the Plain of Jars in northern Laos, the premier’s principal area of interest in
his own war against the Pathet Lao and North Vietnamese.10
On 11 December, the Joint Chiefs of Staff sent a message to CINCPAC alerting him
to be prepared to conduct the initial two missions following receipt of execution orders
on or about 14 December. At the same time, the Joint Chiefs informed the Secretary of
Defense of the plans for the two missions and recommended approval of their execution.
They advised Mr. McNamara that the two missions each involved armed reconnaissance
of certain segments of designated highways. Each also included a secondary target, a
military strongpoint or barracks, to be hit with unexpended ordnance. The Joint Chiefs of
Staff had informed Admiral Sharp that he could use “optimum conventional ordnance,”
select aircraft at his option with the restriction that strike sorties could not be launched
from Thai bases, provide anti-MIG combat air patrol, and conduct post-strike reconnaissance and search and rescue (SAR) operations. The admiral was to coordinate his
actions with the American Embassy in Vientiane.11
At a meeting the following day, 12 December, the senior presidential advisers,
after adding a prohibition on the use of napalm, approved the Joint Chiefs of Staff
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mission plan. McGeorge Bundy “said the program fulfilled precisely the President’s
wishes, that he would so inform the President, and that it should be executed unless
advised separately to the contrary by him.” The conferees agreed that the United States
would make no public statement concerning the air operations over Laos, though
the question would be reopened if a US aircraft were lost. Later on 12 December, the
Secretary of Defense orally confirmed the White House approval. The Joint Chiefs of
Staff then dispatched the action message to CINCPAC. The new operations received
the codename BARREL ROLL.12
On 14 December, F–105 jets of the 2nd Air Division flew the first BARREL ROLL
mission. Carrier aircraft from the USS Ranger performed the second mission on the
17th. The third mission, four days later, carried out armed reconnaissance over Route
7, as Souvanna Phouma had requested. Two further missions were flown before the
end of the month. Conducted during daylight hours, the US flights observed no enemy
personnel or traffic (most movement on the Ho Chi Minh Trail occurred at night) and
expended their ordnance on secondary targets, barracks and a bridge. The American
planes received occasional antiaircraft fire and spotted several unmanned antiaircraft
positions. BARREL ROLL operations continued thereafter, the sixth mission being flown
on 2 January 1965.13

Strengthening South Vietnam

T

he President’s decisions of 1 December included a renewed effort to increase the
size and effectiveness of Saigon’s armed forces. Measures for this purpose were for
the most part already under review. For instance, on 24 November, COMUSMACV had
recommended an increase in the RVNAF force structure, in which Ambassador Taylor
and Admiral Sharp had concurred. General Westmoreland recommended adding some
140,000 men during 1965 to the South Vietnamese military’s then authorized strength of
243,599 regulars and 212,246 territorials and paramilitary.14
On 17 December, in a memorandum to the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff endorsed General Westmoreland’s recommended increase. They declared it was
“necessary to provide additional forces for implementation of the national pacification programs and for preventing further deterioration in the military situation.” The
decisive stage of consideration of this program, however, did not occur until well into
1965. Although Secretary McNamara approved in principle on 13 January, implementation awaited final agreement by the State Department, negotiations with Saigon, and
arrangement of the Military Assistance Program funding. In any event, the increases
were not to take place until after the RVNAF reached its currently authorized strength,
which was expected to be around 1 February 1965.15
During December, the administration briefly reconsidered its plans for expanding
South Vietnam’s air force. On 15 October, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had recommended
to the Secretary of Defense that two additional A–1H fighter squadrons—the fifth and
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sixth—be added to the VNAF during 1965. The JCS declared that existing VNAF and
FARM GATE resources were insufficient to meet all requests from ground commanders
for close air support. In the face of increasing Viet Cong activity, and with the functioning
of the air request net steadily improving, this shortfall appeared certain to reach serious
proportions in the coming months. For training purposes, the Joint Chiefs recommended
retaining FARM GATE in Vietnam at least until the sixth VNAF squadron became fully
operational. At that time, officials could make a determination of the requirements for
a residual US training capability.16
On 6 November, Secretary McNamara approved the VNAF expansion program.
Under its schedule, the fifth VNAF squadron was to be operational at full strength by 1
June 1965 and the sixth by 15 October 1965. McNamara asked the Joint Chiefs of Staff
to submit recommendations for the disposition of FARM GATE at such time as the fifth
VNAF squadron became operational.17
In a message on 9 December, Ambassador Taylor questioned this decision. He
thought “we should not embark on an expansion of VNAF by two more A–1H squadrons
since the training requirements will reduce operational VNAF aircraft during the coming
critical months.” The Ambassador believed it would be better to reinforce FARM GATE
and the VNAF with B–57 jet bombers. Ambassador Taylor understood that the VNAF had
pilots capable of flying eight B–57s at once if the US Air Force provided maintenance.
Hence, “although we are committed to support the fifth and sixth A–1H squadrons under
current understandings, the substitution of a modest jet program would, I believe, overcome any GVN objection to cancelling these last two squadrons.”18
The Joint Chiefs of Staff disagreed with Ambassador Taylor’s proposal. They realized that Ambassador Taylor was misinformed about the VNAF pilot situation. Only
six South Vietnamese pilots, chiefly senior command personnel, had received limited
transition training in the B–57. They were qualified for daytime visual noncombat
flying only. Also, the schedule for activating the additional squadrons had taken into
account the ability of the VNAF to absorb them; implementation should not reduce
operational capability as the Ambassador feared. In a memorandum to the Secretary of
Defense on 12 December, the Joint Chiefs registered their opposition to Ambassador
Taylor’s suggestion and reaffirmed their support of the VNAF expansion program.
Besides the lack of qualified South Vietnamese pilots, the Joint Chiefs of Staff noted
that addition of B–57s to the VNAF could have major political implications, since the
Geneva Accords prohibited the introduction of jet aircraft into Indochina. The Joint
Chiefs believed that the jet question should be considered separately from the projected increase in fighter squadrons. In the end, the administration made no change
in the scheduled VNAF expansion.19
It should be noted, however, that the Joint Chiefs of Staff favored in principle the introduction of jet aircraft into South Vietnam. On 4 September, they had recommended that
15 VNAF pilots and the required maintenance personnel receive jet training in the United
States during 1965 and that the United States provide ten jet aircraft to South Vietnam early
in 1966. Secretary McNamara had disapproved this recommendation on the grounds that
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the undertaking would not contribute significantly to the current counterinsurgency battle
and that “it would tend to duplicate, at considerable cost, the task of air defense that the
US must be ready to perform for the foreseeable future.”20
Besides strengthening South Vietnam’s forces, the United States made its own
preparations for possible action against the North. Administration officials long had
recognized that military pressures against North Vietnam might bring enemy air attacks
in retaliation. Hence, air defenses in the South would have to be increased. After the
first Tonkin Gulf incident in August, in response to recommendations from General
Westmoreland, the Defense Department on 1 September alerted a Marine antiaircraft
missile (HAWK) battalion for deployment from the continental United States to Da Nang.
During the heightened tension following the Bien Hoa attack on 1 November, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, with Secretary McNamara’s approval, directed movement of the HAWK
battalion to the Western Pacific. The unit sailed on 18 November. During the more than
two weeks it was in transit, an additional Marine HAWK battery remained on alert for
airlift to Da Nang in the event of an emergency. Meanwhile, CINCPAC analyzed the
security and support problems its deployment would present. On 25 November, Admiral
Sharp recommended early deployment of the battalion, less one battery, to Da Nang. For
the time being, the remainder of the battalion was located on Okinawa pending further
siting and security developments. Both Ambassador Taylor and General Westmoreland
concurred in this recommendation.21
As the embarked unit neared its destination in early December, the deployment hit
snags. At Da Nang, the Vietnamese authorities were slow in turning over land for the
battery positions, requiring Ambassador Taylor and General Westmoreland to divert the
battalion to Okinawa, where it disembarked on 7 December. Then the Joint Chiefs, Admiral Sharp, and General Westmoreland fell into disagreement over details of battery siting
and over arrangements for construction of their permanent positions. On 11 December,
the State and Defense Departments authorized Ambassador Taylor to inform the Saigon
government that two HAWK batteries were ready for prompt deployment to South Vietnam
whenever needed. A new South Vietnamese political crisis, however, resulted in the United
States suspending the battalion’s deployment for the rest of the year.22

Phase I Starts Slowly

P

resident Johnson on 1 December had not provided the go-ahead for any major
actions. Within the Phase I program of the first 30 days, only the BARREL ROLL
missions over Laos constituted a new activity; and those operations were intended to
“send a signal of deeper US involvement” rather than strive for a higher level of military effectiveness. In fact, the first BARREL ROLL flights were not much of a signal;
US officials saw no sign that the other side even noticed a departure from the existing
YANKEE TEAM operations. The administration also had used restraint in the scheduling
of OPLAN 34A MAROPS and the disposition of the HAWK battalion.23
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At a meeting on 19 December, senior officials discussed the future of BARREL
ROLL missions beyond the first two of 14 and 17 December. General Johnson, attending
as Acting JCS Chairman, “pointed out that this program is not as strong as that recommended by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and that it provides no significant intensification
as compared with the previous week’s operations.” The other conferees acknowledged
this point. Deputy Secretary of Defense Vance “stated that that was a criterion governing
preparation of the program.” CIA Director McCone “confirmed that there is not yet any
indication that the DRV has recognized any change in the nature of our military operations as the result of last week’s program.” The group’s consensus was “that this was
the way things should remain for the next two weeks.”24
The administration thus had opted for restraint in carrying out the 1 December
decisions. During the next several weeks, political events in Saigon gave US officials
still further reason to proceed with caution and reinforced their reluctance to take
decisive action.

The Generals Dissolve the High National Council

T

he Armed Forces Council, dominated by General Khanh and the so-called Young
Turk faction among the RVNAF generals, precipitated the new political crisis. Early
in December, the council had devised a regulation requiring retirement of all general
officers with over 25 years of service. It was aimed particularly at General Minh and three
other generals closely associated with him in the regime General Khanh had overthrown.
On 18 December, General Khanh, as armed forces Commander in Chief, petitioned the
High National Council to promulgate the regulation.
When the HNC did not promptly comply, General Khanh and the Armed Forces
Council, after a meeting late on 19 December, proclaimed the dissolution of the High
National Council and ordered the arrest of certain of its members. Most of the arrests
occurred during the early hours of 20 December; eight HNC members were taken into
custody along with a number of other individuals tabbed as political agitators. In a telephone report to Washington, General Westmoreland declared that “by arresting members
of the High National Council, which is the interim legislative branch of the government,
the military leaders have in fact abrogated the charter of the land.”25
This event precipitated a diplomatic confrontation between the generals and the
US Mission. Early on 20 December, the Deputy COMUSMACV, Lieutenant General John
L. Throckmorton, USA, went to the RVNAF high command headquarters seeking an
explanation of the generals’ action. The VNAF commander, General Ky, designated the
Young Turks’ spokesmen because of his superior knowledge of English, denied that the
officers intended a military coup. He claimed that they had moved only against the HNC,
some members of which were under communist influence and were undermining the
government. General Ky asserted further that Prime Minister Huong and Chief of State
Suu had given prior assent to the dissolution of the HNC, which General Ky insisted
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would strengthen the government and lead to greater stability. The armed forces still
supported Prime Minister Huong and Dr. Suu and sought no change in the cabinet.
General Throckmorton replied that, whatever the merits of the action, the generals’
failure to consult or even notify the US Mission was an affront to the US government.
The purge of the HNC jeopardized the confidence the United States had reposed in South
Vietnam’s military leaders and “rendered unpredictable the continuation of US support.”
General Throckmorton persuaded General Ky to postpone a scheduled press conference
until he and other spokesmen for General Khanh had met with Ambassador Taylor.26
Shortly before noon on the 20th, General Ky and three other Young Turk generals
met at the US Embassy with Ambassador Taylor. Angered by the officers’ disregard of
his earlier pleas for stability, Ambassador Taylor, as Secretary McNamara later recalled,
“chewed them out as a drill instructor might a squad of raw recruits.” The Ambassador
reported his comments in more restrained tones: “I very forcefully expressed my disappointment in the action they had taken, made it clear they had jeopardized US support in
everything they had been seeking, and asked for their explanation.” The four Vietnamese
officers averred that General Khanh had made the decisions and that the Armed Forces
Council had merely advised him. The Ambassador told them that their midnight meeting and the subsequent purge of the HNC would appear to Washington and the rest of
the world as another military coup. He stressed the importance of maintaining the duly
constituted government and strongly urged the generals to find a way to retreat from
their dissolution of the HNC.27
On the following day, General Khanh faced the Ambassador’s wrath. When pressed
by Ambassador Taylor, General Khanh admitted that the HNC dissolution was his decision, although he maintained that he was carrying out the will of the majority of the
officer corps. “I then asked him,” Ambassador Taylor reported, “if he felt he had acted
… consistent with the conduct of a loyal ally…. I was obliged to tell him that he had
lost my confidence.” General Khanh then asked the Ambassador whether, “under the
circumstances,” he should retire as armed forces commander. Ambassador Taylor “was
prepared for this question since we had discussed the matter earlier in the morning in
the US Mission Council, where I found all members unanimous in feeling that Khanh
must go.” Hence, the Ambassador replied in the affirmative and suggested that General
Khanh “might enjoy traveling abroad.”28
General Khanh, however, did not retire. He publicly reaffirmed and defended the
dissolution of the High National Council while insisting that the Armed Forces Council
still supported the Suu-Huong civilian government. Taking an increasingly anti-American
and anti-Taylor line, General Khanh portrayed the Ambassador as ill-tempered and
domineering and accused him of insulting South Vietnam’s national honor. He charged
the Ambassador with meddling in South Vietnam’s internal affairs and told an American
newsman that “if Taylor did not act more intelligently, Southeast Asia would be lost.” On
23 December, General Khanh induced the Armed Forces Council to endorse a letter to
the Chief of State and the Prime Minister that amounted to a request that Ambassador
Taylor be declared persona non grata.29
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The Department of State countered with a strong statement that Ambassador Taylor
had acted “throughout with the full support of the United States Government” and had
expressed to the Vietnamese leaders the established policy of the United States. In other
statements and orders, the United States made clear that any effort to expel Ambassador
Taylor would cause a break in US-South Vietnamese relations and an end to American
assistance. During the latter days of December, the two governments smoothed over
the discord with explanations and clarifications. Nevertheless, the United States had
to accept the dissolution of the High National Council as a fait accompli. The Embassy
received intimations that some of the Young Turks, notably General Ky, had become
convinced that General Khanh had acted exclusively in his own interests throughout
the affair, but there appeared to be no prospect of forcing Khanh out of the Commander
in Chief’s post for some time.30
Whatever the legalisms the State Department devised for preserving the appearance
of continued constitutional government in South Vietnam, the fact was that the Huong
regime existed at the sufferance of the military officer corps, headed by an increasingly
intractable and unpredictable General Khanh. The recent events constituted a definite
rebuff to US hopes for governmental permanence and stability in Saigon, and they left
a legacy of tension between the RVNAF leadership and the US Mission. Under these
circumstances, a United States decision to move to Phase II of its program became less
likely. In addition, the United States also declined to carry out the reprisal element of
Phase I when the enemy again launched a spectacular attack.

The Brink Hotel Bombing

O

n Christmas Eve, a powerful explosion shattered the Brink Hotel, an American
bachelor officers’ quarters (BOQ) in downtown Saigon. One US Army officer and
one US civilian were killed and 63 US servicemen and civilians were injured, along with
one Australian officer and 43 Vietnamese. Unknown persons had delivered this blow,
apparently by parking an explosive-laden automobile in the hotel’s first-floor garage.31
Ambassador Taylor characterized the bombing as a “major terrorist attack directed
squarely at US personnel,” and he termed it providential that only two deaths had
resulted. The incident was clearly one of the types that had been marked for reprisal
in the recent US consultations. But the Ambassador saw a counter-indication in the
absence as yet of “clear proof that the bombing is work of VC.” In addition, “Another
question arises as to timeliness of initiating reprisals in view of our sorry relations with
RVNAF.” Ambassador Taylor would “get around this point” by excluding the Vietnamese from participation and by using carrier-based US aircraft for the strike. “We can tell
our military opposite numbers that it is [the] kind of operation we would have liked to
conduct jointly but could not in [the] present state of our relations.” Nevertheless, the
Ambassador withheld a recommendation for a reprisal attack pending the outcome of
an investigation of the Brink bombing.32
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In a joint message later on Christmas Day, the State and Defense Departments cited
further reasons for caution, stemming mainly from the current political difficulties in
South Vietnam. If a reprisal were mounted at this point, “Hanoi would hardly read into
it any strong or continuing signal in view of [the] overall confusion in Saigon.”
Hanoi might well share what would certainly be strong reaction in US opinion
and internationally that we were trying to shoot our way out of an internal political crisis. Under present circumstances of Saigon disunity, it would be hard for
American people to understand action to extend war. Moreover, unless evidence
crystal clear, there might be some suspicion at least internationally that BOQ
bombing was not in fact done by VC. For these reasons, we are not convinced
reprisal action desirable as of now, but we are prepared to make quick decision
if you make recommendation with different assessment….

Should reprisal be decided on, the administration had already chosen the target: the
Vit Thu Lu military barracks in lower North Vietnam, to be struck only by US aircraft.33
On 26 December, Admiral Sharp weighed in with a strong recommendation that the
Viet Cong and their North Vietnamese masters not be allowed to escape unscathed as
they had following the Bien Hoa raid. Sharp favored an immediate strike against the Vit
Thu Lu barracks, saying “this is the language the VC understand.”34
By 28 December, Ambassador Taylor had concluded there was no reason to hold
back. “Although we will probably never have evidence which will stand up in court of
VC complicity in the Brink bombing, no one in this part of the world has [the] slightest
doubt of VC guilt.” He reported that National Liberation Front radio was claiming credit
for the explosion. “They say that they did it and we should treat them accordingly.” The
US Mission Council, Ambassador Taylor declared, unanimously recommended that a
reprisal bombing attack be executed as soon as possible against the Vit Thu Lu barracks.
Ambassador Taylor noted that General Westmoreland wished the VNAF to have some
role in the primarily US operation. Since US relations with the RVNAF seemed to be
improving at the moment and 43 Vietnamese were injured in the Brink bombing, the
Ambassador did not oppose this suggestion.35
The Joint Chiefs of Staff strongly endorsed the Ambassador’s recommendation.
They agreed with Ambassador Taylor’s assignment of blame to the Viet Cong for the
Brink bombing, which they called “a deliberate act aimed directly at US forces in South
Vietnam.” In a memorandum to the Secretary of Defense on 28 December, the Joint
Chiefs sought approval for the dispatch of an action order to CINCPAC to carry out the
reprisal. The attack, the Joint Chiefs of Staff said, should be “primarily a US operation,
in such strength as to assure a high probability of target destruction.” The South Vietnamese air force should participate if its readiness and time permitted. The two aircraft
carriers then on station, with land-based air already in place, would provide sufficient
strength to execute this attack on roughly six hours’ notice. The proposed Joint Chiefs of
Staff message to CINCPAC would instruct him to launch the operation on 30 December,
Saigon time, employing 40 US strike sorties, plus any additional sorties the VNAF might
be able to provide. He was to use optimum conventional ordnance, excluding napalm.36
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These urgings and recommendations failed to carry the day. Senior administration
officials, with Secretary Rusk presiding, met at mid-day on 28 December. Some of those
present opposed mounting an attack in view of the political instability in Saigon and
the time that had elapsed since the Brink bombing. The officials agreed that Secretary
Rusk and McGeorge Bundy would consult with President Johnson at his Texas ranch the
following day. President Johnson agreed with the opponents of retaliation. Early in the
evening on the 29th, Secretary Rusk reported to Ambassador Taylor that “highest levels
today reached negative decision on proposal … for reprisal action for BOQ bombing.”
General Wheeler similarly informed Admiral Sharp. Once again, the administration,
faced with a communist provocation, had declined to retaliate.37

Afterwords: General Wheeler and President Johnson

O

n the last day of the year, General Wheeler sent a personal message to Admiral
Sharp and General Westmoreland. The Chairman said he still had not been apprised
of “the factors which influenced highest authority to disapprove recommendations of
Ambassador Taylor, CINCPAC, and JCS to undertake reprisal for Brink bombing.” He
then provided his own assessment of the probable reasons.
General Wheeler cited first “the presence of US dependents in South Vietnam.” This
had been a matter of “continuing concern” to the President and other officials. According
to General Wheeler, “There is concern in Washington, amounting almost to conviction,
that our dependents are liable to attack as a VC/DRV reprisal to a US attack against the
DRV.” As long as American dependents remained in South Vietnam, “I consider that
forceful action by the US outside the borders of South Vietnam is practically precluded.”
The continued presence of the dependents was “a hurdle which trips decisions.”
General Wheeler noted other factors that had affected the decision. There was, he
said, “doubt in some Washington sectors that security measures of critical installations
in Saigon and elsewhere are adequate.” Some officials took the attitude that “lax security not only invites but in some curious way justifies a VC attack and thereby inhibits
us from retaliatory action.” Next, some senior Defense Department officials shared a
“widespread and strong belief” that reprisals must be executed within 24–36 hours of a
provocation. To wait longer was to remove the US action “from the reprisal to the offensive area,” making it an escalatory move. Finally, “US policy determination currently is
limited to the decision to exert a limited squeeze on the DRV; no decision has yet been
taken to move militarily against the North.” That being the case, “the GVN disarray on
Christmas Eve did not permit an affirmative decision to execute a reprisal for the Brink
bombing.” In other words, “the political confusion in Saigon does not encourage nor,
indeed, permit the US to increase the stakes in Southeast Asia.”
General Wheeler anticipated that, when Congress reconvened in the New Year,
there would be “sharp inquiries into US policy in South Vietnam, the conduct of the
war and the reasons for our lack of success. The Congress and the American people are
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increasingly concerned about the situation in Southeast Asia.” He believed, however,
that their concern was not that the United States was engaged in a war; it stemmed from
frustration “that we are not winning the war.”
The Chairman counseled the two commanders to look to the maintenance of the
US capability for prompt retaliation. Despite the recent decision against reprisal, some
officials continued to talk of the need for a 6-hour reaction time for response to Viet
Cong or North Vietnamese provocation. General Wheeler noted that he had advised the
administration more than once that if VNAF participation was desired, an additional 24
hours would be required to arrange it. Beyond that, General Wheeler said,
We must continue to press the military and the civilians in Saigon to submerge
their differences and fabricate a reasonably sound governmental structure; …
we must somehow convince the Washington policy-makers that our security
arrangements are as good as the type of war we are fighting will permit.38

The day before General Wheeler sent his message to Admiral Sharp and General
Westmoreland, President Johnson sent a personal message of his own to Ambassador
Taylor. In it, the President explained his reasons for vetoing a Brinks reprisal and also
tried to turn the military discussion in a different direction. President Johnson gave as
reasons for his decision the same ones the Chairman had cited: the political turmoil in
Saigon, concern for US dependents, and reluctance to order reprisals in cases where
US security seemed weak. The President also was worried “by our lack of progress in
communicating sensitively and persuasively with the various groups in South Vietnam.”
Finally, President Johnson expressed dissatisfaction with the military advice he was
receiving and solicited from the Ambassador and COMUSMACV recommendations for
a different approach:
Every time I get a military recommendation it seems to me that it calls for
large-scale bombing. I have never felt that this war will be won from the air,
and it seems to me that what is much more needed and would be more effective is a larger and stronger use of Rangers and Special Forces and Marines, or
other appropriate military strength on the ground and on the scene. I am ready
to look with great favor on that kind of increased American effort, directed at
the guerrillas and aimed to stiffen the aggressiveness of Vietnamese military
units up and down the line. Any recommendation that you or General Westmoreland make in this sense will have immediate attention from me, although
I know that it may involve the acceptance of larger American sacrifice. We
have been building our strength to fight this kind of war ever since 1961, and I
myself am ready to substantially increase the number of Americans in Vietnam
if it is necessary to provide this kind of fighting force against the Viet Cong.39

Ambassador Taylor replied to this suggestion on 6 January 1965, in a message sent
with General Westmoreland’s concurrence. On the basis of a MACV staff study, the
Ambassador declared that the number of American advisers and support personnel in
South Vietnam already was close to the maximum that the RVNAF could absorb. As
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to the employment of US combat units, either by themselves or integrated into South
Vietnamese formations, MACV had concluded that any such action would entail political disadvantages that would outweigh any possible military benefits. In summary, the
Ambassador declared:
The Vietnamese have the manpower and basic skills to win this war. What
they lack is motivation. The entire advisory effort has been devoted to giving
them both skill and motivation. If that effort has not succeeded there is less
reason to think that US combat forces would have the desired effect. In fact,
there is good reason to believe that they would have the opposite effect by
causing some Vietnamese to let the US carry the burden while others, probably the majority, would turn actively against us …. Intervention with ground
combat forces would at best buy time and would lead to ever increasing
commitments until, like the French, we would be occupying an essentially
hostile foreign country.40

For the Johnson administration, 1964 had been a year of much planning and policy
debate regarding Southeast Asia but little new action. The US Mission in Saigon had
struggled to keep the South Vietnamese campaign against the Viet Cong going and to
achieve a measure of stability and effectiveness in the Saigon government. On both
fronts, progress had been limited at best. In Washington and the field, officials had
made and re-made plans for striking at North Vietnam. However, except for the Tonkin
Gulf reprisal, they had taken no major escalatory steps beyond a limited expansion
of aerial activity in Laos. A presidential election, South Vietnam’s political disarray,
and general reluctance to risk a larger conflict had prevented stronger measures. By
contrast, their adversaries had spent the year systematically preparing their forces and
logistic system for a campaign of large-unit operations in South Vietnam—an effort the
Americans noticed only as increasing Viet Cong activity and an appearance of native
North Vietnamese among the infiltrators. As 1965 began, the communists were ready to
strike the first blows of their planned offensive, opening what would be a year of rapid
escalation by both sides.
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A New Stage of
US Commitment
As 1965 began, the United States policy of furnishing only military equipment and
counsel to nations threatened by communist wars of liberation appeared to have failed
in Vietnam. The United States now faced the choice of either entering the conflict more
directly and at increased risk and cost or, by inaction, allowing the communists to prevail. In view of the growing North Vietnamese support for the insurgents and the critical
governmental weakness and waning military fortunes of South Vietnam, the pressure on
the American administration for a decision while choice was still possible grew more
urgent each day. In the first months of the New Year, President Johnson, moved as much
by events as by the arguments of his advisers, ordered a more direct military, economic,
and political intervention in Vietnam. Even more than the year 1962, when President
Kennedy had much enlarged the US advisory presence and dispatched military support
units to South Vietnam, 1965 was to mark a massive escalation and transformation of
the United States engagement in Southeast Asia.

The Enemy Push for Victory

E

arly in 1965, the Viet Cong seemed closer than they had ever been before to a decisive military victory over the Saigon government. Pressing their attack against the
weakened and dispirited South Vietnamese forces, the insurgents battered the ARVN and
the Regional and Popular Forces throughout the country in large-unit battles, patrol skirmishes, and ambushes. Saigon’s troops seemed to be no match for a highly motivated, more
skillful enemy reinforced by a steady stream of North Vietnamese troops and materiel.
Carrying out the Politburo decision to expand the large-unit war, in October 1964
the Central Military Party Committee in Hanoi ordered its armed forces in the south
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to launch a campaign during the winter and spring of 1964–1965 with the objectives
of “destroying a significant number of puppet regular army units and expanding our
liberated zones.” The principal battlefields were to be in III Corps near Saigon and in
the central highlands and coastal provinces of II Corps. Viet Cong main force units,
augmented by North Vietnamese regiments, would conduct the principal attacks, with
extensive logistic and combat support from guerrillas and local forces.1
The most dramatic engagement of the ensuing upsurge of activity occurred at
Binh Gia, a strategic hamlet about 40 miles southeast of Saigon. After two months of
methodical planning and logistical preparation, two Viet Cong main force regiments,
supported by additional units and local guerrillas, attacked Binh Gia on 27 December,
and then stayed in the area to fight a succession of South Vietnamese relief forces.
Between 28 December and 3 January, the Viet Cong killed almost 200 government
troops and 5 American advisers, shot down two helicopters, and captured more than
300 weapons. They all but destroyed a battalion of South Vietnamese marines and
another of rangers before successfully disengaging and slipping away to their base
areas. To US military intelligence experts, Binh Gia and other sharp engagements indicated that the enemy might be moving into a more intense phase of the war; and such
indeed was the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong intention. North Vietnamese official
historians declared that the Binh Gia campaign was “strategically important because
it marked the beginning of a new era in our revolutionary war, the era of combining
guerrilla warfare with conventional warfare, combining military attacks with uprisings
conducted by the masses.”2
At the beginning of 1965, US intelligence authorities estimated that the communists
were employing about 30,000 regular (main force) Viet Cong troops and between 60,000
and 80,000 part-time guerrillas in South Vietnam. The regular force appeared to have
increased by 8,000 to 10,000 men during 1964—a remarkable rise in view of the estimated
21,000 casualties the enemy had sustained in the same period. US experts judged that
only a well-established, efficient military-political organization could take such losses
and still be able to function with greater effectiveness than ever. Clearly, the VC had
professional command, logistics, communications, and personnel systems to support
their military operations.
As of early 1965, MACV had identified among the regular Viet Cong units 5 regiments, 47 battalions, and 135 companies. Strong concentrations of these units were
located in Quang Tin and Quang Ngai provinces in southern I Corps Tactical Zone (CTZ).
VC regular units were thinner on the ground in the central area of II CTZ, where North
Vietnamese regiments were coming in to reinforce them—a fact as yet unconfirmed by
allied intelligence. Main force units were heavily concentrated in III and IV CTZs north
and south of Saigon, and local guerrillas also were most numerous in those regions.
As of the beginning of the year, MACV had no definite proof that any organized North
Vietnamese units had entered South Vietnam, although such entry was suspected and
was in fact occurring. However, the command estimated that nearly half of the 7,500
infiltrators reported to have come in during 1964 were native northerners rather than
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southerners who had gone north at the end of the French war. MACV estimated that
from 1959 to the end of 1964, more than 37,000 persons had infiltrated from the north
to join Viet Cong units, although the command could confirm only about half of these
on the basis of POW interrogations.3
In spite of pacification efforts, the allies estimated that the Viet Cong controlled
almost one quarter of South Vietnam’s rural population and more than half of the countryside’s land area. Throughout most of the nation, the Viet Cong were intensifying their
tactics of terror and subversion. Citizens who favored the Saigon government were
intimidated into silence and compliance or eliminated, while those who were uncommitted cooperated with the Viet Cong from fear of punishment. Security was better in
the larger urban areas, but there were definite signs of Viet Cong presence in such cities
as Saigon and Da Nang and of the enemy’s increasing capacity to cause trouble in those
thickly populated communities.
At the beginning of 1965, it appeared that strategically the Viet Cong meant to cut
South Vietnam in half by driving government forces out of northern II CTZ and establishing a wedge of control from the mountains to the sea. By a combination of main
force and guerrilla attacks in the piedmont and coastal plain, the enemy were pinning
the ARVN in its garrisons, dismantling the Saigon administration, destroying hamlet
fortifications, and blocking road traffic. At the same time, communist political cadres
gradually established their own administration in the unprotected villages.4

South Vietnam: Military Decline and
Political Confusion

I

n contrast to the communists’ improving position, the plight of South Vietnam was
discouraging in nearly every aspect. Pacification had come to a virtual standstill by
early 1965. The RVNAF, unable to respond effectively to the enemy’s initiatives, had
been forced into an increasingly defensive posture. It was clearly evident that without
a great deal more outside assistance, the RVNAF and, consequently, South Vietnam,
was going down to defeat.
Statistically, South Vietnam surpassed the Viet Cong in armed strength. In January
1965, Saigon had 245,000 men in its regular forces, 99,000 in the Regional Forces, 165,000
in the Popular Forces, and 31,500 National Police. The regular establishment included
a 220,000-man ARVN and a 7,000-man marine corps, the latter generally employed as a
reserve force. The republic also possessed a navy of 8,000 personnel and an air force of
11,000, neither considered particularly effective by American authorities.
Because the enemy could strike at places and times of his own choosing while the
RVNAF had to be spread throughout the country, Saigon’s overall numerical superiority gave the government no real advantage. The communists often could bring superior
strength to bear at their chosen points of attack. The RVNAF had extreme difficulty
shifting troops and supplies from one area of South Vietnam to another, partly because
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the Viet Cong controlled many of the main lines of communication and also because
ARVN divisions recruited from particular localities, suffered from demoralization and
desertion when moved out of their home regions. As the tempo of Viet Cong attacks
rose, the ARVN was struck hard in widely separated towns and outposts, its garrisons
being defeated in rapid succession, often by night assaults, and its maneuvering columns bloodied in ambushes. Allied airpower and artillery partially compensated for
the RVNAF’s disadvantages and kept enemy casualties high but could not reverse the
overall unfavorable military trend.
US statistical reports highlighted the RVNAF’s deteriorating position. In the first month
of the New Year, the South Vietnamese suffered 3,313 killed and wounded. While casualty
figures might be dismissed as an indication of a brave defense by outnumbered forces, a
more ominous picture emerged when these figures were read in conjunction with those
on desertion and weapon losses. MACV reported that in January 7,000 men had deserted
from South Vietnam’s forces, about the same monthly rate as had prevailed in 1964. In the
following months, this figure would soar to over 11,000 per month. The news on weapon
losses was equally bad. The RVNAF lost an average of about 2,000 weapons in each of the
first two months of 1965 while capturing fewer from the Viet Cong.5
These adverse military developments were accompanied by growing political
chaos in South Vietnam. Sapped by uprisings and coups since late 1963, the republic
had degenerated into a jumble of mutually antagonistic religious, political, and military
factions—all maneuvering for control. Government ministries and provincial leaders
operated with little direction or support from the central authority, with predictably
crippling effect on the war effort. Lacking confidence in the regime’s ability to govern
or to prosecute the war, important elements of the population, notably the large and
influential Buddhist community, displayed increasingly antiwar, antigovernment, and
anti-United States sentiment.
The immediate problem, the growing rift between the new Huong government and
the generals, seemed capable of solution. After an extended reconciliation effort by
Ambassador Taylor, the generals and the government on 5 January agreed that the military would return full power to the civilians and that the Huong regime would promise
to hold early elections for a national assembly. The generals, headed by Khanh, would
announce their support for the Huong government and its election plan and release the
persons the military had arrested on 20 December. In addition to these provisions, in
a joint communiqué issued on 9 January, the two sides promised to vest all legislative
power temporarily in the Chief of State.6
Ambassador Taylor doubted that the agreement would last long. Washington, too,
was skeptical about the effectiveness of the arrangement and instructed Ambassador
Taylor to avoid to the extent possible any action that would commit the United States
to either the civilian government or to General Khanh. For his part, Ambassador Taylor
worked for the integration of the military into the government. This, he hoped, would
give the soldiers a sense of participation, but not actual control, in the administration.
At the same time, Ambassador Taylor emphasized to all factions the US insistence on
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political stability, warning the various power groups which might be planning “adventures” that the United States would not support them.7
As a result of behind-the-scenes negotiations, Prime Minister Huong and the generals reached an agreement on military participation in the government that appeared
to meet US specifications. On 18 January, Mr. Huong reshuffled his cabinet, appointing four generals to the formerly all-civilian body. They included General Nguyen Van
Thieu, commander of IV Corps, who became Second Deputy Prime Minister. At the
same time, Prime Minister Huong dismissed two ministers who were objectionable to
the Buddhists.8
Unfortunately, the settlement between the civilian government and the military did not eliminate the long-standing Buddhist unrest. The Buddhist leaders had
remained quiet during the post-20 December political crisis, but their objectives were
unchanged. They continued to seek the removal of Prime Minister Huong and on 19
January announced a new campaign against him. The campaign began at once, with a
hunger strike by monks and student anti-government demonstrations in Saigon. Similar
demonstrations continued in the following days and spread to the other major cities,
with monks threatening self-immolation if their demands were not met. As the disturbances spread, they took on an anti-American tone, with demonstrators calling for an
end to United States interference in South Vietnam’s internal affairs and the expulsion
of Ambassador Taylor. The anti-American reaction reached a climax on 23 January,
when a mob sacked and burned the United States Information Service library in Hue.9
In the midst of this turmoil, General Khanh reached an agreement with the Buddhist leaders. In return for a guarantee of religious freedom, the Buddhists pledged
to support a military government for two years and to avoid political activity. Despite
remonstrances and warnings from Deputy US Ambassador Johnson, General Khanh and
the Armed Forces Council (AFC) ousted the Huong government on 27 January. General
Khanh announced that he would immediately convene a twenty-member military-civilian
council, representing religious, political, and military groupings, which would choose
a new Chief of State and advise the government on important decisions. The Chief of
State, with the approval of the new council, then would select a prime minister to form
a government responsible for convening a national assembly. The AFC would remain
the “supreme body” until the new council was formed and a government selected, when
it would revert to its position as executive body of the military. In the interim, until the
new government was formed, the AFC named Nguyen Oanh, a former deputy of Huong’s,
Acting Prime Minister.10
In the wake of the successful coup, the United States once again faced the bleak
prospect of supporting a military dictatorship under General Khanh. Making the best
of the situation, the State Department instructed Ambassador Taylor to deal with the
new government without raising the question of recognition. Ambassador Taylor was to
treat with General Khanh in a manner that would neither increase Khanh’s prestige nor
consolidate his power, but leave the United States in a position to continue an effective
relationship with him should his regime prove viable. At the same time, the United States
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would keep open channels to potential military opponents of General Khanh and to the
Buddhists, pending clarification of Khanh’s intentions and prospects.11
Ambassador Taylor remained convinced that a stable government in Saigon was
impossible so long as General Khanh lingered on the scene. He reported to the State
Department that General Khanh’s ability to stay in power would depend largely on the
support of both the Buddhist leaders and the generals, and Ambassador Taylor doubted
that General Khanh could keep both those groups in line. The Ambassador believed
General Khanh incapable of maintaining even the minimum level of stability necessary
for the United States to continue the war at the present level. He urged that the United
States take every possible step to prevent General Khanh’s becoming Chief of State. To
that end, with Washington’s approval, Ambassador Taylor began informing influential
generals, including the VNAF chief, General Ky, that the United States did not support
General Khanh. The United States thus was in the position of encouraging the downfall
of South Vietnam’s “de facto” leader, without having a candidate to replace him.12
Belying Ambassador Taylor’s fears, General Khanh made no attempt to assume the
leadership of the new government. The Armed Forces Council retained the incumbent,
Phan Khac Suu, as Chief of State and appointed Dr. Phan Huy Quat, a former foreign
minister acceptable to the Buddhists, to serve as Prime Minister. The AFC kept in force
the 20 October 1964 charter and promised to assemble quickly the military-civilian
council, a transitional legislative body, and to work with the new government on convening a national assembly. The Armed Forces Council renewed its pledge to restrict
itself to military problems once the government was functioning, but added that it would
intervene whenever necessary to preserve the political equilibrium until a government
elected directly by the people took office. On 17 February, General Khanh announced
the formation of the long-promised military-civilian council—the National Legislative
Council. This council was composed of 20 members drawn from the military, the major
religious and political groups, and independents. It was supposed to exercise legislative
power as defined in the 20 October 1964 charter until the election of a national assembly,
but in fact it never functioned.13
Although the formation of the Quat government and the establishment of the
National Legislative Council raised hope for renewed stability among US officials, the
Saigon political wheel promptly turned again. Scarcely had Dr. Quat entered office
when an attempted military coup rocked Saigon. On the afternoon of 19 February, dissident officers, led by two obscure figures, Brigadier General Tan Van Phat and Colonel
Phan Ngoc Thao, moved against the government. They demanded, among other things,
the removal of General Khanh. After 24 hours of confusion, during which General Ky
threatened to bomb the mutineers and General Westmoreland urged him in “strongest
terms” against this action, the coup collapsed and General Phat and Colonel Thao fled
the country. The Quat government survived the abortive coup; but to the satisfaction of
Ambassador Taylor and officials in Washington, General Khanh did not. On 21 February,
the general’s opponents in the AFC, seizing the occasion of the coup, ousted General
Khanh as RVNAF Commander in Chief. Premier Quat and Chief of State Suu issued a
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decree replacing General Khanh with Major General Tran Van Minh. Subsequently, Dr.
Quat appointed General Khanh as Ambassador at Large; and General Khanh left South
Vietnam on 24 February to take up diplomatic assignments in Europe and the United
States, exiting for good from the stage of Saigon politics.14
The survival of Dr. Quat and the removal of General Khanh brought a brief interlude
of viable government to South Vietnam. A civilian government was functioning for the
moment, with broad representation from religious and political factions and national
regions; although it operated under the watchful eye of the AFC. In Saigon and Washington, US officials hoped that this regime would be capable of supporting the expanded
military efforts currently under way or planned for South Vietnam. Ambassador Taylor
reported that Dr. Quat gave “firm direction from his side while paying appropriate consideration to his military colleagues,” who in turn played “constructive and supporting
roles.” Ambassador Taylor added: “For the first time, there appears to be something
approaching a single team on the other side of the table.”15
Well before these political machinations had run their course, the turmoil in Saigon had convinced two key presidential advisers that the United States had reached
“the fork in the road” in Vietnam. On 27 January, Secretary of Defense McNamara
and McGeorge Bundy, the President’s Special Assistant for National Security, sent
President Johnson a “short but explosive memorandum.” Subsequently, they discussed the memorandum at the White House with the President and Secretary of
State Dean Rusk.
Secretary McNamara and Mr. Bundy made the central point that the policy set in
December—to postpone wider military action until the South Vietnamese established
a stable government—“can lead only to disastrous defeat.” The decision had pinned the
United States into “a policy of first aid for squabbling politicos and passive reaction to
events we do not try to control.” United States indecisiveness and inaction were demoralizing America’s friends in South Vietnam and also supporters of the administration’s
policy at home. At this point, “the worst course of action is to continue in this essentially
passive role which can lead only to eventual defeat and an invitation to get out in humiliating circumstances.” Secretary McNamara and Mr. Bundy saw two stark alternatives: to
use US military power in the Far East and to force a change in Communist policy; or to
“deploy all our resources along a track of negotiation, aimed at salvaging what little can
be preserved with no major addition to our present military risks.” The writers favored
the first course, but believed “that both should be carefully studied and that alternative
programs should be argued out before you.” They concluded:
Both of us understand the very grave questions presented by any decision of
this sort. We both recognize that the ultimate responsibility is not ours. Both
of us have supported your unwillingness, in earlier months, to move out of the
middle course. We both agree that every effort should still be made to improve
our operations on the ground and to prop up the authorities in South Vietnam
as best we can. But we are both convinced that none of this is enough, and that
the time has come for harder choices.16
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Proposals for Additional US Military Measures

S

outh Vietnam’s deteriorating military position and political turmoil formed the background of US military planning and actions during the early weeks of 1965. By the
beginning of 1965, with over 23,000 uniformed personnel in Vietnam, the United States
had become an active belligerent in the war in virtually everything but name. About
15,000 American Army troops were in South Vietnam, about one-third in advisory and
staff support positions directly under COMUSMACV, the rest providing combat support
and combat service support to the RVNAF and the US advisers. The US Air Force was
employing over 6,000 personnel in South Vietnam to not only train and develop the VNAF
but also to fly combat missions under the guise of instruction. A 650-man US Marine
unit operated a medium helicopter squadron supporting RVNAF operations in I CTZ.
The US Navy had approximately 1,500 men in and around Vietnam, all in administrative
and logistic support roles. Despite this substantial commitment of United States armed
forces and the continued infusion of US supplies and equipment for the RVNAF, South
Vietnam’s situation steadily worsened.17
Concerned over the lack of a sound government and the adverse effect of this
on the military situation, General Wheeler suggested to CINCPAC and COMUSMACV
that they press military and civilian leaders in Saigon to submerge their differences in
their own national interest. In response, on 6 January General Westmoreland, with the
concurrence of Ambassador Taylor, issued guidelines to MACV advisers to be used in
discussing the political situation with their Vietnamese counterparts. He stressed that
the US was concerned primarily for “stable government in place, able to speak for all
its components,” adding that the absence of such a government was blocking the allies
from a more vigorous prosecution of the war. General Westmoreland urged the rapid
restoration of conditions favorable to the pursuit of the struggle.18
The 30-day period originally scheduled for the completion of Phase I of the President’s December program elapsed in mid-January. While the military portions of the
program were well under way by that time, the political side had not fared so well. As
of mid-January, the Saigon political situation was no better, and perhaps worse, than it
had been in early December. The growing anti-American tone of the Buddhist agitation
especially alarmed both COMUSMACV and CINCPAC. On 25 January, Admiral Sharp
positioned an Amphibious Ready Group within 24 hours’ reaction time of Da Nang. The
next day, at General Westmoreland’s request and because of the threat to the US consulate at Hue and US property in South Vietnam, Admiral Sharp moved two task groups to
within a six-hour reaction time of Saigon.19
As the governmental turmoil in Saigon continued through January and into February,
the administration extended Phase One of the program into a second month. US military
leaders, however, became increasingly impatient to get on with the military actions they
had proposed; and recommendations and preparations for those operations multiplied
during this period.
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An issue that arose early was the use of US jet aircraft in South Vietnam. At the
height of the Buddhist unrest, US intelligence experts warned that the Viet Cong might
attack district and provincial towns and critical US installations, especially during the
coming Tet holiday period. General Westmoreland himself was convinced that the
enemy would try for a spectacular victory during Tet, to coincide with the period of
“extreme political uncertainty.” The MACV commander noted that South Vietnamese
forces were spread thin by the widespread civil disorders and would have difficulty
coping with major Viet Cong attacks. In addition, the discipline and efficiency of the
VNAF had diminished because of General Ky’s preoccupation with politics. Accordingly, Westmoreland asked for authority to use US jets in South Vietnam, subject to the
Ambassador’s prior concurrence in each mission. COMUSMACV or his Deputy personally would decide to launch the jets on a mission by mission basis under the following
criteria: 1) COMUSMACV considered that a threat existed that the Viet Cong would
gain a major victory or that numbers of American lives otherwise would be lost; 2) US
ground or airborne observers in touch with the situation on the ground and the location
of friendly troops would control the strikes; 3) reliable intelligence located a major Viet
Cong concentration beyond the effective strike capacity of FARM GATE and the VNAF;
and 4) the strikes had been cleared in advance with the RVNAF. The Embassy in Saigon
concurred with General Westmoreland’s request. On 27 January, with White House and
State Department agreement, the Joint Chiefs of Staff authorized the restricted use of
US jets in combat in South Vietnam for the first time.20
The administration also revisited the issue of resuming DE SOTO destroyer
patrols along the coast of North Vietnam. Although the Joint Chiefs had recommended
resumption of the patrols in October 1964, the President had deferred a decision. At
that time, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had been concerned with establishing and maintaining a legitimate US presence in international waters, resuming intelligence collection,
and continuing to exert pressure on North Vietnam. As one of the military programs
under Phase I, DE SOTO patrols assumed a new significance. On 28 January, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff alerted CINCPAC to prepare to resume DE SOTO patrols on or about 3
February, for the first time since their suspension in mid-September. The Joint Chiefs
of Staff directed that, to avoid provocation, the patrols remain 30 nautical miles off
the North Vietnamese mainland and Hainan Island and south of 20 degrees north latitude. They did, however, authorize patrol ships and supporting aircraft to return fire
if attacked. When necessary to destroy an attacking force, patrol ships could pursue
the enemy to the recognized three-mile territorial limit; and aircraft could conduct hot
pursuit of surface vessels inside territorial waters and of aircraft into North Vietnamese
and Chinese air space.21
In planning for renewal of DE SOTO patrols, the Joint Chiefs of Staff took into
account the possibility that the North Vietnamese might attack the destroyers and the
US might conduct reprisals. They ordered Admiral Sharp to put retaliatory forces in
position before commencing the patrol and to proceed with reprisal planning against
five targets in the southern part of North Vietnam. The five targets were all from the
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JCS Outline Plan of 14 November for air operations against the North. The Joint Chiefs
also directed CINCPAC to prepare a further strike increment for the VNAF against an
additional North Vietnamese target. During the next few days, they revised this guidance
to provide greater flexibility in reprisal options and to include targets “more suitable in
terms of Washington objectives.” They asked CINCPAC to develop reprisal plans based
on three attack options. In ascending order, these options increased the scale of the
attack, although all three involved low-value military targets, primarily barracks areas,
in southern North Vietnam.22
The Joint Chiefs of Staff were not the only ones anticipating North Vietnamese
attacks on DE SOTO patrols. Ambassador Taylor, for one, hoped that the planned patrol
would create an opportunity for US reprisals. On 31 January, he told the State Department that an incident on a DE SOTO patrol followed by immediate, strong, and effective
US retaliation would offer “a priceless advantage to our cause here.”23
The DE SOTO patrol planned for 3 February never occurred. The administration
postponed it first because of the Tet holiday (2–6 February) and later to prevent it from
coinciding with a visit to Hanoi by Soviet Premier Alexei Kosygin. Ironically, Kosygin,
accompanied by military and economic advisers, was in Hanoi to discuss increased
Soviet aid to North Vietnam.24
Taking up another of the Phase I actions, the Joint Chiefs of Staff late in January
asked the Secretary of Defense to approve additional OPLAN 34A maritime operations.
MACV had continued those covert operations throughout January based on the first
four increments of Package One actions approved on 15 December 1964. On 5 January 1965, the JCS had authorized VNAF air support for 34A MAROPs south of the 18th
parallel, and on 21 January they had codified and consolidated approval procedures to
give COMUSMACV the maximum possible flexibility for planning and advance approval
within the limitations set by higher authority.
By the end of the month, General Westmoreland had completed three of the four
authorized increments. On 30 January, the Joint Chiefs of Staff requested Secretary
McNamara to approve an additional four increments under Package One. COMUSMACV
had prepared these additional increments at JCS direction, using the original Package
One planning guidance of early December 1964. The Joint Chiefs pointed out that all the
recommended actions were of types previously approved for execution with one exception: harassment of coastal villages by firing illumination and leaflet shells over them
with no physical harm to the inhabitants or houses. The Deputy Secretary of Defense
approved the four new increments. After coordination with the White House and State
Department, the Joint Chiefs of Staff notified Admiral Sharp and General Westmoreland
of this approval. MACV continued MAROPs based on these increments until mid-June
1965, when the JCS submitted additional increments to the Secretary of Defense.25
Throughout this period, the Joint Chiefs of Staff continued to be concerned with the
general question of reprisals. On 29 January, they pointed out to Secretary McNamara
that the Viet Cong had carried out 61 attacks against US military and civilian personnel in South Vietnam during 1964 and reviewed their previous proposals for retaliation
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against North Vietnam. They repeated their argument that US failure to respond to major
enemy assaults on American personnel could be misconstrued and result in additional
attacks. Noting Ambassador Taylor’s support for reprisals, the Joint Chiefs once again
recommended that the United States deliver a positive, timely, and appropriate response
to the next significant provocation. This would signal to Hanoi that further depredations
would bring prompt, destructive United States retaliation. Such a reprisal, they said,
should be executed against selected North Vietnamese targets within 24 hours of the
triggering incident, using the VNAF to the extent feasible. The JCS also provided Mr.
McNamara with a resumé of reprisal actions of varying intensity for which plans were
available for rapid execution. The Secretary of Defense noted the Joint Chiefs of Staff
views and passed them on to the State Department and the White House.26
Because of the increased high-level interest in operations against North Vietnam, on
1 February the Chief of Staff, Army, provided a warning and views to the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. General Johnson warned that any direct military pressure against North Vietnam
carried an inherent risk of overt Chinese Communist intervention. He urged the Joint
Chiefs of Staff not to ignore this risk and recommended a program of additional military
actions to prepare against the eventuality of direct Chinese engagement in Vietnam.
The program called for a series of measures that would eventually culminate in major
deployments to support military pressures against the North.27

The Dependent Problem

I

n the Johnson administration’s consideration of action against North Vietnam, the
question of removing American dependents from South Vietnam always came up. The
Saigon political turmoil of early 1965 gave new urgency to the issue. At the beginning of
1965, as the result of policies set during safer times, there were more than 1,500 dependents of US military and civilian personnel in the country. With the increasing political
troubles and the upsurge of Viet Cong activities, the dependents became a source of
great worry to President Johnson. He feared for their safety should the political crisis
turn into a full-scale revolution or should the Viet Cong direct a terror campaign against
them. The chances of this latter eventuality appeared to be on the rise, since in the past
year the enemy had conducted 61 major attacks on American personnel, resulting in 19
deaths and 253 injuries.28
Several times in the past, the administration had seriously considered withdrawing
the dependents from South Vietnam. Ambassador Taylor and other officials had opposed
such action, mainly on the ground that it would demoralize the South Vietnamese people
and leaders, who would interpret the withdrawal as the beginning of US abandonment
of their country. The dependents’ presence, however, had an inhibiting effect on US
freedom of military action in Vietnam. General Wheeler was convinced, for example,
that the problem of the dependents had been a major factor holding the President back
from ordering further reprisals against the North. Hence, the Joint Chiefs of Staff wanted
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all American dependents evacuated from South Vietnam prior to or concurrent with
the start of overt US military action against North Vietnam. If done in this context, the
removal would not undermine the South’s morale. In the light of the Brink Hotel bombing
and the growing boldness of the Viet Cong, the Joint Chiefs recommended to Secretary
McNamara on 4 January the withdrawal of all US dependents from South Vietnam as
soon as it was possible to do so in an orderly fashion. The Secretary forwarded the Joint
Chiefs of Staff views for consideration at the “highest levels of government.”29
On 14 January, after discussions with the President, Secretary of State Rusk
informed Ambassador Taylor that the administration was “of the view that it would be
far preferable if dependents could be withdrawn in the near future and prior to initiation
of possible reprisals.” At the same time, the administration shared the Ambassador’s concern with avoiding any action that would entail “serious risk of creating panic in South
Vietnam.” Hence, Secretary Rusk asked Ambassador Taylor to discuss the dependent
issue with then-Premier Huong on a “strictly personal and confidential basis,” explaining
the US reasons for taking action soon. The Ambassador was to report to Washington on
Mr. Huong’s reaction and make further recommendations in the light of the Premier’s
views. Secretary Rusk authorized the Ambassador to tell Mr. Huong that simultaneous
with the evacuation, President Johnson would issue a public statement strongly reaffirming the continuing United States commitment to South Vietnam.30
Even as Ambassador Taylor pursued this line of policy, Defense and State officials at
an interdepartmental meeting on 15 January discussed possible reduction of dependents
in South Vietnam. They requested participants to provide further information on this
subject. The Joint Staff concluded that the advantages of withdrawal in terms of military
freedom of action far outweighed the disadvantages, but that only complete withdrawal
of all US dependents would provide the desired freedom.31
The dependent question was still under review in late January, when the deteriorating Saigon political situation heightened administration concern about the security
of Americans in South Vietnam. On 26 January, CINCPAC informed the Joint Chiefs of
Staff that the present instability in Saigon, the tenuous security arrangements, and the
general vulnerability of US personnel to attack by “dissident elements” made it prudent
to withdraw American dependents. Acknowledging the serious political implications of
such action, Admiral Sharp insisted that because of the worsening situation, evacuation
was no longer primarily a political problem but must be decided on the basis of “the
actual and growing danger to American lives.” The next day, however, General Westmoreland reported that developments in Saigon had reduced the danger to Americans. He
recommended against evacuation because of its potential adverse, perhaps disastrous,
impact on South Vietnam.32
General Wheeler supported CINCPAC. While agreeing with COMUSMACV that
withdrawal at this time would have an impact in South Vietnam and the rest of Southeast Asia, he was not persuaded that the impact would necessarily be disastrous. The
Chairman believed that General Khanh and other “adventurers” in Saigon were using US
dependents as hostages to pressure for their ends. The removal of dependents would
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free American hands by removing these hostages, by shocking “Khanh and company”
into realizing that there were limits to US patience, and by clearing the decks for possible future action.33
With the establishment of the caretaker government on 28 January, a measure of
stability returned to South Vietnam, and the administration again deferred the complicated question of dependent evacuation. Within a short time, however, events would
lead to a resolution of both the dependent issue and the reprisal issue with which it was
so closely linked.

The Pleiku Attack—A Turning Point

I

n response to the McNamara-Bundy “fork in the road” memorandum of 27 January,
and after additional consultations with his advisers, President Johnson dispatched
McGeorge Bundy to South Vietnam “for a hard look at the situation on the ground.” Mr.
Bundy left Washington for Saigon on 2 February, accompanied by senior staff members
from the State and Defense Departments and the National Security Council. Lieutenant
General Andrew J. Goodpaster, USA, Assistant to the Chairman, represented the Joint
Chiefs of Staff on the delegation. Before leaving Washington, Mr. Bundy informed Ambassador Taylor: “In general, I am primarily interested in coming away with a sense of what
kind of pressures you and your senior subordinates feel can be effectively applied to the
VC and Hanoi.” He wanted the Ambassador’s views “without any constraints you may
feel are imposed by existing policy or moods anywhere.”34
Hardly had Mr. Bundy’s group arrived in South Vietnam when the Viet Cong struck
a blow that was to have a profound effect on the United States’ national policy toward
Vietnam. In the early morning hours of 7 February (Saigon time), the enemy fired a
devastating mortar barrage at the US advisers’ compound and airfield at Pleiku in the
central highlands. The shelling killed eight US military personnel, wounded 108 others,
and damaged or destroyed 20 US aircraft. Forty-five minutes later, the Viet Cong bombarded a POL storage area near Tuy Hoa, destroying the fuel stocks and leaving five
South Vietnamese dead. In a third attack, the enemy struck a series of villages northeast
of Nha Trang but inflicted no casualties.35
Coming as it did during the administration’s reconsideration of its Vietnam policy,
the Pleiku attack drew a swift and unequivocal US response. From the field, General
Westmoreland, Ambassador Taylor, and McGeorge Bundy, all of whom personally had
inspected the Pleiku carnage, seconded by Admiral Sharp, called for reprisals against
North Vietnam. In Washington, where the news arrived in the late afternoon of 6 February, General Wheeler and Deputy Secretary of Defense Vance briefed the President on
the attacks. A National Security Council meeting followed that evening that included
House Speaker John McCormack and Senator Mike Mansfield. At the meeting, all present—except Senator Mansfield who urged caution—endorsed an immediate reprisal
and laid out a plan for retaliatory action against North Vietnam. The plan called for US/
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VNAF strikes against four military targets in southern North Vietnam. After consulting
with Ambassador Taylor in Saigon, the administration selected as targets four North
Vietnamese military barracks in areas supplying men and arms for attacks in the South.
United States forces would strike three of the barracks, while VNAF and FARM GATE
aircraft would hit the fourth. All the targets were on the Joint Chiefs of Staff list of reprisal attack options forwarded to CINCPAC on 3 February.
Besides the reprisal strikes, the conferees at the 6 February meeting also approved
the deployment by air to South Vietnam of a HAWK antiaircraft missile battalion—a
measure tentatively agreed upon after the Tonkin Gulf incident to accompany any further
retaliatory raids on North Vietnam. Finally, President Johnson seized the occasion to
resolve the dependent issue, ordering their immediate evacuation.36
When informed of the planned reprisals, the South Vietnamese government was
enthusiastic. Acting Prime Minister Oanh “readily” concurred. General Khanh, when
contacted by General Westmoreland, also approved. Ambassador Taylor told Mr. Oanh
that “this reprisal action was a significant new step which we should take enthusiastically and with a visible clearing of the boards for possible future action.” Among United
States preparations for future action, Ambassador Taylor mentioned bringing in HAWK
missiles to Da Nang and possibly evacuating American dependents. He urged the South
Vietnamese to think of ways to exploit these reprisals and to demonstrate that “a new
and encouraging element” had been added to the war.37
On 7 February, the Joint Chiefs of Staff ordered CINCPAC to execute the reprisal
strikes, code named FLAMING DART. He was to use “optimum conventional ordnance,”
excluding napalm, on Dong Hoi, Vit Thu Lu, and Chap Le Barracks, while VNAF and
FARM GATE aircraft struck Vu Con Barracks. The Joint Chiefs also alerted CINCPAC
and COMUSMACV to expect an announcement within the next 12 hours of the decision
to withdraw all US dependents from South Vietnam. CINCPAC was to designate safe
havens and provide the necessary airlift, keeping the evacuation “expedited but orderly.”
At the same time, the State Department notified US ambassadors in key world capitals
of the impending reprisals. The ambassadors, except those in Moscow and Paris, were
to inform their host governments of the action being taken.38
Admiral Sharp acted at once to carry out the reprisals. He placed all PACOM forces
in Vietnam, Thailand, and the South China Sea areas on DEFCON (Defense Condition)
2 and the PACOM forces west of 160 degrees longitude on DEFCON 3, a lower stage of
alert. He directed CINCPACAF, CINCPACFLT, and COMUSMACV to execute the strikes.39
Preparing against possible North Vietnamese retaliation, the President approved,
and the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed, the immediate movement of the headquarters plus
one battery of the Marine Light Anti-Aircraft Missile (LAAM) battalion from Okinawa
to Da Nang. The first LAAM battery became operational at Da Nang on 8 February. The
Joint Chiefs of Staff directed Admiral Sharp to alert the remainder of the LAAM battalion
for movement to Vietnam and alerted the 173rd Airborne Brigade for transfer by air from
Okinawa to South Vietnam. They also instructed CINCPAC to position one amphibious
group carrying the Marine Special Landing Force40 off Cap St. Jacques (130 miles from
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Saigon) and the Commander in Chief, Strike Command (CINCSTRIKE), to alert 10 tactical fighter squadrons for movement to the western Pacific. CINCPAC had recommended
alerting only three squadrons, but the President had directed that 10 be alerted.41
The initial FLAMING DART operation on 7 February was less than impressive. Poor
flying weather resulting from Vietnam’s northeast monsoon forced cancellation of three
of the four raids; only a US Navy attack on Dong Hoi barracks took place on schedule.
The carrier jets destroyed or damaged 22 out of 275 buildings at this large North Vietnamese division base, at the cost of one US plane shot down and seven others damaged
by enemy antiaircraft fire.42
Ambassador Taylor recommended to Washington that the three cancelled missions
be rescheduled “at once” for the morning of 8 February (Saigon time). However, at a
National Security Council meeting, Secretary McNamara and State Department officials
opposed this course of action, arguing that additional US air strikes would give the
appearance of a continuing campaign, on which the administration had not yet decided.
The officials did authorize a rescheduling of the VNAF strike even though Mr. McNamara
doubted that it would do much damage, because it was essential “to demonstrate full
Vietnamese participation” in the reprisal. Escorted and supported by an armada of US
planes, the Vietnamese executed their raid on 8 February, doing little damage to the
target and losing an aircraft.43
Following a joint announcement in Saigon by Acting Premier Oanh and Ambassador
Taylor, the White House announced the Viet Cong attacks and justified the subsequent
reprisals. The US statement emphasized that the Americans and South Vietnamese
had responded to provocations ordered and directed by Hanoi, and that their response
was justified because of the continuation and marked increase of North Vietnamese
infiltration of the South. The White House stressed that the allies’ response had been
“carefully limited” to military facilities that were supplying men and arms for attacks
in South Vietnam. The statement repeated the frequent US insistence that it “sought no
wider war.” Whether or not the United States could maintain this course depended on
whether or not Hanoi ceased infiltration and gave a “clear indication” of intention to
cease aggression against its neighbors.44
Addressing the nation, President Johnson announced his decision to withdraw
American dependents from South Vietnam and warned that expanded US action in
Vietnam might continue. He stated that it had become clear that Hanoi had undertaken
a more aggressive course of action against both South Vietnamese and Americans and
that the United States had no choice “but to clear the decks and make absolutely clear
our determination to back South Vietnam in its fight to maintain its independence.”
The President also announced the deployment of the air defense missile battalion
to South Vietnam and declared that other reinforcements “in units and individuals”
might follow.45
Communist bloc reaction to the raids was predictable. Radio Hanoi claimed that its
forces had “victoriously rebuffed” the “unjustified attack” and boasted that its troops had
downed the “aggressor” US aircraft. Both Moscow and Beijing condemned the American
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“provocation” and pledged support and assistance to North Vietnam. However, both
statements were cautious, neither raising the specter of a wider conflict nor portraying
the US action as a threat to world peace.46

FLAMING DART Continues

P

erhaps understandably, given its limited results, the Pleiku reprisal did not deter the
enemy from additional attacks on US installations. On 10 February, bombs planted
by the Viet Cong destroyed a US enlisted men’s billet in the coastal city of Qui Nhon,
killing 23 soldiers and wounding 22. Seven Vietnamese also died in the attack. Again,
Admiral Sharp recommended to the Joint Chiefs of Staff strong retaliation by both US
and South Vietnamese planes. Deputy Ambassador Johnson, after reviewing the situation with General Westmoreland, agreed that this “serious VC atrocity” justified prompt
air reprisal. Ambassador Taylor reported to Washington that both the MACV and VNAF
staffs were working on specific target recommendations for the strikes. Ambassador
Taylor had already alerted Acting Premier Oanh of the possible reprisal, and General
Westmoreland was informing General Khanh.47
Within hours of the attack, the President met with the National Security Council,
including the Acting JCS Chairman, Admiral David L. McDonald, to consider retaliatory
action. The group quickly agreed on retaliation, although there was some sentiment
for withholding action until Premier Kosygin left Hanoi. The Joint Chiefs of Staff had
recommended seven reprisal targets in North Vietnam. Of these, Secretary McNamara
proposed to the President that three be bombed—the Thanh Hoa Bridge and two barracks. Because of objections that the bridge was too far north, the President, with Mr.
McNamara’s agreement, directed that only two targets, the Chanh Hoa and Vu Con
barracks, would be hit. Acting on the President’s decision, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
instructed CINCPAC to execute reprisal strikes against North Vietnam during daylight
hours of 11 February, designating Chanh Hoa barracks as the primary US target and Vu
Con barracks as the primary VNAF target.48
Accordingly, on 11 February, the United States launched the largest reprisal air strike
to date against North Vietnam, code named FLAMING DART II. More than 100 planes
from three US carriers bombed Chanh Hoa barracks, while 28 VNAF planes, supported
by 22 US aircraft, hit their weather alternate target, Chap Le barracks. Both attacks did
limited damage to their targets, and the US lost three planes in the Chanh Hoa strike.49
Upon completion of the air strikes, the White House announced that US air elements
had joined the VNAF in attacking North Vietnamese military facilities used for the training and infiltration of personnel into South Vietnam. The statement justified the strikes
as reprisal not only for the Qui Nhon incident but also as a response to additional direct
provocations by Hanoi, citing the increased number of Viet Cong ambushes and attacks
against South Vietnamese and American personnel since 8 February. The White House
stated that, after consultation, the United States and South Vietnamese governments,
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while wishing to avoid spreading the conflict, felt compelled to take action. Following
the White House announcement, Ambassador Taylor and Acting Prime Minister Oanh
released a joint statement in Saigon giving the details of the reprisal and echoing the
Washington justification.50
The reprisal strikes on 7, 8, and 11 February had been less than overwhelming in
their effects. South Vietnamese and US aircraft had flown a total of 267 sorties against
three barracks areas containing a total of 491 buildings, destroying 47 and damaging 22.
Operations at the target facilities showed little sign of impairment. Secretary McNamara
informed the Joint Chiefs of Staff that, in spite of the limited effectiveness of the strikes,
he was quite satisfied with the results. “Our primary objective, of course,” he said, “was
to communicate our political resolve. This I believe we did.” He then indicated that
he really was not satisfied at all, pointing out that “future communications of resolve”
would carry a “hollow ring” unless the raids did more damage than in this case. Mr.
McNamara expressed concern and doubt over the adequacy of the military planning
and the execution of future missions. He observed that “surely we cannot continue for
months accomplishing no more with 267 sorties than we did on these … missions.”51
Secretary McNamara was not alone in believing that the reprisal planning and strike
techniques against North Vietnam could stand some improvement. General Westmoreland held the same view, although for different reasons. Since the Tonkin Gulf incident
the previous August, the MACV commander had argued against Admiral Sharp’s decision
to coordinate all air attacks on the North from CINCPAC. General Westmoreland thought
that MACV headquarters, under Admiral Sharp’s general direction, should coordinate the
strikes—at least those flown by the VNAF and US Air Force units based in South Vietnam. Continuing this debate, on the day following the Qui Nhon reprisals, COMUSMACV
sent a lengthy message to Admiral Sharp criticizing the procedures that had been used
and describing the confusion and lost motion those procedures had caused in Saigon
on 10 and 11 February. He complained particularly about lack of information on what
was going on, and about seemingly unnecessary changes in direction during the twoday period. General Westmoreland charged that his 2nd Air Division and the VNAF staff
had worked all night for no purpose and that units were “whiplashed” and confused by
orders and counter orders. He concluded: “My vantage point would seem to make me a
logical candidate for target selection (recommendation) and for operational coordination to be exercised through my Air Force component commander. I take this position
because of the essentiality of adaptation and coordination with the US Ambassador, the
GVN and the RVNAF.”52
Admiral Sharp rejected both General Westmoreland’s complaints and his proposal.
He reminded COMUSMACV of the specific directives that had been issued assigning
responsibilities and establishing command relationships for attacks on North Vietnam.
CINCPAC stated that in his opinion, the existing system was capable of doing the job
very well. Under the operations orders in effect on 10 and 11 February, Admiral Sharp
reminded General Westmoreland, CINCPACAF had been directed to plan for USAF
strikes against the North while COMUSMACV was to continue planning for the VNAF
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to strike its assigned target. These standing orders had been paralleled by numerous
telephone conversations with the various commands involved. “You and the component
commanders were given information just as fast as we received it,” Admiral Sharp told
General Westmoreland. “This flow of information, combined with the clear directives
that I have outlined above, should have resulted in a minimum of confusion.” The admiral
agreed that it was unfortunate that COMUSMACV’s officers had worked all night to no
purpose and in confusion; but he noted that the Navy’s carrier forces, operating under
similar instructions and orders, were not confused and had carried out their preparations
and strikes smoothly and with a minimum of fuss.
CINCPAC informed COMUSMACV that in future similar situations he intended to
continue to exercise operational command through CINCPACFLT for the carrier forces,
CINCPACAF for USAF forces, and COMUSMACV for the VNAF. This system, Admiral
Sharp was convinced, would work as smoothly as any for a complicated joint, combined operation of this nature. In this operation, the Commander, 2nd Air Division would
work for Westmoreland in planning the VNAF strikes and for CINCPACAF in planning
the USAF strikes. “This two-hatted arrangement will work perfectly well if we all will
recognize it as a fact of life and help him in this difficult assignment.” In sum, Admiral
Sharp intended to run the air war against North Vietnam, if there was one, while General
Westmoreland managed the fight in South Vietnam and coordinated VNAF participation
in the extended campaign.53
The US response to the Pleiku and Qui Nhon attacks was more than mere reprisal;
it marked a turning point in the war. Within a four-day period, the United States had
carried out two air attacks against North Vietnam, ordered the removal of all its dependents from South Vietnam, deployed a HAWK battalion to Da Nang, moved additional
aircraft to the western Pacific, and warned that additional reinforcements in units and
individuals might soon follow. President Johnson announced these steps as measures
to “clear the decks” for continued efforts to back the South Vietnamese in their fight
to maintain their independence. Ambassador Taylor welcomed the reprisals as a “significant forward step” in demonstrating US determination and a “good foundation” for
embarking on a graduated reprisal program to pressure Hanoi to cease its intervention
in the South. Indeed, such a program was under discussion in Washington even as the
reprisal strikes went forward.54
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The Quantum Jump—
ROLLING THUNDER
The reprisal decisions of early February, although significant, were precursors of
more vital decisions in the offing. The direction that United States policy would now take
depended on a number of difficult judgments. These judgments involved, among others,
the real gravity of the military and political situations in South Vietnam, the capabilities
and intentions of the enemy north and south, and the consequences to the US national
interest of success or failure in Vietnam. In a broader context, the United States would
also have to judge the effect of its military and political actions in Southeast Asia upon
its relations with its allies, with its potential enemies, and with neutral or uncommitted
nations throughout the world.
As the new round of decisionmaking began, General LeMay retired on 31 January
and was succeeded as USAF Chief of Staff by General John P. McConnell. With LeMay’s
replacement by McConnell, a Secretary McNamara selection, the transition of the Joint
Chiefs Staff from a body of warriors to one of officers attuned to the complexities of the
nuclear age and willing to defer to civilian authority was complete. The other members
of the Joint Chiefs remained the same—General Wheeler as Chairman, General Johnson
as Army Chief of Staff, Admiral McDonald as Chief of Naval Operations, and General
Greene as Commandant of the Marine Corps.1

The Bundy Report, 7 February 1965

T

o a great extent, McGeorge Bundy set the agenda for the critical round of administration decisionmaking. After the Pleiku attack, Mr. Bundy and his group cut short
their visit to South Vietnam and left Saigon for home the afternoon of 7 February. When
he reached Washington, Mr. Bundy presented to President Johnson a memorandum
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containing conclusions and recommendations his team had already developed before
the Viet Cong mortared Pleiku.2
In his memorandum, Mr. Bundy told the President the same thing the Joint Chiefs of
Staff had been telling him for several months: unless the United States took new action
soon, it was going to lose in Vietnam and it could not afford to lose. “The international
prestige of the United States and a substantial part of our influence, are directly at risk in
Vietnam,” Mr. Bundy said. There was no way of unloading the burden on the Vietnamese
or of negotiating a way out at present. A negotiated withdrawal would mean surrender
“on the installment plan.”
Mr. Bundy had found great uncertainty among both Vietnamese and Americans in
Vietnam. The Vietnamese were nervous about the sincerity of the United States; their
political leaders were fearful and their military leaders wary. The ordinary citizens displayed a general lassitude and a lack of commitment or purpose. As to the Americans, the
morale of junior officers was sustained by their belief that they were doing well at their
demanding tasks and by their dedication. Among the senior officials, on the other hand,
who knew they were responsible and accountable for the overall outcome, Mr. Bundy
sensed “the inner doubts of men whose outward behavior remains determined.” Mr.
Bundy took some heart in what he believed was the slowly rising combat effectiveness
of the RVNAF and in the resilience of the Vietnamese people who, though war-weary,
did not want to fall under communist domination.
The national security assistant had made a careful examination of the Saigon
political scene and came away with mixed judgments. In the short run, the current
interim government, with General Khanh exercising the “raw power” while a civilian
caretaker regime “goes through the motions,” was strong enough to allow the United
States to take its immediate military reprisals and other actions. In the longer term,
to support broader and more meaningful programs to unify South Vietnam, a more
effective regime would have to be created. Ambassador Taylor and Mission personnel
felt that General Khanh was dangerous, could not be trusted, and would fail eventually. They believed also that the Buddhists were disruptive and would have to be faced
down, if necessary by military force. Mr. Bundy and his group “tend to differ with the
mission on both counts.” The Washington delegation saw no one else than Khanh in
sight who could combine military authority with some sense of politics. The Buddhists
would have to be brought into the government rather than eliminated. (Events, notably
the fall of General Khanh after the 19 February coup attempt, soon rendered moot this
part of Bundy’s argument.)
Overall, Mr. Bundy warned the President, “the prospect of Vietnam is grim.” “The
energy and persistence of the Viet Cong are astonishing … Yet the weary country does not
want them to win.” The administration must take every chance to convince the Vietnamese people of the firmness of the United States commitment to them. For this “overriding
reason,” Mr. Bundy now recommended a policy of sustained reprisal against North Vietnam. “Once such a policy is put in force,” Mr. Bundy argued, “we shall be able to speak in
Vietnam on many topics and in many ways, with growing force and effectiveness.”
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Speaking for both himself and the group who had accompanied him to South Vietnam, Mr. Bundy stated that the “sustained reprisal” policy should take the form of air
and naval attacks on North Vietnam. These attacks should be carried out in partnership
with the South Vietnamese, keyed initially to specific acts of violence such as the Pleiku
incident. Once the program was launched, however, it could be continued without relating it to any specific enemy act, simply as a response to continued communist aggression. The United States should make clear to Hanoi and to the world that it was not out
to destroy or conquer North Vietnam. The reprisals should stop when the provocation
stopped. In Mr. Bundy’s view, the bombing itself should begin at a low level, increasing
only gradually and decreasing if the Viet Cong seemed to be reducing their terrorism
in South Vietnam. “The object would not be to win an air war against Hanoi, but rather
to influence the course of the struggle in the South.” Mr. Bundy acknowledged, however, that if the bombing and American losses increased, “it seems likely that it would
eventually require an extensive and costly effort against the whole air defense system
of North Vietnam.”
Bundy stated that the attack on Pleiku had created an ideal opportunity for the
prompt development and execution of sustained reprisals. He suggested to the President
certain “major necessary steps in preparation”: 1) complete the evacuation of dependents; 2) deploy necessary supporting forces for contingency plans; 3) initiate joint planning with Saigon on both civil and military levels; 4) take necessary diplomatic steps;
and 5) publicly renew the United States commitment to its programs in South Vietnam.
Mr. Bundy acknowledged that a reprisal policy likely would entail “significant” US
air losses and carried the risk of increased Viet Cong terrorism and greater Soviet and
Chinese involvement in the war. He warned that the struggle in South Vietnam would be
long at any event, with no early solution, and that the reprisal policy might fail to change
the course of the conflict. Even if the policy failed, however, at minimum “it will damp
down the charge that we did not do all that we could have done, and this charge will be
important in many countries, including our own.” Beyond that, Mr. Bundy continued,
“a reprisal policy—to the extent that it demonstrates US willingness to employ this new
norm in counter-insurgency—will set a higher price for the future upon all adventures
of guerrilla warfare, and it should therefore somewhat increase our ability to deter such
adventures.” In sum, “measured against the costs of defeat in Vietnam, this program
seems cheap. And even if it fails to turn the tide—as it may—the value of the effort
seems to us to exceed its cost.”3

The Eight Week Program

A

t a White House meeting on 8 February, Mr. Bundy discussed his proposals first
with the President’s chief advisers and then with the President himself. Among
the advisers, all present, including the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, agreed that
the United States should now embark on a program of sustained attacks against
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lower risk targets in southern North Vietnam. Mr. Bundy suggested that the program
start off with what looked like reprisals and then expand as appropriate. During the
discussions, Secretary McNamara stated that the campaign probably would lead to a
confrontation with North Vietnam’s MIGs and that “we would be obliged to take the
MIGs out in 3 to 6 weeks.” General Wheeler observed that militarily “the cheapest
thing would be to take all the MIGs out right now,” but he agreed that “a more gradual
approach would probably be more feasible.” When President Johnson joined the
discussion, he expressed concern about achieving a stable Saigon government. His
advisers assured him that the reprisal strikes would help achieve this objective. In
the end, the president endorsed the reprisal plan with the reservation that “he wished
to avoid a rapid escalation and therefore favored a gradual approach.” Gradualism
notwithstanding, President Johnson made the critical determination to “go forward
with the best government we can get” in Saigon and to “carry out our December plan
for continuing action against North Vietnam.” The administration, however, would
not publicize this decision “until we have determined precise opening moves, and
until Kosygin is safely out of Hanoi.”4
After the meeting, Mr. McNamara told the Joint Chiefs of Staff that there was some
“leeway” in the presidential decision and that what was now needed was a program of
specific bombing actions that the President could approve. He asked the Joint Chiefs of
Staff for a program covering eight weeks, designed as reprisals against enemy provocations, with two or three attacks scheduled each week. The Secretary also asked for a list
of types of provocative incidents that could be used as reasons for initiating the program.
In addition, he instructed the Joint Chiefs to include in their planning large-scale air
deployments to PACOM to support the attacks or deal with their aftermath, provision
for security of American bases in South Vietnam, and measures to counter any North
Vietnamese or Chinese ground intervention. He declared that the United States would
attack the MIG base at Phuc Yen only in the event of North Vietnamese or Chinese air
intervention. Finally, Secretary McNamara directed the Joint Chiefs of Staff to plan for
VNAF participation in the reprisal raids.5
In readying their proposals, the Joint Chiefs of Staff drew upon the detailed indepth plans, including target lists, that the Joint Staff and CINCPAC headquarters had
been preparing for months. The Joint Chiefs considered also the views of Ambassador
Taylor. Heartened by the reprisals of 7–8 February, the Ambassador had immediately
asked for more. Ambassador Taylor, who agreed with Mr. Bundy that the current
reprisals had established a good foundation for other bombing, told the Secretary of
State on 9 February that the United States should launch a measured and controlled
series of reprisals against North Vietnam with the objective of forcing Hanoi to end
its intervention in the South. He wanted VNAF pilots to participate with US flyers
in attacks against purely military targets. In line with Mr. Bundy’s recommendation,
Ambassador Taylor suggested that reprisals could be mounted against any general
catalog or package of enemy actions and not necessarily in response to some particularly grave outrage. Ambassador Taylor considered that the United States response
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would be tantamount to the “so-called Phase II escalation” but “justified on the basis
of retaliation.” The Ambassador concluded:
I believe a Phase II program based largely on graduated reprisals offers the
best available means of exerting increased pressure on the DRV leaders to
induce them to cease their intervention in SVN, while at the same time being
more manageable in terms of domestic and international opinion and with our
friends. I recommend that we proceed along this track.6

Working from the plans already established for targeting, deployments, and other
support requirements, the Joint Staff swiftly drafted the eight-week program. Some differences arose between the Joint Chiefs over the force deployments necessary for the
campaign. The Chief of Staff of the Air Force originally proposed to move 15 additional
squadrons to the Western Pacific. The Army Chief of Staff considered this number
excessive, inconsistent with the enemy threat and the scope of air operations visualized
for the first eight weeks. There were, General Johnson said, already 865 US aircraft in
the Western Pacific; and the USAF was capable of deploying very rapidly if the need
arose. He believed, therefore, that an additional nine squadrons would be sufficient for
the mission at hand. On the other hand, the Army Chief of Staff thought that the current ground force deployments being proposed were inadequate. He declared that an
additional US infantry division was required in northeast Thailand as a minimum, with
a second division in the same area advisable. The Joint Chiefs worked out compromises
on these points. At their meeting on 10 February, they approved the eight week program
prepared by the Joint Staff.7
On 11 February, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended to Secretary McNamara a
military program that included air strikes but also provided for naval gunfire bombardment, continuation of covert operations, resumption of DE SOTO patrols, and crossborder ground incursions into Laos. In North Vietnam, the Joint Chiefs of Staff proposed
bombing of fixed targets south of the 19th parallel as well as armed reconnaissance of
Route 7 close to the Laotian border. For the first eight weeks, these air attacks would
occur at a rate of four fixed targets and armed reconnaissance of two road segments
per week. All the proposed targets were military in nature and were taken from the
JCS 94 Target List. The Joint Chiefs provided Secretary McNamara with the estimated
number of sorties, either with tactical or strategic bombers, required for each target.
The fixed targets were barracks and storage depots, with a few LOC targets, such as
bridges, included.
In order to support these attacks, to provide security for strike forces, to deter North
Vietnamese or Chinese aggression, and to improve US readiness to “cope with possible
escalation,” the Joint Chiefs recommended immediate deployment of the following: 1)
9 additional tactical fighter squadrons (TFS) from the US to the Western Pacific; 2) 30
B–52 bombers from the US to Guam; 3) one Marine Expeditionary Brigade (MEB)8 from
Okinawa and Japan to Da Nang; 4) one US Army brigade of the 25th Infantry Division
from Hawaii to Thailand; 5) a fourth carrier to the Western Pacific; 6) one MEB from
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Hawaii to the Western Pacific; and 7) the necessary combat support and service support
units outlined in CINCPAC OPLAN 39-65. At the same time, a US Army airborne brigade,
the 173rd, should be alerted for shipment to Vietnam. The 3rd Marine Expeditionary Force
(-)9 and the 25th Infantry Division (-) should assume an advanced state of deployment
readiness, with the necessary sealift prepositioned and airlift alerted. The remaining
forces specified in CINCPAC OPLANs 32-65 and 39-65 should also be alerted.
While agreeing with the aforementioned deployments, the Chief of Staff of the Army
continued to urge that additional ground forces—at least one US infantry division and
preferably two—be moved to northeast Thailand. General Wheeler endorsed the air
strike program and the recommended deployments but was noncommittal on General
Johnson’s extra two divisions. He stated that further study should be made of force
requirements beyond the initial deployments and informed the Secretary of Defense
that the JCS already had such a study under way.
Looking to additional contingencies, the Joint Chiefs listed in detail the minimum
forces that should be deployed in the event of large-scale North Vietnamese and/or
Chinese intervention. These were the forces called for in CINCPAC contingency plans.
In conjunction with the actions recommended in the current eight-week program, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff noted that operations already taking place should be continued and,
where feasible, intensified. They informed Secretary McNamara that their proposed
actions would demonstrate to Hanoi that it had better mend its ways or face “more serious punishment.” They suggested further that if Hanoi did not reduce its support of the
Viet Cong and Pathet Lao after the initial set of raids, the United States should extend
its bombing north of the 19th parallel and if necessary intensify it.
While acknowledging that the bombing program would be initiated in response to
enemy provocations, the Joint Chiefs of Staff foresaw that the need for such justification would lessen. “As this program continues,” they told the Secretary of Defense, “the
realistic need for precise event-association in this reprisal context will progressively
diminish.” At the same time, the Joint Chiefs of Staff furnished to Mr. McNamara the
list he had requested of examples of provocative acts that might trigger the program.
Examining possible enemy reaction, the Joint Chiefs of Staff predicted that Hanoi,
Beijing, and Moscow would “make every effort through propaganda and diplomatic
moves to halt the US attacks.” Hanoi would do everything possible to defend itself, perhaps even launching overt attacks on South Vietnam and Laos. The Joint Chiefs of Staff
did not foresee any immediate lessening of Viet Cong activity; but they believed that,
if the United States resisted international pressures and ignored communist threats of
escalation, chances would improve that Hanoi would reduce its support of the southern
insurgency. United States attacks on North Vietnam would probably cause Communist
China reluctantly to take some dramatic action such as sending in “volunteers,” as in
Korea in 1950. In addition to strong diplomatic and propaganda efforts, the Soviets
almost certainly would provide North Vietnam with military support, such as antiaircraft
artillery and radars. There was an even chance that Russia would send in surface-to-air
missiles (SAMs) along with technicians. If China and Russia went further and initiated
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open aggression, the Joint Chiefs assured Secretary McNamara that “the United States
and its allies can deal with them adequately.”10
The same day the JCS memorandum went forward, General Wheeler sent some
personal comments of his own to CINCPAC. The Chairman declared that he did not
like the impression generally held that the United States was responding only to Viet
Cong “spectaculars” against Americans. He opposed letting the intermittent attacks on
North Vietnam slip into the “tit-for-tat” pattern. Any concept which limited the United
States to a particular type of retaliation or in the timing and location of strikes would
automatically hand the initiative to Hanoi and color world opinion against the United
States. “Our objective,” he told Admiral Sharp and General Westmoreland on 11 February, “is to move to a concept of ‘sustained reprisals’ which will permit us to apply military pressures in the manner and at times and places of our choosing. We must build
a bridge between ‘tit-for-tat’ and ‘sustained reprisal.’” The administration was already
building that bridge, across which the United States would pass from FLAMING DART
to ROLLING THUNDER.11

ROLLING THUNDER Begins—Slowly

I

n their recommendations of 11 February, the Joint Chiefs of Staff reinforced their
strong recommendations of November 1964 for action against North Vietnam. In
certain respects, such as targeting, these latest proposals were more specific; in other
respects—bombing of the Phuc Yen MIG base and weight of effort, for example—the
Joint Chiefs of Staff called for less than in November. The administration did not adopt
their proposals at once or in detail. Nevertheless, the Joint Chiefs’ recommendations,
complementing as they did the proposals by Mr. Bundy and Ambassador Taylor, were
reflected in presidential directions for both near-term and longer-range actions in the
days and weeks that followed.
On 8 February, President Johnson had made a general decision to go forward on
attacking North Vietnam. On the 13th, he approved three specific courses of action. The
United States would “intensify by all available means” pacification within South Vietnam.
It would “execute a program of measured and lsimited air action” jointly with South Vietnam against “selected military targets” in the North, remaining south of the 19th parallel
for the time being. The administration expected to launch one or two attacks per week,
hitting two or three targets on each day of operations. Concurrent with the bombing,
the administration would take its case to the UN Security Council, arguing that Hanoi
was the aggressor and declaring that the United States was “ready and eager” for talks
to bring the aggression in South Vietnam to an end.
Perhaps anticipating some South Vietnamese reluctance to come out publicly in
favor of negotiating an end to the war, the State Department, in announcing this decision
to Ambassador Taylor, instructed him to reassure the leaders in Saigon about American firmness. Taylor was to tell the South Vietnamese that the offer to talk was for the
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purpose of putting the allies in a stronger diplomatic position than would be the case if
they waited for a third party to urge them to the conference table. The United States was
determined to continue its military actions regardless of any Security Council deliberations or ensuing “talks” until Hanoi ended its aggression in the South. “Our demand will
be that they cease infiltration and all forms of support [to the Viet Cong] and also the
activity they are directing in the South,” the State Department explained.12
On 12 February, anticipating the presidential decision, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
instructed CINCPAC to develop “as a matter of urgency” reprisal plans with three attack
options involving ascending numbers of targets—three in Option I, six in Option II, and
nine in Option III. The targets included military barracks, a naval base, ammunition and
supply depots, and in Option III the Thanh Hoa Bridge. Weather alternate targets would
include radar sites, barracks, and an airfield. On 16 February, the Joint Chiefs approved
for planning purposes a different group of options covering generally the same targets
but in a different order of priority. Slightly later on the same day, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
forwarded to CINCPAC the “illustrative 8-week program of military action against low
risk targets in North Vietnam,” which they said was being “discussed at the highest levels.” This was the air strike program they had recommended to the Secretary of Defense
on 11 February. Admitting that this program was intended only as a guide and could well
be drastically revised, the Joint Chiefs told Admiral Sharp that they were interested in
interdicting the Hanoi-Vinh railway, roads, highway bridges, and ferries and destroying
radar and telecommunication facilities. “From our preliminary analysis,” they said, “we
have concluded that the LOC net should not be attacked until we are authorized to go
to the 20th parallel, but the program on this category of target should be initiated early
before AA defenses increase.” The Chiefs did not want piecemeal attacks on the radars
and telecommunications, but rather a complete, systematic, and integrated attack.13
After a National Security Council meeting on 18 February agreed to a new round of
attacks, the Joint Chiefs of Staff sent CINCPAC an execute order directing him to launch
US air strikes on 20 February. US planes were to bomb the Quang Khe Naval base, with
Vinh Linh and Vit Thu Barracks as weather alternate targets. At the same time, the VNAF
with US support would strike Vu Con Barracks or, if weathered out, Dong Hoi airfield.
This reprisal raid was code named ROLLING THUNDER I (RT I).14
Before RT I could be launched, the attempted coup of 19 February occurred in Saigon. With the VNAF involved in defending the regime and in fact threatening to bomb its
own airfields, it was obvious that striking North Vietnam on 20 February was now out
of the question. Admiral Sharp telephoned Washington on the 19th and recommended
postponement of the operation. General Wheeler agreed with Admiral Sharp’s recommendation, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff called off RT I on the same day. Because of the
postponement, General Wheeler asked CINCPAC if he thought the operation had been
compromised and whether the United States should change the strike targets. Admiral
Sharp considered it highly unlikely that the delay had compromised the targets.15
There followed a frustrating succession of ROLLING THUNDER missions ordered
and then postponed and finally cancelled. RT II fell victim to the Saigon coup crisis and
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was scrubbed on 24 February. ROLLING THUNDERs III and IV were called off on the
26th and 27th due to bad flying weather. The administration held back on the next attempt,
scheduled for 1 March, so that the raids would not coincide with the opening of a major
Communist world conclave in Moscow that same day. Rescheduled for 2 March, RT IV
was renamed RT V and its primary US target was changed from Quang Khe naval base
to the Xom Bang ammunition depot. Under the revised plan, the VNAF would strike the
naval base as a primary target.16
On 26 February, in the midst of these postponements, the Joint Chiefs of Staff authorized for planning purposes aerial reconnaissance in support of the proposed ROLLING
THUNDER program. The reconnaissance effort received the code name BLUE TREE.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff instructed CINCPAC to prepare plans for conducting mediumlevel reconnaissance, using six aircraft at a time, mainly along key transportation routes
in North Vietnam south of the 19th parallel. The next day, the Joint Chiefs of Staff authorized Admiral Sharp to execute the missions concurrently and in conjunction with RT
IV. This authority was extended to RT V.17
On 1 March, the Joint Chiefs of Staff issued the execute order for the first ROLLING
THUNDER strike, RT V, actually conducted against North Vietnam. They authorized
CINCPAC to attack the designated targets on 2 March “during daylight hours … if, but only
if, US and VNAF primary targets can both be struck.” If weathered out, “execute strikes
against primary or alternate targets during daylight” on the following day. At the same time,
the Joint Chiefs advised the Commander in Chief, Strategic Air Command (CINCSAC), that
his B–52s, which the Joint Chiefs had earlier alerted for possible participation, would not
take part in the strikes against North Vietnam. Rather, PACOM forces, USAF planes from
Thailand bases, would fly the mission. Operations from these fields would be coordinated
with the US Ambassador in Thailand. Admiral Sharp could use all conventional ordnance,
except napalm, against the ammunition depot and naval base. The administration forbade
reconnaissance flights over the targets immediately before the raids and required aircraft
on post-strike assessment missions to fly unescorted and at medium altitude.18
On 2 March, the first ROLLING THUNDER strike took place on schedule. One hundred
eleven US Air Force planes attacked the Xom Bang ammunition depot, about 10 miles
above the Demilitarized Zone, while 19 VNAF aircraft bombed the Quang Khe naval base,
North Vietnam’s southernmost such installation. The US strikes destroyed at least 75
percent of the depot; the VNAF bombers accounted for at least two gunboats at the naval
base. As had been true in the FLAMING DART operations, North Vietnamese antiaircraft
gunners took a toll of the attackers, bringing down one VNAF aircraft and five USAF jets.19

Command Issues

I

n the aftermath of the postponed and cancelled missions of late February, General
Westmoreland reopened the issue of which headquarters should direct ROLLING
THUNDER operations. Emphasizing his special relationship with the VNAF, on the eve
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of RT V Westmoreland posed some questions to General Wheeler and Admiral Sharp—
more, he said, to bring the problem to their attention than in expectation of any quick
or easy solution. He pointed out that it would be most difficult to maintain the “pretext
of partnership” with Saigon if Washington selected targets, determined attack timing,
and set force levels for the VNAF share of the strikes. The South Vietnamese, General
Westmoreland argued, must have a sense of substantive participation in the attack
planning and there must be a mutual spirit of trust between the respective planners
and commanders. “How can one rationalize a Washington decision that the VNAF will
be limited to 16 strike aircraft on a given target,” he asked, “when General Ky judges 24
the proper number?”
The MACV commander asked also how much authority he had to disclose strike
information to the VNAF commanders through his air component, the 2nd Air Division;
and whether he could inform the VNAF of warning orders discussing US plans and
intentions. General Westmoreland pointed out that the VNAF required time to prepare
before launching missions. They should be notified at least 24 hours in advance of
time on target as a minimum and, more desirable yet, should receive planning details
48 hours in advance. Within not less than 24 hours, South Vietnamese planners should
have a comprehensive picture of the entire operation in which they were to participate.
When weather forced cancellation of strikes, which happened often during the
Vietnamese monsoon season, General Westmoreland wanted authority to make the
decisions to scrub and to divert idled squadrons for operations in South Vietnam. Washington, he argued, was too far away to keep up with rapid weather changes, and decisions made there could be wasteful and sometimes dangerous. General Westmoreland
asked if there were some way “in which procedures and delegation of authority can be
combined” to reduce fatigue among high level commanders in Vietnam. Under current
rules, he complained, these men had to be constantly on the alert, which caused much
waste of energy and effort. “At this end of the line,” the MACV commander said, “this
situation inhibits vital trips to the field by myself and my key staff, repeatedly interrupts
other equally essential work …, and induces an unnecessary degree of stress on senior
officials here who on the one hand want to leave no stone unturned in preparation for
reprisals, and on the other, want to minimize nonproductive preparations in operational
units occasioned by changing plans.”
General Westmoreland sought for his headquarters initiative in “orchestrating” the
graduated reprisal program by methods similar to those in effect for BARREL ROLL
and OPLAN 34A actions. In those programs, authorities in Washington or Honolulu
made the decision to take actions and left the “how” to COMUSMACV. “Experience
indicates,” he argued, “that the more remote the authority which directs how a mission is to be accomplished, the more we are vulnerable to mishaps resulting from
such things as incomplete briefings and preparation, loss of tactical flexibility and
lack of tactical coordination.” With the concurrence of Ambassador Taylor and the
2nd Air Division commander, General Westmoreland suggested that his headquarters
conduct all ROLLING THUNDER operations south of the 19th parallel while CINCPAC
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directed operations north of that line. Each headquarters would use a list of preauthorized targets but determine the timing and details of strikes on its own. The MACV
commander thus staked a claim to control of at least part of the air campaign against
North Vietnam.20
General Wheeler and Admiral Sharp denied General Westmoreland’s claim. In
an immediate, personal reply to the general, the Chairman declared that “we here
recognize the policy and procedural difficulties” imposed on COMUSMACV and the
South Vietnamese by the “close control of ROLLING THUNDER exercised by Washington.” He assured General Westmoreland that the Joint Chiefs and the Secretary
of Defense were doing their best to clear away the hindrances and restrictions. He
emphasized to COMUSMACV, however, the “sizable and vexing” domestic and international political problems inherent in US military operations against North Vietnam.
Washington authorities had to steer a careful course which would lead to the greatest
possible effect on the enemy both in and out of South Vietnam while minimizing the
chances of bringing the Chinese into open battle. The weather, Premier Kosygin’s
visit to Hanoi, and an international communist conference in Moscow had increased
the difficulty of the existing political problems and adversely affected ROLLING
THUNDER. Hence, for the present, Washington must maintain close control of the
tactical and operational details.
Looking to the future, General Wheeler reminded General Westmoreland that BARREL ROLL and YANKEE TEAM operations in Laos had begun subject to over-restrictive
caveats. But as time went on the Joint Chiefs of Staff had secured the lifting of many
of these limits. The Joint Chiefs of Staff were working toward setting up for ROLLING
THUNDER a procedure similar to that in effect for the Laos programs, with a previously
approved bank of targets from which field commanders, on the basis of their own knowledge of weather and operational factors, could direct their strikes. “In this connection,”
the Chairman stated, “it is most important to get off this next ROLLING THUNDER to
break what seems to be a psychological/political log jam.”21
If there were to be more latitude for the field commanders in conducting ROLLING
THUNDER, Admiral Sharp made clear who would exercise it. In his reply to General
Westmoreland, CINCPAC declared that “In this one phase of the war,” the United States
was “a major participant with an overwhelming share of the forces involved” and hence
would make the decisions. Admiral Sharp rejected General Westmoreland’s request for
the South Vietnamese to be given more and earlier information about projected raids,
on grounds that Saigon’s security procedures were inadequate. The VNAF commanders should receive only the minimal information they required for their own missions,
as late as possible in the preparations. Admiral Sharp rejected “most emphatically”
General Westmoreland’s proposal for dividing strike control. As he had established
in his August 1964 directive, CINCPAC would conduct ROLLING THUNDER through
his Air Force and Navy component commanders, with General Westmoreland coordinating the VNAF participation. “I intend to use this method in the future,” he told
COMUSMACV, and “would appreciate it if you would accept that fact.”22
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Use of Napalm

I

n the early missions against North Vietnam, the administration did not authorize the
use of napalm. On 17 February, even before the first ROLLING THUNDER strike was
authorized, the Chief of Staff of the Air Force objected that this restriction deprived US
airmen of a very useful and legitimate weapon. General McConnell pointed out that US
planes could attack most safely by coming in at low altitudes, and in this situation napalm
was extremely effective. The incendiary weapon could reduce the number of sorties
needed to destroy “soft” targets such as parked aircraft, buildings, vehicles, unprotected
personnel, fuel storage areas, and radar-directed antiaircraft sites. Allied forces already
were using napalm against the Viet Cong in South Vietnam, and McConnell felt that it
should be employed in the North as well.23
The State Department opposed the use of napalm in Southeast Asia on the grounds
that napalm was a terror weapon, use of which would bring adverse reaction from both
friendly and neutral governments. For example, the United States was not employing
napalm in Laos, largely at the behest of the British government. The Chief of Staff of
the Army suggested, however, that the appropriate time had come to raise the issue of
napalm in North Vietnam with the Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of State.24
On 25 February, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, repeating much of the USAF Chief of
Staff’s information on napalm, recommended to the Secretary of Defense that use of the
weapon in North Vietnam be authorized. They argued that when CINCPAC determined
that napalm would increase the effectiveness of the strike force and/or potentially reduce
friendly losses, or that targets were so located that collateral damage to noncombatant
life and property would be minimized, or that targets were particularly vulnerable to
napalm, he should be authorized to employ the incendiary. Secretary McNamara supported the Joint Chiefs of Staff on this issue. On 9 March, President Johnson added
napalm to the list of weapons usable in ROLLING THUNDER.25

ROLLING THUNDER—Restrictions Are Relaxed

F

rom confused and modest beginnings, the controlled and selective bombing of
military and military-related targets in North Vietnam grew into one of the key elements of US strategy in Vietnam. The operation also became one of the prime issues in
acrimonious debates over US policy in Southeast Asia. Regardless of the precedent set
by the Tonkin Gulf and FLAMING DART reprisals, deliberate bombing, without waiting
for a specific provocation, marked a definite change in US policy. Initially, however, the
leaders in Hanoi showed no indication that they “got the message” that they should stop
supporting the Viet Cong. During March, the United States continued limited bombing
of North Vietnam, but no spectacular political reactions occurred. Hanoi did not quit,
South Vietnam did not join ranks behind its leaders, China did not intervene, Moscow did
not sever relations with the United States, and most Americans at home gave little sign
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that they appreciated the depth of the latest change in policy. (Not all. The first anti-war
“teach-in” took place at the University of Michigan on 24 March 1965.)26 Although tight
restrictions remained a burden to ROLLING THUNDER, a trend toward relaxation of
the rules wherever possible became apparent early in the program.
On 9 March, the Joint Chiefs of Staff ordered Admiral Sharp to carry out RT VI during
daylight on 11 March. The primary US target was an ammunition depot north of the 19th
parallel; the VNAF was to strike a military barracks. The United States had two weather
alternate targets and the VNAF three. Once again, the story was one of postponements.
Weather forced rescheduling of the strikes to 13 March. Because General Ky said that
his pilots were “not in operational posture,” the raids did not take place until the 14th.
However, American planes participated that day only in support of the VNAF strikes,
since the US primary target was weathered out and the Joint Chiefs of Staff had, in the
meantime, ordered US commanders not to bomb their alternate targets. Finally, on 15
March, the Americans attacked their primary target, the ammunition depot.27
By this time, it was apparent to everyone, including presumably the enemy, that the
United States was conducting a controlled bombing program that was intended to be
systematic. But thus far it was proving to be far from a dynamic, stunning blow to Hanoi.
Due to a combination of bad weather, an erratic ally, and long-range control, the United
States had expended a great deal of effort with only marginal results.
In a 13 March cable to the State Department, Ambassador Taylor criticized the decision to hold back the US effort in RT VI until the primary target could be struck. He said,
“We may be attaching too much importance to striking Target 40 [the ammunition depot]
because of its intrinsic military value as a target. If we support the thesis (as I do) that
the really important target is the will of the leaders in Hanoi, virtually any target north
of the 19th parallel will convey the necessary message at this juncture as well as Target
40. Meanwhile, through repeated delays we are failing to give the mounting crescendo
to ROLLING THUNDER which is necessary to get the desired results.”28
The following day, echoing Ambassador Taylor’s concern, the Chief of Staff of the
Army, who had just returned from an inspection tour of South Vietnam, told the Secretary
of Defense, “To date the tempo of punitive air strikes has been inadequate to convey a
clear sense of US purpose to the DRV.” General Johnson called for an increase in the
scope and tempo of US air strikes against the North. He acknowledged that such action
could escalate and broaden the war, but it could also achieve the US objective of causing
Hanoi to cease its support and direction of the Viet Cong.29
General Johnson called for the lifting of some of the “self-imposed restrictions” on
ROLLING THUNDER, which he said had severely reduced the effectiveness of air strikes
and made it impossible to approach the goal of four missions each week. Specifically, he
wanted the administration to remove: 1) the requirement that a US strike be conducted
concurrently with a VNAF strike; 2) the requirement that US planes strike only their
primary target; 3) the ban on use of classified ammunition; 4) the narrow geographical
limits imposed on target selection; and 5) the requirement to obtain Washington approval
before striking alternate targets when the primaries were not available due to weather
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or other local conditions. On 15 March, the President approved removal of all of these
restrictions except the ban on classified ammunition, which was only partially lifted.
Each specific request from CINCPAC to use those munitions would have to be reviewed
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.30
On 16 March, General Wheeler informed CINCPAC that during a meeting the day
before, the President “announced” that at present the United States would avoid operations in North Vietnam that would be likely to result in air clashes with MIGs in the Hanoi
area. The Chairman interpreted this to mean that, for the time being, air strikes must
not be mounted north of the 20th parallel. In this vein, the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the 16th
modified BLUE TREE instructions to read: “Conduct daily BLUE TREE type reconnaissance over NVN south of the 20th parallel.” The Joint Chiefs of Staff authorized combat
air patrol for these missions but directed that the flights would withdraw if they sighted
MIGs. Escorting fighters were to engage the enemy jets only if necessary to protect the
reconnaissance planes.31
On 16 March, after a decision by the President, the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed
CINCPAC to carry out the next block of ROLLING THUNDER strikes, RT VII, between
19 and 25 March. The administration authorized this group of strikes on a weekly basis,
allowing CINCPAC to conduct bombings in daylight at any time during the seven-day
period. In addition, RT VII for the first time included authority for US and VNAF planes
to perform armed reconnaissance along selected limited segments of Route 1 in North
Vietnam as well as striking designated primary or alternate fixed targets.32
The Joint Chiefs of Staff welcomed these expansions of ROLLING THUNDER, but
some members advocated still stronger action. On 17 March, for example, the Air Force
Chief of Staff pointed out to his colleagues that the President had expressed an “urgent
desire” to reverse the trend of events in Southeast Asia. General McConnell took the
position that this could be accomplished only by the immediate and more forceful application of United States military power against North Vietnam. He believed that the Joint
Chiefs of Staff must devise a method for destroying the “source of DRV strength,” and he
presented them with a plan the USAF staff had developed for accomplishing this. Basically, this plan called for an air and naval offensive against vulnerable enemy resources
outside South Vietnam and a stepped-up campaign in the South to destroy communist
strength there. The United States would begin immediately concentrated air strikes in
southern North Vietnam, then move the bomb line northward at intervals of 2–6 days
until Hanoi itself came under attack. As these raids took place, the United States would
deploy other forces to Southeast Asia to secure the necessary logistic facilities and to
support the ARVN in its counterinsurgency operations.33
The Joint Chiefs referred General McConnell’s memorandum to the Service planners
for consideration during the development of a proposed program of “optimum military
actions” to follow the completion of the current bombings of North Vietnam. They also
directed the J–3 to consider the paper in examining alternatives for a “follow-on program
of air strikes” beginning with the sixth week of ROLLING THUNDER.34
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Before the JCS could act on the Air Force Chief of Staff’s memorandum, the Secretary of Defense on 20 March asked the Joint Chiefs of Staff to develop a 12-week bombing program for his consideration. Mr. McNamara directed that the air raids on North
Vietnam be planned to avoid heavily populated areas and direct attacks on airfields.
The J–3 developed such a program and briefed it to the Secretary of Defense, the Joint
Chiefs, and visiting Admiral Sharp on 22 March. The Joint Staff proposed a first phase
consisting of three weeks of interdiction of North Vietnam’s lines of communication
south of the 20th parallel, including destruction of key bridges and intense armed reconnaissance. The second phase called for interdiction strikes on lines of communication
and also bombing of radar sites north of the 20th parallel.
On 27 March, after studying the 12-week program at greater length, the JCS
expressed to the Secretary of Defense some reservations about the Joint Staff’s recommendations. The Joint Chiefs told the Secretary that, while they were willing to
recommend the staff’s proposals for bombing south of the 20th parallel, they had definite
reservations about the second phase, in which US planes would strike more deeply into
the North. Accordingly, they had directed a new study of alternatives for a follow-on
bombing program beginning with the sixth week. Reflecting General Westmoreland’s
views on the need for better procedures and greater delegation of authority in the campaign, the Joint Chiefs of Staff declared that the operational commander must have
“flexibility in the execution of this military program in order to achieve a high degree of
effectiveness.” They urged that the field commander be permitted to conduct frequent
random reconnaissance operations to detect targets of opportunity and to exploit such
targets when found.35
As they continued their planning, the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 27 March asked
CINCPAC for his views. On 3 April, Admiral Sharp recommended a wide-ranging armed
reconnaissance program employing the maximum number of available sorties, as well
as bombing of important and varied types of targets, south of 20 degrees N. He proposed
that, after completing this program, the United States extend its operations farther to
the north against meaningful military targets but avoid the Hanoi and Haiphong areas.36
The Joint Staff took Admiral Sharp’s views, as well as those of General McConnell,
into account in preparing a proposed memorandum for the Secretary of Defense. In
their draft, the staff proposed a four week program of increasing intensity that would
have moved the air strike effort north of the 20th parallel by 30 April and would include
an attack on the important POL storage areas at Haiphong.
The Chief of Staff of the Army took strong exception to the memorandum. While
agreeing that the scope and intensity of US air strikes should increase, General Johnson preferred more gradual increases and particularly did not want to attack above 20
degrees N “during this time period.” Too little time had gone by to evaluate properly the
results and effects of ROLLING THUNDER. In addition, the Army chief was concerned
that raids close to the Chinese border might provoke Beijing to intervene. “I believe,”
he declared, “that frequent and random day and night armed reconnaissance below the
20th parallel designed to insure maximum interdiction and disruption of the LOC into
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Laos and RVN should be the key element of the air strike program.” The Joint Chiefs of
Staff referred the staff report to the J–3 as an input for further studies and did not send
the proposed memorandum to the Secretary of Defense.37
While ROLLING THUNDER VII went on as scheduled during the week following
19 March, US planners turned their attention to RT VIII, which was to take place during
the period 26 March–1 April. For this block of strikes, they focused on the enemy’s radar
systems, destruction of which could pave the way for expanded bombing at lower cost.
On 24 March, at Secretary McNamara’s direction, the Joint Chiefs of Staff authorized
CINCPAC to send US aircraft against a package of radar sites designated as primary
targets. In addition, US pilots were to carry out armed reconnaissance against enemy
patrol boats along North Vietnam’s coast and around its offshore islands. The South
Vietnamese were assigned barracks and an airfield as targets and could conduct armed
reconnaissance along a portion of Route 12.38
In an effort to improve the efficiency of the scheduled VNAF strikes, CINCPAC
requested authority to send reconnaissance planes over VNAF targets before the raids.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff lacked authority to give him this permission. They therefore
turned down his request but assured him that they would try to secure such approval in
future RT programs. On the other hand, the JCS had secured and passed to CINCPAC
authority for low-level reconnaissance of the radar targets to be hit by US planes.39
During RT VIII, US aircraft flew missions against the radar sites over a period of
several days. After only limited success in their first strikes, they eventually succeeded
in destroying part of the enemy’s radar system. In their part of RT VIII, South Vietnamese pilots made a highly successful strike against Dong Hoi airfield. On the return flight
from that target, US planes accompanying and supporting the VNAF took occasion to
sink several North Vietnamese boats. Aircraft losses, however, were significant—nine
US Navy planes and one US Air Force jet.40

Early Assessments of the Campaign

A

t the end of the first month of ROLLING THUNDER, various officials, among
them Ambassador Taylor and General Wheeler, offered assessments of what the
program had and had not accomplished and made proposals for the future. Visiting
Washington at the end of March, Ambassador Taylor observed to the Secretary of
Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff that the tempo of ROLLING THUNDER had now
reached a “good” level. He believed that in its next stages the campaign should move
north and work back and forth across the various target systems. Ambassador Taylor
stated that a low-level reconnaissance program should be started to build up a bank
of current intelligence in advance of the strikes. The Ambassador also said that the
VNAF should mine Haiphong harbor at an early date. He wanted a “prestige” bridge
at Thanh Hoa41 destroyed by bombing, with other bridges connecting North Vietnam
with China also being struck eventually. Taylor believed that the MIGs at Phuc Yen
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lacked the capability to interfere with ROLLING THUNDER to the extent that had
been estimated.
Secretary McNamara agreed with Ambassador Taylor on the need for low-level
reconnaissance. He directed the Joint Chiefs to collaborate with his office in developing a blanket request for CINCPAC to conduct unescorted low-level reconnaissance
anywhere in North Vietnam. Secretary McNamara ruled, however, that the reconnaissance planes must avoid the MIG patrol areas, Hanoi, and Haiphong. He observed that
in about four to twelve weeks, it should become “politically feasible” to mine Haiphong
harbor; and in about twelve weeks he hoped to secure agreement on bombing the two
main bridges connecting North Vietnam with China. Secretary McNamara felt that this
would bring very strong pressure on Hanoi.42
In his assessment of ROLLING THUNDER, General Wheeler informed the Secretary of Defense on 6 April that the air strikes had not reduced North Vietnam’s overall
military capabilities in “any major way.” The attacks had destroyed some supplies and
ammunition stocks but had not inflicted any critical loss on Hanoi’s capacity for military
operations. General Wheeler believed the most damaging blow had been the bombing of
the bridges at Thanh Hoa and other locations, which slowed down supply movement to
southern North Vietnam. He believed that further strikes against the lines of communication leading south of the 20th parallel would cause a “serious stricture” to enemy logistical
activities in the lower portion of North Vietnam, as well as in South Vietnam and Laos.
The Chairman noted that North Vietnam was building up its air defense, thereby
increasing its costs in manpower and distracting from its economy (as well as increasing its ability to shoot down US planes—a point General Wheeler did not mention).
Outwardly, however, the North Vietnamese government appeared to be unfazed by the
US/VNAF air strikes. “In summary,” General Wheeler told the Secretary of Defense,
“I think it is fair to state that our strikes to date, while damaging, have not curtailed
DRV military capabilities in any major way. The same is true as regards the North
Vietnamese economy. The North Vietnamese people exhibit an understandable degree
of apprehension for the future. The Hanoi government continues to maintain, at least
publicly, stoical determination.”43
A month into the campaign, the Joint Chiefs of Staff approach to ROLLING THUNDER was falling into a pattern. In policy discussions over the previous year, the Joint
Chiefs had argued for the rapid application of heavy pressure on North Vietnam, aimed
at destroying its capacity, as well as its will, to sustain the war in the South. President
Johnson and his civilian advisers had rejected that course in favor of a gradual, cautious
escalation of pressure. Faced with this decision, the Joint Chiefs of Staff conformed to
the administration’s approach. They pressed for expansion of the bombing and lifting
of restrictions, but within the gradualist context President Johnson had established.
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After the Tonkin Gulf reprisals, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, CINCPAC, COMUSMACV,
and other American officials had recognized that, if the United States launched a major
air campaign against North Vietnam, American troops might have to be deployed to
protect air bases in South Vietnam from enemy retaliatory attacks. With the launching
of FLAMING DART and ROLLING THUNDER, those defensive deployments quickly followed. Even as the first Marines waded ashore at Da Nang, the administration, responding to ever more dire estimates of the military situation in South Vietnam, took initial
steps toward more drastic action. It began considering and making tentative plans for,
the dispatch of much larger ground forces to South Vietnam to engage in active counterinsurgency combat. At the same time, the administration committed United States
air and naval power to more extensive participation in the war.

Marines Go to Da Nang

B

y February 1965, General Westmoreland was reconsidering MACV’s long-standing
policy of relying on South Vietnamese forces to protect US installations. With the
number of Viet Cong attacks on American forces and facilities increasing, dramatized
by the major raid on Pleiku, General Westmoreland believed that the war had reached
a new plateau—one on which Americans were in great danger. Added to this was the
alarming deterioration in ARVN control in three of South Vietnam’s four corps tactical
zones. In response to the threat, General Westmoreland detailed increasing numbers of
MACV’s own personnel to close-in base defense; and he and Ambassador Taylor asked
Washington for a full Military Police battalion for the same purpose. (The administration approved the deployment, and the battalion reached Saigon on 19 March.) On 9
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February, COMUSMACV informed the Joint Chiefs of Staff that the United States might
have to send in combat forces of at least division strength to protect his personnel and
installations. The Joint Chiefs immediately pressed for precise judgments on the number
and types of US troops that would be needed.1
On 11 February, in their recommendations to Secretary McNamara for the first eight
weeks of ROLLING THUNDER, the Joint Chiefs of Staff included the early movement
of an MEB from Okinawa to Da Nang to defend the air base there. Asked for his views
on this proposal, General Westmoreland on the 17th called for immediate landing of the
MEB at Da Nang. He informed the Joint Chiefs that the United States could no longer
count on the RVNAF to protect US installations and personnel. General Westmoreland
saw no immediate need for American troops elsewhere than at Da Nang, but he noted
that they might also eventually be required at the Saigon/Bien Hoa/Vung Tau complex
and the Nha Trang/Cam Ranh Bay area. Admiral Sharp agreed with COMUSMACV’s
judgment and so informed the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Both General Westmoreland and Admiral Sharp considered the US base at Da Nang
to be most in need of immediate protection. The base played a critical role in support of
such programs as YANKEE TEAM, BARREL ROLL, and OPLAN 34A. At the same time,
the base, located in I CTZ, was exposed to attack by the Viet Cong, possibly reinforced by
troops infiltrated from North Vietnam. The Viet Cong already possessed the capability to
sabotage the Da Nang airfield, to bombard it with recoilless rifles and mortars, and even
to overrun it in battalion strength. Like General Westmoreland, Admiral Sharp doubted
the ability of the RVNAF to stop a serious enemy effort to seize the base.
Admiral Sharp argued that it was important for the United States to act rather than
react to this enemy threat. If the United States quickly placed adequate US combat forces
in the area, it could deter an attack. But if it waited for a tragedy to occur, the reaction
would have to be much greater to restore the security of the area. CINCPAC could readily furnish combat forces since two Marine battalion landing teams (BLTs) were off the
South Vietnamese coast at the moment and could quickly be built to MEB strength by
air and sea lift. Hence, Admiral Sharp recommended that an MEB be deployed at once
to Da Nang.2
The Joint Chiefs of Staff accepted CINCPAC’s reasoning. On 20 February, they
recommended to the Secretary of Defense that an MEB be sent to South Vietnam at a
total strength, including command and control elements, of about 8,500 officers and
men. To reconstitute a Special Landing Force afloat when the brigade was deployed
on shore, they recommended that a Marine brigade from Hawaii be dispatched to the
western Pacific. The Joint Chiefs of Staff noted that as a bonus of the deployment to Da
Nang, “our readiness posture for other contingencies in a strategically sensitive area
of Southeast Asia will be significantly improved.” They added that they had additional
measures under study and that they would send the Secretary further recommendations.3
In the event, less than the full MEB eventually went in. The reduction had much to
do with cautionary notes sounded by Ambassador Taylor. On 22 February, the Ambassador informed Washington authorities that he and General Westmoreland had agreed
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that there was no need for US combat troops in South Vietnam except at Da Nang. In
addition, Ambassador Taylor had strong reservations about basing “any considerable
number” of Marines at Da Nang in contravention of the long-standing United States
policy of keeping American ground combat troops out of South Vietnam. Once this
policy was breached, Ambassador Taylor argued, it would be very difficult to hold the
line. The Saigon government would seek to unload other ground force missions onto
the United States. The presence of US combat forces would breed friction with the local
population and conflicts would arise with the RVNAF on command relations. Ambassador Taylor pointed out that the French had tried, and failed, to defeat Viet Minh guerrillas. The “white-faced soldier armed equipped and trained as he is, is not [a] suitable
guerrilla fighter for Asian forests and jungles,” Ambassador Taylor declared. He doubted
that American forces would do any better than had the French. “When I view this array
of difficulties,” Ambassador Taylor said, “I am convinced that we should adhere to our
past policy of keeping our ground forces out of [a] direct counterinsurgency role.” Nevertheless, the Ambassador appreciated General Westmoreland’s concern for the safety
of Da Nang and was willing to support the introduction of a Marine BLT to strengthen
the base against overt assault.4
Evidently trying to accommodate the Ambassador’s reluctance to insert US combat
troops, General Westmoreland on 22 February asked for dispatch of one BLT to Da Nang
as soon as possible to protect the construction site of the HAWK battery and to secure
the battery when in place. Following this landing, he requested that a second BLT be
deployed to provide inner perimeter security at Da Nang airfield, along with a helicopter
squadron and minimal command and control elements. No fixed-wing aircraft need be
brought in, and the third BLT of the MEB could be held offshore for the time being. The
forces on shore would have the mission of occupying “defensive positions on critical
terrain features in order to secure the airfield and, as directed, communications facilities,
supporting installations, port facilities and landing beaches at Da Nang against attack.”5
While endorsing General Westmoreland’s request, Admiral Sharp informed the Joint
Chiefs of Staff on 24 February that he still believed the entire MEB must be landed at Da
Nang as an act of prudence, to be taken before, not after, tragedy occurred. CINCPAC
contended that the enemy was as aware as US authorities of the vulnerability of the
base at Da Nang. With a strong mobile force around the city providing tight security for
the airfield complex and good security for outlying installations, two ancillary benefits
would emerge. First, the RVNAF would be encouraged to use its own troops for patrol
and security operations; and second, the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese would have
to regard Da Nang as a tougher target. Admiral Sharp wanted a jet attack squadron on
shore, but he was willing to have the MEB phased in gradually. As first priority, an MEB
command and control element, a BLT, and a helicopter squadron should be landed at
once. US Marine security forces already at Da Nang then could provide a second BLT. A
third BLT would land when it could be effectively supported and employed. CINCPAC
also asked that a Marine F–4 squadron be deployed with the MEB for close air support.
He recommended that the Special Landing Force be kept in the South China Sea on a
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96-hour reaction time from South Vietnam and that an MEB be moved from Hawaii to
replace the one landed at Da Nang.6
The Joint Chiefs of Staff fully supported Admiral Sharp’s recommendations and
forwarded them, on the same day they were received, to the Secretary of Defense,
urging their adoption. In their only significant change to CINCPAC’s proposal, the JCS
asked for two jet squadrons instead of one. On 26 February, President Johnson approved
deployment of a helicopter squadron and two BLTs to Da Nang. However, he deferred
decision on the movement of the remainder of the MEB, the command and support
elements, and the jet squadrons.7
On 1 March, Ambassador Taylor cleared the deployment of the MEB with Prime
Minister Quat. The two officials agreed to state that South Vietnam had requested
these troops and that the United States in response was furnishing them. General
Westmoreland then discussed the military details with Generals Thieu and Minh. The
South Vietnamese officers expressed some concern that civilians in the area (where
pro-Buddhist and anti-government sentiment was strong) might react adversely to the
US Marines’ arrival. The American and Vietnamese commanders agreed that the forces
should come in as unobtrusively as possible to minimize local reaction. “The concern
of the Vietnamese,” General Westmoreland observed, “is that the arrival of this large
contingent of Americans could trigger demonstrations with overtones of cessation of
hostilities and peace by negotiation.”8
On 7 March, the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed CINCPAC to land at once a surface
BLT, a helicopter squadron with MEB command and control elements, and minimum
logistic elements. These forces were to “marry up” with Marine combat and service elements already at Da Nang. A second BLT would land to build up the MEB to two BLTs
strength. The SLF would remain afloat in the South China Sea. The Marines’ mission
would be to occupy and defend critical terrain features in order to secure Da Nang airfield, landing beaches, and other American facilities in the area. They were not to engage
in pacification or in day-to-day actions against the Viet Cong. Additional forces would
deploy only as directed by the Joint Chiefs. Both BLTs landed on 8 March. No hostile
demonstrators greeted the Marines, only smiling Vietnamese girls carrying flower leis.9

A Larger Role for US Forces: The Johnson Mission

I

n February 1965, the bulk of Army and USAF units in Vietnam were combat support
types. United States policy in theory was that these units, and the military advisers to
the RVNAF, would not engage in direct combat with the Viet Cong; although in practice,
advisers, FARM GATE pilots, and helicopter crews regularly came under and returned
enemy fire. As the Viet Cong made gains during the early months of 1965, US authorities began thinking in terms of using their forces in a direct and more extensive combat
role. Admiral Sharp, for example, told the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 26 February, “… we
need a positive statement of national policy and, specifically, a command decision as
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to whether or not we are or will participate actively in the fighting in RVN, or whether
we will continue to adhere to our long standing policy that this is a Vietnamese war and
that we are only advisers.” He pointed out that the recent decision to allow limited use
of US jets in South Vietnam had openly involved the Air Force in the war.10
On 26 February, at the White House meeting at which he ordered the Marine landing
at Da Nang, President Johnson made it clear that the United States would do “everything
possible to maximize our military efforts to reverse [the] present unfavorable situation” in Vietnam. Besides increasing the “tempo and effectiveness” of strikes against
North Vietnam, the United States would “increase substantially our military efforts in
South Vietnam.” Among measures to the latter end, officials at the meeting discussed
in “an exploratory way” the possibility of sending in more US advisers at the combat
unit level, providing more helicopters for both surveillance and fire support, further
expanding US jet operations in the South, and employing US naval vessels to assist the
South Vietnamese in cutting off seaborne infiltration. Informing Admiral Sharp of the
results of this meeting, General Wheeler concluded: “The entire conference reflected
determination to press forward despite difficulties to achieve the limited objectives set
by the US in Southeast Asia. At the same time, there was evident concern that we are
not doing enough to achieve these objectives.”11
In the course of deliberations about additional measures, President Johnson on 2
March decided to send the Army Chief of Staff, General Harold K. Johnson, to Vietnam.
General Johnson was to confer with Ambassador Taylor and General Westmoreland
concerning “what more can be done within South Vietnam.” The general brought with
him a list of additional actions prepared in Washington. On behalf of the President,
Secretary McNamara asked Ambassador Taylor and General Westmoreland to prepare
a list of their own, assuming “no limitations on funds, equipment or personnel.” Secretary McNamara told the Ambassador and COMUSMACV that “the President wants us
to examine all possible additional actions—political, military, and economic—to see
what more can be done in South Vietnam.” More bluntly, after the final meeting before
General Johnson’s departure for Saigon, the President poked his finger into the Army
Chief’s chest and exhorted him to “get things bubbling” in Vietnam.12
Accompanied by a party of fourteen civilian and military officials, General Johnson
arrived in Saigon on 5 March. He spent the next week in conferences with Ambassador
Taylor and General Westmoreland, met with the mission council and the senior South
Vietnamese leaders, and heard extensive briefings from the MACV staff.13
On the first day of meetings, Ambassador Taylor outlined the factors retarding the
pacification program. Ambassador Taylor told General Johnson that the basic unsolved
problem was the Saigon government’s inability to protect its people. Unless the people
were safe and realized the fact, the Ambassador declared, no other programs in South
Vietnam could succeed. If the people were protected adequately, all other problems
could be solved in a reasonable length of time. Ambassador Taylor attributed the lack
of security to four circumstances: insufficiently trained South Vietnamese military,
paramilitary, and police forces; growing Viet Cong strength from effective recruiting and
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North Vietnamese infiltration; ineffective pacification programs resulting from Saigon
governmental instability; and popular apathy and dwindling morale—“the consequence
of a long war with no end in sight.”
Ambassador Taylor reiterated that the heart of the overall problem remained North
Vietnam’s support of the Viet Cong, which could only be stopped by military pressure on
the North. He cited historical factors as a main reason for the instability in Saigon. The
country had no heritage of loyalty to a single government or leader; and US aid, no matter
how massive, was not going to change that circumstance in a short time. Ambassador
Taylor told General Johnson that the United States must explore remedial measures for
South Vietnam’s ailments and listed 13 specific ones. Among the military measures to be
explored, Ambassador Taylor included the use of US manpower to offset shortages in the
RVNAF and an increase in tempo for both BARREL ROLL and ROLLING THUNDER.14
In his discussions with General Johnson, General Westmoreland repeated the main
points of an estimate of the situation he had sent to General Wheeler on 6 March. The
estimate was not optimistic. General Westmoreland declared that the military initiative now lay with the enemy. The communists had consolidated political gains in the
countryside, had increased their armed strength, and had improved their organization,
weaponry, and logistic capability. The people were becoming convinced of the inevitability of a Viet Cong victory, in part because RVNAF losses were widely publicized while
those of the Viet Cong were not. Looking to the future, General Westmoreland forecast
an intensified enemy offensive throughout South Vietnam, particularly in the northern
and central parts of the country. He anticipated a further expansion of Viet Cong numbers and a regrouping of their main force units into larger formations. The enemy would
aim at isolating the RVNAF in pockets, thus cutting them off from the population, their
supplies, and communications. If present trends continued with no new elements introduced, COMUSMACV concluded, within six months the RVNAF would be essentially a
series of “islands of strength” clustered around the district and provincial capitals, which
would be jammed with refugees in a “generally subverted countryside.” And pressure
would grow for the Saigon government to negotiate a settlement with the Viet Cong.
General Westmoreland observed that the lack of a strong South Vietnamese government made coordinated, effective national resistance to the Viet Cong nearly impossible.
The southern republic had done remarkably well in sustaining any government at all but
had survived only because of the resiliency of the people and the lingering momentum
of previous years. Given this grim political and military picture, “we are headed toward
a VC takeover of the country, sooner or later, if we continue down the present road at
the present level of effort.” The collapse could take place “within a year.” On the other
hand, the Saigon government, “with US assistance might be able to hold out in its major
bases and province towns for several years.”
Turning to what should be done, General Westmoreland stated that the United
States, as a matter of policy, must “buy time” in the South until the pressures on North
Vietnam could have an effect. The United States must prevent the ARVN from being
defeated in open combat by committing its own air forces and should use its navy to stop
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the infiltration of ammunition and other bulk supplies to the Viet Cong by ocean-going
vessels. US ground troops, in addition to the MEB at Da Nang, might be needed elsewhere in South Vietnam “for identical purposes or indeed to prevent a collapse in some
particular area at a critical time.” General Westmoreland called for additional measures
to increase US capability in target acquisition, research, and analysis. He noted that the
MACV staff was carefully considering other steps, such as: 1) use of cluster bomb unit
(CBU)-1 munitions and nonlethal chemical and biological agents; 2) addition of three
more UH–1B helicopter companies, one to each corps (using the Marine squadron at
Da Nang for one corps); 3) addition of forward air controllers (FACs) and observation
aircraft to provide a company/squadron for each corps; and 4) addition of a half squadron
of C–130s for in-country airlift. Separately from this estimate, General Westmoreland
submitted to General Johnson a list of possible actions that included employment of US
troops as corps and general reserve reaction forces, to defend enclaves, and to provide
“ground security for critical areas.”
COMUSMACV acknowledged that his suggestions, if adopted, would bring into
being a new basic US policy toward the war in South Vietnam. The United States would
be committing itself to do whatever was necessary militarily to prevent defeat. But in
General Westmoreland’s mind, these steps were already being taken and pointed toward
the evolution of this new policy. “If a policy of direct US support and involvement is
announced and if the measures discussed above are taken,” he stated, “it is entirely possible that the adverse trends would be reversed. The VC are not 10 feet tall; they have
problems which must be formidable.”15
By sending the Army Chief of Staff to investigate additional military measures in
South Vietnam, President Johnson appeared to be trying to skew the debate toward
ground forces. If so, the general did not disappoint him. General Johnson left Vietnam
convinced that the situation required American ground troops in substantial numbers
and with a combat mission. In Hawaii, on his way back to the United States, he told
the staff of US Army Pacific: “I am the first Chief of Staff, I think, since World War II
who believes that if it is in the interest of the United States to hold South Vietnam …,
then it is in the interest of the United States to commit ground troops to Asia.” Johnson
pronounced “fictional” the Army’s post-Korea reluctance to engage in Asian land wars.
“Where the US interest requires it that is where the Army belongs, and … that’s where
I am going to recommend that it go. That’s our job.” Because it incorporated this conviction, General Johnson’s report to the President ranked with General Taylor’s report
of 1961 to President Kennedy and with the Bundy report of the preceding month in its
impact upon United States policy.16
In his report, dated 14 March, General Johnson repeated substantially what Ambassador Taylor and General Westmoreland had said about the situation in South Vietnam,
although he expanded on some of their views. He urged that the United States adopt
measures under three categories: 1) measures to arrest the deterioration; 2) measures
to free ARVN forces for offensive operations; and 3) measures to contain infiltration
by land.
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Under the first category, General Johnson proposed 21 specific military measures.
These included introduction of more aircraft; removal of certain of the restrictions on
ROLLING THUNDER; stepping up unconventional operations against North Vietnam;
expansion of US Seventh Fleet participation, particularly air, in South Vietnam; and a
reorientation of BARREL ROLL to increase its effectiveness. He also suggested revision
of procedures for funding and construction and other broad measures to build up the
US base in South Vietnam. These broad measures included accelerated construction of
new jet airfields, increasing logistic support capability, and reorientation of the logistic
system from north-south to east-west.
In the second and third categories, General Johnson raised the issue of committing
US troops. Under the second category, the general noted that the Viet Cong were attacking more frequently in larger formations, often of one or more battalions. To counter
them, the ARVN needed to be freed from guard duties for employment along more
suitable military lines. “The time has come to decide,” General Johnson declared, “how
much the United States is willing to commit to the security of South Vietnam within
South Vietnam.” He continued: “A clarification of US policy is required as to what we
expect the Vietnamese to do for themselves and what the United States will provide as
complementary forces.”
The Army Chief of Staff suggested two alternatives for deployment of a tailored
American division force to free some ARVN units for offensives against the Viet Cong
in the critical II CTZ, the central highlands of South Vietnam. The first alternative was
to deploy US combat units to take over security at the Bien Hoa/Tan Son Nhut complex,
Nha Trang, Qui Nhon, and Pleiku. In General Johnson’s judgment, this action, which
would free about six ARVN battalions and 25 Regional Force companies, would be
militarily insufficient. However, he considered it to be all that was “politically feasible
within the US at this time.” The second alternative called for deployment of a US division
force into the central highlands provinces of Kontum, Pleiku, and Darlac. This would
allow the movement of two ARVN divisions and eleven ARVN battalions into the heavily populated coastal regions of Binh Dinh, Phu Yen, and Phu Bon provinces, where the
Viet Cong had recently increased their pressure significantly.
To stop infiltration—the third category of actions—General Johnson again proposed
use of US and other foreign troops. He suggested that the US invoke the SEATO treaty
and establish an International Force, including Americans, south of the 17th parallel
across Quang Tri Province and the Laos panhandle to the Mekong River. This cordon
would directly block the Ho Chi Minh Trail. General Johnson suggested further that
if the SEATO approach were not feasible, the United States should place four of its
own divisions in the same geographical area with the same mission. “Time is running
out swiftly in Vietnam,” he warned, “and temporizing or expedient measures will not
suffice…. The United States possesses capabilities which, if applied with speed, vigor,
and imagination, can redress the present military imbalance without excessive risk of
widening the conflict.”17
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Expanding Plans for a Ground Troop Commitment

T

he President met with Secretary of Defense McNamara and the Joint Chiefs of Staff
on the afternoon of 15 March to discuss General Johnson’s recommendations. The
meeting was marked by close questioning concerning the situation in various areas of
South Vietnam, the reasons for the deteriorating security position, and measures which
could be taken to stem and reverse the adverse trends. In a cable describing this meeting, General Wheeler stated that President Johnson viewed the outlook as bleak, but
“one which must and will be overcome.” The President had made it clear that the United
States would provide anything that would improve the posture of the Saigon government
and the US in Vietnam. He had approved, in principle, the 21 specific actions General
Johnson had recommended to arrest the deteriorating situation.
Four points, above and beyond those included in General Johnson’s recommendations, emerged from this meeting with the President. The President held the Joint
Chiefs of Staff responsible for the success of the war against the Viet Cong and he was
currently dissatisfied with the progress being made. It now appeared that the RVNAF
lacked the capability to defeat the insurgents without direct participation of US combat
units. President Johnson seemed willing to provide whatever support was necessary
to defeat the enemy in South Vietnam. On the other hand, he did not want to get more
deeply engaged with Communist China in the process, if this were avoidable. Overall,
General Wheeler described the President’s attitude as one of “stark determination to do
everything possible to better our situation and to attain our objective of ‘making these
people leave their neighbors alone.’”18
General Wheeler informed Admiral Sharp that the Joint Chiefs of Staff were considering the two alternative US ground force deployments that General Johnson had
included in his report. In addition, they were looking at the possibility of involving
a South Korean division as the nucleus of a SEATO force. The Chairman stated that
General Greene, the Marine Corps Commandant, had proposed to the Joint Chiefs
of Staff that the United States establish a series of about six “beach heads” along the
South Vietnamese coast from Da Nang south to the Mekong Delta, each occupied by
US combat forces of appropriate size. General Greene had pointed out that access to
these areas from the sea would insure their supply and support and provide a means of
withdrawal if needed.
General Wheeler commented that these proposals would modify existing policy in
that they would commit US troops, in force, against the enemy. To be workable, therefore, whichever proposal was approved would require some sort of combined United
States and South Vietnamese command. On reflection, the Chairman concluded,
I find that many of the reasons supporting our past practices have lost validity in the light of the situation facing us in South Vietnam. In other words,
I believe that we must reexamine our past policies, measure their validity
against our performance and that of the enemy and modify them as needed to
stem and reverse an adverse tide.19
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As Washington officials discussed General Johnson’s proposals for using American
troops, General Westmoreland presented a proposal of his own. Hitherto cautious in
his recommendations on this subject, COMUSMACV considered that the Army Chief
of Staff’s suggestions reflected “much of my thinking” and had opened the door for a
more ambitious request from the field. In a message to General Wheeler on 17 March,
followed at the end of the month by a formal “Commander’s Estimate of the Situation,”
General Westmoreland laid out his plan.
Repeating much of his situation estimate of 6 March, the MACV commander argued
that the United States must send in ground troops to stave off a South Vietnamese collapse until the RVNAF completed its projected 1965 expansion and/or ROLLING THUNDER brought Hanoi to terms. To this end, he suggested deploying a US Army division
to conduct offensive operations in the Central Highlands or, alternatively, to secure the
main coastal cities of II CTZ. In addition, General Westmoreland asked for a separate
Army brigade to protect Bien Hoa and Vung Tau in III CTZ and operate in defense of
the HOP TAC pacification zone. For I CTZ, he called for deployment of a third Marine
battalion to Da Nang and of a fourth Marine battalion to secure the airfield and Army
communications intelligence unit at Phu Bai north of Da Nang. With the two Marine
battalions already at Da Nang, the requested units would amount to a force of 13 Army
and 4 Marine battalions plus supporting elements. Their presence would release at
least 10 ARVN battalions—roughly a division—for redeployment elsewhere or to form
a RVNAF central reserve. General Westmoreland urged that all these units be in South
Vietnam no later than mid-June 1965. He warned that if ROLLING THUNDER had not
achieved its objective by that time, “additional deployments of US and third country
forces should be considered,” including the introduction of the full Marine Expeditionary Force into I Corps.20
On 18 March, following up on one of his proposals, General Westmoreland sought
Ambassador Taylor’s agreement to landing the third BLT of the MEB at Phu Bai. Ambassador Taylor concurred but reiterated his reservations about the wisdom of committing
US combat troops to South Vietnam. The Ambassador recognized that the understrength
RVNAF might have to be supplemented by foreign troops, and that commitment of a US
division would shore up the badly deteriorating I and II CTZs, boost South Vietnamese
civilian morale, and end talk that the United States was not serious in its efforts to help
Saigon. Nevertheless, he was also aware of the possible adverse effects of such a commitment. The insertion of US combat troops would increase US involvement, expose
more American personnel to danger, and invite greater losses. It would also raise sensitive questions of command, and might encourage the South Vietnamese to “let the
United States do it.” There were other disadvantages as well, but the total effect for
good or bad could not be measured until the possible missions for a US division were
examined. The two obvious possibilities were use of the division in the high plateau or in
defending key enclaves along the coast. In the first instance, aside from easier operating
conditions, American troops could use their superior mobility and firepower effectively
in cutting off infiltration. In the latter case, the troops would have a “rather inglorious
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static defensive mission,” operating in a heavily populated area and fragmented to the
point that command and control could become awkward.
Ambassador Taylor concluded that deployment of a US division to South Vietnam
would not be desirable unless clear and tangible advantages outweighed the numerous
disadvantages. The United States must determine how many of its combat troops it
would take to close the RVNAF’s manpower gap. Obviously, an American division would
make some contribution, but it was by no means certain that it would be enough to
reverse the downward trend. If the United States did decide to deploy the division, the
best place for it would be the highlands, even though that would be the more exposed
position and potentially the site of “a kind of Dien Bien Phu” if the Viet Cong cut off the
roads to the coast. The coastal enclave idea was safer and simpler but less impressive
and potentially less productive. Ambassador Taylor suggested that the two deployment
possibilities might be combined in some way with the establishment of a coastal base
area linked with a position inland.21
Admiral Sharp also was reluctant to move US troops very far from the South Vietnamese coast. On 18 March, he agreed with General Johnson’s view that deployment
of American soldiers into the Bien Hoa-Tan Son Nhut complex would be useful; but it
would have to be carefully arranged with Saigon. As to other deployments, CINCPAC
held that no US combat troops should be moved into the plateau area until the ports of
Nha Trang and Qui Nhon, the vital points of entry to the highlands, were fully secured.
Any US forces sent to the highlands should be supplied by means other than air, which
was undependable and already overtaxed. Admiral Sharp declared that “US assumption
of responsibility for the defense of the provinces of Kontum, Pleiku, and Darlac would
position major combatant US ground forces in a key area of Viet Cong interest and
activity, and would impose major logistic problems.” This should not be done until the
United States had assurance of full logistic support based on the coastal towns and was
convinced that it could keep the land lines of communication open.22
Even before they received CINCPAC’s views, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, at their
meeting on 17 March, directed the Joint Staff to develop, as a matter of priority, a plan
for employing US and allied forces in a combat role in South Vietnam. The plan was to
include a Marine Expeditionary Force in the Da Nang area, a US Army division force
in the high plateau centering on Pleiku, and a South Korean division force in the Bien
Hoa-Vung Tau-Saigon area. Using this concept as a basis, the Joint Staff developed a draft
memorandum from the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense recommending
the specified deployments.
The Air Force Chief of Staff, General McConnell, did not concur with the draft.
He did not believe the Joint Chiefs of Staff were ready to deploy an Army division to
Pleiku. Although the Joint Chiefs had discussed this deployment at the 17 March meeting, they had reached no decisions; and questions remained as to which units were to be
deployed, the method of deployment, the concept of employment, and logistic support.
In addition, the military advisability of setting this division down in an area surrounded
and controlled by the Viet Cong was still an issue. General McConnell wanted the paper
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changed to show deployment of an Army division with supporting forces “to develop and
expand additional coastal enclaves south of Da Nang to provide security for important
installations and for counterinsurgency operations.” The Air Force chief also proposed
adding to the memorandum to the Secretary of Defense a recommendation to increase
the intensity and severity of ROLLING THUNDER and to accelerate the deployment of
four of the nine squadrons called for in the eight week program.23
On 19 March, after considerable discussion, the Joint Chiefs of Staff—in a tradeoff
that would be repeated on this issue often in the future—agreed to add to their memorandum the wording General McConnell desired on intensifying ROLLING THUNDER and
accelerating the deployment of the four squadrons. In return, the Air Force Chief of Staff
withdrew his objection to deployment of an Army division to Pleiku. The Joint Chiefs
then approved the memorandum and sent it to the Secretary of Defense on 20 March.
The Joint Chiefs informed the Secretary of Defense that they now considered that
US combat troops must be introduced into South Vietnam in sufficient strength to
achieve “an effective margin of combat power” and to let the enemy know that the United
States intended to stand by its Saigon ally. Participation by South Korean and other third
country forces, if offered, would be valuable both psychologically and as actual combat
assistance. The Joint Chiefs then recommended the following deployments and actions:
a. Expand mission of Marine elements at Da Nang to include counterinsurgency combat operations. Deploy remainder of the III Marine Expeditionary
Force to the Da Nang area as requested by CINCPAC, with the same missions.
b. Deploy, as soon as proper logistic support is insured, a US Army division
with necessary supporting forces from the continental United States for employment in the central plateau, centered on the Pleiku area, for counterinsurgency
combat operations.
c. Deploy, as soon as practicable, a Republic of Korea Army division force to
South Vietnam for counterinsurgency and base security operations.
d. Deploy, as requested by CINCPAC, four of the nine Air Force squadrons….24

General Wheeler immediately notified CINCPAC of the recommendations the Joint
Chiefs had made and asked Admiral Sharp to give his views, as soon as possible, on
the logistic requirements and command arrangements necessary to carry out the JCS
plan. Admiral Sharp in turn sent General Wheeler’s message to General Westmoreland
seeking COMUSMACV’s views. The admiral suggested that General Westmoreland
consider deploying an Army division to Qui Nhon initially to establish a logistic base,
insure the security of the area, and carry out aggressive patrolling. After the base was
established, the US division would move to the central plateau while the Korean division
took over security at Qui Nhon. Admiral Sharp suggested other alternative deployments
for the Koreans in coastal enclaves and asked for suggestions on command relationships between the Koreans, the US Marines, and the ARVN. COMUSMACV would have
operational control of the Marines.25
In his reply, General Westmoreland recommended that the III MEF be stationed
around Da Nang and the Army division in the Qui Nhon-Pleiku area. General Westmoreland
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thought that the South Korean division might best be used to provide security for the new
jet airfield under construction at Chu Lai, south of Da Nang. These deployments would also
allow the opening of the coastal railroad and highway from Qui Nhon to Hue. As to command arrangements, General Westmoreland and the commander of the RVNAF should act
together on a “coordinate/cooperative” basis with each retaining command of his national
forces. The MACV commander envisioned the establishment of a small combined United
States and South Vietnamese staff at the highest level, to coordinate plans and actions. For
this staff, which would have limited directive powers, General Westmoreland suggested
an American chief with a Vietnamese deputy.
Below that level, command and control arrangements would be played by ear,
with US and ARVN units in the same area operating along lines agreed to by the
respective intermediate commanders. The intermediate headquarters would maintain
close liaison, possibly through local combined coordinating staffs, with all directives
issued through national channels. Because of the language problem, among others,
the South Korean units would be under US operational control. These forces initially
would perform only area security missions. General Westmoreland foresaw attaching the Korean division to the Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF), with the assistant
MEF division commander located with the Korean commander in his headquarters.
The concept thus presented was, General Westmoreland stated, only an interim
arrangement, susceptible to modification “if and when it becomes politically palatable
or militarily essential” to have the United States take full command of all the allied
forces. He believed that he would have “de facto” control of the RVNAF in bilateral
operations at any event, through the American advisers and the provision of logistic
and combat support.26
On 27 March, Ambassador Taylor went into detail on his ideas for employing US
forces. He had concluded, he informed the Secretary of State, that the existing operational units of the RVNAF were incapable of coping with the Viet Cong threat. The United
States, therefore, must decide what kind of strategy it would pursue during 1965: whether
to base that strategy on the hope that ROLLING THUNDER would bring Hanoi to heel,
whether to concentrate on reversing the downward trend in certain critical provinces,
or whether to inject all possible US military strength into South Vietnam “to go for broke
to win rapidly.” He then discussed the alternatives he had presented earlier in March for
the use of US forces, citing again the advantages of each. He also discussed the merits
of combining some of these ideas, such as the use of mobile reserves operating out of
offensive enclaves. If the United States decided to send additional ground forces, the
Ambassador concluded, he would favor their employment “in accordance with the
Offensive Enclave-Mobile Reaction” idea.27
Reporting to the Chairman on 31 March, the Director, Joint Staff, stated that additional approvals for deployment of US forces to South Vietnam had reached a total of
32,686. Requests for further authorizations totaling 3,882 were pending approval by the
Secretary of Defense. This augmentation was independent of the combat forces then
currently being considered. The additional authorizations that would be required for a
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combat posture in South Vietnam amounted to 77,814. If approved, they would bring
the total authorized American strength in the country to 116,341.28
On 29 March, at a meeting in Washington, Ambassador Taylor discussed troop
deployments with Secretary McNamara and the Joint Chiefs of Staff. General Wheeler
summarized the earlier Joint Chiefs of Staff recommendations on US and “third country”
forces. The Marines at Da Nang should be built up to full MEF strength and their mission
should be expanded to include active counterinsurgency. An Army division should be
sent into the plateau area as soon as “logistically appropriate” to perform a pacification
mission. The Chairman also suggested deployment of a South Korean division and four
additional US tactical fighter squadrons as space and logistic support became available.
He emphasized the “urgent necessity” of establishing a logistic command in South Vietnam and the earliest possible construction of the airfield at Chu Lai and an additional
runway at Da Nang. General Wheeler noted that the facts of “political and logistic” life
would dictate the time phasing of this buildup.
Ambassador Taylor observed that a three-division deployment “seemed high,”
that Premier Quat “was not persuaded that more troops were necessary,” and that
anti-American sentiment lay “just under the surface” in South Vietnam. There were, he
said, two “very real limitations” on the number and rate of introduction of US and third
country forces. The first was “the absorptive capacity of the country” and the second
was “logistical limitations.” The Ambassador suggested that the size of the force be
left open and that planning proceed on the basis of an orderly buildup as political and
logistic problems were resolved. On the logistic question, General Wheeler replied that
it was important to establish “a goal against which logistics planning could proceed.”
The conferees then exchanged views on the missions and operating methods of
United States forces. Ambassador Taylor described his ideas under the general headings of “The Defensive Enclave” and the “Offensive Reserve—Strike Mission.” He advocated establishing several enclaves along the coast and assigning them a combination
offensive counterinsurgency and strike role. To limit the requirement for troops on the
ground in South Vietnam, the Ambassador favored keeping ready reserve forces afloat
off the coast and at bases on Okinawa for quick air reinforcement, if needed. General
Johnson disagreed with employing US forces under the offensive reserve/strike mission
initially, because of the proven lack of combat intelligence. He advocated instead setting
up model territorial pacification operations in the three plateau provinces. Secretary
McNamara thought that at the outset planning should be accomplished for a number of
offensive enclaves along the coast. As American forces gained experience and developed
their logistic support, their mission could be expanded and the establishment of plateau
enclaves could be considered.
After this discussion, Secretary McNamara “stated that he was impressed with the
adverse force ratios and favored deployment of US forces….” He declared that the MEB
at Da Nang should be filled out to include support elements, thus making it logistically
self-sufficient. He believed that more US Army forces, probably somewhere between a
brigade and a division, would be needed to relieve the ARVN for offensive pacification
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missions. Further US deployments, the Defense Secretary emphasized, “must be accompanied by deployment of Koreans for reasons of domestic reaction”; although he was not
sure how or where third country forces should be stationed or at what rate they should
come in. Mr. McNamara concluded that all additional forces should be introduced as
rapidly as possible commensurate with political acceptability, logistic support, and the
identification of necessary missions for them.29

US Air Power Unleashed

A

t the end of March, except for the defensive role of the Marines at Da Nang, the
commitment of United States ground forces to the fight in Vietnam remained at the
discussion stage. That was not the case with American air and naval power. By the end of
March, US jets had entered the battle in South Vietnam, and the US Navy was preparing
for a major role in combating enemy seaborne infiltration.
On 27 January, the administration had authorized COMUSMACV to launch strikes
with US jets in emergency situations but required General Westmoreland and Ambassador Taylor to approve each individual mission. During February, General Westmoreland
used this authority twice, once to hit a Viet Cong troop concentration and once to relieve
a hard-pressed Ranger force. These initial jet strikes had favorable military effects and
elicited no visible adverse South Vietnamese governmental or popular reaction.30
Admiral Sharp and General Westmoreland then pressed for elimination of the
cumbersome mission-by-mission approval requirement. They urged that US jet strikes
be requested and conducted on a routine basis through the existing MACV/VNAF tactical air control system. On 26 February, Admiral Sharp advised the Joint Chiefs that the
greatest single action the United States could take to improve the security situation in
South Vietnam would be to make full use of its air power. The admiral believed that US
air power could harass the Viet Cong and destroy their supplies to the point that they
would spend all their time and energy trying to evade air attacks.31
General Westmoreland reported on 27 February that the few US jet strikes conducted so far had had a salutary morale effect on South Vietnamese forces. He cited
the many advantages of employing jet aircraft, including the speed of reaction time,
increased number of strikes and increased ordnance delivery capabilities, improved
night strike capability, and greater strike accuracy resulting from the inherent stability
of the jet plane as a gun platform. He acknowledged that use of jets would violate the
Geneva Accords of 1954 and might encourage the RVNAF to rely too greatly on US
forces. Nevertheless, he favored the full employment of US air power in South Vietnam.32
The Joint Chiefs of Staff concurred with the views of the field commanders. On 6
March, they so informed the Secretary of Defense and recommended sending a message
to CINCPAC authorizing him to use his aircraft to reinforce the VNAF and/or to support
RVNAF operations when he judged it prudent to do so. Secretary McNamara approved
this recommendation. On 9 March, the Joint Chiefs granted to CINCPAC authority to use
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US aircraft in South Vietnam as he judged prudent. For diplomatic reasons, however,
they stipulated that strikes in South Vietnam would not originate directly from bases
in Thailand.33
At this time, the role of the USAF FARM GATE unit also underwent change. FARM
GATE’s 50 A1E aircraft were flying daily air strikes against the Viet Cong. Although
piloted by Americans, these planes carried South Vietnamese insignia and were required
to have VNAF crewmen on board, ostensibly for training, on all combat flights. On 27
February, General Westmoreland pointed out that the combined crew requirement was
complicating air operations, frequently slowing reaction time and reducing the number
of sorties flown. The VNAF personnel were supposed to relieve USAF missions of the
“stigma” of unilateral effort and in some cases were helpful in communications in spanning the language barrier. However, some spoke no English and only a few were fluent
enough to be reliable for this purpose. In many cases, the Vietnamese lacked discipline
and motivation. Most resisted flying two sorties daily and several had refused to do so.
This was a critical limitation at a time when emergency requirements for additional
FARM GATE sorties were continually arising, often late in the day after the initially
scheduled missions had been completed.34
On 6 March, along with their recommendation for employment of the jets, the Joint
Chiefs informed Secretary McNamara that they believed the ground rules for FARM
GATE operations had now been overtaken by events. Out of operational necessity, the
air commando squadrons now were devoting 80 percent of their effort to combat rather
than to training. Their mission, like that of other US air elements in South Vietnam,
had become one of close support of Saigon’s forces. The South Vietnamese sought this
support; and since the Viet Cong had long claimed that the entire air war was being
conducted by the United States, a formal change of mission would bring no additional
propaganda value to the enemy. The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended, therefore,
that the air commando squadrons be specifically charged with combat operations in
support of the RVNAF as well as with their training functions. The US planes should
be permanently marked with USAF insignia for both in- and out-of-country operations
and should be authorized to fly missions without VNAF personnel on board. Secretary
McNamara approved these recommendations on 9 March.35
Following these decisions, American tactical air power routinely came into action in
virtually every major engagement in South Vietnam. As the enemy increasingly sought to
fight battles of annihilation against ARVN units, US aircraft partially frustrated their efforts.
US air strikes made Viet Cong attacks costly in casualties and prevented the enemy from
keeping his forces concentrated to follow up tactical successes. During the spring and
early summer of 1965, while the Johnson administration debated plans for ground troop
intervention, American air power held back the enemy. In June, General Westmoreland
declared that maintenance of the government’s position in a number of critical areas “is
becoming more and more dependent upon air.” “Air capabilities,” he continued, “constitute
the current difference between keeping the V.C. buildup under reasonable control and
letting the enemy get away from us throughout most of the countryside.”36
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The Beginning of MARKET TIME

S

ince late 1961, the North Vietnamese navy had been sending weapons and supplies
into South Vietnam by sea as well as land, employing vessels disguised as civilian
fishing boats or other commercial craft. By the end of 1963, the enemy had delivered 25
shipments by this route, totaling more than 1,400 tons of weapons, including mortars,
recoilless rifles, and 12.7 mm machine guns. Much of this cargo went to III and IV CTZs,
areas not yet reached by the overland supply routes, facilitating the Viet Cong main force
buildup there. US officials had long suspected, without much proof, that this activity
was going on. However, Saigon’s measures against sea infiltration had been largely
ineffective, owing mainly to the inadequate strength and apathetic performance of the
Vietnamese Navy (VNN).37
At the beginning of 1965, the VNN had available for coastal surveillance about 16
Sea Force ships and 200 Coastal Force junks. According to a US Navy survey, however,
fewer than 10 percent of these craft actually were at sea on anti-infiltration patrol at any
one time. A weak command and administrative structure and personnel inadequacies
hampered the VNN’s operations. For example, the province chiefs, who controlled the
Coastal Force junks, did not always assign them delineated zones of surveillance or set
patrol areas on the basis of political considerations. As a result, the Coastal Force junks
were poorly distributed.38
Under COMUSMACV, the Chief, Naval Advisory Group (CHNAVGP), provided
assistance and advice to the South Vietnamese Navy. He reported to COMUSMACV in
early 1965 many weaknesses in the VNN, including inadequate communications and poor
leadership and command procedures. His reconnaissance planes had verified instances
in which the VNN was failing to perform the counter sea infiltration mission. The Coastal
Force, operating with limited resources, was being used improperly. Its vessels merely
gathered and reported information on infiltration rather than taking direct action against
it. Altogether, the VNN lacked the leadership, resources, and organization to effectively
counter North Vietnamese seaborne smuggling. If the enemy were indeed bringing in
substantial amounts of materiel and if this infiltration were to be curbed, the United
States obviously would have to take a more direct hand in the operations. However, until
US authorities could discover a major act of North Vietnamese sea infiltration, they were
not inclined to press the matter of greater US involvement in maritime interdiction.39
The occasion for action soon came. On 16 February 1965, the allies captured an
armed steel-hulled vessel in Phung Ro Bay in Phu Yen Province. The vessel carried large
quantities of modern weapons and ammunition, including recoilless rifles, submachine
guns, and grenades, most of Chinese Communist origin. Some of the captured munitions
had manufacturing dates of October and November 1964 stamped on them. Further
search of the bay area revealed much more contraband on shore, evidence of other
landings of supplies in the area. These discoveries constituted solid proof of the extent
of enemy sea infiltration and led to drastic changes in US policy.40
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On 26 February, after a Joint Chiefs of Staff discussion of the issue, the Chairman
asked Admiral Sharp to recommend steps to arrest sea infiltration. CINCPAC immediately proposed that the US Seventh Fleet “sanitize” the coastline of South Vietnam from
the 17th parallel to the Cambodian border. The fleet should operate in coordination with
the VNN, with CHNAVGP acting as liaison between the two forces. Admiral Sharp also
recommended US Navy surface patrols off the 17th parallel, Vung Tau, and in the vicinity
of the South Vietnam/Cambodia border in the Gulf of Thailand. US carrier-based planes
should conduct dawn-to-dusk surveillance, going north of the 17th parallel as necessary to
spot approaching traffic. The South Vietnamese government should be asked to declare
a 40-mile wide restricted area around its coastline, in which VNN or possibly US vessels
would stop and search suspicious craft.
On 11 March, without awaiting formal approval, US naval forces established a patrol
of South Vietnam’s seacoast. However, because the current US rules of engagement for
Southeast Asia did not authorize boarding, search, or seizure of ships on the high seas,
the American forces confined their activities to detecting and tracking suspicious vessels and reporting them to the Vietnamese Navy. VNN craft then were supposed to stop
and search the suspect vessels to determine if they were carrying arms or other supplies
destined for the Viet Cong. If the VNN found prohibited items, it seized or destroyed
these vessels as appropriate.41
On 15 March, Admiral Sharp pointed out to the Joint Chiefs of Staff that the new
family of Communist bloc weapons that the Viet Cong were receiving would require
even greater logistic support from the North. The admiral suspected this would mean
increased efforts to infiltrate supplies by sea. He reiterated his recommendation that
the South Vietnamese coast be “sanitized” by setting up a barrier of US and VNN ships.
Admiral Sharp envisioned random surface patrols, round-the-clock air patrols, and
photo reconnaissance of suspected landing areas. United States ships and planes would
concentrate on locating ocean shipping headed for South Vietnam or discharging cargo
along the coast. CINCPAC listed the numbers and types of ships that would be needed
for this increased effort. He recommended amphibious raids against the Viet Cong, as
well as naval bombardment of Viet Cong targets. He reminded the Joint Chiefs that the
current rules of engagement limited United States vessels to surveillance of the coastal
area and urged that Saigon be induced to make a request for American assistance so
that the US role might be expanded.42
Also on 15 March, General Johnson, as part of his recommendations following his
Vietnam trip, called for increased air and naval reconnaissance and harassing operations
against the Viet Cong controlled coastal areas associated with infiltration. He proposed
that elements of the Seventh Fleet set up sea and air patrols and suggested a program of
cash awards for the capture of North Vietnamese junks. President Johnson approved this
recommendation on the 15th. On 18 March, in line with the President’s action, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff approved CINCPAC’s concept for sanitization of the South Vietnamese
coast; but they instructed him to adhere for the present to the current rules of engagement for Southeast Asia.43
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The administration moved at once to seek an enlargement of the US maritime antiinfiltration role. On 31 March, Ambassador Taylor, who was visiting in Washington,
cabled instructions to his Deputy in Saigon, U. Alexis Johnson, to suggest to Premier
Quat the possibility of a change in US Navy sea surveillance operations. Johnson was to
propose that US personnel be authorized to stop, board, and search South Vietnamese
vessels as agents of the Saigon government. South Vietnamese military personnel could
be on board US vessels to do the actual boarding and searching, if the Premier found
that more acceptable.44
On 1 April, the Joint Chiefs of Staff pointed out to the Secretary of Defense the
advantages of acquiring from South Vietnam authority to stop and search all of that country’s vessels in international waters. In addition, American ships should have authority to
stop and search South Vietnamese, North Vietnamese, or private vessels of other nations
within South Vietnam’s territorial waters and to seize or, if necessary, to destroy vessels
carrying arms or supplies to the Viet Cong. The Joint Chiefs of Staff said that VNN liaison and interrogation personnel should be placed on the US ships. They recommended
that Secretary McNamara ask the Secretary of State to seek Saigon’s approval of these
actions, stipulating that, if it were deemed advisable, the VNN personnel embarked on
American ships could conduct the actual visit, search, and seizure of suspected vessels.45
The State Department acted along the lines the Joint Chiefs had recommended. On
2 April, the Department cabled Ambassador Johnson that the Quat government should
be asked to: 1) request that the US assist in maintaining the integrity of South Vietnam’s
coastal waters; 2) grant authority for US naval ships to stop and search any South Vietnamese vessel in international waters and to seize, or, if necessary, destroy those found
to be carrying arms or other supplies for the Viet Cong; 3) grant authority for US naval
ships to stop and search any South Vietnamese, North Vietnamese, or private vessels
of other nations within South Vietnam’s territorial waters and to seize, or, if necessary,
destroy those found to be carrying arms or other supplies for the Viet Cong; and 4) provide South Vietnamese liaison and interrogation personnel for assignment to each US
naval ship engaged in the counter infiltration patrol.46
That same evening, Ambassador Johnson reported that the Saigon government
viewed the US proposals favorably. As instructed, the Ambassador had stressed the need
for an official South Vietnamese request for United States assistance. It was agreed that
the Deputy Ambassador would draft both the South Vietnamese request for assistance
and a US government reply.47
On 8 April, the State and Defense Departments jointly instructed Ambassador
Taylor to modify the request to Saigon to insure compliance with accepted international legal principles and to increase operational flexibility. This would involve the
South Vietnamese announcing their compliance with the maritime provisions of the
Geneva Conventions and customary international law. The Saigon government would
announce that it had asked the United States for help in countering sea infiltration.
It would further declare its territorial waters up to the three-mile limit a “Defensive
Sea Area” in which it would, with US help, stop and search any vessel of any nation
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suspected of supporting the Viet Cong. If necessary, it would destroy any ship carrying
arms or other supplies to the enemy. Ambassador Taylor was to suggest also that Quat’s
government declare its intention to enforce its customs, fiscal, and immigration laws
within a 12-mile contiguous zone along its coast, setting forth the specific actions it
would take for this purpose. The government also should specify actions that it would
take beyond the 12-mile zone to prevent any infringement of its laws by vessels flying
the South Vietnamese flag or reasonably believed to be disguised South Vietnamese
vessels. Wherever United States ships provided assistance in any of these cases, South
Vietnamese representatives would be present.48
On 23 April, the South Vietnamese government submitted a formal request for
American assistance. Within 24 hours, Ambassador Taylor informed Saigon that the
United States had approved the request and that the assistance would be forthcoming.
Four days later, South Vietnam announced its intent to enforce Decree No. 81/NG to
insure the security and defense of its territorial waters. This decree encompassed all of
the provisions that the United States had proposed.49
With the legal formalities in place, the United States expanded the naval operations that had begun on a limited scale in March into a full-scale program of air and
sea activities in coordination with the South Vietnamese, known as MARKET TIME.
CINCPAC exercised overall command and control of MARKET TIME, with the chain
of command running through CINCPACFLT to CTF–71. The latter headquarters had
immediate responsibility for anti sea infiltration operations during the first part of the
year. However, the Secretary of Defense decided to transfer operational responsibility
for MARKET TIME to COMUSMACV. This change would take advantage of the location of MACV’s Naval Advisory Group in South Vietnam and of the group’s experience
in working with the Vietnamese Navy, and it would give General Westmoreland greater
control of an activity closely related to his counterinsurgency campaign.50
On 30 April, General Wheeler informed Admiral Sharp that Secretary McNamara
wanted the transfer of MARKET TIME to COMUSMACV to be completed by 1 August.
The Secretary and the Chairman realized that General Westmoreland did not have the
capability to assume immediate control of the operation; hence, CTF–71 would retain
that responsibility during the transition period. Meanwhile, General Westmoreland was
to improve VNN capabilities to participate in MARKET TIME, establish a communications net to link ships and shore stations, organize an operations center, and assemble
an intelligence network to support the campaign. The Secretary of Defense authorized
an augmentation of the Naval Advisory Group to meet the increased requirements flowing from MARKET TIME.51
By the end of March, American air and naval forces had actively joined the campaign
against the Viet Cong in South Vietnam. American ground forces, however, had yet to be
committed. Marines were guarding the base at Da Nang but under rules of engagement
that restricted them to positional defense; and the number of infantry on the ground
remained limited. The decision to send more American troops to South Vietnam to pursue and attack the Viet Cong had yet to be made but would come soon.
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The Logistics of Escalation
As both Ambassador Taylor and General Wheeler had emphasized, the administration, in considering ground force deployments to South Vietnam, had to consider
logistic constraints. At the beginning of 1965, no US base existed in the country capable
of supporting major combat forces. The Joint Chiefs of Staff recognized very early that
the existing logistic support system, minimal even for the current military effort, would
have to be revamped and strengthened before troops could be deployed, even under
the limited concepts first considered. Long term, the entire logistic infrastructure in
Southeast Asia would require great expansion before the United States could carry out
its contingency plans to meet a wider threat in the region. In late 1964 and early 1965, the
Joint Chiefs addressed themselves primarily to the narrower problem in South Vietnam:
providing, in advance, a structure adequate to support additional men and units and,
hopefully, to constitute a base for further expansion. At the same time, they examined
requirements for placing various Department of Defense finance and procurement
systems on a war footing.

General Westmoreland Assesses His Problems

I

n a detailed study sent to the Joint Chiefs of Staff in late October 1964, General Westmoreland identified and catalogued the defects in the American logistic system in
South Vietnam. Originally oriented to support the RVNAF, the system had been shaped
by expediency and the semi-autonomous nature of US agencies in the country. It was
fragmented into 14 discrete, not particularly complementary, systems. Four of them
were quasi-military (CIA, USOM, CARE, and the Deputy Officer in Charge of Construction (DOICC)), and the remaining ten were military (three RVNAF, seven US). Most of
the US military subsystems had their focal point in the Saigon area, so that advisers and
units “up-country” often received inadequate support. Under MACV, two subordinate
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commands had principal responsibility for logistic support of forces. The US Army
Support Command (USASCV) provided combat support to the RVNAF, while the Headquarters Support Activity, Saigon (HSAS), a Navy organization, serviced US forces in
South Vietnam.
General Westmoreland cited for CINCPAC and the JCS the principal “immediate
shortcomings” of the US common-user system: 1) inadequate supervision of the handling of American cargoes at the up-country minor ports; 2) inadequate coordination
of logistic functions among multiple MACV commands; 3) the inefficiency of a system
that lacked up-country field depots and operated entirely on a retail basis from Saigon;
and 4) incomplete common-user supply and service support of US forces by HSAS. He
described the effects of each deficiency upon his command, urging that they be remedied
as soon as possible. To improve the system, General Westmoreland recommended: 1)
expansion of the existing systems in volume to accommodate increased US strength in
South Vietnam; 2) establishment of an integrated up-country retail common-user logistic
system; 3) expansion of the wholesale common-user base system to include more supply
categories and services not provided by HSAS; 4) integration of up-country retail and
base wholesale common-user supply systems; 5) elimination of duplications of support
functions, especially between HSAS and the MACV Headquarters Commandant; and 6)
replacement of HSAS with a US Army logistic command.1
While General Westmoreland seemed to be calling mainly for a reorganization
and revamping of responsibilities and functions within the existing logistic system,
and for several thousand trained specialists to man it and make it work, his recommendations had far broader implications. Any significant expansion of US strength in
South Vietnam obviously would require millions of dollars worth of construction for
cantonments, depots, storage areas, and bases, for air fields and roads, and for port
and harbor improvements. The United States would have to increase stock levels of all
types of essential supplies, establish maintenance and control facilities, and make ready
distribution systems. To support anything greater than a small number of additional
advisers, the United States would need to acquire major items of equipment and make
large improvements to its forces’ communications systems.

Proposals for Logistic Expansion

T

he Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed in principle with General Westmoreland’s assessment
and recommendations, and they did not consider it “militarily prudent” to await a
contingency before reorganizing MACV’s logistic support structure. They immediately
directed CINCPAC and COMUSMACV to develop a detailed reorganization plan, defining the requirement for the Army logistic command and taking account of President
Johnson’s great interest in third country forces, which also would require support. On
23 December, Admiral Sharp forwarded to the Joint Chiefs of Staff a MACV plan, which
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he considered sound and realistic. The MACV J–4 visited Washington on the 28th to brief
the Joint Staff on the plan.
General Westmoreland asked for an Army logistic command of about 2,100 men
and also for an Army engineer construction group of 2,400. He argued that the logistic
command, while not replacing all the existing systems, at least could serve as a single
source for common-use items, unify some facilities maintenance and other functions,
and operate a more efficient supply transportation and distribution system. With the
engineer group, MACV would no longer have to depend on civilian contractors to meet
its growing construction needs.2
On 15 January 1965, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended to the Secretary of
Defense that he approve, in principle, the introduction of both the Army logistic command and the engineer construction group. Repeating General Westmoreland’s argument, the Joint Chiefs declared that the logistic command would provide a structure
capable of expansion of common-user support, while the engineer group would “alleviate a shortfall” in US construction resources in South Vietnam. By sending a logistic
command to Vietnam, the United States would be preparing for “future adjustments in
… strength and changes in method or tempo of operations.” The construction group
would augment the “saturated indigenous contract construction capability” and could
work under hazardous conditions at which civilian contractors would probably balk.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff asked that an advance section of the logistic command, about
230 men, be sent at once to South Vietnam, with the main body and the construction
group to follow on a schedule then being worked out.3
The proposed deployment hit a roadblock in the person of Deputy Secretary of
Defense Cyrus Vance. On 26 January, Mr. Vance informed the Chairman that he was not
clear on the real logistic capabilities in South Vietnam and on just what improvements
were needed. The next day, he told General Wheeler that, even if the logistic command
and the construction group were deployed, they would not replace any of the other
14 systems but would merely superimpose another. Mr. Vance desired to simplify and
make more effective the logistic establishment in Vietnam. To pin down precisely the
problems involved, he declared his intention to send Mr. Glenn Gibson, Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Installation and Logistics (I&L)), to Saigon to talk with General
Westmoreland’s logisticians. Mr. Vance asked that the J–4, Lieutenant General Richard
D. Meyer, accompany Mr. Gibson; the Chairman agreed. That same day, General Wheeler
observed to the Joint Chiefs that the United States was getting itself into a difficult
logistics situation in South Vietnam.4
In Vietnam, Mr. Gibson and General Meyer interviewed every major commander, as
well as CINCPAC and his component commanders and Ambassador Taylor. Reporting
to the Deputy Secretary of Defense on 5 February, they confirmed that logistic deficiencies in “several functional areas,” even for support of forces already in South Vietnam,
were serious enough to degrade the operational effectiveness of combat units, if any
should be deployed. They believed, however, that any corrective measures must be in
consonance with contingency plans and should “facilitate rather than impede possible
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future accelerated and augmented US operations in Vietnam.” Hence, their proposals
were cautious and did not lead to any swift amelioration of deficiencies.
The survey team agreed that the US Army was best prepared to coordinate and
manage common supply and that an Army logistics command was the best vehicle for
performing this function. Nevertheless, they recommended to Mr. Vance that, for the
present, he authorize deployment of only a small advance party of the logistic command.
When appropriate, the command could be built up by transferring personnel already in
South Vietnam performing “housekeeping” functions. The team noted that no facilities
were available for deployment of the construction group or for the majority of the logistic command units, nor were funds available to construct such facilities. They recommended against deploying the engineer group, since commercial contractors “possibly”
could expand their capability to take care of all necessary construction. In general, the
survey team advocated use of indigenous and US civilian contract workers instead of
US military personnel wherever possible.
Deputy Secretary Vance accepted the survey team’s reasoning. On 12 February, he
disapproved introduction of the engineer group. He approved in principle introduction
of the logistic command but authorized early deployment of only 75 men and officers.
Mr. Vance directed the Joint Chiefs of Staff to conduct additional studies of the COMUSMACV plan and to recommend to the Secretary of Defense actions to improve the logistic posture as swiftly as possible while keeping down deployments. He appointed the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (I&L) as the OSD focal point for all necessary actions to
simplify procedures, remove unnecessary administrative “constraints,” and recommend
staffing for logistic support functions in South Vietnam.5
As administration deliberations about more US troops for Vietnam continued, so did
discussion of General Westmoreland’s logistic requests. On 19 March, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff recommended further augmentation of the Army logistic command by 543 men
and officers. A few days later, on 27 March, with a decision on further deployments and
the possible use of US forces in direct combat apparently imminent, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff asked the Secretary of Defense to authorize the full 2,100 man logistic command as
soon as possible and to reconsider the decision with respect to the construction group.
On the same day, in a personal message to General Wheeler, Admiral Sharp called for a
US logistic force of 18–20,000 personnel in South Vietnam to support one Army division,
the III MEF, the South Korean division, and additional air forces in South Vietnam and
Thailand. These men were in addition to the logistic elements already in South Vietnam
but included the proposed logistic command and construction group. President Johnson
soon folded this proposal into a broader decision on US troop deployments and roles.6

The Meyer Report

O

n 5 February, in a separate report to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Meyer
explained, in greater detail than in the survey team report, the state of logistic affairs
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in South Vietnam. He particularly emphasized the specific deficiencies and requirements.
In most instances, the problems he identified were not capable of quick or easy solution; US officials would have to take drastic and expensive measures over an extended
period to remedy the deficiencies. General Meyer’s report outlined a program of action
to improve the US logistic base in South Vietnam.
According to General Meyer, the shortage of real estate and facilities was the greatest single hindrance to US force deployments and logistic support in Vietnam. Facilities
might be programmed, funded, and constructed through at least nine different channels.
Regardless of the channel, projects required long lead times to secure funding, design,
and materials, as well as site selection, leading to unusually lengthy delays in completion.
In February 1965, there were approximately $46 million worth of approved and funded
construction programs in South Vietnam. Another $140 million in proposals were waiting
funding and approval. General Meyer noted that Raymond-Morrison-Knudsen (RMK),
the US civilian construction contractor in South Vietnam, probably could expand its
capability far beyond the currently projected workload—hence his refusal to support
deployment of the Army engineer group.
General Meyer declared that the various US components in country did not cooperate and had a tendency to “go it alone” on construction without coordinating through
MACV, leading to a competition for real estate and delays in needed projects. MACV
had an immediate need for a technical staff capable of: 1) making a master plan for all
installation development in South Vietnam; 2) coordinating facility sitings and real estate
acquisitions; 3) coordinating and approving all component construction programs; and
4) establishing priorities for all facilities designed and constructed by the Deputy Officer
in Charge of Construction.
All Service and Military Assistance Programs planning for South Vietnam, General
Meyer noted, until recently had been based on the assumption that most US forces would
be withdrawn by June 1965. When that assumption was abandoned, the US organizations
in Vietnam had engaged in constant adjustment, ad hoc solutions, and expensive crash
actions, particularly with regard to construction. General Meyer told the JCS that the
US should now develop an integrated construction program to support currently known
requirements, using all available sources of funds and should revise existing approved
programs as necessary. “Long-range logistic planning should not be confused with shortrange political actions and reactions, or on long-range military political objectives,” he
cautioned. “While the latter might well be to finish the job as soon as possible, long lead
time actions (construction and other logistic programs) should be developed over at
least a three year period.”
In General Meyer’s view, the unconventional US military management organization compounded supply and logistic problems in South Vietnam. The amalgamation
of MACV and the MAAG in 1964 had created, in effect, a fifth Service operating without
backup structure and with ad hoc procedures. The 2nd Air Division, which operated as
a conventional Air Force component command, had the least administrative difficulty.
The US Army Support Command, Vietnam (USASCV), functioned principally as an Army
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component, with an overextended span of control, yet lacked the full capability of the
2nd Air Division. The US Marine Corps and the US Navy units in South Vietnam, which
were small in numbers and essentially self-sufficient, had no major logistic problems.
The MACV advisers dwelt in “no-man’s land” and had no support authorized through
Service channels.
General Meyer urged the Joint Chiefs of Staff and CINCPAC to remedy these structural peculiarities by: 1) making MACV a true area unified commander under CINCPAC;
2) confirming the 2nd Air Division commander as the USAF component commander in
South Vietnam; 3) redesignating USASCV as US Army, Vietnam, and giving it the same
status and capability as 2nd Air Division; 4) retaining the channels of Service command
and backup support through 13th Air Force in the Philippines and US Army, Ryukyu
Islands, on Okinawa; 5) giving the HSAS commander the additional duty of Commander,
Naval Forces Ashore, Vietnam; and 6) as soon as practicable, and on a corps area or
other appropriate geographical basis, transferring the funding of logistic support of
the MACV advisers to their own Service components. He also suggested phasing out
the logistic responsibilities of the MACV Headquarters Commandant and establishing
fiscal and funding procedures to relieve field commanders of working with the current
cumbersome inter-Service support agreements.
Within the overall US structure in South Vietnam, General Meyer saw an urgent need
for long-range logistic planning at the top level. Only thus could order be established
under the circumstances of an increase in the US effort, the mutual dependence of the
US and South Vietnamese elements, and the impact of “possible changes in direction.”
As a vehicle for this purpose, General Meyer recommended creation of a logistic planning and advisory council under the US Mission Council, with membership from the
Embassy, USOM, MACV, 2nd Air Division, USASCV, and HSAS at a minimum. This council
would establish joint and combined long-range logistic objectives, standards, and policies affecting all US interests. It would determine mutual support, available or required,
from individual plans and programs. It would exploit civil assistance programs to assist
the military effort where mutually beneficial and would relate changes in military plans
and strengths to logistic capabilities.
General Meyer concluded with recommendations for improving US equipment
maintenance capabilities in South Vietnam, which then were practically nonexistent
outside the Saigon area. He also urged the expansion of facilities for receipt, storage,
and issue of ammunition—an essential step in view of possible US combat force commitments. The Joint Chiefs of Staff passed General Meyer’s report to the Joint Staff for
their use in planning for projected deployments to South Vietnam.7
When he returned from South Vietnam in mid-March, the Army Chief of Staff reinforced General Meyer’s observations on logistic deficiencies. As had the J–4, General
Johnson noted the seriousness of the construction problem. Among his recommendations, which the President approved, General Johnson suggested that MACV be given
“quick release” construction authority and funds to speed completion of projects with
tight deadlines. He proposed the establishment of a MACV-controlled stockpile of
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construction materials and equipment within three or four days’ sailing time of South
Vietnam. At the same time, General Johnson emphasized the need to reorient the supply
flow in South Vietnam from north-south to east-west in order to shorten delivery times
and decrease reliance on Saigon. To this end, he advocated dredging the harbors of Da
Nang, Qui Nhon, and Nha Trang so that ocean-going ships could land supplies directly
at these up-country ports.8

The Military Logistics Council

I

n proposing a top-level logistics council in South Vietnam, General Meyer was calling
on his own experience as a member of the Military Logistics Council (MLC) in the
Pentagon. The Joint Chiefs of Staff had established the MLC as an informal coordination body in April 1963. Its membership comprised the J–4; the Special Assistant for
Strategic Mobility, Joint Staff (SASM); the Director, Defense Supply Agency (DSA); and
the logistic chiefs of each of the Services. The MLC served as a forum for discussion
of logistic matters and problems of mutual interest. While the council had no power to
take actions in its own right, it encompassed men in key positions who commanded the
widest range of military logistics knowledge in the Department of Defense. Hence, the
MLC had an influence that enabled it to identify and solve many of the logistics problems,
large and small, that developed in connection with the war in South Vietnam. The MLC
met regularly to consider these problems and was instrumental in expediting solutions
through Service channels or through joint action.9
In February 1965, as a result of a proposal by the Chairman to the Service Chiefs,
the JCS designated the MLC as the central point of contact between the Joint Staff and
the Service staffs on Southeast Asia logistics matters. The council would provide the
Services with a medium for transmitting information and informally coordinating their
logistic positions. In cases of disagreement, the MLC would submit logistics problems
to the Joint Chiefs of Staff for resolution.10

New Airfields in South Vietnam

A

ll projected improvements to the logistic base in South Vietnam contributed to
US readiness to conduct operations under CINCPAC OPLANs 32-64 and 39-65 for
countering any concerted communist attack on Southeast Asia. In late February, at the
direction of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (I&L), the Joint Staff, the Services, and
the DSA analyzed the ability of the United States to implement these contingency plans
as of 20 February 1965. In this analysis, logistics were a major consideration. In South
Vietnam, the study identified the following broad requirements: 1) improvements to rail
and road nets; 2) improvements to secondary ports and provision of additional harbor
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craft; 3) construction and/or improvement of airfields at Bien Hoa, Da Nang, Chu Lai,
Tam Ky, Tan Son Nhut, and Pleiku; and 4) construction of a hospital facility at Saigon.11
Airfield expansion in South Vietnam had been under consideration for some time. In
late 1964, CINCPAC had told the Joint Chiefs of Staff that, if the United States intended
to remain in Southeast Asia, it would have to develop a stronger and more responsive
system of airfields. He had recommended construction of a new jet-capable airfield at
Chu Lai at an estimated cost of $6.5 million and of a second jet-capable runway at Da
Nang parallel to the existing one at a cost of about $3.5 million. On 11 November 1964,
the Joint Chiefs of Staff had recommended to the Secretary of Defense that he approve
these projects, because of the contemplated increase in US deployments and the need
to enhance capability to cope “more flexibly with a wide range of future exigencies.”
They also urged that funds be made available for architectural and engineering studies
in connection with these projects.12
Secretary McNamara generally agreed with the need for airbase expansion in
Southeast Asia, and he approved interim funding for the architect-engineer studies for
Da Nang and Chu Lai. He deferred a decision on actual construction, however, to await
the outcome of those studies and to evaluate the need for those facilities “in light of the
current situation.”13
Early in 1965, with expanded US air operations in prospect, it became more and
more obvious that the United States needed additional air bases in South Vietnam. The
US had increased the number of personnel and aircraft of all Services in the country,
crowding the three major airfields. In response to this situation, CINCPAC provided
the Joint Chiefs of Staff with a timetable for compressing the design and construction
work on the Chu Lai field. Admiral Sharp declared that, if funds were made available in
April, by June the design work would be sufficiently advanced that actual construction
could begin. On this schedule, the entire project could be completed by June 1966. The
Joint Chiefs immediately passed this information on to Secretary McNamara, stating
that “the changing military situation and fluid political environment in Southeast Asia
underscored the importance of emergency preparations.” They pointed out that Da Nang,
Tan Son Nhut, and Bien Hoa air bases, the only jet-capable fields in South Vietnam, were
approaching the saturation point. The United States had the use of five airfields in Thailand; but these had limitations, including longer flying times to targets and restrictions
imposed by the Thai government.
Bases at Da Nang and Chu Lai, the Joint Chiefs believed, offered major military
advantages. Located in I CTZ, both could be supported by sea over the beach from US
bases on Okinawa and in the Philippines. They were ideally located for strikes against
North Vietnam or south China. In view of the “constant increase of communist activity
in Southeast Asia, the need to prepare for a wide variety of courses of action which
includes sizeable air operations, the high density of aircraft of all Services and RVNAF
and low dispersal capability,” the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended that the Secretary
of Defense reconsider his deferral of the projects at Chu Lai and Da Nang. They further
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recommended that the projects be funded under a special contingency authorization or
from MAP or AID, and not out of a Service budget.14
On 18 March, Secretary McNamara approved the JCS recommendations for the new
airfield at Chu Lai and the additional runway and connecting taxiways at Da Nang. He
ordered that construction begin as soon as possible. He ruled, however, that because the
projects had been “Navy sponsored” from the start and were intended for predominant
Marine use under CINCPAC OPLANs, the Navy Department would be the sponsoring
Service and furnish funds from its military construction program.15

Groundwork for an Expanded War

B

esides dealing with construction and other immediate logistic readiness issues, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff addressed the broader measures required to lay the groundwork
for an expanded war in South Vietnam. Thus far, US military, economic, and political programs in Southeast Asia had been geared to a situation in which US forces were not directly
involved in heavy combat; but the Joint Chiefs realized that the United States could find
itself in a full-scale war in the region as a result of its own actions and enemy responses.
On 16 March, after talking with the Army Chief of Staff, General Wheeler told the Director,
Joint Staff, that the government had to take early action to shift its procedures and operations to a footing more suitable for the prosecution of major hostilities. The government
would have to make substantial adjustments in military programs and probably also in
programming methods and program execution. General Wheeler instructed the Director
to have the Joint Staff prepare specific recommendations for adjustments that could be
made within the authority of the Secretary of Defense and the President. The Chairman
also directed the Joint Staff to identify changes that would require legislation, funding,
military personnel, and any additional authorizations, including standby authority.16
The Joint Chiefs of Staff called at once on the field commanders to describe problems
they were having within their areas of responsibility as they tried to carry on wartime operations under peacetime procedures. Admiral Sharp and General Westmoreland answered
promptly, and the Joint Staff used their views extensively in the preparation of its study.17
As a result of this study, on 2 April, the Joint Chiefs of Staff set forth in detail for the
Secretary of Defense the problems that existed in bringing support of operations in South
Vietnam up to a wartime footing. They told Secretary McNamara, “The effectiveness of
US military actions in the measure and scope now required to prosecute the war … will
be enhanced by the adjustment of those present peacetime US policies and procedures”
which had governed the support of South Vietnam. “We are in a war,” the JCS continued,
“in which a loss would be viewed world-wide as a US defeat. We must not permit this to
happen.” Consequently, the Joint Chiefs considered it “prudent that immediate steps be
taken to remove all administrative and procedural impediments that hamper us in the
prosecution of this war.” They laid out for the Secretary the “substantial adjustments”
that were required in present policies and procedures.
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With respect to funding the war, the Joint Chiefs of Staff reminded the Secretary
that money for operations in Southeast Asia came through several funding channels
and was restricted as to its use and controlled by various administrative procedures.
The FY 1965 Military Assistance Program and related fiscal support had been developed
for a noncombat military situation. The individual Services were paying for the combat
operations now taking place by reprogramming their respective peacetime budgets
and the MAP. Each Service thus had to expend considerable administrative effort and
cut back on its other priority programs to meet the needs of Southeast Asia. The Army,
for example, could not build up reserve supplies and, indeed, could barely maintain its
existing levels. Added to the diversion of operating funds for combat support, the attrition of equipment and supplies from battle losses was occurring at a rate far exceeding
that planned for peacetime.
Construction funding also was a problem. Under normal procedures, military
construction projects for Southeast Asia took about two years from determination of
a requirement to approval of building the facility. Congress had granted authority to
approve and program emergency construction projects; but had limited this authority
to approximately $41 million during the remainder of FY 65, an amount well short of
current construction requirements. The Joint Chiefs of Staff declared that these conditions could not be tolerated during “war type” actions. The present system entailed
delay, denied flexibility to commanders, and required that details pass through several
echelons to the national level for decision. “Limitations and restrictions which hinder
the prosecution of the war must be removed,” the JCS concluded.
The Joint Chiefs specified authorities that the Secretary of Defense already possessed that he could use to remedy some of these conditions. For example, Congress
had granted him authority to transfer up to $200 million between appropriations. With
the President’s approval, he could provide funds on a deficiency basis to pay for military
personnel increases beyond those provided in annual appropriations. Further, the President could suspend the apportionment process which released funds on a time-phased
basis. He also could direct the Secretary of Defense to submit supplemental appropriation requests to Congress. Finally, the Defense Department could incur deficiencies
without dollar limit in any current fiscal year to pay for fuel, subsistence, transportation,
clothing, and medical supplies for US forces beyond the amount of appropriations available. The Joint Chiefs of Staff also specified for Secretary McNamara actions he could
take without delay to augment Service accounts.
The Joint Chiefs informed Secretary McNamara that the Military Assistance Program’s administrative and legal procedures were too cumbersome to support active
warfare. The MAP involved long lead time for planning and implementation. Its highly
centralized management was not susceptible to rapid changes in requirements for
money and material, which were occurring constantly in Southeast Asia, not only in
kind but in magnitude. Immediate demands in South Vietnam exceeded approved levels
for materiel planning, programming, and management, yet the complicated, relatively
unresponsive system remained unchanged. The MAP system needed reforms to free it
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of its close fiscal control and administrative overhead requirements and make it more
flexible, particularly in South Vietnam but also in Thailand and Laos.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff noted several critical rigidities in the MAP. Under the MAP,
major pieces of equipment were funded as separate line items, imposing burdensome
procedures on the Services, the unified commands, and the Office of the Secretary of
Defense. MAP deviation procedures were very complicated, since they were designed
to maintain an “audit trail” of obligations and expenditures as well as “what happened
and why” when program requirements changed. All changes to the MAP for South Vietnam eventually were recorded in the Office of the Secretary of Defense. Both Admiral
Sharp and General Westmoreland considered these deviation procedures an undesirable
administrative burden.
The Services could not respond readily to wartime MAP demands, because, with
few exceptions, they had not been authorized to procure and stock materiel in anticipation of MAP requirements. Perforce, the Services had drawn down their own stocks or
taken extraordinary procurement actions. Finally, the Foreign Assistance Act provided
that any grant-aid MAP item costing more than $100,000 could be furnished to a country
only if the Chief of the MAAG certified in writing within six months to 30 days prior to
delivery that the recipient was capable of using the item effectively.
The United States had reprogrammed funds within the world-wide MAP to meet the
demands of the war in South Vietnam. The Joint Chiefs noted that the FY 1965 MAP, for
example, had met requirements for Vietnam only by seriously reducing the programs
of other countries. From an original $205.8 million established in July 1964, the FY 1965
program for Vietnam had grown to $278.8 million by 16 February 1965; and CINCPAC
estimated actual requirements as of 2 April 1965 at $327.5 million. MAP requirements
for other countries, such as Korea, Nationalist China, Greece, and Turkey had declined,
but those countries were important to US collective defense arrangements. Any cuts
in their already reduced programs could have serious political repercussions, as well
as creating uncertainty in the minds of other US allies as to American sincerity and
true intentions. Accordingly, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended to the Secretary
of Defense that he immediately increase funding for both MAP and Service programs
in Southeast Asia through the use of his appropriation transfer authority. They also
recommended that he develop supplemental appropriation requests for submission to
Congress at an early date.
In conclusion, the Joint Chiefs of Staff pointed out that the situation in South Vietnam, Thailand, and Laos was beyond the scope of the MAP as presently set up. The MAP
system required a level of detailed planning and centralized management warranted only
under peacetime conditions. With its requirement for close fiscal control and resultant
delays, the MAP system denied responsible commanders the flexibility they needed
in a wartime situation. The Joint Chiefs recommended that “MAP procedures for the
RVN, Thailand, and Laos, and all other MAP-supported International Military Assistance
Forces which may be deployed to Southeast Asia, should be streamlined and separated
from the world-wide MAP.”
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The Joint Chiefs of Staff then addressed the issue of improving communications in
South Vietnam. They reviewed for Secretary McNamara the actions taken in 1961 and
1962 to build up systems for command and control. The United States had put in place a
tropospheric scatter system, a US tactical operations-intelligence radio network, a tactical air control system, a commercial microwave communications system in northeast
Thailand and the Mekong Delta of South Vietnam, and had distributed hamlet radios.
It was using communications satellites operationally and had extended a submarine
cable into the area.
Nevertheless, further improvements were necessary to meet the growing demands
on communications systems. As in the case of military construction, the Defense Department machinery for approving communications projects costing more than $100,000
was cumbersome and slow. For example, one project, the “Integrated US Wideband
Communications System for Southeast Asia,” which CINCPAC first had called for in
October 1964 and the JCS had approved a month later, still was undergoing administrative processing. CINCPAC had requested other projects as well, and the Joint Chiefs of
Staff currently were reviewing them. If these projects were approved, the Department
of Defense needed to develop short-cuts so that they might be implemented much more
quickly than normal procedures would allow.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff called the Secretary’s attention to a serious shortage of
cryptographically secure voice communications equipment in South Vietnam. The equipment in-country was almost completely occupied and in constant use. Among measures
needed to solve this problem, the JCS suggested the withdrawal of secure equipment
from other areas, particularly the continental United States, for redistribution to PACOM,
and funding for increased production of a new generation of voice security equipment
and ancillary devices adapted to PACOM employment.
Turning to transportation, the Joint Chiefs of Staff noted that the systems within
the United States and connecting the US to PACOM and Southeast Asia were modern,
well organized, and capable of rapid expansion. The JCS advised the Secretary that, to
support an increased effort in Vietnam, the system probably would require augmentation
from military reserve and civilian commercial sources. This would be complicated by
the fact that the Secretary of Defense had established a ceiling for FY 1966 on funding
of commercial contract airlift. For expansion of the war in Vietnam, the Defense Department would have to change its Five Year Force Structure and Financial Program so that
elements of the active forces scheduled for transfer to the reserves could be kept on
active status. These included C–124 and KC–97 aircraft and some troopships. In addition,
Defense should expedite delivery of some new aircraft, particularly the C–141, through
accelerated production.
The United States would have to take prompt action to increase the limited capacity of South Vietnam’s ports and airfields to receive and discharge cargo and personnel.
To assist in this, the Joint Chiefs said, the US should accelerate the deployment of the
engineer and transportation troops the JCS had requested on 15 January. Given the
limited facilities in Vietnamese ports for receipt and discharge of vessels, it would be
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necessary to unload ships in stream and over the beach. Lighterage craft were on the way
to PACOM from the United States, but the active Army lacked sufficient organized units
to keep these boats operating without depleting the forces supporting other missions.
Finally, the Joint Chiefs of Staff turned to the issue of the US balance of payments
as it affected the war effort. On 1 October 1964, the Secretary of Defense had told the
Chairman, “In view of the uncertainties involved in Southeast Asia at this time, it is my
intention that balance of payments considerations should not adversely affect the combat effectiveness of our forces directly or imminently engaged in Southeast Asia.” Keeping this in mind, the Joint Chiefs, in their 2 April memorandum, recommended that the
Secretary adjust the balance of payments goals for contractual services so as to separate
operational costs in Southeast Asia from the achievement of totals established for other
areas. “Balance of payments restrictions,” they said, “should not limit the expenditure of
funds in the RVN or in those areas in direct support of the war in that area.”18
The Joint Chiefs of Staff offered these recommendations almost simultaneously
with presidential decisions that were to make the United States a primary participant
in the fight against the Viet Cong and North Vietnam. Secretary McNamara had already
indicated his readiness to support many of the adjustments that the Joint Chiefs were
now proposing, all of which had fiscal implications. In a memorandum dated 1 March
1965, the Secretary of Defense had told secretaries and military chiefs of the Services
and the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, that there was an unlimited appropriation available for financing aid to South Vietnam. “Under no circumstances,” he said, “is lack of
money to stand in the way of aid to that nation.” Such assistance would be provided
wherever it was needed, either through the MAP or through the “application of US forces
and their associated equipment.” The events of the ensuing months would test whether
McNamara was as good as his word.
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Deployment Planning,
March–June 1965
During the first quarter of 1965, President Johnson had made important decisions
and taken significant actions. In these months, he had ordered the bombing of North
Vietnam and had removed the restrictions on the use of US planes and pilots in South
Vietnam. It became increasingly apparent during this period that, barring sudden and
drastic improvements in the military situation, the administration’s logical next step
could be sending American ground forces to fight alongside the RVNAF. The planning
and recommendations for US force deployments that had taken place during March,
while predicated on the need to protect American forces and installations, had strongly
reflected such a realization. Early in April, the President, responding to military advice,
began to move, tentatively and experimentally at first, toward sending American troops
into battle in South Vietnam.
In this period, specific authorities to deploy United States forces were evolutionary
and slower in coming than the Joint Chiefs of Staff believed advisable. The authority to
send units, especially major units, met resistance within government councils. Exact
statements of authority were difficult to pin down since these were often expressed
vaguely as approvals “for planning purposes” and “in principle,” developed over a period
of time in official discussions without a definite decision being identified. This procedure
led occasionally to misunderstandings concerning just what units, or how many men,
had actually been approved for shipment as of a specific date. The need for forces was
not always clearly understood nor was there, apparently, enough appreciation of the
timing problem. In some cases, the JCS had either to assume that authority had been
granted, or that it soon would be granted, in order to get under way the very complicated
and time-consuming process of taking a unit from garrison, readying it for shipment,
and placing it in South Vietnam, when it was needed, in combat ready condition. Of
course, the Joint Chiefs never actually directed movements until the authority had been
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clearly established; but had they waited for the final word before directing preliminary
preparations, delays in arrival would have been considerably greater than they were.
During the spring of 1965, a number of considerations and events had an inhibiting
effect on deployment decisions. First, officials were concerned about possible adverse
South Vietnamese governmental and popular reactions to a too large and rapid influx
of foreign troops. Such an influx might also stimulate the communist bloc to increased
military activity. Then the administration had to consider the potential drain on strategic
reserves in the United States and the possible effects of a Vietnam engagement on US
commitments to NATO and on certain contingency plans. Important too was the question of logistics—that deployments should not outrun support capabilities. Officials
feared that too-swift deployments might place US forces in exposed and dangerous
positions and lead to increased American casualty rates. Finally, during April and May
1965, the President and his national security team were preoccupied with a large-scale
US military intervention in the Dominican Republic to stave off what they feared was
an imminent Communist coup.1
In later months, other factors would become important. The effect of large deployments on South Vietnam’s economy proved particularly troublesome. The administration
had to grapple with the politically difficult issues of a reserve call-up and extension of
active duty tours, not to mention the nagging questions of force levels and the national
military posture. However, by mid-1965, the administration had achieved a consensus
on the need for deployments to South Vietnam and had done much to smooth out the
detailed processes of planning, recommendations, and actions.

The Decisions of 1 April

A

t a National Security Council meeting at the White House on the night of 1 April,
the question of how many US combat forces should be deployed and what role
they should play in the war came to a head. The Joint Chiefs of Staff had assumed that
the President’s approval of General Johnson’s 21 recommendations two weeks earlier
had opened the way for more direct and effective actions in South Vietnam, but not all
presidential advisers shared that assumption. The discussions centered around a paper
prepared in the State Department and revised by members of the White House staff,
setting forth a more limited course of action.
Besides addressing the next steps in US diplomacy on Vietnam, this paper rejected
the immediate deployment of the full three-division force that the JCS were recommending. “Because the reaction of the GVN and the South Vietnamese people to any major
US combat deployment is uncertain, as is the likely net effectiveness of US and third
country combat forces in the Vietnamese environment,” the Secretaries of State and
Defense recommended approval at this time of only the first step in the larger program:
deployment of two additional Marine battalions, one Marine aircraft squadron, and the
18,000–20,000 logistical troops earlier proposed. In addition, the United States should
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begin negotiations with the Republic of Korea for a Korean regimental combat team.
These actions would require about 60 days, at the end of which the administration could
consider further steps. While deferring the larger program, the United States should
make detailed logistic plans for the “possible later introduction” of the remainder of the
Marine Expeditionary Force, a US Army division, a South Korean division, and a British
Commonwealth brigade.2
General Wheeler objected strongly to this program. He reminded the President that
on 15 March, it had been agreed that the United States was losing in South Vietnam. To
reverse this trend, the US must establish military control of selected critical areas in the
country, and the only way to do that was to go ahead and introduce the three divisions.
The other participants in the 1 April meeting disagreed with the Chairman, rejecting
immediate deployment of the divisions. President Johnson, however, did approve
sending two additional Marine BLTs to Da Nang and Phu Bai, along with one Marine
F–4 squadron and MEB command and control elements. He also authorized dispatch of
18,000–20,000 logistic troops to sustain US forces already in South Vietnam, to prepare
a logistics base, and to support the deployment of up to three US/Allied divisions. The
President directed further that delivery of aircraft and helicopter reinforcements be
expedited. He instructed the Secretary of State to see what could be done to induce
South Korea, Australia, and New Zealand to deploy rapidly “significant combat elements”
to South Vietnam “in parallel” with the deployment of US Marines. Most important for the
future, the President authorized an expansion of the Marines’ mission in South Vietnam
to include “counterinsurgency combat operations.” On 6 April, these decisions were
formally embodied in NSAM 328.3
On 3 April, Secretary of State Rusk and Ambassador Taylor attempted to define
more precisely the Marines’ enlarged mission. They worked on the premise “that the
intention was for the Marines to play a bigger and more active role than the Marines
now deployed at Da Nang.” Secretary Rusk envisioned that the Marines initially would
engage in “aggressive patrolling” around their bases, always accompanied by South
Vietnamese troops and gradually moving deeper into the countryside. They also would
act as a “mobile reserve to support ARVN operations as this appeared useful.” That
same day, the State and Defense Departments jointly informed the US Embassy in
Saigon of the deployments decided upon on 1 April. The departments declared that
the Marine mission had been expanded “to include engagement in counterinsurgency
combat operations,” under a concept to be developed in the field “in accord with high
level Washington discussions to be communicated by Ambassador Taylor.” Pacing of
the deployments would be “critical” so as to avoid the impression of a “rapid massive buildup” while getting the Marines into South Vietnam as soon as possible after
Ambassador Taylor secured permission from Saigon. Deployments of non-Marine
forces “will be spaced over [a] period [of] time with publicity re all deployments kept
at lowest key possible.”4
Although President Johnson had not approved deployment of the three-division
force, the Joint Chiefs of Staff continued planning for it. On 2 April, the Chairman
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instructed the Joint Staff to draw up plans for deployment of a full MEF, an Army
division, and a South Korean division. Three days later, the Secretary of Defense
asked the Joint Chiefs for a schedule setting forth in detail the actions necessary to
introduce two or three divisions into South Vietnam “at the earliest practicable date.”5
As of early April, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had thus far recommended the deployment
to South Vietnam “when needed” of 39,000 Marines to increase the MEB to an MEF; an
Army airmobile division of 26,000; and a Korean division force of 21,000. They had “concurred” in the introduction of one Australian infantry battalion with supporting units;
one New Zealand artillery battery; one New Zealand tank troop; and other New Zealand
supporting units. The Joint Chiefs also had recommended deployment of a brigade from
the 25th Infantry Division to Thailand. Cumulatively over the previous two months, the
JCS had recommended deployment of the following Air Force units to Southeast Asia
and WESTPAC: 5 tactical fighter squadrons to Ubon, Kadena, Kung Kuan, and Takhli;
4 TFS to Clark and Kadena; 2 RTF to Clark/Tan Son Nhut and Kadena; 5 EC–121s to
Taiwan; 1 TFS to Itazuke, and 2 TFS to Taiwan.6

The CINCPAC Deployment Conference, 9–10 April

U

nderlying all their considerations of combat troop deployments, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff recognized the logistics weaknesses in South Vietnam highlighted in
General Meyer’s and General Johnson’s reports. The Joint Chiefs were determined
that combat forces would not be sent in at a rate that would exceed the capability of
the logistics base. It was necessary, therefore, to determine just what this base must
be. At the same time, in coordination with field commanders and Services, the JCS
had to work out the priorities for troop deployment and the optimum deployment
plans. In order to develop answers on these matters, the Joint Chiefs directed that a
deployment conference be held at CINCPAC headquarters starting on 9 April, with
officers from the Joint Staff, the Services, the major commands, and the Defense
Transportation Agency attending.
On 6 April, the Director, Joint Staff, General David A. Burchinal, USAF, communicated to Admiral Sharp the sense of urgency the Joint Chiefs felt about deployments
and about the need for sound but swift planning to accomplish them. “There is real
concern,” Burchinal said, “that the situation in I and II Corps may fall apart faster than
we have taken cognizance of in our current preliminary planning.” Citing the Secretary
of Defense’s call for a detailed plan to get US forces into South Vietnam “at the earliest
practicable date,” Burchinal told CINCPAC, “We want to ram these log units in as rapidly
as MACV wants them and we can send them. All here recognize the distinct possibility
that we may have to send in the Marine and US Army division forces plus the balance
of the air to meet a suddenly developing situation … whether or not what we would like
to have as a prepared logistics base has been established.”7
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In the terms of reference for the deployment conference, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
stipulated that plans be developed under two alternative movement schedules: 1)
maximum feasible resources within present DOD authorities; and 2) the National
Emergency level of transport capability. They also directed the conference to give
priority attention to plans and movement schedules for the logistical and supporting
units that CINCPAC required to sustain personnel and forces already in or approved
for deployment to South Vietnam, to receive and support a three-division force, and
to receive and support other US forces. In a separate message, the JCS told CINCPAC
that they wanted “expedited preparation” of a feasible time-phased deployment schedule for the 2,100-man Army Logistic Command, the 2,400-man Engineer Construction
Group, and the rest of the 20,000-man logistic force that had been authorized. The Joint
Chiefs assured CINCPAC that deployment of the logistic forces was not contingent
upon approval to deploy combat forces. Nevertheless, the planning for combat forces
must go on concurrently with that for the logistic deployments. Both of these deployments might turn out to be concurrent; hence CINCPAC was to maintain maximum
flexibility in the availability of airlift.8
At the Honolulu conference, from 8–10 April, the representatives of the concerned
commands and agencies developed a plan for deployment of logistic and combat
forces to Southeast Asia, which went forward to the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the 10th.
Pointing to the capabilities of the Viet Cong, the North Vietnamese, and the Chinese
Communists to seize all or parts of South Vietnam, the plan presented a deployment
concept to meet the threat, to improve US posture to deter overt aggression, and to
provide a capability for countering aggression should it occur. To meet the current
situation, the United States and its allies should station ground forces in critically
threatened areas of South Vietnam and a small combatant ground force in Thailand,
as well as additional air units in South Vietnam, Thailand, and the western Pacific.
Incorporating ideas from MACV, the plan envisioned that US ground troops would
initially take on base protection missions then, once the bases were secure, phase
into counterinsurgency operations in coordination with the RVNAF. American forces
would mount operations from secure, logistically supportable bases in a campaign of
increasing strength against the Viet Cong.
The deployments would occur in progressive increments which could be so controlled that if certain forces obviously were not needed they could be cancelled. The
progressive deployments would fall into four phases. In Phase 1, the troops would
increase security of vital US installations, establish US coastal enclaves, and support
RVNAF operations from the enclaves. In Phase 2, they would conduct operations from
the coastal bases. In Phase 3, the troops would secure inland bases and areas, which they
would improve and from which they would operate in Phase 4. Initial deployments would
take place through the coastal enclaves. The plan listed the major units and supporting
forces and the enclaves through which they would be introduced. When the plan reached
Washington, the JCS passed it to the Director, J–4, for consideration in connection with
the overall deployment study desired by the Secretary of Defense.9
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The 173rd Airborne Brigade

T

he CINCPAC conference incorporated in its recommendations a request from
General Westmoreland for deployment of a US Army brigade to protect American
installations at Bien Hoa and Vung Tau. On 11 April, the MACV commander repeated
this request in a separate message to CINCPAC, nominating the Okinawa-based 173rd
Airborne Brigade, PACOM’s mobile reserve, for the mission. General Westmoreland
told Admiral Sharp that the brigade’s deployment was as much a military necessity as
that of the Marines to Da Nang/Phu Bai. He cited the threat posed by strong Viet Cong
main force units in the eastern III CTZ (units that had mauled the ARVN at Binh Gia
earlier in the year), which could attack the HOP TAC pacification zone and important
US and South Vietnamese installations in the region. The two major US bases at Bien
Hoa/Vung Tau were essential for current operations and for the safety of American personnel in the Saigon area. For example, Bien Hoa, which had suffered a heavy attack in
November 1964, was the major USAF and VNAF fighter base. All the A–1Es (close air
support aircraft) were based there. The B–57s at Bien Hoa flew over 75 percent of the
in-country jet support of the RVNAF. An Army brigade stationed in the area would not
only strengthen its security but could be flown quickly to the central highlands in the
event of a major Viet Cong attack there.10
Admiral Sharp agreed with General Westmoreland and recommended that the 173rd
Airborne Brigade be sent at once. CINCPAC asked also that action be taken at the same
time to replace the 173rd in South Vietnam as soon as possible with a US Army brigade
from the United States. The 173rd then would return to Okinawa and resume its role as
PACOM reserve. On 13 April, after the Joint Chiefs of Staff had endorsed Admiral Sharp’s
request, Secretary McNamara approved, subject to country clearance, the deployment
of the 173rd Airborne Brigade to Bien Hoa/Vung Tau from Okinawa.11

The JCS Deployment Plan

M

eeting on 12 April, the Joint Chiefs of Staff addressed themselves to the preliminary recommendations of the J–4 on the deployment study. They directed that
the deployment concept, based on that of the CINCPAC plan, be expanded into a three
division/nine squadron plan and time schedule. The plan should consider creating a
combined tactical headquarters in northern South Vietnam to coordinate counterinsurgency operations near both the I Corps and II Corps enclaves. It should provide for
countering major North Vietnamese attacks, either from across the Demilitarized Zone
or from in-country assembly areas. The plan should give special attention to General
Westmoreland’s request for early deployment of the 173rd Airborne Brigade. (As mentioned, that deployment was approved the next day.) The J–4 should plan on deploying
the airmobile division, as recommended by the Chief of Staff, Army, and on having the
first Regimental Combat Team (RCT) of the South Korean division in South Vietnam
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in 180 days. Plans should provide for deployment of the 18,000–20,000 logistic troops
to establish the base for the three division forces, which would be landed in enclaves
in the Hue/Phu Bai/Da Nang area, the Chu Lai/Qui Nhon/Nha Trang area, and the Bien
Hoa/Vung Tau area.12
On 14 April, the Joint Chiefs of Staff assigned to CINCSTRIKE and the Commander
in Chief, Middle East, Africa South of the Sahara, and South Asia (USCINCMEAFSA)13
responsibility for deployment of Army and Air Force units based in the United States. After
the troop lists had been finally settled and authority granted for deployment, and after the
Army and Air Force chiefs of staff had determined units to be combat ready, they would
transfer operational command of these units to CINCSTRIKE and USCINCMEAFSA.14
On 17 April, the Joint Chiefs forwarded to Secretary McNamara the deployment
plan which he had requested on 5 April. The concept, based essentially on the CINCPAC
conference’s plan and earlier advocated by the Commandant, Marine Corps, called
for the introduction of US forces into secure bases along the South Vietnamese coast,
from which they would conduct “combat counterinsurgency operations” against the
Viet Cong. To provide the base needed to support the combat elements, some logistic
forces would have to go in first. Other US ground troops, with their support elements,
would be needed in Thailand to “add deterrent strength,” and to have forces in the area
in the event of a North Vietnamese or Chinese Communist attack. Air Force units should
be deployed forward in the Western Pacific to deter aggression, to strengthen forces
engaged in Laos and North and South Vietnam, and to improve reconnaissance and
airlift capabilities. The concept of operations for the forces in South Vietnam paralleled
that of the CINCPAC plan and provided for the same four phases. Initial locations for
the first units would be: 1) III MEF at Hue/Da Nang/Chu Lai; 2) US Airmobile Division
at Qui Nhon/Nha Trang; 3) Republic of Korea (ROK) division force at Quang Ngai/Chu
Lai; and 4) 173rd Airborne Brigade at Bien Hoa/Vung Tau.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff foresaw that in the enclaves combat troops would have
to land early to provide security for the initial and subsequent logistic unit deployments, and for construction and maintenance operations. The III MEF would secure
airfields, conduct combat counterinsurgency operations, and be prepared to repel any
overt North Vietnamese or Chinese attacks in its area of responsibility. From its bases
in coastal II CTZ, the Army airmobile division would also operate against the enemy
“as directed by COMUSMACV in the highlands or elsewhere as required by the situation,” but only when “logistically feasible.” The division should stay ready to defend in
the central highlands if the North Vietnamese or Chinese came down and would help
keep friendly control of coastal communications. The South Korean division would
enter the Quang Ngai/Chu Lai area only after the US Marines had secured it; once
ashore, the division would expand into the Tam Ky area and conduct base security
and counterinsurgency operations. After deployment to Bien Hoa/Vung Tau, the 173rd
Airborne Brigade was to be replaced by another Army brigade from the United States
as soon as practicable in order to return to Okinawa. Anticipating the possible need
for a higher echelon field command, the JCS informed the Secretary of Defense that a
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tailored-down US Army corps headquarters and minimal corps troops would be sent
to South Vietnam when and if required.
The deployments that the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended conformed to the troop
list proposed by CINCPAC. Definite movement schedules could not be set until the Secretary had made final deployment decisions, and the priority of shipment and method of
travel would depend on CINCPAC’s requests. The initial proposed deployments would
include 17,100 logistic troops, as well as 14,000 Marines for the MEF and the 4,000-man
airborne brigade. If necessary decisions and country clearances were forthcoming, the
United States would have more than 35,000 men in South Vietnam by 15 July. In addition,
a brigade of the 25th Infantry Division would be dispatched to Thailand, where it would
provide security and stability in that country’s northeast region.
The Joint Chiefs pointed out the formidable logistic requirements of the proposed
force. Forty percent of Military Air Transport Service (MATS) capability would have to
be reserved for movement of essential resupply, channel, and special mission traffic, and
to provide flexibility to meet emergencies. Air and sea lift requirements for movement of
resupply and replacements would increase proportionately as these deployments took
place. Of necessity, only the most urgently needed personnel and supply items would
travel by airlift. The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended that the Secretary of Defense
approve their plan as a basis for further planning.15

Ambassador Taylor Objects

T

hese deployment plans ran into an obstacle in the person of Ambassador Taylor.
The Ambassador had participated actively in the NSC discussions leading to the
President’s decision to send more US troops and to commit some US forces to combat.
In principle, Ambassador Taylor supported this change in policy, but he wanted to go
slowly in implementing it. He doubted that the military situation in South Vietnam, which
appeared to be improving during April, called for the introduction right away of large
numbers of US fighting men.16
Ambassador Taylor agreed that the 18,000–20,000-man logistic buildup was desirable and urged its rapid implementation. He believed that the engineers “can be very
useful in SVN whether or not we ever introduce additional divisions.” He did not believe,
however, that US divisions were needed urgently. Ambassador Taylor did not fear, for
example, that I and II Corps were “about to fall apart.” And in any event, if a debacle were
going to occur in the next few months, the United States could not complete logistic
preparations in time to stop it. Evidently not privy to the extent of the planning taking
place in Washington, the Ambassador understood that “if the Marines demonstrate
effectiveness in operating out of Da Nang in an offensive counterinsurgency role, other
offensive enclaves may be established along the coast and garrisoned with brigade-size
contingents for employment similar to the Marines.” He recommended that the United
States start logistic preparations at once to establish support for US brigades at Bien
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Hoa/Vung Tau and at Qui Nhon. This would allow later introduction of larger forces if
necessary. Ambassador Taylor wanted this done rapidly enough to make a contribution
“to the situation which is now unfolding.”17
The lack of synchronization on troop deployments between Washington and Saigon
became apparent on 14 April. On that date, following a luncheon meeting the previous
day with the President, Secretaries Rusk and McNamara, McGeorge Bundy, and Deputy
Secretary of Defense Vance, the Joint Chiefs of Staff informed CINCPAC that at the “earliest feasible” time after receipt of country clearance, he should deploy the 173rd Airborne
Brigade and necessary supporting elements to Bien Hoa/Vung Tau. The brigade’s mission
was to include counterinsurgency combat operations.18
When Ambassador Taylor saw this instruction to Admiral Sharp, which Mr. Bundy
later declared was a premature action by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, he was puzzled. He
cabled Washington, also on 14 April, saying, “This comes as a complete surprise in view
of the understanding reached in Washington that we would experiment with the Marines
in a counterinsurgency role before bringing in other US contingents.” Ambassador Taylor recommended that the deployment of the 173rd be held up “until we can sort out all
matters relating to it.”19
Ambassador Taylor was even more surprised and displeased when Marine reinforcements landed at Da Nang with 155 mm and 8-inch howitzers and with tanks. Ambassador
Taylor objected to Secretary Rusk that “This action is highly embarrassing to me and
contravenes the decisions bearing on the Marine deployments taken in Washington during my recent visit as I understand them.” The inclusion of heavy weapons in the Marine
armament, Ambassador Taylor pointed out, was inappropriate for counterinsurgency
and would encourage critics of US policy who charged that the United States was more
interested in fighting Red China than the Viet Cong. Ambassador Taylor was particularly
concerned about Prime Minister Quat’s possible reaction. He did not consider it wise to
take the weapons out now, however, since that would only compound the mistake by
drawing attention to it. “I shall try to explain this affair to Quat in such a way as not to
encourage the suspicion that we are slipping units into SVN without his knowledge.”20
In another cable on 14 April, the Ambassador declared that he was disturbed by the
pace of recent actions to introduce US ground forces into South Vietnam. He charged
that this created an impression of eagerness in some quarters that he found difficult to
understand. “I should think,” he said, “that for both military and political reasons we
should be most reluctant to tie down Army/Marine units in this country and would do
so only after the presentation of the most convincing evidence of the necessity.”
Before the first Marine landing at Da Nang, Ambassador Taylor asserted, there had
been four reasons for putting in American troops. The initial deployment had fulfilled
one of these—the need to convince Saigon of the United States’ determination to stand
by it. Three other possible reasons remained: 1) the need to perform military tasks that
the RVNAF could not handle; 2) the need to perform military tasks faster than the RVNAF
could do without assistance; and 3) the desirability of providing forces to meet possible
future crises and contingencies. Ambassador Taylor warned that these three arguments
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could be used to justify almost unlimited US ground force deployments. The mounting
number of US troops could sap South Vietnamese initiative and turn the counterinsurgency into a US war against the Viet Cong. The Chinese could use these deployments as
an excuse for pressing military reinforcements on Hanoi. Frictions could grow between
South Vietnam and its allies, and it would become increasingly difficult to keep South
Vietnamese and US policies on parallel lines. Overall, the Ambassador concluded:
A consideration of the disadvantages convinces me that, while logistic preparations should be made now to be able to receive additional forces, the forces
themselves should be held outside of SVN just as long as possible and until
their need is uncontrovertible. From a purely military point of view, it is essentially wasteful of the specialized mobility of Marines and airborne troops to
commit them prematurely to restricted land areas. Politically, it is undesirable
to seek authority for their introduction until a clear and specific need exists
which assures them an unreserved welcome from their GVN hosts.21

Prompted by Ambassador Taylor’s objections, the Joint Chiefs of Staff reiterated
to the Secretary of Defense their support for US troop deployments. Their views, forwarded to Secretary McNamara on 15 April, constituted a rationale for actions already
taken and those planned. With respect to the Ambassador’s call for delay in sending the
173rd Airborne Brigade, the Joint Chiefs pointed to the precarious state of security at the
major US air operational and logistic installations in the Bien Hoa/Vung Tau area. ARVN
forces could not reliably protect these facilities except by diverting troops from counterinsurgency operations. Deployment of the airborne brigade, recommended by both
General Westmoreland and Admiral Sharp, was in accord with approved contingency
plans. The Joint Chiefs of Staff, therefore, advocated the earliest possible deployment
of this unit, both for a security mission and to participate in counterinsurgency combat
operations when ready.
Answering the Ambassador’s objection to inserting combat forces additional to the
Marines already ashore, the Joint Chiefs of Staff stated that the situation in South Vietnam clearly required the deployment of more soldiers and Marines. More troops were
needed to protect the approved base developments at Chu Lai and to provide at the same
time the maneuver units for the approved counterinsurgency operations against the Viet
Cong. Still more men were needed to guard the planned expansion of the logistics base
in the Qui Nhon/Nha Trang area. This deployment, a brigade of two battalions, should
be completed during April and May. The Joint Chiefs expressed confidence that the
Ambassador could induce Prime Minister Quat to approve acceptance of these forces.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff asserted that the landing of Marine armor and artillery,
although causing surprise and embarrassment to the Ambassador, was a military necessity. The Marines had deployed with their standard equipment. “At no time,” the Joint
Chiefs said, had they proposed that these units be landed in South Vietnam “in any
configuration other than fully combat-equipped and combat-ready.”22
The White House also responded forcefully to Ambassador Taylor’s objections.
On 15 April, McGeorge Bundy, the President’s assistant for national security, informed
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Ambassador Taylor that President Johnson was all in favor of further troop deployments.
The President, Mr. Bundy declared, believed that additional US troops “are important
if not decisive reinforcement.” President Johnson had not seen any negative results
from the deployments to date and did not “wish to wait any longer than is essential for
genuine GVN agreement.” The President had always intended, however, that before
any deployment would be made, Ambassador Taylor would review it first with Prime
Minister Quat. Mr. Bundy added, “We regret any contrary impression given by our messages in recent days.”23

Experimental Programs

O

n the same day that Mr. Bundy reaffirmed President Johnson’s inclination toward
further troop deployments, the State and Defense Departments sent a joint message
to Saigon. In it they laid out for the US Embassy and MACV an ambitious new program,
approved by the President, of “experimental steps” to turn around the “deteriorating
situation” in South Vietnam. The departments called for early deployment of the brigade
to Bien Hoa/Vung Tau and also for introduction of “battalion or multi-battalion” forces
into two or three additional locations along South Vietnam’s coast. “The purpose of these
deployments will be to experiment further with US forces in a counter-insurgency role,
in addition to providing security for the Base [sic].”
The departments then instructed the authorities in Saigon to consider several other
experimental steps, all inspired by the President. The first would be encadrement of
South Vietnamese units with American troops. General Westmoreland was to prepare
two plans for this, one to integrate about 50 US soldiers into each of several ARVN battalions, the other involving combined operations of about three US battalions with three
or more ARVN combat battalions. At the same time, COMUSMACV was to work with
South Vietnamese officials on a substantial expansion of Saigon’s military recruiting
campaign, making full use of US experts and methods. In cooperation with the Surgeon
General of the US Army, General Westmoreland was to develop an experimental program
for expanding medical services in the countryside, using mobile dispensaries. Under still
another new program, the MACV commander was to plan for introducing US Army civil
affairs personnel into one or two province governments, hopefully to promote stability
and to start and maintain much-needed political, economic, and security programs. In
a further experiment, MACV was to plan for direct distribution of food to South Vietnamese regular and territorial personnel and their families. Ambassador Taylor was to
discuss all these experimental programs urgently with Prime Minister Quat; General
Westmoreland was to prepare to discuss his plans for the military measures with General
Wheeler at a conference in Honolulu scheduled for the following week.24
This program met with prompt, negative reaction from the American authorities
in Saigon. On 17 April, Ambassador Taylor vehemently objected to the new measures,
which he characterized as “the product of Washington initiative flogged to a new level
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by a President determined to get prompt results.” Piled on all the other US programs
instituted or authorized in the past several months, Ambassador Taylor said, the new
initiatives were far more than the two month-old Quat government could possibly
manage. The Ambassador repeated his concern over the hasty introduction of more
United States combat forces and noted that the other programs either met no real need
or duplicated work the US Mission and MACV were already doing. Ambassador Taylor
reserved particular indignation for the proposal to insert Army civil affairs personnel
in the provinces. “What,” he asked, “do the authors of this cable think the mission has
been doing over the months and years? We have presumably the best qualified personnel the Washington agencies … can find working in the provinces seven days a week at
precisely the tasks described ….” The Ambassador concluded with a plea: “Can’t we be
better protected from our friends? I know that everyone wants to help but there’s such a
thing as killing with kindness. In particular, we want to stay alive here because we think
we’re winning—and will continue to win unless helped to death.”25
The rest of the US Mission and COMUSMACV echoed Ambassador Taylor’s objections. Representing all the US agencies operating in South Vietnam, the Mission Council
repeated the Ambassador’s points, and its members added that they had “no feeling of a
great crisis arising from present developments that requires us to cast aside our present
carefully thought-out programs in favor of crash projects of doubtful value.” For his part,
General Westmoreland strongly opposed the proposals to insert American soldiers into
ARVN units. Such action, he said, would duplicate much of MACV’s existing advisory
effort and would cause morale and logistic problems for both Americans and South
Vietnamese out of all proportion to any military benefit. The general was, however,
open to brigading US and ARVN battalions for combat operations; his staff already had
this measure under study. In response to these protests, President Johnson on the 17th
suspended action on all the experimental programs pending decisions at a forthcoming
high-level conference to meet at Honolulu on 19–20 April.26

More Confusion over Troop Deployments

J

ust before the Honolulu conference convened, an episode occurred that illustrated
the continuing confusion over what had been decided about troop deployments.
On 17 April, the Joint Chiefs of Staff informed CINCPAC that the deployment of about
5,000 more Marines had been approved for planning purposes “at the highest level.”
General Wheeler learned of this message at a preconference briefing in Honolulu. The
Chairman immediately cabled his assistant in Washington, Lieutenant General Andrew
J. Goodpaster, USA, stating that he knew of no such approval for sending additional
Marines and asking for an explanation.27
General Goodpaster replied the next day that the JCS had acted on the assumption,
after a meeting with the President, that Mr. Johnson had granted approval for 5,000
additional Marines. After the meeting, the Joint Chiefs, in the absence of the Chairman,
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“compared their recollections of discussion of additional Marines with the President.”
Their consensus was that the Commandant, Marine Corps, had advised the President
that more than the 9,000 Marines then in South Vietnam would be needed if the Marines
were to conduct counterinsurgency combat operations. The existing force would be
unable to do much beyond local security. The Commandant had suggested putting in
the remainder of the Marine division, amounting to about 22,000 men. President Johnson had stated that this was beyond what he could do. But he had said, the Joint Chiefs
had agreed (although their discussion of the matter had been “diffuse”), that he “would
agree to go up to 5,000.” This discussion at the White House had been coupled with talk
of having US and ARVN battalions engage in combined operations.
“Although not all of these points were recalled with the same clarity by all of the
Chiefs,” General Goodpaster told General Wheeler, “they did put this together as their
understanding of the matter.” The Marine Commandant, General Greene, now suggested that the matter of the composition and concept for employment of the additional
Marines be discussed at the Honolulu conference. Presidential adviser Bundy, who had
been present during the meeting with the President, did not recall endorsement of any
particular size of Marine force. Mr. Bundy also believed that the issue should be resolved
at Honolulu.28

The Honolulu Conference, 19–20 April

T

o sort out the differing official views on troop deployments and to discuss the JCS
three-division plan with CINCPAC and COMUSMACV, Secretary McNamara, with
the President’s approval, convened a conference at PACOM headquarters in Honolulu.
On 19–20 April, the Defense Secretary held two days of discussions with Ambassador
Taylor, General Wheeler, Admiral Sharp, and General Westmoreland. William Bundy of
the State Department and John McNaughton of Defense also attended. The men hammered out a set of recommendations that Secretary McNamara on 21 April summarized
in a memorandum for the President.29
The conferees agreed that North Vietnam and the Viet Cong were unlikely “to
capitulate, or come to a position acceptable to us, in less than six months” and that it
would take an evident Communist failure in the South as well as bombing in the North
to bring the enemy to terms. Further, “it will take more than six months, perhaps a year
or two, to demonstrate VC failure in the South.” As to ROLLING THUNDER, the attendees united in recommending continuation of the air strikes at about the existing tempo.
They declared the bombing program “essential to our campaign—both psychologically
and physically” but that it “cannot be expected to do the job alone.”
In South Vietnam, success would be achieved by denying the enemy victory. The
participants at Honolulu agreed that this would require more US troops to reinforce
the RVNAF while it continued to build up, but they differed on how many. Generals
Wheeler and Westmoreland and Admiral Sharp favored early implementation of the full
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three-division program, while Secretary McNamara and Ambassador Taylor saw no need
for such large numbers at that point. After much discussion, the conferees decided to
reduce considerably the scale of the initial deployment from that recommended by the
Joint Chiefs of Staff.
In his memorandum to the President, Secretary McNamara reported that “all recommend” that, in addition to the 33,500 US and 2,000 South Korean troops already incountry, forces be deployed on the following schedule: 1 US Army brigade (4,000 men)
at Bien Hoa/Vung Tau, closing 1 May; 3 Marine air squadrons and 3 Marine battalions
(6,200) at Chu Lai, closing 5 May; 1 Australian battalion (1,250) at Vung Tau, closing 21
May; 1 US Army brigade (4,000) at Qui Nhon/Nha Trang, closing 15 June; and 1 Korean
RCT (4,000) at Quang Ngai, closing 15 June. Adding to these forces those augmentation
and logistic troops already approved and the logistics troops not yet approved, Secretary
McNamara derived a total force in South Vietnam of 82,000 US and 7,250 third country
troops. Secretary McNamara listed as “possible later deployments, not recommended
now,” the US Army airmobile division and a corps headquarters, the remainder of a
Korean infantry division, and the remainder of the Marine Expeditionary Force. Finally,
the Secretary of Defense urged the President to inform the Congressional leadership
of the contemplated deployments and of the changed mission of American forces in
South Vietnam.
Secretary McNamara reported to the President the conferees’ conclusions on the
experimental programs advanced on 15 April. The officials rejected insertion of individual US soldiers into ARVN units as “neither required nor feasible” but noted that
MACV had other forms of combined operations under study. They also declared that
South Vietnam had no need of American armed forces recruiting experts and that RVNAF
recruitment and training generally were improving. Ambassador Taylor welcomed the
proposal for expanding rural health services and was ready to work with the Army Surgeon General to implement it. On the insertion of US Army civil affairs personnel into
provincial governments, the conferees saw value in trying new civil/military pacification
teams in three provinces but suggested that the Ambassador decide on what additional
specialists were needed to staff them. Finally, they saw no requirement for new food
distributions to RVNAF troops and their families, none of whom showed signs of acute
need in that respect. The US Mission, however, would study improvement of South
Vietnamese military fringe benefits.30
On 21 and 22 April, President Johnson discussed Secretary McNamara’s recommendations with his principal civilian and military advisers. The Secretary of Defense
explained and defended his recommendations. General Wheeler “stated that the JCS
unanimously supported the April 21st paper. He said it was necessary to deploy the
additional men and to make preparations for still more men. He made no comment on
the tempo of the bombing.” George Ball of the State Department and McGeorge Bundy
of the White House staff expressed concern that the proposals constituted a major US
escalation that carried risk of a severe Chinese and/or Soviet reaction; Mr. Ball urged
pursuit of negotiations as an alternative. Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) McCone,
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while endorsing the troop deployments, declared that they should be accompanied by
“more dynamic action” against the North. Otherwise, the United States “would drift
into a combat situation where victory would be dubious and from which we could not
extricate ourselves.” President Johnson worried at length about the reaction of the US
press and public and of foreign countries to the expanded program. He sensed a decline
of congressional support for administration policy and urged all present to make more
effort to publicize the government’s side of the story.31
As he often did with difficult issues, President Johnson moved slowly on formally
approving Secretary McNamara’s recommendations, deciding early but waiting to
announce his decision until he had brought all interested parties on board. Thus, on
22 April, the State Department informed Ambassador Taylor, “For your wholly private
information, and subject to private Congressional consultation, the President is inclined
to favor McNamara’s recommendations, but before making a decision on them he wished
to obtain the opinion of the GVN.” The President himself told Ambassador Taylor at
about the same time, “It is not our intention to announce the whole program now but
rather to announce individual deployments at appropriate times.”32
Following the incremental approach, on 30 April the State and Defense Departments
transmitted to Ambassador Taylor the presidential decision on the first stage of Secretary
McNamara’s recommended deployments. The departments informed the Ambassador
that in early May, “at your call,” three battalion equivalents were to deploy into Bien Hoa/
Vung Tau and three battalion equivalents into Chu Lai. Marine aircraft units would follow
later in May. “Decision as to deployment of additional US battalions in June will be postponed until later, when decision is required to meet deployment schedule.” Anticipating
the first stage of deployments, General Wheeler had instructed the Joint Staff on the 28th
to draft a “go ahead” message to CINCPAC for them. This message would be “surfaced”
only after the Secretary of Defense approved these deployments. McNamara did so, and
the President approved the cable on the morning of 30 April. The Joint Chiefs of Staff
then ordered CINCPAC to execute the troop movements.33
With the deployment of the battalions to Chu Lai, the III Marine Expeditionary Force
would have ashore seven of its nine infantry battalions. Upon completion of the Chu
Lai airstrip, seven squadrons of Marine aircraft would be in South Vietnam. The Marine
Corps, therefore, asked to deploy to Da Nang a reduced strength Force/Division/Wing
headquarters to include two major generals, one commanding the division and the other
commanding the aircraft wing. This was the standard Marine command structure for
a Marine air/ground team of this size. General Westmoreland had no objections to this
arrangement. However, since the press would undoubtedly report that a Marine division
had been deployed, COMUSMACV wanted to be sure that the Joint Chiefs of Staff fully
understood and approved such a deployment.34
No issue arose over the deployment of the Marine headquarters, but a question
arose over its name. On 5 May, General Westmoreland informed the Joint Chiefs that,
at a Mission Council meeting, members had expressed concern over the use of the term
Marine Expeditionary Force. The word “Expeditionary” in the title would remind the
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Vietnamese of the French Expeditionary Force (Corps Expeditionaire Francais en
Extreme Orient), an organization infamous in Vietnamese history. Therefore, Westmoreland suggested that the name of the III MEF be changed.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff informed CINCPAC and COMUSMACV that they had no
objection to deployment of the force, division, and wing headquarters, including the
general officers. They asked the Marine Corps commandant, General Greene, to propose
a new name for the III MEF. After consulting his own staff, General Greene chose the
title III Marine Amphibious Force (III MAF); and the JCS transmitted the revised name
to General Westmoreland. The replacement of “expeditionary” with “amphibious” in
their titles applied to all other Marine organizations in South Vietnam or deploying there
in the future. Thus, a Marine Expeditionary Brigade would be known henceforth as a
Marine Amphibious Brigade (MAB).35
The deployments authorized at the end of April went forward on schedule. On 6 May,
the III MAF established its headquarters at Da Nang, soon followed by the 1st Marine
Aircraft Wing. Additional Marines landed at Chu Lai on 7 May. That same day, the US
Army 173rd Airborne Brigade arrived at Bien Hoa. More Marine air units, the Australian
battalion, and large numbers of support troops followed shortly thereafter.36

A New JCS Plan, 30 April

A

s the President moved toward a decision on the first deployments, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff revised their three-division plan to conform to the Honolulu conference
recommendations. Presented to Secretary McNamara on 30 April, the new plan followed
the general concept of the Joint Chiefs proposal of 17 April; but instead of divisions
it called for deployment of two US Army brigades, an MEB, a South Korean RCT, an
Australian/New Zealand Army Corps (ANZAC) battalion force, and logistic and augmentation forces of about 32,000 men and officers. Although the Joint Chiefs reduced
the forces from the original plan, the Marine, Army, and ROK units were still to enter
and secure the originally proposed enclaves. The ANZAC battalion would join the US
airborne brigade at Bien Hoa/Vung Tau. The Joint Chiefs listed as possible later deployments the Army airmobile division and corps headquarters, to arrive by 1 August, and
the remainder of the Korean division and the III MEF, to be in-country by 1 October. The
JCS recommended that Secretary McNamara approve for implementation the deployments proposed. They also asked him to authorize deployment of the I MEF from the
US west coast to constitute a reserve force in WESTPAC, replacing the III MEF as it
went to South Vietnam.37
On 15 May, Secretary McNamara approved for planning purposes the deployments
that the Joint Chiefs of Staff had recommended on 30 April. In addition, he authorized the
“continuation of the preparation cycle” for deployment of the Army brigade to Qui Nhon,
and the deployment of individual personnel augmentations. These two actions would
bring the total authorized US manpower strength in South Vietnam to over 69,000. Secre286
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tary McNamara also approved the shift of elements of the I MEF from the United States
to WESTPAC to replace elements of the III MEF sent to South Vietnam. He informed
the Joint Chiefs that approval for deployment of the ANZAC battalion and the Korean
RCT already existed. “The other deployments described,” the Secretary of Defense
concluded, “will be considered in conjunction with continuing high-level deliberations
on the Southeast Asian situation and as further requested by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.”38

Expanding the Logistics Base

I

n the light of troop deployments authorized and contemplated, expansion of the US
logistics base in South Vietnam took on greater urgency. Accordingly, in mid-April
the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended other actions beyond the introduction of the
approved logistic troops. They considered that the ports of Quang Ngai, Qui Nhon, Da
Nang, and Nha Trang should be developed to support the expected input of men and
supplies. They recommended “minimum essential base development” in the prospective
enclaves and the improvement of airfields, including those at Tam Ky, for light aviation.
As an additional jet field, they urged the quick development of Chu Lai by the immediate
installation of a Short Expeditionary Landing Field (SELF)39 The Defense Department
had already approved the prepositioning of US Army lighters at selected ports and was
in the process of deploying the units.40
For POL supplies, the United States would have to construct unloading and storage facilities at Da Nang, Quang Ngai, Nha Trang, Qui Nhon, and Vung Tau, and storage
facilities at Saigon, Bien Hoa, Tan Son Nhut, and Pleiku. The Army engineer construction group would begin work on high priority projects for COMUSMACV. Construction
capability would expand as follow-on construction units were approved for deployment.
Navy Mobile Construction (SEABEE) units attached to III MEF would install the SELF.
To meet additional airfield construction requirements, as many as two or more construction battalions might be needed in South Vietnam.
To increase US logistic capability in Southeast Asia, the JCS recommended broader
actions outside South Vietnam. Among these were: 1) expediting country-to-country
agreements for the acquisition of real estate; 2) increasing POL and ammunition storage capacity at Subic Bay in the Philippines; 3) preparing and improving LST [Landing
Ship, Tank] ramps at Iwakuni, Japan; 4) improving pier and beach-outload facilities at
Okinawa; 5) providing facilities for aerial port detachments at King Kuan; 6) suspending
gold flow restrictions in the PACOM area to allow offshore procurement of supplies and
services for US troops in South Vietnam; and 7) increasing the capability of Okinawa
and the Philippine Islands as offshore supporting bases.41
In April, at the Joint Chiefs of Staff request, Admiral Sharp and General Westmoreland examined how and to what extent the US logistic base in South Vietnam should be
expanded to support US and third country troops and how to coordinate such expansion with the RVNAF. The United States had to choose the best among current logistic
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procedures and determine whether its forces and the RVNAF could make combined use
of existing logistic facilities. In this connection, the Army had expressed “considerable
doubt” as to the feasibility and desirability of combined use of facilities.
On 7 April, the Joint Chiefs of Staff suggested to CINCPAC that the United States
might share South Vietnamese depot and supply installations. They also suggested that
the title to stocks of consumables in such facilities might revert to the United States until
the materiel was actually issued to each country’s forces. Under such an arrangement,
the Joint Chiefs noted, “US personnel could take over management and essentially, if
not actually, combined command or coordination of mutually occupied logistic facilities
if major stockages were of common user consumables.” This course of action would
afford the US immediate use of existing facilities, although some might not be capable
of expansion. It would simplify the Services’ programming of all consumables and would
allow establishment of in-country stock levels on the basis of aggregate consumption
forecasts for all allied forces. On the other hand, substantial opposition from the RVNAF
high command could certainly be expected. The Joint Chiefs asked Admiral Sharp to
comment on these procedures.42
In reply, CINCPAC informed the Joint Chiefs of Staff that he was currently planning
on the optimum use of existing and operating facilities. However, just how much the
United States could control these facilities would have to be determined at the time of
need and on a case-by-case basis. Admiral Sharp seriously doubted that the RVNAF
would agree to turn over their logistic support facilities to the United States any more
than the United States would agree to turn over command of its combat forces to the
South Vietnamese. Moreover, RVNAF facilities were already overcrowded or too small,
and many of them were poorly located to support US forces as envisioned under current
deployment plans. Admiral Sharp also pointed out that access to the base depot area
near Saigon was “less than fully secure.”
The best way to expand the US logistic system in South Vietnam, CINCPAC believed,
would be to establish as rapidly as possible a framework that could be expanded to support any US effort. This would require a base complex at a deep-water seacoast port, centrally located and under US control. Admiral Sharp stated that the only feasible location
for such a facility would be Cam Ranh Bay. When the base depot became operational, the
United States could establish a control point for all supplies, with a central stock record
office and transceiver point to keep track of all incoming shipments. The office would
control the flow of all critical MAP equipment and the common user consumables for all
deployed forces. It also could manage the issue to the RVNAF of these items “in such a
manner as to best serve US interests and apply the required logistical leverage.” If a large
amount of common user commodities, such as ammunition, were involved, selected
supply lines could be completely integrated and the system expanded as necessary so
that key items might be controlled without sending all supply through the base depot.
By leaving the present RVNAF depot system intact, but co-locating US facilities
at these installations when feasible and in the best interests of the United States, the
RVNAF objections to an American takeover of the logistic system could be overcome.
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CINCPAC pointed out that development of a base at Cam Ranh Bay, which at present
lacked even minimum facilities, would be expensive and require a “significant construction effort.” The Services would have to fund pipelining and control the MAP equipment,
including common user consumables and depot stocks. Sizeable combat forces would
be tied down in providing security for the complex. Distribution from the depot to field
depots would mainly be done by coastal shipping in LSTs. “In summary,” Admiral Sharp
said, “I believe it is essential to begin establishment of a base depot complex at a deepwater port (Cam Ranh Bay) to support US forces initially. The depot activity and control
would be capable of expansion.”43

Development of Cam Ranh Bay

I

n April and May, as more and more US troops began arriving in South Vietnam along
with a mushrooming tonnage of supplies and equipment, it became apparent that Saigon’s logistic facilities would soon be overwhelmed. With the prospect of a still greater
flow of men and supplies in the months just ahead, the need for an additional deepwater port, more centrally located to support the forces and contemplated operations,
grew to near-crisis proportions. The most suitable location for such a facility was Cam
Ranh Bay, which had all the necessary attributes for a major military port. US officials
had been considering Cam Ranh for this purpose since 1964, even before the present
urgency had arisen.
On 19 May 1965, the Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA) asked the Joint Staff to
evaluate the requirement for a logistic base at Cam Ranh Bay on two assumptions: 1)
that the additional deployments then being considered would be authorized; and 2) that
no further major deployment would be made. On 21 May, General Wheeler informed
Secretary McNamara that “a requirement for a US installation at Cam Ranh Bay exists
under either of the assumptions ….” Under the first assumption, the base would be
expanded to accommodate the additional troops, including those for OPLAN 32-64;
under the second assumption, a requirement for base facilities on a reduced scale would
still exist. A supplemental appropriation already contained provision for $7 million for
ammunition handling and port facilities at Cam Ranh Bay. CINCPAC was planning to
consolidate at Cam Ranh some of the logistic facilities programmed for Qui Nhon and
Nha Trang. He was doing this because General Westmoreland had determined recently
that the forces then being planned for the Qui Nhon and Nha Trang enclaves could secure
Cam Ranh Bay against the Viet Cong. Admiral Sharp was in the process of preparing an
outline base development plan for Cam Ranh Bay. Under these circumstances, General
Wheeler told Secretary McNamara, “it is believed appropriate for the Ambassador to
initiate discussions with the Prime Minister to advise him of the US intent to establish
a deep water port and ammunition storage facilities at Cam Ranh Bay,” with possible
expansion “to provide other logistic services to the United States, Republic of Vietnam,
and third country forces.”44
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Secretary McNamara had suggested that the Cam Ranh Bay development include
a logistic and combat airfield. CINCPAC, therefore, was also conducting a preliminary
engineering survey for such a field in the northern end of the Cam Ranh Peninsula.45
On 30 May, CINCPAC submitted a detailed statement and review of the need for
the Cam Ranh Bay development, with recommendations for a logistics complex, a jetcapable combat/logistics airfield, and deployment of the additional forces that would
be needed or could be stationed there. From this base, the United States could maintain
central control of common-user items for all deployed forces, including key items for the
RVNAF. This deep-water port could receive shipments directly from the United States,
Okinawa, and other Pacific bases and distribute them throughout the year by coastal
shipping and by air and land lines of communication. Using MAP funds, the United States
had already constructed a large deep-water pier at the bay for its own use. Because of
the natural contour of the beach, dry ramp beaching of LSTs was also possible.
All development, excluding the airfield, would cost an estimated $19 million, of
which $7 million had already been programmed. Another $9.6 million in the Army
military construction program was being shifted from the logistic and support facilities initially scheduled at Vung Tau. Additional funds to meet the cost of development,
Admiral Sharp anticipated, could be taken from other facilities currently programmed for
other locations but which “more appropriately should be constructed at Cam Ranh Bay.”
Admiral Sharp then recommended: 1) approval of planning to develop the Cam Ranh
Bay area as the major US port and logistic complex in South Vietnam; 2) construction
and development on an emergency basis of a jet-capable combat and logistics airfield
at Cam Ranh Bay; 3) authorization to divert to that area some of the logistics forces
previously approved for other places; 4) immediate diversion to Cam Ranh Bay of one
infantry battalion to provide security; and 5) securing the Saigon government’s approval
of the logistics complex and clearance for the necessary US combat forces.46
On 8 June, the Joint Chiefs of Staff informed CINCPAC that the Secretary of Defense
had approved all of his recommendations for the development of Cam Ranh Bay. The
United States had obtained the necessary clearances from Saigon. The Joint Chiefs did
not believe that Admiral Sharp required any additional authorizations to move approved
units from one location in South Vietnam to another. However, the Joint Chiefs did need
a revised troop list as soon as possible. They asked CINCPAC to furnish them the base
development outline plan for Cam Ranh Bay not later than 15 June in order to make
maximum use of FY 1965 fiscal resources.47
Work on the new base got under way promptly. On 9 June, Secretary McNamara
informed General Wheeler that he wanted to proceed as rapidly as possible in developing Cam Ranh Bay. That same day, two battalions of combat engineers landed at the bay
and construction began. Within approximately 90 days, US forces would transform Cam
Ranh Bay from an area of sand dunes and sparse vegetation to a major port/logistical
complex. Plans called for a continued high rate of construction during 1966.48
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An Ominous Forecast

O

n 8 May, as implementation of the recommendations of 20 April was getting under
way, the new Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, Admiral William F.
Raborn,49 sent the President an ominous forecast of coming events. Admiral Raborn
endorsed his predecessor John McCone’s argument that heavier bombing of North Vietnam should accompany any expanded US ground force commitment in South Vietnam.
If it did not, he foresaw an unpleasant prospect:
The envisaged US ground force holding operation will buy time for the Army
of the Republic of Vietnam, but it will also give the enemy time to improve his
capabilities—including the infiltration of more units of the “People’s Army of
North Vietnam” …. If our air attacks against the North are confined within the
limits recommended in the Secretary of Defense’s memorandum, we will in
effect be pressing the conflict on the ground where our capabilities enjoy the
least comparative advantage. In these circumstances—and given the enemy’s
known resolve and skill concerning attrition tactics over the long term—I
am concerned that we will find ourselves pinned down, with little choice left
among possible subsequent courses of action: i.e., disengagement at very high
cost, or broadening the conflict in quantum jumps …. We can expect requirements for an ever-increasing commitment of US personnel, but we cannot reasonably predict that this will materially improve the chances for victory. In the
final analysis, the submission of the Viet Cong can only be brought about by
forcing Hanoi to the necessary decision.

“We may,” Admiral Raborn declared, “become bogged down in a military effort which
we cannot win, and from which we cannot easily extricate ourselves.” During the next
few months, events would bear out many points in Admiral Raborn’s forecast.50
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Into the Battle, June 1965–
February 1966
Until mid-1965, the Johnson administration moved deliberately toward committing
American ground forces to combat in South Vietnam. The President and his advisers
acted on the rationale that US troops would temporarily supplement the RVNAF while
Saigon’s forces built up their own strength. In June and July 1965, however, South Vietnam was hit simultaneously by an expanding enemy military offensive and an internal
governmental crisis. In response, the American administration abandoned its gradualist
approach to the ground war. It decided to commit large numbers of US troops as rapidly
as possible, not merely to reinforce the RVNAF but instead to assume indefinitely the
dominant role in ground operations.

South Vietnam in Crisis

A

fter a temporary pause in April and early May to train and refit, the Viet Cong, reinforced by a steady flow of North Vietnamese units and supplies, launched a new
offensive during the late spring and summer of 1965. This offensive, according to Hanoi’s
official historians, was aimed at “maintaining the initiative, inflicting greater defeats on
the puppet regular army, and administering an initial thrashing to the American aggressor army.” Mixing small-unit attacks, popular uprisings to destroy strategic hamlets, and
large-scale main force assaults, the enemy sought to bleed Saigon’s forces and compress
them into urban strong points while Communist cadres and guerrillas extended their
domination of the countryside.1
As Communist pressure mounted, the government’s military position deteriorated
rapidly throughout most of the country. The enemy held the initiative in all four corps
tactical zones even after the arrival of the first US troops. In the I CTZ, the Viet Cong cut
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almost all the main transportation routes. Coastal Route 1, the principal north-south highway, was impassable throughout much of the corps area of responsibility. The railroad
was operable only between Hue and Da Nang. Effectively, the government controlled
only the major cities. In II CTZ, the Viet Cong forced the ARVN to abandon several districts, besides severing or interdicting the region’s major land lines of communication.
ARVN commanders in the zone more and more went on the defensive, and the government controlled only a small part of the population, concentrated largely along the coast.
The story was much the same further south in III Corps. All the major roads and most of
the minor ones were either cut or under continual harassment. Government control in
the countryside was confined largely to the Hop Tac pacification zone around Saigon.
Only in IV CTZ, the Mekong Delta, did the government seem to be holding its own. There
the Communists, who did not regard the Delta as a decisive military battlefield, applied
just enough pressure to tie down three ARVN divisions. The enemy had the capability
to conduct multi-battalion operations at will in all the corps areas.2
In these larger actions, the enemy displayed continuing improvement in weaponry
and tactical proficiency, as well as a willingness to accept heavy casualties in pursuit of
their objectives. In three battles during May and June, Viet Cong main force regiments
fought the ARVN in sustained engagements and inflicted heavy losses. At Song Be and
Dong Xoai north of Saigon in III Corps and at Ba Gia in southern I Corps, the enemy
attacked district towns or other outposts. Then they ambushed and mauled government
relief forces, which too often arrived piecemeal and were cut up the same way. At Dong
Xoai, the worst government defeat, over 400 ARVN soldiers died before the Viet Cong
successfully broke contact and withdrew.3
The enemy was steadily growing in strength. In April, US intelligence confirmed
the presence in South Vietnam of a regiment of the North Vietnamese 325th Division,
believed to have entered the country during December and January. Unconfirmed
reports indicated that two other regiments of the division were also in the South. In
fact, the regiments had arrived and others were on the way down the Ho Chi Minh
Trail. US officials believed that Hanoi was sending its regular units to assist the Viet
Cong in increasing the tempo of their campaign and to hasten a Communist victory.
On 14 July, the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, received an appraisal of enemy strength
that identified 10 main force regimental headquarters, including the North Vietnamese
one, 65 battalions (about 400 men each), 188 companies, and 144 platoons with a total
manpower strength of about 48,550. Another 17,600 personnel were believed engaged
in combat support operations. American intelligence estimated that the enemy had
increased his strength in organized combat units over 50 percent since mid-1964, and
behind the formed units stood many thousands of local guerrillas and political cadres.4
As enemy strength grew, that of the RVNAF began to shrink, due to casualties in
the intensified fighting and soaring desertion rates. Events had overtaken the RVNAF
expansion plans adopted in late 1964. In June, General Westmoreland perforce suspended creation of the authorized new units in favor of restoring existing battalions to an
approximation of full strength. With the approval of CINCPAC and the JCS, he deferred
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activation of 11 battalions scheduled for the next several months and used the manpower instead as replacements. To produce still more replacements quickly, the Saigon
government shortened basic recruit training from 12 weeks to 9 and battalion training
from 21 weeks to 18. None of these measures, however, prevented a steady worsening
of the strength ratio between government and enemy forces. In absolute numbers, the
RVNAF still was larger than its adversary; but the ratio of superiority needed to advance
pacification was rapidly disappearing. Still more damaging, the enemy main force, free of
defense requirements, often could achieve local numerical superiority over the ARVN.5
Even as the military situation worsened, the civilian government in Saigon collapsed. During the spring, Premier Phan Huy Quat’s regime had shown encouraging
signs of stability and increasing authority. On 5 May, the RVNAF generals dissolved their
Armed Forces Council in order, they claimed, to concentrate on the war as it became
more decisive. At the same time, the military members of the cabinet and the National
Legislative Council announced plans to resign their positions and pledge support for
the legal government. For the first time in over four months, the government would be
completely in civilian hands.6
The emergence of a civilian government in Saigon proved to be only a prelude to
yet another political upheaval. Following the dissolution of the AFC, Premier Quat precipitated a crisis when he tried to dismiss two of his cabinet ministers. Chief of State
Phan Khac Suu refused to confirm the dismissals, claiming they were illegal under the
terms of the Provisional Charter. Mr. Suu suggested that Premier Quat resign instead,
and then Mr. Suu would reappoint him, leaving him free to create a new cabinet. The
political impasse, which could not be resolved because of imprecise wording of the
interim constitutional Charter, rapidly assumed crisis proportions. A growing number of
dissident elements, especially the militant Catholic refugees, who accused the Premier
of discriminating against them, coalesced behind Mr. Suu in opposition to Premier Quat.
US officials believed that the Cao Dai and Hoa Hao religious sects also were involved
in the campaign against the Premier. Ambassador Taylor warned Premier Quat that
Catholic sentiment against him was very strong and the longer he postponed reaching
an agreement with them the greater would be the pressure they mounted against him.7
The deadlock continued through late May and early June. Finally Mr. Quat, in
desperation, obtained his cabinet’s agreement to invite the generals to mediate the
dispute. On 11 June, a delegation of generals met with the Prime Minister, his cabinet,
the National Legislative Council, and Chief of State Suu. The military leaders decided to
assume control of the government, the civilian members of which would resign. They
also dissolved the NLC, thus ending the “civil solution” to the governing of South Vietnam
and placing the military once more in the center of politics.8
Most of the officers who forced out Quat and Suu were members of the “Young
Turk” clique that had emerged in late 1964. They possessed certain characteristics
besides their relative youth: they were mostly from central or north Vietnam and shared
an intellectual affinity with Buddhist leader Tri Quang; they were strongly nationalistic
with overtones of xenophobia; they were disillusioned with the recent experiment with
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civilian rule; they wanted decisive governmental action producing immediate, concrete
results; and they were authoritarian, tending to oversimplify the complexity of government and questioning the ability of the antiquated South Vietnamese bureaucracy to
meet the challenges facing their country. The new leaders wanted a lean, simplified,
and authoritarian government directed by younger men whose prime purpose would
be to gear the nation for war.9
On 14 June, the RVNAF issued a decree outlining the new government. Supreme
authority was vested in a Congress of the Armed Forces made up, like the old AFC, of all
RVNAF general officers. Below this body and created by it was a ten-member directory,
the Council for Leadership of the Nation, chaired by Major General Nguyen Van Thieu.
The chief policy-making body, the Council was composed of Capital region and Corps
commanders, the Chief of the Joint General Staff, the Minister of Defense, a SecretaryGeneral, and Vice Air Marshal Nguyen Cao Ky as Commissioner for the Executive, or
Prime Minister. Marshal Ky in turn would select a largely civilian cabinet responsible
to the Council, which would implement the government’s policies. The armed forces
promised to “hand over power to the people’s elected representatives the day security
and order are re-established, liberty assured, and the Communists completely crushed.”
On 19 June, Prime Minister Ky presented his cabinet and announced a 26-point program
to place the country on a war footing. In trips to Hue and Nha Trang in the days following his accession to power, Prime Minister Ky issued calls for austerity, integrity, and
mobilization for victory.10
The military takeover of June 1965 marked the end of the post-Diem interregnum in
Saigon and the beginning of a movement toward governmental stability and ultimately
an elected constitutional regime. At the time, however, the leaders of the United States
mission viewed this fifth South Vietnamese government in eighteen months with caution
and some trepidation. The Americans regarded the two dominant figures of the new
government, General Thieu and Marshal Ky, as of questionable intentions and ability.
General Thieu, Premier Quat’s former Defense Minister, had performed acceptably as a
division and corps commander but politically was an unknown quantity. Vice Air Marshal Ky had been a leading Young Turk and had made a creditable record as head of the
VNAF. However, he was impulsive and outspoken, in contrast to the reserved Thieu, and
affected purple flight suits and pearl-handled revolvers. Ambassador Taylor declared
himself “disturbed” by Ky’s selection as Prime Minister. “While he is a well-motivated,
courageous, and patriotic officer who has matured considerably over the past two years,
he is completely without the background and experience necessary for an assignment
as difficult as this one.” Despite their doubts, the American team in Saigon prepared to
give all possible practical and moral support to the new regime, but they had little hope
for immediate improvements. With the RVNAF leaders again preoccupied with politics,
South Vietnam’s capacity to counter the intensifying Communist military offensive was
particularly in doubt. General Westmoreland later stated: “With governments coming
and going as if Saigon was a revolving door, I could see little possibility of the South
Vietnamese overcoming the military crisis.”11
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ARC LIGHT: The B–52s Enter the Fight

D

uring the spring and early summer, General Westmoreland relied primarily on his
US air power to reinforce the RVNAF against the enemy offensive. To supplement
his tactical fighter-bombers, he acquired a major new air weapon: B–52 heavy bombers
of the Strategic Air Command. On 11 February, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had directed
CINCSAC to deploy 30 of the nuclear bombers, refitted to carry large conventional bomb
loads, to Anderson AFB, Guam, and 30 KC–135 jet tankers to Kadena AFB, Okinawa,
for possible use against North Vietnam. The JCS also had authorized additional tanker
aircraft to support this movement and ordered CINCSAC to ready the B–52s for operations immediately upon arrival.12
Just how these SAC planes would be used remained under active discussion during
the first half of 1965. Military planners generally favored employing them against North
Vietnam. The Joint Chiefs of Staff had proposed this measure as early as November 1964
and, again, in February 1965 in the first ROLLING THUNDER program. State Department
officials, however, had opposed sending the B–52s against North Vietnam. They argued
that the use of strategic bombers would represent a much higher level of military action
against the North than use of tactical aircraft and might cause a more drastic Soviet
or Chinese reaction. Other factors also militated against using the B–52s in ROLLING
THUNDER. B–52 bombing techniques required offset aiming points, or specific ground
reference locations to assist in hitting the target, which were difficult to find in the
North. Some of the President’s advisers doubted that B–52s could bomb as accurately as
claimed, and all recognized the serious propaganda consequences that might follow the
shooting down of a B–52 over North Vietnam. The administration therefore eliminated
the B–52s from the ROLLING THUNDER program.13
General John D. Ryan, USAF, CINCSAC, had never favored using his strategic
bombers in a conventional role. Keeping the 30 B–52s on Guam and 30 KC–135 tankers on Okinawa in a conventional alert posture undermined the overall readiness of
his forces. Accordingly, on 29 March, General Ryan informed the Joint Chiefs of Staff
that he proposed to remove one-third of both types of these planes. In view of recent
events in Southeast Asia and of other actions in progress to increase PACOM’s conventional capabilities, the Joint Chiefs ordered CINCSAC not to redeploy any forces
from that area. Meanwhile, other events were occurring that would eventually lead to
commitment of the big bombers to what amounted to a tactical role in South rather
than North Vietnam.14
In South Vietnam, the B–52s offered a solution to a tactical problem. The Viet Cong
had built elaborate headquarters complexes and troop assembly camps spread over
extensive jungle areas. These bases sheltered military region headquarters and entire
battalions, as well as groups of buildings, foxholes and trenches, tunnels, and underground storage depots. Rough terrain and thick jungle hid these complexes from air
observation; and the targets were widely dispersed and difficult to pinpoint even when
located on maps or aerial photographs, preventing fighter-bombers from attacking
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them effectively. Nevertheless, successful bombing of these bases would deal a serious
blow to the enemy. Accordingly, early in March 1965, the Joint Chiefs of Staff began
considering the use of B–52s against area targets in South Vietnam. With their ability
to deliver large payloads over wide areas in a short time and to bomb accurately from
high altitudes, their invulnerability to antiaircraft fire, and their all-weather capability,
the B–52s appeared ideally suited for these missions.15
In April, General Westmoreland massed most of his available tactical aircraft against
a single Viet Cong base area with poor results, thus making it clear that fighter-bombers
were unsuited for such attacks. When the MACV commander met with Secretary McNamara and General Wheeler at Honolulu on 19–20 April, he urged the employment of
B–52s against these base area targets.16
Ten days later, the Joint Chiefs of Staff informed CINCPAC and CINCSAC that,
in light of the current situation, the B–52s could be used for area saturation attacks
against known Viet Cong occupied installations and facilities for which precise target
data for pinpoint bombing strikes was not available. They requested CINCSAC to
develop a capability to use B–52s in area saturation attacks and to coordinate with
CINCPAC on plans for employment of the heavy bombers in South Vietnam. On 6
May, at Defense Department direction, CINCSAC and CINCPAC representatives met
in Hawaii and agreed on targeting and coordination procedures. SAC retained command of its bombers and would plan and carry out strikes in support of CINCPAC and
COMUSMACV. Each mission would have to be approved by either President Johnson
or Secretary McNamara.17
On 14 May, General Westmoreland made his first request for a B–52 strike. He told
the Joint Chiefs of Staff that his intelligence section was developing information locating the headquarters of the 325th PAVN Division and two Viet Cong military region
headquarters, which included a large number of troops. The enemy, he argued, was
known to fear air strikes. The best way to keep him off balance and prevent unexpected large Viet Cong attacks would be to maintain constant pressure on the enemy’s
base areas. To do this, General Westmoreland stated, “we must provide a capability
which will permit us to deliver a well planned pattern of bombs over large areas and
preferably within a short period of time.” The MACV commander had already discussed
this problem with SAC representatives at Honolulu and believed that SAC’s conventional pattern bombing tactics would be ideal for the proposed mission. “I strongly
recommend, therefore,” he concluded, “that as a matter of urgency, we be authorized
to employ SAC B–52 aircraft against selected targets in RVN.” General Westmoreland
specifically recommended strikes against area targets in Kontum Province (II CTZ)
and War Zone D (III CTZ).18
Ambassador Taylor concurred in the use of B–52s in strikes in South Vietnam and
foresaw no problem in getting the Saigon government’s approval. He pointed out, however, that employment of B–52s would have some international political implications and
that the State Department would want to take a careful look at the proposal. The main
problem might be Japanese objections to the use of Okinawa as a base for supporting
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the missions. Admiral Sharp strongly backed General Westmoreland’s recommendation
and asked authority to have SAC conduct the necessary radar photography over the
target areas to assist in strike planning.19
On 17 May, the JCS approved a single reconnaissance sortie, SHORT SPRINT, over
Kontum province. But shortly thereafter, the targets in the Kontum area dispersed, and
as a result, the sortie was cancelled. On 10 June, COMUSMACV informed CINCPAC
of several new and significant targets. He asked that preliminary actions be taken so
that B–52s could strike one of these as soon as it appeared sufficiently lucrative. Coincidentally, that very day the Joint Chiefs had approved in principle the use of B–52s in
South Vietnam provided suitable targets could be located. They asked CINCPAC for full
operational details on these latest targets. The most promising appeared to be a densely
wooded area, two by four kilometers in size, northwest of Saigon. General Westmoreland
believed that the area was a launching point for Viet Cong attacks and contained the
headquarters of the Saigon-Cholon VC Military Committee, which directed operations in
that part of South Vietnam. He also thought that this area concealed three battalions of
enemy troops. On 15 June, he asked that the B–52s strike this area “to blunt a monsoon
offensive in the area north of Saigon.”20
After approval by higher authority, the Joint Chiefs of Staff ordered the strike, code
named ARC LIGHT I, executed on the morning of 18 June. On schedule, 30 bombers took
off from Guam on the mission. Two aircraft collided in mid-air en route to the target, with
the loss of most of their crews, and one aborted. Twenty-seven reached the target and
dropped a total of 1,530 bombs. Results were anticlimactic. Ground teams, penetrating
the area within hours after the attack, found no evidence that the raid had caused any
Viet Cong casualties or damaged any installations. The Joint Chiefs noted that a spate of
prestrike message traffic and telephone calls might very well have tipped off the enemy
to the impending operation.21
Like the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Westmoreland believed that ARC LIGHT
strikes would achieve better results with improved pre-attack security and more rapid
planning and authorization. At Admiral Sharp’s urging, the MACV commander promptly
proposed an additional mission so as to “establish a pattern for the employment of this
capability.” On 23 June, the President approved the next strike, ARC LIGHT II, adding
his hope that the attack would achieve better results than the first.22
As Admiral Sharp had wished, ARC LIGHT strikes settled into a pattern. On 14
July, the Joint Chiefs of Staff issued general planning instructions for the conduct of
the missions and assigned specific responsibilities to CINCPAC and CINCSAC. Eight
days later, they authorized the conduct of routine B–52 reconnaissance flights over
South Vietnam. During July, SAC bombers flew five ARC LIGHT missions against targets developed by COMUSMACV; and by 17 August a total of nine missions had been
flown. In spite of Air Staff objections to the diversion of strategic bombers to conventional tactical operations, ARC LIGHT had joined MACV’s arsenal of weapons. 23
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A New Call for US Reinforcements

E

ven before the Quat government fell and the B–52s went into action, Ambassador
Taylor and General Westmoreland had concluded that large US ground reinforcements were essential to South Vietnam’s survival of its current military crisis and to the
achievement of American objectives in the war. On 3 June, Ambassador Taylor reported
that he and his colleagues did not “believe that any feasible amount of bombing of the
North is of itself likely to cause the DRV to cease and desist in its actions in the South.”
Hanoi would back down “only when, along with a sense of mounting pain from the
bombings, there is also a conviction on their part that the tide has turned or soon will
turn against them in the South.” These two conditions, Ambassador Taylor concluded,
“have not yet been met and our job in the coming months will be to bring them about.
This may take a long time and we should not expect quick results.”24
Two days later, the Ambassador transmitted to Washington an estimate of the political and military situation drafted by the mission intelligence council and concurred in
by himself, Deputy Ambassador Johnson, and General Westmoreland. In the estimate,
the mission reviewed the troubles of the Quat government and the mounting Communist military offensive. The estimate declared that the enemy was seeking to destroy
the ARVN piecemeal and to extend Viet Cong control of rural areas by “constricting”
government forces to the principal towns and cities. He had yet to commit his full main
force strength. The mission saw signs that ARVN morale was deteriorating and warned
that “the cumulative psychological impact of a series of significant ARVN defeats could
lead to a collapse in ARVN’s will to continue to fight, despite the presence in South Vietnam of US forces. To ward against the possibility of such a collapse, it will probably be
necessary to commit US ground forces to action.”25
Concerned by General Taylor’s assessments, the administration called the Ambassador back to Washington for another policy review, to be held on 8 June. Meanwhile,
the Joint Chiefs of Staff decided to reopen the issue of deploying some of the forces
specified but not recommended at the 20 April Honolulu conference, in particular more
Marines for III MAF and the Army airmobile division for the central highlands. On 4 June,
General Wheeler requested from COMUSMACV and CINCPAC their views on deploying
the division and their estimate of when the US logistic base in South Vietnam would be
capable of supporting it.26
On 7 June, General Westmoreland responded to the Chairman with an urgent request
for more American and third country troops—many more. He repeated the mission’s
assessment that the Viet Cong were gaining ground and that enemy strength and aggressiveness were growing while ARVN numbers and morale were declining. With the force
ratio changing in the enemy’s favor, General Westmoreland declared, “the GVN cannot
stand up successfully to this kind of pressure without reinforcement.” The MACV commander stated:
In order to cope with the situation outlined above, I see no course of action
open to us except to reinforce our efforts in SVN with additional US or third
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country forces as rapidly as is practical during the critical weeks ahead. Additionally, studies must continue and plans [be] developed to deploy even greater
forces, if and when required, to attain our objectives or counter enemy initiatives. Ground forces deployed to selected areas along the coast and inland will
be used both offensively and defensively …. The basic purpose of the additional deployments recommended … is to give us a substantial and hard hitting
offensive capability on the ground to convince the VC that they cannot win.

General Westmoreland divided his troop request into two groups: those on which
“decisions should be made now” and further actions “on which planning should start
and on which separate recommendations will be forthcoming.” In the first group, he
included the remaining ground and air elements of III MAF (8,000 personnel), the Army
airmobile division and logistic supporting elements (21,000 personnel), an Army corps
headquarters (1,500 personnel), the South Korean Marine RCT (4,000 personnel), and the
balance of the South Korean division (14,500 personnel), along with large contingents of
logistic support troops and additional tactical fighter squadrons. General Westmoreland
wanted to keep the 173rd Airborne Brigade in South Vietnam until the airmobile division
arrived and was ready for operations. Of these forces, the Marines would go to I CTZ and
the other combat units would reinforce II CTZ, which General Westmoreland considered most in need of more ground troops. In the second group, the MACV commander
included three US Army antiaircraft missile battalions, the remainder of the 1st Infantry
Division or the 101st Airborne Division, and an additional Marine amphibious brigade for
III MAF, plus still more tactical air units and support forces, including helicopter units.27
From discussions with CINCPAC and the Joint Chiefs of Staff during the ensuing
weeks, General Westmoreland’s troop request underwent some refinement and clarification. General Westmoreland asked to keep the 173rd Airborne Brigade indefinitely after
other Army combat units arrived. In the end, General Westmoreland’s troop request for
the rest of 1965 included supporting elements and 44 maneuver battalions (34 American,
9 South Korean, and 1 Australian). These units were all to be in South Vietnam by the end
of the year. Of those battalions, 7 US Marine, 2 US Army, and 1 Australian already were
in the country. Under previous authorizations, 6 more US Army battalions and a South
Korean RCT would deploy during July. General Westmoreland wanted the remaining
forces to be sent during August, September, and October.
During June, General Westmoreland outlined his concept for employing these forces. He envisioned a military division of labor. “My concept,” he declared, “is basically to
employ US forces, together with Vietnamese airborne and marine battalions of the general reserve, against the hardcore North Vietnam/Viet Cong forces in reaction and search
and destroy operations, and thus permit the concentration of Vietnamese troops in the
heavily populated areas.” In the absence of American and third country reinforcements,
the ARVN had faced the dilemma of either concentrating, to the neglect of pacification,
to meet the main force threat or remaining spread out for territorial security at the risk of
piecemeal destruction by the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong big units. Under General
Westmoreland’s proposed arrangement, the bulk of the ARVN and the territorial forces
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could operate against the Viet Cong guerrillas and political cadres, hopefully improving
rural security and advancing pacification while shielded by their allies.28
Admiral Sharp and the Joint Chiefs of Staff supported General Westmoreland’s
request. CINCPAC concurred on 7 June. On the 11th, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended to Secretary McNamara deployment of all the units in COMUSMACV’s “decision should be made now” group but reserved comment on the units in the second, less
urgent, category. As he had done in previous troop debates, General McConnell, the Air
Force Chief of Staff, argued against sending more US soldiers to fight in South Vietnam
without intensifying the air assault on the North. The Joint Chiefs accordingly added to
their recommendation a call for heavier bombing of North Vietnam.29

Toward the Rubicon

R

obert McNamara recalled that of the thousands of cables he received as Secretary
of Defense, General Westmoreland’s 7 June request for troops “disturbed me most.”
The administration now was “forced to make a decision. We could no longer postpone a
choice about which path to take.” President Johnson, nevertheless, attempted to do just
that. He was deeply reluctant to commit himself and his country, at heavy domestic and
international political cost, to a war with at best doubtful prospects of success. At the
same time, the President did not want to lose South Vietnam, equally for fear of domestic and international consequences. Accordingly, President Johnson spun out for more
than a month the deliberations over General Westmoreland’s request. He tried to escape
his dilemma by making decisions incrementally and announcing them to the public the
same way. Thereby, he preserved an illusion that he retained freedom of action, but in
fact he steadily closed off his options. Throughout, he was unhappy with the situation
and the advice he was receiving. On 21 June, he told Mr. McNamara:
I think that in time … it’s going to be difficult for us to very long prosecute
effectively a war that far away from home with the divisions that we have here
and particularly the potential divisions …. I’m very depressed about it because
I see no program from either Defense or State that gives me much hope of
doing anything except just praying and grasping to hold on during [the] monsoon [season] and hope they’ll quit. And I don’t believe they’re ever goin’ [sic]
to quit. And I don’t see … that we have any … plan for victory militarily or diplomatically ….30

During frequent meetings of the policy principals, usually including General Wheeler,
the administration’s first reaction was to give General Westmoreland less than what he
had requested. At a meeting on 8 June, with Ambassador Taylor attending, Secretary
McNamara recommended sending enough troops to bring total US strength in South Vietnam to about 95,000, whereas General Westmoreland’s two increments, if both deployed,
would bring American numbers to more than 150,000. Conveniently, Mr. McNamara’s
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suggested number about equaled what it would be logistically feasible to introduce into
South Vietnam between June and the end of September, allowing postponement of a
decision on the rest. Secretary of State Rusk, Ambassador Taylor, and the President’s
other advisers concurred in this approach. Accordingly, at Secretary McNamara’s direction, the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 17 June prepared a deployment plan that would raise
US forces from the previously authorized 69,593 to approximately 117,000, with the
majority of the troops scheduled to arrive in South Vietnam in the next several months.
This program would add seven US maneuver battalions, bringing the total to 22—half
of General Westmoreland’s goal. It also provided for an increase of 1,250 in allied forces,
bringing their total to 19,750 by 1 November 1965.31
Neither the Joint Chiefs of Staff in Washington nor COMUSMACV and CINCPAC
in the field believed that the partial deployment plan would be sufficient. At General
Wheeler’s urging, General Westmoreland elaborated upon his requirement for the full
number of troops and upon his plans for using them. He emphasized that his recommendations of 7 June were measures needed merely to stabilize the situation. To carry
the war to the enemy, he would require still more ground and air forces. The MACV
commander declared that the struggle had become a war of attrition. Short of a decision
to employ nuclear weapons “against sources and channels of enemy power,” he stated
on 24 June, no likelihood existed of achieving “a quick, favorable end to the war.” The
United States must face up to the fact that it was in for a long struggle and one that would
involve increasing numbers of US troops. Supporting COMUSMACV’s call for additional
forces, Admiral Sharp stated that the full force of 34 US and 10 third country maneuver
battalions was required.32
Even as the administration debated General Westmoreland’s reinforcement request,
it made other decisions that moved the United States closer to an all-out shooting war. In
one of the most important of these actions, it reaffirmed and broadened COMUSMACV’s
authority to use his American troops in offensive combat. In early April, President Johnson had expanded the troops’ mission from defense of US bases to counterinsurgency
combat operations; and General Westmoreland then made plans to move the Marines
and the 173rd Airborne Brigade step-by-step from security to their enlarged role.33
The administration, however, did not publicly announce the mission change until
8 June, when a State Department briefing officer did so at a press conference. His
almost casual reference caused a congressional and media uproar, with charges that
the administration was sliding the country into full-scale war without an open debate.
To appease the critics, administration officials, among them Secretary of State Rusk,
issued statements to the effect that the troops’ mission had not changed and remained
primarily the defense of US bases. These pronouncements alarmed and confused General Westmoreland, who was considering committing his battalions to assist the ARVN
in the battle then raging at Dong Xoai. The general sought clarification of his authority.
After several exchanges of messages, Secretary Rusk, at Ambassador Taylor’s request,
clarified the administration’s position. On 26 June, Mr. Rusk informed the Ambassador
that COMUSMACV could commit US troops “independently of or in conjunction with”
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the South Vietnamese “in any situation in which the use of such troops is requested by
an appropriate GVN commander and when, in COMUSMACV’s judgment, their use is
necessary to strengthen the relative position of GVN forces.” For practical purposes, the
administration thus gave the MACV commander a free hand to conduct both unilateral
and combined operations for any purpose anywhere in South Vietnam.34
Meanwhile, the reinforcement debate continued in Washington, against the background of the change of government in Saigon and continuing reports of South Vietnamese military setbacks. On 23 June, a critical high-level meeting took place at which
Secretary McNamara was present but General Wheeler was not. Discussing policy
alternatives that would be open to the administration at the end of summer, all present
accepted the need for additional US forces. Under Secretary of State George Ball argued,
as he had in an earlier memorandum for the President, for holding the troop level at a
maximum of 100,000. If that were not enough to turn the tide, Ball favored cutting US
losses by negotiating a way out of South Vietnam and falling back to Thailand. Secretaries McNamara and Rusk retorted that Thailand could not be held if South Vietnam
were given up. Reversing his earlier position, McNamara advocated granting General
Westmoreland’s full troop request and increasing the bombing of North Vietnam while
at the same time launching a more intensive negotiating effort. At the end, President
Johnson, who had not interjected his own views, directed Mr. McNamara and Mr. Ball
to produce studies respectively of military and diplomatic moves over the next three
months and beyond, for presentation the following week.35
In a memorandum completed on 26 June and presented in a revised version to the
President on 1 July, Secretary McNamara laid out a “program of expanded military and
political moves with respect to Vietnam.” He defined the United States’ objective as “to
create conditions for a favorable settlement by demonstrating to the VC/DRV that the
odds are against their winning.” Under existing conditions, this objective was not being
achieved “largely because the ratio of guerrilla to anti-guerrilla forces is unfavorable to
the government.” The United States now had three possible courses of action: 1) “cut our
losses and withdraw under the best conditions that can be arranged”; 2) continue at about
the present US force level, “holding on and playing for the breaks while recognizing that
our position will probably grow weaker”; or 3) “expand substantially the US military pressure against the Viet Cong in the South and the North Vietnamese in the North and at the
same time launch a vigorous effort on the political side to get negotiations started.” As the
President had requested, Secretary McNamara outlined the details of the third approach.
The core of Secretary McNamara’s military program was to increase US and South
Vietnamese ground force strength “enough to prove to the VC that they cannot win and
thus to turn the tide of the war.” To that end, the administration should decide “now
to bring the US/3d country deployments to 44 battalions within the next few months.”
The buildup, which should re-establish the military balance by the end of December,
would include the units General Westmoreland had requested, notably the airmobile
division, as well as additional helicopter companies and other support troops. Secretary
McNamara noted that General Westmoreland probably would require still more men in
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1966 but had not yet prepared a solid estimate of the number. To support this buildup,
the United States should call up about 100,000 reservists and extend tours of duty in all
Services. Against North Vietnam, the Defense Secretary recommended much heavier
bombing of communications and war-supporting facilities, as well as aerial mining of
the major ports. Besides these military measures, Secretary McNamara recommended
political moves to “open a dialogue with Hanoi, Peking, and the VC”; to keep the Soviet
Union from increasing its military support of North Vietnam; and to solidify support of
American policy by the US public, allies, and friends and keep international opposition
at a “manageable” level.36
In line with Mr. McNamara’s proposals, on 2 July, the Joint Chiefs of Staff requested
that the Secretary of Defense approve an additional deployment program “to insure that
the VC/DRV cannot win in South Vietnam at their present level of commitment.” The
Joint Chiefs of Staff called for the deployment of the Air Mobile Division, the remainder
of the 1st Infantry Division (one brigade of the division was already approved for Qui
Nhon), one MAB, a Marine fighter attack squadron, and 8,000 additional support troops.
In addition, they recommended movement to South Vietnam of three artillery battalions,
three HAWK battalions, four additional attack squadrons, various helicopter units, a
corps headquarters, and still more logistic support. Under this plan, total United States
forces in South Vietnam would amount to about 175,000 men, including 34 maneuver
battalions. The Joint Chiefs repeated the requirement for 19,750 allied troops, including a South Korean division of six maneuver battalions and four other third country
maneuver battalions.37
On 2 July, President Johnson met at the White House with Secretaries McNamara
and Rusk, George Ball, and McGeorge Bundy to discuss the Vietnam policy papers submitted to him the previous day. The papers included Mr. McNamara’s recommendation
for stronger military action, Ball’s advocacy of a diplomatic search for a way out, and
separate observations by Mr. Rusk and Mr. Bundy. The President again delayed a final
decision until the end of July, by which time important domestic legislation would have
cleared Congress. In the meantime, he dispatched Secretary McNamara and General
Wheeler to Saigon to evaluate the situation and review military plans; Ambassador at
Large Averell Harriman to Moscow to explore reconvening the Geneva Conference;
and Mr. Ball to Paris to try to make contact with Hanoi’s representatives there. (Neither
diplomatic mission produced any results.)38
Before leaving for Saigon in mid-July, Secretary McNamara took two significant
actions. He laid down for the Joint Chiefs a schedule and guidance “leading toward”
a national decision on additional deployments. The schedule provided that, following
Secretary McNamara’s return, there would be discussions with the State Department
and White House between 22 and 26 July, with a Presidential decision tentatively set for
the 26th. The Secretary of Defense stated that the rationale for force increases remained
“what it has been under three Presidents: To provide whatever support is necessary to
assist South Vietnam in preserving its freedom.” At the same time, Secretary McNamara
put Deputy Secretary of Defense Cyrus Vance to work on detailed plans for a reserve
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call-up, extension of tours of duty, and increased draft calls to support provision of all
the troops Westmoreland had requested. The Defense Secretary directed that there
would be no net reduction in US troops and equipment in Europe and that a presidential
declaration of emergency should be avoided in favor of congressional action similar to
that taken in the Berlin crisis of 1961.39
These initiatives by Mr. McNamara pointed toward an open-ended US commitment
to ground combat in South Vietnam. In still another indication of the direction in which
the administration was moving, on 29 June, Secretary McNamara, through General
Wheeler, asked Admiral Sharp and General Westmoreland what forces, beyond those
already requested, they would need during 1966 to prove to the North Vietnamese and
Viet Cong that they could not win in South Vietnam. Separately, the Defense Secretary
told CINCPAC that the United States should not “depend upon further ARVN buildup
since thus far it had not been sufficient to offset losses plus VC gains and further it was
too unreliable a factor.” In response, General Westmoreland declared that the 44 battalion program would be enough to re-establish the military balance but would not “cause
the enemy to back off.” He put the MACV staff to work on an estimate of additional
troop requirements for 1966. Based more on guesses and assumptions than hard data,
the staff produced a recommended 1966 reinforcement of 24 US maneuver battalions
plus combat and logistic support units and tactical air squadrons, a total of about 100,000
additional men. General Westmoreland incorporated this estimate, his original 44-battalion request, and his assessment of their effects on the military situation, into a briefing
to be presented to Secretary McNamara.40
Besides General Wheeler, a new US Ambassador to South Vietnam joined Secretary
McNamara on his July trip to Saigon. When he accepted the Saigon post in mid-1964,
Ambassador Taylor had committed himself to serve for only one year. In mid-1965, with
his year’s service completed, General Taylor submitted his resignation. Although there
was speculation that Ambassador Taylor had resigned because of policy differences with
President Johnson, both men publicly denied this; and in fact personal and family considerations apparently motivated the general. On 8 July, President Johnson announced that
Henry Cabot Lodge, Taylor’s predecessor as Ambassador to South Vietnam, now would
be his successor. Preparing for his Senate confirmation hearings, Mr. Lodge, who would
not take over his position until August, accompanied Secretary McNamara and General
Wheeler to Saigon for a fresh look at the situation and an opportunity to participate in
decisions he would be helping to carry out.41

The 44-Battalion Request Approved

S

ecretary McNamara and his party arrived in Saigon on 16 July and plunged at once
into five days of conferences with senior US civilian and military officials and with
leaders of the new South Vietnamese regime. In preparation for his trip, the Secretary of
Defense had informed Ambassador Taylor that the “main purpose” of his visit would be
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to receive mission recommendations, in numbers and types of units and total personnel,
for US force deployments during the rest of 1965, along with “probable” requirements
for 1966. Throughout the meetings, recalled the MACV Chief of Staff, Major General
William B. Rosson, USA, discussion “revolved almost exclusively around the need for a
major US effort—one calling for greater assets, greater vigor, greater effectiveness …
McNamara himself was dynamic and convincing—one who had a tremendous grasp for
detail and who exuded confidence and a positive approach.”42
In his briefing, General Westmoreland told the visiting officials that the RVNAF
no longer held the military initiative and that the South Vietnamese people were losing confidence in their government because of the armed forces’ decreasing ability
to protect critical rural areas and lines of communication. The only way to arrest this
unfavorable trend, General Westmoreland said, was to greatly increase US and third
country troop strength.
COMUSMACV cast his force requirements in a two-phased plan that had Ambassador Taylor’s approval. Phase I included the forces needed to “stem the tide,” i.e., halt
the Viet Cong offensive, and would cover the remainder of 1965. Phase II represented
the forces to “turn the tide”—make sufficient viable progress in high priority areas to
convince the enemy that he could not win. Phase II forces would be deployed during the
first half of 1966. The Phase I ground forces included 44 maneuver battalions, 26 combat
support battalions (22 artillery and four air defense), 13 engineer battalions, 20 US Army
helicopter companies, seven USMC helicopter squadrons, and three US Army helicopter
battalions and service units, totaling 154,662 men. This phase also included 4,000 naval
personnel and 26 Air Force squadrons of various types, amounting to 17,500 men. Total
Phase I requirements would be 176,162. Phase II would include 24 maneuver battalions,
17 combat support battalions, various helicopter units, and nine USAF squadrons, totaling an additional 94,810 personnel. Together Phases I and II would amount to 270,972
people, nearly four times the approximately 70,000 US forces in South Vietnam in July
1965. General Westmoreland warned his visitors that without these reinforcements, the
Viet Cong would gain a more favorable strength ratio; the stability of the Saigon government would be weakened further; and there would soon exist a requirement for even
greater resources on a more urgent basis and against greater odds.43
On 17 July, while the Saigon meetings were still going on, Secretary McNamara
received a message from Deputy Secretary of Defense Vance, who had been working
on the details of meeting the 44-battalion request. Mr. Vance reported that he had met
three times with the President regarding “actions associated with [the] 34 battalion plan.”
The President had told Vance that it was his “current intention” to provide the entire
reinforcement. However, he could not ask Congress for full funding for the expanded
forces before next January, for fear of derailing his domestic legislative program. Until
then, the administration would finance operations by using its existing authority and
shifting already appropriated funds. President Johnson indicated willingness to seek
legislative authority to call up reserves and extend tours of duty, expressing determination to “bull it through” Congress if necessary.44
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With the President’s inclination becoming clear, Secretary McNamara, upon returning to Washington, on 20 July presented a report calling for expanded military action. Mr.
McNamara repeated the definition of US objectives and alternatives and the description
of South Vietnam’s military and political situation contained in his 1 July memorandum.
He recommended deployment of the full 44-battalion force General Westmoreland had
requested, with more American battalions added if third country allies failed to meet
their quotas. Mr. McNamara added that “the deployment of more men (an additional
perhaps 100,000) may be necessary in early 1966, and that the deployment of additional
forces thereafter is possible but will depend on developments.” Alongside the South
Vietnamese and third country allies, the deployed United States forces would seek to
“exploit the offensive, with the objects of putting the VC/DRV battalion forces out of
operation and destroying their morale.”
Against North Vietnam, Secretary McNamara recommended a gradual increase in
bombing of targets related to Hanoi’s supply of war materiel to the Viet Cong. In addition, the United States should be prepared at any time to carry out a “severe reprisal” for
any particularly horrendous enemy action, for example assassination of a high-ranking
American official. After the 44 battalions were deployed and some “strong action” taken
in ROLLING THUNDER, for example destruction of the key railroad bridges north of
Hanoi, the United States “could, as part of a diplomatic initiative, consider introducing
a 6–8 week pause in … bombing the North.”
To support the expanded military commitment, the Secretary of Defense recommended that the administration ask Congress for authority to mobilize about 235,000
Reserves and National Guardsmen for at least one year. It should expand the regular
forces by some 375,000 by increased recruiting and draft calls and extension of duty
tours, after which the reserves could be released. Secretary McNamara recommended
also that the administration seek from Congress large supplemental appropriations for
FY 1966 to cover the costs of mobilization and expanded war.45
President Johnson and his senior advisers spent the following week debating Mr.
McNamara’s recommendations. The majority, including Secretaries Rusk and McNamara, agreed that the loss of South Vietnam would have serious strategic consequences for
the United States and saw no alternative to the Secretary of Defense’s proposed course
of action. They expressed little regard for the new Saigon government and seemed
resigned to the United States taking the major military role in the fight. Under Secretary
of State Ball argued the other side, warning that the United States was heading into an
unwinnable struggle that would eat up resources and end in failure. The national interest,
Mr. Ball said, would be best served by negotiating a way out rather than wasting more
assets and prestige in a losing cause. His colleagues generally rejected this argument.
General Wheeler participated regularly in these discussions, and on 22 July all
the Joint Chiefs of Staff met with the President. Predictably, the Joint Chiefs endorsed
Secretary McNamara’s proposed course of action. They argued that the United States
could not afford to let South Vietnam fall and that increased American military action
was essential to prevent defeat. Generals McConnell and Greene urged heavier bombing
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of the North to accompany the dispatch of more troops to the South. General Greene
observed that it would take the United States about five years and 500,000 men to defeat
the enemy. President Johnson closely questioned the generals on what improvement
the additional American forces would make in the situation in South Vietnam. The Joint
Chiefs replied that, at minimum, in Admiral McDonald’s words, “we can at least turn
the tide where we are not losing any more.” To presidential queries about what would
happen if the North Vietnamese responded to the American buildup by sending more of
their regulars south, the Joint Chiefs replied that allied forces would still outmatch the
enemy. Indeed, General Wheeler suggested that larger enemy units would be easier to
find and destroy. President Johnson pressed Secretary McNamara and the Joint Chiefs
hard on the possibility of Chinese intervention with ground troops. The Chiefs expressed
doubt that the Chinese would take such action, which did not reassure the President;
but the Army Chief of Staff, General Johnson, acknowledged that if Beijing intervened,
“we would have another ball game” and probably a wider war. In sum, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff could offer the President only a larger, costlier war; but, like the senior civilians,
they presented no alternative course of action that he found acceptable.46
At a National Security Council meeting on 27 July, again attended by General
Wheeler, President Johnson announced his decision. Essentially, he adopted Secretary
McNamara’s troop deployment recommendations, but without two critical elements: the
reserve mobilization and the immediate large budget request to Congress. He explained:
We have chosen to do what is necessary to meet the present situation, but
not to be unnecessarily provocative to either the Russians or the Communist
Chinese. We will give the commanders the men they say they need and, out of
existing materiel in the US, we will give them the materiel they say they need.
We will get the necessary money in the new budget and will use our transfer
authority until January …. This course of action will keep us there during the
critical monsoon season and possibly result in some gains. Meanwhile, we will
push on the diplomatic side ….

At the end of the meeting, the President asked “whether anyone in the room opposed
the course of action decided upon.” No one responded.47
The President had already attempted to prepare the public for a substantial increase
of American forces in South Vietnam. At a 9 July news conference, he had stated that
manpower needs in South Vietnam were increasing and would continue to do so. He
had added that whatever was required would be supplied. Nevertheless, on 28 July, he
attempted to minimize the full dimensions of his reinforcement decision. He explained
that a large increase in US forces was necessary to meet the continuing rise in the enemy’s strength. The President said that, in response to General Westmoreland’s request,
he had ordered to South Vietnam the Air Mobile Division and certain other units, raising
the US fighting strength from 75,000 to 125,000 “almost immediately.” While not giving figures for the remainder of the increase, he did say that additional forces would be needed
and would be sent at a later time. The President also stated that the reserves would not
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be called into service at that time but added that, if later developments required such
action, he would make the decision only after careful thought and adequate warning.48
President Johnson’s decision against mobilization rendered useless much of the
planning the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Services had done toward meeting the 44-battalion request. Secretary McNamara announced the decision to the Joint Chiefs of Staff
and the Service secretaries on 24 July and laid out a plan to provide the forces without
mobilization. The Joint Chiefs were dismayed by this development, which they knew
would slow down the deployment of the requested forces, cause long-term deterioration
of readiness in their Services, and degrade the United States’ ability to respond to other
contingencies. Nevertheless, individually and collectively, the Joint Chiefs of Staff supported their Commander in Chief; they defended his policy in administration councils
and meetings with Congressional leaders. At the 27 July NSC meeting, for example,
General Wheeler remained silent when the President asked for objections to his plan.
General Johnson, who would see the Army nearly wrecked by the attempt to wage war
without mobilization, eventually considered resigning in protest. In the end, he joined
the other Chiefs in acquiescence—a decision he later characterized as “the worst, the
most immoral” of his career.49
However much he tried to play down its implications, President Johnson’s July
program marked a major turning point in the war. The United States had decided to
increase its already substantial forces in Vietnam to the extent necessary to match the
buildup in enemy strength and to assume the dominant role in ground combat. This
decision began a trend that was to require a steady expansion of US forces to match an
equally steady increase of enemy strength. American casualties would increase at the
same time in proportion to the enlargement of forces and the intensification of fighting.

Refining the 44-Battalion Program

I

n the months following the July decision, deployments to South Vietnam proceeded
within the authorized figures. In view of the great work load the deployments generated, the Secretary of Defense had already informed the Joint Chiefs of Staff that movement of individual units, as long as they were within established authorizations, would
not require his specific approval. On this basis, troop movements to South Vietnam
continued steadily. The 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile) arrived during September and
the 1st Infantry Division closed in October, completing the deployment of major combat
units in 1965. Even as these units, and a variety of support elements, streamed into South
Vietnam, the total size of the planned reinforcement was increasing and the date of its
completion was receding.50
Throughout the remainder of 1965 and into 1966, US force deployment planning
underwent continuous refinement and adjustment upwards to meet new and changing
conditions of the war. Scarcely had Secretary McNamara left Saigon when COMUSMACV
found it necessary to adjust his requirements. Consequently, on 30 July 1965, the Joint
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Chiefs of Staff presented to the Secretary of Defense a revised deployment program adding approximately 20,000 troops to Phase I (the 1965 reinforcement) and 10,000 to Phase
II (the follow-on for 1966), raising total figures to 195,887 for Phase I and the total for
both phases to 300,599. Since the Joint Chiefs anticipated additional adjustments in this
program, they told the Secretary of Defense that they would comment further, including specific recommendations on Phase II deployments, as refinements were made.51
In an attempt to establish a more orderly procedure for these refinements, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff convened a deployment planning conference to coordinate and
complete, insofar as possible, all matters relating to Phase I. This conference met at
Pacific Command headquarters from 3 through 6 August and included representatives
of the Joint Staff, the Services, OASD(I&L), CINCPAC, COMUSMACV, and COMUSKOREA. The conferees produced a refined program for Phase I deployments to South
Vietnam and other western Pacific and Southeast Asia bases, which the Joint Chiefs
forwarded to the Secretary of Defense on 23 August. This program still provided for
34 US maneuver battalions for South Vietnam but raised the total number of required
personnel to 210,000. It also called for approximately 41,000 US troops for the Pacific
and Southeast Asia outside Vietnam, including three maneuver battalions for Japan
and Okinawa.52
On 1 September, the Secretary of Defense asked the President to approve the additional increment for Vietnam, raising the total figure to 210,000. Mr. McNamara recommended that no announcement be made of the decision to send these forces. Instead, the
administration should announce deployments only as the forces arrived in the theater.
The Secretary of Defense subsequently explained to the President that the increase
was needed to provide additional in-country airlift, artillery, and air defense support for
combat operations, strike aircraft and associated support, and air base construction. No
evidence exists in the record to indicate formal approval of the entire 210,000 program
as submitted by the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 23 August; but Secretary McNamara did
authorize on an individual basis the movement of specific units within that program.53
Phase I required still further refinements to incorporate recommended additions
and deletions. Accordingly, the Joint Chiefs of Staff convened another deployment
planning conference. Assembling at Honolulu between 27 September and 1 October,
the same participants who had met in August produced another refined Phase I deployment program. This plan merely updated the August program, reflecting 9,089 add-on
spaces in South Vietnam, bringing the total Phase I figure to 219,619, and 3,445 add-on
spaces for elsewhere in WESTPAC and Southeast Asia. Phase I deployments as now
scheduled would not be completed until April 1966. The Joint Chiefs of Staff approved
this refined program on 22 October and directed the Services to prepare to satisfy the
add-on requirements. Forwarding the refined program to the Secretary of Defense on
23 October, the Joint Chiefs explained that the add-ons were needed to strengthen the
Phase I force structure by providing essential combat and combat service support, command and control elements, and an increase in offshore base capability to adequately
sustain combat operations in South Vietnam.54
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Planning for Phase II

O

verlapping Phase I in time, COMUSMACV and CINCPAC worked out the details of
the Phase II deployment. The program, which went to the Joint Chiefs of Staff early
in November, essentially followed General Westmoreland’s original request, as modified
by a PACOM planning conference. On 10 November, the Joint Chiefs of Staff submitted
to the Secretary of Defense their recommendations for Phase II operations and deployments. To accomplish the Phase II objective, “to start winning the war,” the Joint Chiefs
presented a concept of operations, closely following one developed by COMUSMACV,
that called for US and allied forces to continue establishing and expanding secure bases
and lines of communication in the coastal area and elsewhere as necessary. From these
and other bases, the Americans and their allies would launch stepped-up offensive
operations to assist Saigon in expanding its control over the militarily and economically important areas of Saigon, the Mekong Delta, the coastal plain, and the central
highlands. The Joint Chiefs of Staff concept also provided for intensified air operations
against North Vietnam, including attacks on POL and electric power installations and
continued assistance to friendly forces in Laos.
To provide additional forces to achieve the objectives in South Vietnam, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff recommended a Phase II deployment of approximately 113,000 men (28
maneuver battalions and supporting units). Added to their final Phase I recommendation of 219,600 men, total troop requirements for South Vietnam now amounted to
approximately 333,000. Phase II included two Army infantry divisions (the 25th and the
4th), the remainder of the 1st Marine Division, and an armored cavalry regiment, plus
four tactical fighter squadrons and 27,000 men for use outside South Vietnam. In order
to meet the deployment dates desired by CINCPAC, the JCS recommended the call-up
of selected reserve units and individuals, the activation of new units, and the extension
of terms of service. Without these measures, the PACOM deployment conference had
concluded, most of the Phase II Army units could not reach South Vietnam until the
last half of 1966.55
The Joint Chiefs of Staff also reviewed the impact of both Phase I and II deployments on the US military posture world-wide. On 24 September, they had pointed out
that the United States must increase its forces to: 1) meet the operational requirements
of the Vietnam war as well as to maintain forward deployments in Europe and the
Western Pacific; 2) supply an adequate training and rotation base to support US military
operations and forces world-wide; and 3) provide a military capability to conduct other
contingency operations. In November, they informed the Secretary of Defense that the
completion of either or both of the two deployment phases would reduce US strength
to a degree where, unless promptly reconstituted, it could not support operations in
Southeast Asia and other world-wide commitments. To correct this situation, the Joint
Chiefs requested authority to acquire, equip, and support seven Army aviation units,
one Navy carrier group, four tactical fighter squadrons and three tactical reconnaissance squadrons, and one Marine expeditionary brigade. If Phase II was approved, they
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requested similar authority for two infantry divisions, 18 additional Army aviation units,
four tactical fighter squadrons, and two-thirds of a Marine expeditionary force. The Joint
Chiefs also asked for authority for selective reserve call-ups to provide essential forces
that could not be obtained in time through other means.56
Well before the Joint Chiefs of Staff made their 10 November recommendations,
Secretary McNamara had taken preliminary steps toward implementing Phase II. On 18
October, he directed the Services to plan in terms of completing both deployment phases,
with and without a reserve mobilization. Mr. McNamara recommended to the President
on 3 November the full implementation of Phase II, which he asserted the Services could
do by the end of 1966 without using the reserves. At the same time, the Defense Secretary urged the President to couple Phase II with an extended pause in bombing North
Vietnam and a new effort for a diplomatic settlement. The pause, Mr. McNamara said, at
best might lead to productive negotiations; at minimum it would show the administration’s sincerity in the search for peace, thereby helping to reconcile the American public
to a larger, costlier war. President Johnson made no immediate decision on Phase II,
but in mid-November he authorized the Secretary of Defense to prepare his budget for
the next fiscal year on the assumption that the deployments would occur. During the
ensuing weeks, the administration implemented Secretary McNamara’s recommended
course of action, preceding the final reinforcement decisions with an extended bombing
pause and a flurry of diplomatic activity.57
Like Phase I, Phase II grew in size. When the Secretary of Defense visited Saigon
on 28–29 November, General Westmoreland informed him that the North Vietnamese
were increasing their forces in South Vietnam at a rate more than double that of previous estimates. To meet this expanded threat, the general asked for 52,000 additional US
troops, including another US Army infantry division, designating this increase Phase
IIA forces. Upon leaving Saigon, Mr. McNamara essentially endorsed Phase IIA, stating
that the accelerated North Vietnamese infiltration required allied counteraction. When
he returned to Washington, he directed the Joint Chiefs of Staff to convene a planning
conference to develop deployment schedules for Phase II and IIA forces, including
appropriate support elements.58
At this point, Phases I, II, and IIA became merged into a single program. In connection with a supplemental appropriation request for FY 1966 to support operations
in Southeast Asia, the Secretary of Defense on 11 December asked the President to
approve for planning purposes a new program of deployments and augmentation. On 13
December, the Deputy Secretary of Defense authorized the Joint Chiefs of Staff to use
this program for their planning. The program eliminated phases and instead provided
strength in six-month increments. It still called for 34 US maneuver battalions in South
Vietnam by the end of 1965, but raised the total force figure from the 186,700 of the July
program to 194,900. Incorporating the elements of Phase II, the new program provided
for 277,100 American troops and 46 maneuver battalions by June 1966. By December
1966, these figures would rise to 367,500 troops and 75 maneuver battalions. US combat
support battalions would increase to 38 by mid-1966 and to 59 by the end of that year.
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The new program projected the number of “attack capable” aircraft in South Vietnam
by the end of 1966 at 929, approximately 150 more than the July program.59
By 31 December 1965, the strength of American forces in South Vietnam totaled
184,314. During the nine months from March to December, the United States had moved
approximately 150,000 troops to the theater of war. This buildup had been achieved at
cost to the US military posture in other parts of the world. NATO reinforcements had
been drawn down to a point where a lack of readily deployable general purpose forces
impaired flexibility. Inadequacies were appearing in the US training and rotation base.
Short-falls and draw-downs in supply stocks and equipment had left some forces in
Vietnam and elsewhere with less than the required rates of supply support. And these
were only the initial effects of escalation without mobilization.60

Final Decisions: The Honolulu Conference

D

uring December 1965 and January 1966, the Johnson administration played out the
combined diplomatic-military scenario Secretary McNamara had proposed. Late in
December, in conjunction with a Christmas holiday truce in South Vietnam, President
Johnson halted the bombing of North Vietnam. He kept the suspension in effect for more
than a month, while US diplomats around the world sought openings for negotiations.
Under this cover, the administration continued military preparations for implementing
the combined Phases I and II. At General Westmoreland’s request, some units from
Phase II—two brigades of the 25th Infantry Division—moved to South Vietnam during
December and January to reinforce II and III Corps against a continuing enemy main
force buildup.61
On 16 December, CINCPAC submitted to the Joint Chiefs of Staff the final Phase
IIA requirement as worked out with COMUSMACV, integrated into a deployment list of
all forces for 1966 organized by quarter. CINCPAC called for a total of 42 maneuver battalions and about 221,000 US troops to be moved into South Vietnam during 1966. Major
units included: three Army divisions (the 25th, 4th, and a third not designated), a separate
Army infantry brigade, an armored cavalry regiment, the remainder of the 1st Marine
Division, a Marine RLT, and ten tactical fighter squadrons. CINCPAC also requested
numerous ground air defense units for protection of the more vulnerable US bases in
South Vietnam. Since the deployment of the 25th Infantry Division and the Marine units
would deplete his reserves, Admiral Sharp included in his requirements the reconstitution of the Marine amphibious brigade on Okinawa and an infantry division in Hawaii. He
also requested 45,000 additional third country allied troops, the majority South Korean,
which would bring total third country forces in South Vietnam to approximately 66,000
by the end of 1966.62
To meet CINCPAC’s requirements, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, at Secretary McNamara’s
direction, convened a planning conference to work out final troop lists and deployment
schedules. This conference met in Honolulu from 17 January through 6 February 1966.
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It expanded at the end into a full-dress meeting of President Johnson and his senior
civilian advisers with the South Vietnamese leaders Thieu and Ky, at which the officials
promulgated ambitious military and pacification objectives. The military part of the
conference produced three alternative programs for deploying forces to PACOM in CY
1966. The three alternatives, Cases I, II, and III, were based on CINCPAC’s requirements
of 16 December but modified and validated during the conference. Each case assumed
a different combination of sources for the troops involved and provided varying levels
and mixes of forces at differing times within CY 1966. The conference determined that
under Case I the Services could most nearly meet the requirements. This Case provided
for an increase of about 202,000 US personnel (including 43 maneuver battalions) and
24,000 allied personnel (13 maneuver battalions) in CY 1966. Case I also included 99,000
additional men for PACOM areas outside South Vietnam. The forces would come from
those currently in the United States, and from activations, feasible drawdowns from
overseas areas, call-up of selected reserve units and individuals, and extensions of
terms of service.63
It soon became apparent that a reserve mobilization was still off the table. On 9
February, the Secretary of Defense met with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Service secretaries, and other DOD officials. He summarized the results of the Honolulu planning
conference and instructed those present “to assume and act to deploy” combat units as
provided in Case I, but with the understanding that there would be no reserve call-up.
On 17 February, Secretary McNamara formally directed the military departments and
the Joint Chiefs of Staff to assume that Case I was the requirement “we will try to meet”
and to study all possible ways of meeting it short of calling reserves or extending terms
of service. At this time, the Joint Chiefs did not object to the Secretary’s decision against
a reserve call-up. They directed the Services to provide the forces for deployment on the
timetable requested “or on the earliest practicable dates thereafter.”64
The Joint Chiefs of Staff quickly changed their position on the reserve issue. After
further study of the Case I requirements and schedules, they concluded that, without a
selective reserve call-up, those requirements could not be met in full. To do so without
mobilization, they explained to Secretary McNamara on 1 March, would place combat
elements out of balance with support capabilities and would cause an “extremely harmful effect” on the capabilities of European Command (EUCOM) and Atlantic Command
(LANTCOM). The Joint Chiefs estimated that the adoption of Case I requirements would
cause EUCOM to lose 48,800 Army personnel (21 battalion equivalents), four tactical
reconnaissance and six tactical fighter squadrons, and a Marine BLT with associated
amphibious assault shipping. LANTCOM would have to give up 6,500 personnel, resulting in 38 combat ships reduced to one-third manning level; and PACOM would lose one
tactical reconnaissance and five tactical fighter squadrons. The Joint Chiefs warned that
such severe drawdowns would force greater reliance on “very early employment” of
nuclear weapons if war should occur in Europe. These risks to the United States military
posture, the Joint Chiefs said, were not justified by the earlier deployments that would
be achieved. They recommended against adopting Case I.
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Instead, the Joint Chiefs of Staff proposed a “stretched out” deployment schedule
that would provide the same forces, but over a 16-month period rather than the ten
months remaining in CY 1966. Even this schedule posed some risk to the worldwide US
military posture, but the JCS considered it “more acceptable” than that inherent in Case
I. To permit the earliest possible restoration of the overall US military posture, the Joint
Chiefs requested program changes and budgetary action for the activation of: two Army
divisions; assorted Navy units, ships, and personnel; 26 Air Force squadrons of various
types; and one Marine attack squadron and additional personnel for Marine combat and
combat support units. The Joint Chiefs of Staff considered that both alternatives posed
serious logistic problems, but those arising from the stretch-out would be less severe
than those involved in Case I.65
Despite the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommendation, the Secretary of Defense on 10
March authorized the Case I figure as “the revised approved deployment plan for South
Vietnam.” He stated that “all necessary actions are to be taken to meet these deployment dates without call-up of reserves or extensions of terms of service (except for the
Marine Corps and Navy).” As finally approved by the Secretary of Defense, American
strength in South Vietnam would amount to 283,500 troops by June 1966, rise to 415,000
by December 1966, and top off at 425,600 by June 1967. There would be 52 US maneuver
battalions in South Vietnam in June 1966 and a total of 79 by the end of the year; combat
support battalions for the same periods would total 38 and 66, respectively. US attackcapable aircraft would increase from 711 in South Vietnam in December 1965 to 866 by
mid-1966 and to 1,087 by the end of 1966.66
Still not convinced that the Case I schedules could be met within existing capabilities, the Joint Chiefs of Staff re-examined the current estimates of whether the Services
could meet the force requirements. On 4 April, they forwarded to Secretary McNamara
a stretched out deployment program that conformed “as closely as feasible” to Case I
as prescribed by Mr. McNamara in March. The Joint Chiefs’ plan called for a projected
strength by the end of CY 1966 of 376,350 (70 maneuver battalions) as compared to the
Case I figure of 415,000 (79 maneuver battalions)—a difference of approximately 38,000
men. In late April, the Joint Chiefs revised this difference to more than 47,000. This was,
they said in effect, the absolute best they could do.67
On 11 April 1966, Secretary McNamara approved, with minor modifications, the 4
April JCS plan. The modifications dealt with the scheduling of the earlier months of 1966
but did not change the year-end figures. The Secretary’s decision ended a four-month
effort to resolve 1966 force requirements for Vietnam and provided for a doubling of
US strength in that country by the end of the year. The movement of individual units
in the approved program continued to require the specific approval of the Secretary of
Defense.68
Between January and April 1966, while force requirement figures were being determined, deployments of major combat units to South Vietnam continued. By 29 April, all
three brigades of the 25th Infantry Division had arrived, bringing total American strength
in South Vietnam by early May to 255,574. In May and June 1966, US deployments
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proceeded ahead of schedule. By late June, the Joint Chiefs of Staff were planning
to deploy nine additional maneuver battalions (three previously scheduled for the
Dominican Republic and six from the newly activated US Army 9th Infantry Division) to
South Vietnam in the latter half of 1966. This would bring the number of US maneuver
battalions in-country to 79 by the end of the year, as had been envisioned in the original
Case I.69
To reflect this acceleration, the Secretary of Defense on 2 July 1966 issued a revised
deployment plan, designated Southeast Asia Deployment Program #3 for reasons never
explained.70 It called for 391,000 US troops to be in South Vietnam by the close of 1966.
By June 1967, three additional maneuver battalions would be added, for a total of 82,
and US strength would increase to 431,000. During the next few months, the Secretary
of Defense approved a number of revisions to Program #3, raising the projected US
strength in South Vietnam to 392,000 by the end of 1966 and to 434,000 by June 1967,
but leaving the number of maneuver battalions unchanged.71
Just five days before the Secretary of Defense issued Program #3, President Johnson had asked if any acceleration of deployments to Vietnam was possible. He wanted
General Westmoreland to feel assured that he would have all the men he needed as
soon as possible. The President requested Secretary McNamara to meet with the Joint
Chiefs of Staff and provide him an indication of what acceleration was possible for the
remainder of the year.72
The Joint Chiefs of Staff doubted that any further accelerations of “supportable
combat-ready forces” beyond those currently scheduled could be attained. Accepting
their word, on 15 July Secretary McNamara informed the President that the Defense
Department had already made “strenuous efforts” to speed up deployments. He added
that this effort had succeeded. The United States would be able to provide more troops
and equipment during the remainder of 1966 than had been thought possible in the
spring. To illustrate what had been achieved, Mr. McNamara informed the President
that he expected to have 79 maneuver battalions in South Vietnam by December 1966,
as compared to the 70 battalions planned in April.73
The adjustments of spring and summer 1966 were but matters of detail. At Honolulu
in February and even before that, the Johnson administration had cast the die. It had
committed the United States to a major American ground war in South Vietnam while
avoiding a reserve mobilization, meeting requirements by bleeding US forces everywhere
else. The Joint Chiefs had protested the latter decision, but in the end they could only
carry it out and try to cope with the consequences.
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17
Command Arrangements
and Allies
Accompanying their recommendations and decisions on troop deployments, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff considered other issues related to the US buildup. In consultation
with CINCPAC, they sketched out command relationships for controlling the expanding
American war in Southeast Asia. They played a role in securing third country contingents
under President Johnson’s “more flags” initiative and helped to work out command
relationships between those forces, MACV, and the RVNAF. While US deployments came
to overshadow the effort, the Joint Chiefs pressed forward with plans for the continued
expansion of South Vietnam’s armed forces—plans that were partially aborted by the
military and political crises of mid-1965.

US Command Arrangements

I

n his recommendations to the Joint Chiefs of Staff following the deployment conference of 8–10 April 1965, Admiral Sharp had outlined what he considered the optimum
national command arrangements for operations in Vietnam. He proposed to retain the
organizational integrity of the Service components to the extent possible and keep military command within Service channels. Administrative and logistic support of all units
would follow established procedures. CINCPAC would exercise operational control of
all land, sea, and air forces through his major subordinate commanders, CINCUSARPAC,
CINCPACFLT, CINCPACAF, and COMUSMACV. Within South Vietnam, COMUSMACV
would serve as the operational joint commander. As the senior US Army commander in
the country, he also would perform Army component functions. If he wished, he could
exercise this responsibility through appropriate subordinate Army commanders.
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As to the other Services, the Commander, 2nd Air Division, would control USAF
functions in South Vietnam, reporting in that capacity to COMUSMACV. For the air
campaign against North Vietnam, CINCPACAF would exercise operational control of
US Air Forces in Southeast Asia as directed by CINCPAC, working through the Commander, 13th Air Force, and the Commander, 2nd Air Division. CINCPACAF would operate in support of COMUSMACV when so directed. The Commanding General, III MEF,
who controlled the largest naval force in South Vietnam, would take on the functions
of naval component commander, reporting in that capacity to COMUSMACV. Other
offensive naval operations would be conducted under control of CINCPACFLT, who
would support COMUSMACV when directed.1
Following the President’s decision to expand the US Marines’ combat role, General
Westmoreland furnished to CINCPAC his concept of the Marines’ command relationships with the RVNAF and of their introduction to counterinsurgency operations.
General Westmoreland had secured the RVNAF High Command’s agreement to the
enlarged Marine mission and had worked out with the RVNAF I Corps commander an
arrangement for cooperation and coordination between American and South Vietnamese forces. In his letter of instructions to the CG 9th MEB (not yet retitled the 9th MAB),
COMUSMACV directed him, in coordination with the CG I Corps, to “continue to occupy
defensive positions and key terrain at Da Nang to secure the airfield, communications
facilities, US supporting installations, port facilities and landing beaches against attack.”
The Marines were to “undertake offensive action as necessary to support I Corps … in
the … defense of the area of Da Nang and critical contiguous areas against VC or PAVN
[People’s Army of Vietnam] units.” This was to be Phase I of a three-phase progression
from defense to offensive operations. General Westmoreland set no time for the beginning of Phase II, “offensive action as a mobile reaction force” within a 50-mile radius
of Da Nang. The same was true of Phase III, in which the Marines would take offensive
action, if necessary, anywhere in the I CTZ.2
Admiral Sharp considered General Westmoreland’s letter of instructions to be too
conservative. He advised the MACV commander that he had placed too much emphasis
on the defensive aspects of the Marine mission. “As I understand the JCS directive,” he
said, “the Marines are to engage in offensive counterinsurgency operations earliest.”
General Westmoreland’s instructions indicated to Sharp that the 9th MEB would not start
actively attacking the Viet Cong for several weeks. “If I read the messages properly, this
is not what our superiors intend. Recommend you revise your concept accordingly.”
General Westmoreland did so. He sent the 9th MEB an amended directive calling for “an
intensifying program of offensive operations to fix and destroy the VC in the general
Da Nang area.”3
Admiral Sharp apparently had interpreted the JCS directives correctly. Upon seeing
his message to General Westmoreland, the Joint Chiefs informed CINCPAC, “The Joint
Chiefs of Staff agree with you that the active employment of US Marine forces now in
RVN in counterinsurgency combat operations should be accelerated in order to establish
procedures and basis for similar operations.”4
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Field and Combined Commands

I

n the light of the decision to commit American forces to combat, as well as the
growing enemy strength in South Vietnam, the United States government had to
address the question of how operations of the US, Allied, and South Vietnamese
forces would be controlled and coordinated. On 7 April, General Wheeler passed on
to Admiral Sharp his views on command and coordination of the forces in the two
northern corps areas, I and II CTZs, and on control of US and RVNAF aircraft in both
South and North Vietnam.
The Chairman believed that the forces in the northern corps areas could not be
effectively directed from Saigon. General Westmoreland and his staff were already
overextended trying to meet responsibilities in North and South Vietnam. Even if three
US and Allied divisions were in position in I and II CTZs, General Wheeler warned, no
adequate system existed to direct their operations in the event of a major North Vietnamese attack in those areas. The ARVN I and II Corps headquarters were static territorial organizations, not the mobile tactical headquarters that would be needed. General
Wheeler suggested that General Westmoreland might establish in the Pleiku area a
combined field force headquarters, perhaps headed by General John L. Throckmorton,
the Deputy COMUSMACV, which would include both US and South Vietnamese staff
officers. In effect a corps headquarters although not so named, this headquarters would
have a broad mission, including coordination of US/Allied/ARVN operations in the north
and the preparation of plans to counter any North Vietnamese attack.5
At the Honolulu conference of 8–10 April, CINCPAC developed a plan that incorporated most of General Wheeler’s ideas for a combined field command. The plan called
for a US Army corps headquarters to be established upon deployment of the remainder
of the MEF and an additional American division. The corps commander would report
to COMUSMACV and assume operational control of the American divisions and, if
deployed, of the South Korean division. (If establishment of the corps headquarters
were delayed, COMUSMACV would retain direct operational control of these units.)
COMUSMACV would plan and conduct operations on a “coordinate/cooperative” basis
with the South Vietnamese high command. During field operations, General Westmoreland would exercise operational control of US and allied troops through the American
corps commander. That officer, and the US and allied division commanders, would
coordinate with the commanders of ARVN units in and adjacent to their operating
areas. Adopting a proposal from General Westmoreland, the conference plan called
for COMUSMACV and the CINCRVNAF to form a small combined staff to correlate
activities and perform liaison at the highest levels of command. This staff would serve
both commanders, who would supervise its activities and approve or disapprove its
actions. COMUSMACV and CINCRVNAF would issue directives to their respective
subordinate forces only through their national operational control channels.6
On 11 April, General Westmoreland again raised the question of command and
control over US, allied, and South Vietnamese forces. Addressing the problems that
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would arise from the arrival of the three division force, he strongly recommended that
a corps headquarters be furnished him. Westmoreland suggested that HQ III US Corps
be considered for deployment to South Vietnam concurrently with the second of the
divisions. The headquarters would not need to be at full Table of Organization and
Equipent (TO&E) strength but could be tailored to its mission, with COMUSMACV’s
own headquarters furnishing the personnel needed for a provisional field headquarters
for a temporary period.
“In order to forestall certain political and psychological problems within South
Vietnam and the world at large associated with the deployment of US combat forces,”
General Westmoreland recommended “the formation in due course, on a test basis,
of an International Military Security Task Force (IMSTAF) in the Da Nang area built
around the 9th MEB.” He did not propose that the direct chain of command of US
military units be confused or complicated by intricate international machinery. Rather,
he wanted third country contingents—Korean, Australian, New Zealand, and Filipino—along with South Vietnamese units to be attached to the US Marine brigade to
constitute a combined force. If larger deployments occurred, the IMSTAF could phase
into a larger international force. If the IMSTAF at Da Nang proved successful, it would
be possible to form a similar combined organization at Bien Hoa as well.
General Westmoreland also took up the issue of a combined United States-South
Vietnamese high-level staff. He declared that the time was ripe to form “a mechanism
at the national level to control international forces.” He envisioned the cooperative
exercise of authority by CINCRVNAF and COMUSMACV and the formation of a small
single combined staff headed by an American general officer with a Vietnamese Deputy
Chief and multinational personnel. Subject to the approval of the national commanders, this staff would develop strategic guidance, rules of engagement, command relations, and such other matters as might be directed. Informally, then-Premier Quat and
other South Vietnamese officials had indicated that they would go along with such
an arrangement, partly in the belief—which General Westmoreland shared—that a
combined staff would help turn Saigon’s fractious generals away from politics. Nevertheless, General Westmoreland concluded, this proposal “should be introduced on
a low-key basis.”7
Confirming the wisdom of not publicizing plans for a combined staff, General Ky
later in the month expressed publicly the view that a combined command was not
necessary. On 3 May, commenting on General Ky’s attitude, Ambassador Taylor warned
Washington that Hanoi had called reports that the United States and South Vietnam
were planning a combined command proof that the Saigon regime was a “lackey” of
US imperialism.8
One of General Wheeler’s principal objectives at the Honolulu conference of
19–20 April was to discuss and make firm decisions on command in Southeast Asia.
He informed Admiral Sharp of this on 16 April and told CINCPAC that he saw three
military situations for which advance agreement on arrangements must be reached.
The first was the present situation wherein US and allied combat forces were being
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sent into South Vietnam to conduct counterinsurgency operations against the Viet
Cong. The second was a “near-term” contingency in which North Vietnamese troops,
either covertly or overtly, entered the South to support the Viet Cong, perhaps in an
effort to cut the country in two. The most drastic situation would be one in which
Chinese Communist forces intervened in great numbers on a broad front in South
Vietnam and perhaps in Thailand and Burma. “I desire on the first day of the conference,” the Chairman informed CINCPAC, “to finalize our thoughts and establish an
agreed organizational pattern toward which we can build in the coming months.” The
Chairman believed the conference should give serious consideration to deployment of
a US corps headquarters with signal and supporting units to South Vietnam as a base
for a combined field force command in the northern war zone.9
On 8 May, General Westmoreland sent to Admiral Sharp an overall concept for
command and control of US/Allied ground combat forces that conformed to what had
been decided at Honolulu. The plan started from the assumption that national forces
would retain their command identity. The United States would not place its forces
under the operational control of RVNAF or allied commanders (except temporarily
in an emergency), but in special cases the United States might assume operational
control or temporary “tactical direction” over Saigon’s forces. The United States would
assume operational control over allied units, usually at brigade or higher level. General
Westmoreland’s concept for the IMSTAF, earlier recommended, called for brigading
allied troops with US forces under an American commander with a combined staff. A
US brigade with some allied representation on its staff would form the nucleus of the
IMSTAF. An IMSTAF would have complete tactical integrity and would be employed in
a manner similar to a US brigade. Any ARVN unit associated with the IMSTAF would
come under operational control of the US commander.10
On 10 May, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended to the Secretary of Defense that
a combined field force headquarters be organized. Under the Deputy COMUSMACV,
the headquarters was to exercise operational control over US, allied, and assigned
ARVN ground forces deployed in the northern combat zone (I and II CTZs). Operations in the rest of South Vietnam would continue under existing arrangements—that
is direct control of US units by COMUSMACV. The JCS also declared that the small
MACV-RVNAF combined coordinating staff, as recommended by General Westmoreland, would suffice for the present. However, a larger, more formal combined
command authority should be established when more US troops arrived. Secretary
McNamara agreed with the Joint Chiefs’ views and approved these recommendations
on the same day.11
On 14 May, the Joint Chiefs of Staff notified CINCPAC of Secretary McNamara’s
approval of their recommendations. They informed him also that the Secretary had
approved an American deputy field force commander, authorized to take over from
the field force commander in case the latter had to move up to the position of COMUSMACV. This could occur if Westmoreland should be killed or incapacitated or if he
assumed command of US Forces, Southeast Asia, or of the Central Region SEATO
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Field Forces as provided in contingency plans. The field force headquarters, under
the present Deputy COMUSMACV, General Throckmorton, would go into operation at
such time as the US IX Corps headquarters was deployed to South Vietnam. In assuming command of the field force, General Throckmorton was to retain his position as
Deputy COMUSMACV.
Secretary McNamara had also approved upgrading the “two-hatted” position of
Deputy COMUSMACV for Air Operations and Commander, 2nd Air Division, to lieutenant general. A USAF major general would be named Deputy Commander, 2nd Air
Division, with additional Air Force general officers as appropriate; and an appropriate
number of wings would be organized to control the 2nd Air Division’s widely distributed
squadrons. A USAF brigadier general was to become MACV Deputy Chief of Staff. “In
view of the heavily increased air activity in Southeast Asia,” the Joint Chiefs of Staff
stated, “and the probability of additional commitment of US air forces, additional key
staff billets should be identified and subsequently filled by air officers.” In conclusion,
the Joint Chiefs directed CINCPAC to plan for the air command changes and also for a
combined field force headquarters in the I CTZ. In turn, Admiral Sharp asked General
Westmoreland on 22 May to submit to him plans for: 1) the establishment of a small
combined coordinating staff under COMUSMACV and CINCRVNAF; 2) a more formal
combined authority; and 3) activation of a field force headquarters in the northern
combat zone, either combined or unilateral US.12
The combined staff and field force projects hit the obstacle of South Vietnamese
national sensitivities. Earlier, General Westmoreland had discussed with top Saigon
officials the establishment of a combined command authority of some type and had
found them receptive. Subsequently, however, the South Vietnamese military leaders
had gradually cooled toward the idea of a combined headquarters and even toward
a combined staff such as COMUSMACV had proposed. On 24 May, General Westmoreland cited to Admiral Sharp the several statements by Generals Ky and Thieu on
the undesirability of a combined command. “In the light of these attitudes,” he told
CINCPAC, “it is clearly premature at this time to propose the establishment of a combined coordinating staff to the GVN.” As a stop-gap measure, General Westmoreland
had appointed and accredited a US brigadier general as a representative on the RVNAF
Joint General Staff to “coordinate the overall MACV advisory effort vis-à-vis the Joint
General Staff, in critical cases affecting several functional areas.” Because General
Westmoreland had indicated that a combined command authority would not be politically feasible at this time, Admiral Sharp recommended to the Joint Chiefs of Staff
that activation of a combined US/South Vietnamese coordinating staff be deferred
indefinitely. The RVNAF generals’ assumption of political power in June put an end
to the combined staff project.13
Field force planning also shifted in a unilateral direction. On 28 May, the State
and Defense Departments jointly directed CINCPAC to plan for a combined field force
headquarters “on a unilateral basis.” Admiral Sharp already had instructed COMUSMACV to make detailed plans for activation of such a headquarters in the northern
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combat zone in either a unilateral US or a combined configuration. The field force
should be built around the nucleus of a tailored US Army corps headquarters, to be
activated when two or more US divisions had been deployed to South Vietnam and
command US Army and Marine Corps units in the northern combat zone. To fill out
the headquarters cadre, Admiral Sharp contemplated drawing as much as possible on
in-country personnel resources. In view of the joint nature of the ground operations
and the need for close air support, Sharp had assumed not only US Army but also
Marine Corps and Air Force representation on the staff.
Confusion developed over how joint the field headquarters would be. On 16 June,
Admiral Sharp learned that the Joint Chiefs of Staff had directed the Chief of Staff,
Army, to plan for the organization, activation, and deployment of a US Army field
force headquarters. The admiral immediately asked for clarification of the relationship
between what he had been directed to do on 14 May and what, apparently, the Army
Chief of Staff had now been directed to do. “If the proposed Field Forces command
is to embrace both Army and Marine Corps ground forces,” CINCPAC told the Joint
Chiefs, “there is a concomitant need to tailor the headquarters in such a manner as to
include adequate Marine Corps representation and to provide necessary air expertise.
In this case the title of the Field Force should reflect its joint composition.” 14
In reply, the Joint Chiefs of Staff promised CINCPAC that they would consider his
views when they addressed definitively the subject of the Field Force Headquarters.
The JCS pointed out that they had recommended to the Secretary of Defense deployment of one US Army corps headquarters to South Vietnam. Subsequently, “higher
authority” had directed that the corps be referred to as a US Army Field Force so as
to avoid the appearance of superseding the ARVN corps headquarters. While the JCS
had asked the Department of the Army to plan the organization of the Field Force
headquarters, they now believed, because of the issues raised by CINCPAC that a
joint headquarters would provide for better control of US forces. The Joint Chiefs
of Staff thereupon rescinded their instructions to the Chief of Staff, Army. Instead,
they instructed Admiral Sharp to plan for a joint US Field Force Headquarters. They
directed him also to continue his planning for activation of a combined field force
headquarters.15
The Joint Chiefs of Staff soon reversed this decision, in response to arguments
by General Westmoreland. COMUSMACV argued against formal creation of a joint
Field Force headquarters. He favored instead keeping the headquarters an Army
organization with liaison officers from other Services attached as necessary. Under
this arrangement, details of headquarters organization and staffing would be kept
out of Washington inter-Service politics; and COMUSMACV would have flexibility
in restructuring the command as the situation developed. The Joint Chiefs accepted
Westmoreland’s argument, the more so as COMUSMACV now intended, in line with
established contingency plans, to retain the III Marine Amphibious Force as a separate
corps-level command in I Corps.16
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The Field Forces in South Vietnam thus grew up as augmented US Army corpslevel headquarters. On 1 August, General Westmoreland activated the first field headquarters, called Task Force Alpha, at Nha Trang to control the US troops in II and III
Corps. After the 1st Cavalry Division arrived, the task force, on 25 September, was
renamed Field Force Vietnam, with its jurisdiction reduced to the American units in
II Corps. On 15 March 1966, COMUSMACV activated II Field Force Vietnam at Bien
Hoa to command all US forces in III Corps. At the same time, he redesignated Field
Force Vietnam as I Field Force Vietnam. In I CTZ, III MAF performed the field force
function. In IV Corps, where no major US ground combat units were located, the corps
Senior Adviser, and subsequently a Delta Military Assistance Command, directed US
military operations and advisory support. Besides their US command responsibilities,
the III MAF and Field Force commanders acted as senior American advisers to the
ARVN corps commanders, oversaw the US advisory effort in their areas of operation,
and eventually took on important pacification duties.17

Command Arrangements—Southeast Asia

A

s top US commander in South Vietnam, General Westmoreland also had wider
responsibilities. In contingency plans for a major emergency, he was designated
Commander, US Forces Southeast Asia (COMUSSEASIA), and Commander, Central
Region SEATO Field Forces (COMCRSFF). Of more immediate practical importance,
he served as Commander, US Military Assistance Command, Thailand (COMUSMACTHAI). This arrangement dated back to 1962, when the United States had temporarily
deployed troops to Thailand in response to a crisis in Laos. With the withdrawal of
American ground forces, the United States left USMACTHAI in place; and the Thai
government, which had not been consulted on the command’s establishment, initially
did not force the issue.18 However, as US military activity in Thailand began to expand
along with the war in Vietnam, Thai officials expressed resentment at USMACTHAI’s
subordination to MACV. They complained that it tended to make Thailand an appendage of the US command in Vietnam, bringing communist propaganda charges that
Thailand was a puppet of the United States.
At the Manila conference in late 1964, the Thai Foreign Minister had asked Secretary of State Rusk to have US command arrangements in Southeast Asia modified.
When a South Vietnamese delegation visited Thailand in late 1964, the Chinese Communists had charged that the Vietnamese were conveying to the Thais the demands of
their joint US overlords. This increased Thai irritation at a US command arrangement
that, in their eyes, associated Thailand directly with US military actions in South Vietnam. The Prime Minister of Thailand informed US Ambassador Graham Martin that
he realized that in event of a major escalation, General Westmoreland would have to
assume overall command in Southeast Asia. But he pointed out that the conflict had
not yet reached that stage. He could not understand why the United States persisted
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in keeping General Westmoreland as COMUSMACTHAI since his duties obviously
required his presence in Saigon. If the United States wished to continue maintaining
USMACTHAI, Bangkok was amenable but definitely wanted the command separated
from MACV.19
In mid-1964, anticipating these objections, CINCPAC had suggested that a separate COMUSMACTHAI, resident in Bangkok, be established with a lieutenant general
holding the post. At that time, General Westmoreland had concurred in this recommendation. But with the upsurge in enemy activity in South Vietnam and the consequent intensification of US actions throughout Southeast Asia, General Westmoreland
changed his view. Believing that any major US command reorganization would be
disruptive at this time, COMUSMACV recommended on 31 March 1965 that there be
no change in command arrangements that would divide responsibility for operations
in Southeast Asia. He opposed establishment of a separate COMUSMACTHAI. General
Westmoreland recommended also that the post of Chief, Joint Military Advisory Group
(CHJUSMAG), Thailand, be retained as it was, filled by a USAF or US Army major
general with a brigadier general of the “opposite service” as his deputy.20
In anticipation of Secretary Rusk’s attendance at the May 1965 meeting of SEATO,
Secretary McNamara asked the Joint Chiefs of Staff to furnish him their views on
the existing command relationships in Southeast Asia. On 28 April, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff advised the Secretary that they believed it was now time to separate MACV
and MACTHAI into two separate commands. The change, they said, would respond
to long-standing Thai sensitivity about the “double-hat COMUSMACV/COMUSMACTHAI arrangement” and promote efficiency by letting COMUSMACV concentrate
on his immediate task of defeating the Viet Cong. As for COMUSMACV’s planning
responsibilities as US and SEATO commander designate for Southeast Asia, the Joint
Chiefs believed that he should exercise direct policy control over COMUSMACTHAI’s
region-wide planning activities. Therefore, the US should keep open a direct channel between General Westmoreland and COMUSMACTHAI. This should be done by
augmenting the small COMUSMACTHAI planning staff in Bangkok and developing
a communications/operations facility at the Royal Thai Air Force Base at Korat that
could expand if necessary into a headquarters for COMUSSEASIA and COMCRSFF.21
Secretary McNamara accepted the Joint Chiefs’ advice. In late May 1965, he
directed that USMACTHAI be constituted as a separate command from MACV under
a major general who would report directly to CINCPAC. Formal activation of the
reorganized headquarters took place on 10 July. General Westmoreland conducted
planning for his Southeast Asia command role through his MACV staff and through a
small staff in Bangkok, and the two commands developed the contingency headquarters facility at Korat. The MACV commander worked closely with Ambassador Martin
and COMUSMACTHAI to coordinate the expanding Thailand-based US air operations
against North Vietnam and Laos as well as overt and covert Thai participation in the
wars in South Vietnam and Laos.22
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Third Country Forces—1965

A

t the 1 April 1965 NSC meeting, where President Johnson approved the first US
ground combat troop deployments, he also directed the “urgent exploration” with
the governments of the Republic of Korea, Australia, and New Zealand of possible
contributions of their soldiers to the war in South Vietnam. Implementing the President’s directive, the United States invited Australia and New Zealand to participate
in military staff talks with CINCPAC. During the talks, in early April 1965, the Australians indicated that they were prepared to send a combat battalion to Vietnam. New
Zealand, on the other hand, was less forthcoming. Its representative thought that his
government might furnish a 105 mm howitzer battery and possibly a tank troop. He
added, however, that such a deployment would require considerable political ground
work with the New Zealand public.23
True to its word, Australia acted promptly. After a formal request to Australia from
the South Vietnamese government, the two nations issued a joint communiqué on 29
April announcing that Australia would deploy an infantry battalion to South Vietnam.
Although small numbers of noncombatant personnel had been in South Vietnam for
some time, this marked the first commitment of a combat unit to the war by a third
country.24
On 5 May, in anticipation of the arrival of the Australian troops in South Vietnam,
the United States and Australia signed a Military Working Arrangement. Under this
arrangement, command of the Australian forces was vested in the Commander, Australian Army Force, Republic of Vietnam (COMAAFV), who would in turn be under the
operational control of COMUSMACV. The Australian battalion would be “brigaded”
with “an appropriate US brigade echelon,” and COMUSMACV would provide all
administrative and logistical support for the unit. Subsequently, in a financial working arrangement, Australia agreed to reimburse the United States for this support. 25
The advance party of the Australian battalion arrived in South Vietnam on 26 May
1965. The rest of the unit, together with a logistic support company, closed between
29 May and 11 June. In accord with a concept of command and control that the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, had given the Australian military attaché in Washington as
well as the US-Australian Military Working Arrangement, the battalion was attached
to the US 173rd Airborne Brigade at Bien Hoa. In late September, Australia augmented
its force with a 105 mm howitzer battery, a field engineer troop, an armored personnel
carrier troop, a signal unit, and filler personnel. At the end of the year, Australia had
1,557 soldiers in South Vietnam.26
In early May, the United States sent then Ambassador at Large Henry Cabot Lodge
to New Zealand to solicit a definite troop commitment. Late in that month, Prime
Minister Keith Holyoake announced that his country would send a 105 mm battery to
South Vietnam, concurrent with the withdrawal of the New Zealand engineer team
sent to Vietnam in 1964. Despite some unfavorable New Zealand public reaction to
the deployment, the battery arrived in Vietnam on 21 July 1965. It came under the
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operational control of the 173rd Airborne Brigade, with a primary mission of support
for the Australian battalion. New Zealand’s contribution was governed by a Military
Working Arrangement with the United States identical in terms to that under which
the Australians operated. Although it was never set forth in a formal agreement, New
Zealand, like Australia, reimbursed the United States for the administrative and logistic
support for its unit.27
Outside of the United States, the Free World nation that furnished the most troops
to South Vietnam in 1965 was the Republic of Korea. In March 1965, South Korea sent
a task force composed of an army engineer battalion with associated support and selfdefense troops. This task force, called the “Dove Unit,” totaled 1,927 men. Throughout
the early summer of 1965, the United States negotiated with the Seoul government
concerning the provision of Korean combat elements to South Vietnam. These discussions concluded on 12 August in a South Korean agreement to contribute a combat
division composed of a headquarters, one marine regiment, two infantry regiments,
and a field support command. The Joint Chiefs of Staff, optimistic that South Korea
would approve the deployment of this division, already had included it in their deployment recommendations of 2 July 1965 to the Secretary of Defense.28
As had been the case with Australia and New Zealand, the United States negotiated a Military Working Arrangement with the Republic of Korea. This arrangement,
signed on 6 September 1965, provided for US logistic and administrative support of
the South Korean troops and vested command of them in the Commander, Republic
of Korea Forces, Vietnam (COMROKFV). The South Koreans, however, refused to sign
any formal agreement placing their troops under COMUSMACV’s operational control.
They insisted that their force be treated as independent of, and coequal with, the US
and South Vietnamese armies. General Westmoreland attempted, without success, to
reach a formal agreement with COMROKFV on command and control. He reported
to CINCPAC in early December that a formal arrangement could be politically embarrassing to the Koreans; it might connote that they were subordinate to, and acting as
mercenaries for, the United States. General Westmoreland stated that COMROKFV
had promised verbally to act as though he were under US operational control as long
as American orders were couched as requests. Westmoreland considered this gentlemen’s agreement as “probably more durable and certainly more politically palatable
than a formal arrangement that would create unnecessary controversy …, be politically
awkward to the Koreans, and in the final analysis not be binding.”29
The advance party of the South Korean division arrived in Saigon on 15 September
1965. The division’s main body landed in II CTZ between 8 October and 8 November.
The South Korean Marine regiment was stationed at Cam Ranh Bay and the rest of
the division at Qui Nhon, with the mission of protecting logistic bases and keeping
vital Route 19 open to traffic. From then on, the Koreans became the dominant force
guarding coastal II CTZ.30
Two other Free World nations, the Philippines and the Republic of China on Taiwan, increased their military assistance to South Vietnam; but this aid continued to be
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in the form of noncombatant personnel. The United States attempted to persuade the
Philippines to supplement its representation in South Vietnam with a civic action group
of about 2,000 men. Both President Diosdado Macapagal and President-elect Fernando Marcos favored this proposal; but the Philippine Congress refused to approve
it during 1965. Only in mid-1966 did the legislature finally authorize deployment of
the civic action group. The United States also considered approaching Manila with a
request for combat troops. However, the chief of the US military assistance group in
the Philippines advised against such a move. He stated that the Filipino armed forces
were in no condition to furnish any combat soldiers, and the United States dropped
the matter. The Filipinos did augment the medical and civic action teams that they
had sent to Vietnam in 1964, increasing their contingent in country from 32 men to
72 by the end of 1965. As to the Republic of China, due to diplomatic sensitivities, it
contributed only a very small number of noncombatant personnel.31
Thailand, the only other Free World nation that had military forces in South Vietnam at the beginning of 1965, made no additions to its small contingent during the
year. Late in 1965, the Thai government indicated that it might provide cargo aircraft
and shallow draft shipping to South Vietnam; but nothing had come of this by the
year’s end.32
The year 1965 saw the first introduction of third country combat forces into South
Vietnam. Third country strength increased from 388 at the beginning of the year to
22,404 by the end of December. The following year would bring a further expansion of
the war and a doubling of US forces in Vietnam. Accompanying this vast increase, the
Johnson administration would seek still larger numbers of third-country fighting men
to assist and support the US forces and maintain the appearance of an international
struggle against aggression. In late 1965, US military plans were already calling for the
deployment of 23,500 additional third country personnel, in 1966—most of them in a
second South Korean division.33

Expanding the RVNAF

F

rom the beginning, the United States had built its Vietnam policy around supporting and strengthening Saigon’s military forces, so that they could take over successfully the defense of their own country. In 1963, Secretary McNamara had directed
an accelerated buildup of the RVNAF in the hope that, within a reasonable time, Saigon
would be able to defeat the Viet Cong without the advice and assistance of substantial
numbers of US personnel. CINCPAC and MACV had made plans for a gradual withdrawal of American advisers and units, aimed at bringing the US presence down to a
modest MAAG by mid-1965, by which time the insurgency should be well on the way
to defeat. In late 1963 and during 1964, as the political and military situations in South
Vietnam deteriorated, the United States had abandoned withdrawal plans and chosen
instead to increase rather than decrease its own military involvement. During 1964 and
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1965, the United States continued trying to strengthen South Vietnam’s regular and
territorial forces. This effort, however, had only limited success in the face of Saigon
government instability, heavy RVNAF combat losses, abnormally high desertion rates,
and inadequate enlistment and recruitment.34
In late autumn of 1964, General Westmoreland, working with the RVNAF High
Command, conducted a survey of the structure of South Vietnam’s armed forces. The
survey was intended to determine what additional strength those forces needed so
that they could simultaneously conduct search and destroy operations, protect key
installations and cities, and support national and provincial pacification plans. On
the basis of this survey, General Westmoreland sent recommendations for additional
forces to CINCPAC on 24 November 1964.35
General Westmoreland set forth two alternatives for these force increases. Under
Alternative One, the regular forces would be enlarged by 30,000 men, mostly for the
ARVN. The territorial components would receive 110,000 additional men, raising the
number of Regional Force (RF) companies by 105 immediately and by 234 at the end
of 1965. The Popular Forces (PF) would grow by 64,000 men as soon as possible, with
a total increase of 79,000 by the end of 1965. These increases, Westmoreland hoped,
would provide for progress in the Hop Tac pacification area, arrest Viet Cong gains in
certain other critical areas, and provide enough impetus to keep pacification machinery operating in the rest of South Vietnam. Under Alternative Two, the territorial forces
would not increase beyond Alternative One strength, but the regulars would expand
by 17,000 above Alternative One. Under Alternative Two, COMUSMACV claimed, more
progress would be achieved in pacification.
To support the Alternative One increases, General Westmoreland pointed out,
the RVNAF would have to induct an average of 7,000 recruits per month. Alternative
Two would require 8,000 per month. Westmoreland intended to tell Saigon military
officials that, as a condition to US support of any strength increases, the government
must agree to enforce its draft laws, actively carry out its population and resources
control programs, and adopt certain improved personnel policies for the RVNAF. South
Vietnam also would have to disband some of its elite, but expensive, military units.
Even if the South Vietnamese made these reforms, General Westmoreland told Admiral
Sharp, “It is not certain at this time whether either of these figures can be supported.
However, the lower figure is [a] more reasonable estimate of manpower availability.”
Alternative One had other advantages. In view of training and lead time requirements, it could be completed by the end of 1965; while Alternative Two would take
until about mid-1966. Alternative One also would have a less damaging inflationary
impact on South Vietnam’s economy. General Westmoreland believed that sufficient
men could be acquired to support Alternative One and that all of the new units, except
for armored units, could be trained by the end of 1965, as would all the needed personnel, except for non-commissioned officers. The United States could meet requirements for critical supply and equipment items by priority procurement and shipment
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from America or by diversion from US Army stocks. Both alternatives would require
additional US advisers—446 under Alternative One and 606 under Alternative Two.
Taking all these factors into account, COMUSMACV recommended adoption
of Alternative One. Ambassador Taylor concurred. CINCPAC forwarded General
Westmoreland’s recommendation to the Joint Chiefs of Staff with his approval; and it
received consideration during the important Johnson administration policy meetings
of late November and early December 1964.36

RVNAF Forces
11 December 1964
Regular

Authorized

New Totals
Alt 1

Alt 2

Army

217,300

240,953

258,200

Navy

8,162

14,476

14,476

Marines

6,555

6,555

6,555

11,582

11,924

11,924

243,599

273,908

291,155

Air Force
Total
Territorial

Authorized

New Total End 1965

Regional Force

97,615

133,002

Popular Force

109,991

189,185

Coastal Force

4,640

Total

212,246

No change
322,189

Information derived from App to Encl A to JCS 2343/500-1, 11 Dec 64.

The proposed RVNAF augmentation met no resistance in Washington. On 17 December 1964, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended to the Secretary of Defense that he
approve Alternative One as a basis for discussion with the Saigon government. They also
asked him to approve the detailed MAP programming actions required. They requested
also that he authorize the American advisers for the new units and take action to obtain
the additional funds in the FY 1965 and FY 1966 Military Assistance Program to support
Alternative One. On 13 January 1965, Secretary McNamara approved “in principle” the
Alternative One increase and the associated US advisory augmentation. He directed that
$35.9 million of the additional cost be funded from the FY 1965 MAP and the remainder
from the FY 1966 MAP. Secretary McNamara added, “I shall coordinate with the Department of State on the matter of final approval” of the expansion program. On 15 February,
the Joint Chiefs informed CINCPAC that the additional US advisers had been approved.
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In the meantime, the Services had already taken preliminary actions to deploy these
advisers to South Vietnam.37
As one of his first responses to the worsening military situation in South Vietnam,
General Westmoreland requested further enlargement of the RVNAF. On 20 March
1965, he asked for authorization to accelerate the activation of 16 ARVN infantry
battalions authorized under Alternative One. He asked also that, upon completion
of Alternative One, he be given authority to put Alternative Two into effect. With the
17,000 additional spaces called for in this latter alternative, the RVNAF could form
15 additional infantry battalions, four engineer battalions, one 155 mm artillery battalion, and three M–113 troops along with more administrative and logistic forces.
General Westmoreland declared that he would be able to complete the training of all
31 battalions provided in both alternatives by March 1966 as opposed to July of that
year, but only if certain conditions were met. These included: 1) the South Vietnamese government must make a serious effort to increase conscription and recruiting
to a sustained 8,000 men per month input; 2) construction funds must be provided
speedily; 3) Saigon must agree to an increase in training facilities and to a temporary
redistribution of equipment; 4) Washington authorities must take extraordinary MAP
programming and supply actions; and 5) General Westmoreland must receive approval
of Alternative Two by 1 April 1965. COMUSMACV recognized that South Vietnam might
not be able to meet the manpower requirement and that there might be some slippage
in the quality of training and equipment. Although concerned that the Alternative One
increases might not be achieved as readily as General Westmoreland was predicting,
Admiral Sharp considered the need for a stronger RVNAF overriding. He recommended
approval of General Westmoreland’s recommendations.38
The Joint Chiefs of Staff endorsed the theater commanders’ proposal. On 8 April,
they stated to the Secretary of Defense that it was “essential at this critical period to
take maximum advantage of GVN capabilities to recruit and field the necessary military
forces to support pacification operations.” The JCS believed that higher strength goals
would give Saigon an incentive to set up an adequate recruiting program. Consequently,
they recommended that the Secretary authorize the Alternative Two program and the
necessary advisor spaces. They also urged him to approve acceleration of the total force
increase, subject to CINCPAC review of FY 1965 funding requirements, and to fund the
force increase from sources outside the world-wide MAP. On 12 April, Secretary McNamara approved the additional RVNAF force increase.39
On 5 May, General Westmoreland proposed that a tenth ARVN division be formed
from three existing separate regiments in III CTZ. In order to do this, he would need 2,369
additional spaces to form two artillery battalions and some support units. He believed
that this new division could help to shore up the weak east flank of the Hop Tac zone.
CINCPAC recommended approval of this request. On 27 May, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
asked the Secretary of Defense to authorize the actions needed to form the new division. Secretary McNamara approved the request on 4 June, thus raising the authorized
strength of the ARVN to 261,155.40
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These expansion plans fell afoul of the worsening combat situation. During the
spring of 1965, RVNAF battle losses ran higher than had been anticipated. Equally serious, RVNAF desertion rates soared to inordinate heights. As a result, ARVN battlefield
strength declined. In June, after another review of South Vietnamese force requirements,
General Westmoreland decided that he should concentrate for the time being on keeping
existing units filled rather than on creating the new units authorized. He proposed a temporary moratorium on activation of new battalions and the diversion of the manpower
to bring units already in being up to authorized strength. Admiral Sharp agreed. On 15
June, the Joint Chiefs of Staff instructed COMUSMACV temporarily to defer activation
of 11 battalions scheduled for the next several months.41
Later in the year, with US forces assuming a greater role in combat, prospects for the
South Vietnamese forces appeared to improve. On 27 October, General Westmoreland
reported that the RVNAF buildup was making better progress than had been anticipated.
The desertion rate, for example, was declining; and as a result the strength of ARVN battalions had risen to combat-effective levels. RVNAF expansion had resumed, with fifteen
new battalions in training. General Westmoreland had been able to form the tenth ARVN
division, which was now operational. COMUSMACV estimated that South Vietnam had
the manpower available to support an input of 10,000 men per month into the RVNAF
for the remainder of FY 1966. In response to this more favorable picture, as well as to
pressure from RVNAF generals for more units of various types, Westmoreland asked
the Joint Chiefs of Staff to approve a new strength level for Saigon’s forces, raising it to
311,500. Such an increase, he said, would avoid a forced reduction in current levels of
conscription and recruiting and prevent a loss of momentum in the buildup that would
take months to regain.42
One element of General Westmoreland’s recommendations brought a protest from
the US Marine Corps. COMUSMACV had proposed to organize a South Vietnamese
Coastal Military Command to improve the effectiveness of the existing Vietnamese Navy
Coastal Force. During the Joint Chiefs consideration of the overall RVNAF expansion
proposal, the Marine Corps Commandant objected that the Coastal Command would
duplicate the function of the Vietnamese Marine Corps and refused to concur in its
establishment. On 13 April 1966, the Joint Chiefs asked the Secretary of Defense to
approve continuance of RVNAF recruiting and conscription during FY 1966, aimed at
raising the RVNAF force level to 311,458 men by the end of that fiscal year. The Marine
Commandant concurred in all the provisions of this memorandum except that calling
for creation of the Coastal Command. Disregarding the Marine objection, Secretary
McNamara, on 25 April 1966, approved all the JCS recommendations.43
On 27 April, the Joint Chiefs of Staff authorized CINCPAC to continue supporting
RVNAF manpower procurement for the remainder of FY 1966 to attain the following
strengths: ARVN–274,769; VNN–15,491; VNAF–14,658; VNMC–6,540; RF–133,002; and
PF–189,195. Regarding the territorial components, the Joint Chiefs noted that the buildup
of the regular forces would hinder recruitment of the RF and PF. “In view of the critical
role of Regional Forces and Popular Forces in the Rural Construction Program,” they
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said, “request you give an appropriate priority to the recruiting, training and equipping
of such forces.”44
Even as US troops flowed into South Vietnam, Admiral Sharp, General Westmoreland, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff continued planning and trying to carry out an effort
to expand Saigon’s armed forces and improve their effectiveness. Yet, as of the end of
1965, results were hard to find. In particular, there was little improvement in RVNAF
leadership, which remained tainted with corruption, lacking in professionalism, and
entangled in politics. A US Army historian summed up the situation at this time:
Although the South Vietnamese armed forces looked better on paper …, they
still had to overcome their major weaknesses in leadership and combat effectiveness. The general reserve units were tired, and most of the other ground
combat units were in static defensive positions. Exhausted by encounters with
large Viet Cong and North Vietnamese Army units, neither the regulars nor the
territorials had the energy to seriously challenge the local Viet Cong cadre and
militia. Westmoreland expected little improvement in the foreseeable future
…. Salvation appeared to lie in greater American participation in the war effort
by continuing the U.S. troop buildup and escalating the air war over Laos and
North Vietnam. If the South Vietnamese could not win the war, the Americans
would have to do it for them.45
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Military Operations,
July–December 1965
The United States government deployed combat troops to South Vietnam before
it had reached final decisions on exactly how the soldiers and Marines would be
employed against the enemy. During the ensuing months, as more and more US
troops arrived in South Vietnam, the Johnson administration gave close scrutiny to
what they should be doing. Especially at issue was whether or not the United States
would assume the lion’s share of the large unit fighting and leave the pacification and
security missions to the RVNAF.
As the ground war developed, the United States also expanded and refined its use of
air and naval power. In particular, the administration made decisions on command and
control of B–52 bombers in South Vietnam, the employment of US naval craft to halt sea
infiltration from North Vietnam, and the use of US planes to strike the Ho Chi Minh Trail
supply route through Laos. To accommodate these and other programs, the administration had to reconsider the restraints it had placed, primarily for political reasons, upon
operation of its forces in Southeast Asia. This reconsideration led to some modification
of the rules of engagement for South Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia.

First Engagements

T

he war would not wait for the administration to arrive at a definitive concept of
ground operations. Rather than always adhering hard and fast to predetermined
concepts, commanders in the field reacted, insofar as their resources would allow, to
enemy initiatives and ARVN weaknesses with whatever tactics seemed most effective
at the time.
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As early as 22 April 1965, a small patrol of Marines and South Vietnamese troops
engaged in a fire fight with the Viet Cong near Da Nang, the first combat encounter with
the enemy by an American unit. During May and June, as additional American forces
arrived and deployed, the Marines patrolled aggressively around their bases at Da
Nang, Chu Lai, and Hue/Phu Bai. By 7 June, with more than 50,000 US military personnel in country, US Army airborne troops were engaging in search and destroy missions
around Bien Hoa. On 27 June, two battalions from the 173rd Airborne Brigade and two
ARVN battalions, with the Australian battalion and a US battalion in reserve, conducted
a combined search and destroy operation in the enemy’s War Zone D base area. The
enemy was not passive. On 1 July, the Viet Cong attacked the Da Nang air base under
cover of darkness, destroying three USAF planes and severely damaging three others.
By this time, contacts between American and enemy units had increased, and the trend
continued into July and August.1
The first regimental size battle between US and Viet Cong forces took place in midAugust near Chu Lai. Intelligence reports indicated that 2,000 enemy troops, a main
force regiment, were in position to attack the Marine base. In response, elements of the
4th Marines deployed by helicopter to designated landing zones while other units made
amphibious landings in a maneuver designed to link up with blocking forces and cut off
enemy escape routes. In two days of hard fighting, the Marines claimed to have killed
approximately 700 Viet Cong, at a cost to themselves of 45 dead and 203 wounded, and
to have rendered the 1st Viet Cong Regiment combat ineffective.2

Concepts of Employment—US, FWMAF, and RVNAF

D

uring visits to Hawaii and Saigon in July, the Secretary of Defense and the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, heard briefings on General Westmoreland’s Phase I US
deployment program and his ideas on how these forces were to be employed. The South
Vietnamese Joint General Staff (JGS) also briefed the American officials on Saigon’s
version, prepared independently, of future operations. The South Vietnamese wanted
to turn the highlands area over to US forces and shift their own units to the seacoast
region, since they believed the RVNAF was best qualified to establish contact with the
populace and handle the main security and pacification duties. In the JGS view, the US
Marines should be committed to search and destroy operations in I CTZ; and the Army
airmobile division should go to the Kontum, Pleiku, and Phu Bon area as soon as possible. The JGS also asked that another US infantry division be moved to South Vietnam to
operate around Tay Ninh and Phuoc Long in III CTZ, pointing out that the Viet Cong were
defeating the ARVN there. As a whole, the JGS briefing implied strongly that American
forces would have a more active role than the ARVN in fighting the enemy’s large units.3
At the July meetings and later, US officials accepted in principle the Joint General
Staff’s proposed allocation of responsibilities but opposed making a rigid division of
labor between the United States/Free World Military Assistance Forces (FWMAF) and
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the South Vietnamese forces. They preferred instead that all participating nations share
responsibility for both combat and security operations, in varying proportions according to their diverse capabilities. As General Westmoreland formulated it, the Americans
and the RVNAF general reserve marine and airborne brigades would primarily, but not
exclusively, battle the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese main force outside the pacification zones; the bulk of the ARVN and all of the Regional and Popular Forces, with US
and FWMAF help as needed and available, would root out the Viet Cong guerrillas and
establish security in the villages and hamlets. Working on this basis, General Westmoreland developed his concept for employing Phase I forces and the strategy, concept,
and forces required for Phase II. He took steps to associate the Joint General Staff with
these planning efforts through development of an annual combined campaign plan that
spelled out overall objectives and the responsibilities of all the allied forces.4
On 27 August, in connection with their planning for deployments, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff prepared and forwarded to the Secretary of Defense their own comprehensive
recommendations for US strategy in Southeast Asia, together with a statement of military
actions necessary to carry out this strategy. With reference to the war in South Vietnam,
they addressed the situation facing COMUSMACV and the RVNAF and the broad outlines of the strategies that would have to be employed. MACV and its allies confronted
a number of specific problems: the continued existence of a widespread Viet Cong
infrastructure, both political and military; a Viet Cong armed force that was growing in
strength at a faster rate than the ARVN; and the continued loss to the enemy of lines of
communication, food-producing areas, and population.
To remedy this situation, the allies must cause North Vietnam to cease directing
and supporting the Viet Cong, defeat the Viet Cong, and extend Saigon’s control over all
of South Vietnam. The Joint Chiefs recommended that the “US basic strategy for winning the war should include, within RVN … to improve the combat effectiveness of the
RVNAF; build and protect bases; reduce enemy reinforcements; [and] defeat the Viet
Cong, in concert with the RVN and third country forces.”
Analyzing the enemy’s current strategy in South Vietnam, the Joint Chiefs stated that
the Viet Cong, directed and controlled from the North, used propaganda, intimidation,
and terror to gain the support of the rural population. Whenever possible, the enemy
used armed assault and coercion to destroy Saigon’s capability to govern an area, thereby
cutting the government off from the people and their resources. Once they had control of
an area, the Viet Cong set up their own governing apparatus. Making use of local people
and logistic support, the Viet Cong organized and trained military units to attack the
government and its troops. Usually, they sought to avoid large-scale sustained battles
with the RVNAF and the newly arrived American units, preferring to strike at weak spots
with superior force, then “fading away” when the odds shifted against them. The enemy’s
current major objective appeared to be the destruction of the RVNAF.
To counter the enemy’s method of warfare, the Joint Chiefs of Staff said, the United
States and South Vietnam must recapture control of the country’s population and
resources. In particular, the allies must secure the areas of greatest military significance:
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Saigon and its environs, the Mekong Delta, the coastal plain, and the central highlands.
The United States should direct its military action at eliminating the Viet Cong from
these regions in order to protect the people there. The United States must build up and
secure a series of bases and supporting lines of communication at key localities along
the coast, from which to launch and sustain offensive operations. In line with the general
official consensus on roles and missions, the Joint Chiefs declared that American and
third country forces should devote their principal effort to assisting the RVNAF in search
and destroy operations while also helping the South Vietnamese to clear and secure
areas for pacification. The United States and the FWMAF should conduct sustained air
and ground operations, attacking and destroying Viet Cong base areas, so as to keep
continuous pressure on the enemy.5
On 30 August 1965, General Westmoreland issued his own concept for the operational employment of US forces in South Vietnam. He visualized three phases of operations by American forces in coordination with third country contingents and the RVNAF:
Phase I—commitment of US and FWMA forces necessary to halt the losing trend by the
end of 1965; Phase II—resumption of the offensive by US/FWMAF during the first half
of 1966 in high priority areas to destroy enemy forces and reestablish rural construction
(pacification) activities; Phase III—should the enemy continue fighting, destruction of
remaining hostile forces and base areas during a period of a year to a year and a half
following Phase II.
During Phase I, allied forces would secure major military bases, airfields, and communications centers; defend major political and population centers; attack major Viet
Cong base areas to divert and destroy enemy main forces; provide reserve reaction
forces to prevent the loss of secure and defended areas; strengthen and preserve the
RVNAF; provide adequate combat and logistic air support; maintain an anti-infiltration
screen along the coast and support forces on shore with naval gunfire and amphibious
lift; furnish air and sealifts as necessary to transport the minimum supplies and services
to the civil population; open lines of communication necessary for essential military
and civil purposes; and defend, as possible, areas under effective government control.
During Phase II, the allies would resume pacification operations, which effectively
had come to a standstill. The HOP TAC area around Saigon would receive priority in
effort and resources. Other priority areas would be the provinces of Quang Nam, Quang
Tri, Quang Ngai, Binh Dinh, and Phu Yen. Supporting these actions, COMUSMACV’s
forces would carry out offensive and clear and secure operations and provide reaction
reserves. For each phase, the plan set forth detailed concepts of operation and tasks to
be performed in each corps tactical zone.6
In mid-September, General Westmoreland reported that his planning had culminated
in a schedule of operations, approved jointly by himself and the Chief of the RVNAF
Joint General Staff, some of which were even then taking place. In view of the deployment planning conference scheduled for Hawaii at the end of September, General
Westmoreland proposed to the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, and CINCPAC that he
have presented there the strategy and employment concept for the Phase I and Phase
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II forces along with salient features of the campaign plan. Depending on how many
additional forces the planning conference approved, he would then, in concert with the
Chief, JGS, project the campaign plan forward.7
Also in mid-September, General Westmoreland outlined for his commanders his
approach to working with the RVNAF. He urged his subordinates to cooperate as closely
as possible with their allies, to encourage them, and by example and other means to
attempt to instill in them a professional approach and competence. He admitted the
difficulty in conducting combined operations requiring surprise, due to the widespread
subversion in the ARVN. Nevertheless, “with a minimum of coordination at the lower
level but a full and frank exchange of information with senior ARVN commanders,”
US troops could make the initial assault with surprise and speed, holding the ARVN
in reserve for commitment as the battle began to develop. General Westmoreland
instructed his commanders to establish, whenever possible, a combined command post
with the cooperating ARVN unit, so as to exercise influence on the tactical direction
of operations and effectively coordinate the US air and artillery support on which the
South Vietnamese were increasingly dependent. The MACV commander urged extensive
exchange of liaison officers with the ARVN and the placing of US forward observers
and forward air controllers with the South Vietnamese. He also suggested that US units
cooperate tactically with the RF and PF, a practice that would gain the Americans useful intelligence and perhaps encourage the territorials to confront the Viet Cong more
resolutely.8
On 7 October, CINCPAC, replying to a Joint Chiefs of Staff request of 25 August,
issued his definition of the role of US forces in Phase II operations. In his view, the mission of these forces was to defeat the Viet Cong and extend Saigon’s control over all
of South Vietnam. If the Viet Cong operated in large formations, US forces, in conjunction with the RVNAF, would find, fix, and destroy them. If the enemy reverted to small
operations, the Americans and South Vietnamese would clear, secure, and pacify areas
as fast as practicable. US and third country forces would conduct periodic offensives
in Viet Cong controlled areas to destroy enemy main forces and bases. The allies would
coordinate all their activities closely with the RVNAF to stimulate an improved performance by Saigon’s forces. American forces would help the South Vietnamese to defend
major population centers, assist the RVNAF to regain the initiative, strengthen it, and
aid Saigon in rural construction. The South Vietnamese would conduct pacification
operations with and without US military participation.9
On 21 October, Brigadier General William E. DePuy, USA, the MACV J–3, briefed
the Secretary of State, his principal assistants, the Secretary of Defense, the Chairman,
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and General Taylor (now returned to private life but still advising the administration) on COMUSMACV’s Phase II program. The ensuing discussion
focused upon the concept for employing American forces as compared with the role of
the RVNAF. As General DePuy explained it, the ARVN with the exception of certain elite
units—airborne, Marines, and some Rangers—would be mainly employed in pacification activities behind a “fighting screen” of US troops. The Americans would carry the
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battle to the enemy in the war zones and other areas where Viet Cong main force units
were to be found.10
Among the salient points of his briefing, General DePuy stated that US troops would
be deployed to defend bases and would conduct search and destroy operations generally in “penny packets.” American commanders would visit Regional and Popular Force
units and would have troops accompany and support RF companies in areas that the
territorials normally avoided. COMUSMACV campaign plans specified areas where US
forces would operate each month, opening roads, conducting clearing operations, and
protecting the rice harvest. General DePuy noted that this technique had already served
to put the ARVN back in the war. The arrival of 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile) units
in the central highlands had already freed four or five South Vietnamese battalions to
work in the populated areas of Binh Dinh and Phu Yen provinces. These ARVN troops,
operating behind a screen of US units, would set the stage for pacification. The South
Vietnamese government favored the concept of using their forces among the people
while US troops screened against main Viet Cong units and maneuvered on the edges
of the populated zones and against the enemy’s base areas.11
General DePuy’s briefing raised concern among some attendees that Saigon might
be prepared to stand back and let the United States do most of the fighting. Notably,
General Taylor, after hearing General DePuy’s description of the employment of Phase II
forces, observed that while the original concept seemed to have been for the US troops
to assist the South Vietnamese, that concept seemed to have dropped out, with the US
ground forces taking on the role of “primary doer.” He questioned whether the United
States was prepared to assume this preponderant ground combat role, while the ARVN
fell back behind US units on pacification duty. In response to the concerns of General
Taylor and others, General Wheeler asked Admiral Sharp on 22 October to clarify this
point, saying “there is a need for us to have a clearer understanding of just what we can
expect in the future from the ARVN ….”12
This need for a “clearer understanding” was becoming apparent in other quarters
as well. The American press and other news media were devoting considerably more
attention to the operations of US forces in Vietnam than to those of the RVNAF. In early
November, Ambassador Lodge expressed concern over this. He recommended that
the State and Defense Departments give firm guidance to all appropriate subordinates
emphasizing that the United States was not taking over the war, that the South Vietnamese had the basic and essential role, and that the American role remained that of combat
support to the RVNAF. Agreeing with the Ambassador, Secretary McNamara informed
the Services and the Joint Chiefs of Staff that “critical as our own operations may be it
is an inescapable fact that final attainment of our goals in South Vietnam will depend
to an even greater extent on effective operations by the RVNAF, which must continue
to conduct the bulk of all actions against the VC, and on the stability and morale of the
GVN as a whole.” He instructed all agencies to consider this statement as guidance within
their respective areas of responsibility.13
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On 2 November, Admiral Sharp replied to the Chairman’s query of 22 October
regarding the role of the ARVN. CINCPAC pointed out that ARVN and Regional Force
units normally would engage in four main types of operations. These were search and
destroy, clear and secure, reserve reaction, and defense of government centers. Search
and destroy denoted “offensive operations undertaken against known or suspected
VC base areas or force concentrations,” thereby keeping the enemy on the move and
driving him away from populated areas. Clearing operations were “Search and Destroy
operations conducted in a well defined zone directed at destroying or permanently
eliminating VC forces from that zone.” Securing operations provided long-term protection for “hamlets, villages, and districts, which have already been cleared of larger VC
units and in which the Government is reestablishing effective control.” Reserve reaction
operations were designed to relieve province and district towns and units under attack.
Defense of government centers included protection of province capitals, district towns,
and key governmental facilities and installations.
Whenever possible, Admiral Sharp continued, South Vietnamese forces would
defend government installations and bases and conduct securing operations. US forces
would not engage in such activities except in areas around their own bases. While some
ARVN battalions would be earmarked for reserve reaction and search and destroy
operations, US and Free World units and the ARVN general reserve (six airborne and
six marine battalions) would conduct the majority of attacks against Viet Cong forces
and bases.14
Although General Wheeler considered CINCPAC’s concept to be “at considerable
variance” from that briefed by General DePuy on 22 October, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
concept of operations differed little in substance from those of the field commands. On
10 November, the Joint Chiefs presented to the Secretary of Defense an extension and
defense of the concept they had given him on 27 August. As the Joint Chiefs of Staff
envisioned it, US and allied forces would continue to establish and expand secure bases
and lines of communication along the seacoast and elsewhere as necessary. From these
positions, they would step up offensive operations against Viet Cong main force units
and bases so as to assist Saigon to expand its control over the people and resources
of the militarily and economically significant areas of Saigon, the Mekong Delta, the
coastal plain, and the central highlands. When the enemy operated in large formations,
US/third country and RVNAF forces would find, fix, and destroy them. If the Viet Cong
dispersed and reverted to small-scale actions or guerrilla warfare, the allies would place
additional emphasis on clearing, security, and civic action operations. Besides securing
their own bases and lines of communication, United States and third country troops, in
conjunction with air and naval forces, would provide heavy assault strength against the
Viet Cong. They would launch offensive operations to assist the RVNAF in defending
major population centers, advise and support the ARVN, conduct psychological operations, and assist in the pacification program. US/third country and ARVN general reserve
forces would handle the bulk of search and destroy operations outside the secure areas.
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Most of the ARVN would be committed to defending government installations and to
securing operations.15
These clarifications and reformulations failed to assuage General Taylor’s concerns.
On 19 November, he informed Secretary McNamara and the Chairman that the Joint
Chiefs of Staff in their “paper” seemed to be accepting the concept of the RVNAF JGS
that US forces should have the “primary combat role” in South Vietnam. General Taylor asserted that this was a mistake from the viewpoints of “GVN psychology and US
domestic opinion ….”16

Ground Combat Operations, Late 1965

T

he issue of the proper US share of combat operations in South Vietnam was never
resolved but was largely overtaken by events as fighting intensified. During the last
half of 1965, the Viet Cong continued to expand all components of their forces, particularly their local force battalions and main force regiments. From North Vietnam, additional infantry regiments, along with artillery, sapper, engineer, and signal units and other
specialist troops entered the battlefield. During the fall and winter, the enemy organized
five infantry and one artillery divisions from his forces in South Vietnam. Carrying out
earlier strategy decisions, the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong expanded their large-unit
operations while also keeping up guerrilla warfare and political subversion. According
to official historians in Hanoi, “Combining the rapid expansion of our local force units
and mass political forces with the formation of mobile main force divisions on the battlefield, our army was able to intensify its massed combat operations in combination with
guerrilla warfare to gradually defeat the plots and strategic measures being employed by
the American, puppet, and satellite troops.” As a campaign slogan, the enemy adopted:
“Seek out the Americans to fight them, pursue the puppets to kill them.”17
Seeking battle as they were, the Communists collided ever more frequently with the
arriving American forces as well as with the South Vietnamese. In I CTZ, where enemy
main force units were slow to appear, the US Marines concentrated on the defense of
their bases at Da Nang, Chu Lai, and Phu Bai and sought to root out the guerrillas from
the villages and hamlets. The Viet Cong had been extremely active in the region, especially around Da Nang, and controlled much of the countryside. Because the fighting
took place in populated areas, the danger to the civilian populace was great. Concerned
about the number of noncombatants being killed and injured in US combat operations,
the CG III Marine Amphibious Force (MAF), General Lewis W. Walt, ordered great care
in the use of artillery, aviation, and other weapons capable of inflicting mass casualties.
He restricted their use in populated areas to close support missions against clearly
identifiable enemy targets. At the same time, the Marines experimented with combining
their rifle squads with the Regional and Popular Forces to clear and hold the hamlets.18
With the arrival in early autumn of major US Army units, including the 1st Cavalry
Division (Airmobile) and the 1st Infantry Division, General Westmoreland expanded his
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attacks in the II and III CTZs. In the II CTZ, US and ARVN forces secured coastal areas
and pushed forward along formerly Viet Cong controlled lines of communication into
the highlands plateau. In one of the earliest large-scale US Army search and destroy
campaigns, a brigade of the 101st Airborne Division conducted Operation GIBRALTAR
in Binh Dinh province from 17 to 21 September. In a fierce engagement with an enemy
main force unit, the brigade reported killing 226 Viet Cong at the cost of 13 Americans
killed and 28 wounded.19
American incursions into the central highlands brought strong reaction from the
enemy, who pursued his own offensive plans, reinforced by units fresh from the North.
The major North Vietnamese counterattack began on 19 October when an enemy regiment besieged a Special Forces camp at Plei Me, 25 miles southwest of Pleiku. This
action touched off a month-long campaign during which US, ARVN, and Viet Cong/North
Vietnamese troops engaged in the heaviest fighting up to that time in South Vietnam.
Following the relief of Plei Me by US airstrikes and an ARVN ground force, the 1st
Cavalry Division launched a search and destroy mission, Operation SILVER BAYONET,
between Pleiku and the Cambodian border. A North Vietnamese division was waiting
for the heliborne troopers in the Ia Drang valley. On 14 November, the enemy attacked
a battalion of the cavalry division’s 3rd Brigade at Landing Zone (LZ) X-Ray. Repeatedly,
the enemy attempted to overrun the American position with human wave assaults; but
the cavalrymen held their ground, at times in hand-to-hand combat, aided by lavish
air, artillery, and armed helicopter support. Used in a tactical role, B–52s caused heavy
enemy casualties. Badly defeated at X-RAY, the North Vietnamese secured a measure of
revenge on 17 November, when they ambushed and came near destroying a battalion of
the 3rd Brigade at LZ ALBANY, although again at the price of heavy Communist losses.
When the fighting died away as the North Vietnamese withdrew to sanctuary in Cambodia, the 1st Cavalry claimed to have killed more than 1,200 of the enemy while losing
217 of its own killed and 232 wounded. While an American tactical victory, the battle
had occurred at the enemy’s initiative, as a carefully planned effort to test US forces
and destroy American troops; and the North Vietnamese considered the operation to
have been a success.20
While these battles took place in the north, in III CTZ the 1st Infantry Division and
other American and South Vietnamese units pushed out from Saigon into the enemy’s
hitherto largely unmolested war zones. During October, November, and December, the
173rd Airborne Brigade conducted 14 company size or larger operations, east and northeast of Saigon. Mostly north of the capital, the 1st Division carried out 59 battalion size or
larger operations. In addition, both units reported more than 3,000 smaller operations,
over 800 of which produced some contact.21
In this region, too, the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong sought battle. A number of
sharp actions resulted. From 5–9 November, in Operation HUMP, the 173rd Airborne Brigade fought engagements in which it killed an estimated 400 enemy while losing 49 dead
and 83 wounded. In Operation BUSHMASTER II, between 28 November and 9 December,
the 1st Division destroyed units, facilities, and a weapons factory and ammunition in an
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enemy base area and killed almost 300 Viet Cong. In these and other operations, a US
Army historian concluded, American forces had damaged the enemy and showed that
they “were now here to stay in these contested parts of III Corps.”22

B–52 Operations: The Quest for Flexibility

A

fter the first few weeks of ARC LIGHT operations, the program had assumed a fairly
routine aspect in the eyes of Washington policymakers. Although the President
personally had approved the first B–52 strikes, the Secretary of Defense authorized
subsequent missions. General Westmoreland developed targets on the basis of intelligence from various sources that indicated the presence of enemy forces or installations
in a particular area. COMUSMACV forwarded his proposed targets to CINCPAC, who
in turn reviewed them and sent them along, with his comments, to the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. In the next step, the Joint Chiefs, if they approved, recommended the targets to
the Secretary of Defense. Secretary McNamara then consulted with the White House
staff and the State Department and, based upon their views and his own judgment, either
approved or disapproved the strikes in question.23
This procedure had several flaws. First, it was time-consuming and cumbersome.
If a target was of a transitory nature, such as a troop concentration, the strike might not
arrive until after the enemy had moved away. The Joint Chiefs of Staff were concerned
about the lack of adequate intelligence information on some of COMUSMACV’s proposed
targets. Air Force officials were not convinced that the ARC LIGHT strikes were in all
cases justified. They were particularly disturbed by the fact that only occasionally did
ground forces go in to determine results or to take advantage of damage done the enemy.
Unfortunately, General Westmoreland did not have sufficient ground troops available
to exploit more than a fraction of the strikes during 1965, nor could the ARVN generate adequate forces for this purpose. Nevertheless, having established the principle of
approving targets largely on the field commander’s recommendation, the Joint Chiefs
either had to break this precedent or go along with the recommendation. Occasionally,
they did ask for further intelligence support of particular targets. The Joint Chiefs were
also concerned that in passing on these targets, they were performing a function that
normally would have been handled within the theater.24
A diplomatic problem with ARC LIGHT surfaced in late July. Because of bad weather, B–52s were temporarily moved to Okinawa and a strike was launched from there.
As Ambassador Taylor had foreseen earlier, the Japanese Prime Minister expressed
concern that the use of Okinawa for B–52 operations in South Vietnam might cause an
outcry from political opponents of his government and exacerbate US/Japanese relations. In response, State Department officials urged that the United States discuss its
position with the Government of Japan. Under Secretary of State Ball advised Secretary
McNamara that an aroused Japanese public might pressure its government to demand
changes in US rights in Okinawa, a matter under continuing review.25
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The Joint Chiefs of Staff had held consistently that unrestricted use of US bases in
the Ryukyus was essential to the US security position in Asia. They also believed that
the United States should not make any concessions on base rights for political reasons
at this time. On 3 August, they declared to the Secretary of Defense that the unlimited
right to all necessary use of the bases on Okinawa must be upheld as a matter of national
policy and that the United States should not agree to consult with or notify the Japanese
Government regarding their use. The Joint Chiefs of Staff received no formal reply to
this statement, although higher authorities took the matter under consideration.26
Although the United States continued to fly tanker support from Okinawa, it did not
normally fly the B–52s from there. On only one other occasion in 1965, owing to weather
conditions, were the B–52s temporarily based on the island. The Joint Chiefs continued
to believe that the United States should have unrestricted use of Okinawa, but they
realized that the State Department would probably oppose any regular large-scale B–52
operations from that base. They did not press the issue during the remainder of the year.27
On 16 August, seeking to increase the flexibility he felt was needed in ARC LIGHT,
General Westmoreland proposed that five areas in South Vietnam be designated as
Free Bomb Zones (FBZs). The areas were known to be Viet Cong strongholds, free of
friendly forces, and not close to South Vietnam’s borders. The JGS of the RVNAF and the
Saigon government had identified and approved them for attack. Ambassador Lodge,
too, agreed, with COMUSMACV’s plan. General Westmoreland proposed that planned
strike programs against targets in the FBZs be approved in advance for execution when
appropriate. COMUSMACV and CINCSAC would handle these strikes directly between
them while keeping interested authorities informed. To get the program under way, General Westmoreland asked to strike seven target areas within the proposed Free Bomb
Zones, which were designated phonetically ALFA through ECHO.28
Although the Joint Chiefs of Staff saw merit in General Westmoreland’s proposal,
they did not want decisions on ARC LIGHT to be taken out of their hands entirely. Consequently, on 21 August, they asked the Secretary of Defense to vest in them the execution
authority for the seven targets COMUSMACV had nominated for strike during the last
week of August. Further, they proposed that he delegate to them execution authority
for future strikes in the Free Bomb Zones delineated. Requests for strikes outside the
Free Bomb Zones would continue to be processed as in the past.29
Secretary McNamara approved the seven strikes, which were executed late in
August. However, he took until 29 September to approve the proposed procedure for
Free Bomb Zones, and then he imposed conditions. He directed the Joint Chiefs to keep
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA) informed of recommended strikes in the Free
Bomb Zones. With respect to targets outside the Free Bomb Zones, McNamara added,
“the ASD/ISA will continue to transmit my decisions after considering White House Staff
and Department of State views on the proposed strikes.”30
The Free Bomb Zone program continued to evolve through the end of the year.
Until mid-August, all ARC LIGHT strikes had been maximum effort, each involving
30 B–52s. With the approval of the Free Bomb Zones, the Air Force began conducting
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smaller, more frequent bombings. On 23 October, the Joint Chiefs recommended to the
Secretary of Defense a sixth FBZ approved by South Vietnamese officials and the US
Ambassador. This zone lay in Tay Ninh province in III CTZ and was long known to contain well-established Viet Cong bases. At the same time, the Joint Chiefs of Staff asked
the Secretary for authority to execute ARC LIGHT strikes within additional FBZs as the
Saigon government and the Ambassador approved them in the future. They received
no immediate reply.31
Late in the year, in one of the most successful applications of ARC LIGHT fire
power to date, B–52s from Guam flew close support missions for US troops fighting in
the highlands along the Cambodian border. In these battles, part of Operation SILVER
BAYONET, the urgency of the situation underscored the need for quicker reaction to
calls for B–52 support. Seeking faster response, General Westmoreland on 16 November asked to be allowed to deal directly with the SAC commander on Guam, the CG, 3rd
Air Division, as well as for “blanket approval … for the conduct of the bombing effort”
during SILVER BAYONET. Admiral Sharp concurred in this request. The Joint Chiefs of
Staff thereupon authorized CINCPAC and CINCSAC to delegate to COMUSMACV and
CG, 3rd Air Division, respectively the authority to establish direct liaison channels during
the current operations in the highlands. CINCSAC, however, declined to delegate this
authority. As a result, on 17 November, CINCPAC instructed COMUSMACV to continue
to submit proposed SILVER BAYONET targets to him for approval.32
In December, General Westmoreland again sought special approval authority to
decrease B–52 reaction time. The enemy attacked US and ARVN troops engaged in
Operation BUSHMASTER II in the Michelin Plantation area, and COMUSMACV called
for B–52 strikes. He asked that ARC LIGHT “coordination and approval channels be
decentralized” as had been done for SILVER BAYONET. He received approval for this
on 3 December.33
These operations proved the value of ARC LIGHT in close support but pointed up
the need for decentralized control of the B–52s. Of 149 targets that had been hit by midJanuary 1966, 139 had been processed for individual approval at the Washington level.
The amount of time that had elapsed before approval was received varied from 24 to 72
hours. In the several cases where a desired time on target (TOT) was 24–30 hours after
the initial request, only extraordinary efforts had brought the bombers in on schedule.
In the view of the field commanders, the establishment of the Free Bomb Zones and the
ad hoc measures to relax control in emergencies were steps in the right direction but
did not go far enough. General Westmoreland and Admiral Sharp pressed for a more
comprehensive solution to the problem.34
Both commanders believed the existing system inadequate. On 6 November,
CINCPAC recommended that the Joint Chiefs of Staff issue instructions to him and
to CINCSAC setting out basic guidelines and direct the SAC commander to provide a
fixed number of B–52 sorties per month in support of CINCPAC. Admiral Sharp then
would instruct General Westmoreland to request strikes at least 48 hours in advance of
desired TOT, at the same time sending the action to the CG, 3rd Air Division, or CINCSAC
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with information copies to the JCS. Approval would be automatic if the Joint Chiefs,
CINCPAC, or CINCSAC did not object. Twenty-four hours prior to the strike, the CG,
3rd Air Division, would issue an order of intent to conduct the mission. COMUSMACV
would be authorized direct liaison with the 3rd Air Division commander for minor deviations from the plan. Any special requests—waiver of restrictions, increase in monthly
sorties, etc.—would be submitted to the Joint Chiefs for approval. Although he insisted
on retaining demurral authority on strike requests, CINCSAC generally agreed with
CINCPAC’s proposal.35
Apparently, the Secretary of Defense had been thinking along the same lines. On 18
December, he approved, with a minor adjustment, the sixth Free Bomb Zone that the
Joint Chiefs had proposed on 23 October; but he did not give the JCS carte blanche to
create additional Free Bomb Zones based on Saigon government and US Ambassador
approval. Mr. McNamara wanted less emphasis on creation of Free Bomb Zones and
greater emphasis on analyzing current procedures. He instructed the Joint Chiefs of Staff
to conduct a full review of ARC LIGHT procedures “with the objective of establishing a
firm basis for providing the highest level of effectiveness, flexibility and responsiveness
in the employment of ARC LIGHT forces generally.” The Secretary noted that this was
particularly important because it was very likely that the situation then developing in
South Vietnam would require a “substantial increase” in ARC LIGHT operations in the
months ahead. He warned that any changes in procedure must permit quick cancellation or recall if political reasons required, must ensure avoidance of noncombatant
casualties, must not violate neutral borders, and must not allow the program to lapse
into routine operations. The Joint Chiefs directed the Joint Staff to begin the survey of
ARC LIGHT immediately.36

Operation MARKET TIME Expands

D

uring the last half of 1965, MARKET TIME, the naval campaign to choke off seaborne infiltration from North Vietnam, evolved into an effective blockade. During
their July visit to Saigon, Secretary McNamara and General Wheeler talked with General
Westmoreland about the operation. Mr. McNamara was not convinced that the enemy
was bringing in any significant amounts of supply by sea. He had seen no real proof
other than the capture of a single enemy vessel in February. Nevertheless, on his return
to Washington, he indicated a desire to build up MARKET TIME forces and “saturate”
South Vietnam’s coastal areas to cut off any infiltration that might be going on. The
Secretary of Defense brought back with him from Saigon a “shopping list” that General
Westmoreland had given him which included, among other things, a sizeable package
for expansion of MARKET TIME.
The MACV commander’s list included 60 modern, motorized junks for South Vietnam’s Junk Force, expedited delivery of 20 Swift patrol craft with US crews, a speed-up
in procurement of 34 additional Swifts, and certain communications equipment. The 60
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motorized junks would replace a like number of sail-only junks which were old and in
poor condition. General Westmoreland wanted delivery of these started on 30 November
and completed by 31 March 1966. The Swift Boats, which had been used in OPLAN 34A
operations, were excellent for patrolling and investigating inshore areas. The 20 boats
already on order would be used to seal off coastal lanes around the 17th parallel and
in the Gulf of Thailand; the 34 additional craft would be needed on the central coast.
American personnel would man the Swift Boats until the Vietnamese Navy was capable
of taking them over, probably in late 1966. The Swift Boats could do some surveillance
and intercept jobs as well as destroyers and at considerably less cost.37
As had been decided earlier, COMUSMACV assumed control of MARKET TIME
forces on 30 July 1965. He exercised his authority through the Chief of the Naval Advisory Group, Rear Admiral Norvell G. Ward, who commanded TF–115, integrating sea, air,
and shore-based units for MARKET TIME operations. Initially, TF–115 included seven
radar picket escort ships, two ocean mine sweepers, 17 82-foot cutters, and SP–2H aircraft, as well as two Combat Tactical Groups from the US Coast Guard. With these units,
supplemented by patrol aircraft from Tan Son Nhut and Sangley Point in the Philippines,
TF–115 kept watch in the nine patrol zones into which COMUSMACV divided the coast
of South Vietnam. Its area of responsibility extended from the 17th parallel to the South
Vietnam/Cambodia border.38
The Naval Advisory Group improved its own operations. Notably, the group established an intelligence disseminating organization based on the Surface Operations
Center (SOC) in Saigon. SOC examined all information dealing with MARKET TIME and
directed operations to intercept, capture, or destroy hostile vessels. The SOC received
its information from five Combined Coastal Surveillance Centers (CSCs). In turn, the
CSCs gathered reports from all US and South Vietnamese surface and air units, sending
their findings to the SOC for a more complete and detailed examination.39
By late 1965, MARKET TIME was sufficiently established to deny enemy shipping
freedom of movement along the coast. The Viet Cong appeared to be still transporting personnel and equipment by sea, but the extent of the traffic was unknown. While
Vietnamese Navy units had improved, their performance was still not up to par. They
carried out their missions with greater aggressiveness and had added three vessels to
the ships already involved in MARKET TIME; but these limited improvements had not
met the standards established by Admiral Ward. The Coastal Force was still having many
of the same difficulties it had experienced at the beginning of 1965—a general lack of
routine maintenance, untrained personnel, and inadequate leadership. In spite of these
deficiencies, Admiral Ward rated the force as “satisfactory” in his year-end evaluation.40
During Secretary McNamara’s visit to Saigon in November, General Westmoreland
submitted his own evaluation of MARKET TIME. He considered the operational concepts and efforts to be satisfactory considering available resources. He felt that the
54 Swift Boats to be delivered in the spring of 1966 would satisfy requirements for the
present. Like Admiral Ward, he was not satisfied with the South Vietnamese Navy’s
performance. Its aggressiveness and accuracy of reporting left much to be desired, but
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he thought only increased advisory efforts could remedy the situation. COMUSMACV
concluded that no major changes in the overall program were necessary and none was
anticipated. He believed progress in MARKET TIME operations could continue so long
as programmed forces materialized.41

Cross-Border Operations into Laos

I

nfiltration by sea was but one means that North Vietnam used to aid the Viet Cong.
North Vietnam’s major route for sending men and supplies to the South had long been
overland down the Ho Chi Minh Trail through the Laos panhandle. Throughout 1965,
the North Vietnamese expanded and improved this network of roads and way stations,
making it usable by motor transport over much of its length. Thousands of infantry and
air defense troops protected this vital supply line. To interdict this infiltration, the United
States initiated a number of air and ground programs.42
The United States had initiated reconnaissance and bombing operations in Laos
beginning in May 1964. In December of that year, at a Washington conference, American officials had agreed to conduct regular air strikes against Pathet Lao and North
Vietnamese infiltration routes and operating forces in Laos. These strikes code-named
BARREL ROLL and designed primarily to support the Royal Laotian Government, had
begun on 14 December. In mid-March 1965, after his trip to Vietnam, General Johnson
recommended, among other actions, that the air campaign in Laos be redesigned and
reoriented to focus more on interdiction of the infiltration routes. President Johnson
approved this recommendation.
Accordingly, the United States divided Laos into two sectors for its air operations.
In the northern sector, which retained the name BARREL ROLL, American planes flew
missions primarily in support of Laotian government forces fighting the Pathet Lao. In
the southern sector, named STEEL TIGER and designated a separate air program on 3
April 1965, the air strikes and reconnaissance concentrated on the enemy infiltration
routes. By 29 April, Air Force and Navy planes had flown 791 sorties of all types in STEEL
TIGER, and the campaign expanded steadily thereafter.43
Since the spring of 1964, the United States had also considered cross-border ground
operations into Laos to identify and destroy infiltration targets. Done frequently and on
a large enough scale, such attacks might block the Ho Chi Minh Trail more effectively
than air strikes. However, Washington had declined to approve any cross-border ground
incursions due to concern over the fragile condition of the Royal Laotian Government
and the desire to maintain the façade of Laotian neutrality.44
In March 1965, COMUSMACV submitted to CINCPAC and the Joint Chiefs of Staff
a concept for cross-border operations developed by his Studies and Observation Group
(MACSOG) and designed to gain better intelligence on the Laos infiltration routes and
interdict them more effectively. The concept provided for three expanding phases of
operations, beginning with “short-stay” tactical intelligence missions, progressing to
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“longer-stay” intelligence and sabotage missions, and culminating in long-duration
missions to develop local Laotian resistance cadres, utilizing secure bases in Laos and
South Vietnam. RVNAF teams would carry out these operations, advised and supported
by American personnel as feasible. In April, a Southeast Asia Coordinating Committee (SEACOORD)45 meeting in Saigon agreed that Phase I (the “short-stay” missions)
could be initiated subject to certain limitations recommended by the US Ambassador in
Vientiane. Concerned with protecting the appearance of Laotian neutrality, Ambassador
William H. Sullivan wanted the missions accompanied by American advisers restricted to
the two southernmost operational areas, with penetrations limited to 20 km and periods
of no longer than 10 days. Finally, Ambassador Sullivan would agree to American advisers accompanying the teams only if they went in overland rather than by air.46
On 18 June 1965, the Joint Chiefs of Staff forwarded COMUSMACV’s concept to the
Secretary of Defense. They recommended its approval in principle, for further planning,
training, and discussion with the RVNAF. The Joint Chiefs also recommended approval of
Phase I for implementation, subject to the time and geographical restrictions on the use
of US advisers as proposed by Ambassador Sullivan. They found Ambassador Sullivan’s
limitation on the air introduction of American advisers unacceptable, however; and they
recommended that unless this limitation was removed, there be no further consideration
of the program. If the concept was adopted, the Joint Chiefs requested that it be paid for
from DOD contingency funds. The Joint Chiefs of Staff discounted the political risks of
these cross-border operations, stating that the increased overt American involvement
in South Vietnam and Laos had largely eliminated the need to maintain “the façade of
compliance” with the Geneva Accords.47
Ambassador Sullivan visited Washington after submission of the concept to the
Secretary of Defense. At a meeting with representatives of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA) on 23 July, he clarified his position on crossborder operations. He still insisted that the introduction of US-advised teams be by
ground infiltration, but he agreed that subsequent resupply, reinforcement, and evacuation could be by air. He also accepted elimination of the ten-day restriction on length of
stay and agreed that air missions in Laos be flown as approved and conducted through
the BANGO alert system (US aircraft on strip alert in Thailand) but without including
strike aircraft from South Vietnam. The Joint Chiefs found these modified restrictions
acceptable, and on 7 August they requested that Secretary McNamara approve and fund
Laotian cross-border operations subject to Ambassador Sullivan’s revised restrictions.48
Action was not immediately forthcoming, and the Chairman informed the Secretary
of Defense on 8 September that he was “increasingly concerned” over the long delay.
General Wheeler stated that the military needed better intelligence on the infiltration
routes in Laos and more effective interdiction of them. He believed that COMUSMACV’s
concept as supported by the Joint Chiefs of Staff could make “an important contribution” to the effort in Vietnam. He urged the Secretary of Defense to push for “a clear-cut
decision” on the entire issue, adding that, in the event of a negative from State, he was
inclined “to go further up the chain.”49
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On 18 September, six weeks after the Joint Chiefs of Staff request, Secretary McNamara approved in principle the overall concept for cross-border operations into Laos.
He authorized implementation of Phase I, subject to the limitations of Ambassador Sullivan and with operations restricted to the two southernmost areas of the panhandle
with penetrations of no more than 20 km. The Secretary of Defense requested that he
be informed 48 hours in advance of the intention to launch operations and be furnished
appropriate progress and final reports. He also made provision for the necessary funding. The Joint Chiefs passed this authorization on to CINCPAC, assigning the operations
the name SHINING BRASS. The Joint Chiefs of Staff told CINCPAC that, based on
favorable experience with Phase I and his future recommendations, they would seek
authority for expansion of SHINING BRASS consistent with General Westmoreland’s
original concept.50

The Cambodian Border

I

ncreasingly in the early months of 1965, the Viet Cong had made use of Cambodia as a
base of operations for forays into South Vietnam. The Joint Chiefs of Staff believed that
this sanctuary should be denied the enemy to the extent possible. Hence, in April they
had recommended that the prohibition on RVNAF hot pursuit of Viet Cong into Cambodia be modified to allow “appropriate response” under certain conditions. The Secretary
of Defense agreed “in principle” to a relaxation of the rules, but the State Department
opposed modification because of the political situation at the time. As a result, in the
second week of May, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommendation was disapproved.51
As 1965 wore on and fighting intensified, US military authorities, both in Washington and in the field, chafed under the restrictions that blocked action against Viet Cong
using Cambodian territory. On 12 November, the Joint Chiefs informed the Secretary of
Defense that “strong evidence” indicated that the enemy was using Cambodia as a logistics and communications base, a sanctuary, and a staging and transit area for operations
in South Vietnam. The Joint Chiefs of Staff believed that, despite the risk of antagonizing
neutralist Prince Norodom Sihanouk, the allies must take forceful measures to stop this
abuse; and they proposed a series of military actions to this end. They recommended
expanded and intensified overall intelligence collection in Cambodia, low-altitude aerial
reconnaissance over that state, increased surveillance of the sea routes between South
Vietnam and Cambodia, and increased patrols on the Mekong and Bassac waterways.
The Chiefs also called for paramilitary operations into Cambodia to reduce enemy
infiltration into South Vietnam and authorization for US and South Vietnamese forces
to enter Cambodia in immediate pursuit of the Viet Cong. In the political sphere, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff suggested a diplomatic effort to persuade the Cambodian government to cease support of the Viet Cong and the enlistment of third countries to pressure
Sihanouk on this issue. For future consideration, the Joint Chiefs recommended military
operations to prevent maritime shipping of contraband goods into Cambodia and overt
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air and/or ground cross-border operations against confirmed lines of communication
and facilities supporting the Viet Cong.52
On 18 November, as Operation SILVER BAYONET was drawing to a close in the Ia
Drang valley, Admiral Sharp pointed out to the JCS that US troops were heavily engaged
with North Vietnamese regulars near the Cambodian border. It was likely that when the
enemy broke contact they would withdraw into sanctuary in Cambodia. CINCPAC requested authority to conduct “immediate pursuit” of the North Vietnamese on the ground across
the border, which was ill-marked and disputed in that area. In CINCPAC’s view, Cambodia
had forfeited its neutral status by providing a haven for the enemy and the United States
was entitled to pursue and destroy its adversaries there. If higher authority turned down
actual pursuit, CINCPAC asked that, “as a lesser pressure,” US artillery be allowed to shoot
into Cambodia at maximum range, pursuing the enemy by fire.53
On 21 November, the Joint Chiefs of Staff authorized United States forces engaged
in SILVER BAYONET to take the necessary actions to defend themselves against enemy
attacks from Cambodia. These would include returning fire and maneuvering across the
border as necessary while actually engaged and in contact with the enemy. This authorization included the use of artillery and close air support. The Joint Chiefs prohibited
air and artillery strikes against populated areas in Cambodia. They also forbade attacks
on North Vietnamese/Viet Cong base areas “other than in circumstances justified by
self-defense in terms of continuing engagement and direct threat to US/RVNAF forces.”54
On 9 December, General Westmoreland informed Admiral Sharp that it was perfectly
clear that the enemy was building in Cambodia a base of operations in the same manner
as he had done earlier in Laos. To meet this threat, COMUSMACV called for firm rules of
engagement to include authority for: US air and artillery strikes to a maximum distance
of 10 km into Cambodia against enemy weapons firing from the Cambodian border
against US troops; ground troops, when engaging an enemy on or near the border, to
maneuver into Cambodia for at least 2 km; US planes to fly observation and fire direction missions within a 10-mile strip of the border; and ground reconnaissance elements
to operate to a depth of 5 km on the Cambodia side. Ambassador Lodge concurred with
General Westmoreland’s recommendations.55
Higher authority concurred with COMUSMACV’s evaluation of the situation and
promised that, in cases similar to SILVER BAYONET, “similar authorization will be
extended promptly from Washington.” State and Defense Department officials, however, did not judge it wise to grant advance approval for the type of action that General
Westmoreland wished to take in Cambodia. Consequently, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
authorized US forces, in emergency situations only, to take necessary counteractions
in self-defense against enemy attacks from Cambodian territory; but they retained
approval authority in Washington for nonemergency maneuver and return of fire
across the border. The Joint Chiefs of Staff defined an emergency situation as one in
which, in the judgment of the commander, the need for timely actions in self-defense
precluded obtaining prior approval.56
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On 29 December, after discussing with the State Department the JCS recommendations of 12 November for military actions in Cambodia, the Secretary of Defense
informed the Joint Chiefs of Staff that there had been “substantial agreement” that the
United States should seek to deny Cambodian territory for support of the Viet Cong but
also continue to recognize Cambodian sovereignty and territorial integrity. Therefore,
Secretary McNamara did not intend to seek a policy decision on paramilitary or lowlevel aerial reconnaissance operations in or over Cambodia or authority for immediate
pursuit beyond that already granted. He had proposed that the Secretary of State join
with him in requesting the Director of Central Intelligence to develop a plan for expanding and intensifying the intelligence effort in Cambodia. The Secretary of Defense did
authorize the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in coordination with the State Department, to take
the necessary action to improve surveillance of the sea routes between South Vietnam
and Cambodia and to strengthen controls on the Mekong and Bassac waterways, but
without violating Cambodia’s border, territorial waters, or legitimate rights of navigation.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff subsequently drew up and the Secretary of Defense approved
an appropriate plan for these actions.57

OPLAN 34A

B

egun in 1964, operations against North Vietnam under OPLAN 34A continued during
1965. In February 1965, the administration had approved the last four increments,
Package One; and other actions followed aimed at expanding these operations. On 2
April, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended to the Secretary of Defense that he approve
a request by CINCPAC to use US submarines and US-manned C–130s in OPLAN 34A
operations. However, the Secretary of State disapproved of these actions.58
As follow-on to the first eight increments of Package One, COMUSMACV proposed
in April additional increments 9 through 12, all involving maritime actions against North
Vietnam. These ranged from bombardment by Fast Patrol Boats to psychological operations, including an amphibious raid on the offshore Isle du Tigre. CINCPAC, however,
recommended that Fast Patrol Boats not carry out bombardment missions. He wanted
those craft to concentrate on interdicting sea infiltration and to continue to execute limited missions, less bombardments, north of the 17th parallel. As a result, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff recommended to the Secretary of Defense increments 9 through 11 only, calling
for reconnaissance and infiltration actions, an amphibious raid, and coastal harassment
missions. These were approved on 21 June. Later in the year, CINCPAC recommended,
and the Deputy Secretary of Defense approved, an extension of these maritime operations up to the 20th parallel.59
Earlier, on 16 May, CINCPAC had recommended that the OPLAN 34A Fast Patrol
Boats be used to stop, search, and harass North Vietnamese shipping north of the 17th
parallel. This was in effect an extension of the junk capture program on which the Fast
Patrol Boats already were engaged. Admiral Sharp proposed that US Navy advisers be
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on board the Fast Patrol Boats and that American planes provide close support if the
boats came under hostile attack beyond their ability to repel. The American advisers
would wear civilian clothing but carry US identification. Because the original guidance
for OPLAN 34A required that actions be covert and plausibly deniable by the United
States government, the Joint Chiefs of Staff ruled against placing the advisers on board
the Fast Patrol Boats. In other respects, they agreed with CINCPAC and on 3 July recommended that the Secretary of Defense approve employment of the Fast Patrol Boats
as Admiral Sharp had proposed between the 17th and 19th parallels but without US Navy
advisers. Deputy Secretary Vance granted approval on 28 July.60
Under OPLAN 34A, the allies had long conducted psychological operations against
North Vietnam, including dissemination of propaganda materials, such as leaflets, radios,
and gift kits, by air. The C–123 aircraft that dropped these items were vulnerable to
enemy antiaircraft fire and hence were restricted to sparsely populated, lightly defended
areas. By relying on wind-drift, these missions could spread leaflets over a wide region;
but the technique did not allow “tactical leaflets” to be dropped on specifically selected
targets. Nor could radios or gift kits be widely distributed. Consequently, COMUSMACV
and CINCPAC proposed using the faster and less vulnerable A1G aircraft for these
operations, thus securing more accurate drops on specific population centers. On 12
October, the Joint Chiefs recommended to the Secretary of Defense that he approve
this employment. On 25 October, the Joint Chiefs of Staff received word that Deputy
Secretary Vance had authorized additional OPLAN 34A missions employing the A1G.61
Under existing directives, CINCPAC had to submit proposed air missions in periodic
packages for Washington’s approval. Once carried out, each individual mission could
be repeated only with reapproval from Washington. Admiral Sharp believed that his
operations would be more effective if he were delegated authority to authorize in the
theater repeat OPLAN 34A operations “in support of mission concepts and objectives
that have been approved at the Washington level.” The Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed. On
20 December, they recommended to the Secretary of Defense that CINCPAC be granted
the authority he sought, although the approval of new concepts and/or mission objectives should continue to rest with the Joint Chiefs of Staff or higher authority. Deputy
Secretary Vance approved this recommendation on 15 February 1966.62

Revising the Rules of Engagement for Southeast Asia

A

t the beginning of 1965, the general rules of engagement (ROE) in effect for US
forces operating in Southeast Asia dated from August and September 1964. These
rules authorized US forces to attack and destroy any hostile vessel or aircraft which
attacked, or gave positive indication of intent to attack, US forces in South Vietnam,
Thailand, and Laos, their territorial seas and internal waters, as well as adjacent international waters. The ROE authorized hot pursuit into North Vietnam, Cambodia, South
Vietnam, and Thailand, but not into Communist China. The local US military commander
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was armed with an omnibus emergency authority to take immediate aggressive action
against unprovoked armed attack, using any means at his command. Additional rules
applied to Laos and most special operations and projects, such as YANKEE TEAM and
destroyer operations in the Tonkin Gulf.63
As it became apparent that US military involvement in Southeast Asia would grow,
possibly leading to situations where US forces might need more leeway to operate, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff took up the question of revising the ROE. The first initiative came
from CINCPAC. On 6 January 1965, he declared that a recent incident in the South China
Sea, in which unidentified craft had been detected approaching the Hue/Da Nang area,
pointed up the need to make the ROE clearer and more precise. The Joint Chiefs agreed
that the existing rules needed substantive changes to protect friendly forces in international waters and to permit stronger action by US forces if attacked by Communist
Chinese planes.64
On 16 February, the Joint Chiefs of Staff proposed to the Secretary of Defense
revised ROE for Southeast Asia. These were actually a clarification and consolidation
of existing rules, with certain provisions added to protect friendly forces in international waters and to allow “immediate pursuit” into Communist China. The Joint
Chiefs had replaced the term “hot pursuit,” used earlier, with “immediate pursuit” to
standardize terms among approved plans for various theaters and because “immediate
pursuit” differed in certain key aspects from “hot pursuit” as defined in international
law. Immediate pursuit must be continuous and uninterrupted and could be extended
as far as necessary and feasible into the areas prescribed. The operative wording on
this point stated that no pursuit was authorized “into territorial seas or air space of
Communist China except in response to attack upon US forces by forces which can
reasonably be established as CHICOM.” The Joint Chiefs told the Secretary that this
new feature was essential to prevent creation of a sanctuary for attacking enemies;
it was also essential to an effective American military presence in Southeast Asia as
well as to US national dignity.
In its other aspects, the proposed new ROE attempted to define more exactly
geographic areas and such terms as “hostile” and “friendly.” This was to remove some
of the confusion that, because of omissions and imprecision, marked the current rules.
With regard to operations such as BARREL ROLL, the Joint Chiefs of Staff suggested
no modification of the procedure for setting up special rules on a case-by-case basis or
any changes to existing special rules.65
By the time the Secretary of Defense acted on this proposal on 12 April, ROLLING
THUNDER had been under way for a month; the first surface-to-air missile site had been
discovered in North Vietnam; and the President had committed US forces to ground
combat in South Vietnam. Secretary McNamara refused to endorse “immediate pursuit”
(which he equated with “hot pursuit”) into Communist China. He notified the Joint Chiefs
that he believed hot pursuit should be allowed if significant, clearly intentional Chinese
intervention took place. “However,” he said “since the implications of hot pursuit are
likely to be so major, I believe that there should be no revision of present rules in this
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connection at this time.” If circumstances dictated later, McNamara told the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, he was ready to take up the issue with the President.
Whereas the earlier rules had established a three-mile limit for territorial waters, the
Secretary changed this limit to 12 miles. He appreciated the Joint Chiefs’ “concern over
the apparent recognition of a twelve-mile territorial limit but, solely for the purpose of
these rules,” he believed it was “not desirable” to “bring these claims to issue with State
now.” He considered that the 12-mile rule would restrict only the area in which US ships
might be operationally deployed, not immediate pursuit. Although the Joint Chiefs had
designated Cambodian aircraft as “hostile” if found over South Vietnam or Laos, Secretary McNamara pointed out that the United States had traditionally treated Cambodian
forces less severely than communist bloc forces. Consequently, the Secretary deleted
Cambodian aircraft from the “hostile” category. With these exceptions, he approved the
rules of engagement proposed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.66
Upon receipt of Mr. McNamara’s memorandum, the J–3 was quick to point out
to the Joint Chiefs of Staff that the claim that the 12-mile limit would not restrict hot
pursuit was not entirely correct. Territorial air space was defined with respect to territorial waters, and immediate pursuit was not authorized into either Chinese air space
or territorial waters. Hence, McNamara’s amendment could well impose significant
restrictions on US operations under current circumstances, particularly around Hainan
Island. The Secretary was actually reflecting a de facto recognition of a claimed 12-mile
territorial sea which the United States had not legally recognized. To preclude delay, the
Joint Chiefs did not reclama the Secretary’s amendments but sent the revised rules of
engagement to CINCPAC on 17 April. They informed Admiral Sharp that they were seeking “further consideration” of the decision on immediate pursuit into Communist China.67
The new rules defined “hostile aircraft” in the air space of South Vietnam and Thailand and over international waters but did not specify North Vietnam. To include the DRV
as an area in which the definition of “hostile aircraft” would apply, the JCS on 26 May
amended the geographical definition to cover all of Southeast Asia except Cambodia
and Laos. Laos was covered by separate provisions.68

The Enemy Threat Increases

T

actical successes by American forces encouraged and heartened the RVNAF. At
the same time, however, the early battles did not discourage the enemy, who also
considered them tactical successes for himself. The Communists kept on with their own
force expansion, to offset the growing US capability. During a visit by General Wheeler
to South Vietnam in late November 1965, General Westmoreland emphasized his serious
view of the Viet Cong/North Vietnamese buildup that had taken place and which was
continuing, apparently at an accelerated rate. In response, as described previously, he
nearly doubled his reinforcement request for 1966.69
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By late November, US intelligence accepted the presence in South Vietnam of the
North Vietnamese 325th Division, plus four other separate non-divisional regiments, the
latest of which had arrived in mid-September. During the Plei Me battle in November,
the allies captured evidence indicating that the enemy had formed another 325th Division with cadres left behind by the parent division. COMUSMACV’s intelligence officer
believed that one regiment of this newly constituted division was now in the South. The
other two regiments of this division were either already in or were shortly to arrive in
South Vietnam.70
At Plei Me, the allies had encountered a regiment of the North Vietnamese 304th
Division. Reportedly, this unit had brought 120 mm mortars into South Vietnam, the first
occasion on which the enemy had introduced these effective weapons. All this evidence,
if true, meant that the North had nine of its regiments in South Vietnam. Most disturbing
to the US command was the increasing rate of North Vietnamese infiltration. Besides
organized formations, the enemy continued to send in political, economic, and military
cadre personnel, supporting the formation of new Viet Cong units. US intelligence now
accepted 83 Viet Cong battalions plus 27 North Vietnamese ones, for a total of 110 enemy
battalions in South Vietnam. (At this time, according to historians in Hanoi, the Communist main force army in the South totaled almost 92,000 soldiers, organized into 18
infantry regiments and a number of specialty branch units.)71 By American calculations,
the Viet Cong controlled a manpower pool of 526,000 physically fit males between the
ages of 16 and 45. They could form at least two new battalions each month and train at
least 2,500 replacements, equating to five battalions. Taking into consideration training
and infiltration capabilities and losses, the MACV J–2 believed that the enemy could have
a force equivalent to 155 battalions in South Vietnam by the end of 1966.
At this time, the MACV J–2 also examined the enemy’s ability to supply and maintain
his forces in South Vietnam. He estimated that the North could move 300 tons per day
through Laos into South Vietnam during dry weather and about 50 tons per day in the
normal five-month rainy season—an average daily year-round figure of 195 tons per
day. Substantial support also came into South Vietnam by way of Cambodia, believed
to amount to a minimum of 25 tons per day. The enemy’s total line of communication
capacity through Laos and Cambodia and by sea amounted to a minimum of 234 tons
per day. Communist forces then in South Vietnam would require, under light combat
conditions, only 84 tons per day.72
Analyzing the enemy’s strategy, US intelligence officials believed that the other side
counted on a long war during which they would exact the maximum attrition on allied
and especially US forces. They would avoid combat unless they could expect victory.
They would try to keep a force ratio in their favor by conducting holding attacks against
American bases as well as diversionary attacks to disperse allied forces, and they would
strike simultaneously at widespread locations. By raids on American bases, they would
tie down security forces and destroy aircraft, equipment, and supplies. They would mount
attacks to force the United States to commit its general reserves and seek to inflict heavy
losses on isolated units. They would continue trying to dominate the highlands to protect
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their own base areas at the end of the Laos infiltration routes. They would maintain pressure on lines of communication to isolate government-controlled areas and weaken the
will of their population. The enemy would defend his own major bases because to fight a
protracted war he would need the supply stockpiles he had built up over the years.
The MACV J–2 nevertheless saw enemy weaknesses. “Although the enemy has great
capabilities he also has significant vulnerabilities. He must defend his logistic base areas,
and his long logistical LOC is susceptible to interdiction. He is especially vulnerable to
air and artillery attack, sustained combat operations, and aggressive pursuit. Additionally, he is dependent upon the support of the local population.”
The Defense Intelligence Agency agreed for the most part with the MACV J–2’s
evaluation of the enemy. DIA analysts considered the tactics the enemy had used in such
recent engagements as Plei Me and the Ia Drang Valley to be a “logical acceleration” of
guerrilla warfare. The DIA concurred with MACV that the enemy was following a strategy
of “Strategic Mobility”—massing sufficient numbers of maneuver battalions to pose a
threat in widely separated areas. By this means he would tie down large numbers of
friendly forces in static defensive missions while concentrating against selected targets
at times and places of his choosing. DIA pointed out that the Viet Minh had followed
these tactics successfully against the French. The only questions on which DIA did not
completely agree with the MACV estimate were the enemy’s logistic requirements, which
DIA set at 125 tons daily as opposed to the MACV figure of 84 tons, and the enemy’s
capability to move supplies into South Vietnam, which the DIA estimated at 214 tons
per day as opposed to MACV’s estimate of 234 tons.73
In US intelligence reporting, enemy numbers kept increasing. Intelligence officials
estimated in December that Viet Cong strength had risen to 215,000—75,000 regular and
regional troops, 100,000 guerrillas, and 40,000 support personnel and political workers. This represented an apparent net gain, despite heavy casualties, of approximately
50,000 since March 1965; although, as always, some of the increase could have reflected
the discovery through improved intelligence of forces that had been present all along.
Intelligence estimates placed the number of North Vietnamese regulars in the South in
December at 26,000.74
By the end of 1965, it was clear that the United States deployment of major combat
forces to South Vietnam had not caused the leaders in Hanoi to back away from their war
in the South. Indeed, on 27 December, the 12th Plenum of the Communist Party Central
Committee declared in its review of the year: “Even though the American imperialists
have poured tens of thousands of expeditionary troops into South Vietnam, the basic
balance of forces between ourselves and the enemy is unchanged. Our people have a
firm foundation for maintaining the offensive initiative on the battlefield.” The Central
Committee resolved to continue expanding its forces in both North and South and to
press on in the fight for victory and national unification. Developments in South Vietnam
thus had not discouraged the enemy; neither had ROLLING THUNDER, the American
air offensive against North Vietnam.75
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19
ROLLING THUNDER
Continues
Begun on 2 March, ROLLING THUNDER, the closely controlled program of air
strikes against North Vietnam, continued throughout 1965, the missions flown by US
carrier- and land-based aircraft with some VNAF participation. The intensity of ROLLING THUNDER rose much more slowly than the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the field
commanders wished or believed necessary. In terms of targets struck, areas brought
under armed reconnaissance, methods of attack, and weight of effort, reality lagged
far behind the Joint Chiefs’ recommendations, under the damping influence of other
presidential advisers who urged a more cautious, and in the Joint Chiefs of Staff view,
less productive approach. During the year, the enemy acquired from the Soviet Union
sophisticated air defense systems. Consequently, the threat to US forces operating over
North Vietnam soon became an integral part of the ROLLING THUNDER planning and
a matter of continuing concern to the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Developing ROLLING THUNDER Packages

E

ach numbered ROLLING THUNDER package, eventually sent to CINCPAC as an
execute order, set forth in detail the targets to be struck and the limits on the timing
and weight of effort. The package delineated the areas in which specific operations could
take place and precisely prescribed how the raids should be conducted. Generally, the
development of these packages began with guidance to the Joint Staff J–3 by the Chairman, stating what the Joint Chiefs of Staff believed should be included. The Defense
Intelligence Agency furnished target information and evaluations to assist the J–3.
The J–3 worked with proposals from CINCPAC, who was responsible for recommending to the Joint Chiefs optimum targets for all ROLLING THUNDER packages. For
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this purpose, he maintained in his headquarters a Target Planning Group composed of
intelligence and operations personnel from his staff and from the staffs of his component
commanders. The group produced a target list and armed reconnaissance proposals
which then were considered by CINCPAC’s ROLLING THUNDER Planning Group,
chaired by his Chief of Staff. CINCPAC then submitted his final recommendations to the
Joint Chiefs of Staff eleven days prior to the effective execution date of each ROLLING
THUNDER package. Fixed target recommendations included estimates of the civilian
casualties likely to result from particular strikes.
Any individual member of the Joint Chiefs who wished could have an observer
present with the Joint Staff group which developed the weekly package. On 10 May,
the Chairman instructed the Joint Staff to flag for his attention any proposed target or
usage of forces that the Joint Chiefs had not previously considered. This was to “provide
opportunity for the Joint Chiefs of Staff to exercise judgment in the targeting and the
manner of employing our forces for the strikes against North Vietnam.”1
After the Joint Staff J–3 developed the initial draft planning message, the action
officers briefed the Joint Chiefs of Staff and received the Chiefs’ guidance on revisions.
At this juncture, the revisions usually reflected JCS judgment on what higher authority
would or would not accept. The Chairman then discussed the revised draft planning
message with the Secretary of Defense, usually on Saturday. The Secretary’s own staff,
meanwhile, had been informed of the features of the draft message. At this stage, in
coordination between the Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA) and counterparts in
the State Department, the views and influence of DOD and State were brought to bear.
Both State and DOD officials, and on occasion the President’s personal staff, regularly
demanded substantive changes in targets, areas, timing, and procedures. Invariably, such
changes were in the direction of softening the impact of the bombing on North Vietnam.
The final step for each numbered package was Secretary McNamara’s presentation
of it to President Johnson, usually at a luncheon on Tuesday, in the presence of Secretary
of State Rusk and such White House advisers as Mr. Bundy and Mr. Rostow but not the
JCS Chairman. After the President approved the package, sometimes with additional
amendments, the Joint Chiefs of Staff sent the execute message to CINCPAC.2
In spite of the continuing inhibitions placed upon ROLLING THUNDER, the administration gradually expanded the campaign northward and westward. It increased the
number of sorties in a given period and by year’s end also the value of the targets struck.
The scope and effectiveness of ROLLING THUNDER showed perceptible growth as
compared to the first efforts in the spring of 1965.

ROLLING THUNDERs 9–12: Interdiction

W

hen he approved NSAM 328 on 1–2 April, President Johnson decreed that the
United States should continue roughly the present slowly ascending tempo of
ROLLING THUNDER operations. The United States would be prepared to add strikes
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in response to a higher rate of Viet Cong operations, or conceivably to slow the pace
in the unlikely event enemy activity slacked off sharply for more than a brief period.
The United States, in other words, would react to any enemy initiative as appropriate.
The President also forecast at least part of the shape ROLLING THUNDER would take,
saying, “We should continue to vary the types of targets, stepping up attack on lines of
communication in the near future, and possibly moving in a few weeks to attacks on
the rail lines north and northeast of Hanoi.”3
Starting with ROLLING THUNDER 9 on 2 April and continuing through RT 12,
which ended on 29 April, the United States directed its operations against North Vietnam specifically at interdicting lines of communication into Laos and South Vietnam.
The campaign’s general objective was to increase the cost and difficulty to the enemy
of sustaining his infiltration to the South and to degrade his capability for overt aggression. This was to be achieved by preplanned strikes against bridges and ferries and by
armed reconnaissance against railroad rolling stock, trucks, and shipping. During this
campaign, CINCPAC was authorized to attack both by day and night, in contrast to an
earlier restriction to only daylight raids. He could fly a maximum of 24 strike sorties per
calendar day and attack the (Ile) du Tigre during this period.4
In RT 12, the Joint Chiefs authorized CINCPAC to fly six sorties beyond the 24 sortie
limit when necessary to destroy trucks or railroad rolling stock. The State Department
had been reluctant to grant this relatively small expansion of authority. Accordingly,
the Chairman asked Admiral Sharp, after each use of “this permissive commitment of
additional air resources,” to send him an evaluation for the Secretary of Defense of the
actual worth of the target as demonstrated by results achieved. By the end of RT 12, US
aircraft had struck 26 bridges and seven ferries.5
During the Honolulu conference on 19–20 April, Secretary McNamara, General
Wheeler, Ambassador Taylor, Admiral Sharp, General Westmoreland, Mr. William
Bundy, and Mr. McNaughton discussed the ROLLING THUNDER program. On 20 April,
Secretary McNamara reported to the President that all had agreed that the present
tempo of bombing was about right and that by “repetition and continuation” the campaign was providing sufficient increasing pressure. All present, he stated, envisioned a
strike program continuing at least six months and perhaps a year or more, avoiding the
Hanoi-Haiphong-Phuc Yen areas during that period. “There might be fewer fixed strikes,
or more restrikes, or more armed reconnaissance missions,” Secretary McNamara
informed the President. Ambassador Taylor had observed that it was important not to
“kill the hostage” by bombing inside the “Hanoi do-nut.” All the conferees, Mr. McNamara
advised the President, considered ROLLING THUNDER essential to the US campaign,
both psychologically and physically, but did not believe that it could “do the job alone.”6
By the end of April, 60 of the JCS-designated targets in North Vietnam had been
struck, 43 by US planes and 17 by planes of the VNAF. The allies had flown 86 armed
reconnaissance missions against lines of communication, targets of opportunity, and
coastal shipping. Addressing himself to the interdiction campaign, the Chairman
informed the Secretary of Defense that the effort had magnified North Vietnam’s
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problems in providing logistic support to its own southern region and had “degraded”
the enemy’s ability to conduct any major offensive beyond his own borders in Laos or
South Vietnam.7

RT 13-RT 14: Gradual Expansion and a Pause

I

n the ensuing several months, the air campaign shifted emphasis to attacks on fixed
targets having military value. In addition to bridges, barracks, and ammunition depots,
the President authorized strikes on power plants, supply depots, ammunition factories,
locks, and POL installations and facilities; but he continued to insist on avoiding strikes
on population centers. At the same time, the administration permitted expansion of
armed reconnaissance areas, as well as stepped up attacks against radar sites, land and
water vehicular traffic, bivouac areas, and maintenance facilities. Allied bombers cratered lines of communication and seeded chokepoints with mines. In the same period,
the administration made gradual slight modifications of its restrictions on operational
methods and procedures and raised the limits on sorties.
Before RT 13, which began on 30 April, armed reconnaissance had been limited
to particular segments of designated routes. But for RT 13 and subsequent programs,
the administration authorized armed reconnaissance over a more broadly defined geographical area, in this instance all of North Vietnam south of 20 degrees N latitude. In
addition, CINCPAC could now fly 40 sorties per calendar day with a maximum of 200
for the seven day period.8
During a conference with General Wheeler on RT 13, Secretary McNamara
expressed the belief that CINCPAC had consistently exceeded the number of sorties
authorized since the beginning of ROLLING THUNDER. General Wheeler responded
that newspaper accounts of the bombings made no distinction between actual strike
sorties and other sorties carried out in support of the strikes, for example, Combat Air
Patrol (CAP), Search and Rescue, and flak suppression. Mr. McNamara acknowledged
the point but insisted he was talking about strike sorties. Actually, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff considered the number of sorties specified in RT orders to be “advisory” only.
CINCPAC and his component commanders established the actual strike magnitude,
which the Joint Chiefs monitored to insure an adequate weight of effort. Nevertheless,
to answer the Secretary’s question, the Chairman asked the Director, Joint Staff, to
assemble a comparison of the authorized figures with those reported from the field for
the last two ROLLING THUNDER programs. When compiled, these data showed that
of 474 sorties authorized on fixed targets, CINCPAC’s forces had flown 316, and of 264
authorized on armed reconnaissance they had flown 249.9
On 10 May 1965, President Johnson informed Ambassador Taylor that he had
decided to suspend ROLLING THUNDER operations for about a week as a means of
appeasing domestic critics of his policy and of swinging world opinion in favor of the
United States. He intended “to begin to clear a path either toward restoration of peace
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or toward increased military action, depending upon the reaction of the Communists.”
Following the President’s orders, CINCPAC halted ROLLING THUNDER operations
effective 12 May at 2400 hours Saigon time.10
Through the Soviet ambassador in Washington and the North Vietnamese embassy
in Moscow, the administration tried to apprise Hanoi that the United States would watch
very closely to see if the bombing pause were accompanied by any significant reductions
in the North’s support of the Viet Cong. These overtures brought no positive Soviet or
North Vietnamese response. Intensive aerial reconnaissance during the pause showed
no reduction in activity on the infiltration routes. Consequently, President Johnson
authorized resumption of ROLLING THUNDER at 0600 on 18 May, ending a five day
suspension. Secretary Rusk announced, “In view of the complete absence of any constructive response, we have decided the bombing must be resumed.”11

CINCPAC and Ambassador Taylor Propose Changes

I

n mid-May, Admiral Sharp proposed an intensification of the bombing campaign.
He warned against underestimating the cumulative effects of ROLLING THUNDER,
and at the same time challenged the view that few worthwhile targets remained south
of the 20th parallel. He pointed out that of the four major barrack complexes attacked,
about two-thirds of the buildings remained undamaged. In the three major ammunition
depots that had been struck, only 40 percent of the ammunition storage and 56 percent
of the support buildings had been destroyed or damaged. In two major support depot
complexes, 46 percent of the known buildings had not been hit. The allies had barely
scratched the surface in strikes against North Vietnamese shipping and port facilities,
and a significant part of the enemy’s bridge and ferry system was still intact. New staging
and refueling areas were untouched.
CINCPAC proposed an around-the-clock program to be conducted in increments
by small numbers of planes making repeated strikes. These missions would include
armed reconnaissance of land and waterway routes, route interdiction, restrikes on
still lucrative military targets, destruction of dispersed supplies, equipment, and military
personnel, and attacks on ports and recognized North Vietnamese shipping. Admiral
Sharp recommended also that the United States continue the regularly programmed
large-scale attacks so as to damage targets on an incremental basis rather than attempting to inflict maximum destruction in one day. Initially, strikes would be limited to the
area south of 20 degrees North, but subsequently the bombing of major military supply
and ammunition depots would move northwestward from the 20th parallel.12
The Joint Chiefs of Staff generally agreed with CINCPAC’s concept. They believed,
however, that in order to put his ideas into effect, changes would have to be made in
the current concept of operations. Specifically, the administration would have to give
CINCPAC greater authority to plan strikes and restrikes as the situation dictated. On
22 May, the Joint Chiefs recommended to the Secretary of Defense that the Pacific
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commander be given such authority. In a proposed draft message to CINCPAC, they
embodied instructions that would have had him prepare a weekly plan of operations for
submission to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The draft set the weekly sortie rate at 400 and in
general permitted CINCPAC a freer hand.13
The Secretary of Defense took a whole month to disapprove CINCPAC’s views and
the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommendations. On 22 June, he told the Chairman:
I am aware of no serious defects in the present method of planning ROLLING
THUNDER operations. The proposed programs are worked out with close
coordination between COMUSMACV, CINCPAC and the JCS. The operations
are militarily effective and are managed in such a way as to permit political
considerations to be taken into account on a timely basis. Accordingly, I doubt
that, at this time, a change in our method of planning ROLLING THUNDER
operations would be desirable.14

At about the same time that CINCPAC was giving the Joint Chiefs of Staff his concept for future ROLLING THUNDER operations, Ambassador Taylor also proposed a
change in strike tactics over North Vietnam. On 13 May, he suggested to Secretary Rusk
that the administration consider varying the apparent standard pattern of “virtually daily
strikes.” The Ambassador believed that a more random pattern would have a greater
psychological effect on Hanoi. He had in mind a period of a few days of no attacks, followed by a day of concentrated strikes over a wide area, and then smaller raids. This
tactic, General Taylor and the Embassy staff thought, would accentuate for Hanoi the
“tensions, stresses and strains” of the bombing program.
Admiral Sharp quickly went on record as opposed to Ambassador Taylor’s suggestion. He explained to the Joint Chiefs of Staff that there already were sufficient
variations in operating methods. Moreover, the Admiral believed that the concept he
had just submitted, if approved, would have maximum psychological impact on North
Vietnam. In the end, higher authority adopted neither Admiral Sharp’s nor Ambassador
Taylor’s proposal.15

ROLLING THUNDER Moves North: RT 15–RT 28/29

B

etween mid-May and mid-June, the bombing campaign underwent only gradual,
incremental changes and expansion. With minor variations in the size and tactics of
the raids, allied planes continued a pattern of armed reconnaissance of lines of communication and planned strikes against fixed targets. ROLLING THUNDER moved north of the
20th parallel for the first time on 19 May, when US bombers in RT 15 hit a military barracks
above that line. On 15 June, in RT 19, they bombed a military complex and ammunition
depot north of the 21st parallel. At the urging of CINCPAC and the Joint Chiefs, Secretary
McNamara increased the weekly sortie rate, eventually to 250 per week. He also gradually
extended the area open to armed reconnaissance northwestward to the Laotian border.16
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For ROLLING THUNDER to be a combined effort, participation by the Vietnamese Air Force was essential; but the VNAF was hard pressed to mount the few strikes
assigned to it in southern North Vietnam. As Viet Cong activity grew, an increasing need
for the VNAF’s services in the South reduced the force’s resources available for ROLLING THUNDER. By June, CINCPAC had concluded that some measure was necessary
to assure continued VNAF participation in the air campaign against the North. Hence, he
made an arrangement with COMUSMACV and the RVNAF high command, under which
the VNAF would provide a modest three strike/reconnaissance missions (24 sorties) for
each ROLLING THUNDER period.17
On 11 June, during discussions of the major ground force commitment, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff warned the Secretary of Defense that there were significant indications that
the Communists might be moving the war in Southeast Asia to a new level of intensity. The
arrival in North Vietnam of more jet fighters, some light bombers, and SA–2 surface-to-air
missiles showed a Communist decision to “add a new dimension to the situation in Southeast Asia.” The Chiefs proposed therefore, among other actions, that the United States
intensify the air war against North Vietnam by increased armed reconnaissance sorties
against lines of communication and strikes against militarily important targets. This was
necessary, the Joint Chiefs said, to reduce the North’s capabilities to support the insurgencies in Laos and South Vietnam, to punish North Vietnam still further, and to demonstrate
more clearly the United States intent to prevent a Communist seizure of South Vietnam.18
In practice, JCS target proposals continued to be scaled down. Typical of this evolution was RT 20. In their original draft planning message, the Joint Staff included 11 fixed
targets to be struck by US planes and three to be hit by the VNAF. When the Chairman
and the Secretary of Defense reviewed the draft message, they removed five US and one
VNAF fixed targets, most probably at Mr. McNamara’s insistence. This left six targets for
US planes and two for the VNAF. When the State Department reviewed the message, it
objected to hitting a thermal power plant and a POL installation, complaining that they
were “too close” to Haiphong, a SAM site, and Phuc Yen airfield. (The targets were actually 27 miles from the SAM site and 51 miles from the airfield.) State also believed that the
installations were too close to civilian population centers, raising the possibility of “high”
noncombatant casualties. (DOD estimated civilian casualties, assuming a daylight raid, at
30.) These facts notwithstanding, Secretary McNamara removed the power plant and POL
installation from the target list, replacing them with an ammunition depot. The final execute
message for ROLLING THUNDER 20, sent on 24 June, contained five fixed US targets
and two for the VNAF. Subsequently, the administration added two airfields to RT 20, as
reconnaissance revealed that the enemy had restored these fields, previously bombed, to
operational status.19
On 28 June, General Wheeler informed Admiral Sharp that the Joint Chiefs of Staff
were “considering urgently expanded military actions” in both South and North Vietnam,
with the objective of proving to the enemy that they could not win in South Vietnam. “In
North Vietnam,” he said, “our objective is further to curtail by air strikes their capability
and will to continue support to the VC.”20
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Following a conversation with the Secretary of Defense on 2 July, the Chairman
appointed an ad hoc study group to review the results of ROLLING THUNDER to that
point. The group reported on 14 July that the results through June showed that the program had not achieved its intended purpose. Although 10,000 sorties had been flown and
122 targets in North Vietnam (the original JCS 94 targets had increased to 240) had been
damaged or destroyed, the economic effects on the North had been minor. “From a military standpoint,” the report maintained, “the flow of material and manpower from NVN
in support of VC/DRV operations in the south is still considerable. Direct attacks against
military installations, while doubtless creating a disruptive effect on troops and upon
their training, have not discernibly weakened the fiber of the DRV military structure.
In short, the DRV still seems ready and able to endure air strikes at the current level.”21
Putting a positive face on ROLLING THUNDER’s limited effects, Secretary Rusk
asserted on 11 July that the United States had never “suspected” that air strikes against
North Vietnam would be a “decisive element.” Nevertheless, he said, Hanoi’s leaders
had discovered that they were not going to be permitted to send tens of thousands of
people to attack South Vietnam and still live in safety and comfort “there in the North.”
There was to be no sanctuary for those committing aggression against South Vietnam,
and Secretary Rusk warned that this was a fact that “others who may be supporting
Hanoi must take fully into account.”22
In spite of the urgings of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the findings of the ad hoc
group, the nature of the strike program against fixed targets did not change materially
during the summer of 1965. ROLLING THUNDER programs between July and September
authorized attacks on 59 fixed targets (27 of them restrikes) including 26 barracks, 11
ammunition depots, two port facilities, seven bridges, two explosive plants, two thermal power plants, six supply depots, one hydroelectric power plant, one lock, and one
POL installation. Beginning with RT 22/23 on 9 July, the administration combined two
packages, designed to cover a two week period with the weight of effort approximately
equal for each week. Officials believed that this procedure, which CINCPAC had suggested, would give Admiral Sharp more flexibility in his planning and conduct of the
operations.23
In RT 22/23, the Joint Staff proposed strikes against bridges on the main rail line
leading from China into North Vietnam, one of the bridges only 17 miles from the China
border. They also proposed moving the armed reconnaissance boundary north and
northwestward to within 11.5 miles of the Chinese border in order to include the area
of this rail line. Even though the President early in April had seemed to support bombing the rail lines from China, higher authority disallowed the bridge attacks and did
not move the armed reconnaissance boundary as far to the north as the Joint Staff had
recommended, setting the limit at 22 degrees north. The administration also authorized
armed reconnaissance planes to restrike previously bombed airfields and JCS numbered
line of communication targets if necessary to keep them out of commission.24
During the twelve week period of RT 22/23 through 32/33, the tempo of the armed
reconnaissance program, in contrast to the fixed target strikes, increased substantially.
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In RT 26/27, the administration raised the armed reconnaissance sortie limit from 500 to
600 for the two-week period; in subsequent programs it pushed the number up to 1,000
and then 1,200. CINCPAC frequently asked for and received additional sortie authorizations to maintain the momentum of his attacks. In their instruction to CINCPAC for
RT 24/25, the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed him to plan his strike and reconnaissance
missions so that his planes would not “approach closer than fifteen (15) nautical miles
of the China border.”25
In ROLLING THUNDER 26/27, the administration for the first time authorized attack
of a fixed target north of the 22nd parallel, extending the bombing zone well above the
latitude of Hanoi. CINCPAC finally received permission to attack a bridge on the highway
to China. Higher authority, however, rejected other bridge targets in that same area. RT
26/27 did add naval craft berthing areas and airfields to the permissible targets for armed
reconnaissance strikes.26
In the planning for RT 28/29, some new issues received attention. On 17 August,
CINCPAC was authorized for the first time to attack SAM systems “in mobile mode”
throughout the ROLLING THUNDER armed reconnaissance area, except for restricted
circles around Hanoi and Phuc Yen. CINCPAC had recommended 800 sorties for this
two week period; the Joint Staff raised this to 1,000, believing the greater number was
warranted by the increased tempo of operations against the lines of communication. Of
the 15 fixed targets CINCPAC proposed, the Joint Staff turned down eight, some because
they were not on the JCS target list, others because they lay in heavily populated areas,
and still others because they were located close to Phuc Yen and would “be difficult
to sell.” In place of the eight targets dropped, the staff substituted a group of facilities
in the Haiphong/Hon Gay port areas. “If there is a substantial fall out of targets in the
clearance process,” the Joint Staff informed the Joint Chiefs of Staff, “the Chairman has
eleven targets considered suitable as alternates; seven are restrikes.”
CINCPAC had also recommended that he be allowed to restrike all JCS targets previously struck. The Joint Staff proposed to the Joint Chiefs of Staff that he be allowed to
restrike only 37 of the 100 targets thus far attacked, but designated eight more as ordnance jettison areas. Of the remaining targets, only 20 had more than 50 percent residual
capacity. Because of this and other factors, the Joint Staff advised that “CINCPAC has
rather wide latitude in this area and … now is not the time to push for this broad change
as requested.”27
On 13 August, the Joint Chiefs of Staff approved the Joint Staff’s recommendations.
They also agreed “to give their full support to the Chairman’s efforts to obtain permission
to attack more profitable targets.” On the latter point, they were once again unsuccessful. In its final form, RT 28/29 authorized CINCPAC to strike nine fixed targets, none of
them particularly valuable. The program did not include the Haiphong/Hon Gay targets.28
In late August, the Joint Staff evaluated and assigned priorities to the targets on the
basic list in the “Target Study-North Vietnam.” The staff separated the targets into four
groups: Group I—those constituting a direct and immediate threat to US and South
Vietnamese forces, bases, or installations; Group II—those (other than Group I) which
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were most critical to North Vietnam’s military capability; Group III—those (other than
Groups I and II) which directly contributed to the North’s military capabilities; and Group
IV—remaining targets that sustained North Vietnam’s military forces and economy. The
staff analysis showed that only two Group I and two Group II targets had been struck,
whereas 40 targets in Group III and 54 in Group IV had been attacked.29

Blockade and Mining

A

s another means for bringing pressure on Hanoi, the Joint Chiefs of Staff considered
blockade and mining of North Vietnamese ports. Such action, combined with ROLLING THUNDER operations, would substantially reduce the importation and movement
of war materials into and through North Vietnam. The Joint Chiefs had considered aerial
mining and naval blockade as early as March 1964 and had proposed them in November
1964 as part of the series of increased military pressures that could be launched. On 6
April 1965, when President Johnson approved a program of expanded military operations in Vietnam, including gradual acceleration of ROLLING THUNDER, he had stated
that blockade and aerial mining of North Vietnam’s ports should be considered “for
future operations.” Because of the “major political complications” involved, however,
he directed only further study of these matters.30
In response to the President’s direction, the Joint Chiefs of Staff prepared a “Blockade and Aerial Mining Study,” which they submitted to the Secretary of Defense on 8
August 1965. After reviewing the economic, political, and military aspects of the issue,
the Joint Chiefs recommended the addition of aerial mining of the approaches to
Haiphong, Hon Gay, and Cam Pha to the ROLLING THUNDER program. The Joint Chiefs
of Staff also recommended that the mining operation, once begun, be extended to minor
North Vietnamese ports. As a complementary measure to the mining “for maximum
impact,” the Joint Chiefs requested the addition to ROLLING THUNDER of an expanded
interdiction campaign against “high density alternate LOCs” north of the 20th parallel.31
Secretary McNamara forwarded the Joint Chiefs of Staff study to the Department
of State for an assessment of the political risks involved in the mining and expanded
interdiction. Deputy Secretary Vance assured General Wheeler that, upon completion of
the assessment, OSD would give further consideration to the recommended actions. No
further action, however, resulted from the Joint Chiefs of Staff blockade and mining study.32

Enemy Air Defenses: Missiles, Jets, and Guns

F

rom the beginning of ROLLING THUNDER, US officials had acknowledged that
the Soviet Union might react to the US bombings by providing North Vietnam with
more modern and effective air defense weapons. The Chairman advised the Secretary
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of Defense on 27 March, however, that US intelligence authorities did not believe that
any surface-to-air missiles had yet been deployed to North Vietnam. Should the Soviets
deploy these weapons, which they could do readily, they would probably provide Hanoi
with the SA–2 missile. The SA–2 could be made operational within two or three weeks.
It had an effective range of 17 nautical miles and could attack targets as high as 90,000
feet and as low as 1,500 feet.33
In fact, the enemy was well along in covertly importing these weapons and their
associated equipment and constructing a missile troop training center. North Vietnam
activated its first SA–2 regiment on 1 May, manned by soldiers transferred from other
arms, and launched an accelerated training program assisted by Soviet advisers. On 5
April, the United States detected the first SAM site under construction 15 nautical miles
south of Hanoi. By the end of July, a total of seven sites had appeared, in various stages
of readiness, clustered around the North Vietnamese capital. The sites were intended to
support SA–2 missiles and were associated with radar to detect and track air targets.34
The appearance of SAMs in North Vietnam caused the Joint Chiefs of Staff serious
concern. On 14 April, they alerted Secretary McNamara that it might be necessary to
strike at the new enemy capability on short notice. At the same time, they instructed
CINCPAC to watch for new sites and to plan to attack the one site then identified. In
response, Mr. McNamara informed the Joint Chiefs on 19 April that a decision to hit this
site required careful analysis of political as well as military considerations. He asked to
be kept informed of the status of the SAM sites and directed that forces be alerted to
attack them on short notice should it become necessary.35
During May, as new sites were detected, planning continued for attacks on the sites.
The Joint Chiefs instructed CINCPAC to keep his ROLLING THUNDER aircraft away
from the sites and not to attack them. On 27 May, they warned Secretary McNamara
that the growing SAM presence could threaten US air operations within a considerable
area around Hanoi. Because the first site discovered could become operational at any
time, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended that, despite political factors, the site be
destroyed as a matter of “military urgency” and that this attack be coordinated with a
B–52 strike on Phuc Yen airfield, the base of North Vietnam’s growing jet fighter force.36
The Joint Chiefs of Staff believed that current intelligence estimates sustained their
position. Although they informed the Secretary of Defense of this, he disapproved their
recommendations on 15 June, mainly because the SAMs had not yet interfered with
ROLLING THUNDER. He informed the Joint Chiefs that if such interference occurred
he would reconsider their recommendations. He offered also to arrange for them to
discuss the matter with the President if they desired.37
The Joint Chiefs did not ask to see the President, but on 26 June they recommended
to Secretary McNamara that the SAM sites be destroyed “as they near operational status.” In support of their recommendation, they reviewed for him how the presence of
the SAMs restricted ROLLING THUNDER by inhibiting reconnaissance and creating
geographic sanctuaries. They asked to discuss this matter with him. The Secretary met
with the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 28 June but did not grant permission to strike the sites.
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Subsequently, on 3 July, the Joint Chiefs of Staff informed the Secretary, in response to a
query from him, that bombing the SAM sites after they became operational and after their
defenses improved would be more costly than striking them while they were uncompleted. They also reiterated their earlier recommendation for destruction of the SAMs.38
The SAM sites remained untouched, however; and on 24 July, the United States
learned that at least some of them had become operational. On that date, a missile from
a newly activated SAM regiment brought down a US jet fighter 40 nautical miles (nm)
west of Hanoi. President Ho Chi Minh personally congratulated the successful unit, and
the enemy made 24 July the official birthday of his missile troops.39
On 25 July, CINCPAC recommended to the Joint Chiefs of Staff attacks on all new
SAM sites and submitted plans for striking three of them. Ambassador Taylor told the
Secretary of State the same day that new sites should be destroyed as they were discovered. However, he opposed “simultaneous” attacks on all known sites. Such attacks, he
believed, would be wrong because: 1) there was no proof that all sites were occupied;
2) friendly aircraft losses would be increased by using large numbers; 3) such an attack
would appear to the world as an escalation; and 4) a substantial number of Soviet advisers or technicians might be brought under attack.40
On 26 July, President Johnson held two meetings on the SAM issue with his principal
advisers, including Secretaries Rusk and McNamara and General Wheeler. After lengthy
discussion of the diplomatic and military problems involved in attacking the SAMs, the
President ordered strikes on two sites that had been occupied on 24 July. Following the
President’s decision, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, on 27 July, ordered CINCPAC to launch on
that day one-time attacks on the two sites and their immediate support facilities. Attacking planes were to remain outside the cone of fire of other SAM sites. Subsequent to the
bombings, Admiral Sharp was to carry out armed reconnaissance missions to destroy
any mobile SAM installations in the immediate vicinity of the fixed sites.41
CINCPAC carried out the strikes as ordered. Six US aircraft were lost in the operations, and initial post-strike bomb damage assessment (BDA) showed that neither site
had been damaged. Pilots asserted, however, that they had struck a SAM site or sites.
Exactly what targets were struck and what actual damage, if any, was inflicted on the
enemy’s air defense system remained undetermined. At the time, some American officials suspected, and North Vietnamese historians later claimed, that the target sites were
fakes, decoys set up to draw US planes into massed antiaircraft gun fire.42
During August, US forces made intensified efforts to detect new SAM sites. On 3
August, the Joint Chiefs of Staff authorized CINCPAC to carry out photo reconnaissance
missions to detect missile sites and special strikes to destroy them. CINCPAC, however,
could not hit sites if they lay within 30 nm of the Chinese border, were in the area around
Hanoi bounded by established sites, or were within 10 nm of Haiphong and Phuc Yen
airfield. On 11 August, the Joint Chiefs of Staff ordered CINCPAC to conduct low-altitude
armed reconnaissance within the ROLLING THUNDER area, but outside the forbidden
zones, to destroy SAM sites. These missions received the nickname IRON HAND.43
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The first IRON HAND missions did not go well. After a SAM shot down another
US jet about 50 miles southwest of Hanoi on 12 August, CINCPAC, using Navy carrier
planes, made a costly and futile attempt to locate and destroy the site from which the
missile had been launched. Flying 124 sorties during a 30-hour period on 12–13 August,
US aircraft failed to locate any SAM sites. Intense ground fire downed five Navy aircraft
and damaged seven. The enemy dispersed his missile equipment, camouflaged his sites,
and massed antiaircraft guns in their vicinity. Admiral Sharp blamed American inability
to locate and destroy SAM sites on the lack of accurate intelligence. “I consider our
tactics as now refined are adequate to destroy the SA–2, provided intelligence can fix
the site,” he informed the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 24 August.44
The enemy increased the tempo of SA–2 activity in September, with the pattern of
missile firing extending from the Thanh Hoa area in the south to the Cao Nung area,
northeast of Hanoi, near the Chinese border. During the month, missiles brought down
a drone and an F–105. The heaviest concentration of firings came from the Cao Nung
area, where the enemy on 20 September made 13 unsuccessful firings in reaction to an
air strike on the Hanoi-Dong Dang rail line. During these weeks, the US Air Force and
Navy gradually improved their anti-SAM reconnaissance and tactics, for example by
flying IRON HAND missions as part of other raids rather than separately for quicker
response to firings. But not until mid-October was an SA–2 site attacked successfully.
Hitting a site near Kep Ha within 48 hours of its detection, US planes caught the enemy
by surprise, destroying missiles, radar vans, and missile transporters.45
Fortunately, enemy missiles were relatively ineffective against US pilots. Although
the United States suspected Soviet technicians of assisting North Vietnam (and they
were), enemy missile crews, who were completing their training on the job, remained
inept during 1965. A combination of their inexperience and the skill of American fliers at
evasive maneuvers kept the “kill” ratio between the number of SAMs fired and the number of US planes downed at a very low level. Although 180 SAMs were fired at US planes
during 1965, only 11 aircraft fell to the missiles. Nevertheless, the SAMs complicated and
sometimes disrupted ROLLING THUNDER missions and, coupled with the expansion of
Hanoi’s other air defense elements, increased the hazards and costs of the campaign.46
Complementing the missiles, the additional MIG jet fighters that the Soviet Union
had furnished to Hanoi posed another threat to ROLLING THUNDER operations. At
the beginning of March, North Vietnam possessed 36 MIGs. In less than three months,
this inventory increased to about 60 MIG–15s and MIG–17s based at Phuc Yen airfield.
According to Communist historians, the air combat force, which grew during 1965 from
one regiment to three, also was equipped with MIG–21s.47
In March 1965, President Johnson had directed that US planes avoid air combat
with MIGs. The Joint Chiefs of Staff, therefore, stipulated in ROLLING THUNDER and
reconnaissance orders that US combat air patrol pilots would engage MIGs only to protect themselves or other US planes. In his decisions of 1–2 April, the President directed
that ROLLING THUNDER targets be selected outside the effective ground controlled
intercept (GCI) range of the MIGs. In spite of this policy, MIGs shot down two US jets
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and damaged another south of the 20th parallel on 4 and 5 April. CINCPAC advised the
JCS on 4 April that the best way to destroy enemy MIGs was to attack their base, Phuc
Yen airfield. The Joint Chiefs fully agreed but realized that such an attack was not “politically feasible” at that time.48
On 9 May, Admiral Sharp again informed the Joint Chiefs of Staff that the best way
to eliminate the MIG threat was to attack their base at Phuc Yen. Strengthening the
argument for attacking the base, five Soviet light jet bombers arrived at the field during May. On 27 May, the Joint Chiefs advised Secretary McNamara that these bombers
represented a threat to the American base at Da Nang. They recommended that Phuc
Yen be attacked in order to destroy both the bombers and the MIGs. The Secretary of
Defense disapproved this recommendation on 15 June. His decision was prompted by
opposition to the bombing from Ambassador Taylor and COMUSMACV and by a recent
intelligence estimate that North Vietnam probably did not intend to use the bombers in
offensive actions.49
Less than two weeks later, on 26 June, the Joint Chiefs of Staff tried again to secure
authorization to bomb Phuc Yen, pointing out to the Secretary the military necessity of
so doing. They insisted that current intelligence estimates theorizing that the enemy
did not intend to use his bombers against South Vietnam were not significant. The Joint
Chiefs said, “… we cannot deal in the estimated intentions of the enemy but must base
our actions on enemy capabilities which, from a military point of view, we cannot afford
to ignore, particularly when the elimination of the threat can be accomplished at this
time by a relatively low cost.” The Joint Chiefs of Staff emphasized that bombing Phuc
Yen would eliminate both the bomber threat and the increasing MIG threat. In spite of
these arguments, the Secretary did not authorize an attack on Phuc Yen. More than two
years passed before he would do so.50
In the end, the Soviet-supplied bombers never flew against South Vietnam. As for
the MIGs, while they had an inhibiting effect on ROLLING THUNDER, they shot down
no more US planes during 1965. On the other hand, in air-to-air combat American pilots
destroyed five MIGs and possibly accounted for two others.51
The enemy’s most effective defenses against US/VNAF planes operating over North
Vietnam were neither the SAMs nor the MIGs, but rather automatic small arms in the
hands of local militiamen and a large and growing number of antiaircraft artillery pieces,
both manual and radar controlled. By February 1965, US intelligence had detected
941 antiaircraft artillery positions in North Vietnam. By late September, the number of
positions had grown to 1,600, ranging from 37 mm manually-controlled guns to highly
effective radar-directed 85 mm pieces. During 1965, by their own account, the North Vietnamese expanded their air defense artillery arm from 12 regiments and 14 battalions to
21 regiments and 41 battalions, including 8 mobile regiments. By 30 September, a total of
118 USAF, USN, and VNAF planes had been lost in flying almost 25,000 sorties over North
Vietnam. In September alone, enemy ground fire brought down 23 American planes.52
North Vietnamese actions suggested a basic understanding of American operational
concepts. The enemy placed his heaviest antiaircraft defenses around targets of obvious
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and continuing interest to the United States. He also apparently moved antiaircraft weapons into an area after an initial strike, in anticipation of a restrike. Combining missiles,
antiaircraft artillery, and militia automatic weapons, the North Vietnamese formed “air
defense combat clusters” around their most vital locations. They used 60 percent of these
forces to defend their lines of communication and transportation.53

Reconnaissance Rules Change

O

n 24 August, the Joint Chiefs of Staff authorized CINCPAC to fly BLUE TREE reconnaissance missions in support of ROLLING THUNDER at his discretion throughout
the armed reconnaissance area. They moved the southernmost boundary of armed
reconnaissance north to 20 degrees 30 minutes north for this purpose. CINCPAC was
restricted to 20 two-sortie missions a week, but missions could be flown at low level.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff authorized MIG CAP for the missions, but the planes would
withdraw if MIGs were sighted. MIG CAP could engage the enemy only to protect the
reconnaissance planes. For flak suppression escort, and any BLUE TREE flights outside
the authorized area, CINCPAC would have to seek Washington’s approval on a case-bycase basis.54
In RTs 28/29 and 30/31, the administration progressively expanded the armed
reconnaissance zone to cover all of North Vietnam except a 30 nm-wide buffer along
the Chinese border and the quadrant north and northeast of Hanoi and Haiphong. A
30 nm circle around Hanoi and a 10 nm circle around Haiphong remained off limits to
attack. RT 30/31 included another new feature: authority for CINCPAC to assign strike
aircraft returning from BARREL ROLL and STEEL TIGER in Laos alternate missions in
the ROLLING THUNDER area.55

The Joint Chiefs Call for Heavier Bombing

O

n 27 August, when the Joint Chiefs of Staff submitted to the Secretary of Defense
major recommendations on the basic US strategy for Vietnam, they called for stronger air and naval pressures on North Vietnam. Specifically, these included destruction
of significant military targets and the enemy supply base, as well as interdiction of the
lines of communication supporting the insurgency in South Vietnam. The Joint Chiefs
asserted that “the physical capability of the DRV to move men and supplies through
the Lao Corridor, down the coastline, across the DMZ and through Cambodia must be
reduced to the maximum practical extent by land, naval and air actions in these areas
and against infiltration-connected targets.”56
Six days later, on 2 September, the Joint Chiefs of Staff gave the Secretary a list of
air actions which they believed to be “in concert” with this strategy. They recommended
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that the United States begin air strikes immediately and “as a matter of urgency” against:
1) Phuc Yen airfield, including the aircraft thereon; 2) rail, highway, and waterway routes
and traffic between Hanoi and Haiphong and between Hanoi/Haiphong and south China;
3) POL storage facilities at Haiphong; and 4) SAM sites and other antiaircraft defenses
which threatened US air operations. Their rationale for striking Phuc Yen and the SA–2
sites was the same as that presented in June. Interdiction of the routes between the
major North Vietnamese industrial and shipping centers and south China was needed,
the Joint Chiefs said,
to reduce substantially the present freedom of movement into the DRV of
major war-making supplies, including heavy and complex equipment such
as SA–2 missiles and modern antiaircraft artillery with radar fire control and
ammunition. Further, interdiction of principal LOCs around Hanoi would assist
in immobilizing and fixing in place the SA–2 defenses, thus impairing present
mobile ambush tactics.

The enemy, declared the Joint Chiefs, now had 66 MIG fighters and 8 IL–28 bombers
based at Phuc Yen. American intelligence had located a total of 18 SAM sites, all but two
fairly close to Hanoi. Missiles or missile-associated equipment had been noted on only
four of these sites, and it was possible that many were only temporary field installations.
North Vietnam could move these missiles about in an 85 nm radius of Hanoi without
serious difficulty and apparently was doing so. Just how missiles and equipment were
entering North Vietnam was not known. Destruction of the POL storage at Haiphong
would deprive North Vietnam of nearly half of its remaining national capacity for oil
storage. This facility was the only one in North Vietnam that could receive POL imports
from tankers.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff stated that the strikes should be made as “a concentrated
offensive effort, unrestricted by previously prescribed sanctuaries within the DRV, to
search out and destroy SAM installations, as required, and to conduct low-level reconnaissance to encourage the maldeployment of AAA resources.” B–52s would bomb Phuc
Yen at night, and US aircraft would attack North Vietnam’s other airfields at first light the
next day. Concurrently, planes would hit Haiphong POL, and intensive interdiction of
specified routes would follow. The United States would make every effort to minimize
destruction of nonmilitary installations and would not target civilian population centers.
Failure to initiate air operations against North Vietnam as now recommended
… to support the over-all strategy for Southeast Asia would result in increased
US commitments, costs, and casualties and increasing risks to the security of
major elements of US and SVN military forces and facilities. Each day’s delay
produces increased enemy capability which will have to be destroyed eventually at an increasingly higher cost to the United States.

In conclusion, the Joint Chiefs asked that their views be brought to the attention of the
President “without delay.”57
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The Joint Chiefs of Staff incorporated their recommendations in the draft planning
message for RT 32/33, scheduled for 17–30 September. In addition to the targets and systems
cited in their 2 September memorandum, the Chiefs included in the target list four thermal
power plants generating nearly 50 percent of North Vietnam’s electricity. Secretary McNamara rejected the proposed ROLLING THUNDER package. He declared that he had not
been persuaded that the military advantages would outweigh the military and political risks.
Citing intelligence estimates, Secretary McNamara maintained that the proposed strikes,
rather than reducing the flow of material from North Vietnam to South Vietnam, could very
well cause Hanoi to make “more vigorous efforts” to support the Viet Cong. According to
the estimates McNamara had seen, strikes as proposed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff would
not injure the Viet Cong or persuade North Vietnam that the price of continued support
to them was too high. “More important is the risk of a US-Chinese confrontation, which
could well be increased by a program of the kind proposed.” Pointing to a JCS warning that
North Vietnam might use its IL–28s and MIGs against the American air base at Da Nang,
the Secretary cited an intelligence analysis that such an attack was unlikely. On the other
hand, the analysis had also shown that if the United States struck the Hanoi/Haiphong area,
North Vietnam might retaliate by attacking Da Nang, and that substantial risk existed that
a strike program of the weight and kind that the Joint Chiefs recommended would cause
the Chinese Communists to intervene with air from Chinese bases.58
The Secretary of Defense finally approved a reduced RT 32/33 package that permitted attacks on a railroad bridge and on a highway bridge northwest of Hanoi on routes
leading to China, the first strikes on a line of communication in this area. These bridges,
however, could be struck only one time. Apart from these, the package contained relatively
unimportant targets, most of them restrikes. CINCPAC was directed not to bomb fixed
SAM sites located within a 30 nm radius from the center of Hanoi. US aircraft struck the
bridges with “limited success.” But the net effect of the package, Admiral Sharp noted, was
to leave the entire northeast quadrant of North Vietnam free from harassment.59
In the directive for RT 30/31, CINCPAC had received authorization to restrike as necessary any Joint Chiefs of Staff numbered target within the currently established armed
reconnaissance area that had previously been designated for attack. The rules for RT
32/33 narrowed this authority, allowing re-attack only of line of communication targets
observed under repair. On 22 September, CINCPAC asked for restoration of the original
proviso. In RT package 34/35, carried out between 1–14 October, the administration
granted Admiral Sharp’s request and restored the authority he sought. This package contained only four fixed targets for US forces, three of them bridges northwest of Hanoi.60

More Limits on Bombing

O

n 16 September, in a memorandum to Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA)
McNaughton, Assistant Secretary of State William P. Bundy called attention to
reports that ROLLING THUNDER strikes, probably armed reconnaissance, had damaged
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several dams and a canal lock in North Vietnam. Mr. Bundy cited Hanoi charges that
the United States was attacking dams in its territory. The State Department, Mr. Bundy
said, understood that dams were not considered targets of opportunity and, at least for
the present, were not authorized targets for armed reconnaissance. “We do not believe
that it is now appropriate to classify dams, canal locks, or flood control levees as valid
targets for the ROLLING THUNDER program,” he declared. Mr. Bundy asked Defense
to amend the ROLLING THUNDER instructions specifically to exclude dams, canal
locks, hydroelectric power plants, and flood control levees from attack unless approved
by Washington on a case-by-case basis as regular preplanned strikes. Mr. McNaughton
passed this memorandum to the Chairman and asked for General Wheeler’s views.61
In his reply, General Wheeler disagreed with Mr. Bundy’s assertion that dams and
locks were not valid military targets. He stated that he had no information about the
dams reportedly damaged but made clear his distrust of any claims emanating from
Hanoi. General Wheeler noted that North Vietnam increasingly relied on its inland
waterway system, of which dams and locks were a part, to replace damaged or destroyed
land lines of communication. The Joint Chiefs of Staff target list included only dams and
levees associated with the waterway system, and the Joint Chiefs had no intention of
including other such targets at this time. Since one hydroelectric plant and four thermal
power plants had already been bombed in ROLLING THUNDER, the Chairman was
puzzled by Mr. Bundy’s questioning of those targets. General Wheeler told Mr. McNaughton, “I can assure you that the Joint Chiefs of Staff will strongly oppose the imposition
of further restraints upon our air campaign against the DRV.”
Then, turning to a matter that apparently concerned him, the Chairman called attention to a recent State Department comment that the United States had made “many prior
official indications, public and private, that we intended to respect the special sensitivity of the Hanoi-Haiphong complex.” He asked Mr. McNaughton to obtain for the Joint
Chiefs of Staff a listing of all such indications other than those possibly contained in
statements by the President or the Secretaries of State and Defense. Mr. McNaughton
agreed with General Wheeler in this matter and so informed Mr. Bundy. Further, he asked
Mr. Bundy to provide the list of indications the Chairman had requested.62
Mr. Bundy replied to McNaughton that he was not in a position to comment further
on the question of locks and dams. He defended his assertion that US officials had
consistently given the impression to the enemy and to other nations as well that the
United States would continue to abstain from attacks on the Hanoi/Haiphong area, but
he emphasized that the administration had said nothing officially to this effect and did
not intend to do so. “I do want to conclude by assuring you and General Wheeler that we
have no intention of changing the line we have taken so consistently, basically that we are
not excluding this or any other action. Obviously, we must not say anything that could
impair our freedom of action or the President’s freedom of choice on future actions.”63
Starting with RT 32/33, CINCPAC had been allowed to attack primary line of communication targets in the northeast quadrant. On 2 October, Admiral Sharp recommended
that RT 36/37 follow this trend. He listed five rail and highway bridges as fixed targets. In
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the draft planning message, the Joint Staff included all these and added four additional
bridges on the routes to the Chinese border. The Staff also proposed raising the sortie
limit from 1,200 to 1,500 and increasing the armed reconnaissance area to coincide with
that for IRON HAND anti-SAM missions. The Joint Chiefs of Staff were briefed on the
proposed package on 8 October and apparently accepted the Staff recommendations.
On 13 October, the Secretary of Defense made substantial changes in the draft planning message. He struck out all the proposed targets but four bridges in the northeast
for US forces and one target for the VNAF in southern North Vietnam. Mr. McNamara
also rejected raising the sortie limit to 1,500 and directed that planes keep their flight
paths 20 miles, rather than the earlier 15 miles, from the Chinese border. In apparent
concession to Mr. Bundy’s earlier objections, he specifically excluded locks and dams
from JCS numbered targets available for restrike by armed reconnaissance. These
decisions set a pattern that continued for the remainder of 1965: fixed target authorization for ROLLING THUNDER packages was restricted to four bridges in the northeast
quadrant and one VNAF target in southern North Vietnam. The administration made
exceptions on only three occasions when it granted special authorization for attacks
on SAM support facilities.64
With the variety and number of fixed targets for US forces reduced to four bridges,
and with the armed reconnaissance limits frozen, the military pressure against North
Vietnam notably decreased. This effect lasted until the stand-down of military operations
for the Christmas truce, which began on 24 December 1965. RT packages 38/39, 40/41,
42/43, and 44/45 were cautiously crafted, contained little worthwhile military innovation,
and had little real effect on enemy capabilities or determination. A few minor changes
in operating rules did relieve some of the constraints. In late November, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff attempted to have armed reconnaissance limits lifted slightly to 20 degrees 32
minutes to be approximately contiguous with the 30 nm circle around Hanoi. Higher
authority moved the limit by only one minute, to 20 degrees 31 minutes latitude. In RT
42/43, the administration extended authority for suppression strikes against SAM units
firing on US planes to sites located within, as well as outside, the 30 nm circle around
Hanoi. RT 46/47 expanded authority for coastal armed reconnaissance.65

Review of ROLLING THUNDER

B

y late October 1965, the JCS Target List for North Vietnam comprised 240 targets,
126 of which had been struck. Of the remaining 114 targets, 75 lay in the sanctuaries. Only 39 targets that had not been bombed were outside the sanctuary areas, and
of these 29 were in the key northeast quadrant. Allied aircraft had attacked over 740
bridges in North Vietnam. They had destroyed at least 145 of these or rendered them
impassable for motor traffic. At about half of these sites, the enemy had built readily
accessible vehicular by-passes. The allies had struck 31 rail or combination rail and
highway bridges, but only 13 of these remained impassable. The enemy had repaired
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some of these bridges and at others had built fords, ferries, and alternate bridging using
floats, pontoons, and earthen causeways.66
By late October, ROLLING THUNDER strike forces had flown 6,752 sorties against
fixed targets and 11,149 on armed reconnaissance. Of the sorties against fixed targets,
over one third had been against military barracks and about one sixth against ammunition depots. Supply depots, power plants, sea ports, railway yards, and explosive plants
had come in for minor shares of the overall effort. Allied planes had bombed four airfields, two naval bases, thirteen radar sites, four SAM sites, and two communications
installations. In addition to other damage, armed reconnaissance sorties had destroyed
328 vessels, 423 vehicles, and 181 railway cars and engines.
On 22 October, assessing the effects of ROLLING THUNDER, the Defense Intelligence Agency told the Secretary of Defense that the bombing had not visibly diminished
the enemy’s will and determination. Hanoi continued to assert its intent to press on
with the war in South Vietnam despite US actions in the North and South. The attacks
on economic targets had not greatly affected the capabilities of North Vietnam’s armed
forces, but damage to transportation facilities was hampering military movement. The
Director, DIA, noted that it would be difficult to further reduce North Vietnam’s capabilities in some categories because 51 percent of all sea ports and about 60 percent of POL,
power plant, and railroad capacities lay within the sanctuary areas.67
ROLLING THUNDER continued at a reduced and relatively ineffective level in
spite of the efforts of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. With determination and persistence, the
Joint Chiefs tried to persuade their superiors to reduce the area of sacrosanct territory
in North Vietnam and to unleash US air power on fixed targets of greater value, such as
the POL storage system. Their endeavors were uniformly unsuccessful.
Since midsummer, Admiral Sharp had been calling for destruction of the POL supply
and facilities in the Hanoi/Haiphong complex. In his ROLLING THUNDER recommendations and in separate communications, he argued for the wisdom of such strikes. On
15 October, the Chairman asked the Joint Staff to advise him on whether it would be
desirable to destroy the Haiphong POL facility at the risk of Viet Cong reprisal attacks
on US POL installations in South Vietnam. On 5 November, he asked the Joint Staff to
examine the desirability of destroying North Vietnam’s entire bulk POL system as well
as the Haiphong facility. The Staff concluded that the United States should attack the
entire bulk POL system at once, beginning with Haiphong, regardless of the risk of Viet
Cong reprisals in South Vietnam.68
On 10 November, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended that the Secretary of
Defense approve immediate attacks on North Vietnam’s POL system, starting with
Haiphong and continuing with subsequent strikes on eight other POL targets. They
declared these raids would do more damage than attacks on any other group of targets;
they would cripple the enemy’s transportation system to a considerable degree and
greatly hamper the flow of supplies to Communist military forces in South Vietnam. The
Joint Chiefs pointed out that Haiphong, with 40 percent of North Vietnam’s total POL
storage capacity, was the most important target involved.69
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The Joint Chiefs of Staff believed, they told Secretary McNamara,
that the air operations in DRV/Laos cannot attain more than the limited success
now being achieved if they continue to be conducted under the existing constraints. The establishment and observance of de facto sanctuaries within the
DRV, coupled with a denial of operations against the most important military and
war supporting targets, preclude complete attainment of the objectives of the air
campaign. Decisions should be reached to permit an immediate acceleration and
increase in the scale, scope, and intensity of air operations against the DRV, to
include attack of military and war supporting targets within the Hanoi-Haiphong
area, and to permit aerial mining of North Vietnam[ese] ports.70

The Joint Chiefs of Staff included elements of this recommendation in the draft planning message for RT 42/43, which they approved on 19 November; but higher authority
disapproved the proposal on 22 November. On 1 December, they again proposed attacks
on POL storage, including Hanoi and Haiphong in the draft for RT 44/45. They also
directed the Joint Staff to develop a proposal for reducing the size of the Hanoi/Phuc
Yen/Haiphong sanctuary to present to the Secretary of Defense. Apparently anticipating
another rejection of the POL targets, the Chairman also directed the Staff to prepare
an alternate proposal for continued interdiction of key lines of communication to the
north and east of Hanoi.
The Joint Staff proposed reducing the sanctuaries to 10 miles around Hanoi, 10
miles around Phuc Yen airfield, and 4 miles around Haiphong, which if approved would
uncover 30 JCS numbered targets. On 3 December, the Joint Chiefs approved these
proposals for presentation to higher authority. Higher authority deleted all POL targets,
authorizing only four bridge strikes for US planes, and retained the current size of the
sanctuary areas.71
The story was much the same for RT 46/47, which was to take place between 24
December 1965 and 6 January 1966. Again, the Joint Staff proposed striking the POL system and reducing the sanctuaries to within 20 nm of Hanoi and 4 nm of Haiphong. Again,
higher authority cut the package to four bridge strikes plus a restrike of one thermal
power plant, if BDA showed a requirement. There was no reduction of the sanctuaries.72
ROLLING THUNDER underwent only one minor expansion. In December, intelligence indicated that North Vietnam might be planning to send its patrol boats out to
attack US destroyers on search and rescue station in the Gulf of Tonkin. These destroyers were essential to the recovery of downed US flyers in the Gulf. Because of this threat,
higher authority authorized CINCPAC to conduct air operations along a portion of the
northeast coast of North Vietnam previously excluded from armed reconnaissance. His
planes now could strike “positively identified DRV attack-type naval craft” all along the
coast of North Vietnam within 3 nm of shore and not within 10 nm of Haiphong and 25
nm of China. However, such craft found outside the 3 nm limit would not be attacked
unless they fired first.73
In accordance with President Johnson’s decision to halt military action against
the enemy in Vietnam during Christmas, the Joint Chiefs of Staff instructed CINCPAC
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to stand down all air operations over North Vietnam and Laos at 1800 (Saigon time),
24 December 1965. On 23 December, in a slight modification, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
authorized BLUE SPRINGS reconnaissance flights over North Vietnam and Laos during
the truce, so long as those missions did not involve “manned support aircraft.” Although
some reconnaissance activities resumed in late December, the bar on air attacks against
North Vietnam remained in place for more than a month while the administration
searched for a diplomatic opening for a settlement of the war.74
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The Search for Peace Begins
As a major objective of national policy toward Vietnam, the United States sought
to compel North Vietnam, through carefully controlled military pressures, to halt its
support of the insurgencies in South Vietnam and Laos. Implicit in this policy was the
understanding that the United States, once satisfied with the enemy’s response to its
demands, would cease its military actions against North Vietnam. US officials had not
agreed upon exactly what would constitute a proper and adequate response or just what
steps they would take if the other side made one. The enemy, for example, might do
no more than gradually cut back assistance to the Viet Cong. Such action could occur
through tacit understanding not enforced by real controls or checks, or it might come in
the form of diplomatic overtures, open or secret negotiations, and written agreements.
Throughout 1965, the Johnson administration remained constantly on the alert for
signs of a change in enemy attitudes or actions. Beyond that, US spokesmen publicly
importuned the Communists for an indication that they were disposed to pursue a peaceful solution and, as in the mid-May bombing pause, attempted to elicit such an indication.
As the year went on, the administration came under increasing pressure from public
opinion at home and abroad to seek a diplomatic solution to the war; and international
initiatives were launched to bring about negotiations toward that end. In the light of
these pressures, US military leaders were concerned that their political superiors might
be moved to enter negotiations without regard to the comparative friendly and enemy
military positions, and before they received guarantees that the other side would give
up its attempt to conquer South Vietnam.
Secretary of State Rusk set the overall US terms for a settlement at the beginning of
1965. On 3 January, he declared that if the communists in Southeast Asia would “leave
their neighbors alone,” US forces would come home, and all sorts of political possibilities would open up to bring “that situation to a peaceful conclusion.” He underscored,
however, that if the communists remained determined to press into Southeast Asia, it
would be difficult to see how a political settlement could be reached.1
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The United States took a similar line in response to an overture by UN Secretary
General U Thant. On 8 March, the Secretary General issued an appeal to the United
States, the Soviet Union, Great Britain, France, North Vietnam, Communist China, and
South Vietnam to convene a seven power conference as a step toward ending the war
in Vietnam. The United States turned down the suggestion, saying in essence that North
Vietnam must halt its aggression before any conference would be considered.2
For their part, the leaders in Hanoi did not regard South Vietnam as a separate
sovereign nation; they viewed their campaign in the South as a struggle to complete the
liberation of a temporarily divided country, not a war of conquest. Hence, they alternately
ignored, denounced, or simply rebuffed American overtures. They set their own peace
terms, but their terms were so far out of line with the announced United States objectives
that ground for negotiations proved difficult if not impossible to find.

Ambassador Taylor’s Views

S

hortly after the beginning of 1965, when the United States was moving toward the
air strike phase of its program to compel Hanoi to stop its support of the Viet Cong,
Ambassador Taylor raised the question of negotiations. His discussion centered on the
nature of American and South Vietnamese objectives for the settlement of the war and
the means of achieving them. Largely in a philosophical vein, the Ambassador examined
whether a settlement would involve a return to the Geneva accords or the making of a
new international agreement and what terms the United States should demand of North
Vietnam in return for the cessation of action against it.3
Following the initial US reprisal raids on North Vietnam, and concurrently with his
recommendations for further graduated reprisals, the Ambassador on 11 February again
raised the question of negotiation. This time, he declared explicitly that a return to the
Geneva accords of 1954 and 1962 would sidestep the pitfalls of new conferences and has
the advantage of avoiding negotiations. Conceivably, if American pressure were strong
enough, North Vietnam might tacitly agree to stop supporting the Viet Cong, confirming this later with “GVN/DRV negotiations at the military level.” If Hanoi adopted this
approach, it would have the added advantage of allowing the United States to avoid
direct talks with the North Vietnamese. At this stage, the Ambassador was thinking in
terms of “cessation of reprisal attacks” as the reward for Hanoi’s accession to United
States and South Vietnamese demands. Taylor proposed that the allies’ demands, made
when appropriate, involve generally a return to the Geneva accords. He suggested that
North and South Vietnamese military representatives might meet in the Demilitarized
Zone under the auspices of the International Control Commission (ICC), with US observers present.4
On 26 February, Ambassador Taylor reported that the US Ambassadors to Southeast
Asia, at a coordination meeting, had reached the consensus that:
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while, for other audiences, it may be felt necessary frequently to reiterate
our willingness to talk and, of course, negotiations may be in fact necessary
at some stage, too much reference, especially publicly, to our “willingness to
negotiate” causes confusion in SVN, Thailand, and Laos, as well as distortion
in the signal we are seeking to convey to Hanoi, Peking and Moscow.

General Taylor said that the Ambassadors had learned that in the local context, “to
negotiate” had come to mean setting up a neutralist or coalition government as opposed
to seeing the war through to a satisfactory conclusion. The United States must convince
friends and enemies alike of its firm resolve to achieve its objectives. If the United States
brought the matter before the UN Security Council, the Soviet Union would have to
speak in defense of North Vietnam, a role it probably would wish to avoid, especially
in view of the great Chinese Communist influence on Hanoi. China stood to gain from
continued North Vietnamese involvement in the South and would seek to prevent any
settlement. Should the Soviets replace China as the main support of North Vietnam, a
political settlement would become more likely. Ambassador Taylor also stated that, while
countries seeking a neutralist settlement undoubtedly would press hard for a negotiated
solution short of US objectives, the United States should resist and try to divert the pressure to Hanoi, Beijing, and Moscow as the real villains in the piece.5

The JCS Position

O

n 15 March 1965, the Joint Chiefs of Staff established their own position on
negotiations. They advised the Secretary of Defense that at the very minimum
the United States and South Vietnam should not attempt to enter negotiations until
their forces had gained a strong military advantage. Further, the minimum acceptable
terms for any settlement must require North Vietnam to cease its support of the insurgencies in South Vietnam and Laos. Should talks take place, the United States and its
Vietnamese and Laotian allies must not lose the contest at the conference table. If the
other side stalled or displayed intransigence, thus dragging out the negotiations (as
had been the case in Korea), the allies should increase military pressure on them in
North and South Vietnam and in Laos. Although the Royal Laotian Government would
have to be associated at some point with any negotiations, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
considered bilateral talks between the two Vietnams preferable to a large Genevatype conference where participants could resort to propaganda or raise matters not
related to the main issue. The communists could be expected to resist bilateral talks.
The United States, the Joint Chiefs advised, must not count on the USSR either as a
mediator or as a communications channel to Hanoi, since the Soviets would advance
their own interests at American expense whenever possible.
One of the main problems in any settlement would be to develop effective safeguards to make sure that any agreements were carried out. The other side would
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probably insist strongly on the inclusion of the National Liberation Front (NLF), the
Viet Cong’s political arm, in any future Saigon government. But the Joint Chiefs of
Staff definitely opposed the participation of the NLF in negotiations. The communists,
they expected, would not give up easily on this point unless US and South Vietnamese military pressures were overwhelming. The 1954 Geneva accord provisions for
“free general elections” must be set aside, since current conditions precluded the
reunification of Vietnam. The International Control Commission must be organized
so that it could function effectively in Vietnam; and any negotiated settlement must
include appropriate deadlines for a ceasefire, withdrawal of forces and materiel, and
safeguards (in addition to the ICC) to ensure positively that the terms were carried
out. Particularly difficult would be the withdrawal of US forces as a “quid pro quo” for
North Vietnamese withdrawal. As North Vietnam had demonstrated in 1954, it could
pull out troops but leave behind strong Viet Cong forces.
In conclusion, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended to Secretary McNamara
that the United States and its allies “not enter into negotiations with the communists
until a strong military position has been achieved, to include a reasonable indication
that DRV intervention in the RVN and Laos has ceased.” They asked that their views
be considered in the development of a US position on settlement of the Southeast
Asia conflict.6

President Johnson Sets His Terms

O

n 15 March, representatives of 17 “Non-aligned Nations,” meeting in Belgrade,
adopted a resolution appealing to the United States and other nations concerned
in Vietnam for a peaceful settlement. Ten days later, President Johnson announced in
a White House press release that he was ready to go anywhere at any time and meet
with anyone whenever there was a promise of progress toward an honorable peace.
“We have said many times,” he continued, “to all who are interested in our principles
for honorable negotiation—that we seek no more than a return to the essentials of
the agreement of 1954—a reliable arrangement to guarantee the independence and
security of all in Southeast Asia.”7
On behalf of the President, Secretary Rusk formally received the appeal of the
17 “Non-aligned Nations” on 1 April. The United States turned down the appeal. The
President, however, on 8 April took the opportunity to spell out for these nations
that “Peace in Southeast Asia demands an independent South Vietnam—securely
guaranteed and able to shape its own relationships to all others—free from outside
interference—tied to no alliance—a military base for no other country.”8
The President’s words to the “Non-aligned Nations” repeated what he had said on
7 April in a major foreign policy address at Johns Hopkins University, delivered a week
after his decision to commit American ground forces to counterinsurgency combat
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operations. President Johnson emphasized United States determination to stand firm
in Southeast Asia. He then stated:
it should also be clear that the only path for reasonable men is the path of
peaceful settlement. Such peace demands an independent South Vietnam—
securely guaranteed and able to shape its own relationships to all others—
free from outside interference—tied to no alliance—a military base for no
other country. These are the essentials of any final settlement. We will never
be second in the search for such a peaceful settlement in Vietnam. There may
be many ways to this kind of peace: in discussion or negotiations with the
governments concerned; in large groups or in small ones; in the reaffirmation
of old agreements or their strengthening with new ones. We have stated this
position over and over again 50 times and more to friend and foe alike. And
we remain ready with this purpose for unconditional discussions.

But he warned the communists: “We will not be defeated. We will not grow tired. We
will not withdraw, either openly or under the cloak of a meaningless agreement.”
Offering a carrot as well as a stick, in the same address the President proposed
a huge US economic assistance program to the nations of Southeast Asia, including
North Vietnam. On 11 April, Hanoi’s official news agency rejected the President’s offer
of unconditional discussions and called his proposed economic program the “bait”
of “stupid pirates.”9

Hanoi Issues Its Four Points

T

wo days after the President’s Johns Hopkins speech, Premier Pham Van Dong of
North Vietnam laid out his country’s terms for a settlement. He announced that
his government adhered unswervingly to a policy of strict respect for the 1954 Geneva
agreements on Vietnam and would implement their basic provisions as interpreted in
what soon became known as Hanoi’s Four Points. Point One called for recognition
of “the basic national rights of the Vietnamese people—peace, independence, sovereignty, unity, and territorial integrity.” It demanded that the United States withdraw
from South Vietnam all of its troops and weapons, dismantle its military bases, cancel
its “military alliance” with Saigon, and end its “policy of intervention and aggression”
in South Vietnam. This point also declared that the United States “must stop its acts
of war against North Vietnam” and “completely cease all encroachments on the territory and sovereignty of the DRV.”
Point Two stated that “pending the peaceful reunification of Vietnam, while
Vietnam is still temporarily divided into two zones,” the zones must adhere to the
military provisions of the Geneva agreements. Specifically, they must refrain from
military alliances with foreign countries and refuse to allow foreign bases or military
personnel in their respective territory. Point Three, provided that the internal affairs
of South Vietnam, “must be settled by the South Vietnamese people themselves in
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accordance with the program of the NFLSN [National Front for the Liberation of
South Vietnam] without any foreign interference.” Point Four declared that “The
peaceful reunification of Vietnam is to be settled by the Vietnamese people in both
zones, without any foreign interference.”10

The JCS Again Express Views

O

n 7 May, Ambassador Taylor, in preparation for discussions with the South
Vietnamese government, submitted a list of questions, with suggested answers,
dealing with allied objectives in the war and with specific ways of reaching a peaceful
settlement in Vietnam. After studying these questions and answers, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff concluded that intervening developments had not changed their basic views;
indeed, events had strengthened the views submitted on 15 March. The Joint Chiefs
again urged that the United States make no effort to negotiate until friendly forces
had achieved a strong military advantage. Should negotiations or discussions take
place, they emphasized that continued military pressure on the enemy should accompany the diplomacy. While the Ambassador, in his list, had postulated minimum and
maximum conditions under which the United States would be willing to cut back air
attacks and reduce its forces in South Vietnam, the Joint Chiefs held out little hope
that these conditions would be attained. The United States, they declared, “must view
any negotiations on the Vietnam problem in the context of the future US posture
throughout SEAsia and the Western Pacific. We must maintain a position of strength
to thwart communist aggression and expansion in these areas.”
The Joint Chiefs of Staff concurred with the Ambassador that the conflict in South
Vietnam might end in a “tacit agreement,” pointing out that the insurgencies in Greece,
Malaya, and the Philippines had ended with such arrangements. While desirable from
the standpoint of Washington and Saigon, having the insurgents surface and lay down
their arms might not be practicable. It also might not be feasible to insist that North
Vietnam dissolve the National Liberation Front.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff observed that the immediate US objectives, which in
turn would foster the attainment of other objectives, would be reached when North
Vietnam ceased its interference in South Vietnam and Laos and when the Viet Cong
stopped their insurgency. The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended that the United
States make no further offers to the enemy of economic development, at least until
Hanoi responded favorably to the President’s standing offer of 7 April. Additional
offers might be construed as a sign of weakness. Before entering into any agreements with the communists, the Joint Chiefs recommended that the administration
make a very careful examination of the problems of inspection and control and of
withdrawal of US troops. The Secretary of Defense passed these views to the Secretary of State.11
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Peace Feelers

B

eginning with the bombing halt of 10–18 May, the United States carried out both
public and confidential diplomatic efforts to establish positive contact with Hanoi.
In doing so, the administration was motivated more by a desire to appease domestic
and international opinion than by a belief that fruitful negotiations were possible at
that stage.12
On the public side, the administration elaborated upon its desire for negotiations
and its peace terms. In a speech on 25 June, President Johnson called upon all nations
of the world “to use all their influence, individually and collectively, to bring to the tables
those who seem determined to make war.” He promised that the United States would
support their efforts. In a Voice of America broadcast on 4 July, Secretary of State Rusk
announced that the United States on several occasions, acting through an intermediary,
had asked North Vietnam what would happen if the US stopped the bombing. “… We’ve
never had a reply,” he declared.13
In mid-year, the Secretary of State signaled a possible change in the US position on
negotiation. He told interviewers that the United States would not object to the presence of the Viet Cong in the North Vietnamese delegation to any peace parley. He noted
that neither Beijing nor Hanoi had shown any interest in peace talks. Turning to North
Vietnam’s four points, Secretary Rusk singled out Point Three (the call for settlement
of South Vietnam’s internal affairs in accordance with the program of the NLF) as not
acceptable to the South Vietnamese or to their friends. “But,” he added, “we should be
glad to go to the conference table to take up those agreements of 1954 and 1962 to see
where things went wrong, to try to bring the situation back to those basic agreements
….”
The United States further clarified its terms in response to an initiative by UN Secretary General U Thant. On 28 July, President Johnson asked U Thant for any helpful
suggestions he might have to “strengthen our common search for the road to peace in
Southeast Asia.” In mid-August, the Secretary General presented his proposals for a
settlement to the United States, North and South Vietnam, and Communist China. In
doing so, he noted that the Geneva Agreements seemed to offer the best road to a negotiated settlement, and that the stated positions of the parties involved seemed similar,
at least in respect to the military neutralization of Vietnam and elections under international supervision. He called for a well-planned cessation of all military operations by
both sides and for inclusion in the settlement of all those who were actually fighting.14
State Department officials responded with skepticism to the Secretary General’s
views. They noted that U Thant’s proposals slighted the Saigon government and called
for admission of the NLF as a participant in any talks. They denied that the United States
believed that internationally supervised elections would settle the political problems or
that, if elections were held, the ICC was the proper body to supervise them. Although U
Thant seemed to think it would occur, the United States had little evidence that North
Vietnam and the National Liberation Front would uphold the political procedures of the
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Geneva Agreement. Nor was the United States convinced of the advantages of a cessation of all military operations prior to negotiations, since this would tend to weaken the
allies’ position at any conference.15
On 27 August, Secretary Rusk replied to the Secretary General. He expressed general agreement with U Thant’s overall approach to a settlement but added that: 1) the
United States would be “ready and eager” to withdraw its forces from South Vietnam
when favorable conditions had been created; 2) neither “zone” of Vietnam should interfere in the affairs of the other; 3) troops and cadres infiltrated from the North must be
withdrawn from South Vietnam; and 4) free and secret elections to determine unification of Vietnam “without interference from an aggressive neighbor to the north” must
be guaranteed. The United States, Rusk reaffirmed, remained prepared to engage in
“unconditional discussions looking toward a peaceful settlement whenever the other
side is ready.”16
While these more or less public exchanges went forward, during the summer and
autumn a series of private negotiating initiatives unfolded. They featured at various
times French, Soviet, Polish, Italian, and North Vietnamese officials with equally various
American interlocutors. None of these initiatives produced meaningful negotiations.
During these often prolonged feelers, the communist side made increasingly clear that
the United States must cease unconditionally its bombing of North Vietnam before any
substantive talks could begin. The Johnson administration rejected this condition while
reiterating its willingness to enter negotiations without preconditions and to include
Hanoi’s Four Points among the items for discussion.17

Holiday Truces

B

eyond expressing their views on general aspects of negotiations and a settlement,
the Joint Chiefs of Staff were not involved in the various peace feelers of 1965. They
did become engaged, however, in the Johnson administration’s planning and execution of
successive Christmas and Tet holiday truces, the latter of which expanded into a major
United States diplomatic initiative.
The holiday truce discussions took place as President Johnson and his senior
advisers deliberated during late November and early December about a new peace
initiative, likely to include a pause in ROLLING THUNDER attacks. During this time,
Secretaries Rusk and McNamara, McGeorge Bundy, and other senior presidential advisers gradually reached a consensus that a bombing suspension was essential, if only to
test communist claims that Hanoi would negotiate if a halt occurred. If Hanoi did not
respond positively—and the officials doubted that it would—a pause was needed to
prepare domestic and world opinion for the new warlike actions coming in early 1966,
in particular the large troop reinforcement for MACV and a major new budget request
to pay for the war. By early December, a bombing pause appeared inevitable, with its
timing and duration the principal remaining points at issue.18
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From the beginning of the war, the opposing forces in Vietnam had curtailed their
military actions during Tet, the lunar New Year holiday, a time of great family and religious significance for the Vietnamese. On 7 December, the Viet Cong’s clandestine Liberation Radio broadcast an offer to observe an additional 12-hour truce on Christmas Eve.
Initially, Secretary Rusk characterized this offer as being of no political consequence and
a matter for local authorities in South Vietnam to decide. Soon, however, the question
took on great political importance. The end result was a substantial reduction in allied
military pressure on the enemy for a considerable period, with adverse effects on the
friendly tactical position in the field and with little tangible political benefit.19
On 13 December, the State Department informed the US Ambassador to South Vietnam that the Viet Cong proposal was attracting considerable attention and that “wider
cease-fire” initiatives might be forthcoming shortly. The US Mission Council in Saigon
had already approved a policy for the Tet period, 21–23 January, which called for major
reduction in air operations over North Vietnam and Laos and virtual cessation of military
operations in South Vietnam, apart from necessary defensive measures.
With the enemy having seized the initiative on a Christmas truce, Ambassador Lodge
on 17 December recommended that the United States and South Vietnam issue a statement, in broad terms, on how they would reduce military activity during Tet. By doing
so, they could “pre-empt VC initiative in announcing Tet season ceasefire.” With regard
to Christmas, the US Mission Council recommended that the United States not respond
publicly to the Viet Cong offer and continue bombing in Laos and North Vietnam during
the holiday. However, allied military operations in South Vietnam should virtually cease,
except for air attacks against Viet Cong base areas. Ambassador Lodge noted that this
course would not in any way mitigate Viet Cong propaganda advantages and suggested
that the United States make proposals “for a real cease-fire which would win for us
considerable propaganda gains.”
In the meantime, the Joint Chiefs of Staff learned that the State Department was
preparing proposals for Christmas and Tet holiday truces that went far beyond anything
the Viet Cong had proposed. Apparently because of a sense of urgency, the Departments
of State and Defense on 19 December hurriedly dispatched a message to Saigon before
the Joint Chiefs of Staff could consider it formally. The message proposed to the Ambassador certain definite actions with regard to the Christmas truce.
In line with Ambassador Lodge’s reasoning, State Department officials believed
that the allies should answer the enemy’s Christmas offer with a South Vietnamese Tet
initiative. However, they were concerned that “some quarters,” even perhaps a responsible government, might appeal for “a more forthcoming response” on the Christmas
truce and that the United States should be prepared for this. (On 19 December, the Pope
commended the Viet Cong truce proposal “for the blessed Christmas Day” to the “wisdom and heart of the responsible leaders.”) The State Department officials suggested
that the United States and South Vietnam announce jointly that their forces would
“respond appropriately” to the other side’s actions on 24 and 25 December. Further, the
allies should consider some “acceptable and attractive” proposal for the Tet period, to
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be announced before Christmas. These actions, State officials believed, would much
improve the US public relations posture with little military disadvantage. So would an
unannounced suspension of bombing over North Vietnam for a 24-hour period beginning
on Christmas Eve. The allies should drastically reduce air operations in South Vietnam
and halt other operations there on Christmas except for those absolutely necessary to
security of forces.
Ambassador Lodge opposed a public announcement accepting the Viet Cong offer,
which he called a farce. However, he agreed with the State Department position on
suspension of bombing in North Vietnam and other actions in the South. He opposed
making a Tet truce offer before Christmas, saying it would be better to make such an
announcement in early January.
In view of the State Department suggestions to the Ambassador, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff immediately asked CINCPAC to assess the effects of the truce proposals on operations. Admiral Sharp replied on 20 December that suspension of bombing in North Vietnam and of ground and air offensive operations in South Vietnam for Christmas would
not result in any significant military disadvantage. That same day, Deputy Secretary of
Defense Vance called upon the Joint Chiefs of Staff for views on the Christmas truce for
use by President Johnson in a news conference slated in less than an hour. Meeting hurriedly, the Joint Chiefs agreed to recommend to the President that no statement on the
subject be made to the press, but that if one must be made, it should follow the lines of
Ambassador Lodge’s recommendation. That is, the United States should make no overt
response and continue air operations in North Vietnam and Laos, but with some curtailment of offensive actions in South Vietnam. The Acting Chairman, General McConnell,
immediately relayed this position to Mr. Vance. The White House endorsed the Pope’s
call for peace in Vietnam but did not comment directly on his call for a Christmas truce.
On the afternoon of 20 December, Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA) McNaughton
informed the Assistant to the Chairman, Lieutenant General Andrew Goodpaster, USA,
that State and Defense were sending a joint message to Saigon. The departments were
instructing the Ambassador to persuade the South Vietnamese government to issue an
announcement that “no military action will be initiated except in self-defense in either
North or South Vietnam from 1800 on December 24 to midnight on Christmas Day Saigon time.” There would be no announcement of Tet policy until after Christmas. The
Secretary of Defense had instructed Mr. McNaughton to inform the Joint Chiefs of this
message because he realized that the Chiefs opposed the “self-defense language.” Mr.
McNaughton stated that the message was going out despite this opposition; and in fact
it was dispatched late in the afternoon of 20 December, Washington time.
On 21 December, the Joint Chiefs of Staff belatedly recommended to the Secretary of
Defense that the United States adhere to the Mission Council position on the Christmas
truce because the Council was “in the best position to determine the risks and benefits of
a Christmas stand-down….” Events, however, had passed the JCS by. On 22 December,
Ambassador Lodge notified the State Department that the South Vietnamese government
had accepted in principle the Christmas truce policy proposed on the 20th. It had also
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accepted the program for Tet that Ambassador Lodge had outlined earlier, saying that
its forces would carry out no major military operations in that period.
Shortly thereafter, General Westmoreland informed CINCPAC and the Joint Chiefs
of Staff of his plans for the period from 1800, 24 December, to 2400, 25 December. During
that time, his forces would: 1) assume a posture of extreme alertness, continue normal
security precautions, and keep ready reaction forces prepared for prompt response
to any Viet Cong initiatives; 2) units in contact with enemy forces would not break
contact; 3) MACV would conduct no ground offensive operations but all units would
be prepared to react promptly and destroy Viet Cong or North Vietnamese forces if the
enemy started operations; 4) the allies would conduct air operations only in support of
friendly forces in contact, but the 2nd Air Division would maintain aircraft on ground and
air alert as requested and required and its planes would jettison unexpended ordnance
in unpopulated areas of previously specified strike zones; and 5) route security operations would continue. The RVNAF Joint General Staff was ordering its forces to follow
these same ground rules.
On 22 December, the State Department instructed Ambassador Lodge to have
COMUSMACV announce as early as possible that US forces would cease fire except in
self-defense from 1800, 24 December, to 2400, 25 December. On the same day, the Secretary of Defense ordered the Joint Chiefs of Staff to put into effect the Christmas truce
plans the State and Defense Departments had outlined on 19 and 20 December. The Joint
Chiefs of Staff immediately directed CINCPAC and CINCSAC to stop all air operations
over North Vietnam and Laos, as well as ARC LIGHT missions in South Vietnam, during
the specified truce. Air and ground operations in South Vietnam would be carried out in
accord with the policy COMUSMACV had set forth. Saigon took similar action with its
own forces. BLUE SPRINGS reconnaissance operations over the North could continue
during the period so long as manned support aircraft were not used.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff had opposed a Christmas stand-down in response to what
was essentially an enemy initiative. But, in view of the short duration of the truce and
the caveats and safeguards written into the policy, they were not greatly concerned over
the military consequences. Subsequent actions by higher authority, however, did concern the Joint Chiefs, who protested them on what they considered to be sound military
grounds. On the evening of 24 December, Washington time, while the Christmas truce
was in effect, the Deputy Secretary of Defense sought Joint Chiefs of Staff agreement
to a State-Defense proposal to extend the ceasefire period. The extension was aimed at
turning international public opinion in favor of the United States by placing the onus for
renewal of fighting on the enemy, ensuring that the end of the Christmas truce was not
“signaled before the world by US acts of violence.” The Acting Chairman objected to such
an extension on military grounds, but the President decided to extend the truce. He did,
however, direct the inclusion of a discretionary provision in the message to CINCPAC
and COMUSMACV which stated:
We recognize the heavy responsibility these instructions place on all concerned and we want you to know that you are free to make your own decisions
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within the spirit of these instructions and that those decisions will have our
full support.

With this caveat added, the State and Defense Departments on 25 December issued
orders that the restrictions on operations in North Vietnam and on ARC LIGHT were to
continue. CINCPAC could resume full air operations over Laos, but the missions must
not be flown from South Vietnamese bases. In South Vietnam, General Westmoreland,
“consistent with the safety of his forces,” could carry on normal patrolling required for
self-defense but must conduct all other operations so that responsibility for renewing
hostilities would fall on the Viet Cong. In coordination with the Embassy, he was to
ensure that the South Vietnamese followed the same course as the United States in this
matter. The Embassy was to assure the Saigon authorities that the extension did not
modify or dilute the US commitment to South Vietnam and was for the sole purpose of
securing the overwhelming support of the American people and the broad understanding
of the international public. There was to be no public discussion of the extension. These
restrictions would remain in effect until CINCPAC could present publicly confirmed
evidence of renewed enemy violence, which State and Defense officials expected him
to be able to do within a day or so.
Even with the latter proviso, General Wheeler, then in Bangkok, expressed “grave
concern at the military hazards inherent in the directives.” He believed the administration was creating a “de facto in-place cease-fire for US/GVN forces while permitting VC/
PAVN forces complete freedom of movement.” The Chairman feared that the other side
would capitalize on American restraint by not renewing open hostilities.20
On the latter point, General Wheeler’s fears proved groundless. General Westmoreland reported on 26 December that, between 1800, 24 December and 0300, 26 December,
Saigon time, the Viet Cong had initiated 71 significant incidents, a level at least double
the pre-ceasefire rate. He called for immediate lifting of all restrictions on his operations
in South Vietnam. CINCPAC concurred and, further, asked that ROLLING THUNDER
be resumed immediately.
With little hesitation, the Acting Chairman, General McConnell, on the basis of
the discretionary provision in the truce-extension directive, told CINCPAC that so
far as he was concerned the enemy had broken the truce. He authorized CINCPAC to
lift all restrictions on operations in South Vietnam if the Pacific commander judged
it necessary. The Acting Chairman interpreted the discretionary provision as giving
CINCPAC the authority to decide whether to resume operations in South Vietnam,
but not in North Vietnam. Hence, the suspension of ROLLING THUNDER remained
in force. Admiral Sharp at once instructed General Westmoreland to resume offensive
air operations, except for ARC LIGHT strikes, and unrestricted ground action in South
Vietnam. The Deputy Secretary of Defense, contacted by General McConnell immediately after CINCPAC’s message went out to COMUSMACV, agreed that the action had
been proper. On 27 December, higher authority permitted resumption of ARC LIGHT
and some reconnaissance programs over the North. Despite strong JCS recommendations, however, the administration withheld authority to resume ROLLING THUNDER.
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General Westmoreland and Admiral Sharp added their voices to the call for resumption
of the northern air campaign, but the ban on ROLLING THUNDER continued into the
new year.
From a military standpoint, the Joint Chiefs told the Secretary of Defense, the
Christmas ceasefire had brought no advantages and distinct disadvantages. During the
36-hour truce, the enemy had launched 85 significant incidents in which 73 friendly
troops had been killed and 101 wounded. Permitted unhindered movement, the other
side had taken full advantage of it. Friendly patrols had been made more vulnerable by
cessation of artillery and air support. A psychological letdown and reduction in alertness had occurred. With reconnaissance over North Vietnam shut down, the airfields
at Vinh and Dong Hoi had gone unobserved for 48 hours. This, in view of the enemy’s
IL–28 bomber force, had endangered US bases at Da Nang and Chu Lai. With ROLLING
THUNDER suspended, the communists could carry on an unrestrained logistic buildup,
including infiltration of men, repair of road and rail routes, redeployment of air defense
forces, and a general strengthening of their position.

The Tet Truce

A

mbassador Lodge had succeeded in postponing any announcement of US intentions
for the Tet holiday until after Christmas. Nevertheless, higher authorities kept the
matter under active consideration. On 22 December, the Joint Chiefs of Staff received
a request to concur in a draft State Department message to Ambassador Lodge. In the
message, State agreed with the view of the Mission and the Saigon government that
allied forces should repeat their Christmas policy—no initiation of military activity in
North or South—during the three-day Tet period.21
Due to other more pressing matters, the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not address this
issue until 27 December. On that date, the Joint Chiefs of Staff informed the Secretary
of Defense that they, as well as COMUSMACV and CINCPAC, opposed any relaxation
of military effort during the Tet holidays. Their experience with the Christmas truce had
more than convinced them that such actions were not in the best interests of either the
United States or South Vietnam. Knowing, however, that Saigon intended to modify its
operations to some degree during Tet, the Joint Chiefs, in accord with the field commanders, recommended that, if the United States was going to follow Saigon’s lead, the
minimum posture for Tet should be what Ambassador Lodge and the US Mission Council
had recommended on 14 December.
Those recommendations called for continuance of air operations over North Vietnam, with emphasis on special measures to minimize civilian casualties, and also over
Laos. In South Vietnam, forces in contact with the enemy would not break off, but the
allies would mount no ground offensive operations. Forces would be ready to react
promptly and take other measures for their own security. So far as possible, the allies
would not conduct ground operations around hamlets or villages. Viet Cong base areas
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would be subject to air attack, but strikes in hamlets and villages would be avoided. The
allies would intensify intelligence and psychological warfare measures during the truce.
General Wheeler, who was in Thailand at the time, informed the Joint Chiefs of Staff
of his strong opposition to a stand-down of all military operations during Tet. But, in the
event the Joint Chiefs were overruled, he called for a “bare survival level” of security
operations, including increased ground observation and patrolling, and extensive air
reconnaissance to detect possible threats to US forces. He advocated also increased
reconnaissance over North Vietnam.
On 28 December, again stealing a march on the allies, the Viet Cong, through their
Liberation Radio, called for a four-day ceasefire during Tet. During the period from 2400
on 19 January to 2400 on 23 January, they promised to fire only in self-defense and to
allow visits and attendance at celebrations by South Vietnamese government soldiers
as long as no weapons were carried. The Viet Cong made no mention of privileges for
US and Free World soldiers.
On 31 December, Ambassador Lodge informed the State Department that he proposed to announce that Free World forces would not launch offensive operations during
Tet, although they would maintain the right of self-defense and would continue to patrol.
He understood that the Saigon government was going ahead with its earlier plans on Tet
and asked for authorization to coordinate US plans with those of the South Vietnamese.
The State Department concurred but instructed the Ambassador to say nothing publicly
at this time concerning military operations against North Vietnam, which the President
had decided to suspend indefinitely as part of a new peace offensive. Commenting on
Ambassador Lodge’s proposed policy, Admiral Sharp noted that it seemed to rule out
offensive air operations in South Vietnam. CINCPAC considered this satisfactory so long
as the enemy did not initiate offensive action. He recommended that the stand-down
over North Vietnam not continue until Tet, although the United States could live with a
stand-down during the holiday itself, provided reconnaissance operations continued.
In accord with this policy, on 5 January 1966 the Joint Chiefs of Staff informed
CINCPAC that Tet would be observed from 210001 to 232400 January (Saigon time).
During this period, the United States and South Vietnam would conduct no military
offensive operations with the following exceptions: 1) they would keep up security
patrols, with reaction forces ready to respond at once to any enemy initiative; 2) friendly
forces would maintain contact with the enemy unless he was trying to disengage or
the operation was over; 3) the allies would mount no offensive air operations in South
Vietnam unless necessary for security of friendly forces, although COMUSMACV could
authorize air or naval support of ground forces if needed and request ARC LIGHT strikes
in normal fashion; 4) friendly forces would conduct intensive aerial reconnaissance; and
5) any operations conducted would avoid populated areas if possible.
With these instructions, the Joint Chiefs of Staff intended to put US and Free World
forces and, where feasible the RVNAF, in a position to meet any enemy attacks during Tet with full capabilities and to lessen the chances of the enemy exploiting the Tet
stand-down to his military advantage. The Joint Chiefs of Staff warned CINCPAC that
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the enemy might concentrate any holiday attacks on the US and Free World forces,
avoiding the RVNAF for psychological reasons. To give American commanders as free
a hand as possible, the JCS included a permissive clause in their instructions. While it
was US policy to fix the blame for any renewal of fighting during Tet on the enemy, the
Joint Chiefs said, “US commanders retain full responsibility for safety of their forces and
full authority to act to protect them, including reinstitution as necessary of all military
actions suspended by these instructions.” Prime Minister Ky concurred in the US/Tet
policy and tacitly agreed that the RVNAF would follow the same rules. CINCPAC directed
his field commanders to continue, during Tet, all security precautions and patrol activity,
including MARKET TIME and reconnaissance over North Vietnam and the Tonkin Gulf.22
In the second week of January, the Joint Chiefs of Staff again were alarmed by
talk of prolonging the Tet stand-down to put the onus for resumption of fighting on the
Viet Cong. General Wheeler learned at a White House meeting on 10 January that the
administration was considering instructions to Ambassador Lodge that the United States
meant to resume regular military operations “as soon after expiration of VC-announced
Tet cease-fire period … as we can consistent with the importance of establishing that
VC initiated hostilities.” The aim would be to show that the other side had failed to
observe their own announced truce period and to present specific evidence that they
had stepped up their activities immediately after Tet, requiring the allies to respond. The
draft message would ask the Ambassador to inform Washington as soon as possible if
the Viet Cong appeared to be keeping the truce after the Tet period had terminated. The
renewal of hostilities or the announcement of intention to do so would be delayed until
Washington gave its approval.23
On 21 January, General Wheeler informed the Secretary of Defense that the Joint
Chiefs of Staff opposed any extension of the truce. The JCS believed, he stated, that
continuation would cause the United States to slip into a de facto ceasefire in place. An
extended truce would give significant advantage to the enemy and would cause unnecessary casualties to Free World forces. Experience with the Christmas stand-down had
shown that there would be “no demonstrated off-setting gains” from an extension or
from the conditions set for resumption of operations. The Joint Chiefs of Staff opposed
sending the draft message. If additional guidance had to be given, they insisted that it
not modify the instructions which they had sent to CINCPAC on 5 January. In the end,
the draft instructions were not sent.24
On 14 January, the South Vietnamese Joint General Staff issued a ceasefire directive for the period 201200 to 231200 (Saigon time), a truce 24 hours shorter—starting 12
hours later and ending 12 hours earlier—than the ceasefire the Viet Cong had announced.
COMUSMACV following the JGS lead issued similar instructions to his own forces.
Concurrently, he reported to CINCPAC the capture of a document revealing Viet Cong
plans to resume fighting immediately after their ceasefire ended. General Westmoreland believed that if the United States wanted to extend the truce after Tet to prove the
enemy had broken the ceasefire, a new approach to the Saigon government would be
necessary. He recommended against such an effort. If the truce were extended, General
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Westmoreland emphasized, he would need at least 72 hours to get the word out to all
his troops and to coordinate the necessary measures.25
Admiral Sharp notified the Joint Chiefs of Staff of the South Vietnamese Tet
announcement, noting that the hours were at variance with the JCS instructions of
5 January. He joined General Westmoreland in recommending that the allies resume
military action 12 hours before the time set by the Viet Cong, that the ceasefire should
not be extended beyond the period already announced, and that if any extension were
considered he be notified “well in advance.”26
On 19 January, with the approval of the Secretary of Defense and the State Department, the Joint Chiefs of Staff changed the Tet stand-down period to begin at the time
announced by the South Vietnamese, 201200, but set the ending at 231800 (Saigon time),
six hours later than Saigon’s termination time. The ceasefire went into effect as scheduled, but the enemy did not keep the peace completely. At the conclusion of the period,
General Westmoreland reported that the Viet Cong had initiated 106 incidents of violence
of varying severity. They had made 77 attacks against US/FWMAF and 29 against the
RVNAF, resulting in 13 friendly troops killed, 26 wounded, and one missing. Fifty-seven
enemy had been killed. MACV and the RVNAF resumed normal operations on schedule
in South Vietnam, but the suspension of the bombing of North Vietnam continued.27

The Peace Offensive

W

hen the Christmas truce expired, the United States had resumed military operations in South Vietnam and Laos but continued its self-imposed pause in bombing
North Vietnam. The principal US means for keeping pressure on Hanoi, ROLLING THUNDER, remained in suspension during January as the result of a decision by President
Johnson to explore exhaustively the possibilities of peaceful settlement. In this period,
the President directed a series of coordinated political actions designed to bring the
enemy to the conference table, or at the least, to determine his attitude toward negotiation. If the United States showed forbearance, officials hoped, the Soviet Union or even
Communist China might be persuaded to counsel Hanoi in favor of compromise.28
President Johnson’s peace offensive was driven by a number of considerations.
During 1965, the cost of the war to the United States had risen sharply in dollars and,
more important, in casualties. By the end of the year, it was clear that the continuing
and accelerated fighting, especially the bombing of North Vietnam, was also costing the
United States dearly in prestige and good will among neutral nations and even among its
allies. At the same time, segments of US domestic opinion were hardening against the
national policy in Vietnam, as reflected in demonstrations by activist groups and public
statements against the war by prominent Americans, including members of Congress.
Moreover, the United States was seeking limited objectives in Vietnam, not the destruction of North Vietnam or the overthrow of its government. Finally, the administration
wanted to soften the foreign and domestic impact of the additional military measures
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already decided upon for 1966, including the near doubling of General Westmoreland’s
American forces, by actions demonstrating a continued American desire for peace.29
In the light of all these factors, President Johnson took advantage of the natural
breaking point in hostilities at Christmas and Tet to initiate an active quest for a peaceful
solution to the Vietnam war. On 28 December, he sent emissaries, including Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey, Secretary of State Rusk, Ambassador Harriman, McGeorge
Bundy, and UN Ambassador Arthur Goldberg, to key world capitals to present the US
case and to spell out the details of the US position and desire for a peaceful settlement. In
all, American officials and diplomats visited 34 capitals and communicated with 115 governments. At the same time, the State Department provided American representatives
throughout the world with a clear statement of the US position on Vietnam, instructing
them to use it “in an effective manner.” In the statement, the United States held to the
premise that “external aggressions” had caused and were sustaining the war in Vietnam.
US troops sent to Vietnam to repel the aggressors would stay until aggression had ended.
The United States had more at stake than Vietnam or Southeast Asia; it had to consider
the integrity of its commitment and the importance of that commitment to the peace of
the whole world. Reiterating the US desire for peace, the position statement presented
fourteen points as a basis for negotiations on Vietnam.
These fourteen points, publicly announced on 28 December, were: 1) the United
States accepted the 1954 and 1962 Geneva Agreements as an adequate basis for peace: 2)
the United states would welcome a conference on Southeast Asia or on any part of that
region; 3) the United States would welcome “negotiations without pre-conditions” as proposed by the 17 nonaligned nations; 4) the United States would welcome unconditional
discussions as proposed by President Johnson; 5) a ceasefire could be the first order of
business at a conference or could be the subject of preliminary discussions; 6) Hanoi’s
four points of April 1965 could be discussed along with points that others might wish to
propose; 7) the United States wanted no bases in Southeast Asia; 8) the United States did
not want a continuing military presence in South Vietnam after peace was assured; 9) the
United States supported free elections in South Vietnam; 10) Vietnamese reunification
should be determined by free decision of the people; 11) the nations of Southeast Asia
could be “non-aligned or neutral” if that was their choice; 12) the US was prepared to
contribute $1 billion to a regional development program for Vietnam, including North
Vietnam; 13) the Viet Cong would have no difficulty in having their views represented at
a conference after hostilities had ceased; 14) the United States “could stop the bombing
of North Vietnam as a step toward peace although there has not been the slightest hint
or suggestion from the other side as to what they would do if the bombing stopped.”30
While the majority of nations consulted, even some communist nations such as
Yugoslavia, reacted favorably to the United States peace offensive, the key countries of
the communist bloc apparently dismissed it as a propaganda effort. The Soviet Union
declined to take any positive action to bring about negotiations. Communist China,
which had not been visited by US representatives, blasted American actions as a hoax
and as a prelude to the expansion of the war. United States efforts at direct contact with
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North Vietnam through diplomatic channels were fruitless. Hanoi termed the American
initiative “deceitful” and labeled the suspension of bombing a “trick.” North Vietnam
restated its four points as a basis for beginning negotiations and refused to moderate
its stand in any respect. Nevertheless, the United States persisted in its course. It also
maintained its suspension of ROLLING THUNDER, through the rest of January, in spite
of increasingly urgent protests by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the field commanders.
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21
ROLLING THUNDER Resumes
and Expands
All during January 1966, as the United States refrained from bombing North Vietnam
in pursuit of its peace offensive, the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the field commanders continued to press for a renewal of ROLLING THUNDER. Because they believed that the enemy
was deriving both military and political advantage from the bombing halt, they sought this
renewal at a substantially higher level—one that would quickly reduce Hanoi’s temporary
military edge and that would be more apt to impel the enemy toward negotiation. Once
the bombing resumed, the Joint Chiefs of Staff continued to advocate more aggressive
air operations than did other advisers to the President. The Joint Chiefs of Staff generally
approved and endorsed the measures that the field commanders proposed to counter
enemy support of the war in the South. Advisers at the State Department, OSD, the NSC,
and the White House consistently were more conservative in their recommendations.
During the spring and early summer of 1966, pressures mounted and issues were
joined. Advocating stronger actions against North Vietnam, military authorities sought to
persuade their civilian superiors that time was running out on moderation. In this period,
decisions of great consequence took shape slowly but steadily. Repeated military recommendations for stronger action against North Vietnam backed by that most cogent of arguments, the failure of extant measures to achieve US objectives, began to receive grudging
approval. By mid-1966, proposals from the field that early in the year seemed to have little
chance of acceptance were accepted in principle and some had been put into effect.

The Debate over Resuming the Bombing

T

he Joint Chiefs of Staff began their campaign to restart ROLLING THUNDER early in
January. On 4 January, they asked CINCPAC to evaluate the impact of the bombing
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suspension on the allies’ negotiating posture and to provide such evidence as he had that
the enemy was indeed taking advantage of the pause to increase his military capabilities.
Within a few hours, Admiral Sharp replied that the continued suspension of ROLLING
THUNDER was weakening the United States and South Vietnamese negotiating position.
By holding off the air attacks on North Vietnam, the United States was relinquishing the
main pressure which might force Hanoi to negotiate. On the basis of the scant evidence
then at hand, CINCPAC could not say that the enemy had increased his capabilities as a
direct result of the standdown. Nevertheless, the communists were building up forces
around Quang Tri and Saigon, indicating they planned to go ahead with combat as usual. In
addition, North Vietnam appeared to be exploiting the pause to return to normal daytime
operations, including reconstruction and use of lines of communication. Taking account
of an expected visit to Hanoi of a member of the Soviet Presidium, Alexander Shelepin,
CINCPAC urged that the US resume air attacks either before Shelepin’s arrival or after
his departure. This way, the United States could avoid any possible serious incident that
might disrupt what American officials believed might be the Russian’s mission—talking
to the North Vietnamese about negotiations.1
On 8 January, based upon CINCPAC’s evaluation and views, the Joint Chiefs recommended that the United States terminate the bombing standdown within 48 hours after
Mr. Shelepin left Hanoi. In justification, the JCS informed the Secretary of Defense that
Hanoi was using its immunity to repair lines of communication, strengthen air defenses,
and generally to recover from the ROLLING THUNDER damage of the past ten months.
Unless the United States resumed and expanded operations soon, the costly bombing
which had cut the enemy’s capabilities in 1965 would have been wasted. The Joint
Chiefs of Staff urged that the United States not wait for positive proof of infiltration,
which was hard to confirm, but resume air raids on the basis of the enemy’s known
capability to improve his military posture. Breaking off the cessation, the Joint Chiefs
warned, would become more difficult the more time passed. Protracted negotiations
could be costly in American lives. Early resumption of the air offensive was essential “if
we are to avoid a misinterpretation of US resolve in Southeast Asia, redress advantages
accruing to the DRV from the standdown, and enter into meaningful negotiations from
a position of strength.”2
On 12 January, before the Secretary of Defense could reply to this recommendation,
Admiral Sharp told the Joint Chiefs of Staff that when the United States resumed bombing North Vietnam, which he believed would have to be done soon, it should bomb at a
level that would force, rather than persuade, Hanoi to change its policies. He pointed out
that the nature of the war had changed since ROLLING THUNDER began. The United
States, therefore, should now alter the nature of ROLLING THUNDER. CINCPAC was
not sanguine about the chances of bringing the North Vietnamese to the conference
table, although he considered a negotiated solution “infinitely preferable to a long, bitter and costly war.” Admiral Sharp wanted any future ROLLING THUNDER program
to achieve three essential objectives: 1) denial of external support to North Vietnam; 2)
destruction in depth of the North’s existing resources and permanent military facilities,
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and harassment and disruption of dispersed military operations; and 3) harassment and
obstruction of the movement of men and materials through southern North Vietnam
into Laos and South Vietnam.
Admiral Sharp then recommended specific actions to achieve these objectives. His
cumulative proposals encompassed air attacks on all POL, all electrical power facilities,
and all large military installations. In addition, he wanted to mine ports, interdict all land
communications to North Vietnam from China, and conduct armed reconnaissance
against lines of communication in the northeast quadrant of North Vietnam. He also
asked for intensified armed reconnaissance on all routes south of the 20th parallel with
no restrictions on the number of sorties.
CINCPAC called attention to the high morale and tenacity of Communist forces.
He attributed these qualities to the enemy’s conviction that they could out-last the
United States. To generate “internal US pressures” to end the war, the other side
was counting on inflicting high American casualties, even at the cost of “staggering
losses” to its own forces. In Admiral Sharp’s view, Hanoi had staged a “remarkable
world-wide political and propaganda campaign” which had forced the United States
into its present uncomfortable position. The enemy had recognized that the political
battle, not the military battle, was crucial and was now fighting to achieve a permanent
bombing cessation.3
On the same day that CINCPAC made his recommendations, the Chief of Staff, Air
Force, asserted to the Joint Chiefs of Staff that, in order to convey American determination clearly, the standdown in air operations against North Vietnam must be “broken
dramatically by attacks more forceful than any heretofore.” He favored relatively unrestricted strikes against key target systems, with continuing intense effort until Hanoi
stopped supporting the insurgencies. He recognized, but discounted, the possibility of
Chinese intervention resulting from stepped-up bombing. General McConnell also recognized the danger of an adverse reaction in the noncommunist world, but was more
concerned over whether or not the bombing would actually change North Vietnam’s
policy or limit significantly its support of the fighting in the South. He believed that it
would. Accordingly, General McConnell recommended that the Joint Chiefs of Staff ask
the Secretary of Defense to seek authority, immediately upon termination of the standdown, to direct offensive air operations against key North Vietnamese military targets
and to carry out sustained day and night armed reconnaissance to interdict major lines
of communication. If approved, these operations should be conducted “under minimum
constraints beyond prohibition on the use of nuclear weapons and on attacks against
the population in NVN.”4
At their meeting on the 12th, the Joint Chiefs of Staff ordered the Joint Staff to prepare a program of renewed air operations against North Vietnam, taking into consideration the recommendations and views of CINCPAC and the Chief of Staff, Air Force.
The Joint Chiefs approved the program thus developed on 17 January, and on the next
day submitted recommendations and views generally paralleling those of Admiral Sharp
and General McConnell.5
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The Joint Chiefs of Staff advised the Secretary of Defense that limited air strikes
of the type thus far conducted would not achieve the primary US objective—causing
Hanoi to stop its support and direction of the insurgency in South Vietnam. Because
ROLLING THUNDER attacks had been piecemeal, the enemy had enjoyed great freedom
to replenish his forces, disperse his stocks, redirect the flow of materials, and improve
his defenses. Geographic restrictions and limits on the number of sorties over the North
had prevented effective interdiction of railways, highways, and waterways. Moreover,
the Joint Chiefs observed, “these restrictions and the requirement for single coordinated
attacks on specified targets have exposed our forces to greater risks.”
The Joint Chiefs of Staff believed that the course of action which they had proposed
in November 1964, more than a year earlier, still offered the best chance of gaining US
objectives. A sharp initial blow, followed by sustained and increasingly heavier attacks,
would bring optimum results with least risk, casualties, and cost, and would minimize
the chance that the enemy would mistake US intentions. The Joint Chiefs of Staff
endorsed CINCPAC’s three specific military objectives—reduction of external support;
destruction of resources and military facilities; and interruption of the flow of men and
supplies southward.
“Military considerations,” the JCS declared, dictated immediate mining of North
Vietnam’s ports, particularly Haiphong. However, because of the sensitivity of this
question and the need to fit the mining into the proper political context, they did not
at this time directly recommend that this be done. On the other hand, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff called directly and strongly for authority to destroy all POL storage and associated systems, as well as the communication lines that supported southward movement.
They also recommended intensified, around-the-clock, armed reconnaissance with no
limit on sorties. They assured Secretary McNamara that all attacks would be designed
to minimize civilian casualties. At the same time, the United States must keep the MIG
threat under constant surveillance and neutralize their bases if the enemy jets interfered
with operations in the North or were used against South Vietnam. The same principle,
the Joint Chiefs said, applied to the SAM threat. They recommended that the operational
commander be given authority to deal with the SAMs as necessary to keep them from
interfering with ROLLING THUNDER.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff acknowledged that a sharp increase in ROLLING THUNDER, especially the mining of North Vietnamese ports, would bring an adverse international reaction. Nevertheless, they believed that Free World leaders would acquiesce in
these moves because they recognized the problem and understood the need for these
stronger measures. The Chinese Communists might enter the war directly, either through
mistaken judgment or gradual escalation. In the Joint Chiefs of Staff view, however,
continued United States restraint might increase rather than reduce the possibility of
Chinese intervention. On the other hand, both Free World and communist leaders could
very well interpret continued restraint as vacillation.
Finally, the Joint Chiefs recommended to the Secretary of Defense that: 1) the authorized area for offensive air operations be expanded to include all of North Vietnam less
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the areas encompassed by a ten-mile radius around Hanoi/Phuc Yen airfield, a four-mile
radius around Haiphong, and a twenty-mile China buffer zone; 2) removal of numerical
sortie limitations on armed reconnaissance over North Vietnam; and 3) elimination of
tactical restrictions or limitations upon the execution of specific air strikes.6
On the day following submission of these recommendations, Secretary McNamara
responded to the memorandum the Joint Chiefs of Staff had sent him on 8 January. He
said, “As you know the problems surrounding resumption of the ROLLING THUNDER
program are under continuing and active review within the government. Your recommendation and its supporting rationale will be given full consideration in this process.”
McNamara told the Joint Chiefs that he had forwarded their 8 January memorandum to
the Secretary of State. By this time, in fact, President Johnson and his senior advisers
had decided in principle to resume ROLLING THUNDER; but they wanted to delay until
after Tet and until certain peace feelers had played themselves out.7
On 19 January, the CIA provided to the Secretary of State and other senior officials
a discussion of the likely effect of an accelerated ROLLING THUNDER upon North
Vietnamese capabilities. The CIA analysis declared that heavier bombing and interdiction would harass, disrupt, and impede the movement of men and material into South
Vietnam and make it much more difficult for North Vietnam to support the insurgency.
Nevertheless, North Vietnam could still move substantially greater amounts into South
Vietnam than it had in 1965. American bombing certainly would set some limit to the
expansion of the other side’s main force units and activities, but because of insufficient
data no accurate estimate of this limit was possible. The enemy undoubtedly meant to
expand further and to increase his firepower in South Vietnam with modern, heavier
weapons. He already had begun introducing heavier mortars, 120 mm, and might be
moving in light antiaircraft guns. Despite any US bombing program, the communists
probably would achieve their planned reinforcement level of 4,500 men per month. If the
United States did not close the ports, much of the impact of the bombing would be lost.8

General Westmoreland Calls for Bombing

V

alid evidence of accelerated enemy infiltration, which had been lacking earlier,
began to appear in mid-January. On the 17 th, General Westmoreland reported to
Admiral Sharp that aerial reconnaissance had detected large convoys moving southward
during daylight. He urged immediate planning for a “maximum coordinated effort” to
catch the enemy off guard on the first feasible day after ROLLING THUNDER was
resumed. He wished to destroy as much enemy traffic as possible before it reverted
back to night movement. COMUSMACV called also for strikes on preplanned targets in
the wake of armed reconnaissance to wreak the greatest possible destruction of lines
of communication. To give American pilots at least 24 hours to exploit lucrative targets,
General Westmoreland asked that public announcement of the resumption of the bombing be withheld. Admiral Sharp agreed. On 20 January, he recommended to the Joint
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Chiefs of Staff that ROLLING THUNDER be resumed without warning in order to assure
destruction of “perishable targets.”9
On 23 January, at the end of the Tet holiday period, COMUSMACV again called for
immediate restart of ROLLING THUNDER. According to intelligence reports, North
Vietnam was stockpiling supplies just north of the DMZ and was continuing to infiltrate
men and material through southeastern Laos. General Westmoreland was most concerned over the two northern provinces of South Vietnam, where the enemy buildup and
preparations in the I CTZ suggested he might be readying a major offensive, and where
United States and South Vietnamese forces would have significant problems countering enemy initiatives. If the restrictions on air operations in North Vietnam continued,
COMUSMACV judged it essential that “we be provided the authority to meet and deal
with the threat of military offensive operations staging from the area immediately north
of the DMZ.” He wanted that area to be considered an extension of South Vietnam for
air operations only. He had concluded that this was militarily necessary to protect his
forces in I CTZ and to prevent the establishment of an enemy “sanctuary” immediately
north of the Demilitarized Zone.10

The JCS Prepare for Resumption

O

n 25 January, following up their 18 January memorandum, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
provided to the Secretary of Defense specific recommendations for resuming air
attacks against North Vietnam. They proposed simultaneous armed reconnaissance
operations against the lines of communication and against the infiltration-associated
North Vietnamese POL system. These operations would require for support more
carrier-based aircraft as well as US planes based in Thailand. As soon as most perishable targets had been attacked, the United States should carry out a follow-on program
of armed reconnaissance and strikes against fixed targets, such as transportation hubs
and logistics centers. The Joint Chiefs recommended that the air campaign be initiated
without any prior announcement in order to achieve maximum surprise and effectiveness. They included in their memorandum a draft planning message, with the request
that Secretary McNamara approve it for dispatch “now” to allow CINCPAC maximum
time for planning.11
On the same day, the Chairman asked CINCPAC to forward an outline plan for the
first 24 hours of attacks after ROLLING THUNDER resumed. He told Admiral Sharp to
base his plan on the following guidance: 1) strikes would be against perishable targets
associated with infiltration into South Vietnam; 2) POL targets not involved in line of
communication operations would not be included; 3) strikes would be restricted to the
area south of Hanoi; and 4) fixed targets would be set forth along with “weight of effort”
intended for each. CINCPAC was to keep his forces on a 24-hour readiness status and be
capable of mounting more than 400 sorties in the first 24 hours of operations.12
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Obviously, Admiral Sharp had been anticipating such an order. His plan reached
the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the 25th. Since maximum success would depend upon a
combination of surprise and good weather, CINCPAC suggested that authorization to
resume ROLLING THUNDER be “on or after the selected date based on the tactical
commander’s analysis of the weather.”13

The Peace Offensive Ends; ROLLING THUNDER
Resumes

T

et came and went, but the United States peace offensive brought nothing but
silence or rejection from the major nations of the communist bloc. Reviewing the
29-day diplomatic effort on 21 January, Secretary of State Rusk said that there had been
overwhelmingly favorable response to American efforts “except from those who could,
in fact, sit down and make peace.” Rusk asserted that the United States had provided
Hanoi with every opportunity to make some serious response but that none had been
received. He emphasized that the United States sought in South Vietnam “peace under
law,” but repeated President Johnson’s statement of the previous day that “the door of
peace must be kept wide open for all who wish to avoid the scourge of war. But the door
of aggression must be closed and bolted if man himself is to survive.” Secretary Rusk
concluded by pledging that the United States would do what it could to bring peace to
Southeast Asia and what it must “to prevent the success of cruel aggression.”14
In the last ten days of the month, when the bombing pause and the sustained political efforts to bring the enemy to the conference table did not elicit a favorable response,
President Johnson began preparing the way for resumption of ROLLING THUNDER.
He informed foreign capitals that the US government could not continue “to expose
its forces and the forces of its allies to jeopardy.” He took this position in light of the
following considerations: 1) that both direct and indirect approaches to Hanoi had
gone unheeded and had been met with denunciations of US motives in suspending the
bombing; 2) reliable evidence indicated that North Vietnam had continued infiltrating
men and equipment through Laos into South Vietnam; and 3) the Viet Cong had violated
their own ceasefire. As a result, the US government concluded that further efforts along
the same tack would yield no positive results. On the other hand, the military situation
of the United States and its allies in Vietnam could be expected to worsen under the
existing self-imposed restrictions.15
During the last days of January, after lengthy discussions with the Secretaries of
State and Defense, White House advisers, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, congressional leaders, and prominent retired officials, President Johnson ordered an end to the bombing
pause. Anticipating the order, on 28 January, General Wheeler instructed the Joint Staff
to draft for him an implementing message for resumption of ROLLING THUNDER. The
Staff prepared the draft in line with guidance from the Chairman and CINCPAC’s outline
plan. The next morning, General Wheeler took the draft “execute” message (ROLLING
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THUNDER 48) with him to a meeting of the NSC and presented it for approval. After
the President approved the message, the Chairman ordered the bombing directive sent
to CINCPAC.16
The directive’s provisions fell far short of the stronger action which CINCPAC and
the Joint Chiefs of Staff had been urging upon the Secretary of Defense. Admiral Sharp
was to resume bombing North Vietnam at 0001 31 January (Saigon time) but to limit
the attacks to armed reconnaissance of designated areas and routes. “Intensive day and
night armed recce will be conducted, with emphasis during first twenty-four hours, to
seek out and destroy moving targets.” US aircraft were to strike secondary targets, such
as pontoon bridges, truck parks, and dispersed storage areas if moving targets could not
be found. Key infiltration routes into Laos and the principal north-south rail, highway,
and water routes were to receive first attention, but follow-on missions could hit other
communication lines and static installations. CINCPAC could conduct a maximum of
300 armed reconnaissance strike sorties during each 24-hour period. He was to achieve
tactical surprise if at all possible and to execute all strikes to the degree feasible on 31
January, regardless of weather conditions. Fixed targets were excluded from RT 48,
and the directive set the geographic limits for armed reconnaissance well below what
they had been before the bombing halt. The limit thus established prevented armed
reconnaissance over the northwest portion of North Vietnam which had previously
been open for attack.17
CINCPAC was not as disappointed with the limits as might have been expected. On
30 January, Admiral Sharp told General Wheeler, “ROLLING THUNDER 48 gets us off
to a running start.” He considered that the “constraints” imposed were understandable
but that “hopefully” they would be offset by the element of surprise. Nevertheless, he
wanted his earlier flexibility in bombing North Vietnam restored as soon as possible.
The authorized limit of 300 sorties, Admiral Sharp believed, would “give us excellent
freedom of action for the initial period” and would punish the enemy if the weather
were favorable.18
President Johnson informed the major allies on 29 January that the United States
intended to resume bombing North Vietnam on the 31st. He emphasized that the United
States had reached this decision only after thoughtful consideration and intensive effort
toward negotiation. Most Free World governments received the decision with disappointment but understanding; communist governments received it with indifference.
Any remaining hope for the success of the US peace initiative was dashed on 31 January. On that date, a North Vietnamese representative, who had been contacted earlier
through Rangoon, informed a US representative, in an aide memoire, that Hanoi rejected
the American position and declared that the only basis for a political settlement was
Washington’s acceptance of North Vietnam’s four points.19
On 30 January, Ambassador Lodge confirmed his support of renewed bombing. He
added, “We should bring all possible conventional firepower to bear on the enemy, which
is exactly what he is doing to us with every means at his disposal. If our forbearance
and efforts have not by now convinced world opinion of our desire for peace, and their
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desire for conquest, they never will. We should stop worrying about it and hit the enemy
with all available conventional means.”20
High hopes for a dramatic resumption of ROLLING THUNDER with an initial heavy
blow were not realized. In the first 24 hours of RT 48, bad weather over North Vietnam
severely restricted air attacks and few good targets appeared. Of 274 USN and USAF
sorties, 100 were diverted and 71 cancelled outright. Of the remaining sorties, only 56
struck targets. Enemy air defense units brought down three US jets.21

The Target Systems: Lines of Communication, Ports,
and POL

O

nce ROLLING THUNDER was resumed, the Joint Chiefs of Staff and CINCPAC
adopted as their main military objective during 1966 the destruction of the principal
systems supporting enemy infiltration into South Vietnam. These were North Vietnam’s
lines of communication and POL. Working from their recommendations of mid-January,
the Joint Chiefs of Staff and CINCPAC launched additional strong efforts to secure presidential authority for effective attacks on these systems. In seeking this authority, the
military leaders encountered opposition from some of the President’s advisers, who were
uncertain about the actual military value of destroying the target systems in question.
Beyond this, their efforts were hampered by a general belief that large-scale attacks to
knock out the communications and POL systems would bring adverse political effects.
Nevertheless, the Joint Chiefs and CINCPAC persisted during the first half of 1966 in
their attempts to persuade the President that the best way to reduce substantially the
enemy’s infiltration was to destroy the means by which he moved.
North Vietnam’s rail lines and highways outside the restricted areas had been
attacked during 1965. Hanoi’s ports and related facilities, however, had remained
immune from attack. The Joint Chiefs of Staff continually made recommendations
aimed at more effectively interdicting the railroads and highways and at curtailing the
operations at North Vietnam’s ports.
On 11 January, the Secretary of Defense inquired of the Joint Chiefs of Staff why
the rail lines leading from Hanoi to China were still operable despite US air attacks. He
asked also what air actions would be required to successfully interdict these lines and if
the cost in lives would be offset by “adverse effect of the interdiction” on North Vietnam.
To put these lines out of service, the United States had to destroy and keep destroyed
the major bridges. This had not been accomplished, owing to bad weather, operational
restrictions, and the enemy’s repair capability. On 25 January, General Wheeler explained
that the lines could be kept inoperative by “a commitment of approximately 750 strike/
combat support sorties monthly providing six strikes per month on each line ….” Based
on experience to date, these operations would cost the United States four aircraft
destroyed and one crew member killed each month. General Wheeler stated that the
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Joint Chiefs of Staff believed that these costs would be warranted by the impact upon
North and South Vietnam.22
Not an industrial power, North Vietnam relied on imports for most of its military
equipment as well as civilian goods. In 1965, the North had imported 1,000,000 short
tons, 70 percent by sea, mostly through the port of Haiphong. The Joint Chiefs of Staff
fully realized the obvious advantages to the allies of stopping this flow. In August 1965,
they had proposed that Haiphong and the smaller ports at Hon Gai and Cam Pha be
closed by aerial mining of their approaches. Their proposal had been sent to the State
Department for assessment of political risks, but by the beginning of 1966 State still had
not replied. The Joint Chiefs of Staff again raised the problem on 18 January without
making a specific recommendation.23
The Joint Chiefs of Staff approached this issue with caution because they realized
that mining the ports could have serious international political consequences. US intelligence estimated that reactions, even among nations friendly to the United States, would
be adverse in most cases. Since much of the shipping then using North Vietnam’s ports
was of Free World origin, to mine the ports and possibly destroy ships from such nations
as Great Britain could alienate countries the United States wished to keep on its side.
Communist powers, particularly the Soviet Union, could be expected to protest vigorously any mining of North Vietnamese ports and possibly attempt some type of action
against the United States in the United Nations. It was unlikely, however, that the Soviet
Union would risk sending its ships into harbors known to be mined.24
Practical considerations also weighed against mining the ports. Closing the main
seaports to normal shipping would force North Vietnam to turn to rail, small craft, and
coastal vessels and would result in a reduction of some imports. But the chances of stopping all shipping would not be very promising. Even if the ports were closed effectively,
the North Vietnamese could shift to use of shallow-draft coastal craft and off-loading
by lighters. Air attacks could reduce drastically rail transport from China, but, based
on experience in World War II and Korea, could not stop it entirely. The enemy would
probably expand road transport. While mining thus could reduce the level of imports
substantially, the enemy could still bring in enough supplies to meet its minimum domestic needs and support the war in South Vietnam.
If mining the ports was unpromising, POL attacks seemed to offer more decisive results. In January, a Joint Staff study revealed that North Vietnam’s facilities
to receive, store, and distribute petroleum products were particularly vulnerable to
air attack at that time. Only a tiny fraction of the 172,000 metric tons (MT) of POL
imported in 1965 came from Communist China; the rest came by ship from the Soviet
Union to Haiphong, the only North Vietnamese port capable of receiving bulk oil shipments. Within the country, distribution was normally by railroad, but by early 1966
rail interdiction under ROLLING THUNDER had compelled extensive use of highways
and waterways for moving POL.
US reconnaissance and intelligence had identified 13 significant POL storage
areas in North Vietnam. Before US air strikes had taken their toll, these contained 97
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percent of the estimated 216,000 MT total national storage capacity. After attacks on
four of these areas, about 179,000 MT of capacity remained. Two sites contained over
half of the remaining POL capacity, one in a lightly populated area near Hanoi and
the other similarly located in Haiphong. Disturbing to US planners, the enemy was
dispersing stocks away from these concentrated storage areas into small buried facilities, which gave greater protection and reduced the value of individual POL targets.
The Joint Staff urged that the main storage areas be attacked before North Vietnam
succeeded in fully dispersing its POL. The most important single target within the POL
system was at Haiphong, with over 40 percent of the remaining known bulk storage.
If 85 percent of the capacity at Haiphong were destroyed, the port would not be able
to handle arriving shipments.
Strengthening the case for destroying the POL, a joint J–3/DIA report noted that
North Vietnam was becoming more dependent on the use of motor vehicles. In 1965, US
bombers had destroyed 800 enemy trucks; but this loss had been more than offset by
importation of about 2,000 vehicles from China and the Soviet Union in the same period.
Hanoi had asked the Soviet Union for 2,700 additional vehicles and was seeking about
1,000 more from China and the European satellite nations. According to the report, North
Vietnam had about 10,000–12,000 motor vehicles but required more because US bombing had increased the mileage that vehicles must travel and had increased the number
of trucks needed to accomplish a ton-mile movement.25
As in earlier years, the enemy’s principal infiltration route into South Vietnam ran
through Laos, where the Ho Chi Minh Trail—a network of 500 miles of developed road
as well as numerous lesser pathways—led down the mountainous, heavily forested panhandle. Using large numbers of people and great energy, Hanoi was keeping about 200
miles of this road net open year round, from the 17th parallel through Laos and Cambodia
to the Ca Mau Peninsula at the southern tip of South Vietnam. Hanoi had also begun
sending men and supplies into South Vietnam through the Demilitarized Zone. Although
the DMZ, under the 1954 Geneva Accords, was to remain free of armed forces, the Viet
Cong had operated there for some time. By 1966, the enemy had stepped up infiltration
from North to South directly through the zone and appeared to be preparing to expand
his activities there. US planes had detected many camouflaged roads and trail nets
running through the DMZ, along with new road construction and support structures.26

Intelligence Raises Doubts

E

ven as ROLLING THUNDER resumed, two intelligence analyses raised doubts
about the military effects of the bombing. In late January, CIA experts informed
the Secretary of State that even the maximum level of air attacks proposed by the Joint
Chiefs of Staff would not have a critical impact on the communists’ combat ability in
South Vietnam. They pointed out that the enemy in the South was estimated to need
only an average of about 12 tons of outside supply per day. Even with the force increases
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MACV projected for 1966, and at greatly intensified levels of combat, this requirement
would average no more than 165 tons a day. The weakest part of the enemy lines of
communication, the Laos corridor, could carry about 400 tons a day, despite the current
high levels of allied bombing of the route.27
In a Special National Intelligence Estimate produced at this time, the intelligence
community reached the same conclusion—that enemy forces in South Vietnam required
only a small amount of external supply. The enemy secured the food and POL they
needed from sources in the South. During 1965, the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese
had received an estimated 5,000–10,000 tons of outside supplies, and some of these had
been put into stockpiles. (The other side’s official history claims that during 1965 the
Ho Chi Minh Trail moved a volume of material almost equal to the total volume transported during the previous five years, along with nearly 50,000 soldiers and cadre.) The
intelligence community expected demands for outside supply to increase as a result
of growing infiltration from the North, the introduction of heavier weapons, and the
standardization on the 7.62 mm family of communist bloc small arms. Thus it appeared
that the total requirements for 1966 would be higher than those of 1965. The communists were not using their existing infiltration routes at anywhere near their estimated
capacity. Nevertheless, they were making a strong effort to increase their infiltration
capabilities, probably anticipating increased requirements and seeking to build a greater
margin of excess capacity in order to keep operating under the intensified aerial attack.28

RT 49

E

arly in February, when the Secretary of Defense visited CINCPAC in Hawaii, Admiral Sharp’s staff briefed him on the dimensions of the air effort required to reduce
significantly imports of war material into North Vietnam and to curtail infiltration into
the South. To accomplish these tasks, CINCPAC would need 7,100 sorties per month:
60 percent of these would be for interdiction of the overland flow of cargo into and
through the Hanoi/Haiphong complex; 10 percent would attack key port facilities and
high value targets within the Hanoi and Haiphong areas; and the remaining 30 percent
would be directed against lines of communication directly supporting infiltration into
South Vietnam.29
On 12 February, Secretary McNamara, recalling this briefing, intimated to the
Chairman that CINCPAC had recommended a monthly level of 6,000 combat sorties
in North Vietnam. He asked General Wheeler to review ROLLING THUNDER operations at that level (200 sorties per day) against the area presently authorized, plus the
northwest quadrant. Secretary McNamara said that the northeast quadrant, which
included the Hanoi/Haiphong complex, “posed special difficulty” at this time. He stated
that CINCPAC should assume that he would be required to stay within the 6,000 sortie
limit, but he could carry over sorties not flown on a given day due to bad weather or
other operational factors. The difference between CINCPAC’s recommended 7,100
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sorties and Mr. McNamara’s 6,000-sortie figure, General Wheeler believed, stemmed
from the Defense Secretary’s having subtracted the recommended effort against key
ports and high value targets in the northeast quadrant.
On 13 February, General Wheeler informed Admiral Sharp that authority to
carry over sorties would increase the field commanders’ flexibility. He added that he
expected the Joint Chiefs of Staff to propose, “without being sanguine of immediate
acceptance,” reduction of the Chinese border buffer zone and the Hanoi sanctuary,
operations against the POL complex, and the opening of the northeast quadrant for
armed reconnaissance.30
Admiral Sharp informed General Wheeler on 16 February that, given the restriction
on operations in the northeast quadrant, he could profitably use at least 6,000 sorties
in the south and northwest. The real limiting factor was the bad weather which, unless
it improved significantly, would probably prevent even 6,000 sorties a month from
being flown. He confided to General Wheeler that, while the general briefing had set
7,100 sorties as a goal, he had told Secretary McNamara privately that he would prefer
7,400 sorties per month. Even this figure was not optimum but rather a compromise
solution based on the total forces and ordnance estimated to be available in Southeast
Asia during CY 1966.31
On 19 February, the Joint Chiefs of Staff presented the Secretary of Defense with
the review of ROLLING THUNDER he had requested. They pointed out that if the
northeast quadrant could not be attacked in the near future, two alternative courses of
action were open. The United States could resume armed reconnaissance throughout
the area authorized before the Christmas truce; or it could reduce the excluded areas
in the northeast quadrant and carry out operations throughout the redefined quadrant.
With respect to the first alternative, US forces had struck practically all the Joint
Chiefs of Staff fixed targets in the area, and the expenditure of 6,000 sorties per month
would be primarily against lines of communication and related targets. This would
have little effect on Hanoi. In the absence of authority to attack the entire northeast
quadrant, the preferable course would be to redefine the quadrant, reducing the forbidden zone to a smaller area encompassing Hanoi, Haiphong, and Phuc Yen airfield. The
Joint Chiefs of Staff proposed new boundaries that would open up for attack about
650 miles of major rail, road, and water routes, 5,000 square miles of territory, and 18
JCS numbered targets.
In any case, the Joint Chiefs of Staff insisted, so long as the northeast quadrant
remained sacrosanct, air power could not effectively attack the influx of support to
North Vietnam, an operation essential to the accomplishment of US military objectives
in Vietnam. Because of this bar on attacks against remunerative targets and lucrative
interdiction areas, the United States must make a greater effort elsewhere to compensate partially for a “self-imposed operational restriction.” The Joint Chiefs commended to the Secretary as the “soundest program from a military standpoint,” which
offered “the greatest return for air effort expended,” the proposal they had forwarded
to him a month earlier, on 18 January. This program was the minimum essential effort
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needed to further US military objectives in Southeast Asia. But if other than military
considerations forbade such a program, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended, as an
alternative, the redefinition of the northeast quadrant and authorization for CINCPAC
to employ a monthly total of 7,400 combat sorties in North Vietnam and 3,000 in Laos
and to use these sorties as weather and operational factors dictated. Failing that, they
asked that, at the least, the present RT 48 operation area be expanded to include that
authorized for attack as of 24 December 1965, and that CINCPAC be granted the same
flexibility he enjoyed at that time. The Joint Chiefs of Staff concluded that if sortie
allocations must be limited for “nonmilitary reasons,” such allocation should be on a
monthly rather than a daily basis in order to enhance CINCPAC’s flexibility.32
The new ROLLING THUNDER package, RT 49, which the President approved
on 26 February, reflected to a degree the Joint Chiefs of Staff views. It restored the
armed reconnaissance and IRON HAND areas that existed on 24 December 1965. The
package authorized 5,100 sorties per month for North Vietnam and 3,000 for Laos.
CINCPAC could interchange sorties between Laos and North Vietnam as weather and
operational factors dictated. Effective 1 March, RT 49 had no terminal date, since the
monthly sortie authorization would not require a monthly renewal. RT 49 also reinstated the authority for coastal armed reconnaissance north of 20 degrees 30 minutes
N to a point 25 nm from the Chinese border, which had been originally authorized on
18 December but not included in RT 48.33
On 26 February, General Wheeler informed Admiral Sharp that RT 49 was a step
in the right direction despite several outstanding defects, such as lack of authority
for IRON HAND in the northeast quadrant and the maintenance of the quadrant itself
as a sanctuary. “I propose to push ahead in these areas in the weeks to come,” he told
CINCPAC. General Wheeler asked Admiral Sharp to keep a close eye on the results
of RT 49 and to submit any comments and recommendations for improvement. The
Chairman was particularly concerned by the greater threat to US aircraft now posed
by SA–2 missiles and higher-grade MIG jets in the northeast quadrant.34

The Mining Issue Again

A

t the beginning of March, the question of mining North Vietnam’s ports again came
under scrutiny. On 1 March, in a concept of operations for Southeast Asia prepared
for the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff included provisions for aerial mining of the ports together with interdiction of inland waterways, coastal waters, harbors,
and water lines of communication.35
On the following day, 2 March, Ambassador Lodge reported a Viet Cong attack on a
friendly vessel in the Saigon channel and asked Washington to consider possible retaliatory strikes against Haiphong harbor. He suggested mining of the Haiphong channel
as being preferable to bombing or naval blockade. CINCPAC agreed with Ambassador
Lodge that mining the Haiphong channel was the most appropriate means of reprisal.
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Admiral Sharp noted that plans had been prepared and could be put into effect with
only 72 hours notice.36
On 10 March, after considering the recommendations of the Ambassador and
CINCPAC, the Joint Chiefs of Staff asked the Secretary of Defense to approve the total
air campaign against North Vietnam proposed on 18 January. The earliest attack should
be on the POL storage target system, followed by interdiction of the principal land
routes from China and mining of deep-water ports. The Joint Chiefs believed that the
recent Viet Cong attacks on shipping in the Saigon channel had diminished the political
sensitivity of mining the North’s harbors. Secretary McNamara waited several weeks
before replying that he would consider the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommendations in
future ROLLING THUNDER decisions. The mining of North Vietnam’s harbors, however,
was never approved.37

COMUSMACV Proposes a Shift in Air Effort

B

y mid-March, General Westmoreland was reporting greatly accelerated enemy infiltration through Laos and the western portion of the DMZ. In response, he called for
a shift in the air effort in North Vietnam. The MACV commander believed that attack and
destruction of the enemy’s infiltration capabilities in southern North Vietnam and the
Laotian panhandle was of more immediate importance than striking the northern area
of North Vietnam, which he described as the “strategic rear.” On 17 March, he informed
CINCPAC and the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, that the enemy was moving men and
supplies into South Vietnam at an accelerated rate, obviously bent on maximum reinforcement before seasonal bad weather closed his routes through Laos. COMUSMACV recommended, therefore, that the United States shift the weight of its air effort southward to
southern North Vietnam and Laos. In this effort, no arbitrary sortie limits should be set. The
weight of effort could shift back to the enemy’s “strategic rear” in about six weeks, after
infiltration into the South had diminished. General Westmoreland also asked that bombing
restrictions in the western DMZ be lifted to counter enemy movement through that area.38
Admiral Sharp opposed COMUSMACV’s proposal to set aside strikes in northern
North Vietnam and focus “all our effort … in the Laos Panhandle and southern North
Vietnam.” In CINCPAC’s view, the enemy’s strategic rear was not in North Vietnam but
outside the country, where war making hardware was manufactured. Although the United
States could not strike at the source, it could attack this hardware close to its entry points
in North Vietnam before it was dispersed over the lines of communication. Interdiction “in
depth” was needed to destroy the enemy’s resources, increase his repair problems, and
force him to spread his defenses over a wider area. CINCPAC agreed with COMUSMACV
that the DMZ should be attacked but wanted bombing to be conducted throughout the
DMZ, excepting only centers of population.39
The Joint Chiefs of Staff attempted to strike a balance between the two field commanders. On 4 April, the Chairman informed CINCPAC and COMUSMACV that the Joint
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Chiefs of Staff concurred in the objective of disrupting the enemy’s infiltration efforts in
the South as much as possible during the remaining good weather. Current ROLLING
THUNDER and STEEL TIGER programs already assigned a substantial weight of effort
to southern North Vietnam and Laos. Further intensive studies were under way of enemy
infiltration patterns and methods. Nevertheless, the Joint Chiefs did not believe that it
was necessary to concentrate on the southern infiltration routes at the expense of the
“strategic rear.” Interdiction in the northern area was also important and should be applied
“throughout maximum depth.” As to sortie restrictions, the present limit was well above
the commanders’ current needs, particularly in view of the bad weather. With regard to
the DMZ, the Joint Chiefs of Staff were preparing a recommendation for some air operations there.40
On 1 April, when Admiral Sharp issued a new basic operations order covering ROLLING THUNDER and IRON HAND, General Westmoreland gained some of what he wanted.
For planning purposes, and to facilitate the assignment of responsibilities to his commanders, CINCPAC had established seven geographical zones in North Vietnam, designated as
Route Packages (RPs). In this new basic operations order, CINCPAC assigned primary
responsibility for armed reconnaissance, photo reconnaissance, and intelligence analysis
in the southernmost package (RP 1) to COMUSMACV. Admiral Sharp acted in response
to quiet but persistent lobbying by General Westmoreland. The MACV commander now
could conduct strikes in RP 1 under direction of forward air controllers, similar to the
pattern of operations in TIGER HOUND in southern Laos and could adjust the weight of
effort between RP 1 and the Laos panhandle as he saw fit. CINCPAC allocated to him sorties from the carriers and Thailand and allowed Westmoreland to also use aircraft from
South Vietnam when COMUSMACV considered this “advantageous to the overall battle.”
This action in effect gave General Westmoreland control over US air operations in RP 1.
Similarly, Admiral Sharp allocated to CINCPACFLT responsibility for RPs 2, 3, 4,
and 6B and to CINCPACAF responsibility for RPs 5 and 6A. This arrangement gave the
Navy control of air operations in North Vietnam’s coastal zones and narrow panhandle
while the Air Force was responsible for the campaign in the northern and northwestern
parts of the country. The sanctuary zone around Hanoi was split between RPs 6A and
6B. CINCPACFLT was named coordinating authority to prevent mutual interference
of forces during air operations. CINCPACAF and CINCPACFLT would direct sorties
into each other’s primary areas if weather conditions dictated such a move or when
both commanders deemed it advisable.41

The Search for Expanded Authority: RT 50

T

he current ROLLING THUNDER program to which General Wheeler had referred
in discussing the priority of effort was RT 50. Developed in the last ten days of
March, this program contained much stronger provisions than had its predecessor. On
21 March, General Wheeler had begun action on RT 50 by discussing its parameters and
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objectives with Secretary McNamara. The next day, the Chairman reported to Admiral
Sharp that the Secretary had broached the possibility of authorizing a “controlled armed
recce program” within the northeast quadrant (RPs 6A and 6B). Mr. McNamara visualized a level of 600–700 strike sorties per month against lines of communication in the
northeast quadrant, to be charged against the current authorization of 8,100 sorties for
Laos and North Vietnam. He had informed the Chairman that, although he would not
remove restrictions on the sanctuary areas along the Chinese border and around Hanoi/
Haiphong, he might consider strikes against a cement plant and associated power plant
near Haiphong along with attacks on two or three of the major bridges on the Hanoi/
Lao Cai rail line to China.
General Wheeler expressed concern to CINCPAC that Secretary McNamara
continued to believe that ROLLING THUNDER had had relatively little effect on the
enemy. Apparently, General Westmoreland’s recent recommendations to shift the air
effort away from the enemy’s “strategic rear” had reinforced this belief. The Chairman
concluded, “To say that this attitude disturbs me greatly is to put it mildly because
this conviction is used to argue against expansion of the air campaign against highly
remunerative targets such as the POL system.”42
Admiral Sharp was anxious to resume operations in the northeast quadrant. However, on 25 March he informed General Wheeler that to do so with only 600 to 700 sorties a month would merely harass the enemy and not significantly reduce his external
support. Because the enemy had built up his air defenses and improved his ability to
repair roads, railroads, and bridges, any effective operations in the northeast quadrant would require large-scale support against air defenses and a very heavy effort to
destroy lines of communication and to keep them inoperable. CINCPAC estimated that
2,500 strike and support sorties per month would be needed in the northeast quadrant.
Admiral Sharp proposed that, if he was to make less than an “optimum effort” in
the northeast quadrant, he should concentrate initially on destroying all known POL
storage and distribution facilities, rather than dispersing an inadequate number of sorties over several target systems. The weight of effort needed to destroy the POL would
be negligible compared to that needed for effective interdiction. CINCPAC informed
the Chairman that to “go into the northeast” as proposed by the Secretary of Defense
was not the answer to the problem. “Results can be expected to be inadequate,” he
said, “and the current criticisms will only be intensified because of certain increase
in losses.” The United States should go into the area only for objectives worth the
risk. These were the objectives he had proposed on 12 January. “If not those,” he
concluded, “then POL.”43
Secretary McNamara had raised other aspects of the POL problem with General
Wheeler during their discussion on 21 March. He had asked, for example, if it would
be wise to attack the POL system in the absence of a decision to mine the ports. He
had also asked what follow-up air actions would be needed once the main POL storage
facilities were destroyed, which elements of the POL system would be attacked, and
how many sorties would be required. Although concerned that attacks on the POL
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would trigger MIG reaction, Secretary McNamara had assured General Wheeler that
he would assist in getting approval for the POL strikes and for a controlled reconnaissance program in the northeast quadrant.44
On 26 March, the Joint Chiefs recommended to the Secretary of Defense that
RT 50, a program of air strikes which took into account CINCPAC’s proposals on
POL, be initiated on 1 April. They noted that controlled armed reconnaissance in the
northeast would place additional pressures on North Vietnam. A monthly rate of 600
sorties would be sufficient against the rail lines and the three principal highways in
the northeast quadrant. With an additional 300 sorties, the United States could also
interdict effectively the principal alternate routes. Further strikes to destroy the key
bridges on these main routes should be conducted and other JCS targets restruck.
To deprive North Vietnam of the materials needed to repair its bridges and highways, the Joint Chiefs recommended bombing the Haiphong cement plant, the Thai
Nguyen iron and steel combine, and a large thermal power plant located near the
Haiphong cement plant. Because of nearby enemy MIGs, planes on these missions
should attack and destroy the early warning (EW) and ground control intercept at Kep
airfield. The Joint Chiefs of Staff also recommended attacks against nine POL storage
areas, including those at Hanoi and Haiphong, and against six bridges, three of which
had been struck previously.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff assured Secretary McNamara that, whether or not the
United States mined the ports, it should destroy the POL receiving, handling, storage,
and distribution systems because of North Vietnam’s great dependence on petroleum
products. American forces should also make follow-on attacks at Haiphong, which
possessed the North’s only deep-water installation for offloading tankers. As US
attacks came closer to Phuc Yen and Kep, the Joint Chiefs of Staff said, MIG attacks
on US planes might increase. North Vietnam had 78 MIGs in the Hanoi/Kep area, twothirds of them operational. Although US pilots could defeat the enemy interceptors,
American plane losses would be inevitable. From a strictly military point of view, then,
the United States should destroy the enemy air capability before bombing the POL.
Because of the political risks involved in such actions, the Joint Chiefs of Staff were
willing to accept the military danger for the moment and not attack the MIGs. They
recommended, however, destroying EW/GCI radars at Kep airfield in North Vietnam.
When and if the MIGs interfered with US strike operations, the enemy jets and their
bases should be attacked.45
On 31 March, the Secretary of Defense discussed with the President the air program the Joint Chiefs of Staff had proposed, which Mr. McNamara endorsed with some
modifications. President Johnson approved this program with respect to the southern
and northwestern quadrants of North Vietnam. In addition, he reopened the northeastern quadrant to armed reconnaissance, allowing use of 900 of the authorized 8,100
sorties in RPs 6A and 6B “at the discretion of the military commands.” He authorized
attacks against six main roads and three railroads within the quadrant but outside the
Hanoi 30-mile circle, the Haiphong 10-mile circle, and the 25- to 30-mile China border
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strip. That was the limit to how far President Johnson would go in escalation. Of six
bridges the Joint Chiefs of Staff had recommended for attack, he approved only four.
He deferred strikes which the Joint Chiefs of Staff had recommended against the
Haiphong cement plant and power plant, against seven POL storage facilities including Hanoi and Haiphong, against the Kep EW/GCI, and against the Viet Tri Railroad/
Highway Bridge. Secretary McNamara ordered these targets deferred until specifically
authorized but directed that plans be made to strike them in April.46
General Wheeler was disappointed by the deferment of these targets. But he was
“happy to state” to Admiral Sharp that he was “confident authority will be forthcoming
in the near future.” The Chairman was concerned that US planes would suffer heavy
losses in the northeast quadrant, which the enemy had turned into a “hornet’s nest.” He
cautioned CINCPAC that “while it is most desirable from our point of view to resume
air operations in the excluded area and interdiction of the northeast rail line would
be militarily remunerative, bridges are tough targets and the cost would be high.”
Noting that weather conditions had been “atrocious,” he saw no reason to endanger
air crews by sending them in before the skies cleared. General Wheeler ended by
assuring CINCPAC that there was no pressure or requirement from Washington that
he send his pilots in “full bore” against the northeast quadrant without regard for the
safety of his airmen.47
On the same day it was approved, the Joint Chiefs of Staff sent the execute order
for ROLLING THUNDER 50 to CINCPAC. RT 50 became effective 1 April to continue
through 30 April. Except for the changes discussed above, RT 50 resembled its predecessor. US planes now could conduct armed reconnaissance in all the route packages.
The VNAF could fly armed reconnaissance between the DMZ and 19 degrees North.
In keeping with Secretary McNamara’s instructions, CINCPAC was to make plans
and preparations to attack the Viet Tri Bridge, the Haiphong cement plant and power
plant, the Kep EW/GCI, and seven major POL storage sites, including those at Hanoi
and Haiphong.48
In passing on the authorization for RT 50 to his major commanders, Admiral
Sharp echoed General Wheeler’s words of caution. He warned that during the lengthy
hiatus of operations in the northeast quadrant, the enemy had undoubtedly built up
his air defenses to a considerable extent. For this reason, and because of the poor
weather in the entire area, he cautioned commanders not to rush into anything
simply because they had been authorized to attack in the northeast. “It will be far
better to have fewer sorties flown than authorized,” he said, “rather than many
unremunerative sorties flown simply to meet the sorties rate with attendant risks
outweighing the results.” He was pleased with certain features of his new instructions, for example the fact that his airmen were not expected, as in the past, to take
out tough fixed targets immediately and in a single strike. Commanders should not
interpret authority for maximum day and night interdiction of lines of communication as requiring continuous or necessarily frequent strikes; rather they should view
it in terms of results to be achieved.49
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Allocation of Air to the “Extended Battlefield”

I

n early April, a shortage of air munitions again brought the allocation of air effort in
Southeast Asia under close scrutiny. On 12 April, during discussions with the Chairman, the Secretary of Defense expressed concern that priority of air effort might be
going to ROLLING THUNDER at the expense of air operations in South Vietnam. Mr.
McNamara stated that his statistics showed that since the initiation of RT 50 the sorties
against North Vietnam exceeded those against targets in South Vietnam. He reminded
the Chairman that they had repeatedly emphasized to CINCPAC and COMUSMACV
that first priority for air operations must go to South Vietnam and that “not until the full
South Vietnamese requirements are met are they to utilize … air … against targets in
Laos and North Vietnam.” In view of these explicit instructions, the Defense Secretary
assumed that the preponderance of effort against North Vietnam in the first ten days of
April reflected a temporary reduction in General Westmoreland’s needs in the South.
Nevertheless, he asked General Wheeler to repeat to the field commanders that priority
must go to air operations in South Vietnam.50
The Chairman immediately informed Admiral Sharp and General Westmoreland
of Secretary McNamara’s concerns. General Wheeler told the two commanders that
he had pointed out to Mr. McNamara that the air strikes in support of ground operations in South Vietnam were actually at a high level; hence, it appeared the allocation
of effort was sufficient to the need. Nevertheless, because of the Secretary’s unusual
personal interest, General Wheeler called on CINCPAC and COMUSMACV to insure
that their subordinate commanders fully understood that air support in South Vietnam
had higher priority than air strikes in North Vietnam and Laos. “Please advise me,” he
asked, “whether or not the … policy is understood by all responsible commanders and
is being followed in programming air operations.”51
General Westmoreland was disturbed by what he viewed as a threat to his flexibility in using his air power in Laos and southern North Vietnam, his newly acquired
“extended battlefield area.” He replied immediately to General Wheeler that, as the
responsible commander in South Vietnam, he would never contemplate withholding air
support from his own troops. He then turned to his earlier concept for disruption and
destruction of enemy infiltration throughout the “extended battlefield,” stating that he
had been concentrating his air power in accord with that concept. He considered Laos,
the DMZ, and RP 1 to be extensions of the southern battlefield. Since the tactical battle
in this area was being waged without regard to boundaries, weight of effort could not
logically be divided or identified by in-country or out-of-country segments. General
Westmoreland believed that his approach—the integrated application of resources as
necessary to cope with his enemy on the battlefield—was the only proper one. “I regard
as unacceptable,” he said, “the allocation of air effort predicated on policy formula.”
He advocated strongly taking advantage of the flexibility of air power by shifting its
weight where it was needed, when it was needed, to do the most good. Subject to these
views, COMUSMACV reassured General Wheeler that all responsible commanders
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understood the policy and were following it in their planning and programming. If Mr.
McNamara did not agree with his approach, General Westmoreland asked whether the
Secretary intended that COMUSMACV’s “on-the-ground judgment in these particulars
be supplanted by formalized adherence to allocation of air effort by policy formula.”52
General Wheeler discussed General Westmoreland’s message with the Secretary of
Defense. They agreed that it would not be possible to give a “Yes or No” answer to his
direct question but rather a “Yes” and “No” answer. The Chairman informed General
Westmoreland that he believed, frankly, that COMUSMACV had missed the point of
Secretary McNamara’s concern. The Secretary considered that ROLLING THUNDER per
se definitely had second priority of demand on air resources. But he was not attempting
to take away COMUSMACV’s prerogatives or initiatives nor to direct air allocation by
policy formula.
In the meantime, General Wheeler had also heard from CINCPAC, who stated that
he and his commanders did understand the policy and were complying with it. On 14
April, addressing CINCPAC and COMUSMACV, the Chairman closed the matter for the
time being by saying that he concluded “that your allocations are compatible with the
policy; namely, attack sorties made out-of-country with in-country resources are not at
the expense of sorties required for direct support of the campaign in South Vietnam.”53
Also on the 14th, the Secretary of Defense gave direct support to COMUSMACV’s
concept of the extended battlefield. He ordered that requirements for air operations in
South Vietnam, Laos, and RP 1 be completely filled before any strikes were made in the
other Route Packages in North Vietnam. Just two days later, on 16 April, in a personal
message to CINCPAC and CINCSAC, Secretary McNamara reiterated his order that
requirements in the extended battlefield area came first. Commanders could carry out
operations in the other RPs only if they did not jeopardize actions in South Vietnam,
Laos, and RP 1. The Joint Chiefs of Staff and CINCPAC agreed that General Westmoreland’s concept was now being implemented.54
On 7 June, CINCPAC again set forth the policy on priority of air effort in Southeast
Asia. He stated that the first priority task was support of operations within South Vietnam. CINCPACFLT was to support this in-country effort with one carrier. Aircraft from
two carriers and USAF planes from Thailand would fly missions in Laos and North Vietnam, but no Thailand-based planes would be used in South Vietnam. The VNAF would
continue to participate on a “token basis” in operations in RP 1 in North Vietnam, but
only if it could do so without detracting from the effort in the South.55

The Campaign for POL Strikes—RT 50A

O

n 26 April, the Joint Chiefs of Staff informed CINCPAC that effective 1 May RT 50
would continue under that designation until further notice. The Joint Chiefs of Staff
warned CINCPAC specifically, however, that this did not authorize him to strike the ten
deferred targets. During April, the Joint Chiefs also passed on further guidance for RT
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50 in the northeast quadrant. CINCPAC could strike bridges on assigned line of communication segments which were JCS numbered targets, regardless of whether they had
been bombed before. However, targets not associated with these communication routes
and not previously bombed could not be attacked. Also, as a result of State Department
objections, the administration specifically exempted from attack the railroad yards at
Cam Pha, which included some port facilities and which had been struck by mistake.56
During May and June, the Joint Chiefs of Staff concentrated their effort and attention
on convincing the President, against the advice of some of his chief policy advisers, to
open up the ten deferred targets for attack. On 2 May, the Chairman briefed the President in detail on the need to strike the POL systems, with particular emphasis on those
targets in the Hanoi/Haiphong restricted circles. On the same day, in anticipation of a
policy discussion luncheon at the White House scheduled for 4 May, General Wheeler
directed the Joint Staff to prepare a draft execute message for a new ROLLING THUNDER program to supersede RT 50. The new program was to follow the general pattern
of RT 50 but would add features to increase its effectiveness. It would authorize strikes
against the Haiphong and Hanoi POL complexes, on the same day if operationally possible, but only in good weather.57
The Joint Staff furnished the draft execute message to the Chairman on 3 May. In
addition to the specific measures and provisions which he had directed, the proposed
order opened up a new route in the northeast quadrant for armed reconnaissance. It
also authorized attacks on the Joint Chiefs of Staff numbered targets in that quadrant,
including six previously struck in the Hanoi/Phuc Yen and Haiphong restricted areas.
The order lifted the previous limit of 900 sorties in the northeast quadrant in order to
allow CINCPAC greater flexibility in taking advantage of improving weather. The Joint
Staff proposed a total of 8,100 attack sorties for the period 5–31 May.58
The draft message designated the revised program RT 51. At the direction of the
Chairman, however, the Joint Staff recast the message as a revision of the existing program, RT 50. It authorized strikes against the ten fixed targets deferred on 31 March,
but it also warned that great care must be taken to avoid causing excessive numbers of
civilian casualties. This draft was not immediately approved, however, and remained
in abeyance.
On 4 May, CINCPAC proposed that strikes against the ten targets authorized for
planning purposes be approved for execution. In the same message, Admiral Sharp also
pointed out that of the bridge targets authorized earlier, three had been put out of commission and the fourth damaged. In addition, Admiral Sharp noted, a large number of
North Vietnamese lighters and cargo craft were moving supplies from ships at anchor in
coastal ports north of 20 degrees 32 minutes North latitude. He asked authority to attack
the small craft. Although CINCPAC had been instructed not to strike the Cam Pha area,
armed reconnaissance along Route 18 near Cam Pha and Hon Gai port was authorized.
Admiral Sharp, therefore, asked for permission to strike certain facilities near Hon Gai
associated with the Route 18 armed reconnaissance. The Joint Chiefs of Staff forbade
him to do so, telling him that such strikes would cause “tactical difficulties.” The Joint
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Chiefs informed Sharp that they were focusing on the issue of strikes against North Vietnam’s POL. Strikes against Hon Gai port would “complicate and obstruct this effort.”59
National authorities hesitated to approve bombing the ten fixed targets mainly
because these targets were near centers of population. The President and his advisers
feared that bombing so close to Hanoi and Haiphong might kill and injure many civilians
and raise an even greater outcry against US policy in Vietnam. Reflecting this concern,
in early May the Chairman had instructed the Joint Staff to include in the draft execute
order specific warning against inordinate civilian casualties. At a White House meeting on 5 May, the Secretary of State echoed this sensitivity by claiming that hospitals,
schools, and temples were located very close to the POL facilities in Hanoi and Haiphong.
When he investigated the accuracy of this statement, General Wheeler learned from DIA
that no such sites would be endangered by attacks on the POL installations.60
Because of their desire to secure authority for bombing the ten targets, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff adamantly opposed any action that did not fit into their strategy for obtaining approval. For this reason, during May, they turned down proposals from COMUSMACV to incorporate the ten targets into a program of retaliation for Viet Cong attacks
on comparable installations in South Vietnam. They refused as well to seek approval
for strikes against concentrations of enemy missiles in storage areas near Hanoi and
Haiphong. CINCPAC assessed these concentrations to be targets of considerable value,
but the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not believe it “expedient” to endanger their efforts on
the POL by asking for approval to hit the missiles.61
Commenting on COMUSMACV’s retaliation proposal, General Wheeler told Admiral
Sharp on 24 May that the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not want targets kept in a “reserve
category” for retaliation because of the inhibitions inherent in such an arrangement.
He then reviewed for CINCPAC his efforts to secure Presidential approval to bomb
the ten targets. He had just proposed to the Secretary of Defense a reduction of the
sanctuary areas around Hanoi and Haiphong so that “additional targets of high worth
would be open to attack.” At the same time, he had asked Mr. McNamara if the current
restrictions against these POL strikes were apt to continue for very long. The Secretary
of Defense had observed that the single remaining obstacle to the POL attacks was the
current political turmoil in South Vietnam, where noncommunist dissidents in Hue and
Da Nang were in open rebellion against the Saigon regime. He believed that as soon as
this situation was resolved, the President would agree to bomb the POL system.62
On 27 May, CINCPAC advised General Wheeler that he appreciated the reasons for
delaying strikes on the ten targets. He would live by the rules “with the express intent of
not jeopardizing your efforts to get approval of these ten targets, particularly the seven
POL targets.” Admiral Sharp had rejected recommendations by his field commanders
to strike some relatively minor POL sites and other facilities because they were on the
borderline of populated centers and might upset the efforts of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
He warned, however, that the enemy was dispersing his POL into smaller and smaller
increments, implying that if the main areas were not struck soon their target value
would dwindle.
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Admiral Sharp then made specific recommendations, repeating previous proposals
in some cases, for new ROLLING THUNDER ground rules to take effect on 1 June. In
order of priority, these were: 1) authorization to strike the ten targets, particularly the
POL facilities; 2) authority to bomb POL targets anywhere in the northeast quadrant;
3) authority to strike selected targets in the Hon Gai and Cam Pha complexes; 4)
relaxation of rules for coastal armed reconnaissance north of 20 degrees 32 minutes
North; 5) reduction of the Hanoi/Haiphong restricted circles; and 6) relaxation of rules
to open more lucrative targets in the northeast quadrant to armed reconnaissance. 63
By the end of May, the arguments raised by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the field
commanders appeared to be having some effect. On 31 May, Secretary Rusk and White
House adviser Walt Rostow concurred in the addition to RT 50 of seven line of communication associated targets, including a POL storage area less than ten miles from
Haiphong. General Wheeler considered this a very encouraging sign, marred, however,
by the continuing political crisis in South Vietnam. “It is quite clear that authority to
attack the POL system was within our grasp,” the Chairman told Admiral Sharp on 2
June, “when the political turmoil in SVN rose to a height which caused many people
here to take a second look.” (General Wheeler was referring to the Saigon government’s
military drive into Hue to end the I Corps rebellion.)64
Within the next week, the “political turmoil” subsided as Saigon re-established
its authority in Hue. General Westmoreland then sent a message to Admiral Sharp
recommending immediate attacks against the ten deferred targets. He emphasized the
psychological advantage of striking while Hanoi was still dismayed by the ending of the
I Corps revolt without wholesale bloodshed or mass defection of the dissidents to the
Viet Cong. On 6 June, Admiral Sharp strongly seconded General Westmoreland’s recommendations. He argued that attacks now on the ten targets would encourage Saigon and
improve South Vietnam’s political situation. Immediate strikes would also make it harder
for the enemy to disperse his POL, directly affect the movement of North Vietnamese
trucks and water craft, and have a “critical impact” on the enemy’s thinking at a time
when he was hoping for some seasonal successes from operations across the borders
of Laos and Cambodia.65
On 6 June, General Wheeler told Admiral Sharp that, if the South Vietnamese political situation did not worsen, he expected within a few days authority to strike the ten
targets. However, he noted a new potential obstacle to the raids. “You should know,”
he told CINCPAC, “that this first intrusion into the Hanoi/Haiphong sanctuary will raise
… specters of large numbers of civilian casualties in the target areas.” To allay fears on
this point within the administration, the Chairman had insured the inclusion in the draft
execute message of admonitions on weather, crew experience, ordnance, and the like,
which he normally would not send to a field commander. He assured Admiral Sharp that
this had been done merely to smooth the path to authorization.66
A week later, the Secretary of Defense advised Admiral Sharp directly that the final
decision on attacking the POL, the power plant, and the cement plant would be influenced by the extent to which these targets could be bombed without killing significant
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numbers of civilians. He asked what preliminary steps CINCPAC recommended to keep
casualties down, and how many casualties would result if such steps were taken. The
Joint Chiefs had already furnished Secretary McNamara with estimates of probable
casualties. They had also given him five general measures which could be taken to
reduce collateral damage.67
On 14 June, Admiral Sharp cabled the Secretary that, in order to minimize casualties
in attacks on the Hanoi/Haiphong storage facilities, he intended to take five steps. They
were: 1) conduct the strikes only in favorable weather; 2) select an axis of attack so that
normal weapons distribution would avoid populated areas; 3) use the most accurate
weapons available; 4) use electronic countermeasures (ECM) to the maximum to thwart
enemy missiles and antiaircraft fire and reduce pilot distraction during attacks; and 5)
use his most experienced pilots and brief them thoroughly. Under favorable weather
conditions, the most important factor, CINCPAC expected no more than 50 civilian
casualties in attacking the Hanoi and Haiphong POL and the Haiphong thermal power
and cement plants. General Wheeler, who was in Paris at the time, immediately cabled
Secretary McNamara supporting CINCPAC’s measures and estimate. He recommended
that “we proceed to execute as soon as possible.”68
Secretary McNamara called CINCPAC’s “preliminary steps” excellent, but he was
still apparently uneasy. On 15 June, he asked Admiral Sharp what restrictions should
be placed upon flak and SAM suppression missions before and during the attacks to
ensure strafing and bombing of the weapon sites, many of which were located in the
midst of civilian communities, did not hit populated areas. The Secretary again warned
that permission to strike the targets would depend largely on whether or not officials
judged that civilian casualties could be kept to a minimum.69
In reply, CINCPAC informed the Secretary that the restrictions already in effect
were sufficient. He did not intend to go on a “SAM hunt” before the raids, nor to mount
any massive flak suppression effort, although flak suppression in the immediate vicinity of the targets would be needed. Admiral Sharp expected that most civilians would
be warned in time by air raid sirens and would take cover. “It is unlikely,” he concluded,
“that civilian casualties in any number would result from flak and SAM suppression.”70
At a National Security Council meeting on 22 June, President Johnson reviewed again
the political and military aspects and polled his senior advisers, including the Joint Chiefs
of Staff. Then he authorized strikes on the ten targets. That same day, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff authorized CINCPAC to bomb the seven POL targets and the Kep airfield radar at
first light on 24 June. They directed CINCPAC to bomb Hanoi and Haiphong POL on the
same day, if possible, and then to strike the remaining targets. Attacks must be made only
under good weather conditions. The execute message included other caveats; including
the measures which CINCPAC himself had devised to minimize civilian casualties. In
addition, the Joint Chiefs of Staff told CINCPAC that, if weather or some other operational
factor delayed the strikes, he was positively not to start the bombing on Sunday, 26 June.71
This decision had cost national authorities, including those at the highest level, much
soul searching. Hence, they displayed intense interest in every aspect of the impending
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operations. On the day before the strikes were scheduled, the Joint Staff J–3 informed
CINCPAC that the President and the Secretary of Defense “have been on the phone
repeatedly.” Their concern stemmed from the expectation that a worldwide storm of
criticism would follow the bombings near Hanoi and Haiphong. “Fear of adverse reaction
has been carefully implanted, nurtured, and amplified by those here who oppose more
effective actions against the North,” the J–3 observed to the CINCPAC J–3 on 23 June.”As
you know, that group poses the greatest danger to hopes for more effective action.”
The Joint Staff J–3 said that it was hard to believe the difficulty encountered in
securing the bombing authority. Much, he said, would depend on the way the attacks
were carried off. The J–3 cautioned field commanders that much would depend also
on the manner in which the President and the Secretary of Defense were informed of
what took place at each step of the way. Both wanted extremely detailed information
on almost every aspect of the operations and they wanted it swiftly. The J–3 warned that
the field commanders must use special measures to get this information to Washington
in time and in the form desired. He asked especially to be told about every change in
the weather forecast in the target area.72
The CINCPAC J–3 reassured his Joint Staff counterpart that he was taking extraordinary steps to develop the best possible reporting procedures. The weather, however,
was bad, and it appeared that it would not improve within the next 48 hours, thus almost
automatically precluding launch of the strikes on 24 or 25 June. Because the 26th was
Sunday, the prospect of hitting the targets before 27 June was not very good.73
CINCPAC recognized that bombing near Haiphong entailed the danger of striking a
ship belonging to a nation other than North Vietnam. He believed, however, that the risk
had to be taken. Currently, for example, a Soviet tanker was in Haiphong; and CINCPAC
assumed that it was anchored off the pier at the main POL facility discharging its cargo.
CINCPAC told his air commanders that, even though a tanker was berthed off the end of
the servicing pier, their planes could bomb the POL storage area. If, however, the tanker
was anchored and off-loading its cargo, the servicing pier was not to be attacked.74
Before CINCPAC could launch the strikes, stories appeared in the world press
predicting air strikes against the Hanoi and Haiphong POL storages. These accounts
gave the sequence of strikes and the reasons for them, making accurate guesses as to
timing, and speculating that the bombing had been delayed solely by bad weather. On
25 June, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, considering that the operation had been “thoroughly
blown” and that North Vietnam would have increased its air defenses to meet the attacks,
cancelled CINCPAC’s authority to bomb the POL. General Wheeler explained the reasons for cancellation to Admiral Sharp. He added that, since the weather forecast was
unfavorable for the next six or seven days, not much was lost. He was convinced, said
the Chairman, that once the weather cleared and CINCPAC was ready to go, the JCS
could obtain immediate approval for the POL strikes.
The Chairman asked CINCPAC to keep a close weather watch, to maintain his strike
forces at the ready, and to speak up when he was ready to go. As an alternative to the
POL strikes, General Wheeler requested Admiral Sharp to bomb the rail and highway
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bridge at Viet Tri on one of the lines between Hanoi and China. He warned Admiral
Sharp that Washington was much concerned that the enemy would have stepped up his
air defense in the Hanoi/Haiphong target area. He also raised the possibility that “they
will attempt to turn these strikes into an aerial Dien Bien Phu perhaps to the point of
sacrificing their MIGs in a full-blown air battle and launching their IL–28s against the
fleet or against Da Nang.”75
On 28 June, CINCPAC, following instructions, cabled that his forces were ready
and the weather favorable for strikes against the POL system. He requested authority
to initiate operations after 291100H Saigon time. Almost immediately, General Wheeler
transmitted to Admiral Sharp full authorization to begin bombing the POL. The first
attacks took place as scheduled on 29 June, knocking out about 40 percent of the storage capacity at Haiphong and destroying a large oil tank farm near Hanoi. The enemy
responded with a heavy barrage of SAMs and antiaircraft fire but brought down only
one American jet. Four MIG–17s challenged the attackers; they lost one of their number
and inflicted no US losses. The POL bombing continued over the next two days, and
restrikes were authorized on 5 July. As expected, the attacks provoked a domestic and
worldwide outcry. However, an overwhelming majority of the US Congress approved
as did 67 percent of the respondents to a Harris poll.76
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Deployments and Forces, 1966
In 1965, US troop strength in South Vietnam had increased from a little over 20,000
to approximately 184,000. Between February and April 1966, Secretary McNamara, in
consultation with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, worked out a reinforcement plan, called Program #3. Under this plan, US strength in South Vietnam was projected to reach 392,000
by the end of 1966 and 434,000 by June 1967, including 82 maneuver battalions. Even as
Program #3 forces flowed into South Vietnam, the Secretary of Defense and the Joint
Chiefs of Staff considered requests from COMUSMACV and CINCPAC for still more
troops to counter a growing enemy threat.1

An Expanding Threat

T

he enemy responded to the US buildup with one of his own. New North Vietnamese
troops traveled down the Ho Chi Minh Trail, and the Viet Cong recruited actively
in the South, despite allied pacification efforts and government control of many heavily populated areas. According to a North Vietnamese account, the total number of full
time troops in South Vietnam grew from 166,248 at the end of 1965 to 219,640 at the end
of 1966, with much expansion of specialist elements, such as sappers and artillery. By
the end of the year, eight mobile main force divisions and one artillery division, along
with a number of separate infantry regiments and battalions and specialty branch units,
were operating in South Vietnam. These troops were equipped with more and heavier
rockets, mortars, and machine guns; and AK assault rifles were appearing among local
force units.2
American officials were aware that this buildup was occurring, though not of its full
details. By late April, the Secretary of Defense estimated that there were eleven or more
North Vietnamese regiments in South Vietnam. In late June, in a public effort to justify
US air strikes against the Hanoi and Haiphong oil depots, Secretary McNamara explained
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that North Vietnam had increased its infiltration of personnel into South Vietnam by 120
percent and supplies by 150 percent during the past year. He believed the number of
North Vietnamese units in the South had increased by 100 percent.3

Another Call for Reinforcements

S

ecretary McNamara hardly had approved Program #3 when Admiral Sharp initiated
planning for its successor. Early in April, CINCPAC and his subordinates, including
COMUSMACV, began considering adjustments to their CY 1966 force requirements and
their additional requirements for CY 1967. On 18 June, CINCPAC submitted the results
to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. For CY 1966, Admiral Sharp called for approximately 475,000
US personnel in South Vietnam by the end of the year, an increase of more than 100,000
from the 376,500 figure the Secretary of Defense had approved in April. This would
provide 79 maneuver battalions, 74 combat support battalions, 84 helicopter companies/
squadrons, and 34 tactical air squadrons. The adjusted 1966 requirements also called
for about 46,000 allied troops, including 23 maneuver battalions, to be in South Vietnam
by the end of 1966.
For CY 1967, CINCPAC asked for 84,000 additional troops. With this increase, the
United States would field a force in South Vietnam of approximately 543,000, including 90
maneuver battalions, 89 combat support battalions, 88 helicopter companies/squadrons,
and 39 tactical air squadrons. Allied strength would increase to 59,000 (30 maneuver
battalions). To meet requirements outside Vietnam, CINCPAC requested 148,000 troops
by the end of 1966 and an additional 24,000 during 1967.
These requirements, CINCPAC explained, stemmed entirely from the threat posed
by North Vietnam’s continuing and increasing support of the war in South Vietnam. He
pointed out that, although the air campaign against the North had made enemy infiltration more difficult, it had not sufficiently reduced it. The enemy had built up his stockpiles in both North and South Vietnam and now could field and support more maneuver
battalions in the South than ever before. If the enemy capability to field and support
combat units in South Vietnam was not reduced, CINCPAC declared, more US ground
forces than those he was currently requesting would probably be required.4
The Joint Chiefs of Staff reviewed the adjusted 1966 and 1967 requirements and,
on 5 August, forwarded them to the Secretary of Defense for information. In brief, the
Joint Chiefs found CINCPAC’s requirements valid for force planning and budgeting
purposes, representing “a logical and progressive build-up necessary to the attainment
of US military objectives.” The Joint Chiefs of Staff informed Secretary McNamara that
they and the Services were determining capabilities to meet these added requirements,
in addition to sustaining the forces already in South Vietnam. The Joint Chiefs of Staff
had scheduled a planning conference for October to correlate requirements and capabilities into a comprehensive program for presentation to the Secretary of Defense in
late October or early November.5
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Secretary McNamara replied the same day. He recognized the established policy
of furnishing the troops, weapons, and supplies that General Westmoreland requested
at the times he desired them; and he promised to accord these latest requirements the
same consideration. Nevertheless, he desired a detailed analysis of the requirements to
determine that each was essential to the war. He cautioned that:
we must send to Vietnam what is needed, but only what is needed. Excessive
deployments weaken our ability to win by undermining the economic structure
of the RVN and by raising doubts concerning the soundness of our planning.6

Secretary McNamara’s cautionary remarks reflected his growing skepticism about
further United States expansion of the war in the air over North Vietnam and on the
ground in South Vietnam. He was influenced by the analyses of his civilian “whiz kids”
and by concern over growing American domestic opposition to the war, some of it among
his own personal friends and associates. What he perceived as the meager results of the
POL strikes for which the Joint Chiefs of Staff had campaigned so hard reinforced his
doubts, and a visit to CINCPAC in July did not dispel them. He was growing to suspect
that further expansion of the US military commitment in Southeast Asia would bring
little in the way of improved results.7
In addition to Secretary McNamara’s doubts, the new reinforcement request, dubbed
Program #4, ran into a shortage of military resources. Without a reserve mobilization, the
Services, especially the Army, strained during 1966 to fulfill Program #3 requirements on
schedule while replacing combat losses in South Vietnam. By early October, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff had concluded that only a callup of as many as 600,000 reservists would
allow the Services to meet Program #4 requirements without drawing down forces
earmarked for NATO and other commitments; but the President considered a reserve
callup politically out of the question. Aware of these problems, General Westmoreland
during the summer prepared to scale back his troop request to a force structure that
would be sustainable indefinitely without mobilization. He estimated the size of such a
force as between 470,000 and 500,000 men.8
CINCPAC, COMUSMACV, COMUSMACTHAI, and representatives of the Joint Staff
and the Services met in Honolulu from 5 through 14 October to validate PACOM force
requirements. The conference produced an updated intelligence estimate, a concept
for the employment of forces, a Southeast Asia air program, and a comprehensive
force deployment program. The intelligence estimate set forth the enemy threat from
which the concept of operations was derived. Together, they were the basis for the
force requirements.9
After reviewing the conference report, the Joint Chiefs of Staff developed a refined
force deployment program for South Vietnam for CY 1966/1967. On 4 November, they
submitted this program to the Secretary of Defense, stating that it met CINCPAC requirements as closely as feasible. Reflecting the increasingly strained condition of the Services, the program did not meet all of CINCPAC’s desired closure dates. It omitted certain
requirements altogether (six infantry battalions for I CTZ, three helicopter squadrons,
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two artillery battalion equivalents, an aircraft carrier, 12 destroyers, three tactical fighter
squadrons, and certain combat support units). Although the program was less than
CINCPAC desired, the Joint Chiefs considered it adequate for effective execution of the
concept of operations developed at the Honolulu conference.
Specifically, the Joint Chiefs’ 4 November program provided for a US strength in
South Vietnam of 382,756 by the end of 1966—nearly 90,000 less than CINCPAC had
called for on 18 June. The 382,756 figure included 82 maneuver battalions, 49 field artillery battalions, 51 helicopter companies/squadrons, and 32 tactical fighter squadrons.
Third country strength would go up to 51,000, comprising 23 maneuver battalions. By
the end of 1967, the JCS program projected the US force in South Vietnam at 497,168,
with a total of 94 maneuver battalions, 66 field artillery battalions, 77 helicopter squadrons/companies, and 34 tactical air squadrons. The increase in forces would generate
an estimated expenditure of 46.21 billion piasters in CY 1967. The Joint Chiefs of Staff
contemplated no further buildup of third country strength in 1967 or beyond; but they
estimated that the United States would have about 524,000 troops in South Vietnam by
the end of 1968, with the number of maneuver battalions remaining at 94. For PACOM
outside South Vietnam, the JCS program provided for 157,847 troops by the end of 1966,
201,140 by the end of 1967, and 206,429 by the end of 1968.10

Program #4

A

fter reviewing the Joint Chiefs of Staff submission, Secretary McNamara decided
that the proposed deployment was so large that it would exacerbate South Vietnam’s
already serious inflation. In addition, he had already discussed a level-off force with
General Westmoreland, who had indicated he could live with a more modest reinforcement. Accordingly, the Secretary of Defense told the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 11 November
that, to retain popular support for the Saigon government, a “reasonably stable” South
Vietnamese economy was essential. The United States, therefore, must fit its deployments to South Vietnam’s capacity to bear them without undue inflation. Ambassador
Lodge had already asked that US military spending in South Vietnam be held to a 42
billion piaster level in 1967. Consequently, the Secretary found the Joint Chiefs of Staff
46 billion piaster program self-defeating.
The Secretary of Defense approved a plan, “Southeast Asia Deployment Program
#4,” that appeared to be the maximum consistent with any hope of achieving economic
stability. Program #4 called for a total of 463,000 US personnel in South Vietnam by
the end of 1967, as contrasted with the Joint Chiefs’ recommendation of 497,168; 87
maneuver battalions as opposed to 94; and 62 artillery battalions versus 66. The program
projected US strength in South Vietnam by June 1968 at 469,300 but did not go beyond
that date. (On 16 December, Secretary McNamara revised Program #4 to call for 460,000
troops by the end of 1967 and 467,000 by June 1968; he made no change in the number
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of battalions.) The Defense Secretary invited the Joint Chiefs of Staff to suggest changes
in the unit mix of Program #4, but not in the troop totals.11
The Joint Chiefs of Staff were not satisfied with Mr. McNamara’s version of Program
#4. On 2 December, they informed the Secretary of Defense that, while restoration of
South Vietnam’s economic stability was important, its achievement would depend
primarily on the ability of allied military forces to defeat the enemy and provide the
secure environment necessary for political, economic, and social development and
for pacification. The Joint Chiefs of Staff believed that the imposition of Program #4
would reduce US ability to complete its military tasks in South Vietnam and achieve
its national objectives. They added that the rate at which US forces could undertake
area control, open land lines of communication, and provide security for pacification
and other programs would be slower under Program #4 than with the forces they had
requested on 4 November. With the smaller reinforcement, the intensity and frequency
of combat operations might be restricted, lengthening the war at increasing costs in
casualties and materiel.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff reaffirmed their support for their 4 November program.
Since it had not been approved, they recommended to the Secretary of Defense certain
modifications to Program #4. These modifications made no changes in the approved
troop numbers, but they did make substantial changes in the unit mix in order to create
a better balanced force. Secretary McNamara accepted these modifications, with the
exception of certain new Army units totaling 2,803 spaces. Thus, the 1967 deployment
figures were at last fixed.12
During the second half of 1966, US combat units continued to flow into South Vietnam. Operation ROBIN, the deployment of the 4th Infantry Division, began on 21 July
with the arrival of advance parties of the 2nd Brigade at Pleiku. The remainder of the
division closed in the following three months with the last units arriving on 18 October.
As 1966 ended, the 9th Infantry Division was coming in, and MACV was planning to station
elements of the division in IV CTZ. At the end of December, American strength in South
Vietnam stood at over 383,000, more than double the 184,000 troops that had been there
at the beginning of the year. Another 80,000 had been approved for deployment in 1967.
By the end of 1967, the United States would have nearly half a million men in Vietnam.13
As mentioned previously, the enemy also increased his forces during 1966. The
Secretary of Defense estimated that there were 275,000 hostile troops in South Vietnam
at the close of the year. This figure included 54,000 North Vietnamese regulars—more
than double the 26,000 in the country in late 1965—62,000 main force Viet Cong troops,
11,000 local and district Viet Cong guerrillas, and 58,000 political and administrative
cadres and support troops, such as supply, medical, and communications personnel.
Secretary McNamara found one bright spot in this picture; enemy strength during the
second half of 1966 had remained level at about 275,000.14
On his part, General Westmoreland expressed optimism. While visiting the United
States in late December, he stated in a television interview that “the tide had turned in
our favor during the year 1966.” But he was quick to caution that the length of the war
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must be measured in years and that “more troops will be needed from our country and,
hopefully, from free world allies.”15

Third Country Forces, 1966

D

uring 1966, third country strength in South Vietnam increased from 22,404 to 52,602.
This 30,000-man increase included a South Korean division and separate regiment
with supporting elements, a two-battalion Australian task force, and a 2,000-man Filipino
civic action group.16
In early 1966, the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed the Joint Staff to analyze third country
participation in Vietnam and to determine what additional assistance would be useful.
The study, noted by the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 1 July, found that, with the exception of
certain Free World nations in the Pacific, efforts to procure military assistance for South
Vietnam had not yet yielded significant results. However, the Free World military assistance that had been contributed had been “highly effective and of material assistance” to
the allied war effort. The United States could meet shortfalls in its own military capabilities in part through increased Free World Military Assistance Forces, especially in the
areas of transportation, construction, maintenance, and medicine. The study cautioned,
however, that such contributions would only supplement, and not replace, the approved
US deployments. By country, the study listed the Free World forces that might be available for Vietnam. In addition to the Republic of Korea, Australia, New Zealand, and the
Philippines, the study suggested as possible contributors several European countries
(Greece, The Netherlands, Italy, and Spain), Turkey, India, South Africa, Jordan, Israel,
Iran, and a number of Latin American nations. The study did not recommend any specific
courses of action. After noting the study, the JCS merely returned it to the Joint Staff
for use as a reference.17
While the Joint Chiefs of Staff were analyzing the broad question of Free World
assistance to South Vietnam, actual third country deployments moved ahead. As had
been the case in 1965, during 1966 the Republic of Korea was the largest third country
troop contributor. CINCPAC’s CY 1966 force requirements, submitted in December 1965,
had included an additional South Korean division and regiment. On 8 January 1966,
the Secretary of State instructed the US Ambassador in Seoul to begin negotiations for
these forces. President Park Chung Hee agreed on 29 January to provide the requested
units, contingent upon approval by his National Assembly. In return, the United States
promised to equip this force and pay all its additional costs. As ultimately worked out,
the South Korean augmentation included the desired infantry division and regiment,
along with assorted logistic, medical, and other support-type units, for a total of 23,488
men. Added to the forces already in country, this reinforcement would raise total South
Korean strength in South Vietnam to approximately 45,600.18
South Korea announced its planned force increase on 28 February, and its troops
began deploying on 29 April. Operational control of the expanding Korean contingent
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remained a matter of contention between MACV and the Commander, ROK Forces
Vietnam. As the largest third country contingent, the Koreans could and did set their
own terms on this issue. The Koreans refused to make any written agreement covering
operational control of their forces in Vietnam. Instead, their commander, Major General
Chae Myung Shin, informally promised to act as though under the orders of General
Westmoreland and the US I Field Force commander, so long as the orders were couched
as requests. In practice, the Koreans conducted operations independently in their areas
of responsibility in I and II CTZs, under only the most general US direction. Concentrating on defense and pacification of the coastal districts they controlled, they conducted
offensive operations only after much US persuasion and after being assured of lavish
American air and artillery support. These drawbacks notwithstanding, the South Koreans relieved United States and South Vietnamese forces of responsibility for securing a
heavily populated region that contained major ports and allied bases; and their presence
contributed to President Johnson’s effort to secure “more flags” in Vietnam.19
In May, COMUSMACV, in drafting his CY 1967 force requirements, called for provision of a South Korean marine division. COMUSKOREA, however, expressed serious
reservations about this proposal. He believed that such a request, prior to the South
Korean presidential election scheduled for early 1967, might adversely affect President
Park and his political party. COMUSKOREA also doubted that the Koreans could provide
additional marines without an extensive expansion of their Marine Corps base structure.
Consequently, the United States took no further action on this matter in 1966.20
Late in 1965 and early in 1966, the United States asked Australia to increase its troop
commitment to South Vietnam. Despite some initial reluctance, the Australians agreed
early in March to augment their force. The augmentation would consist of a two-battalion
task force, totaling about 4,500 personnel.21
In the light of the pending troop increase, the United States and Australia negotiated
a new Military Working Arrangement, replacing the one of 5 May 1965. Like the previous
one, the new arrangement, signed on 17 March 1966, vested command of the Australian
contingent in the Commander, Australian Force, Vietnam (COMAFV). Unlike the arrangement with the South Koreans, the arrangement with Australia affirmed the operational
control of COMUSMACV over COMAFV. Under a Logistical and Administrative Supplement and a Financial Working Arrangement, MACV was to continue providing logistic
and administrative support for the Australian forces and Australia would reimburse the
United States for this support.22
The advance party of the Australian Task Force (ATF) arrived in South Vietnam during April, and the main body followed in several increments, completing its deployment
by 5 June 1966. COMUSMACV located the ATF at Ba Ria in III CTZ, placing it under the
control of CG II Field Force, Vietnam (FFORCEV). Australia requested and received US
assurances that its troops would not be used in operations near the Cambodian border,
since Australia had diplomatic relations with Cambodia. With the arrival of the ATF in
South Vietnam, the 1st Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment, that had been in Vietnam
since mid-1965, returned home.23
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In August, the United States considered approaching Australia for another commitment of forces for Vietnam. COMAFV advised COMUSMACV, however, that the
Australian government did not wish to raise the matter of further troops for Vietnam
until after the Australian elections in November. The Australian commander indicated
that his government was aware the ATF needed additional forces and would make a
troop increase after the election. This indication proved correct. On 22 December 1966,
the Prime Minister announced that Australia would send a squadron of light bombers
(B–57 Canberras), a new guided-missile destroyer, and 900 more army personnel to
South Vietnam. This would increase Australian strength to about 6,300, but these reinforcements did not reach Vietnam until the spring of 1967.24
Early in 1966, the United States sounded out New Zealand with regard to deployment
of an infantry battalion to South Vietnam. New Zealand, like Australia, faced an election
in 1966. Its government, although inclined to agree to the US request, preferred not to
introduce the question of more combat troops for Vietnam into the election campaign.
While not providing the infantry battalion at this time, New Zealand did bring its artillery
battery (sent to Vietnam in 1965) up to strength by adding two 105 mm howitzers and 27
men. It also augmented its medical team at Qui Nhon with six additional men, raising
the total New Zealand strength in Vietnam to 155.25
During 1966, the Philippines contributed a 2,000-man civic action group to the
Vietnam effort. The United States had suggested this move in 1965 and the Philippine
president had agreed, but the Philippine Congress had refused to approve the deployment. In early 1966, President Fernando Marcos again asked his Congress for authorization to send the group. To assist in the passage of this measure, the United States
made “judicious use” of MAP aid in areas suggested by Marcos, including the delivery
of four Swift boats for anti-smuggling operations, M–14 rifles and machine guns for a
constabulary battalion combat team, and equipment for three engineer battalions. The
Philippine Congress passed the necessary legislation on 5 June 1966, and the Philippine
Civic Action Group (PHILCAGV) began arriving in South Vietnam on 16 August.26
The PHILCAGV consisted of engineer construction, medical, and rural community
development teams with the necessary security support units. On 20 July, the United
States and the Philippines signed a Military Working Arrangement placing all elements
and personnel of the PHILCAGV under a Philippines military commander (COMPHILCAGV). The arrangement did not place the Philippine contingent under the operational
control of COMUSMACV. Instead, it provided for a Free World Military Assistance
Policy Council (FWMAPC) consisting of the Chief of the RVNAF Joint General Staff,
COMPHILCAGV, and COMUSMACV or their representatives to prescribe the concept of
employment of the PHILCAGV units. MACV would provide all support for the Philippine
force, with no reimbursement by the Philippine government.27
The only other Free World nations providing military assistance to South Vietnam in
1966 were Thailand and Spain. On 17 February 1966, Thailand activated the Royal Thai
Military Assistance Group, Vietnam (RTMAGV). The Thai assistance group took command of the Royal Thai Air Force contingent that had been in Vietnam since 1964. On
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23 March 1966, the United States and Thailand signed a Military Working Arrangement
identical in its main points with that between the United States and the Philippines. As
was the case with most of the other third country forces, COMUSMACV would provide
logistic and administrative support for the Thai contingent, with no reimbursement from
Thailand. By the end of 1966, Thai strength in South Vietnam stood at 224.28
The Spanish contribution consisted of a 12-man military medical unit. The Madrid
government had announced in December 1965 that it would send a medical team to
Vietnam. Not until 9 September 1966, however, did the four doctors, seven nurses, and
one quartermaster captain arrive in South Vietnam.29

Other Possible Flags for Vietnam

D

uring 1966, the United States canvassed the possibility of acquiring still more
third country forces. One major candidate with a large and competent army was
Nationalist China on Taiwan. Use of the Chinese had been considered previously, and
the Commandant of the Marine Corps raised the question again in April 1966. General
Greene told the Joint Chiefs of Staff that objections to employment of the Chinese
Nationalists in South Vietnam normally were based on “the historical, traditional antipathies of the Vietnamese people for the Chinese.” However, the Commandant claimed,
he had witnessed enthusiastic exchanges between prominent Vietnamese and Chinese
leaders concerning Nationalist participation in Vietnam. The Commandant believed that
by “isolating the purely military consequences,” great benefit could come from bringing
in the well-trained and well-equipped Nationalist Chinese soldiers. General Greene’s
observations did not bear out the “long accepted hypothesis” of Vietnamese antagonism
toward such a proposal. (It should be noted that thousands of Chinese Communist
troops served in North Vietnam during the war, primarily in engineering and air defense
roles.)30 Consequently, the Marine Commandant recommended that the Joint Chiefs of
Staff request the preparation of a Special National Intelligence Estimate to consider both
South Vietnamese and Communist Chinese reaction to the introduction of Nationalist
Chinese combat troops in South Vietnam.31
The Joint Chiefs of Staff requested the special estimate, but the resulting SNIE gave
no support to the Commandant’s position. Instead, the authors of the SNIE found that
Saigon’s military leaders, although concerned “to some degree” about popular reaction, would probably agree to the deployment of Chinese troops. Nevertheless, there
would be little popular support in South Vietnam for Chinese Nationalist participation.
The estimate predicted that the Chinese Communists would interpret deployment of
the Nationalists to South Vietnam as a significant change in US policy with potentially
serious implications. Possible CHICOM reactions included: increased pressure on and
harassment of Taiwan; reinforcement of Chinese forces along the North Vietnamese and
Laotian borders; public acknowledgement and reinforcement of CHICOM military forces
in North Vietnam; and increased Chinese pressure on Hanoi to reject any negotiation
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and to hold out for total victory. The Chinese Communists, the SNIE concluded, would
probably not move “volunteers” into South Vietnam; but Free World countries would
react with alarm to the increased chance of a US-CHICOM war.32
Despite the pessimistic conclusions of the SNIE, the Commandant of the Marine
Corps pressed the issue. On 31 May, he informed the Joint Chiefs of Staff that, fully recognizing the military, political, and economic factors involved; he still favored the use
of Chinese Nationalist troops in South Vietnam. He proposed that the United States ask
the Republic of China to provide a Marine brigade for duty with the III MAF in I CTZ.
On the other hand, CINCPAC, responding to a JCS request for his views, acknowledged
the military benefits of a Nationalist deployment; but he noted that the US Embassy in
Saigon had reservations. According to Admiral Sharp, Ambassador Lodge believed that,
while the introduction of Chinese Nationalist troops would not bring Communist China
into the war, the deep-seated anti-Chinese attitude of the Vietnamese would limit the
usefulness of the anti-communist Chinese. Moreover, the Ambassador had warned that
the rest of the world would view a Nationalist deployment as an expansion of the war.33
After considering the Marine Commandant’s recommendations and CINCPAC’s
views, the Joint Staff concluded that, while the employment of Nationalist Chinese
combat troops would be “militarily useful,” the possible negative political consequences
outweighed the purely military factors. Accordingly, the Joint Chiefs of Staff took no
further action on the issue of Nationalist Chinese combat forces for South Vietnam. As
had been true for some time, the Republic of China continued to furnish a small amount
of noncombat support to the allied effort. At the request of the United States, the Taiwan
regime provided two LSTs, originally given it under the US MAP program, to assist in
coastal shipping. Chinese naval crews, in civilian clothing, manned these ships, but they
were supported and paid by the United States.34
During the latter half of 1966, two other suggestions for deployment of additional
third country forces came under consideration. The first was a COMUSMACV proposal,
which Ambassador Lodge supported, for the formation of KANZUS—a multinational
brigade size force of Korean, Australian, New Zealand, and United States troops—to
assist in countering the large-scale North Vietnamese infiltration through the DMZ. By
late September, however, before Washington took any action on the proposal, CINCPAC
advised the Joint Chiefs of Staff that KANZUS had been overtaken by the enemy buildup
in I CTZ, which had reached multiple division size and would require a considerable
greater allied force to counter it. As a result, KANZUS was shelved.35
The second possibility was the introduction into South Vietnam of a British Gurkha
brigade. This Nepalese unit of the British Army, composed of men with a ferocious fighting reputation, was currently employed in the Malaysia-Borneo area, but was expected
to be phased out of British service in the near future. In early October, the Adjutant
General of the British Army raised with the US Army Attaché in London the question of
using this Gurkha brigade in South Vietnam. The matter soon became academic when
Britain decided to retain the Gurkha brigade in its service at least until 1969.36
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Deployments and Forces
By the end of 1966, the array of allied flags in South Vietnam was complete. The
Australians, New Zealanders, South Koreans, Filipinos, and Thais, along with the tiny
contingents of Spaniards and Nationalist Chinese, would comprise the third country
element through the rest of the war. Some national contributions, notably that of Thailand, would increase substantially. America’s major western allies held conspicuously
aloof from the conflict in Southeast Asia. While the third country contribution was far
from negligible, the burden of the steadily growing struggle would be born by the United
States and South Vietnam.
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The War in South
Vietnam—1966
During 1966, the war in South Vietnam presented a picture of gains in some aspects
and stalemate in others. On the military side, as the strength and effectiveness of US/
FWMA forces mounted, General Westmoreland was able to launch increasingly aggressive operations designed to destroy the enemy and seize the initiative. As the year progressed, his troops carried out sustained attacks against Viet Cong strongholds while
at the same time securing friendly bases and major population centers. In operations
of increasing duration, allied forces entered regions which for many years had been
under exclusive Viet Cong control, searching out and destroying enemy command
and operations centers, supply bases, and training areas. Allied units initiated security
measures to protect rice and salt producing areas, both vital to the rural economy. Air
operations in South Vietnam concentrated on combat and logistic support of ground
troops. The naval campaign to prevent infiltration by sea was in full swing. During
the year, naval bombardment added new fire power to operations against the enemy
along the coast.
On the non-military side of the war, less progress was evident, in spite of ambitious United States and South Vietnamese statements of civil and economic goals.
Politically, the military junta in Saigon survived a major challenge to its rule in I
CTZ and initiated the writing of a new constitution as a first step to restoring civilian government to South Vietnam. The United States and South Vietnam made
major efforts to control South Vietnam’s debilitating inflation, but with only limited
success. Pacification, overshadowed by the growing military conflict, made little
progress in wresting people and territory from the Viet Cong; although by the end
of the year the United States and South Vietnam were establishing a more effective
organization for a renewed effort.
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The Honolulu Meeting Goals

A

t the Honolulu conference of 7–8 February, following two weeks of American
deployment planning meetings, President Johnson and a large delegation of senior
US officials worked out with Generals Thieu and Ky the allies’ military and pacification
goals for 1966. The officials announced a policy of “growing military effectiveness and
still closer cooperation.”1
At this meeting, military leaders of the two nations developed six specific goals to be
achieved in South Vietnam during 1966: 1) by year’s end, inflict losses on the Viet Cong and
North Vietnamese at a rate as high as their capacity to put men into the field; 2) increase
the proportion of base areas denied to the enemy from 10–20 percent to 40–50 percent; 3)
increase the critical roads and railroads open for use in South Vietnam from 30 percent
to 50 percent; 4) increase the population in secure areas from 50 percent to 60 percent;
5) pacify the four selected high-priority areas, adding 235,000 people to the government
controlled population in those areas; and 6) ensure the defense of military bases, political
and population centers, and food-producing regions now under Saigon’s control.2
Seeking to balance the military emphasis of the conference, President Johnson
pressed his own officials and the South Vietnamese leaders to make renewed and stronger
efforts in pacification and social and economic development. The President assured Chief
of State Thieu and Prime Minister Ky of continued United States support for their Rural
Construction (RC) pacification program. Among specific actions, the United States and
South Vietnam agreed that ARVN military commanders would give “adequate” priority
to rural construction areas; that Saigon would move forward with the election of village
executive councils; and that Saigon would give increasing emphasis to training pacification
cadres, concentrating on political indoctrination. The South Vietnamese leaders promised
that they would direct greater attention to RVNAF troop indoctrination, with the United
States promising to study additional support requirements. In addition, Saigon would
devote more effort toward development of agriculture, handicrafts, and cottage industries
and would seek to expand rural electrification programs and credit facilities for farmers.
Even with these improvements, however, Saigon’s Rural Construction Minister, General
Nguyen Duc Thang, estimated at Honolulu that only 75 percent of the 1966 RC goals could
be achieved by the end of the year. This cautious prognosis notwithstanding, the officials
issued a joint declaration pledging their two governments “to defense against aggression, to
the work of social revolution, to the goal of free self-government, to the attack on hunger,
ignorance, and disease, and to the unending quest for peace.”3

The JCS Strategic Concept

S

hortly after the Honolulu meeting, the Joint Chiefs of Staff restated, with little
change from the 1965 version, their strategic concept of US/FWMAF operations
in South Vietnam. On 1 March, they informed the Secretary of Defense that the US
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strategy recognized the interdependence of political, economic, sociological, and
military factors in the war. In coordination with the Saigon government, US and
Free World forces would take discriminate military action to achieve “a stable and
independent non-communist government in South Vietnam.”
The Joint Chiefs of Staff listed US military objectives in Vietnam as: 1) to cause
North Vietnam to cease its control, direction, and support of the insurgency in South
Vietnam and Laos; 2) to assist the Saigon government to defeat the Viet Cong and North
Vietnamese forces in South Vietnam; 3) to assist Saigon in extending its dominion and
control over South Vietnam, including suppression of guerrilla activity; and 4) to deter
Communist China from direct intervention in Southeast Asia and elsewhere in the Western Pacific and to be prepared to defeat such intervention if it occurred.
To achieve these objectives, the United States must perform military tasks in both
North and South Vietnam. The United States, the Joint Chiefs asserted, must selectively
destroy North Vietnam’s military capabilities, reducing its capacity to import and distribute war materials. In addition, the United States must destroy other “high-value”
targets in North Vietnam in order to punish that nation for its part in the war. In South
Vietnam, the United States must find, harass, pursue, and defeat Viet Cong and North
Vietnamese units, wrecking their bases and disrupting their lines of communication in
the country and outside it. At the same time, the United States and Saigon must protect
the South Vietnamese people from communist “subversion and oppression” while liberating selected areas from Viet Cong control. The United States must coordinate all its
military operations closely with those of the RVNAF and mesh them as well with the
other US programs, political, economic, and social, in South Vietnam.
This concept, the Joint Chiefs of Staff declared, was integrated with and designed
to support South Vietnam’s Rural Construction program and the MACV/JGS Combined
Campaign Plan for CY 1966. United States, Free World, and South Vietnamese forces
would carry out search and destroy operations, clearing and securing operations, and
civic actions in areas of primary (national) and secondary (CTZ) priority. These forces
would also defend government centers and critical installations. As a rule, United States
and FWMA forces would not secure areas in support of Saigon’s RC program except
around their bases. On the other hand, every US tactical unit in the field had its own civic
action program in the areas around its base—securing rice crops, protecting harvests,
and giving emergency medical assistance—all actions which supposedly would develop
popular support for the Saigon government.
Outside the secure areas, US/FWMA forces and RVNAF reserves would seek out
and attack communist troops and bases. The main body of the RVNAF would defend
government installations and clear and secure areas. Search and destroy operations
against the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese and their base areas would aim at whittling
down the enemy main forces and would indirectly shield the Rural Construction effort.
Because of the heavy enemy buildup in several regions of South Vietnam, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff wanted the large, combat capable US/FWMA and RVNAF units to place their
“prime focus” on search and destroy operations.
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Clearing operations, conducted tactically in the same manner as search and destroy
operations, would be the first step in the Rural Construction sequence of “clearing,
securing, and developing.” But without sufficient trained follow-on troops to establish
permanent control and security, the clearing operations would have little value. In theory,
regular forces, US or ARVN, would provide initial security, with the Regional and Popular
Forces gradually taking over. Concurrently, government cadre and local officials would
enter the secured area. The National Police would maintain civil law and order, carry out
population and resource control measures, and eliminate Viet Cong agents, terrorists,
and political elements. In the past, ARVN commanders, lacking troops, had drafted the
RF and PF for offensives against the hard-core enemy units. With the introduction of
US/FWMA troops into key areas during 1965, the Joint Chiefs hoped that the balance
of forces had shifted so that the RVNAF could be used in pacification as the concept
long had provided.4

The US Strategy Is Challenged

I

n the early months of 1966, the US strategy faced challenges from critics in the
United States and rebellious elements in South Vietnam. In the United States, Lieutenant General James M. Gavin, USA (Retired), charged in the February 1966 issue of
Harper’s Magazine that the United States was stretching its forces “beyond reason” in
an ill-advised effort to secure all of South Vietnam. Rather than pursuing this vain goal,
General Gavin maintained, the United States should withdraw all of its troops into a
series of strong coastal enclaves, cease bombing the North, and try to negotiate a solution to the war through the United Nations or a Geneva conference. This attack on US
strategy by a famous World War II paratroop commander and early proponent of reliance on conventional forces instead of nuclear “massive retaliation,” along with growing
criticism of the national policy from several other responsible quarters, disturbed high
administration officials. As a result, the Joint Chiefs of Staff were directed to examine
General Gavin’s proposals.5
Predictably, the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not agree with General Gavin. On 3 February, they informed the Secretary of Defense that the enclave strategy possessed significant deficiencies and that its advantages were more illusory than real. By forfeiting
the initiative, abandoning solid negotiating leverages, conceding large land areas to
the enemy, and alienating the South Vietnamese and other friendly governments, the
enclave strategy would abandon national objectives. It would lead, the Joint Chiefs
said, to American and South Vietnamese defeat in Vietnam or ultimate United States
abandonment of Southeast Asia.6
General Wheeler presented these same arguments in Congressional testimony.
Appearing in early February before a Congressional committee considering military
appropriations, the Chairman denied that the United States, as General Gavin had
charged, was attempting to secure all of South Vietnam. “Our objectives out there are—
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and General Westmoreland’s strategy is—to defeat, together with Vietnamese forces,
the main force of Viet Cong units and the North Vietnamese forces ….” He said that the
United States was helping the Saigon government to establish security for its population in a “police type” operation and was assisting its ally in establishing conditions for
maintaining a free government.7

Rebellion in I Corps

T

he beginning of 1966 found the Saigon government in a relatively stable position.
The military regime headed by Chairman Thieu and Prime Minister Ky had been
in office since June 1965 and was cooperating closely with the United States in the war
effort. But this outward semblance of stability belied a number of fundamental sources
of trouble, any one of which could erupt and threaten the fragile Thieu-Ky government.
Among these sources of trouble, many of them interrelated, were basic dissatisfaction
with the military junta among out-of-power politicians and the Buddhists; an uneasy
relationship among the senior officers composing the ruling National Leadership Committee (NLC); increasing tension between “northerners” and “southerners” within the
government; political differences between Catholics and Buddhists; and a worsening
economic situation.8
Divisions among the South Vietnamese generals set off a crisis. On 10 March,
General Ky relieved the I Corps commander, General Nguyen Chanh Thi, on a charge
of failing to obey orders. Thi, a potential rival of Ky, enjoyed great popularity in I CTZ,
where he ruled as a nearly independent satrap; and his relief precipitated immediate
protests. On the following day, 2,000 persons demonstrated in Da Nang, chanting “Down
with the Generals’ Command in Saigon.” In succeeding days, the demonstrations grew
and schools were closed in Da Nang and Hue, with the approval of local officials who
owed their appointments to General Thi. On 13 March, a general strike in Da Nang was
90 percent effective. The Buddhists, already angry at the regime over a cabinet reshuffle
they claimed favored the Catholics, took up Thi’s cause, both in I Corps and Saigon. In
the capital, the Buddhist Institute, a center of political agitation, declared the country to
be in a “state of crisis” and demanded the return of several generals who had participated
in the overthrow of Diem.9
A deadlock quickly developed. The NLC endorsed Ky’s relief of Thi, while the latter
general entrenched himself in his headquarters at Da Nang. In the last days of March, the
demonstrations in Da Nang and Hue continued to grow. The so-called “Struggle Forces”
expanded to include Buddhists, students, civil servants, and some ARVN personnel. For
practical purposes, the 1st ARVN Division in northern I CTZ engaged in a passive mutiny
against the Saigon government, causing a drop-off in RVNAF military activity in the
region. By the beginning of April, the “Struggle Forces” were in effective control of Da
Nang, Hue, and many smaller towns and villages in I CTZ and a few in II CTZ. Radio stations in both Da Nang and Hue began broadcasting daily attacks against the government
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and the United States, and Buddhist demonstrators sacked the US Information Service
library in Hue. The Buddhists in Saigon joined in denunciations of the government and
mounted demonstrations of their own.10
The resulting confrontation between the Saigon regime and the I Corps rebels
lasted until mid-June and verged at times on full-fledged civil war among the noncommunist South Vietnamese. General Ky’s regime alternated threats to use force with
efforts at conciliation, principally by reiterating promises to hold a constitutional
assembly late in 1966 and national elections the following year. Ambassador Lodge
and General Westmoreland used their influence, including a temporary withdrawal of
US advisers from the 1st ARVN Division, on behalf of order and compromise. The US
Marines of III MAF protected themselves and US installations while trying to maintain
neutrality between the South Vietnamese factions. Gradually, the regime, helped by
power struggles among the movement’s leaders, separated the more moderate Buddhist elements from the extremists.11
On 15 May, without informing the US Mission or MACV, General Ky moved against
the Da Nang rebels. During a week of sporadic street fighting, RVNAF paratroopers and
marines secured key facilities in the city and forced the surrender of dissident strong
points. They arrested the mayor of Da Nang and other key Struggle Force leaders. Pacification of the city cost 150 Vietnamese killed and 700 wounded; 23 US personnel were
injured in the fighting. In June, after further negotiations with the Saigon Buddhists,
who accepted a government offer to add 10 civilians to the NLC, the government moved
against the “Struggle Forces” that were still holding out in Hue. Between 10 and 16 June,
riot police and an ARVN airborne battalion snuffed out the last resistance. General Thi
went into exile on a diplomatic mission. In Saigon, on 23 June, without violence, troops
and police occupied the headquarters of the Buddhist Institute, signaling the end of the
crisis. The regime had managed to survive the troubles without a mass defection of the
dissidents to the Viet Cong. For their part, the Viet Cong seem to have made no attempt
to exploit the political crisis.12
The three and a half months of Buddhist agitation, political crises, and armed confrontations had severely hindered military operations against the Viet Cong and North
Vietnamese, especially in the I CTZ. US and Free World forces had been tied down by the
necessity to provide additional troops and aircraft on alert and furnish security for installations, roads, and bridges. RVNAF operations were even more seriously hampered. The
1st ARVN Division conducted markedly fewer large operations, and those it did conduct
were usually in areas where the troops could deploy readily to Da Nang or Hue. Present
for duty personnel strengths in the division were down 23 percent for officers and 14
percent for enlisted men. The operational effectiveness of both the Vietnamese Marine
Corps (VNMC) and the VNAF was considerably lowered. Overall RVNAF ordnance
capability in I CTZ suffered an estimated 20 percent loss, and engineering capability
was greatly reduced.13
In Washington, the crisis aroused dismay, verging upon despair, among senior
officials. The administration delayed ROLLING THUNDER strikes at North Vietnam’s
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POL facilities because of the instability in South Vietnam. At the height of the troubles
in mid-May, Secretary McNamara told Ambassador at Large Averill Harriman that “the
government in Saigon will become weaker and weaker as times goes on.” Under these
circumstances, McNamara said, “we should get in touch direct[ly] with the NLF, also
the North Vietnamese, but particularly the NLF, and begin to try to work up a deal for a
coalition government.”14
General Wheeler was equally disturbed. On 20 May, he warned Admiral Sharp and
General Westmoreland that the continuing disarray among the South Vietnamese was
reinforcing the dissent of Washington’s “flocks of doves” and creating doubt even among
reliable supporters of the war and the military. Americans were asking, the Chairman
said, “why should my son or brother or husband be killed fighting against the VC/NVA
while the South Vietnamese whose country and freedom are at stake engage themselves
in political bickering to the detriment of the effort against the enemy.” In conclusion
General Wheeler told the field commanders:
My purpose in addressing you is to convey my own deep distress and concern
that the lives, the resources, and the political capital we have expended in our
effort to preserve South Vietnam as a part of the free world approach the point
of having been in vain. Very frankly, I am greatly worried, the more so because
in all logic one cannot expect the American people to suffer indefinitely the
continuation of this truly sickening situation…. I am usually pretty much of an
optimist; but always, I hope, on the realistic side. This time, however, I think
I can feel the first gusts of the whirlwind generated by the wind sown by the
Vietnamese….15

General Westmoreland and Admiral Sharp both reassured General Wheeler that
the situation in Vietnam, while “serious” was not desperate and that Saigon was making
progress in restoring order in I CTZ. And in the following weeks, the government did
re-establish its authority and bring the trouble to an end. Nevertheless, there was truth
to the Chairman’s final thought on 20 May: “We must all recognize that we have lost
irretrievably and for all time some of the support which until now we have received from
the American people…. Regardless of what happens of a favorable nature, many people
will never again believe that the effort and the sacrifices are worthwhile.”16

Carrying out the Strategy—Combat Operations

O

n the battlefields, the effort and sacrifices continued and increased. As 1966
began, General Westmoreland admonished his commanders to smash the Viet
Cong and destroy the North Vietnamese units in South Vietnam. He directed them to
“find, fix and destroy” the enemy by sustained, aggressive actions, employing economy
of force to secure critical bases and the principle of mass to attack and destroy opposing units. In all the corps tactical zones where US and Free World forces operated
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during 1966, commanders attempted to follow these orders. At the beginning of 1966,
however, too few US and allied maneuver battalions were present in South Vietnam
to conduct offensives on the scale Westmoreland envisioned, and the logistic base for
such operations was still under construction. For the most part, 1966 would be a year
of spoiling attacks to keep the communists off balance and pre-empt their offensives
while the allies built up for larger and more sustained operations to come.17
As the battle on the ground developed during 1966, it became apparent that the
enemy was still firmly resolved to win. In reaction to the US buildup, the other side
continued expanding both its main forces and its local guerrillas. Wherever possible,
the communists massed large units to mount major assaults, relying heavily on sanctuary areas in Laos, Cambodia, the DMZ, and North Vietnam. The pattern of infiltration
changed markedly as, hampered by increased US pressure in Laos, North Vietnam began
moving large numbers of men and substantial quantities of material into South Vietnam
directly through the DMZ. Enemy leaders considered northern I CTZ a key battlefield on
which to destroy allied forces, and it was there that the most serious threats developed
during the year and some of the fiercest fighting took place.18
To break up enemy forces before they could strike, General Westmoreland relied
heavily on the “spoiling attack.” On 5 February, he informed the Joint Chiefs of Staff
that such attacks had disrupted enemy plans for large-scale campaigns, but there were
indications that the enemy was continuing to position his forces to conduct major
offensive operations. “In the immediate future,” COMUSMACV predicted, the Viet Cong
would “continue widespread terrorism, harassment, propaganda … and will increase the
number of small, hit-and-run attacks in an attempt to control the population and prevent
the US from making any significant gains in reconstruction.” At the same time, the VC/
NVA would launch mass attacks whenever they believed such assaults would succeed.
(Hanoi’s instructions to its forces in fact called for a combination of small- and largescale actions.) But the enemy was finding it more difficult to mass forces undetected
and gain the element of surprise.19

Pressure in I Corps

F

riendly forces in I CTZ suffered a serious defeat in early 1966. On 9–10 March, a
North Vietnamese regiment attacked an isolated Special Forces camp at A Shau
near the Cambodian border. Despite heroic Marine and Air Force efforts at air support
in the face of extremely poor weather, the North Vietnamese overran the camp. Over
250 of the defenders, mainly CIDG troops, were killed or missing, but 103 were successfully evacuated. The loss of this border surveillance camp opened up the A Shau Valley
to the enemy, who soon developed it into a major logistic base and supply corridor to
the Hue area.20
The battle of A Shau was only the beginning of enemy pressure on I CTZ. After a
spring lull, in mid-year, the North Vietnamese 324B Division invaded northern Quang
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Tri Province through the DMZ. Other North Vietnamese troops massed in Laos, raising a
possible threat to Hue and Phu Bai from the west. To meet this threat, on 15 June, major
elements of the 3rd Marine Division, the 1st ARVN Division (back in the field after the
spring troubles), and the ARVN Airborne Brigade launched Operation HASTINGS just
below the DMZ. Supported by tactical air, B–52 strikes, artillery, and naval gunfire, the
allied troops battled an enemy who fought tenaciously from a major base in the rugged
hills north of Quang Tri City. Operation HASTINGS featured a number of sharp small
unit engagements and occasional fights with battalion or larger size enemy forces. The
enemy had stockpiled supplies in and north of the DMZ. Fortunately, allied airpower
had destroyed much of this materiel, leaving the North Vietnamese unable to sustain a
long campaign. On 30 July, General Westmoreland reported that the 324B Division had
been “dispersed and apparently demoralized.” Some enemy troops remained in Quang
Tri, but many moved back across the DMZ into North Vietnam. Both sides suffered
heavy casualties. The Marines reported killing over 700 enemy while losing 126 of their
own killed and 448 wounded. The South Vietnamese lost 21 killed and 40 wounded.21
The defeat of the 324B Division was only temporary, and the enemy buildup in I
CTZ soon resumed. In September, General Westmoreland reported that the enemy concentration in Quang Tri and in, and just north of, the DMZ, constituted a direct threat to
US and Free World forces in that region. MACV intelligence indicated that as many as
three additional North Vietnamese divisions were moving into position to reinforce the
324B. South of Route 9, the east-west highway that ran just below the DMZ, the North
Vietnamese were making extensive combat preparations and were probing friendly
positions. General Westmoreland feared that the enemy was preparing to “liberate”
I CTZ’s two northern provinces, which contained a significant prestige target, the old
imperial capital of Hue. The Marines responded to the North Vietnamese incursions with
additional search and destroy operations in northern Quang Tri. To disrupt the enemy’s
logistics north of the DMZ, where he could not conduct ground operations, General
Westmoreland hammered the area with air attacks and naval gunfire.22
As 1966 came to an end in I Corps, III MAF was engaged in an on-going large-unit
battle in Quang Tri Province and contending at the same time with intensified guerrilla
and main force activity in the southern provinces of the corps. To bolster the increasingly stretched Marines, in early October General Westmoreland redeployed certain
units from other CTZs or diverted them enroute from the United States to I CTZ. These
were principally 175 mm gun batteries which, once emplaced, could deliver supporting
fire throughout Quang Tri Province from Khe Sanh at the western end of the DMZ to the
sea. In addition, the 3rd Marine Division displaced from Da Nang to Quang Tri and Thua
Thien Provinces while the 1st Marine Division took over defense of Da Nang in central
I CTZ. MACV deployed a US Army airborne battalion to Da Nang to assist in protecting
that city and prepared contingency plans to send larger forces to I CTZ if necessary. As
of the year’s end, the enemy had still not succeeded in establishing a major base area
in Quang Tri Province. He continued, however, to maintain at least two divisions in the
immediate vicinity of the DMZ and to infiltrate through the zone.23
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Action in II CTZ

T

he II Corps Tactical Zone, the largest in square miles of the four corps areas, was the
scene of continual fighting in 1966. In actions ranging from isolated patrol contacts
to large-scale coordinated operations, US, Free World, and South Vietnamese forces
sought out the enemy and attempted to destroy him. On several occasions, the allies,
acting on improved intelligence, launched operations against large enemy concentrations; but the enemy evaded contact and dispersed. Smaller encounters with local Viet
Cong produced more enemy casualties in the first months of 1966.24
As the North Vietnamese, abetted by the onset of the southwest monsoon, expanded
the scope of their infiltration through Laos and built up their bases in Cambodia, General Westmoreland became concerned that the enemy might conduct widely dispersed
coordinated attacks throughout II CTZ. In mid-year, he began operations that pushed
westward toward the Cambodian border to flush out the enemy and keep pressure on
him. As the scale of fighting increased, MACV committed the 1st Cavalry Division (AM) to
support elements of the US 25th Division in the area. General Westmoreland considered
these operations satisfactory and effective in inflicting enemy casualties and preventing
the enemy from getting set for a major offensive. Simultaneous with these operations,
MACV also carried out operations of varying scale in the coastal lowlands, with the
intent of driving out all battalion-size Viet Cong units and destroying enemy resources
wherever they could be located. Allied forces reported killing more than 1,500 Viet
Cong in four such operations during June. During October, South Korean, ARVN, and
US forces participated in combined operations along the coast of II CTZ. They severely
mauled the enemy, claiming to have killed more than 2,000 and capturing or destroying
large quantities of arms, ammunition, and foodstuffs. These operations opened a large
area that had been enemy-dominated for several years. In western II CTZ, continuous
friendly pressure kept the enemy off balance as he sought to avoid contact, in many
cases forcing him to retire into Cambodia to escape destruction.25

III CTZ

I

n III CTZ, the remaining corps area where US combat forces operated during 1966,
MACV, due to differences in terrain, population distribution, and enemy dispositions
and objectives, conducted a campaign somewhat different from those in the corps zones
to the north. A large low-lying area, split by several major waterways and containing
Saigon and its heavily populated environs, III CTZ also was home to major US bases and
such formidable enemy strongholds as War Zones C and D and the swampy Rung Sat
Special Zone from which the Viet Cong threatened the shipping channel to Saigon. In this
region, the allies sought to increase the security of people and territory and to extend
the area under government control. Whereas in I and II CTZs, MACV’s emphasis in US
operations was on locating and destroying enemy forces and resources, in III CTZ the
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emphasis was on a more even balance between offensive combat and territorial security.
In pursuing these objectives, US units engaged in heavy fighting. During the year, allied
strength in this critical region grew from 15 US and FWMAF maneuver battalions to 36;
ARVN strength increased from 48 battalions in January to 57 battalions in December.26
Early in 1966, General Westmoreland directed his forces in III CTZ, while continuing to secure critical installations, lines of communication, and national priority areas,
to initiate operations against Viet Cong troops and bases to the northwest of Saigon,
including the enemy War Zone C. His goal was to eliminate the war zone, hitherto largely
free of allied ground attacks, as an enemy operating base. Beginning in late April, US
and ARVN units struck into the base area. They discovered and destroyed large stores
of enemy materiel and disrupted enemy preparations for offensive operations. Large
numbers of Communist troops scattered and fled into Cambodia.27
Keeping pressure on the enemy base areas, early in June two brigades of the US
st
1 Infantry Division pushed into War Zone C in Operation EL PASO II. Within a month,
the American soldiers had killed nearly 800 enemy and captured huge quantities of war
supplies. In spite of these losses, the Viet Cong were able to regroup and resupply from
nearby bases in Cambodia. By early November, the rebuilt 9th Viet Cong Division had
slipped into Tay Ninh Province to attack local objectives and seek battle with allied
forces. But before the enemy was ready to attack, he collided with a US brigade. The
resulting Operation ATTLEBORO, fought in the snarled thickets of War Zone C, grew
into the largest operation of the war to date, with the allies eventually employing 21 battalions. The enemy lost an estimated 1,100 killed in War Zone C, once again along with
large amounts of supplies. More important, Operation ATTLEBORO and its predecessors
opened to allied forces an area that had been a communist stronghold for 30 years.28
US units in III CTZ, notably the 25th Infantry Division west of Saigon, conducted
attacks on the enemy’s main forces and conducted continuous operations against the
guerrilla’s in the villages and hamlets. Working closely with South Vietnamese territorial
forces and police, elements of the division cordoned and searched hamlets, engaged in
civic action, and conducted innumerable small patrols and night ambushes. Operations
of this type produced relatively few major fights, but US commanders believed they
enhanced security, thus helping to win the local peasants away from the Viet Cong. In
spite of these efforts, however, the III CTZ countryside was far from fully pacified at
the year’s end.29

Looking at the Delta—IV CTZ

T

he United States had no ground combat troops in the Mekong delta, although several
thousand Americans provided combat support to the ARVN. In the entire area, the
Viet Cong maintained a battlefield stalemate with the South Vietnamese IV Corps and
drew much of their food and recruits from this rich agricultural region. It was obvious
to US planners that to make real military gains in the delta, the United States would have
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to introduce its own combat troops. There were, however, valid arguments against such
deployments. The ARVN was proud of its unilateral role in the delta and, Americans
feared, would resent US “intrusion.” In the thickly populated countryside, the presence
of American troops could provoke civilian resentment, adversely affect the economy,
and give rise to other social and political problems. From a military standpoint, it would
be difficult to find sufficient dry land for a base in the canal-laced rice paddies; and it
was uncertain how US troops would operate in that environment.30
After studying the problem during 1966, General Westmoreland developed the concept of a Mekong Delta Mobile Afloat Force (MDMAF). The concept involved stationing
a US division in an area where it could operate in and around the shores of the Mekong
and Bassac rivers, supported by two US Navy River Assault Groups (RAGs) and by sufficient converted LSTs to house a brigade. Brigades of the division would rotate between
land bases and the floating base. COMUSMACV nominated the US 9th Infantry Division,
slated to arrive in South Vietnam in late 1966 and early 1967, as the unit to go to IV CTZ,
if the plan was approved. On 5 July, the Secretary of Defense approved the activation of
the MDMAF to include the two RAGs.
At the same time, CINCPAC requested two additional River Assault Groups that
were not part of the MDMAF. The Acting Chairman, JCS, Admiral David L. McDonald,
supported this request. He argued that the RAG, which was designed to support one
infantry battalion, reinforced, was a valuable adjunct to operations in the delta, particularly when supplemented by the helicopter. Besides being used in the delta, the two
RAGs could support US forces in the Rung Sat Special Zone and Long An Province in
III CTZ. If necessary, the two assault groups also could reinforce MARKET TIME and
GAME WARDEN. Admiral McDonald recommended that the Secretary of Defense support both the MDMAF and the two additional RAGs. Secretary McNamara, however,
withheld approval of the additional RAGs at this time.31
On 1 August, COMUSMACV published a planning directive for operations in the
delta. He established 1 January 1967 as the date when all preparations, including timeconsuming dredging and construction to prepare ground and facilities for the force,
would be completed. Army and Navy units were to begin operations about 31 January.
On 20 September, however, General Westmoreland reported to CINCPAC that, due to
demands for forces elsewhere in South Vietnam, deployments to the delta would be
delayed until late spring of 1967 at the earliest. Meanwhile, he had deployed one US
battalion to Long An Province in III Corps, in the northern delta, and would send a 105
mm howitzer battalion to the delta at the request of the ARVN IV Corps commander.
These deployments would provide valuable experience for the larger US elements to
go in later. MACV engineers also were dredging an area west of My Tho as the base for
a brigade-size force in the northern delta.32
Although concerned about possible adverse political, social, and economic effects
of a US deployment to the delta, Ambassador Lodge recognized that, without American
intervention, the war in IV CTZ would remain at best a stalemate. Hence, in late November, he approved General Westmoreland’s proposal to deploy the first US battalion of
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the MDMAF in January 1967. The Ambassador specified, however, that the deployment
should be carefully monitored and the operation curtailed if the social, economic, and
political consequences were unfavorable to overall US objectives. On 19 December, the
first elements of the US 9th Infantry Division landed in Vietnam. COMUSMACV estimated
that a battalion task force from the division could move to Dong Tam, its delta base, by
late January 1967.33

The “Other War”—South Vietnamese Politics

I

t had long been a truism among US officials that the conflict in South Vietnam was
more than a military struggle. Sometimes referred to as the “other war,” this struggle
was waged on political, economic, and pacification fronts and involved the US military
as well as civilian agencies.
Following the pacification of Da Nang and Hue and the restoration of government
control in I CTZ, the political front saw encouraging developments. The military rulers in
Saigon found themselves in a much stronger position and moved at once to take advantage of it. On 5 July 1966, the government inaugurated an 80-man People-Army Council,
a predominantly civilian body to advise on political, economic, and social matters. That
same month, Prime Minister Ky reshuffled his cabinet, adding four civilians and removing the two members who represented the only significant militant Buddhist influence.
Meantime, in I CTZ, a new corps commander, General Hoang Xuan Lam, consolidated
public order and restored the 1st ARVN Division to an effective fighting force.34
The military government also moved ahead with its plans for elections for an assembly to write a new constitution, scheduled for 11 September. In early July, the Ministry
of Information launched a four-phased program, designed to publicize the election, to
explain its purpose and importance, and to get people out to vote. Maintaining a politically neutral position, the United States helped produce election materials and move
them to the field. At the time of the election, RVNAF, US, and FWMAF troops provided
security for the balloting. On 11 September, undeterred by scattered acts of Viet Cong
terrorism, some 4.3 million South Vietnamese, 81 percent of the registered voters, went
to the polls to elect the 117 members of the Constituent Assembly. This did not represent an overwhelming endorsement of the Saigon government, since only two-thirds
(5 million) of South Vietnam’s adult population was registered. Nevertheless, it was a
remarkable event in a nation torn by guerrilla war and went some way to refute Hanoi’s
claim that only the National Liberation Front could speak for the South Vietnamese.35
US officials in both Saigon and Washington were pleased with the election outcome,
although the State Department and Ambassador Lodge were disappointed that the voting
had not encouraged the formation of political parties. The White House expressed its
surprise and pleasure with the size of the vote but cautioned that this election was only
one step along the road to constitutional government. Hanoi dismissed the election as a
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fraud meant to perpetuate Prime Minister Ky in power and to entrench the US military
presence in South Vietnam.36
Strengthened by the election results, in late October Chairman Thieu and Prime
Minister Ky went to Manila to meet with President Johnson and the leaders of the other
Free World nations (Australia, New Zealand, the Philippines, the Republic of Korea,
and Thailand) that had sent troops to South Vietnam. The Manila conference of 24–25
October reviewed the progress of the war as well as South Vietnam’s political, social,
and economic situation. In a joint communiqué, the conferees pledged continued determination to secure freedom for South Vietnam; and the Saigon officials committed their
government anew to a Revolutionary Development program.37
At the close of 1966, US officials were optimistic about the political situation in
Saigon. After nearly three years of political unrest and revolving-door governments, all
indicators seemed to point to a return of political stability to South Vietnam. The ThieuKy government had held office for over 18 months and had survived a severe challenge
during the early months of 1966. Prime Minister Ky had shown considerable insight and
political acuity in the formation of his cabinet, bringing into it a few civilians, as well as
military officers, with diverse religious backgrounds and geographical origins. A personal
quarrel between the two principal South Vietnamese Buddhist leaders had split that
powerful opposition group. Despite Viet Cong threats, 81 percent of the registered voters
had demonstrated their support for the government by voting for a constituent assembly
to draft a constitution. Chairman Thieu and Prime Minister Ky had publicly committed
themselves to submit the constitution to the people in 1967 and, subsequently, to hold
national elections. For the United States, the next step was to continue to encourage
the South Vietnamese government, watch, and hope.

The “Other War”—Economic Problems

I

n addition to the political turmoil that plagued South Vietnam in the first half of the
year, the country continued to face soaring inflation in 1966. With the accelerated US
troop buildup and the construction of the necessary supporting facilities, inflation in
South Vietnam, acute in 1965, grew even worse in the following year. Prices rose at a rate
of 70 percent annually. The increase of US forces from 184,000 to 389,000 during the year,
together with the $60 million per month peak in military construction, brought a large
and rapid inflow of US dollars, further stimulating the already dangerous inflationary
spiral. South Vietnam needed to adopt a vigorous anti-inflation program and the United
States had to curb its military spending in the country. The governments began such
programs in 1965 and continued them in 1966.
To check inflation, the United States and South Vietnam adopted a range of measures. MACV took steps, including expansion of out-of-country R&R and the opening
of additional service clubs and PXs, to lower troop spending in the South Vietnamese
economy and divert military pay into US channels. Both governments increased their
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financing of imports, and the United States pushed forward projects to enlarge the capacity of South Vietnamese ports to handle both civilian and military cargoes. Eventually,
MACV took over most non-commercial activities of the busy Saigon port. The South Vietnamese government committed itself to a number of actions, including simplification of
import procedures, enlargement of its customs forces, and increasing revenues through
more effective tax collection. On 18 June 1966, Saigon devalued the piaster. Taken in
collaboration with the International Monetary Fund and with strong US support, this
drastic move adjusted the exchange rate from 60 to 118 piasters to the US dollar. At the
same time, the South Vietnamese government established a free market in gold to force
down the black market price of the piaster.38
Among inflation-related issues, the Joint Chiefs of Staff were most concerned with
the question of limiting overall US military piaster spending. The massive US troop
buildup and the resulting influx of indigestible amounts of construction money was
the most significant factor contributing to South Vietnam’s inflation. On 13 July, after
completion of a DOD analysis of the impact of further American spending on the South
Vietnamese economy, Secretary McNamara set quarterly limits for US in-country military
piaster spending. His objective was to keep US military expenditures and their economic
impact to a manageable level. He explained to the Chairman that he wanted to hold
total US piaster expenditures to the end-FY 1966 level without any reduction of military
effectiveness. Mr. McNamara believed that the field commanders could accomplish this
through careful management. He fixed the first quarter FY 1967 piaster spending limit
at P 9 billion, including spending by military contractors plus P 2.8 billion in support of
the jointly funded portion of Saigon’s military budget.
The Secretary of Defense instructed the Joint Chiefs of Staff to plan a total fourquarter spending objective of not more than P 36 billion. He assigned to the Joint Chiefs
responsibility, which they could delegate as required to CINCPAC, COMUSMACV, and
component commands, for enforcing the quarterly limits. In addition, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff were to establish a system for reporting military spending in South Vietnam
and develop and maintain a monthly Activities Cost Index to measure the impact of
rising wages and prices on the piaster cost of DOD activities in the country. Secretary
McNamara directed the Military Departments, the Assistant Secretaries of Defense,
the Director of Defense Research and Engineering, and the Directors of the Defense
agencies to assist the Joint Chiefs of Staff in operating within the established limits.39
The Joint Chiefs of Staff acted at once to implement the Secretary’s directive. They
assigned CINCPAC the enforcement responsibility and directed CINCPAC and COMUSMACV to submit appropriate reports of spending in South Vietnam. The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems Analysis (SA) established Activities Cost Guidelines and
COMUSMACV maintained the indices.40
In early September, the Secretary of Defense set the second quarter FY 1967 piaster
spending limit at P 11.8 billion, including an estimated P 2.8 billion for Joint Support. He
put the piaster spending limit for the year 1 October 1966 through 30 September 1967
at P 50 billion. On 20 September, MACV objected that the P 2.8 billion of Joint Support
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funding would not cover past years’ obligations, meet the current year’s obligation
issued prior to the imposition of controls, and support the RVNAF pay raise granted
after the piaster devaluation. Consequently, COMUSMACV requested that Joint Support
be raised to P 4.7 billion for the second quarter of FY 1967. CINCPAC confirmed this
requirement plus P 25 million to meet other obligations, for a total of P 4.725 billion.
General Wheeler endorsed this request, but the Secretary of Defense approved only an
increase to P 3.6 billion.41
On 1 October 1966, Ambassador Lodge recommended to Washington that US military piaster expenditures in the next year be held to P 42 billion, plus P 16 billion for civilian elements. COMUSMACV objected to these figures, but the Agency for International
Development Director, David Bell, and Ambassador Lodge were convinced that any
higher figure would accelerate inflation and jeopardize political and military programs.
In an effort to stay within the 42-billion limit, Secretary McNamara on 11 November
rejected a Joint Chiefs of Staff force deployment program for CY 1966/1967 that called
for spending P 46.21 billion in 1967. He approved instead Program #4, which he termed
the maximum consistent with any reasonable hope for economic stability.42
On 18 November, the Secretary of Defense set the piaster spending limit for the first
quarter of CY 1967 at P 10.3 billion and for the second quarter at P 10.7 billion. These
limits did not include Joint Support of Saigon’s military budget. For use in economic
stabilization negotiations with the South Vietnamese, DOD estimated a total spending
figure for CY 1967 at P 42 billion. Again, COMUSMACV found these figures too low. The
Chairman requested an increase to P 10.5 billion for the first quarter and P 11.0 billion for
the second, for a total of P 21.5 billion. He also recommended a negotiating and planning
figure of P 44.0 billion for the year. Secretary McNamara increased the quarter figures as
the Chairman had requested, but he refused to alter the P 42 billion negotiating figure.43
While Washington officials fixed US spending limits in South Vietnam and tried to
fit deployment programs within those limits, the joint command in Saigon continued its
own efforts to hold down US spending and eliminate other factors contributing to inflation. MACV and the South Vietnamese government persisted in efforts to reduce port
congestion, with only limited success. On 13 September, COMUSMACV issued a comprehensive directive outlining policies, procedures, and responsibilities for limiting US
military expenditures. HQ MACV would establish maximum permissible quarterly piaster
expenditures for all official MACV activities. The command would control piaster contributions to the Joint Support portion of the South Vietnamese defense budget through
a system of cash releases so as not to exceed quarterly and annual limits. COMUSMACV
also established a Piaster Expenditures Control Working Group to assess requirements
and allot piaster limits for MACV activities. The MACV directive did not restrict individual
expenditures, but the command continued to encourage soldier savings programs and
direct individual commodity purchases to other than South Vietnamese markets.44
Despite the determined efforts of both the United States and the South Vietnamese
government, inflation increased at a rapid rate during 1966. Prices rose by 70 percent
and shortages developed of essential foodstuffs, supplies, and manpower. Only an end of
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the war could eliminate the sources of the inflation. Failing that, the Saigon government
and the United States would have to exercise continued vigilance to control inflation
and retain a semblance of economic order in South Vietnam.

The “Other War”—Organizing for Pacification

D

uring 1966, the Saigon regime survived four months of severe political turmoil,
elected a constituent assembly, and adopted a number of economic measures to
check the growing inflation. All these actions were encouraging signs for the future; but
if the South Vietnamese government was to become stable and effective, not to mention
win its war, it had to obtain the support of the South Vietnamese people. To gain this
support, the government must provide adequate local security, meet the people’s basic
social and economic needs, and protect the people from Viet Cong terrorism and covert
political domination. To this end, Saigon had adopted successive pacification programs.
Dating back to 1959, these programs had been characterized by ambitious plans that
appeared promising on paper but achieved little success in actual operation.
In December 1965, the Thieu-Ky regime approved a new program, the 1966 Rural
Construction Plan, and issued appropriate implementing instructions. The key feature
of this plan, which went into effect in January 1966, was the employment of specially
selected and trained rural construction cadre groups. The cadres, trained at a new
National Training Center at Vung Tau, would live in the villages for six to twelve months,
rather than for just a few weeks as in previous programs. They would screen the hamlet
inhabitants to establish identities and to determine aspirations and needs. The cadres
would follow up the initial census by interviewing all residents at intervals of 10 to 15
days. Then they would attempt to organize self-help programs to solve hamlet problems the people had identified. It was hoped that the local residents would then begin
to assist in rooting out the local insurgent underground, thereby breaking up the Viet
Cong infrastructure.45
The United States continued its support of Saigon’s pacification/rural construction
effort. From 8–11 January 1966, senior representatives of the US Mission in Saigon and
the Washington Vietnam Coordinating Committee met in Warrenton, Virginia, to review,
among other matters, the allied pacification program. Encouraged by South Vietnam’s
1966 plan, the participants recommended that the United States continue: 1) direct
funding of the most crucial aspects of the RC program; 2) optimum organization of the
US Mission for support of RC; 3) collection by both Washington and Saigon of available
material to meet primary needs of the rural population; 4) encouragement of hamlet
and village level representative bodies, as well as development of nongovernmental
organizations such as cooperatives and labor unions; and 5) guidance to the South
Vietnamese government on the proper pacification roles and missions of the RC teams,
police, Regional and Popular Forces, and regular forces.46
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In spite of ambitious plans and declarations, pacification progress on the ground was
quite limited during 1966. Early in the year, political turmoil disrupted the effort; and the
perennial problems of divided authority (both American and South Vietnamese), South
Vietnamese bureaucratic inefficiency, and the indifference to rural needs of an urbanbased regime persisted throughout the remaining months. For example, the first RC
cadres did not graduate until 21 May. In mid-September, a representative of the President
reported that RC had been “relatively slow in gathering speed” and had produced only
a “modest gain” in population security. The most important pacification developments
during 1966 were organizational, as both the United States and South Vietnam tried to
improve the coordination and conduct of civil and military pacification programs.47
On 21 February 1966, the South Vietnamese government redesignated its Ministry of
Rural Construction as the Ministry of Construction, in order to eliminate the implication
that the program concerned only rural and not urban areas. Since the English translation
of the new title did not describe adequately the broad objectives of the program, Prime
Minister Ky coined the English term “Revolutionary Development” (RD). Saigon defined
Revolutionary Development as:
the integrated military and civil process to restore, consolidate and expand government control so that nation building can progress throughout the Republic of
Vietnam. It consists of those coordinated military and civil actions to liberate the
people from Viet Cong control, restore public security; initiate political, economic, and social development; extend effective Government of Vietnam authority;
and win the willing support of the people towards these ends.

The dynamic General Nguyen Duc Thang, who had been Minister of Rural Construction
since mid-1965, continued as Minister of Revolutionary Development.48
In accord with the 1966 RC/RD plan, Saigon in February established a network
of RD councils, extending from the national level down to the district, with the chairman at each level being a member of the council at the next higher level. The Minister
of Revolutionary Development chaired the National RD Council. These councils met
periodically to review projects and progress, suggest program improvements, and give
emphasis and direction to the entire effort.49
To improve coordination on RD matters on the US side, General Westmoreland on
24 February named the Chief of his RD Division as an adviser to Deputy Ambassador
William Porter, the Embassy’s overseer of pacification support. The MACV adviser served
as the focal point for all RD issues requiring coordination with the Embassy. He also
presented MACV views to the Ambassador, attempting to ensure that the command’s
programs meshed with those of other elements of the country team.50
In Washington, President Johnson attempted to unify the American effort. On 28
March, he designated Robert W. Komer as his Special Assistant for Vietnam, responsible for integrating the direction, coordination, and supervision of all US nonmilitary
programs for Vietnam, including RD. The President also named Ambassador William
Leonhart as Deputy Special Assistant for Vietnam, with the task of coordinating
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the RD/pacification program with the programs for combat force employment and
military operations.51
A notably aggressive bureaucratic operator, Komer made regular visits to Vietnam.
Very quickly, he and Secretary of Defense McNamara became convinced that the only
way to truly unify US pacification support was to place all agencies involved—both civilian and military—under COMUSMACV. This was so because the provision of military
security was the essential prerequisite for effective pacification and because MACV
controlled more people and resources in the countryside than any other agency. During
the summer and autumn, Secretary McNamara and Mr. Komer, with the endorsement of
the Joint Chiefs and COMUSMACV, pressed this view upon the President, opposed by
the State Department and the other civilian agencies. The civilian agencies wanted to
retain their own independence, doubted the military’s competence to perform the task,
and objected to further militarization of what they considered essentially a political
struggle. Although himself desiring tighter management, President Johnson temporized
by directing a series of reorganizations of the civilian side of the US Mission. As the first
of these, Ambassador Lodge, at White House direction, appointed Deputy Ambassador
Porter to coordinate civilian pacification programs.52
During the summer, both Saigon and the United States acted to bolster the lagging
RD effort and to step up military support for pacification. On 12 July, the South Vietnamese government elevated General Thang to the position of Commissioner-General
for Revolutionary Development, with jurisdiction over the Ministries of Agriculture,
Public Works, and Administration (formerly Interior) in addition to his former task of
Minister of RD. In late July, the Chief of the Joint General Staff, at COMUSMACV’s urging, directed the ARVN to increase the support and tempo of RD operations. The Chief
of the JGS emphasized to ARVN commanders the importance of the RD program and
instructed them to assign the same priority to pacification activities as to search and
destroy operations. In addition, the Saigon government revised the RD mission and
instructions for clarity and precision.53
In support of the South Vietnamese actions, COMUSMACV instructed all US advisers
to encourage ARVN commanders to comply with the JGS directives. General Westmoreland believed that at least 50 percent of the ARVN forces in I, II, and III CTZs should be
employed in direct support of RD. He directed American advisers to urge the ARVN and
RF/PF to operate at night, execute small unit operations based on timely intelligence,
and carry out long-duration saturation patrolling. MACV advisers would help the ARVN
establish education and training programs at all levels to reinforce pacification awareness. In September, General Westmoreland and the Chief, Joint General Staff, agreed
to establish combined US/South Vietnamese Mobile Training Teams (MTTs) to provide
RD guidance to field commanders and organize a detailed two-week RD indoctrination
program for all ARVN maneuver battalions. MACV and ARVN representatives then prepared the necessary guidance, instructions, and training programs; but the programs
did not get under way until January 1967.54
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The issue of unifying US military and civilian support of pacification still remained
to be resolved. On 22 September, in a draft memorandum for the President, Secretary
McNamara expressed his conviction that the division of pacification responsibility
between the military and civilian elements of the country team in Saigon was a major
factor in the “negligible” RD progress being made. The civilian element included the
Agency for International Development (then called the US Operations Mission), the
Joint US Public Affairs Office (JUSPAO), and the CIA. On the military side, the Revolutionary Development Division of the MACV staff coordinated the command’s support
of pacification. Only at the ambassadorial level was there a single in-country manager,
and management was not Ambassador Lodge’s strong point. The Secretary of Defense
proposed to eliminate this fragmented responsibility by placing all pacification-related
US activities and personnel under COMUSMACV, with responsibility delegated to a
Deputy COMUSMACV for Pacification. He requested JCS comments on this proposal,
and the Joint Chiefs of Staff readily endorsed it.55
The Joint Chiefs of Staff reaffirmed this view on 14 October. In a memorandum
to the Secretary of Defense, they stated that the pacification/RD program was not
adequate to the situation; they continued to favor the transfer of the entire program
to COMUSMACV. But, if for political reasons, the President thought a civilian organization mandatory, they would not object. They were not optimistic, however, that a
civilian organization could be created, except at the expense of costly delays.56
At a White House meeting on 15 October, the President and his senior advisers
considered the issue of responsibility for the pacification program. The Secretary of
State strongly objected to the suggestion that this responsibility be transferred from
civilian to military hands. President Johnson, although dissatisfied with the progress
of the program and leaning toward the military option, was unwilling to override
Secretary Rusk. He decided to give the civilian side one more chance to produce an
effective organization. He specified, however, that he wanted action “soonest”—within
a period of 90 days—and would reconsider the issue if the situation had not improved
in that time. At the President’s direction, Ambassador Lodge established within the
Embassy an Office of Civil Operations (OCO) under Deputy Ambassador Porter to
unify the pacification activities of all civilian agencies except the CIA. The Office of
Civil Operations set up single managers in the field at corps, province, and district
levels. Progress, however, did not materialize within the 90-day limit the President had
set; and in May 1967 COMUSMACV would be assigned responsibility for the pacification program “under the overall authority of the ambassador.”57
Early in the year, when it became evident that the allies could not meet all of the
1966 RD goals, the United States and the South Vietnamese government began planning an RD concept for 1967 that they hoped would be more successful. These efforts
produced an RD concept for 1967 that was annexed to the Combined Campaign Plan
for that year, approved on 7 November 1966. In general terms, the RD concept for 1967
assigned the ARVN the primary mission of providing security for pacification, while
US and Free World units would continue trying to destroy the enemy main forces and
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base areas. In the three northern corps tactical zones, the ARVN would devote at least
half of its efforts to RD support. In IV CTZ, where the ARVN carried the main burden
of combat, it might be able to devote only 25 percent of its effort to pacification. Free
World forces would support RD by providing security in their tactical areas of responsibility and base areas and by contributing “implicit aid” to RD and South Vietnamese
economic resurgence as “a by-product of normal operations.”58
Late in the year, as a by-product of the dispute over organizing the US pacification
support, General Westmoreland felt compelled to respond to a view circulating in “US
civilian circles” in Saigon that the ills of RD were the fault of the ARVN and MACV. In
this view, the ARVN had been improperly organized at the outset as a “conventional”
rather than a counterguerrilla force. This basic error, compounded over the years
by shortsighted US advisers, had produced an ARVN powerless in organization and
attitude to cope with the communist infrastructure and guerrillas. In an attempt to
refute this view, COMUSMACV made a presentation to the Mission Council, stressing
four points: 1) the ARVN’s structure and capabilities had been shaped by its need to
confront major conventional enemy forces as well as guerrillas; 2) only the US/Free
World buildup had made it possible to shift ARVN emphasis from operations against
enemy regular formations to security tasks in support of RD; 3) the RVNAF provided
the only feasible framework for mobilizing a major segment of South Vietnam’s manpower, and “with the zenith of the mobilization having been reached,” MACV and the
JGS could shift attention to improving the quality of the RVNAF; and 4) the fundamental weakness within the RVNAF was and could continue to be inadequate leadership
at all levels.59
At the year’s end, there was also some difference of opinion on Revolutionary
Development between the military and civilians in Washington. General Wheeler
thought that “many Washington agencies” concentrated too much on pacification/RD
as the answer to all problems in South Vietnam. He acknowledged “the crucial influence which will ultimately stem from a successful RD/pacification program.” Nevertheless, the Chairman feared that the tendency to seize on one facet of the complex
situation in Vietnam as the key to eventual victory might cause an undue focus on that
program to the detriment of other critical programs.60
As 1966 ended, the pacification/Revolutionary Development situation in South
Vietnam remained much the same as it had been at the beginning of the year. Despite
the improved military situation, an ambitious South Vietnamese RD program with
continued American assistance and support, and improvements in both South Vietnamese and US pacification machinery, Revolutionary Development progress in 1966
was not impressive. The allies were only able to raise the percentage of the population
in secure areas by 5 percent during the year, from 52 to 57 percent. On the eve of 1967,
as at the beginning of 1966, the Saigon government had a promising program in the
wings, and both US and South Vietnamese officials again prognosticated substantial
improvement in RD in the coming year. But for the United States the problem was
the same. US and Free World forces could keep the Viet Cong from winning a military
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victory; the United States could support, pressure, and cajole Saigon on RD matters,
but only the South Vietnamese government could “win the hearts and minds” of its
people. After a visit to South Vietnam in October 1966, the Secretary of Defense
summed up the situation. The government’s pacification concepts, he stated, were
sound and Saigon’s leadership “vigorous and able.” Progress, however, was “very
slow indeed. This is one area that requires vigorous action during the next year.” 61

The Situation in Late 1966—Contrasting Assessments

I

n spite of the lag in pacification, by the latter part of 1966, the military situation in
South Vietnam, viewed from Washington and Saigon, had improved substantially.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff pointed this out to the Secretary of Defense in a memorandum of 14 October 1966. They noted that, since US and Free World forces had
entered South Vietnam, these forces had enjoyed an almost unbroken series of battlefield victories. Such enemy successes as had occurred had been against the Regional
and Popular Forces. The Joint Chiefs predicted that the enemy probably would be
able to replace his heavy combat losses but stated that the enemy’s many bloody
defeats would have an impact on his morale. They cited evidence that the Viet Cong
was being compelled increasingly to fill its ranks by forced conscription. Even the
North Vietnamese, in replacing casualties to the 324B Division, had been required
to use about 50 percent conscripts. North Vietnamese infiltration had dropped during
the third quarter of 1966, and enemy ground combat operations were smaller, less
frequent, and shorter in duration than in the early months of 1966. General Wheeler
attributed this trend to the attrition of enemy supplies by ROLLING THUNDER and
to COMUSMACV’s aggressive combat operations.62
Unfortunately, America’s adversaries also considered 1966 a successful year.
According to Hanoi’s official historians, “In spite of many difficulties posed by the
enemy’s fierce ‘pacification’ operations, the enemy’s control over many heavily populated areas, and the heavy attrition still being suffered by our reinforcement troops
during the long march down from North Vietnam,” the other side had expanded its
full time combat force in the South during the year by more than 30 percent. The
leaders in Hanoi viewed the war to this point as a “continuous string” of American
failures. As the North Vietnamese saw it, the Americans “had not been able to reach
their goal of ‘searching out and destroying’ our main force units in South Vietnam
and had not been able to secure the battlefield initiative.” Accordingly, when the
Politburo met in Hanoi in October, it decided “to intensify the military and the political struggle in South Vietnam … and to create opportunities and conditions favorable to big operations in the future that would secure a great victory and change
the face of the war.” The main force units would develop their combat operations
“to a new level to meet our requirement to annihilate enemy battalions, to be able
to annihilate entire American and satellite brigades, and to drive each individual
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puppet division to its knees.” In spite of the forces arrayed against them, the will
of the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong remained unshaken, as did their conviction
that they were on the road to ultimate victory.63
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24
The Air, the Sea, and
the Borders
As ground combat in South Vietnam intensified during 1966, the United States
increased the scale of its supporting operations, particularly air support. At the same
time, the United States continued and expanded its efforts to interdict infiltration from
North Vietnam and to deny or destroy the enemy’s sanctuaries in the border areas
of Cambodia and Laos and in the Demilitarized Zone. In these efforts, US air power
played the dominant role. Throughout the year, the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the theater
commanders repeatedly sought authority to strike the sanctuary areas; but in many
instances their civilian superiors, driven by political considerations, rejected their recommendations. Late in the year, the United States began planning the construction of
an anti-infiltration barrier just south of the DMZ—a project military leaders viewed with
skepticism but nevertheless prepared to support.

Enhancing ARC LIGHT

D

uring 1966, opportunities arose frequently to take advantage of the tremendous
firepower of the B–52. More profitable targets presented themselves for the heavy
bombers as the enemy massed forces more frequently, infiltrated troops at greater rates,
and built new supply areas and routes. General Westmoreland relied increasingly upon
ARC LIGHT strikes for close support of ground operations, for attacks upon enemy
logistics and troop concentrations, and for spoiling attacks, particularly along South
Vietnam’s borders. As a result of recommendations by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the
field commanders, the problems that had plagued ARC LIGHT from its beginning in June
1965—overly centralized control, slow reaction time, and lack of a planning base—were
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gradually alleviated. A marked expansion of B–52 operations occurred, although controversy continued over ARC LIGHT’s effectiveness.
Because officials in Washington retained approving authority for B–52 operations
in South Vietnam, field commanders had complained throughout 1965 that much of the
potential effectiveness of ARC LIGHT was being lost. On 22 January 1966, as a result of
a review of ARC LIGHT which the Secretary of Defense had directed on 18 December,
the Joint Chiefs of Staff concluded that the current ARC LIGHT procedures were not
sufficiently responsive or flexible. The JCS recommended to the Secretary that they
be granted execution authority for all B–52 strikes in South Vietnam. If granted this
authority, they proposed to delegate it to CINCPAC and CINCSAC. Although the White
House and the Secretaries of State and Defense would be kept completely informed of
planned B–52 actions, the operational commanders should handle all mission details.1
On 3 March, the Deputy Secretary of Defense granted the Joint Chiefs of Staff the
authority they sought. He stipulated, however, that any B–52 strike which risked border
violation or noncombatant casualties must be submitted for State Department concurrence. On 15 March, the Joint Chiefs delegated approval authority jointly to CINCPAC
and CINCSAC.2
Further to increase ARC LIGHT responsiveness, General Westmoreland on 11 May
suggested the possible employment of the mobile radar (MSQ–77), used for grounddirected bombing, to divert B–52s in flight to lucrative targets of opportunity. He also
asked that a force of six B–52s be kept on alert on Guam in order to achieve a reaction
time of ten hours from a strike request until planes were over the target. In response
to his recommendation, SAC established a Quick Reaction Force (QRF) on Guam on
1 July, with six planes on continuous alert. All were equipped with MSQ–77 systems to
allow inflight diversion. Later in the year, the commands took steps to reduce the tenhour reaction time.3
The United States took additional actions during 1966 to improve the reaction time,
operational status, and planning for ARC LIGHT forces. The first of these measures,
forward basing, promised to reduce the cost per sortie and the physical strain on pilots,
crews, and aircraft. Closely related to forward basing was the establishment of monthly
sortie rates that would enable sounder planning, more equitable distribution of effort,
and more positive logistic support of the ARC LIGHT program.
At the beginning of 1966, the 30 B–52s flying ARC LIGHT missions were all based on
Andersen AFB, Guam. The supporting 45 KC–135 tankers operated out of Kadena AFB,
Okinawa. Construction to enable Andersen AFB to accommodate a total of 50 B–52s
was scheduled for completion in April 1966. In addition, plans had been made for further
expansion at Andersen AFB to allow the basing of 70 B–52s by 1 August.
On 17 December 1965, in connection with efforts to improve support for ARC LIGHT,
the J–3 reported to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower) that it would be desirable to be able to base at least 30 B–52s forward of Guam. This would shorten reaction
time, reduce tanker support requirements, cut down congestion at Andersen AFB, and
provide a contingency and weather evacuation location. He pointed out that Kadena
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AFB, which already had a limited B–52 capability, would offer the earliest option for a
forward base. Use of Kadena AFB, however, would require preparation of other bases to
accommodate the tankers, possibly in Thailand or Taiwan. The Air Force had the matter
under study. The tentative forward basing plan called for expansion of Andersen AFB
to accommodate 70 B–52s and movement of 30 of those bombers to Kadena as soon as
the KC–135s could be shifted, initially to Thailand.4
On 11 May 1966, in a message to CINCPAC, General Westmoreland called in broad
terms for possible forward basing of the B–52s. Three months later, on 12 August, he
renewed this request in more specific terms while giving high marks to the accomplishments and potential of ARC LIGHT. General Westmoreland told CINCPAC that the
B–52s gave the ground commander “an unprecedented advantage over the enemy.” The
North Vietnamese and Viet Cong reportedly feared B–52 strikes more than any other
allied operation. Owing to terrain conditions and the lack of enough friendly troops, the
B–52 was often the only weapon which could attack enemy formations building up for
offensives. COMUSMACV attributed the enemy’s failure to launch a “planned monsoon
offensive” to the success of his own spoiling attacks, in which the B–52s had played a
major role.
Because of the success of ARC LIGHT operations, even under existing handicaps,
General Westmoreland was all the more anxious to enhance these operations, if possible,
by moving the B–52s to bases closer to their targets. “Guam is barely adequate as a base
from which to support the war in Vietnam,” he noted. “Strike reaction time … is much
too long, and many valuable targets are lost due to this delay.” Although he recognized
the political problems involved, COMUSMACV recommended that the United States
“press the search” for B–52 bases in Thailand, the Philippines, Okinawa, or Taiwan, and
begin planning and negotiations as soon as possible.5
In addition to forward basing, General Westmoreland called for an increase in the
number of B–52s available for Southeast Asia, for adequate stocking and production of
bombs to support a sustained ARC LIGHT program, and for greatly reduced strike reaction times. Admiral Sharp fully supported COMUSMACV and, on the matter of forward
basing, told the Joint Chiefs of Staff that he favored placing the bombers at Kadena
AFB or at U Tapao, Thailand, as the quickest solution. On 8 September, the Chief of
Staff, Air Force, endorsing General Westmoreland’s recommendations, asked the Joint
Chiefs to propose to the Secretary of Defense a reappraisal of the political risks of B–52
operations from Okinawa. He proposed further that the United States seek Thailand’s
approval for necessary construction at U Tapao and agreement in principle for ARC
LIGHT operations from that base.6
On 29 September, the Joint Chiefs of Staff informed the Secretary of Defense that
they had considered Taiwan, the Philippines, Okinawa, and Thailand as possible bases
for B–52s. In each case, they had compared flying time to targets, construction requirements and costs, and political implications. They had rejected Taiwan and the Philippines because of political reasons and because of the lengthy time required to construct
appropriate facilities. They believed that forward basing of B–52s at Kadena and/or U
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Tapao would afford the earliest solution to the requirement for faster reaction times.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff concluded that, in view of the estimated completion date of
1 April 1967 for B–52 facilities at Kadena, the State Department should reappraise the
political implications of operating ARC LIGHT B–52s from Okinawa and KC–135s from
Taiwan. At the same time, the United States should take immediate steps to obtain Thai
approval for ARC LIGHT operations from U Tapao with the requisite construction. The
Joint Chiefs of Staff asked the Secretary of Defense to take up these matters with the
State Department.7
The Joint Chiefs of Staff received no immediate reply, but forward basing remained
an active issue. In October, during a visit to Andersen AFB, Secretary McNamara directed
development of a plan to base the maximum possible number of B–52s on Guam and
of a second plan to base 15 B–52s in South Vietnam by mid-February and not later than
mid-April 1967. On 3 December, the Joint Chiefs of Staff informed the Secretary of
Defense that a plan already existed for deploying 70 B–52s to Andersen. They stated
further that 70 was the maximum number that should be stationed on Guam because
of considerations of safety, rapid launch and recovery requirements, storage facilities,
and personnel support.8
Both CINCPAC and the Secretary of the Air Force strongly objected to basing
B–52s in South Vietnam. They called attention to the substantial construction required,
the additional personnel that would be needed, and particularly the serious problem
of protecting B–52 bases in South Vietnam. Both officials came out strongly in favor
of basing B–52s instead in Thailand. On 19 November, the Secretary of the Air Force
informed the Secretary of Defense that earlier studies on B–52 basing in Southeast Asia
had been reviewed and updated, and that there were compelling reasons for an early
decision on the use of U Tapao.9
These objections notwithstanding, on 8 December the Joint Chiefs of Staff sent
to Secretary McNamara a plan for deploying 15 B–52s to Tuy Hoa in South Vietnam.
At the same time, however, the Joint Chiefs informed the Secretary that they did not
favor stationing B–52s in South Vietnam. A study of the many problems associated with
deployment of the bombers to that country reinforced the rationale supporting their
earlier recommendation for use of U Tapao. They advised Mr. McNamara that, under
a CINCPAC plan, an austere forward base at U Tapao for 15 B–52s could be prepared
in four months, provided funds were made available before the “contractor horizontal
construction capability” was demobilized in December 1966.10
At almost the same time, the Secretary of the Air Force had recommended to the
Secretary of Defense the early establishment at U Tapao of a base accommodating 30
B–52s. This was to be done in progressive increments starting with three bombers in
January 1967 and reaching full capacity by September of that year. In the first half of
January 1967, the State and Defense Departments reached an accord on the issue. On
17 January, Secretary of State Rusk instructed the US Ambassador in Bangkok to seek
approval from the Thai government to use U Tapao for ARC LIGHT operations. The
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Thai government gave its assent early in March, and B–52 deployments began at the
end of April.11
To facilitate operational planning, the field commanders pressed for establishment
of monthly ARC LIGHT sortie rates. In October 1965, COMUSMACV had forecast that
for the first quarter of 1966 he would need 450 ARC LIGHT sorties per month. For the
second quarter, he would need 600 sorties per month; and for the last half of the year,
800 per month. However, the forward basing problem and a shortage of air ordnance
that came to light in April 1966 complicated the issue.12
CINCSAC had the capability to provide 450 sorties per month but could not meet
the 600 sortie requirement for the second quarter because of the ammunition shortage.
On 24 April, in allocating air munitions among using agencies, CINCPAC was able to set
aside for ARC LIGHT only enough bombs for 450 sorties per month through October. In
expectation of increased bomb production, he allocated for planning purposes enough
ordnance for 600 sorties per month from November through December. On 6 July, the
Secretary of Defense approved a sortie rate of 600 per month, to become effective on
1 November 1966.13
General Westmoreland continued to insist on the advantages of increasing the ARC
LIGHT sortie rate to 800 per month as soon as it was possible to do so. Admiral Sharp
supported him in this. On 3 September, the Joint Chiefs of Staff approved for planning
purposes an 800-per-month sortie rate to begin on 1 January 1967. Delays in production
of certain bombs, however, forced the Defense Department to hold the rate at 600 per
month until 1 February 1967. On 11 November, the Secretary of Defense approved for
planning purposes a sortie rate of 800 per month effective 1 February 1967. At the end of
December, the Joint Chiefs notified CINCPAC that this rate had been finally approved.
At the same time, the Joint Chiefs of Staff authorized CINCSAC to deploy forces during
January 1967 to reach 800 sorties per month by the beginning of February.14

Evaluating ARC LIGHT

A

lthough General Westmoreland and Admiral Sharp strongly endorsed ARC LIGHT’s
effectiveness and called for its expansion, some US Air Force officers questioned
the program’s value. In July 1966, the Targets Division of the Seventh Air Force, MACV’s
USAF component command, reviewed 371 ARC LIGHT missions and found little hard
evidence that the B–52 strikes had done much damage to the enemy. Due to difficult
terrain and other factors, bomb damage assessment, whether by ground patrols or aerial
reconnaissance, was at best limited and inconclusive. Evidence was equally slim to support COMUSMACV’s claims that B–52 bombings had significant psychological effects
on North Vietnamese and Viet Cong troops. The Targets Division concluded that, on the
basis of this lack of evidence, the expenditure of ordnance on ARC LIGHT missions could
not be justified. Echoing this study, Lieutenant General William W. Momyer, commander
of Seventh Air Force and Deputy COMUSMACV for Air, declared, “I have flown over
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many B–52 strike areas and looked at the results in detail. There has been no killing of
large bodies of enemy troops, no destruction of quantities of enemy materiel, and no
denial of territory to the enemy.” Hence, he told CINCPACAF, “I think you would have
to conclude the B–52s have been relatively ineffective.”15
In mid-July 1966, the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, directed the Joint Staff to
make its own appraisal of ARC LIGHT operations. The Joint Staff reported that since
the beginning of ARC LIGHT in June 1965 through 15 July 1966, 427 missions comprising
4,065 sorties had been flown and almost 81,000 tons of bombs expended. Assessment
of battle damage and strike effectiveness had mainly been based on aerial photo reconnaissance. In part repeating the Seventh Air Force conclusion, the Joint Staff noted that
in 58 instances, ground follow-up of B–52 missions had been carried out but had not
furnished conclusive proof of the effectiveness of strikes. Multi-layer jungle canopies
limited visual and photographic inspection and ground operations seldom swept the
entire impact area because of insufficient men or tactical requirements.
Analyzing the evidence in more detail, the Joint Staff reported that in the first year
of ARC LIGHT the bombers had flown 67 interdiction missions, 49 of them against
infiltration routes in Laos. Seventy-nine missions had been flown in direct support of
ground operations, only 39 with some degree of ground follow-up. The staff suggested,
nevertheless, that the success of the ground operations indicated that ARC LIGHT had
been a contributing factor of some importance. B–52s had carried out 38 “spoiling”
missions, with a limited number of reports indicating structural damage, secondary
explosions, and disruption of planned enemy attacks. The fourth category of mission,
harassment and disruption, accounted for 243 strikes—more than the other three categories combined. Reportedly, these strikes had destroyed, among other things, fortifications, tunnels, structures, ammunition dumps, and storage facilities. Again, however,
the number of comprehensive strike assessments was limited, owing to targets being
remote and isolated.
On the positive side, the Joint Staff found that, although the total effects of the
B–52 bombings could not be fully assessed, there had been significant psychological
results. The bombings had helped to lower Viet Cong morale, increased desertions and
defections, forced some changes in enemy tactics, and disrupted to some extent the Viet
Cong’s economic base. US ground commanders whose operations had benefited from
ARC LIGHT strikes considered that the missions were making a valuable contribution
to the total military effort.16
In response to COMUSMACV’s insistence on the need for an 800-sortie rate, the
Deputy Secretary of Defense asked the Joint Chiefs of Staff to evaluate the entire program since its inception. He was concerned over the high costs of ARC LIGHT, especially
at the 800-sortie level, and the lack of data on the actual effectiveness of the bombings.
He noted that for 800 sorties per month the ordnance costs alone would be almost $500
million for CY 1967. Including other costs, the total figure could reach $650–780 million
per year.17
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The Joint Chiefs of Staff responded with a strong affirmation of ARC LIGHT’s value.
On 15 October, they informed the Secretary of Defense that the performance of the B–52
force had been “outstanding.” By 30 September 1966, ARC LIGHT planes had flown
597 missions (5,181 sorties) against targets in Southeast Asia and had dropped 101,235
tons of bombs. The average number of sorties per mission had been 8.7. The force had
responded to every approved mission and, of 5,266 sorties scheduled, 5,181 had arrived
over target. More than 97 percent of the bombs scheduled had been released over the
designated targets.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff emphasized the valuable and unique capability which ARC
LIGHT provided. B–52s could attack the enemy regardless of time of day, weather, or
location, deluging a large area in a short time with heavy destructive firepower. The
threat of B–52 strikes, the Joint Chiefs asserted, had deterred enemy concentrations and
wrought havoc with the morale of his forces. ARC LIGHT had proven itself in the past
and would do so again, particularly if the forward basing of B–52s were put into effect.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff concluded that “B–52 bombing provides a military capability in
Southeast Asia which cannot feasibly be provided by any other available weapon system
and which is required by the operational commander in support of combat operations.”18
Strongly endorsed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the field commanders, ARC LIGHT
operations continued in spite of Air Force doubts of their usefulness. By the end of the
year, when the United States suspended B–52 strikes for the Christmas and New Year’s
holiday truces, the bombers had flown a total of 5,217 ARC LIGHT sorties. Several hundred of these had hit targets in Laos, the DMZ, and North Vietnam.19

Naval Operations: Coastal and Riverine

T

hroughout 1966, the US and Vietnamese navies expanded their efforts to deny the
enemy use of South Vietnam’s coastal waters and rivers. Under MARKET TIME, the
allies kept up patrols and surveillance of the coastal waters to interdict seaborne infiltration of men and material. These operations were conducted in the same manner and
under the same rules of engagement as in 1965. During the year, the US Navy received its
full programmed force of 84 Swift boats (Patrol Craft, Fast-PCP), greatly expanding its
capabilities. Unfortunately, as US MARKET TIME forces gradually increased, an almost
proportional decline occurred in participation by the VNN Coastal and Sea Forces.20
MARKET TIME vessels searched or contacted thousands of small junks, sampans,
and other watercraft. In the course of these operations, they destroyed 60 junks and
22 sampans, killing 129 enemy and capturing 54. In addition to preventing innumerable
small-scale infiltration attempts, MARKET TIME foiled two large-scale arms running
efforts during the year. On 10 May and 19 June, US coast guard cutters fought engagements with large steel-hulled trawlers, capturing or destroying the vessels and seizing
large cargoes of weapons, ammunition, and other material. The true measure of MARKET TIME’s effectiveness was the decline of sea infiltration after the commencement
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of the operations. In mid-1965, sea infiltration accounted for an estimated 70 percent
of the total enemy movement of materiel into South Vietnam; but by August 1966, this
figure had declined to 10 percent.21
Although US ground forces carried out no combat operations in the Mekong Delta
in 1966, US Navy elements did operate against the Viet Cong along the waterways which
laced the region. These naval forces also operated in the Rung Sat Special Zone (RSSZ),
the area of swamps and jungle through which ran the river channels that carried shipping to Saigon.
During 1966, the South Vietnamese government began large-scale operations to
pacify Viet Cong controlled areas in the Delta. Success of these operations depended
heavily on effective control of the region’s rivers and waterways. Early in August 1965,
COMUSMACV and CHNAVGP had developed a concept for maintaining such control.
Under it, US Navy boat patrols and inshore surveillance would enforce curfews and
prevent Viet Cong infiltration, movement, and supply along the Delta estuary coast and
across the major rivers of the Delta and the RSSZ. On 18 December 1965, MACV established Commander Task Force (CTF) 116, GAME WARDEN, to carry out this concept.22
On 27 June, the South Vietnamese government submitted to the US Ambassador
a formal request for US technical, material, and operational assistance in halting Viet
Cong actions on its country’s waterways. This note, forwarded to Washington on 1
July, constituted the legal basis and authority for US assistance in control of South
Vietnam’s waterways.
By the time these formalities were completed, GAME WARDEN vessels had been
in action for three months. Early in 1966, the enemy increased his efforts to block the
channel to Saigon by sowing mines and harassing river traffic with mortar and gun fire.
South Vietnamese counteraction, despite US support, was ineffective. In April, two tenboat sections of the GAME WARDEN force became operational for patrols in the RSSZ.
Constructed of fiberglass and lightly armored at vulnerable points, these River Patrol
Boats (PBRs) had a top speed of 37 knots with water-jet propulsion. They were manned
by US crews and carried twin .50-caliber machine guns fore and aft. The boats conducted
patrols, ambushes, and combined operations in the RSSZ. Working in conjunction with
armed helicopters flying in from shore bases or off a specially configured LST, the PBRs
proved highly effective.
By mid-September 1966, GAME WARDEN had 95 PBRs operating in the major rivers of the Mekong Delta, along with six armed helicopters. In addition, 12 minesweepers (MSBs) were helping to keep open the river approaches to Saigon, and a SEAL
(Sea, Air, Land) commando team detachment was conducting surveillance and raids
in the Delta. By this time, GAME WARDEN had accounted for 50 Viet Cong killed and
23 captured and had destroyed 9 Viet Cong boats and damaged 13. The Navy patrols
had seized or destroyed large quantities of enemy foodstuffs and captured many Viet
Cong documents.23
After the formal establishment of GAME WARDEN in mid-year, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff asked CINCPAC to submit rules of engagement for the force, which to that point
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had operated without such rules. On 18 July, Admiral Sharp forwarded proposed ROE
with which Ambassador Lodge had concurred. CINCPAC also included operational guidance for GAME WARDEN. On 17 August, the Joint Chiefs of Staff forwarded ROE and
operational guidance based on CINCPAC’s recommendation to the Secretary of Defense,
asking for his approval. A week later, the Department of Defense sought State Department concurrence. State did not concur until late October, although GAME WARDEN
continued operating in the meantime. Finally, on 8 November, the Secretary of Defense
approved the final rules of engagement and operational guidance for GAME WARDEN.24
The rules of engagement for GAME WARDEN were based on those for Southeast
Asia issued in April 1965, with slight modifications to meet the operation’s particular
requirements. When GAME WARDEN forces operated in MARKET TIME areas, they
would observe the MARKET TIME rules. When operating near the Cambodian border,
GAME WARDEN forces were not authorized immediate pursuit across the line but could
defend themselves against attackers located inside Cambodia. The operational guidance
directed that to the maximum extent feasible US vessels in GAME WARDEN would have
South Vietnamese government representatives on board. These representatives should
be very conspicuous to all observers and, if present, lead boarding parties. The South
Vietnamese would recommend actions, such as detainment or release of vessels; but
the US commander would make the final decision. On 16 December, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff sent these approved ROE and operational instructions to CINCPAC.25
By this time, GAME WARDEN had been underway almost a year and was contributing to pacification in IV CTZ. Merchants and farmers in the area could move about much
more freely and safely and Viet Cong tax collection and terrorism had been reduced.
GAME WARDEN now included 120 patrol boats, 2 patrol air cushion vehicles, 11 mine
sweepers, 8 helicopters, and support craft. These forces had killed a total of 239 enemy
by body count, plus over 200 more possible. GAME WARDEN patrols had destroyed
352 enemy boats, damaged 75, and captured 37, at a cost to themselves of 8 killed, 80
wounded, and 3 missing in action. One minesweeper had been sunk by an enemy mine
and four helicopters lost to hostile action or accident.26
As MARKET TIME and GAME WARDEN expanded, the US Navy needed more
efficient command arrangements in South Vietnam. Until early 1966, the Commanding
General, III Marine Amphibious Force (CG III MAF), who controlled the largest number
of naval personnel in country, served as the naval component commander under MACV.
He performed this duty in addition to his responsibilities as a tactical commander and
as the senior US adviser to the ARVN I CTZ commander. Located at Da Nang, the CG
III MAF was remote from MACV headquarters in Saigon. In Saigon, the Chief, US Naval
Advisory Group, served as COMUSMACV’s principal Navy adviser and was responsible
as well for MARKET TIME (TF 115) and GAME WARDEN (TF 116). CHNAVGP, however,
had no formal link to the naval component commander or to CINCPACFLT.27
In January 1966, after extensive study by MACV and the Naval Advisory Group,
COMUSMACV and CINCPAC proposed a new and more responsive naval component
command organization. The new Navy command would be entitled US Naval Forces,
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US Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (NAVFORV), with headquarters in Saigon,
commanded by a flag officer, and staffed to discharge component command functions.
Assigned to CINCPACFLT, NAVFORV would be under the operational control of COMUSMACV. The commander of NAVFORV would be designated the MACV naval component
commander and perform all appropriate functions, including the exercise of operational
control of the Naval Advisory Group and TFs 115 and 116. III MAF, with assigned units,
would be designated a separate uni-Service command directly subordinate to COMUSMACV, although it would continue under the Commanding General, Fleet Marine Force,
Pacific (CG FMFPAC), in the Service chain of command.28
The Joint Chiefs of Staff accepted the COMUSMACV/CINCPAC proposals. With
Secretary of Defense approval, on 14 February they directed the Chief of Naval Operations and CINCPAC to implement the command changes. On 1 April 1966, Rear Admiral
Norvell G. Ward assumed command of NAVFORV.29

The Borders: Cambodia

T

he problem of enemy bases in nominally neutral Cambodia was not new. In the Fall
of 1965, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had recommended to higher authorities a series of
political and military actions to eliminate this threat, including permission for maneuver
and immediate pursuit into Cambodia. The State Department, however, opposed any
actions that would violate Cambodian territorial integrity; and COMUSMACV received
authority only to take those counter-actions necessary for emergency self-defense
against enemy attacks from across the border. Nonemergency maneuver or return of
fire into Cambodia required prior Washington approval.30
In mid-March 1966, COMUSMACV launched Operation LINCOLN, a series of spoiling
attacks in western Pleiku province near the Cambodian border. Because the border was
ill-defined in this area, and in order to gain tactical advantage and cut off enemy escape
routes, General Westmoreland requested authority to maneuver troops into Cambodia.
Ambassador Lodge supported the MACV request. In addition, Mr. Lodge suggested that
Washington call attention to the Viet Cong violation of Cambodian territory by releasing
the growing “definitive evidence” of such activity to the world press.31
Washington once again disapproved any incursions into Cambodia. The State and
Defense Departments advised Saigon that it was not in the “over-all US interest” to go
beyond the existing policy of attacks into Cambodia only for immediate self-defense,
and that the suggested release of information was not advisable. In explaining the
Washington decision, the Chairman told both CINCPAC and COMUSMACV that existing
authority should suffice to deal with enemy units in Cambodia. General Wheeler directed
the two commanders to use this authority “boldly,” and to advise the Joint Chiefs of Staff
promptly of the requirements and circumstances.32
In addition to the specific request in connection with Operation LINCOLN, on two
occasions in the first half of 1966 the Joint Chiefs of Staff sought general authority for
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immediate pursuit into Cambodia. The Secretary of Defense denied these requests. He
found that the “existing special instructions” regarding operations near the Cambodian
border were adequate under current circumstances.33
As another approach to the Cambodian problem, COMUSMACV, in early February,
recommended the development of a force capable of either covert or overt cross-border
reconnaissance into Cambodia. Such reconnaissance would reduce the danger of surprise attack from the sanctuaries on US and South Vietnamese forces. Supporting this
recommendation, the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 9 May proposed to the Secretary of Defense
that the United States organize, train, and equip an indigenous force, to consist initially of
30 clandestine intelligence agents, sixteen 20-man reconnaissance teams, four 150-man
reaction companies, and one 150-man security unit. These troops would be deployed
against targets on the South Vietnamese side of the Cambodian border. The Joint Chiefs
of Staff also requested the necessary funding and deployment of 156 additional US Army
Special Forces personnel to support the indigenous units.34
The State Department accepted the wisdom of planning for possible operations
in Cambodia but opposed actual operations at that time. Deputy Assistant Secretary
Leonard Unger told the Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA) on 7 June 1966 that no
forces should be designated for possible use in Cambodia since it would inevitably
become public knowledge “with unfortunate repercussions.” In addition, there should
be no recruitment of ethnic Cambodians (Khmers) residing in South Vietnam for a crossborder reconnaissance force.35
Subsequently, on 13 June, the Secretary of Defense approved the development and
funding of a force capable of possible future cross-border operations. He emphasized that
this did not constitute approval to commit the force into Cambodia and directed that State
Department views, including the prohibition against recruitment of ethnic Cambodians,
be taken into account in developing the organization. Several weeks later, the Deputy
Secretary of Defense approved deployment of the additional Army Special Forces soldiers
to support the new force, which received the code name DANIEL BOONE.36
In addition to military measures, the Joint Chiefs of Staff in late 1965 proposed a
political and psychological effort. The political side would consist of pressure on the
Royal Cambodian Government (RKG, for Royal Khmer Government) to prevent the Viet
Cong and North Vietnamese from using its territory. On the psychological side, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff proposed a campaign against North Vietnamese personnel in Cambodia.
In November 1965, the Joint Chiefs proposed diplomatic action to persuade the
RKG to cease its tacit support of the Viet Cong, manifested by the Phnom Pen government’s tolerance of the enemy’s use of its territory. They also suggested the enlistment
of third countries to pressure Cambodia’s ruler, Prince Sihanouk, to the same end. The
State Department rejected this proposal, contending that any specific action might push
Cambodia into active belligerency against South Vietnam. (It was questionable at any
event whether Cambodia possessed the capability to drive out the Viet Cong, even had
it chosen to do so.)37
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In April 1966, General Westmoreland, Ambassador Lodge, and Admiral Sharp all
requested permission to initiate psychological operations—night leaflet drops—against
North Vietnamese personnel in Cambodia. The Joint Chiefs of Staff supported the
request. Higher authorities, however, approved only the release of leaflets over South
Vietnamese territory for the wind to carry across the border. Authorized on 26 May, the
operation was extended on 6 June to include a wider area of Cambodia but with leaflet
release still over South Vietnam.38
On 27 August, the Joint Chiefs of Staff again advised the Secretary of Defense of
the need for continuing political efforts to persuade the RKG to stop its support of, or
collusion with, the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong; and they recommended preparation
of an interagency psychological operations plan. The purpose of the plan would be to
enhance the Cambodian government’s understanding of US objectives, the Free World
determination to achieve “ultimate victory” in South Vietnam, and the advantages to
Cambodia of supporting Free World aims.39
Shortly after making this proposal, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, at CINCPAC’s urging,
asked the Secretary of Defense to seek State Department reconsideration of the recruitment of ethnic Cambodians for possible cross-border operations into Cambodia. The
Joint Chiefs explained the operational advantages of using personnel familiar with the
area, language, and customs; and they pledged that all Cambodian recruits would be
closely screened and that careful security measures would be observed.40
The State Department once again objected to the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommendations on both psychological operations and recruitment of ethnic Cambodians. Appreciating the many policy and operational considerations that had arisen, and promised
to arise again, the Deputy Secretary of Defense requested the Under Secretary of State
and the Director of Central Intelligence to form a joint State-Defense-CIA Study Group to
consider problems associated with Cambodia. Defense would have two representatives,
one from OSD and one from the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The State Department agreed, and
the State-Defense-CIA Study Group was established on 21 December 1966. The Group
did not complete its study until May 1967.41
The Joint Chiefs of Staff were not satisfied with the higher level decisions regarding
Cambodia. On 19 December 1966, they urged the Secretary of Defense to seek a review
of national policy toward Cambodia in the light of overall US objectives in Southeast
Asia and the enemy’s continuing use of the Cambodian sanctuary. They noted the
proposal for a joint State-Defense-CIA Study Group but pointed out that this approach
would take time. In the interval, they recommended expansion and intensification of
the overall intelligence collection program in Cambodia, including authorization for
ground reconnaissance operations on a regular basis. They also requested authority for
medium- and low-level day and night photography, airborne radio detection, and infrared and side-looking airborne radar operations on a continuing basis to a depth of 75
nm into Cambodia (excluding a 25 nm area around Phnom Penh). Further, they sought
permission for immediate pursuit of actively engaged Viet Cong and North Vietnamese
forces that withdrew into Cambodia. They also called for a more extensive coordinated
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public affairs and information program and supporting psychological operations to focus
attention on Cambodian support of the enemy and to dissuade the RKG from continuing
such support. Apparently awaiting the recommendation of the State-Defense-CIA Study
Group, higher authorities took no action on these proposals.42

The Borders: Laos

N

orth Vietnam had long used the Laos Panhandle as its primary infiltration route
to support the Viet Cong. After US/Free World combat forces entered the struggle
in 1965, the enemy also began to rely on Laos as a safe haven for troops hard-pressed
in South Vietnam. On 7 January 1966, the Joint Chiefs of Staff asked the Secretary of
Defense to approve new rules of engagement for Southeast Asia, including provision
for immediate pursuit of hostile land forces into Laos. Receiving no response to this
request, the Joint Chiefs on 6 April apprised Secretary McNamara of the increasing threat
of enemy forces from Laos. As an example, they cited the 9 March overrunning of the A
Shau Special Forces Camp, “one of many US/friendly installations located within close
tactical distance of the Laos border.” Pending authorization for immediate pursuit, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff requested authority for US/Free World forces operating in South
Vietnam near the Laos border similar to that granted in December 1965 for emergency
operations near the Cambodian border.43
After the Secretary of Defense approved this request, the Joint Chiefs of Staff on
9 June authorized American forces near the Laotian border, in emergency situations,
to take necessary counteractions “in the exercise of the right of self-defense” against
enemy attacks from across the line. Such counteractions included artillery and air strikes
and maneuver into Laos while actually engaged and in contact with enemy forces. An
emergency was considered to exist when, in the commander’s judgment, the urgency
for action in self-defense precluded prior approval. Under the new authority, Laotian
villages were not to be attacked except when fire was being received from them or when
it was essential for the preservation of US/Free World forces. Any other operations in
Laos continued to require prior Washington approval. In May, the Joint Chiefs had asked
the Secretary of Defense to grant blanket authority for immediate pursuit into Laos.
Secretary McNamara replied that existing authorities seemed adequate. He added that
he would give urgent consideration to this matter when the situation warranted it.44
In a further effort to hinder enemy use of the Laos Panhandle, the United States in
1966 expanded SHINING BRASS operations. Early in the year, COMUSMACV requested
approval to organize three battalions of Nung tribesmen (a South Vietnamese ethnic
minority group) for the immediate purposes of securing SHINING BRASS forward
launch bases and operating against SHINING BRASS targets on the South Vietnamese
side of the Laos border. Supporting this request, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended to
the Secretary of Defense the recruitment and funding of three 540-man Nung battalions
and the deployment of 127 additional US Army Special Forces personnel to advise the
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Nung force. Secretary McNamara approved the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommendation on
11 April, carefully stipulating that the battalions would be employed only in South Vietnam. Their use in cross-border operations would be a matter for future decision in light
of political and military developments. Five days later, the Deputy Secretary of Defense
approved the deployment of the 127 Special Forces advisers for the Nung battalions.45
Commitment of the Nung battalions to actual cross-border operations in Laos hinged
on the concurrence of the US Ambassador in Vientiane, William L. Sullivan. On 18 May,
he agreed to a COMUSMACV proposal to send the Nungs into the panhandle. However,
Ambassador Sullivan, concerned always with limiting American operations to a level
that would not compromise Laotian neutrality, imposed restrictions on the size, depth,
and duration of the penetrations into Laos and requested advance notice from MACV
of the intent to launch incursions. Subsequently, CINCPAC recommended expansion of
SHINING BRASS in accord with the Sullivan-Westmoreland agreement.46
The Joint Chiefs of Staff passed this recommendation on to the Secretary of Defense,
who approved it on 16 June. Secretary McNamara directed that both he and the Secretary of State be informed simultaneously with Ambassador Sullivan of the intention to
launch missions. This action constituted approval of Phase II of the SHINING BRASS
concept accepted in principle in September 1965.47
The United States relied mainly upon airpower to attack the enemy supply lines
in Laos. In addition to the fighter bombers that flew most missions against the Ho Chi
Minh Trail, during 1966 ARC LIGHT B–52s played a growing part in the anti-infiltration
campaign. The first B–52 strike outside South Vietnam had taken place on 10 December 1965 when the bombers, with the knowledge of Laotian Prime Minister Souvanna
Phouma, hit an enemy supply area astride the South Vietnamese-Laotian border. Press
reports of the bombing in Laos drew objections from Souvanna Phouma. In response,
the United States continued B–52 bombings in the border areas of Laos to interdict the
Ho Chi Minh Trail but did not clear most of the strikes with the Prime Minister. Each
strike in Laos was made simultaneously with a “cover” strike in South Vietnam to draw
press attention away from the Laotian target.48
In March and April 1966, COMUSMACV requested permission to use ARC LIGHT
strikes to block the Mu Gia Pass, a principal route from North Vietnam into the Ho Chi
Minh Trail. Ambassador Sullivan and CINCPAC concurred in these requests. On 8 April,
the Joint Chiefs of Staff authorized an ARC LIGHT bombing of the North Vietnamese side
of the Mu Gia Pass. The strike took place three days later. When General Westmoreland
requested a second strike, Admiral Sharp was initially reluctant but was eventually
persuaded; and the attack was authorized on 22 April. Although General Westmoreland
asked for continuing ARC LIGHT bombing of the pass, CINCPAC believed it would be a
waste of bombs, then in short supply. On 30 April, the Joint Chiefs of Staff turned down
COMUSMACV’s request.49
In late April, General Westmoreland began proposing ARC LIGHT bombing of
specific enemy targets that had been detected in Laos. Because these targets were well
inside Laos, Ambassador Sullivan objected on the ground that Souvanna Phouma would
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have to approve the strikes. The Ambassador was reluctant to seek such approval. He
also questioned the military necessity for ARC LIGHT bombings in Laos. Nevertheless,
as the enemy buildup in Laos became more and more visible, COMUSMACV pressed his
case during May and June for ARC LIGHT bombings well inside South Vietnam’s neighbor. Again, Ambassador Sullivan did not concur and the requests were not approved.
On 16 July, General Westmoreland, calling attention to the rapid enemy buildup in Laos
and just north of the DMZ, once again asked permission for the B–52s to strike North
Vietnamese logistical and training areas in Laos. At this time, he also requested authority
to bomb identified enemy targets in the DMZ west of the populated areas.50
Seeking agreement on lifting restrictions, General Westmoreland met with Ambassador Sullivan at Udorn in Thailand on 19 July. He asked the Ambassador to seek Souvanna Phouma’s approval for strikes even though there was a risk that the Prime Minister
would turn down the request. COMUSMACV also recognized that a refusal by Souvanna
would make it even more difficult to continue the B–52 strikes being conducted along
the frontier without the Prime Minister’s knowledge. One month later, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff informed the Secretary of Defense that “the expected damage to be achieved
by striking the proposed targets is worth the risk of possible disapproval of future B–52
strike requests in Laos.” The Joint Chiefs of Staff supported COMUSMACV’s request
that Ambassador Sullivan be authorized to consult with Souvanna Phouma about ARC
LIGHT attacks against Laotian targets.51
The military won their case. On 13 September, the State and Defense Departments
cabled instructions to Ambassador Sullivan to seek Souvanna Phouma’s approval for
eight ARC LIGHT strikes in Laos. The Ambassador was to make clear to the Prime Minister that the United States, while not willing to deny completely communist charges of US
air operations in Laos, would meet such allegations with “no comment or confirmation.”
In addition, each B–52 strike would be accompanied by a cover strike in South Vietnam.52
After meeting with Ambassador Sullivan on 15 September, the Prime Minister
approved the eight ARC LIGHT strikes. He stipulated two conditions: first, the bombings must be accurate with no mistakes; second, the United States would say nothing
regarding the strikes. No mention would even be made to anyone in the Laotian government. Ambassador Sullivan interpreted the second stipulation as a test of the US
ability to control security leaks, and he expressed his belief that permission to conduct
future ARC LIGHT operations would depend on American compliance with the Prime
Minister’s requirements.53
Under these arrangements, ARC LIGHT operations in Laos continued through the
rest of 1966. Deep bomber penetrations into Laos required Souvanna Phouma’s consent,
while raids close to the South Vietnamese border went on without the Prime Minister’s
consent or official knowledge. Ambassador Sullivan closely scrutinized all MACV target
requests. Between September and December, the B–52s flew 234 sorties over Laos, with
minimal press and public attention.54
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The Borders: The Demilitarized Zone

I

n 1965, US authorities had recognized the threat posed by enemy violation of the
DMZ and had considered possible counteractions. In September of that year, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff had sought authority for attacks on targets in both the northern
and southern portions of the zone by “all appropriate military means.” The State
Department had opposed such action and the matter had been shelved. 55
In March 1966, COMUSMACV, citing confirmed evidence that the enemy was
infiltrating through the western portion of the DMZ, requested authority for air
strikes in this area. CINCPAC concurred with this request, stating that the enemy
now had a sanctuary in the DMZ that should be denied. Subsequently, the Director,
Joint Staff, informed the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA) of the
“strong probability” that the enemy was using the extreme western DMZ for infiltration into South Vietnam. The Director requested that State and Defense resolve
their differences over the conduct of air operations in the DMZ so that appropriate
instructions could be dispatched to CINCPAC and Ambassador Lodge. 56
In discussions with Defense Department officials, State Department representatives indicated that tactical air strikes against infiltration routes in the DMZ
might be compatible with current US policy under certain conditions. These were:
1) concrete evidence the North Vietnamese were using the zone for infiltration so
that US strikes could “reasonably and justifiably” be described as counteractions;
2) an adequate record of South Vietnamese protests to the International Control
Commission regarding North Vietnamese violations of the DMZ; and 3) preparation
of appropriate public affairs guidance in advance of execution of the contemplated
military actions. Consequently, the Director, Far East Region (ISA), suggested to the
Director, Joint Staff, that, when “firm military intelligence” was available, the JCS
submit specific strike proposals to the Secretary of Defense for State Department
and White House clearance.57
Such evidence was quickly forthcoming. In June, intelligence sources reported
that a North Vietnamese division was moving across the DMZ into Quang Tri Province. Following this movement, other division-size North Vietnamese units deployed
to the area of the DMZ. COMUSMACV informed CINCPAC and the JCS of this buildup on 13 July and requested authority for tactical air strikes throughout the entire
zone. To counter the increased threat, General Westmoreland planned operations
in the immediate vicinity of the DMZ. Since his troops might come under enemy
fire emanating from the zone, COMUSMACV intended, unless instructed to the
contrary, to authorize return fire and maneuver into the DMZ for the purpose of selfdefense. CINCPAC supported General Westmoreland’s assessment of the situation.
He recommended to the Joint Chiefs of Staff that air operations and artillery fire be
authorized against identified military activity in the buffer zone. The US Embassy
in Saigon had already advised Washington that the South Vietnamese government
had filed hundreds of protests with the ICC of alleged North Vietnamese violations
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of the DMZ. Thus, except for the preparation of public affairs guidance, the State
Department conditions for military operations in the DMZ had now been fulfilled.58
On 20 July, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, with the approval of the Secretary of
Defense and with State Department concurrence, authorized CINCPAC to conduct
“air strikes in the DMZ, and artillery fire (land and naval) into that portion of the
DMZ south of the line of demarcation,” against clearly defined military activity.
Ten days later, the Joint Chiefs authorized US/Free World forces to maneuver
into the DMZ south of the Demarcation Line when in contact with the enemy, or
when engagement was imminent, if necessary for preservation of friendly forces.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff forbade any advance north of the Demarcation Line and
required withdrawal from the zone once enemy contact was broken. The RVNAF
could participate in operations in the southern part of the DMZ on the same basis
as US and Free World forces, but the Joint Chiefs instructed CINCPAC to make
every effort to assure that the South Vietnamese observed the same limitations as
their allies.59
On 20 July, in a further attempt to counter increased enemy infiltration through
the DMZ and the buildup just north of it, COMUSMACV began Operation TALLY
HO—a program of air strikes and reconnaissance in an extended battle area north of
the DMZ. The operation was intended to block or disrupt the flow of men and supplies to the south. During the latter part of July and early August, B–52s supported
ground operations (HASTINGS and PRAIRIE) in South Vietnam near the DMZ. On
28 July, COMUSMACV requested approval of three strikes against infiltration routes
located between 12 and 14 miles north of the DMZ in North Vietnam. Before receiving authority for these attacks, General Westmoreland requested approval of nine
additional bombings of targets located within the DMZ near the southern edge of
North Vietnam to “disrupt the enemy’s attempts to mass and maintain supply areas
for a possible offensive against Quang Tri Province.” 60
On 2 September, more than a month after COMUSMACV’s request to use B–52s
against the infiltration routes in southern North Vietnam, the Department of State
objected to the proposal to strike the first three targets. State declared that “at this
time such action would be regarded in many circles and the press as escalation and
possibly even a misinterpretation as a softening up for more direct military action
on the ground.” The State Department explained that such operations would probably work against current South Vietnamese efforts to persuade the International
Control Commission to investigate North Vietnam’s use of the DMZ. However, State
would reconsider the issue if intelligence established lucrative targets beyond the
capability of tactical aircraft.61
The Secretary of Defense informed the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 7 September
that “in consideration of the views of the Secretary of State … I desire that no B–52
strikes be conducted against targets in North Vietnam or the DMZ north of the
Demarcation Line.” He would consider, however, on an urgent basis, any “specific
strike proposals which might be warranted by military developments of a highly
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critical nature.” Mr McNamara offered to arrange for General Wheeler to discuss
the problem with the President, if the Chairman considered it necessary. On 8
September, the Joint Chiefs of Staff informed CINCPAC and COMUSMACV of this
decision. General Wheeler asked the two commanders to send to the Joint Chiefs
of Staff as soon as possible any urgent and critical requirements for ARC LIGHT
missions in the forbidden areas. He said that, if circumstances warranted, he would
take the matter before the President as the Secretary of Defense had proposed. 62
General Westmoreland acted quickly upon the Chairman’s request. On 13 September, he re-emphasized the growing threat presented by the North Vietnamese troop
buildup in Quang Tri Province. He cabled to CINCPAC that the enemy’s “buildup, disposition of forces, forward stockage of supplies, AA weapon systems being deployed
southward and depth of patrol penetrations indicate by all accepted standards that
the enemy is developing an offensive as opposed to a defensive posture.” MACV intelligence had verified that the enemy was trucking supplies up to the Demarcation Line
and then moving the goods south by porter, bicycle, and animals over a well-worn trail
network. General Westmoreland asked for approval of ARC LIGHT strikes against the
transfer point to clear the concealing jungle canopy and open the area for strikes by
tactical aircraft. He believed that the target could be described as “highly critical,”
thus satisfying the Secretary of Defense’s requirements.63
Evidently, COMUSMACV’s request met the Defense Secretary’s criteria. Late
in the evening of the 13th, the Joint Chiefs of Staff approved the ARC LIGHT attack
against the transfer area. The strike, which straddled the Demarcation Line, went
in on 16 September. This bombing took care of only one of the nine B–52 targets for
which COMUSMACV had requested strike authority on 21 August. On 17 September,
he asked to bomb the remaining eight because of their “highly critical nature.” Three
of the eight were approved for execution that same day. The B–52s continued to
strike north of the DMZ and within its boundaries throughout the rest of 1966. Of
68 targets recommended by COMUSMACV in the last month of the year, six were
in the DMZ and four in North Vietnam.64
With ARC LIGHT aircraft operating against enemy targets in the DMZ and the
southern part of North Vietnam, the danger arose that the North Vietnamese would
deploy SAMs within range of the relatively unmaneuverable B–52s. Indicating the
reality of this threat, late in September B–52 crews flying close to the DMZ reported
that the enemy was trying to track them and that they were receiving signals from
the radars used by the SA–2 missile system. On 10 October, a SAM installation was
observed about 12–15 miles northeast of Dong Hoi. Tactical aircraft attacked the
site two days later. On 18 October, two US pilots reported observing what they
believed was a missile in flight approximately 16 miles north of the 17th parallel.
The missile could have come from an installation located no more than six to eight
miles north of the DMZ.65
The following day, ARC LIGHT forces were to conduct a mission, LIGHT SIGHT,
in the vicinity of the suspected missile installation. Although CINCPAC assured the
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Joint Chiefs of Staff that adequate measures had been taken to prevent a B–52 shootdown, the JCS disapproved execution of LIGHT SIGHT. Explaining their decision,
the Joint Chiefs stated, “considering the world-wide publicity which would result
from the loss of a B–52 to SAM action … this strike should not be undertaken prior
to 2 November 1966.” During December, the Joint Chiefs of Staff authorized other
B–52 raids within and north of the DMZ because intelligence sources concluded that
either the SAM installation had been reported erroneously or it had been moved. 66
In early September, CINCPAC sought permission to conduct “SHINING BRASS
type” ground reconnaissance to a depth of 20 km north of the DMZ. This reconnaissance could identify and direct air strikes against enemy infiltration targets.
Washington, however, disapproved the request. In response to a further request by
CINCPAC, the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 20 October asked the Secretary of Defense
to approve operations by US-advised reconnaissance teams in the southern half
of the DMZ. They also proposed sending all-indigenous teams supported by USmanned helicopters into the northern half of the zone and into North Vietnam to
a depth of 20 km.
The Joint Chiefs recognized the political risks of such action but considered
that the critical need for “hard intelligence” of the area outweighed the risks. They
informed the Secretary of Defense that ground reconnaissance teams could not
only verify intelligence obtained by technical means but could also direct immediate air strikes against appropriate targets. The Joint Chiefs added that relatively
few US troops would actually be committed to these operations and those only
in a supporting role with no US personnel on the ground in North Vietnam. Such
reconnaissance missions, the Joint Chiefs of Staff said, would represent only an
extension of the type of operations currently authorized for OPLAN 34A and USAF
search and rescue helicopters.67
This request became the subject of lengthy debate at the State-Defense level, and
a decision was not reached until late January 1967. The State Department objected
to sending reconnaissance teams north of the Demarcation Line. As a result, on 28
January 1967, the Deputy Secretary of Defense approved only “ground reconnaissance
operations with US-advised teams in the DMZ south of the Demarcation Line.”68
Despite the US air strikes in the DMZ, artillery fire into the southern portion of
the zone, and air operations just north of it, the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong
continued to operate in the area and to construct fortifications and antiaircraft
positions within it. In one day, 11 November 1966, antiaircraft fire from the DMZ
destroyed four US aircraft. Intelligence confirmed that the enemy had the ability to
construct additional artillery emplacements just above the DMZ which could fire
on US and ARVN forces to the south.
On 29 November, the Joint Chiefs of Staff pointed out to the Secretary of
Defense that, with allied land and naval artillery fire restricted to the southern
portion of the DMZ, the enemy had been able to improve his field fortifications,
particularly antiaircraft positions, making it “extremely hazardous” for forward
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air control aircraft to operate in areas north of the zone. The Joint Chiefs of Staff
stated that the enemy was aware of the US restrictions and was taking advantage
of them, together with the cover of bad weather, to develop additional positions
north of the Demarcation Line. They requested authority to employ artillery and
naval gunfire against clearly defined military activity in that area. The Office of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA) was prepared to support the Joint Chiefs of
Staff proposal, subject to State Department concurrence. However, at the year’s
end, State still had not replied.69
During 1966, US officials considered defoliation as another possible way of
inhibiting enemy use of the DMZ, especially the infiltration routes through the zone.
The allies had practiced defoliation in South Vietnam and Laos since 1961, clearing
approximately 630,000 acres. Defoliation operations had become routine, and the
defoliants used were believed at the time to be harmless to human or animal life.
Defoliation in the DMZ would remove the dense vegetation there, exposing enemy
activity and permitting more effective countermeasures. In August 1966, General
Westmoreland suggested to Ambassador Lodge defoliation in the southern half of
the DMZ. Mr. Lodge recognized the military advantages of such an operation, but
he feared that inadvertently the northern part of the zone might be sprayed, resulting in North Vietnamese charges of chemical warfare. As an alternative, General
Westmoreland suggested the defoliation of a large area just south of the DMZ.
Ambassador Lodge found this acceptable.70
Both the State Department and the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(ISA) supported the alternate defoliation proposal, but CINCPAC and the Joint
Chiefs of Staff favored COMUSMACV’s original suggestion. On 22 September, the
Joint Chiefs informed the Secretary of Defense that current defoliation guidelines
were adequate to minimize adverse political effects. They requested that he obtain
State Department approval for defoliation operations in the southern half of the
DMZ. The Chairman suggested to Secretary McNamara that he might present the
proposal to the State Department as an action that would assist the International
Control Commission as well as COMUSMACV. Mr. McNamara accepted the Joint
Chiefs of Staff proposal and on 4 October requested the Secretary of State to concur.
He assured Secretary Rusk that such defoliation had political as well as definite
military advantages, was defensive in nature, and would assist the ICC. 71
On 18 November, the Secretary of State gave his concurrence. While Secretary Rusk could foresee some unfavorable political reaction to these operations, he
believed the reaction could be managed so long as defoliation of any area of North
Vietnam was avoided. Implementing this agreement, the Departments of State and
Defense jointly authorized defoliation operations within the southern portion of the
DMZ, subject to positive control to prevent inadvertent spraying north of the Provisional Demarcation Line. The actual defoliation did not begin until 5 February 1967.72
Meanwhile, on 4 October, Ambassador Lodge and General Westmoreland had
sought Washington consideration of a proposal for defoliation of the northern half
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of the DMZ and specified infiltration routes in North Vietnam. Again, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff supported the proposal. To the Secretary of Defense, they argued on
10 November that the recommended defoliation would aid visual and photographic
detection of movement, thereby assisting all other efforts to restrict enemy use of
the DMZ. In the light of Secretary Rusk’s insistence on limiting defoliation to the
area south of the Demarcation Line, Secretary McNamara deferred action on this
proposal, pending evaluation of the military and political consequences of the currently authorized operations.73

The Anti-Infiltration Barrier

I

n addition to authorized military operations, another possible method of impeding
infiltration was the construction of a defensive barrier along the 17th parallel in South
Vietnam and Laos. Such barriers had long been a feature of counterinsurgency warfare,
most recently in Algeria. Washington officials and COMUSMACV had considered the
idea of a barrier in the vicinity of the DMZ in 1965. They had rejected the plan as militarily infeasible, and as a “visible, fixed, long-term” violation of the 1962 Geneva Accords
on Laos.74
Secretary of Defense McNamara raised the question of a barrier again in the spring
of 1966. In late March, he requested the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, to assess the
establishment of “an iron-curtain counter-infiltration barrier across northern South
Vietnam and Laos from the South China Sea to Thailand.” The Secretary asked the
Chairman to determine the effectiveness and engineering feasibility of such a barrier,
the time required for construction, and the requirements for construction units and for
troops, materials, equipment, and weapons to man the barrier, without weighing dollar
costs or the political aspects.75
On 18 April, the Chairman forwarded to the Defense Secretary a barrier study
prepared by the Joint Staff. The study described a 500-meter wide cleared and mined
strip, bounded by two barbed wire entanglements. At the rear edge of this strip would
be a chain-link electrified fence with watchtowers or bunkers and lighting for night
observation. The barrier would employ a variety of detection devices and booby traps
and would be emplaced along the north side of Route 9 for a total length of 225 miles. A
lesser barrier on the south side of Route 9 would protect the troops guarding the main
barrier from rear attack. The Joint Staff estimated that, overall, such a barrier would
require: from two to four years for completion, including assembly and deployment of
forces; approximately 206,000 tons of construction materials; 271 engineer battalion
months for construction; and a minimum of three US divisions to man it.
The Joint Staff doubted that a barrier would be effective or worth the cost in terms
of men and materials. The study pointed out that a barrier could only stop large-scale
infiltration, not small groups. The Joint Staff also believed that, with a barrier in place,
the enemy would increase his infiltration by sea and through Cambodia. COMUSMACV,
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COMUSMACTHAI, CINCPAC, and CINCPAC’s component commanders all opposed the
fixed barrier concept; and the Joint Staff concluded that construction and maintenance
of a barrier would require a dangerous diversion of large forces from current missions.
According to the study, additional troops, if made available, could be employed to better advantage under concepts previously recommended by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
The Joint Staff recommended that a barrier system not be undertaken. In submitting
the study to the Secretary of Defense, the Chairman supported this recommendation.76
Secretary McNamara raised the barrier issue again in the summer of 1966. He had
come to doubt that ROLLING THUNDER could halt or diminish infiltration from the
North or break Hanoi’s will to continue supporting the war. Searching for alternatives, he
asked the JASON Division of the Institute for Defense Analyses to study several subjects
related to the war in Vietnam, including the feasibility of an anti-infiltration barrier.77
The JASON Summer Study, forwarded to the Secretary of Defense on 30 August,
confirmed Mr. McNamara’s doubts about the bombing of North Vietnam and presented a
concept for an air-supported anti-infiltration barrier. The concept provided for a barrier
with two different parts—one against foot traffic and one against vehicles. The antipersonnel portion would run along the southern edge of the DMZ and part way across
Laos. The anti-vehicle portion of the barrier would be an area in Laos of about 100 by
40 kilometers where the road network was more constricted than elsewhere and there
was a smaller area available for new roads. While not radically different from previous
barrier proposals, the JASON concept contained some new aspects. They included: “the
very large scale of area denial,” especially mine fields kilometers deep rather than the
conventional 100–200 meters; the persistent employment of large numbers of weapons,
sensors, and aircraft sorties in the barrier area; and the emphasis on rapid and carefully
planned incorporation of more effective weapons and sensors into the system.
The antipersonnel system of the barrier would encompass a constantly renewed
field of nonsterilizing small mines covering interconnected valleys and slopes along the
entire barrier (the actual mined area would be equivalent of a strip 100 by 5 km). A pattern of acoustic sensors would listen for attempted penetrations as indicated by mine
explosions. The anti-vehicle system would consist of acoustic detectors distributed
every mile or so along trackable roads in the interdicted area, monitored 24 hours a
day by patrol aircraft. Strike aircraft would respond to signals of truck or truck convoy
movement. Patrol aircraft would distribute self-sterilizing small mines over parts of the
road net at dusk (the self-sterilizing feature was needed so that road-watching and mineplanting teams could be used in this area), and reconnaissance aircraft would cover the
entire area each few days.
The authors of the JASON study believed that construction of such a barrier could
be initiated using currently available or “nearly available” components, with some
necessary modifications. It could be installed within “a year or so” from go-ahead at
an estimated cost of $800 million per year. The study recommended establishment of a
task force to carry out detailed design and planning of a barrier, to experiment with and
decide on modifications of present components, and to design and accelerate develop486
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ment of modified new components to be fed into the barrier. After a few months, and if
the prospects still appeared promising, the task force could be merged into a task force
charged with helping the operating forces implement the system.78
Secretary McNamara was favorably impressed with the JASON barrier concept. On
3 September, he forwarded the concept, though not the entire study, to the Joint Chiefs
of Staff. He believed that the proposal had “sufficient merit to warrant a decision that we
will accept the plan or some modification thereof in principle and install it at the earliest
practicable date.” He requested the views of the Joint Chiefs on the project, and asked
that they prepare them in consultation with CINCPAC and COMUSMACV. If the Joint
Chiefs of Staff concurred in this plan, said the Secretary, he would form an organization
to expedite plans and supervise the several concerned DOD components.79
Secretary McNamara began action on the barrier before he received the reply of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. On 15 September, he established Joint Task Force (JTF) 728
(unclassified designation: Defense Communications Planning Group) to “achieve the
objective of having” an interdiction system “to stop (or at the minimum substantially
reduce) the flow of men and supplies from North to South Vietnam.” The Secretary of
Defense directed that the system be designed, produced, and emplaced in South Vietnam
and Laos by 15 September 1967. Mr. McNamara named Lieutenant General Alfred D.
Starbird, USA, as Director of JTF 728. He authorized General Starbird to report directly
to him and to have direct contact with the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the military services.
The Secretary of Defense assigned the project the unclassified name PRACTICE NINE.80
The Joint Chiefs of Staff were obviously not enthusiastic about the barrier concept;
but, as Secretary McNamara later noted, they “did not actively oppose it.” On 17 September, they informed the Secretary of Defense that they would concur with the concept
so long as the barrier was in addition to, and not a substitute for, “any major US or Free
World military effort” in Vietnam. They stated that logistical support for the barrier
should be sufficient to preclude diversion of critical materiel and strike forces from
other combat operations. The Joint Chiefs recognized the “historic use of barriers and
the potential inherent in this concept,” but they shared with CINCPAC a concern over
its practicality. Although they considered the 15 September 1967 operational date given
General Starbird optimistic, they acknowledged that the concept might have “the potential of shortening the war and that proceeding in the manner directed will provide a quick
determination of validity and accelerated development of the associated hardware.”81
JTF 728 proceeded with its task at once. On 29 September, General Starbird provided the Secretary of Defense with a preliminary report, including a draft program with
initial estimates of personnel, equipment, and facilities needed to establish and maintain
the barrier. Several weeks later, after further refining requirements, General Starbird
requested and the Secretary of Defense approved immediate funding authorization for
certain research and development and production activities.82
These actions gave the Joint Chiefs of Staff concern. On 10 October, they informed
the Secretary of Defense that the JTF 728 draft program would hamper current combat
operations by committing critical resources “without prerequisite determination of prac487
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ticality.” They recommended modification of the JTF 728 terms of reference to require
determination of feasibility prior to commitment of resources, to allow adjustment in
the initial operational date, and to provide that the JTF project definition plan be submitted to the Secretary of Defense through the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Secretary McNamara
agreed with the Joint Chiefs of Staff that feasibility of the barrier project should be
determined before commitment of resources “to the extent it applies to feasibility of
components of the interdiction system (munitions, sensors, aircraft modifications, etc.).”
The Defense Secretary also instructed General Starbird to make his reports, including
the project definition, available to the JCS at the same time they were submitted to him.
The Joint Chiefs remained concerned that the barrier would divert essential weapons
and materials from current programs, but they decided to reserve their views for the
overall consideration of JTF 728’s project definition plan in November.83
Meanwhile, when the Secretary of Defense visited South Vietnam in October,
COMUSMACV suggested an alternate barrier plan. General Westmoreland’s proposal
included: “a physical barrier, in the traditional sense, on the eastern end of the line where
the country is relatively flat and open …; secondly, an extension to the northwest from
the Laos-South Vietnam border, which would be laid by air and policed by air”; and “a
center section through the mountains to the east of the Laos-South Vietnam border”
consisting of a series of physical obstructions in the mountain passes. At the Secretary’s
request, General Westmoreland refined his proposal into a requirements plan that he
submitted on 25 October.84
General Westmoreland’s plan assumed that additional forces, over and above
COMUSMACV’s operational requirements, would be provided for the barrier construction and manning. But, because of the strength ceilings imposed by Program Four,
the Joint Chiefs of Staff informed CINCPAC and COMUSMACV on 18 November that
additional forces would not be available to meet the requirements of the barrier plan.
Instead, COMUSMACV should plan to meet all PRACTICE NINE requirements from
within approved in-country strengths. Subsequently, both General Westmoreland and
Admiral Sharp protested against this decision, but to no avail.85
On 14 November, General Starbird submitted his Project Definition Report to the
Secretary of Defense. In it, he analyzed four approaches to a barrier system: the Prescribed Plan, a modified version of the JASON concept providing for a ground-emplaced
linear barrier south of the DMZ on the 30 km adjacent to the coast, an air-emplaced
antipersonnel barrier from the linear barrier westward into Laos, and an anti-vehicle barrier in Laos; COMUSMACV’s barrier plan; and two alternate proposals that were phased
composites of the Prescribed and MACV Plans. The first alternate, titled the Phased
Installation Plan (PIP), called for a ground linear barrier from the South Vietnamese
coast to the Laos border similar to the MACV proposal. In Laos, the PIP provided for
installation of the originally conceived air-supported anti-vehicle portion by 1 November
1967 and the antipersonnel portion by 1 April 1968. The second alternate, the Phased
Installation Plan (Modified) was identical to the PIP, except that both the anti-vehicle
and antipersonnel portions in Laos would be installed by 1 November 1967.86
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After reviewing and comparing the requirements of the four proposals for personnel,
major equipment, facilities, construction, and unprogrammed funding, General Starbird
recommended adoption of the Phased Installation Plan. Secretary McNamara, however,
requested JCS views on any increases in programmed forces required to execute the
Phased Installation Plan (Modified) and any other comments or recommendations they
wished to make.87
The Joint Chiefs of Staff took advantage of the opportunity afforded them to express
again their dissatisfaction with the whole barrier concept. On 1 December, the Joint
Chiefs recommended that the plan not be approved for execution and, instead, that
current efforts to reduce infiltration be continued and expanded. The Joint Chiefs of
Staff believed that the United States could provide the forces required for the barrier
from Program Four only by jeopardizing existing programs. The troops could not come
from out-of-country sources because of equipment and sustaining base limitations.
The Joint Chiefs considered the technical and operational feasibility of the plan open
to question and the estimated piaster cost of the plan dangerous to the already critical
inflation in South Vietnam. They concluded that the barrier would not produce benefits
commensurate with the diversion of effort and increased costs involved, and with the
loss of military initiative and momentum in current programs.88
After considering the JTF 728 Project Definition Plan and the subsequent JCS comments, the Secretary of Defense directed General Starbird to prepare a revised barrier
plan. The plan was to minimize the impact on other Southeast Asia missions and require
only minimum additional forces from the United States. General Starbird submitted
the revised plan on 22 December. It provided that materials for the linear portion of the
barrier should be procured and in-country by 1 July 1967, but without a commitment for
deployment. Aircraft and other resources unique to the air-supported portion of the barrier were to be developed and prepared on a schedule to permit operational availability
in-theater by 1 November 1967—again without a decision for deployment. Under the
22 December plan, the Joint Chiefs of Staff were to task COMUSMACV and CINCPAC
to prepare plans for the conventional linear barrier by 10 February 1967 and for the
defile barrier in South Vietnam and an air-supported barrier in Laos by 15 April 1967.
The Secretary of Defense would have deployment decision points of 25 February 1967
for the linear barrier and 15 July 1967 for the air-supported barrier, looking toward an
operational date of 1 November 1967 for both. The field commanders were to submit to
the Secretary of Defense requests for “minimum essential augmentation forces” beyond
those currently programmed.89
The Joint Chiefs of Staff were still dissatisfied with the barrier plan. At a meeting
on 6 January 1967, they reaffirmed their opposition to a barrier until plans could be
properly evaluated. They stated that, if the Secretary of Defense had decided to construct a barrier, then they would proceed as directed; but since he had not made such
a decision, they wished their concern to be understood. Rather than repeat at length
their position, the Joint Chiefs, on 9 January 1967, merely called the Secretary’s attention to their views on the barrier as stated on 1 December. They also requested certain
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minor revisions in the 22 December plan. Apparently, the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not
expect Secretary McNamara to reverse his support for the barrier; they had already
instructed COMUSMACV and CINCPAC to prepare the interdiction plans called for in
the 22 December plan.90
The Joint Chiefs of Staff expectation proved correct. On the same day they forwarded their latest comments, the Secretary of Defense directed General Starbird to
prepare a barrier in accordance with the 22 December plan. He did, however, request
General Starbird to make the minor changes that the Joint Chiefs of Staff had requested.
Underscoring the importance attached to the barrier project, the Deputy Secretary of
Defense requested and the President approved on 13 January the designation of PRACTICE NINE “as being in the highest national priority category.” After nearly a year of
planning and debate, the United States, in spite of objections by its highest uniformed
military leaders, was fully committed to building an anti-infiltration barrier in South
Vietnam and Laos.91
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Logistics Issues, 1966
By the beginning of 1966, the United States had made much progress in establishing and expanding the logistics base to support both the additional forces sent to South
Vietnam and the growing air campaign against North Vietnam. The problems that the
Joint Chiefs of Staff had identified in early 1965 had either been solved or were well on
the way to solution. In their stead, the accelerated tempo of the war raised additional
problems during 1966. Many of these problems, although primarily theater or service
level, required decisions and actions by DOD. While their own involvement and influence varied from problem to problem, the Joint Chiefs of Staff maintained an intense
interest in all logistic matters relating to the war in Vietnam. They took every action
possible within their authority to forestall logistic difficulties or, when problems arose,
to reduce the adverse effects on military operations; and they devoted much attention
to several critical problems.1

The Construction Boss

D

espite hurried planning, a lack of trained personnel, sometimes insufficient funds,
and a scarcity of needed materials, the United States had made remarkable progress
during 1965 in constructing its operating base in South Vietnam. US forces had improved
and expanded the three existing jet-capable airfields at Tan Son Nhut, Bien Hoa, and Da
Nang and had built new ones at Chu Lai and Cam Ranh Bay. As 1966 began, another jet
field was under construction at Phan Rang. Erection of cantonments and logistic facilities had proceeded at Da Nang, Chu Lai, Qui Nhon, Cam Ranh Bay, Phan Rang, and in
the Saigon area. Progress in port and depot construction was slower in 1965. Additional
facilities had been planned at Saigon and other ports, but by the end of the year only part
of the Cam Ranh Bay project had been completed. Port congestion would continue to be
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a major problem throughout 1966. In spite of all the work done, MACV at the beginning
of 1966 had a construction backlog of 212 battalion months.2
The growth of the construction program in South Vietnam was largely unplanned
and weakly coordinated. It began modestly in the late spring of 1965, but in later months
expanded by leaps and bounds, exceeding all previous planning considerations. COMUSMACV charged his component commanders with responsibility for facilities construction, assigning the Army II, III, and IV Corps, the Navy I CTZ, and the Air Force airfield
construction. The MACV Engineer Office under the J–4 was supposed to ensure proper
coordination; but the Engineer, a colonel, lacked the rank and staff to do so. Many problems resulted. Construction agents competed for limited supplies of scarce materials, as
well as for real estate, engineer units, port access, and transportation. There was no joint
construction plan or agreed upon set of priorities. By late 1965, it was obvious that the
United States needed more effective management of the overall construction program
to assure optimum use of resources and to respond quickly to new requirements.3
The Secretary of Defense reviewed the construction situation during his visit to
Vietnam in November 1965. His trip confirmed the view, previously urged upon him by
his staff, that MACV needed a “construction czar,” separate from the J–4 directorate, to
supervise all US construction in South Vietnam. At Secretary McNamara’s direction, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff verified the requirement for a general/flag officer under COMUSMACV with “clearly defined authority and functions for planning and managing the
MACV construction program.” This officer, whom the JCS entitled the “MACV Engineer”
(subsequently named Assistant Chief of Staff for Construction), would supervise and
direct all DOD construction commands and agencies in South Vietnam, both military
and civilian, except for construction/engineer units organic to or assigned to major
combat units. The MACV Engineer would determine present and future construction
requirements for US, RVNAF, and Third Country forces and allocate tasks, manpower,
and resources among the services. The Joint Chiefs presented their findings to the
Secretary of Defense on 20 December 1965 and requested his approval of the MACV
Engineer concept.4
COMUSMACV agreed with the need for improved coordination and supervision
of the MACV construction program. However, General Westmoreland, initially supported by CINCPAC, who later changed his position, preferred to continue the existing
arrangement under which the MACV J–4 managed the effort, assisted by an engineer
officer. COMUSMACV also requested an expansion of his J–4 staff and control over all
DOD funds allocated for construction in South Vietnam. He opposed a “construction
czar” separate from the J–4 because construction could not be separated from other
aspects of logistics. In addition, he was concerned that the “czar” would function as an
independent agent of the Defense Department rather than a subordinate of his own.5
The Secretary of Defense decided in favor of the Joint Chiefs of Staff proposal. On
6 January 1966, Deputy Secretary Vance approved the establishment of an “engineer
construction boss” under COMUSMACV. Mr. Vance specified that the construction
boss had full authority to discharge the responsibilities placed upon him and that such
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authority rested in him and not in the MACV J–4. On 15 February, the MACV Directorate
of Construction went into operation, with Brigadier General (major general designee)
Carroll H. Dunn, USA, as Director of Construction. Subsequently, General Westmoreland,
with OSD agreement, placed the Construction Directorate under his J–4 and appointed
Major General Dunn to head the J–4 directorate.6
Before April 1965, DOD programmed and funded construction in Vietnam through
the standard line-item peacetime controls. As construction expanded rapidly after April,
the Department authorized modified line-item controls, seeking to reduce some of the
more restrictive provisions inherent in the peacetime system. Following approval of the
MACV engineer construction boss in January 1966, the Secretary of Defense published
new interim construction approval procedures for Vietnam. The new procedures restructured the FY 1965 supplemental, the FY 1966, and the FY 1966 supplemental programs
into broad functional facility category groups and gave COMUSMACV control of the
restructured programs within the approved dollar ceilings. Although these procedures
were issued only as interim guidance to serve until the end of the current fiscal year,
they apparently continued in effect throughout CY 1966.7
At a Honolulu meeting on 8 July, CINCPAC presented to the Secretary of Defense
a status report on construction in South Vietnam. Secretary McNamara considered the
program too large and too expensive. He requested that CINCPAC “take a hard look”
at his requirements and that the Joint Chiefs of Staff review these requirements “most
critically” before forwarding them to him.8
In accordance with the Defense Secretary’s direction, CINCPAC reviewed the construction program and prepared status reports and requirements for the Da Nang, Qui
Nhon, Cam Ranh Bay, and Saigon complexes. After studying these reviews, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff concluded that the requirements defined therein were consistent with the
force levels approved in Program Three. Informed of the Joint Chiefs of Staff opinion,
Secretary McNamara apparently found the requirements satisfactory. He ordered no
retrenchments in the South Vietnam construction program.9

Airfield Construction

T

o accommodate expanding air operations, the United States needed additional
jet-capable fields during 1966. The field that was under construction at Phan Rang
as the year began became operational in March. In November 1965, the Secretary of
Defense had authorized construction of still another jet airfield in South Vietnam; but
US military authorities in theater and Washington took five months to agree on a site.
Not until 27 April 1966 could the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommend Hue/Phu Bai to the
Secretary of Defense as the preferred location for the new field. The Joint Chiefs asked
the Secretary to secure State Department concurrence with this site. Since Ambassador
Lodge had objected to Hue/Phu Bai because of the political unrest in the area, the Joint
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Chiefs proposed Tuy Hoa as an alternate location; although they, COMUSMACV, and
CINCPAC all preferred Hue/Phu Bai.10
By mid-May, with the I Corps political crisis still going on, the State Department
had not replied on the Hue/Phu Bai site. In order to get on with construction and avoid
the problems of Hue/Phu Bai, the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 26 May asked the Secretary
of Defense to authorize construction of the field at Tuy Hoa using Air Force Turnkey
procedures (construction by a civilian contractor). Deputy Secretary Vance approved
the Joint Chiefs of Staff request on the following day and authorized the Secretary of
the Air Force to contract for the Tuy Hoa field. The Air Force let the contract on 31 May.
CINCPAC was able to deploy the first tactical fighter squadrons to Tuy Hoa in November
1966, although the field did not become fully operational until 1967.11

Facilities and Ports

C

onstruction of supporting facilities in South Vietnam proceeded at a satisfactory
rate in 1966. By the end of the year, the United States had erected cantonments
for 463,500 personnel. It had completed 10.4 million square feet of warehouses, 36.9
million square feet of open storage, and 5.5 million square feet of ammunition storage.
Also finished by the end of the year were 26 hospitals (8,240 beds), 280,000 kilowatts of
electrical generating capacity, and $27.1 million worth of communications facilities.12
In 1965, the most serious hindrance to the development of a logistics base in South
Vietnam had been the lack of adequate ports. The rapid buildup of men and equipment,
coupled with extensive reliance on coastal shipping for resupply, had quickly overtaxed
South Vietnam’s limited port facilities. At the beginning of the US buildup, Saigon and
Cam Ranh Bay were the only two deep-draft ports, plus Da Nang, where ships could
discharge in the stream. During 1965, US authorities made extensive plans to develop
existing ports and construct a number of new ones; but by the beginning of 1966, only
the project at Cam Ranh Bay, providing two additional berths, had been completed. In
1966, however, the earlier plans began to bear fruit as a number of new port facilities
became operational. At Da Nang, Chu Lai, Cam Ranh Bay, Phan Rang, Vung Ro, and Vung
Tau, new piers, LST ramps, and channel dredging nearly tripled cargo handling capacity.
Although the congestion was not eliminated by the end of 1966, the port situation had
improved considerably.
The Saigon complex was South Vietnam’s major port, and it had quickly become
overloaded in 1965. COMUSMACV had formulated plans for improving the Saigon port,
including construction of an augmenting facility, known as Newport, to handle military
cargo. However, few of these facilities had been finished by the beginning of 1966.
Besides inadequate facilities, the Saigon port suffered from poor handling procedures
and a lack of coordination with shipping agencies in the United States. As a result of all
these problems, vessels remained at anchor, fully loaded, for days or weeks, serving as
floating storage until their cargoes could be off-loaded. Demurrage fees mounted and
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vital materiel did not reach the front-line forces in a timely fashion. General Westmoreland viewed the Saigon port congestion and the resulting supply backlog as his most
serious logistics problem in the coming year.
By February 1966, Saigon was showing substantial improvement. Some additional
port facilities were completed, terminal service units arrived to assist in port clearing,
and agencies in the United States instituted a policy of loading ships for single port
discharge. As a result, only 9 vessels were waiting in port for off-loading in February as
compared to 25 in October 1965. Throughout early 1966, COMUSMACV pressed South
Vietnamese officials, including the civilian port director, to improve operating procedures, gradually producing beneficial changes. In July, by agreement with the South
Vietnamese government, MACV assumed responsibility for discharge and clearance
through the Saigon port of all AID cargo consigned for use in the counterinsurgency
program. The military handling of this cargo benefited the commercial port by freeing
South Vietnamese manpower and equipment for use on commercial cargo.13
These improvements, along with completion of the first facilities at Newport in
October, partially alleviated the Saigon port situation. In December, however, Vietnamese
dockworkers and stevedores went on strike over a labor dispute, and backlogs again
built up. As the year ended, 29 ships with commercial cargoes were waiting to get into
the Saigon port.
To eliminate the congestion, the United States considered a complete takeover of the
port. At the Secretary of Defense’s direction, COMUSMACV prepared a plan for control
of the Saigon port by the US military. The plan, submitted to the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 5
January 1967, called for COMUSMACV to assume responsibility for all commercial water
terminal operations within the Saigon port complex. Although COMUSMACV prepared
the plan, he did not favor its implementation. General Westmoreland pointed out that the
plan would require US personnel and equipment not available in-country or approved
by the Secretary of Defense. He also feared that a US takeover of the civil sector of the
port would have adverse political implications, causing people to lose confidence in the
Saigon government. Ambassador Lodge shared COMUSMACV’s political concern, and
the United States pursued the matter no further.14

A Common Supply System

D

uring the rapid 1965 buildup, US supply procedures evolved to meet immediate
needs rather than as the result of an orderly plan. This evolutionary development
brought many problems, in response to which arose the idea for a common supply
system. This concept envisioned a single supply system for all United States and Third
Country forces in place of the current arrangement under which each Service supplied
its own contingent, often with duplication of effort.
During the summer of 1965, the Joint Chiefs of Staff studied the logistic support
for operations in South Vietnam. On 19 October, they recommended to the Secretary of
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Defense the establishment of a common supply system. The Joint Chiefs proposed to
assign to the Department of the Army responsibility for development and implementation, in coordination with CINCPAC and the other Services, of a single supply system
for all US, RVNAF, and Third Country forces in South Vietnam. Recognizing the need
for a single supply system for common items, the Secretary of Defense on 9 November
1965 requested the Army to develop a time-phased plan for such a system. Secretary
McNamara specified that funding for the system should be on a common-service (nonreimbursable) basis.15
The Army Chief of Staff prepared the required plan and submitted it to the Joint
Chiefs of Staff on 14 January 1966. It provided for the development of supply requirements, programming, budgeting, funding, and provision of designated supplies through
a “single integrated logistic system.” The US Army would operate the system in support
of all US, South Vietnamese, and third country forces in Vietnam. As to the scope and
range of items to be included in the system, the plan presented three alternatives. The
first included 20,000 line items; the second had a potential of 1.4 million line items; and
the third was the same as the second with the addition of approximately 2,000 Armymanaged major end items. The plan called for implementation of the system in three
phases: an initial phase to begin on 1 March 1966, covering subsistence, general supplies,
special services material, and clothing (items currently handled by Headquarters Support Activity Saigon, a Navy organization) plus packaged POL products; an intermediate
stage, beginning about 1 January 1967, with an expanded range and scope consistent
with the capabilities and resources made available to the Army; and a possible final
phase, to be implemented if the size of the operations required it, in which the Army
would establish in South Vietnam a theater logistic organization with direct access to
supply sources in the United States.16
On 4 February, the Joint Chiefs of Staff forwarded the Army plan to the Secretary of
Defense, recommending implementation of the initial phase. They also recommended
that supplies included in the system be furnished on the basis of reimbursement at the
departmental level. The Joint Chiefs of Staff told the Secretary that the Army was developing detailed resource requirements for the three alternatives and that, upon receipt
of this information, they would recommend further implementation of the common
supply system.17
On 28 March, the Secretary of Defense approved implementation of the initial phase
of the Army plan. He directed that the system be operated on a cross-service funding
(reimbursement) basis; and he tasked the Department of the Army to develop, in coordination with the other Services, a cross-service funding procedure that would meet
legal requirements without being unduly burdensome. The Secretary also directed that
movement and other logistic services furnished by one US Service to another in South
Vietnam should be on a common-service funding (without reimbursement) basis.18
Following this decision, the Army established and began operation of a common
supply system in Vietnam. The Army furnished to US forces in the II, III, and IV CTZs
support in the categories of subsistence, packaged petroleum products, and general
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housekeeping supplies. The Army also supported third country forces as specified in
appropriate country-to-country agreements. By summer, the Army was planning to
extend the common supply system to I CTZ.19
CINCPAC opposed this extension. He believed that the current Navy-operated
supply system was providing responsive support for the forces then in I CTZ. He saw
no reason to change the arrangement, particularly since the Navy system was geared
to support the Marines—the principal US force in the corps area. The Joint Chiefs of
Staff, however, considered that the benefits of extending the common supply system
into I Corps outweighed the objections. Consequently, on 22 September, they directed
CINCPAC to implement the initial phase of the common system in I CTZ with a target
date of 1 January 1967. They did allow CINCPAC some leeway to adjust this date as
necessary in order to insure uninterrupted supply support.20
Also on 22 September, the Joint Chiefs of Staff forwarded to the Secretary of Defense
time-phasing and resource requirement annexes to the Army plan for the common supply
system. After discussing the three alternatives presented in the annexes, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff recommended approval of the first alternative. This alternative provided for an
increase in the range of common-item support to a total of 25,000 items, beginning on 1
July 1967 with full implementation by 31 December of that year.21
Before the Secretary of Defense replied, he reviewed the Army’s implementation of
the current common supply system. He recognized that the Army was making progress
in establishing stock control procedures but believed that these procedures were not
sufficiently advanced to permit a large expansion of the system at that time. Consequently, on 12 December 1966, Secretary McNamara told the Secretaries of the Military
Departments and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff that the common supply
system must remain limited for the immediate future even though its expansion was
still a valid long-term goal. He restricted the system to its current coverage (subsistence,
packaged POL products, and limited-range housekeeping materials) plus the addition
of a full range of medical supplies. The Secretary also pushed back to 1 April 1967 the
deadline for expansion of the common system into I CTZ, and the Joint Chiefs revised
their instructions to CINCPAC accordingly. While thus delaying expansion of the scope
of common supply, Secretary McNamara directed that planning continue for its “early
extension.” He added that he and the Secretaries of the Military Departments could work
out the details between them without the direct involvement of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.22

The Air Ammunition Shortage

D

uring 1966, a critical shortage developed in Southeast Asia of air-to-ground munitions. This shortage adversely affected air operations in South Vietnam, Laos, and
North Vietnam and required strong remedial measures by the Department of Defense.
Although authorities in the theater seemed to have realized in late 1965 and early 1966
that various factors, particularly increased sortie rates and deployment of additional air
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squadrons, were leading up to a shortage of air munitions, the emergency took Washington officials almost completely by surprise when it actually materialized in April 1966.
On 26 January, Admiral Sharp informed Secretary McNamara that increased requirements would probably cause shortages in air munitions during the coming year. He was
considering measures to limit ARC LIGHT sorties and to improve target selection procedures. He believed, however, that if deliveries of programmed bomb production stayed
on schedule, the problem would be eliminated by the beginning of 1967. By 1 March,
the predicted shortages had developed. COMUSMACV reported that air munitions were
becoming “critically short generally.” When Deputy Secretary of Defense Vance visited
Saigon on 3 April, he learned that the air munitions shortage was indeed critical and
that production could not meet requirements before early 1967. The commands were
reducing bomb loads of strike aircraft and using substitute munitions. Secretary Vance
was advised that only 73 percent of the required stocks of bombs and only 33 percent
of the required stock of CBU–2 cluster munitions were available.23
On 8 April, General Westmoreland described to Admiral Sharp and General Wheeler
the seriousness of the munitions shortages and their effects on his operations. “The
lack of USAF aircraft munitions in SEA,” he reported, “has reached the point where I
consider it an emergency situation.” COMUSMACV said that the theater had taken all
possible actions, including emergency airlift, to redistribute resources. Despite these
actions, within the past four days, the command had been compelled to cancel or not
schedule 233 strike sorties. The sorties that were flown were less effective because they
used substitute weapons. The shortage was so acute that, when recent munitions shipments had been delayed, missions had been cancelled. “Your immediate intervention is
requested,” General Westmoreland concluded.24
General Westmoreland’s message caused considerable consternation in Washington.
Secretary of Defense McNamara promptly informed COMUSMACV that he was “shocked
by the evidence of maldistribution of air ordnance,” and that DOD would take immediate action to assure the needed supplies of munitions. The Secretary named Assistant
Secretary of Defense (I&L) Paul Ignatius to head up a high-level task force to analyze
and solve the munitions problem. Mr. Ignatius was to meet at once in Hawaii with representatives of CINCPAC, COMUSMACV, and the Services.25
The Joint Chiefs of Staff also took quick action. On 8 April, as a short-range measure to alleviate the immediate shortage, the Joint Chiefs authorized CINCPAC to divert
and commit to operations by any of his components in Southeast Asia “appropriate air
munitions resources in PACOM” regardless of ownership. They specifically authorized
him as a temporary measure to take over reserves being held in support of US forces in
Korea. With regard to the forthcoming Hawaii munitions conference, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff noted that detailed requirements would be developed and matched against assets
and production. They informed CINCPAC that “various options to cut pattern to cloth
will be examined.” On this point, Secretary McNamara cautioned CINCPAC the next
day that cutting pattern to cloth did not mean that he should plan to curtail necessary
operations in anticipation of future munitions shortages.26
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Although Secretary McNamara had attributed the shortage of air munitions to
maldistribution, the Joint Chiefs of Staff believed that the problem was occasioned by
four main factors: 1) inadequate production; 2) problems in the ammunition pipeline to
Southeast Asia; 3) distribution within Southeast Asia; and 4) the sortie level in Southeast
Asia. The shortage was not so much in gross tonnages of bombs, which on the surface
seemed adequate, but in types of bombs and bomb and rocket components. In certain
types of munitions, for example, a commander might have 1,000 bombs of which only
one-third had all essential components while the remainder lacked parts such as tail
cones, fuzes, or arming wires.
On 14 April, the Joint Chiefs delegated to CINCPAC full authority to assign nonnuclear air munitions, and adjust resources, among his component commanders, the
allied contingents, and CINCSAC’s B–52 forces. Further, the JCS directed him to: 1)
establish base operating stock levels to be maintained by his component commanders
and CINCSAC forces in PACOM; 2) establish consumption rates consistent with available munitions; and 3) adjust tasks and missions for component commanders and ARC
LIGHT forces accordingly.27
At the Hawaii air munitions conference on 11 and 12 April, the assembled officials
encountered considerable delay in assembling valid production and asset data. This
problem inhibited the allocation of munitions among the users. The conferees finally
decided upon six courses of action: 1) development of realistic sortie plans, by month,
weapon, and Service; 2) provision of operating stock levels; 3) increase of WESTPAC
stocks by drawing down on CONUS stocks; 4) provision of better management for production of bomb components; 5) establishment of a realistic pipeline; and 6) acceleration of production. After the conference, the Secretary of Defense on 15 April released
significant USN and USAF stocks in the United States and authorized priority shipment
to Southeast Asia.28
On his return from the Hawaii conference, Assistant Secretary Ignatius established
a central Air Munitions Office, using key members of his own staff and experts from
the Services, to develop, oversee, coordinate, and expedite measures to eliminate the
air munitions shortages. This office concerned itself particularly with production priorities and distribution problems. In a further effort to alleviate ammunition shortages, the
President, at the request of the Secretary of Defense, placed eight critical ammunition
items in the “highest national priority category.” The eight items included three bomb
categories and the 2.75 rocket.29
Analysis of the problem and the adoption of emergency measures did not immediately improve the situation. In April, the commands in Southeast Asia canceled or
did not schedule hundreds of sorties because of lack of proper ordnance. They made
extensive transfers of certain types of ammunition between Services and among various
locations. They scheduled only the most lucrative and pressing targets for attack and
put stringent measures into effect to conserve air ammunition. Despite the Joint Chiefs
of Staff authorization of 8 April, CINCPAC on 22 April denied a CINCPACAF request to
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withdraw war reserve munitions from Korea for use in Southeast Asia. He feared that
such action would yield few benefits and might have adverse political effects.30
On 24 April, CINCPAC submitted to the Joint Chiefs of Staff his plan for air munitions distribution and consumption during the remainder of 1966. It provided for transfer
of CINCLANT, CONUS Navy, and CONUS Air Force stocks to CINCPAC as directed
by the Secretary of Defense and included production information that was forecast as
of that date. CINCPAC allocated, by area and Service, combat sorties for which air-toground munitions were required, based on the capability of squadrons either deployed
or approved for deployment. By now, CINCPAC had been allocated all available air
munitions from the United States, and the munitions were being moved to him in accord
with his requests. His future plans would have to depend on production. At the 11–12
April Hawaii conference, CINCPAC had accepted as satisfactory for planning a loading factor of 1.66 tons of ordnance per sortie. However, owing to the shortages, it now
appeared that he would have to use a somewhat lesser loading factor. CINCPAC noted
that he had the choice of either light-loaded sorties or fewer sorties with full loads. He
had decided not to reduce the number of sorties, but he would accept underloading.31
On 2 May, CINCPAC provided the Joint Chiefs of Staff his plan for tactical aircraft
sortie requirements and capabilities in Southeast Asia for the period April–December
1966. After reviewing CINCPAC’s 24 April and 2 May submissions, the Joint Chiefs on
10 May forwarded to the Secretary of Defense a capability plan for Southeast Asia.
Covering the remainder of the year, the plan consisted of a combat sortie program, a supporting monthly air munitions expenditure plan, and an air munitions requirements and
expenditure summary. The plan was designed to make the best possible use of available
ammunition resources while maintaining an optimum sortie rate without resorting to
underloading. With reference to the use of light-loaded sorties to keep up programmed
sortie rates, the Joint Chiefs of Staff issued an ambiguous opinion. They told CINCPAC
on 10 May that he should require “full use of aircraft capabilities whenever such use
will provide the optimum return for effort expended.” Secretary McNamara approved
the Joint Chiefs of Staff capability plan on 24 May as the sortie plan for the remainder
of 1966.32
On 23 June, to speed ammunition deliveries to South Vietnam, the Assistant Secretary of Defense (I&L) requested the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Military Departments
to reduce the current pipeline time for air munitions to Southeast Asia from 90 to 60
days during the period July through September. Both the Joint Chiefs and the Services
took appropriate action to implement this request.33
Despite the various actions taken in April, May, and June, the ammunition situation in South Vietnam continued to deteriorate until mid-year. In late June, the list of air
ammunition items in short supply had grown to 13 (as compared with one in December
1965). It included nearly every type of conventional air ordnance, and the overall stockage levels in the Seventh Air Force34 had fallen to 15 days—against a 45-day objective.
When Secretary McNamara visited CINCPAC headquarters on 8 July, he learned that
although “every productive action” was being taken, CINCPAC had not yet been able
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fully to regulate and adjust the distribution of available air munitions. Of 44,000 tons
of bombs scheduled for expenditure in June, only about 37,000 tons actually had been
dropped. Although commanders possessed the correct gross tonnage, the right ordnance
was not available to the operating squadrons in time to be used as planned.35
From this point on, the situation began to improve. Accelerated production in
CONUS and increased ammunition inventories in WESTPAC permitted overall stockage
levels in the Seventh Air Force to reach 20 days by 15 July and 30 days by 15 August. By
early September, the United States had over 130,000 tons of air munitions on hand in
Southeast Asia, with an additional 114,000 tons in transit. Because consumption for July
and August had not exceeded 45,000 tons per month, the United States had on hand a
90-day supply of air munitions. In addition, in each succeeding month the US produced
more air munitions than it consumed.36
By late 1966, the Southeast Asia ammunition supply had improved remarkably. In
a review of air munitions distribution, the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, informed
the Secretary of Defense on 5 November that, although overall consumption in tons in
Southeast Asia was still less than planned, consumption of preferred munitions items
was at or near CINCPAC’s requirements. The Chairman, however, did not consider that
the situation justified any reduction in air munitions production at this time. General
Wheeler noted that once CINCPAC’s continuing consumption requirements had been
satisfied, other theater and Service inventories that had been drawn down to meet
the war’s shortages would have to be reconstituted. The Joint Chiefs of Staff had also
instituted a number of actions to assure that the Southeast Asia air munitions inventory
and the future flow did not exceed CINCPAC’s requirements and his capacity to receive
and store munitions. CINCPAC, the Joint Staff, and the Services, in conjunction with the
Installation and Logistics Munitions Office, continued to monitor closely the figures for
actual versus planned shipment and consumption. Conforming to Secretary of Defense
guidance, the Military Departments programmed air munitions not required for the war
zone to meet other world-wide shortages or to build up Service war reserve stocks.37

Introducing the M–16 Rifle

I

n 1966, the United States first issued the M–16 (M16E1) rifle to its forces in Vietnam.
The M–16 was an accurate, high-velocity automatic weapon. It weighed less than six
pounds, was easy to maintain, functioned easily, and resisted the corrosive effects of
the jungle climate. Although technical problems would develop with the rifle in field
service,38 the issuance of the M–16 made it possible to eliminate the M–1 and M–14 rifles,
the M–1 and M–2 carbines, the Browning automatic rifle, and the submachine gun from
the ground force inventories in South Vietnam.
At COMUSMACV’s request, the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 10 January approved the
issue of M–16s to the forces in South Vietnam. Since the existing stock of the rifle was
limited, a contract was let for production of an additional 100,000 M–16s during 1966.
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At the same time, the Joint Chiefs approved expansion of production and funding to
provide the necessary 5.56 mm ball ammunition used in the M-16. The Defense Department included an additional 123,000 M–16s with supporting ammunition in its FY 1966
Supplemental Appropriation request.39
In August 1966, COMUSMACV issued the first M–16s to the RVNAF and third country forces in South Vietnam. He allotted the RVNAF, ROKFV, and PHILCAG each 170
M–16s for training, and in September he issued 200 to the Australians and 20 to the New
Zealand contingent, plus 1,410 additional M–16s to the RVNAF, ROKFV, and PHILCAG.
In the US forces, replacement of the M–14 with the M–16 slowed down in the fall of 1966
owing to difficulties in production of 5.56 mm ball ammunition. This difficulty would
be overcome in early 1967, when approximately 100 million rounds per month were
expected to be available.40

Transfer of MAP and AID Responsibilities

D

uring 1966, the Department of Defense assumed responsibility for a number of functions in South Vietnam which had formerly been under other programs or agencies.
The most significant of these was the support of the RVNAF and third country forces.
Although the commitment of US ground troops shifted American attention to combat
operations, MAP support for the South Vietnamese forces continued. As operations had
expanded during 1965, so did RVNAF strengths and the accompanying MAP funding.
In addition, the Military Assistance Program also supported the growing third country
forces in South Vietnam. As a result, the FY 1965 MAP for South Vietnam grew from
an originally planned $214.9 million to $372.5 million, and the planned FY 1966 MAP
expanded in proportion.41
In December 1965, the Secretary of Defense decided that the time had come to
transfer funding for support of the South Vietnamese and the allies from the MAP to
the budgets of the Military Departments. The Joint Chiefs of Staff, in collaboration with
the appropriate Assistant Secretaries of Defense, the Services, CINCPAC, and COMUSMACV, developed a concept to accomplish this transfer. Submitted to the Secretary of
Defense on 3 March 1966, the concept assumed that the unexpended balance of MAP
FY 1966 funds (as of 31 March 1966) would be transferred to the Military Departments.
The Services then would “plan, program, budget, and fund” for support of the RVNAF
and third country allies.42
The Deputy Secretary of Defense approved the JCS concept on 25 March (revising
this approval on 16 April), and on the same day the President signed the FY 1966 Supplemental Authorizations and Appropriations Act. Effective with the signing of this act, the
Services assumed responsibility for the former MAP support effort in South Vietnam.
It was not possible, however, to adjust the complex MAP administrative machinery so
arbitrarily. The Services took the next year and a half to develop formal procedures to
carry out this new responsibility.43
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On 30 November, the Secretary of Defense assigned to various DOD elements
responsibility for certain programs in South Vietnam hitherto performed by the Agency
for International Development. These programs included measures to improve port
operations, civic action programs, and railway sabotage repair; the conduct of a cadastral survey of An Giang Province; commodity support for the South Vietnamese police;
highway maintenance; refugee assistance; air traffic control; electrification; military
affairs in revolutionary development; and Vietnam television. The DOD assumption of
responsibility was retroactive to 1 July 1966. In cases where AID had incurred costs since
1 July, the DOD would reimburse AID at the local (Vietnam) level.44
By the end of 1966, the United States had greatly expanded its logistics base in
South Vietnam to meet the vastly increased requirements. This base would require
further development and refinement in the next 18 months to meet further increases
in US forces, but this expansion would not be of the scale of 1965 and 1966. The Joint
Chiefs of Staff watched logistics developments closely and participated in resolving
many problems. They had a minimal role in other cases, however—such as efforts to
reopen South Vietnam’s land lines of communication and the Services’ establishment of
systems for rapid delivery of critical supply items. At the end of 1966, certain problems
still needed resolution. These included additional port construction, the alleviation of
port congestion, and the securing and opening of roads and railroads for land movement
of men and supplies. These matters would be pursued in the coming months.
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26
ROLLING THUNDER, July
1966–January 1967
After repeated argument and recommendation by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the
Johnson administration had granted authority to attack the Hanoi and Haiphong POL
facilities. The Joint Chiefs of Staff welcomed this expanded authority, hoping that it
would lead to further relaxation of the curbs on ROLLING THUNDER. But the bombing
of targets close to two enemy population centers evoked loud protests and charges of
escalation, not only from the communists but also from neutrals and a growing number
of American opponents of the war. These outcries disquieted some of the President’s
advisers. As a result, during the next several months the administration delayed or denied
increased authority for air operations against North Vietnam. Reinforcing the tendency
to inhibit ROLLING THUNDER during this period, certain authoritative assessments of
the bombing’s impact on North Vietnam deprecated its effectiveness and value.

Attacking the POL—RT 51

R

OLLING THUNDER 51, which became effective on 6 July 1966 with no conclusion
date set, called for a “concentrated effort” to destroy North Vietnam’s POL systems, including dispersed facilities. The program assigned four bridges, three of them
within the Hanoi circle, as fixed targets. It expanded the armed reconnaissance area
to include all of North Vietnam except a 25 nm buffer zone along the Chinese border
and the sanctuaries around Hanoi and Haiphong. CINCPAC’s forces could strike all
JCS targets previously assigned in ROLLING THUNDER packages except locks, dams,
two Army barracks, and the POL storage facilities at Hanoi and Haiphong. IRON HAND
air defense suppression operations were authorized throughout the armed reconnaissance area without photographic confirmation. Separately, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
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authorized Admiral Sharp to fly BLUE TREE reconnaissance over all North Vietnam
except for a buffer zone of 20 nm from the Chinese border.1
The POL campaign started slowly. After seeing CINCPAC’s early reports of RT
51 strikes, General Wheeler expressed concern to Admiral Sharp that so few POL
targets had been bombed. Daily reports sent to the White House and the Secretary
of Defense had shown little progress in reducing enemy facilities. General Wheeler
feared that higher authority might order a specific daily level of effort against POL.
“Such an order,” he advised CINCPAC, “would be regrettable.” The Chairman suggested that CINCPAC step up the POL campaign and submit as soon as possible a
“POL strangulation” plan.2
Admiral Sharp assured the Chairman that a rise in POL sorties would be apparent
very shortly. He had been concentrating on cutting off the flow of additional petroleum
products into North Vietnam, believing that he could dry up the supply faster this way
than by using all his efforts against storage. His planes had increased their attacks
on the northeast rail lines and roads and also had destroyed much coastal shipping
believed to be moving POL. (A true cutoff of POL imports was impossible because
throughout the campaign Haiphong and the other ports where Soviet and foreign
tankers unloaded were exempt from bombing and mining.)3
CINCPAC’s POL strangulation plan, forwarded to the Joint Chiefs of Staff in late
July, envisioned four interrelated actions: 1) reduce/limit POL importation; 2) destroy
fixed POL targets; 3) destroy transitory POL targets; and 4) conduct a POL reconnaissance program. Reduction of imports required attacks on offshore loading facilities at
ports, particularly around Haiphong and at Hon Gai and Cam Pha, attacks on coastal
and channel shipping, and interdiction of the northeast and northwest rail lines to
China. Bombing of fixed POL targets would reduce their residual capacity. Transitory
targets would include boats, trains, trucks, and temporary storage areas.
On 24 August, General Wheeler presented Secretary McNamara with a progress
report showing a great increase in attacks against fixed POL targets. The report stated
that RT 51 had averaged over 2,400 sorties per week. Of these, 54 percent had gone into
Route Package 1 near the DMZ to isolate the battlefield. These attacks had included
POL as a matter of course. The remaining sorties had been distributed among other
areas of North Vietnam, with POL targets receiving the highest priority. The northeast Route Packages, which had the greatest residual storage capacity, had been hit
by an average of 246 sorties per week despite bad weather in that area. In summary,
“CINCPAC is applying his full weight of effort against … NVN, with emphasis on isolating the battlefield in the south and attacking the over-all … POL system, including
distribution.” About 66,000 metric tons of residual storage capacity remained in all categories of POL targets, and 17,000 metric tons of this capacity had not been authorized
for attack. “We are chipping away at the POL storage capacity,” the report concluded,
“but based on estimated consumption, at present we are probably destroying only the
surplus storage capacity.”4
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RT 52 Proposals

O

n 8 August, Admiral Sharp recommended an expanded program to follow RT 51. He
asked for strikes against POL facilities at Phuc Yen and Kep, the locations of more
than one-third of the residual POL in JCS targeted storage areas. CINCPAC also recommended bombing two locks, dredges in the Haiphong area, the Hon Gai port railroad
shops, and the Haiphong port warehouses. On 18 August, the Chairman directed the
Joint Staff to develop a new package, RT 52, and that the package include the appropriate targets from the CINCPAC proposal.5
The resultant Joint Staff proposal called for a far-reaching program of strikes against
major targets, combined with a reduction of sanctuaries in North Vietnam (to a 10 nm
racetrack pattern around Hanoi-Phuc Yen, a 4 nm circle around Haiphong, and a 30/25
nm wide buffer on the Chinese border). Additional features would make RT 52 the most
effective ROLLING THUNDER package to date. These included 19 fixed targets, all of
high value and most clustered around Hanoi and Haiphong. The Joint Staff proposed
for attack areas of the port and thermal power plants at Haiphong and portions of the
Thai Nguyen steel plant, as well as ports, locks, storage areas, and important depots.
On 19 August, the Joint Chiefs approved the Joint Staff’s RT 52 proposal; they presented
it to the Secretary of Defense three days later. Secretary McNamara directed that the
plan be held in abeyance for the time being. It remained under study and discussion for
nearly three months.6

ROLLING THUNDER Disparaged

T

he delay in deciding on RT 52 reflected in good measure Secretary McNamara’s
growing doubts about the value of the ROLLING THUNDER campaign, doubts
reinforced during the summer by two authoritative studies. Early in the summer of 1966,
the Secretary of Defense had asked the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) to assess
the effects of bomb damage on North Vietnam. This assessment, prepared by the JASON
Summer Study Group,7 reached the Secretary on 30 August. The group’s consensus was
that ROLLING THUNDER was ineffective and that it would remain ineffective even if
air operations against North Vietnam were expanded. The Summer Study Group told
the Secretary that
Under these circumstances, we as a group have grave doubts about the usefulness of continuing and expanding ROLLING THUNDER as one of the military instruments for speedier termination of the war in the South. It does not
appear to be a productive way to spend our human and material resources,
at least now that the political and military situations in the South are more
stable and NVN has learned how to make ROLLING THUNDER costlier to us
and less effective.8
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In the following month, a CIA/DIA appraisal reinforced this pessimistic assessment.
The intelligence agencies stated that, although ROLLING THUNDER pilots by 12 September had flown more than 73,000 armed reconnaissance and fixed target sorties against
North Vietnam, they had achieved little in reducing the enemy’s will and capability to
support the insurgencies in South Vietnam and Laos. CIA/DIA officials reported that 78
percent of the JCS targeted POL storage capacity had been destroyed and that Haiphong
POL capacity had been reduced by 90 percent. Nevertheless, replenishment by Soviet
tankers had prevented North Vietnam from running out of petroleum products. “No
evidence of any shortages of POL in North Vietnam had been noted,” the report stated,
“and it must be assumed that stocks on hand and recent imports have been adequate to
sustain necessary operations.”
Although the United States had stepped up strikes against the North’s lines of communication, the intelligence analysts saw no evidence that the enemy was encountering any serious problems in moving supplies to or within North Vietnam. With Chinese
Communist engineering help9 and the diversion of a large labor force, North Vietnam
had maintained its transport capacity at the level required to meet its essential economic
needs and to continue its logistic support of the wars in South Vietnam and Laos. Only
two rail lines, one connecting Hanoi with China and another running south from Hanoi
to Vinh, were known positively to be interdicted. North Vietnam’s other three major rail
lines were believed “operable for service.” In spite of the increased intensity of RT 51,
the CIA/DIA report asserted, “Hanoi retains the capability to continue support of activities in South Vietnam and Laos even at increased combat levels and force structure.”
According to the CIA/DIA report, ROLLING THUNDER had caused about $125 million
in damage to North Vietnam’s economy—damage largely offset by Communist Bloc aid
to Hanoi. Hence, the essential economic activities in North Vietnam continued. The CIA
and DIA found little evidence that US air strikes had weakened to any degree the North
Vietnamese people’s morale.10
By 30 September, US planes had bombed many, but by no means all, the North
Vietnamese targets selected by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Of eleven significant airfields,
only four had been struck. The remaining fields included the jet-capable bases at Hanoi/
Gia Lam, Phuc Yen, Haiphong/Cat Bi, and Kep. The Joint Chiefs of Staff had targeted
sixty-one bridges as most important to North Vietnam’s transportation system. More
than half of these had been totally destroyed, but the enemy had replaced most of them
with bypasses or pontoon bridges. Fourteen of eighteen ammunition storage depots
had been hit, destroying almost 75 percent of the North’s storage capacity. Of the six
major ports capable of handling maritime traffic, US forces had attacked only four, with
negligible results. The ports at Hanoi (Red River) and Haiphong remained untouched.
The Joint Chiefs had targeted 20 thermal power plants, of which 11, including those
at Hanoi and Haiphong, had never been bombed. Of those struck, however, seven had
been put out of service.11
ROLLING THUNDER planners and responsible commanders shaped their operations under a constant injunction to minimize collateral damage—killing civilians
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and damaging civilian installations. The enemy realized this and took full advantage.
CINCPAC reported in late October that North Vietnam was using towns and villages to
store supplies and conceal SAM installations and as way stops for vehicle traffic. Admiral Sharp had to reply frequently to queries from higher authority as to the reasons for
collateral damage. Responding to one such inquiry, he pointed out that the enemy had
concealed a rail spur by running it from adjacent yards down a town street. US pilots
had bombed the spur, which was loaded with boxcars. “It is apparent in this instance,”
said Admiral Sharp, “that the exact letter of the restriction against striking targets in
populated areas was not followed.” Nevertheless, CINCPAC declared, “in my opinion,
the pilots made the correct decision. We are at war and some civilians are bound to get
hurt. This was a valuable military target and should have been hit…. Every effort will
be made in all attacks to minimize civilian casualties but we cannot let every populated
area be a sanctuary for the enemy.” Whatever the military merits of the admiral’s view,
reports of civilian casualties and damage in North Vietnam would elicit an international
outcry and lead to further restrictions on ROLLING THUNDER.12

Concern over US Air Losses

W

hile US policymakers were concerned about North Vietnamese civilian casualties,
as 1966 wore on they became even more disturbed by the air losses the US was suffering to inflict a questionable amount of damage on the enemy. These losses had grown
as air operations expanded in the northeast quadrant. Enemy antiaircraft fire brought
down the greatest number of planes, but the SAMs were also taking their toll. SAM firings had begun to increase in July 1966 concurrent with the attacks on the POL system.
By late August, US forces had identified a total of 122 antiaircraft missile sites. Since the
first SAM firing in July 1965, the enemy had launched 662 missiles, downing 28 US planes.
More dangerous than the missiles themselves was the fact that US pilots, operating over
SAM threat areas, had to fly at altitudes below the missile envelope, increasing their
exposure to enemy antiaircraft fire. Clearly, the SAM threat was a substantial factor in
overall US aircraft losses, apart from those suffered from actual SAM hits.13
General Wheeler wanted to be sure that the United States was doing everything possible within the current rules to keep losses down. Up to this point, the increase in enemy
air defense capabilities had been matched by improved American tactics and materiel.
The Chairman foresaw that, with additional training and materiel improvements, North
Vietnamese defenses might outstrip US evasion and deception capabilities. He told
Admiral Sharp on 15 September that it would be “most useful … to have your thinking re
characteristics and potential of a strike and EW programs directed against selected elements of enemy assets” that caused US air losses over North Vietnam. General Wheeler
asked also for a current review of related factors which would be “particularly timely if
our loss rate should increase significantly and generate pressure from various quarters
for immediate and ill-conceived response.”14
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In his reply to the Chairman, Admiral Sharp confirmed that the enemy had integrated
his SAMs, MIGs, and antiaircraft guns into a coordinated and dangerous defensive
system. The SA–2 was forcing aircraft into lethal ground-fire range. US pilots protected
themselves from the missiles principally by visually sighting them and taking immediate
evasive action. In doing so, they occasionally overlooked MIGs attacking from above and
behind. Because of this, several planes had recently been lost to MIGs, and others had
been forced to jettison bombs to avoid the enemy fighters. “The key to countering the
threat of these three integrated systems,” Admiral Sharp said, “is, of course, defeat of the
SA–2.” If this could not be done for technical or other reasons, the United States soon
might have to destroy the MIG bases. “We should start now to condition ourselves to this
eventuality.” Since all three elements of the North Vietnamese system were imported,
the United States must determine how they were being brought in and where they were
stored. Then attacks on the storage facilities should have top priority.
The United States was suffering its heaviest losses north of Hanoi in trying to interdict
roads and railways in the northeast quadrant. “We need to broaden the pattern of our air
operations,” said CINCPAC. “We should decrease the emphasis on keeping the roads and
railroads … north of Hanoi interdicted and strike targets that are more vulnerable and
at the same time very valuable to the war-making capability of the enemy.” These targets
included the Thai Nguyen steel plant and the thermal power plants and material stockpiled on wharves, in warehouses, at railheads, and in the port areas. “These are lucrative
targets,” Admiral Sharp asserted, “whose value is commensurate with the risk involved.”
The PACOM commander pointed out that the enemy, when he applied his resources
fully, was able to repair roads and railways rapidly. The POL campaign had been “attritive” but few worthwhile targets remained. The United States should reorient its air
strikes to destroy the enemy’s materiel or his means of producing that materiel. With
reference to the enemy’s SAMs, CINCPAC assured the Chairman that his forces were
constantly looking for new countermeasures and would continue to do so within their
current weaponry and know-how. He did not, however, expect any major improvement
in the current situation. A change in the target pattern was the only way to get immediate improvement.15
General Wheeler informed Admiral Sharp that the Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed with
his recommendations. The Chairman assured CINCPAC that he was continuing to press
for authorization to strike the proposed types of targets in the new ROLLING THUNDER
package, RT 52, then under discussion.16
Meanwhile, the Secretary of Defense had developed suggestions for at least
changing the pattern of US air losses. In December 1965, OSD statisticians had prepared estimates of future aircraft losses based on limited experience with ROLLING
THUNDER. On 17 September 1966, the Secretary furnished the Joint Chiefs of Staff
with statistics, based on more recent experience, on monthly attack sorties showing
the losses which his statisticians had now predicted for each Service in North Vietnam
and Laos. These new numbers showed that US Navy air losses would almost double
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those forecast in December 1965, but that the US Air Force would lose fewer aircraft
than had been estimated.
The United States had based aircraft production schedules for FY 66/67 on the loss
rates shown in the December 1965 estimates. If USN losses exceeded those estimates,
the Secretary noted, there would be a “substantial strain in Navy aircraft resources, especially fighters.” Secretary McNamara therefore suggested that the Chairman investigate
ways of reducing the Navy’s aircraft casualties. Possibly, Navy sorties could be shifted
from North Vietnam, a dangerous operating area, to Laos, which was less dangerous,
or to South Vietnam, which was safer yet. “Compensating increases by the Air Force,
if required,” the Secretary stated, “would increase Air Forces losses only slightly above
the December Plan, and these losses could be more easily absorbed in the larger Air
Force force structure.” Mr. McNamara asked the Chairman to review air operations to
determine the number of probable attack and nonattack sorties in North Vietnam and
Laos and possible actions to reduce Navy air losses.17
The Joint Chiefs of Staff were unable to verify the Defense Secretary’s statistics
but did not consider them completely reliable. For purposes of their review, they used
data based on experience from July 1965 through August 1966. This data showed that
shifting USN and USAF attack sortie responsibilities would decrease Navy losses but
at the same time increase those of the Air Force. Overall losses would increase slightly
since the USAF had a higher loss rate than the USN.18
On October 9, the Joint Chiefs of Staff furnished the Secretary with the review that
he had requested. They explained that accelerated air operations and increased enemy
air defenses had caused variations from the loss rates OSD had projected in December
1965. They considered “inadvisable at this time” the exchange of sorties between the
Air Force and the Navy that the Secretary had proposed. Such exchange would result
in significant operational difficulties. Current restrictions on operations and targeting
in northern North Vietnam, they informed the Secretary, forced US aircraft to operate
in ways that contributed directly to increased losses. “The limited geographical area
and the paucity of targets authorized for strike tend to result in operations by the strike
forces which can be predicted by the enemy, and to permit the enemy to concentrate
his defenses.”
The Joint Chiefs informed the Secretary that a preferable method of reducing both
USN and USAF losses would be to broaden the pattern of air operations in North Vietnam as recommended in RT 52. They pointed out that continued interdiction had yielded
relatively little return for the weight of effort, particularly north of Hanoi. The United
States had taken heavy aircraft losses in cutting the northeast rail lines and other communication routes without commensurate return in damage to the enemy. “By striking
targets that are more vulnerable and of greater value to the warmaking capability of
the enemy and by reducing geographic restrictions, better results can be obtained with
significantly fewer sorties and less attrition,” the Joint Chiefs of Staff said. Rather than
shift sorties to redistribute aircraft losses between Services, the United States should
expand its air operations and targeting patterns. “The Joint Chiefs of Staff and PACOM
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commanders at all levels,” they concluded, “are concerned with aircraft losses and are
taking appropriate action to minimize loss of US lives and aircraft.” The Secretary of
Defense made no formal reply to this study.19
On 29 September, the Chairman informed CINCPAC that a recent study had shown
that the set pattern of US air operations was a major factor in aircraft losses. The two
key elements of this pattern were the target systems and the sortie rate. With regard to
the latter, the Chairman pointed out that the sortie requirement for CINCPAC’s area had
been validated and logistic plans had been made to support that rate. General Wheeler
wanted Admiral Sharp to know, however, that the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not expect
him to fly all authorized sorties just to meet the quota and would try to protect him from
any pressure to do so. CINCPAC had already asked his component commanders to
reduce, insofar as feasible, the risk to air crews. The Chairman asked him also to inform
his commanders that there was no “sortie race” in Southeast Asia and to urge them to
use ingenuity in overcoming the set pattern into which air operations had fallen. These
measures, hopefully, would help reduce air losses.20
Admiral Sharp denied that his pilots or commanders were in a “sortie race.” “What
this air campaign needs more than anything else,” he told General Wheeler on 20 October, “is permission to strike some good targets, of which there are plenty; as you well
know.” If his pilots had such targets, they would produce maximum destruction with
minimum sorties. He concluded that his fliers “are performing superbly with one hand
tied behind their back…. The only continuing complaint that I have heard … concerns
the restrictions imposed and their firm belief that air power is not being used at its full
effectiveness. In these thoughts I concur.”21

Secretary McNamara Proposes to Level Off

I

n mid-October, General Wheeler received from Secretary McNamara a wide-ranging
memorandum on war policy which the Secretary intended to give to the President.
He asked for the Joint Chiefs of Staff views but stated that he did not wish to change
his expressions of opinion. General Wheeler called the Joint Chiefs of Staff together
that same day to consider the memorandum. The results of the Chiefs’ deliberations
revealed a deep cleavage between their views and those of Secretary McNamara on the
air campaign.22
In his memorandum, Secretary McNamara stated flatly that, in spite of a sortie rate
that had now reached 12,000 per month, ROLLING THUNDER had not “significantly
affected infiltration or cracked the morale of Hanoi.” Interdiction of roads and railways
and destruction of POL distribution and storage facilities had not crippled the flow to
South Vietnam of essential supplies. “Furthermore, … to bomb the North sufficiently
to make a radical impact upon Hanoi’s political, economic and social structure would
require an effort which we could make but which would not be stomached either by our
own people or by world opinion; and it would involve a serious risk of drawing us into
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open war with China.” ROLLING THUNDER had forced North Vietnam to assign some
300,000 people to maintain its lines of communication; but now that the labor had been
allocated, changes in US sortie levels would not materially increase the cost to the enemy
of keeping supplies moving. On the other hand, each additional 1,000 sorties over North
Vietnam would cost the United States an average of four men and $20 million for no
commensurate return. In the light of these facts, Secretary McNamara recommended to
the President “as a minimum, against increasing the level of bombing of North Vietnam
and against increasing the intensity of operations by changing the areas or kinds of targets struck.” The United States should continue bombing at its existing level, if only as a
potential diplomatic bargaining counter “to get talks started (or to trade off in talks).”23
Addressing the other members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the Secretary’s paper,
General Wheeler noted that Mr. McNamara had appended extracts from current intelligence analyses showing the essential fruitlessness of ROLLING THUNDER. Much of
this analysis was based on the estimated replacement cost of military supplies, facilities,
and lines of communication that had been destroyed in North Vietnam. General Wheeler
had already told the Secretary that he did not agree that the effect of this destruction
could be measured by how many dollars it would take to replace these items.24
At their meeting on 14 October, the Joint Chiefs of Staff prepared a detailed memorandum for the Secretary expressing their disagreement with some of the advice he
apparently intended to give the President. Regarding ROLLING THUNDER, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff told Mr. McNamara that the restricted air campaign had destroyed
substantial quantities of military supplies and supporting facilities. The bombing had
inflicted major damage on lines of communication and had forced North Vietnam to
divert at least 300,000 people from agriculture and industry to repair and maintenance
jobs. As evidence of the bombing’s real effect on North Vietnam, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
cited the demands and outcries of communists and leftist sympathizers that the bombing be halted. The Secretary apparently intended to advise the President not to increase
the level of bombing effort and not to modify the areas or targets subject to air attack.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff objected that the air campaign was an integral and indispensable part of the overall war effort. “To be effective,” they said, “the air campaign should
be conducted with only those minimum constraints necessary to avoid indiscriminate
killing of the population.”
The Joint Chiefs of Staff recalled that in November 1964 they had recommended a
“sharp knock” on North Vietnam’s military assets and war supporting facilities rather
than the campaign of slowly increasing pressure that was adopted. Whatever the political
merits of the latter course, the Joint Chiefs argued, the United States had deprived itself
of the military effects of an early weight of effort and shock and had given the enemy
time to adjust to the slow quantitative and qualitative increases in pressure. Nevertheless, it was still not too late to gain some military benefit from a more effective and
extensive use of US air and naval superiority. The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended to
the Secretary approval of RT 52 as “a step toward meeting the requirement for improved
target systems.” They also proposed the use of naval surface forces to interdict North
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Vietnamese coastal waterborne traffic and lines of communication and to attack other
coastal targets such as radar and antiaircraft sites. In conclusion, the Joint Chiefs asked
the Secretary to present their views to the President.25
General Wheeler attended a National Security Council meeting on 15 October. Just
prior to this meeting, he talked with the President in company with the Vice President,
Secretary McNamara, and Deputy Secretary Vance about the issues in Mr. McNamara’s
memorandum. President Johnson seemed receptive to striking a “few targets of greater
worth” in North Vietnam—specifically the steel plant, a cement plant, and some thermal
power plants—despite advice he had received from “some quarters” to forego expanding the target system or increasing the weight of effort. The President was, however,
opposed to reducing the sanctuaries around Hanoi and Haiphong. After the NSC session, which focused on President Johnson’s forthcoming meeting with allied heads of
state at Manila, Secretary McNamara and the Chairman concluded that neither of them
would attend the Manila conference. The Chairman then told Admiral Sharp and General Westmoreland, who would be at Manila, to be prepared to discuss the air campaign
with the President “in a broad way.” “Since we are committed to a program of increasing
pressures,” General Wheeler observed, “we should continue to increase pressures rather
than staying on a level or decreasing effort.”26

Countering the SAM Threat

B

y the end of October 1966, the North Vietnamese had fired 890 SAMs at US aircraft
and the missiles had brought down 32 planes. By this time, US losses to ground
fire—many indirect results of the missile threat—totaled 298 attack and reconnaissance
aircraft and 78 support planes (SAR, ECM, etc.). The significant increase in SAM firings
since July 1966 indicated that the enemy had a considerable stockpile of missiles and
necessary support equipment. Because of the continuing concern over the SAM threat,
CINCPAC convened a high-level conference at his headquarters in late October to devise
better methods of countering the weapon. Experts from the Services, CIA, DOD, CINCSAC, MACV, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff attended this meeting.27
The experts at the conference considered the SAM problem in the context of the
overall threat, including automatic weapons, antiaircraft guns, enemy aircraft, and all
related aspects. They concluded that North Vietnam possessed a highly effective air
defense system, a major part of which was made up of 28 to 32 SA–2 battalions. Most of
these units were concentrated in northern North Vietnam. This system could expand to
a possible maximum of 40 battalions, the limiting factor being trained personnel rather
than equipment. The Soviet Union was supporting the system with a virtually unimpeded
supply of weapons and equipment and had announced its intention to furnish even more
sophisticated systems, possibly the SA–3.
Although the United States had not been very successful in destroying SAM sites,
US countermeasures and techniques had prevented the enemy’s missile system from
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shooting down large numbers of aircraft. Currently, CINCPAC was diverting strike
forces from other missions to attack occupied SAM sites immediately upon their discovery. This was necessary because sites became “fleeting” targets if not bombed at
once. Because of this mobility and enemy skill at camouflage, precise target acquisition
by photo reconnaissance was very difficult and would become more so as the enemy
improved his techniques.
The conference experts pointed out that SAM sites were rapidly becoming equal
in importance to any prime targets in North Vietnam. They concluded, however, that
an aggressive campaign against the entire SAM system was not “feasible at this time,”
owing to the shortage of planes and proper munitions, difficulty in locating sites, and
the mobility of the system. They recommended instead that, if they could be precisely
located, the United States should attack the control centers that coordinated the system
and designate missile storage and equipment areas as high priority targets for ROLLING THUNDER. The antiaircraft artillery and SAMs were closely related in the North
Vietnamese air defense system, but the number of guns and their concealment made any
air campaign to destroy them impractical. For the same reason, the air defense experts
rejected as “counter productive” the concept of destroying the entire radar network
supporting both SAMs and antiaircraft guns. As to the other element of the system, the
MIGs, a major effort against them would be “unrewarding in terms of reduction of the
SAM threat.” The missiles would still deny US strike pilots freedom of action at altitudes
above the flak envelope.
The experts pointed out that the most heavily defended areas in North Vietnam
were Route Packages 6A and 6B (Hanoi/Haiphong), the northeast quadrant. They recommended that the United States consider “maintaining only significant presence in
these areas until we have targets approved that warrant the risk presently involved.”
Currently, the US air forces relied on highly sophisticated and effective ECM equipment
to thwart the SAM threat. Not all of the planes in the ROLLING THUNDER inventory had
this equipment, however, since some of the gear was scarce. The study group noted the
Soviet intention to improve North Vietnam’s missile defenses. They suggested that the
Soviets might be deterred in this if the United States matched any such improvement by
upgrading its own ECM and anti-SAM capability in the theater. In addition, the United
States might deter the Soviets by appeals to world opinion branding such a move an
escalation of the war, and by making it “hard policy” not to recognize any sanctuary in
North Vietnam in attacking improved SAM systems.
The conference report listed recommendations for meeting the SAM threat in the
short term. These dealt mainly with policies to be followed in the field of ECM, including
installation and procurement of equipment, and the techniques, weapons, and strategies
for operations against the system. Among these recommendations, the experts urged
that approval be granted for destruction of the North Vietnamese port facilities through
which SAMs and their supporting equipment were being imported.28
On 19 November, Admiral Sharp selected some of the recommendations of the
conference report and forwarded them to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, urging that they be
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given special attention and emphasis. Three days later, he forwarded the entire report
with the full recommendations. On 29 November, the Joint Chiefs informed CINCPAC
that they concurred in his selected recommendations and were taking those actions that
were possible to support them.29

RT 52 Approved and Aborted

O

n 8 November, following the President’s return from Manila, the Chairman renewed
his efforts to gain approval of RT 52. In a memorandum to the Secretary, urging him
to take the matter up with the President, General Wheeler stated:
the Joint Chiefs of Staff are convinced that we should increase military pressures on North Vietnam. They believe that the military actions designed to
reduce still further the capabilities of the North Vietnamese to receive help
from out-of-country, to move men and materiel in-country and from North Vietnam to South Vietnam, and to reduce in-country war-supporting facilities and
supplies are necessary and feasible—militarily, politically, and psychologically.

The Chairman then explained the RT 52 package in detail, with justifications for
each element. He proposed to reduce the restricted areas around Hanoi and Haiphong,
to a 10-nm diameter race track pattern around Hanoi/Phuc Yen and a 4-nm circle around
Haiphong, thereby freeing for attack numerous “major targets of military worth.” Proposed
fixed targets included three SAM support facilities, POL facilities at Ha Gai and Can Thon,
selected portions of the Thai Nguyen steel plant and the Haiphong cement plant, two
thermal power plants at Haiphong, four waterway locks, selected areas of the Cam Pha
and Haiphong ports, and a railway yard and truck park close to Hanoi. The Joint Chiefs of
Staff also recommended that naval surface craft be allowed to interdict coastal shipping
in the area between 17 degrees 30 minutes North and 20 degrees North latitude.30
Secretary McNamara forwarded the Chairman’s memorandum to President Johnson,
along with his own comments and recommendations. He based his recommendations,
he said, “on my belief that we should limit our attacks to military targets, and within
the category of military targets, attack only those which can be successfully destroyed
without substantial civilian casualties and the destruction of which will more than offset
our probable strike losses.” On these grounds, of the Joint Chiefs of Staff proposed RT
52 targets, the Secretary endorsed only the SAM support facilities, the two POL facilities,
one bridge, and the Van Dien vehicle depot. He totally rejected proposals to reduce the
Hanoi and Haiphong restricted areas. He was willing to authorize naval interdiction off
the North Vietnamese coast, but only up to 18 degrees North. Mr. McNamara declared
that the Secretary of State concurred in his recommendations.31
On this occasion, President Johnson favored his military over his civilian advisers.
On 11 November, he approved RT 52 largely as the Joint Chiefs of Staff had proposed
it. CINCPAC was authorized to strike all of the recommended fixed targets, but with
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limiting instructions. He was to bomb the Thai Nguyen steel plant and the Haiphong
cement and power plants before 18 November, weather and operational factors permitting. If he did not strike these targets by the deadline date, he would have to secure JCS
clearance again before attacking them. Officials were concerned that attacks on the Van
Dien vehicle depot, near Hanoi, might cause excessive civilian casualties. Therefore,
CINCPAC was told to take extreme care and extraordinary precautions to insure accuracy by his pilots. He received authority to launch a total of 13,200 attack sorties per
month against North Vietnam and Laos, interchanging sorties as necessary. Restrikes of
Hanoi and Haiphong POL would require specific authorization. The President raised the
area of naval interdiction to 18 degrees North, as McNamara had recommended, rather
than 20 degrees North as the Joint Chiefs of Staff had proposed.32
The administration added the proviso on striking the four targets before 18 November for political reasons. The United Kingdom (UK) Foreign Minister, George Brown, was
to visit Moscow about 20 November, and the administration had judged it undesirable
to strike these “politically sensitive” targets in the few days just preceding his arrival in
the Soviet capital. The Chairman assured CINCPAC, however, that this did not mean
that come “hell or high water” he had to bomb the targets before 18 November. After
Mr. Brown left Moscow, there would be no difficulty in getting the targets reinstated.33
Within a few hours after sending these instructions, the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed
CINCPAC to defer altogether strikes on the Thai Nguyen steel plant and the Haiphong
targets. General Wheeler informed Admiral Sharp that this change also stemmed from
the visit of the UK Foreign Minister to Moscow and the political sensitivity of the UK/
Soviet Co-Chairmanship of the Geneva Conference. The Chairman had been assured,
however, that when Mr. Brown left Moscow, about 25 November, clearance to strike
these targets would be forthcoming. General Wheeler also asked CINCPAC to keep his
public affairs staff from depicting RT 52 as an escalation of ROLLING THUNDER. “As
you know,” he concluded,
both domestically and internationally, any time we undertake a slightly different or increased initiative, it is characterized by those opposing US policy
as “escalatory.” As you know “escalatory” has become a dirty word; and such
charges, true or false, impose further inhibitions here against moving ahead to
win this war.34

Political maneuvering over RT 52 continued. On 21 November, the Chairman
informed CINCPAC that he had been “approached by the White House” with the suggestion that, as soon as weather permitted, CINCPAC should strike all targets authorized
under RT 52 in the shortest possible time, “presumably one day.” The White House
had proposed this measure as another means of minimizing the effects of ROLLING
THUNDER during Mr. Brown’s visit to Moscow. He had demurred at this suggestion,
said General Wheeler, and pointed out that such a concentration of aircraft at one time
would present too valuable a target to the MIGs and SAMs. By 9 December, Mr. Brown
had come and gone from Moscow, but the four politically sensitive targets were still
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being kept inviolate. On that date, General Wheeler raised the question with the President. Because of “certain political problems,” the President refused to approve strikes
on these targets. (At this time, the administration was exploring a secret Polish-Italian
initiative for negotiations that the US codenamed MARIGOLD.) President Johnson told
the Chairman that he would take the matter up with him in the following week.35
Early in December, the President permitted CINCPAC to begin RT 52 attacks near
Hanoi, with political results that hamstrung the air campaign. On 13–14 December, US
planes bombed the Yen Vien railroad classification yard and the Van Dien vehicle depot,
both very close to the North Vietnamese capital. The strikes set off an international
uproar, sparking charges that the United States had deliberately bombed a thickly populated part of Hanoi and had killed many civilians. Both targets had been struck earlier,
on 2 and 4 December respectively, but the strikes during the second week of December
brought a storm of protest. They also effectively ended the MARIGOLD initiative.36
Eyewitness reports of the bombing by western travelers in North Vietnam confirmed
Hanoi’s allegations that the American bombers had undoubtedly damaged civilian areas.
The United States first declined to comment on the charges, then reluctantly admitted
that collateral damage had occurred but had not been intentional, an awkward response
that failed to mollify the critics. The noncommunist observers seemed to agree that the
United States had struck valid targets and had not deliberately aimed at nearby civilian
elements. On the other hand, Soviet and Chinese news reports charged that deliberate bombing had killed many civilians, damaged embassy buildings (including that of
Poland), and destroyed homes of people in the target area.
Because weather and operational factors precluded accurate battle damage assessment (BDA), the United States had difficulty assembling full information on what had
actually happened near the two targets. Observers on the scene reported that damage
inside Hanoi itself was concentrated around the western edge of the Red River Bridge.
Just how damage to the civilian structures in the area had been caused could not be
established, but it was possible that falling enemy antiaircraft shells and SAMs had done
most of the harm charged against US pilots. During the attacks on Yen Vien and Van
Dien, the enemy had fired at least 125 SAMs against US planes, and it was likely that at
least some of the missiles had fallen into the city or its suburbs. In addition, the intense
antiaircraft fire also could have created considerable debris. Adding to the United States’
embarrassment, CINCPAC learned on 21 December that its planes attacking the Yen Vien
railroad yard had inadvertently struck another target two and one-half miles southwest
on the same rail line. The general layout of the targets was very similar, and scattered
cloud cover and intense air defense activity in the area had contributed to this error.37
Responding to the intensity of the protests, apart from the question of their validity,
the President directed that the rail yard and the truck park not be struck again. On 15
December, the Joint Chiefs of Staff ordered CINCPAC to suspend attacks on the two
targets until further notice. On 16 December, CINCPAC asked permission to attack a
number of cargo transshipment barges operating from ship-to-shore and from ship-tobarge, about six miles within the Chinese buffer zone. Because the US policy was to
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avoid confrontation with Communist China and because the “Washington climate” was
not right at the moment, the Joint Chiefs of Staff denied his request.38
On 23 December, trying vainly to keep MARIGOLD alive, President Johnson directed
that no attacks be conducted against targets within 10 nm of the center of Hanoi and that
strike aircraft avoid transiting the Hanoi area. This did not limit reconnaissance operations. The President imposed this restriction in hopes that if the United States halted
its bombing close to Hanoi for an indefinite period, North Vietnam might agree to begin
talking about negotiations. In a telephone call to the President, Secretary McNamara
reported that both he and General Wheeler agreed to this action. The Joint Chiefs of
Staff warned CINCPAC to communicate this new restriction only to those who must
know and to keep newsmen from learning of it. CINCPAC was not told the real reason
for the prohibition and naturally assumed that it stemmed from the loud outcries made
by the enemy in newspapers and elsewhere.39
The new restriction did not save MARIGOLD, and it brought a strong but futile
objection from Admiral Sharp. He protested that the United States had just started
to put some real pressure on the enemy, and that the strikes against the rail yard and
vehicle depot had hit him hard. “Then,” he said, “Hanoi complains that we have killed a
few civilians, hoping that they would get a favorable reaction. And they did, more than
they could have hoped for.”
By its success in establishing a 10 nm strike-free area around Hanoi, CINCPAC said,
North Vietnam would be encouraged to continue its aggression, hoping to outlast the
United States. Facing nearly 400,000 US fighting men in South Vietnam, Hanoi must realize that it could not force a military victory, but it could carry on a protracted guerrilla
war, terrorizing and killing the people as well as inflicting American casualties. “This kind
of war can go on for a long time,” Sharp asserted, “if we let them get away with it.” The
admiral believed that the United States needed to conclude the war as soon as possible
because the American people’s patience would not last forever. “The American people
can become aroused either for or against this war. At the moment, with no end in sight,
they are more apt to become aroused against it.” One way to prevent this result was to
keep up the bombing of North Vietnam. If some civilians were killed in the course of the
air strikes, that was regrettable but necessary. Admiral Sharp emphasized that “we need
to get hard-headed about it. That is the only kind of action that these tough Communists
will respect. That is the way to get the war over soonest.” In conclusion, CINCPAC called
again for authority to hit all the targets originally included in RT 52. “And then when
Hanoi screams in anguish, we should hit them again.”40

ROLLING THUNDER Is Weakened

I

n accord with instructions for the Christmas and New Year truces, CINCPAC suspended all air attacks against North Vietnam. The truce periods ran from 0700 on 24
December to 0700 on 26 December and from 0700 on 31 December to 0200 on 2 January
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1967. Coincidentally, during this period the civilian casualty issue flared up again in the
United States, fueled by American correspondent Harrison Salisbury’s reports in the New
York Times of devastation he had seen or been told of during a trip to North Vietnam.41
Planning for ROLLING THUNDER, nevertheless, went on. In spite of Admiral
Sharp’s protestations, with which he sympathized, General Wheeler, in issuing guidance to the Joint Staff for RT 53, directed a “middle-of-the-road” approach. In this he
was merely being realistic. The ongoing furor over civilian casualties that had erupted
in mid-December, followed by strong political reaction in the United States, and the
impact of the negotiation initiatives, made it highly unlikely that the President would
approve a strong ROLLING THUNDER program. The Chairman was also concerned that
the administration, for political reasons, might halt the air campaign in the northern and
most valuable target areas of North Vietnam, RPs 5, 6A, and 6B.42
Following this guidance, the Joint Staff developed a program which was presented
to the Joint Chiefs of Staff for consideration on 4 January 1967. The Joint Staff recommended for strike 18 JCS numbered targets (3 barracks, 4 ammunition depots, 1
storage area, 2 supply depots, 6 thermal power plants, 1 cement plant, and elements
of a steel complex). These strikes, if carried out, were predicted to cause a total of
121 civilian casualties.43
The final RT 53 program, approved by the President for execution beginning on 24
January, was a watered-down version of an already mild proposal. It authorized strikes
on only nine targets, all of them, from the viewpoint of US military leaders, of low value
and innocuous. The targets comprised barracks, storage, and depot facilities for ammunition and other supplies. RT 53 formally recognized the Hanoi prohibited area as a circle
10 nm from the center of the city, while the restricted areas were within 30 nm of Hanoi
and within 10 nm of the center of Haiphong. Within these restricted areas, a few lines of
communication and some dispersed POL and SAM support areas could be bombed.44

Operation SEA DRAGON

A

dding to the pressure against North Vietnam, in 1966 the United States began a
program of naval gunfire against certain types of targets as an adjunct of the air
campaign. On 5 May 1965, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had recommended that US warships
bombard the Ile du Tigre as part of ROLLING THUNDER. At that time, the Secretary
of Defense approved the recommendation in principle, saying that it would be considered for inclusion in ROLLING THUNDER at a later date. The Joint Chiefs included the
bombardment proposal in a number of subsequent ROLLING THUNDER draft planning
messages, but the Secretary of Defense invariably disapproved it.45
On three occasions in early 1966, US Navy destroyers engaged North Vietnamese
shore batteries during search and rescue operations. None of the incidents provoked
any adverse political reactions. On 1 May, CINCPAC asked to augment ROLLING THUNDER with naval gunfire, particularly during bad weather. He named specific targets for
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bombardment, mainly around Vinh, a major transit point on the route to the Ho Chi Minh
Trail and close to the coast. He cited among the advantages: 1) targets heavily defended
by antiaircraft would be vulnerable to naval artillery; 2) naval gunfire could deliver large
amounts of ordnance accurately, with low collateral risk to nonmilitary targets; 3) naval
gunfire was effective during bad weather and darkness; and 4) it was economical compared to air attack costs. Although he expected the enemy to retaliate against attacking
ships, CINCPAC was confident that the vessels could protect themselves, making the
risk militarily acceptable.46
The Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed with CINCPAC’s reasoning. On 13 May, they proposed to Secretary McNamara that US warships be allowed to fire against suitable
targets ashore and in the coastal waters of North Vietnam between 17 and 20 degrees
North latitude (that is, in the southern half of the country). Targets would include radar
sites, SAM sites, antiaircraft sites, and lines of communication. In the Joint Chiefs of
Staff view, such use of naval gunfire would augment the air campaign and do much to
thwart enemy air defenses. The vessels required to carry out this program were already
in the Tonkin Gulf, operating in support of aircraft carriers. The Joint Chiefs pointed out
that the United States was already using naval gunfire extensively against the Viet Cong
in South Vietnam. There would be political problems, but they were not very significant
in relation to the military and other advantages to be derived.47
The Secretary of Defense did not reply to this recommendation for several months.
During that time, because of US pressures against the Ho Chi Minh Trail and because
of monsoon rains, the enemy made increasing use of the coastal routes through southern North Vietnam and through the DMZ. In late July and early August, CINCPAC and
COMUSMACV made additional requests for permission to strike vulnerable routes and
other targets with naval gunfire. These included logistic targets in the Vinh complex,
ferries, a highway segment, and watercraft used to deliver supplies to the DMZ.48
The Chairman, concerned that no action had been taken on Joint Chiefs of Staff
recommendations for use of naval gunfire, personally raised the question with Mr. McNamara. On 7 September, he recommended that the Secretary take favorable action on the
Joint Chiefs of Staff proposals to bombard North Vietnamese coastal targets. He apparently received no direct reply. On 13 September, General Wheeler informed CINCPAC
that higher authority had disapproved a request, associated with an ARC LIGHT strike
recommendation, to use naval gunfire along the coast just above the DMZ. The Chairman
told CINCPAC at that time, however, “I believe that favorable consideration for naval
gunfire support along the southern coast of NVN in support of our combat operations
can be obtained if CINCPAC and COMUSMACV can limit the area of operation or further
specify the targets to be engaged.”49
CINCPAC and the Joint Chiefs of Staff finally gained some of what they wanted.
On 14 October, the Chairman informed the Joint Chiefs of Staff that their recommendations of 13 May on naval gunfire had been approved in part. Naval gunfire interdiction of
coastal North Vietnamese military and logistic waterborne traffic south of 17 degrees 30
minutes was authorized. Naval bombardment of shore targets was prohibited, however,
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except in self-defense. These operations, conducted under the nickname SEA DRAGON,
began on 25 October, with two US destroyers assigned to gunfire missions. On 29 October, CINCPAC specifically authorized SEA DRAGON forces to fire upon logistic craft
when beached or moored.50
In connection with RT 52, on 11 November, the President raised the limit for naval
gunfire operations against waterborne military traffic to 18 degrees North. On 24 November, CINCPAC asked “as a matter of urgency” for authority to use artillery and naval
gunfire against clearly defined military activity in North Vietnam north of the line of
demarcation in the DMZ. The enemy had placed extensive antiaircraft sites and fortifications within the DMZ and extending approximately seven kilometers farther north. He
could emplace additional artillery just north of the DMZ, enabling him to fire on friendly
forces south of the zone. On 11 November, four friendly aircraft had been shot down in
that area. Because current rules allowed artillery and naval gunfire into the DMZ only
south of the demarcation line, the enemy had built up his guns and fortifications without
fear of attack. Obviously aware of the self-imposed restriction, he was taking advantage
of it, under cover of bad weather, to develop positions north of the demarcation line.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended, as “militarily prudent,” the authorization of both
artillery and naval gunfire into the DMZ north of the line of demarcation, as CINCPAC
and COMUSMACV had prescribed.51
On 10 December, the Joint Chiefs of Staff notified CINCPAC that his request to
use artillery and naval gunfire in North Vietnamese territory had been “not favorably
considered at this time.” The Joint Chiefs of Staff did inform CINCPAC, however, that
he could employ artillery against weapons firing on friendly forces from positions north
of the demarcation line.52
On 7 December, the Joint Chiefs of Staff again asked the Secretary of Defense for
an answer to their 13 May request. At the same time, they reaffirmed their belief that
naval bombardment of suitable targets ashore and in North Vietnam’s coastal waters
between 17 and 20 degrees North latitude would augment and increase the effectiveness of the current interdiction campaign, with moderate and acceptable risk to ships.
They argued that the limited operations already carried out had contributed materially
to reducing enemy military and logistic waterborne traffic along the southern coast of
North Vietnam.53
The evidence gave support to the Joint Chiefs of Staff argument. During operations
from 25 October to the end of December 1966, SEA DRAGON, employing only two
destroyers on station, virtually stopped the enemy’s coastal maritime traffic between
the 17th and 18th parallels. These destroyers had sunk 382 waterborne logistic craft and
damaged 325 others, destroyed five shore batteries and damaged two more, and had
destroyed two radar sites and damaged two. These operations, plus continued OPLAN
34A raids, evidently caused the North Vietnamese some concern. They committed
additional artillery battalions and organized small-boat militia units for coast defense.54
But the wider authority the Joint Chiefs had sought on 13 May had not been granted
by the end of the year. In their proposals for RT 53, the Joint Chiefs of Staff again
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asked permission for naval gunfire missions against the North Vietnamese coast up to
20 degrees North latitude. The final authority for RT 53 on 24 January 1967 raised the
northern limit only to the 19th parallel.55

ROLLING THUNDER, 1966—A Recapitulation and
Appraisal

T

he strong pressures to reduce the scope and effectiveness of ROLLING THUNDER
came at a time when the program’s effectiveness, its cost, and the general wisdom of
conducting it were also in doubt. Therefore, in connection with RT 53, General Wheeler
asked the Joint Staff to furnish him appraisals of the results thus far achieved in the air
campaign, the effectiveness of the enemy’s air defenses, the costs of the campaign to
the United States, and the number of civilian casualties.
The Joint Staff furnished its estimates to General Wheeler on 3 January 1967. During
1966, the staff reported, US planes had flown 81,000 attack sorties and 48,000 combat
support sorties against North Vietnam. Since the beginning of ROLLING THUNDER,
armed reconnaissance against North Vietnam was estimated to have destroyed or damaged 9,260 trucks, 13,400 waterborne logistic craft, and nearly 2,500 pieces of railroad
rolling stock, including 31 locomotives.
According to Joint Staff estimates, through November 1966 ROLLING THUNDER
had inflicted measurable losses on North Vietnam amounting to $184 million, $116 million in economic costs and $68 million in military equipment and facilities. In addition,
the enemy had suffered additional losses that could not be measured in dollar value but
were very real: increased defense costs, loss of production, lower labor productivity,
and man hours lost from civil defense actions. About 20 percent of North Vietnam’s military forces were directly tied up in defending against ROLLING THUNDER, and about
300,000 civilians had been diverted to repair, reconstruction, and dispersal programs.
Over 80 percent of the targeted POL in North Vietnam had been destroyed. Destruction
of facilities at Haiphong had more than doubled unloading time for tankers. US air strikes
had forced the enemy to disperse his facilities and had thus made it more difficult for
him to conduct military logistics and maintenance activities. The enemy had incurred
great expense and made major efforts to mount his modern air defenses. He had lost
one-third of his total gunboat fleet.
On the other hand, ROLLING THUNDER had not substantially reduced the capacity of North Vietnam’s fixed military establishment. In terms of national capacity, no
major military target system—barracks, airfields, SAM sites, naval bases, radar, or
supply depots—had suffered as much as 25 percent damage. The enemy retained the
capability to support the present level of activity in North and South Vietnam. The Joint
Staff attributed this situation to the fact that most of the major military facilities were
in “sanctuary” areas. The same bombing restrictions had limited ROLLING THUNDER’s
impact on critical sectors of the economy, and the damage sustained had not yet reached
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unacceptably high levels. The cost of bomb damage had been broadly distributed
throughout the economy and, more important, foreign aid had more than compensated
for bombing losses.
Turning to enemy air defenses, the Joint Staff noted that North Vietnam had between
115 and 120 MIG aircraft, 15 of which were MIG 21s. Since March 1966, the JCS had not
sought authority to eliminate the MIG threat by attacks on North Vietnamese airfields.
In the meantime, attacks, and the threat of attacks, by MIGs had continued increasingly
to hamper ROLLING THUNDER. During the month of December alone, 17 engagements
had taken place between US aircraft and communist MIGs; and the enemy interceptors
had compelled 44 US aircraft to jettison approximately 91 tons of ordnance. Recently,
MIG pilots had been demonstrating increased capability and were now using air-to-air
missiles against US planes.56 The Chairman was also informed that North Korean pilots
were flying MIGs, thereby improving the enemy’s combat potential. Nevertheless, the
United States still had the combat edge. Between 3 April 1965 and 2 January 1967, the
United States lost a total of 13 planes to enemy aircraft as opposed to 34 communist
planes claimed by American pilots.
The majority of US air losses, which amounted by 24 December 1966 to 171 aircraft
shot down and 450 damaged,57 came from the North’s 6,900 antiaircraft weapons. These
weapons ranged from automatic rifles and heavy machine guns to 100 mm artillery.
The enemy had deployed from 25 to 30 battalions of SAMs throughout the country and
had established a sophisticated and effective air-warning and ground control intercept
capability to support his weapons.
The Joint Staff also provided the Chairman with evidence indicating that the enemy
was feeling the effects of ROLLING THUNDER, particularly in South Vietnam. The rate
of the Viet Cong/North Vietnamese buildup in the South had dropped substantially, with
a net strength increase of 25,300 during 1966 as opposed to a net gain of 110,600 during
1965. Viet Cong population and area control also had declined. In March 1965, the Viet
Cong had controlled 26 percent of South Vietnam’s population and 60 percent of its land
area. In November 1966, according to US estimates, the Viet Cong controlled only 17.5
percent of the population and 48 percent of the area.
As for charges that ROLLING THUNDER cost too much in terms of dollars, the
Joint Staff pointed out that during 1966 the cost of inflicting one dollar’s worth of damage on North Vietnam had been $9.50. However, the staff claimed, comparing the Gross
National Products of the two countries ($630 billion for the US and $1.5 billion for North
Vietnam), the US equivalent cost was really two cents for destruction of a dollar’s worth
of North Vietnamese capability.
With respect to the furor raised “by elements of the foreign and domestic press”
over “alleged” North Vietnamese civilian casualties, the Joint Staff declared that the
critics espoused the false premise that the United States was attacking the North’s civilian population as one of its military objectives. This derogated the very real and costly
efforts the United States had made, to the point of further inhibiting the effectiveness of
its air actions, to avoid harming civilians, agriculture, and the economy of North Vietnam.
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By way of perspective, the Joint Staff pointed out that from 1 January to 25 November
1966, the Viet Cong had killed, wounded, or kidnapped 11,387 civilians in South Vietnam.
During that same period, ROLLING THUNDER strikes, according to estimates based on
CIA factors, had inflicted about 14,600 civilian casualties in North Vietnam.58
Early in 1967, General Wheeler addressed the National Security Council on the air
campaign against North Vietnam. He pointed out that Hanoi had organized a propaganda
campaign, domestic and foreign, designed to force the United States to stop bombing the
North without conditions. This fact, he said, plus other statistics and judgments available, made it clear that ROLLING THUNDER was hurting North Vietnam and making
it pay a substantial price for its aggression in South Vietnam. Obviously, Hanoi wanted
the air attacks stopped so that the people now repairing and keeping up lines of communication, air defense, and coastal defense could be freed for other employment. If
air attacks were halted, North Vietnam would be able to move men and supplies with
impunity in a sanctuary. The net result would be that the US/FWMAF and RVNAF would
have to face larger bodies of better supplied and supported enemy troops and suffer
heavier casualties.
“I believe that the air campaign against North Vietnam is one of two blue chips available to President Johnson to be used in negotiations,” General Wheeler told the NSC,
“the other being the presence and aggressive use of US ground troops in South Vietnam.
It is my judgment that our air campaign is an integral and indispensable component of
our over-all operations in Southeast Asia.”59
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Efforts toward Negotiation
Even as bombs fell on North Vietnam, President Johnson persisted in his efforts to
reach a negotiated solution to the Vietnam War, or at the very least to get talks started
about a solution. Neither side changed its position substantially during 1966, although
official spokesmen constantly restated those positions. The public exchanges became
weapons in a propaganda battle for world opinion. Underlying the propaganda aspect,
however, the United States made a serious effort to convey to the other side the sincerity
of its interest in a settlement and to convince the enemy of the desirability of negotiation. At the same time, the United States had to avoid implying any prior concessions
that could limit its negotiating flexibility if talks developed. Therefore, US officials
prepared their statements with great precision to make as clear as possible their exact
position on such matters as a bombing halt or withdrawal of forces. At the same time,
in a continuing effort to determine the enemy’s intentions, American officials weighed
every official communist statement with extreme care, searching for subtleties in meaning and possible changes in emphasis that might signal a relaxation or shift in position.
Aside from public exchanges in speeches, interviews, communiqués, and published
correspondence, the United States made secret efforts to establish fruitful contacts with
North Vietnam. Most of these efforts were pursued through various initiatives sponsored
by third countries during 1966. Occasionally these produced a slight positive reaction
from the communist side, giving rise to some hope of finally bringing the problem to
the conference table. More often, however, the initiatives elicited little or no evidence
that the enemy intended to change his stand. The initiatives also foundered on the fact
that the United States sought more from negotiations than a face-saving way to give up
South Vietnam. At minimum, US officials insisted on the continued existence of South
Vietnam as a nation under a noncommunist government of some kind.
Apparently, the military successes of United States, South Vietnamese, and allied
forces in the last quarter of 1965 caused the communists to modify their strategy. At
conferences in December 1965, Hanoi’s leaders reportedly developed a new politicomilitary strategy for conducting the war and for dealing with its international aspects.
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Militarily, the enemy would maintain a continuous threat by Viet Cong and North Vietnamese forces in South Vietnam, avoiding combat except under favorable conditions
and then fighting only for limited objectives. The enemy would carry on a prolonged war
of attrition. His objective would be to wear down and to convince the United States that
it could not win militarily and must eventually settle on terms favorable to Hanoi. For
the enemy, the war would have no specific timetable, negotiations would be avoided
unless they could be conducted from a position of significant military success, and
efforts would be made to limit the risks of an expanded war throughout Southeast Asia.1
Understandably then, the President’s peace offensive and the continuing United
States efforts to achieve an acceptable political settlement of the war were ineffective
throughout 1966. The President continued his diplomatic efforts, however, seeking
to mollify the growing opposition to the war at home and abroad. At home, US policy
remained under attack by political and religious leaders, by important segments of
the press and other news media, and by a large variety of vociferous quasi-official and
private organizations. Some of these critics claimed that the war was a strategic error
and a waste of American resources; others cast the United States in the role of an
aggressor in Vietnam and contended that the administration was not seriously trying to
bring about a peaceful settlement. President Johnson was particularly sensitive to and
increasingly concerned by Congressional opposition to US policy toward Vietnam and
by public opinion polls that indicated declining public support for the administration
and the war. Overseas, officials of friendly and neutral nations were at best lukewarm
in their support of the American effort in Vietnam and at worst publicly opposed to it.
Notably, UN Secretary General U Thant, President Charles de Gaulle of France, and
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi of India were generally unsympathetic to the US position.
They made proposals and launched diplomatic initiatives that the US administration
considered inimical to its goals.2

Conditions for Negotiations

T

he United States continued to express its willingness to negotiate and attempted to
persuade its Saigon ally to accept negotiations. During their February 1966 meeting
at Honolulu, President Johnson and General Thieu and Air Vice Marshal Ky declared in a
joint statement that they regretted “the total absence of a present interest in peace on the
part of the Government of North Vietnam” and pledged themselves to continue diplomatic
efforts for peace. In a separate Declaration of Honolulu, the United States pledged to support free elections in South Vietnam and to give full support to social reforms. In addition,
The US Government and the Government of Vietnam will continue in the future,
as they have in the past, to press the quest for a peaceful settlement in every
forum…. The peace offensive of the US Government and the Government of Vietnam will continue until peace is secured.
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In a press conference in Honolulu, however, General Thieu and Marshal Ky declared that
they could not negotiate with or recognize the National Liberation Front and showed little
enthusiasm for negotiations with North Vietnam.3
In late 1965, communist leaders had indicated that, before Hanoi would agree even
to talk about ways of ending the fighting, the United States must halt all of its bombing
of North Vietnam. On 24 January 1966, Ho Chi Minh sent letters to the governments of
various nations, including Great Britain, France, Canada, and the communist countries,
in which he laid down Hanoi’s conditions for peace. He reiterated the four-point program
he had first enunciated in April 1965, emphasizing that before negotiations could begin,
the United States must withdraw all its troops from South Vietnam, agree to talk with the
NLF, and unconditionally end the bombing of North Vietnam.4
An end to the bombing became the central theme of efforts to bring about talks
between the United States and Saigon and the other side. A bombing halt was proposed
with increasing frequency, especially by UN Secretary General U Thant. Even US officials
began to speak of the bombing as a negotiable matter, under certain conditions. The Joint
Chiefs of Staff, however, opposed a cessation of attacks on North Vietnam in exchange
merely for the other side’s agreement to negotiate. Throughout 1966, they continued to
insist that the United States should concentrate on forcing the communists to cease their
aggression, rather than trying to persuade them to talk about it.
In late January, the Chairman told a Senate committee that it would be both a military
and a political mistake to agree to end the bombing as a condition for peace talks. Militarily,
it would allow the enemy to bring more pressure than ever to bear on the Saigon government. Politically, it would relieve the pressure on Hanoi to negotiate. General Wheeler said
that the United States held three military “blue chips” with which to bargain. These were
the bombing of the North, the deployment of US/FWMAF in the South, and the withdrawal,
under appropriate circumstances, of those forces. “If you permanently stop bombing North
Vietnam,” General Wheeler told the Senators, “in effect you throw one of your blue chips
for negotiation over your shoulder.”5
On 18 February, Secretary of State Rusk delineated before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee the United States position on Hanoi’s four conditions for peace. On the
first point, elimination of the US military presence in South Vietnam, the Secretary stated
that the United States was prepared to withdraw its troops and dismantle its bases “once
there is compliance with the [Geneva] accords by all parties.” The United States could
also agree with Hanoi’s second point, relating to the clauses of the Geneva agreements
that forbade Vietnam from making foreign alliances and hosting foreign military bases,
again provided that all sides abided by the accords. Hanoi’s fourth point called for peaceful reunification to be settled by the Vietnamese people without foreign intervention.
Secretary Rusk found this acceptable if it were “clearly understood that conditions must
first be created both in the North and South that will make it possible for truly free elections to be held.”
Hanoi’s third point was the sticking point, which the Secretary of State considered the
“core of the Communist position.” This point provided that “the internal affairs of South
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Vietnam must be settled by the South Vietnamese people themselves in accordance with
the program of the National Liberation Front.” This really meant, Secretary Rusk said,
that before the communists would “even condescend” to negotiate, the Saigon government must be overthrown; the NLF, “the creature and agent of Hanoi,” must become the
sole bargaining representative of the South Vietnamese people; and a South Vietnamese
coalition government must be formed from which members of the current Saigon regime
would be excluded. Since these conditions were opposed to the principles behind the US
commitment to South Vietnam, the Secretary’s testimony clearly implied that the United
States must reject them. Secretary Rusk did not address the question of a bombing halt.6
The Secretary of State spoke on the last day of special hearings on the war in Vietnam
by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee; and he did not convince all of his audience.
In particular, Senator J. William Fulbright, Chairman of the Committee, continued to be
critical of the United States policy in Vietnam. While not yet positive the administration’s
current course was wrong, Senator Fulbright recorded grave reservations. After these
hearings—and possibly because of them—the trend of Congressional speeches and public opinion polls decidedly favored moderation and negotiation. On 19 February, Senator
Robert Kennedy, in what the New York Times termed a “dramatic policy break” with the
administration, suggested that NLF participation in the South Vietnamese government lay
“at the heart” of any negotiated settlement. Ten days later, Senator Wayne Morse introduced legislation to annul the Tonkin Gulf resolution. It was defeated by a vote of 92-5. During the debate, however, Senator Fulbright strongly pleaded for “accommodation” rather
than expanded military action. As a solution to the conflict, he proposed that the United
States and China agree to neutralize Southeast Asia. In the ensuing months, the Buddhist
uprising in I Corps brought forth additional calls for a policy reappraisal by Congress and
the news media along with an administration slip in the public opinion polls. Throughout
the year, a majority of Americans polled continued to support US engagement in Vietnam,
and many of those who disapproved of administration policy favored intensification, not
reduction, of military action. Nevertheless, the trends worried the President and his advisers and impelled a continuing search for a negotiated settlement.7

Proposals and Counter Proposals

T

hroughout 1966, the Johnson administration worked hard to convince the world of its
sincerity in seeking peace. The President appointed W. Averell Harriman “ambassador
for peace” and sent him travelling around the world in search of openings for negotiations.
He found none. During the first half of the year, the administration focused its diplomatic
attention on an effort by Canadian officials to set up a negotiating channel to Hanoi. The
indirect exchanges centered on the question of a halt to US bombing of North Vietnam and
produced little beyond some clarification of positions. American officials indicated that
they were willing to stop the raids in return for some reciprocal military de-escalation by
the other side. The North Vietnamese, however, restated their demand for an unconditional
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bombing cessation as a prerequisite for negotiations. The ROLLING THUNDER attacks
on POL facilities in June and July effectively closed down this channel.8
Early in September, a demarche by French President Charles de Gaulle elicited new
official statements of the United States position. During a visit to Cambodia from 30 August
to 2 September, President de Gaulle talked with North Vietnamese representatives. On 1
September, in a major speech on Vietnam, he castigated US policy and called for the United
States to pledge withdrawal of its forces from Vietnam within a fixed period of time as
a prelude to genuine international negotiations. In a joint communiqué with Cambodia’s
Prince Sihanouk, President de Gaulle also demanded an end to the war in Vietnam, the
withdrawal of all foreign troops, and the cessation of “all intervention.”9
Replying to President de Gaulle’s statements, in a speech on September 5, President
Johnson said that American troops would “come home” and their bases in Vietnam would
be turned over for constructive peacetime purposes as soon as the “vicious aggression”
stopped. He declared, “If anyone will show me the time schedule when aggression and
infiltration and might-makes-right will be halted, then I, as President of this country,
will lay on the table the schedule for the withdrawal of all our forces from Vietnam.” On
the same day, the US Ambassador to the United Nations, Arthur Goldberg, said that the
United States would go “anywhere … where an honorable settlement can be negotiated.”
He added, “Our sole aim is to help secure for the people of South Vietnam the right to
determine their own future free of external interference. When that aim is accomplished,
we are prepared to withdraw our troops.”10
In a speech to the United Nations on 22 September, Ambassador Goldberg reaffirmed
that the United States was ready to negotiate without prior conditions. The United States
was willing to discuss Hanoi’s four points, “together with any points which other parties
may wish to raise.” In order to remove any obstacle to negotiations, the United States was
prepared to cease all bombing of North Vietnam the moment it was assured, privately or
otherwise, that the other side would answer promptly by “a corresponding and appropriate
de-escalation.” The United States stood ready to withdraw its forces “as others withdraw
theirs” under effective supervision. As to the place of the Viet Cong in any peace talks,
Ambassador Goldberg said on behalf of the President that this was not an insurmountable
problem. He concluded by saying that the US position was not inflexible. In the next month,
both he and President Johnson followed this same line in several other major speeches. On
24 September, however, both North Vietnam and Communist China categorically rejected
the United States position.11

The Manila Conference

T

hroughout the summer, suggestions had circulated for an Asian conference to
deal with Vietnam. These discussions culminated in October in an Asian “summit
conference” cosponsored by the Philippines, South Korea, and Thailand. On 27 September, President Johnson accepted an invitation to attend; and the conference took
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place on 24–25 October in Manila. The leaders of seven nations participated in the
talks: South Korea, Thailand, the Philippines, South Vietnam, Australia, New Zealand,
and the United States—all nations fighting as allies in South Vietnam. As stated by
Philippines President Fernando Marcos, the purpose of the conference was to review
the military situation in South Vietnam, emphasize the non-military and pacification
programs of the South Vietnamese government, and review “the prospects for a peaceful settlement of the conflict.”12
The Manila conference produced a joint communiqué on South Vietnam, a “Declaration on Peace and Progress in Asia and the Pacific,” and a “Declaration on Goals of
Freedom.” In the joint communiqué on South Vietnam, the United States and its six allies
pledged to continue the fight as long as necessary and with enough power to meet any
communist challenge, while at the same time seeking a “just peace” through negotiations or reciprocal actions by each side to reduce the violence. The allies declared that
they would withdraw forces from South Vietnam “after close consultation, as the other
side withdraws its forces to the north, ceases infiltration, and the level of violence thus
subsides. Those forces will be withdrawn as soon as possible and not later than six
months after the above conditions have been fulfilled.”
In the “Declaration on Goals of Freedom,” the seven nations affirmed “our unity, our
resolve, and our purpose in seeking together the goals of freedom in Vietnam and in the
Asian and the Pacific areas.” The goals were: 1) to be free from aggression; 2) to conquer
hunger, illiteracy, and disease; 3) to build a region of security, order, and progress; and
4) to seek reconciliation and peace throughout Asia and the Pacific. The allies spelled
out these goals in more detail in the conference’s third document, the “Declaration on
Peace and Progress in Asia and the Pacific.”13
Reaction to these pronouncements from the other side was predictable and swift.
North Vietnam and Communist China immediately denounced the “so-called proposal for
the removal of forces” from Vietnam as “out-and-out blackmail and shameless humbug.”
They charged that the Manila proposals amounted to “asking the Vietnamese people to
surrender to the US aggressors outright.”14
During October and November, US officials frequently repeated their conditions for
peace in Vietnam. Before going to Manila, the President had said:
we are ready to stop the bombing of North Vietnam; we are ready to produce
a schedule for the withdrawal of our troops—whenever the other side tells us
what it is prepared to do to move toward peace in Vietnam and to reciprocate
the actions and the decisions that we take.
… And we do not seek the unconditional surrender of those who oppose us in
Vietnam, nor to destroy or change any system of government, nor to deprive any
people of what is rightfully theirs. When a decision is made by the other side to seek
its goals through peaceful means—not through terror, not through violence—we
shall be the first to meet at the conference table.

President Johnson and others constantly made the point that the United States was
more than willing to take steps toward peace, specifically by ending the bombing of North
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Vietnam, but only if the enemy showed some willingness to give something in return. They
did not specify the condition for a bombing halt, but it was generally understood to be a
cessation or diminution of infiltration from the North, or some tangible reduction in violence in the ground war in South Vietnam. Further softening the administration position,
Ambassador Goldberg on 25 October declared that the United States “is willing to take the
first step toward de-escalation of the war by ordering a prior end to all bombing of North
Vietnam the moment we are assured that there would be a response toward peace from
North Vietnam.” On his return from Asia on 4 November, President Johnson told a White
House news conference, “If they want us to stop bombing, we ought to see what they are
willing to stop. We will be glad to carefully consider anyone’s proposals that represent
two-way streets. We don’t want to talk about just half of it, though.”15
By November, the positions of both sides were clear. The United States would stop
bombing North Vietnam as a condition for peace negotiations if North Vietnam would
take some reciprocal action. Hanoi insisted on an unconditional end to the bombing
before peace talks could begin. These positions had remained unchanged for some
time, and there did not seem to be much hope for accommodation in the near future.
During 1966, public opinion, both at home and abroad, had undoubtedly influenced
the US Government’s almost constant efforts to bring about negotiations. Support for the
President’s Vietnam policy had fallen significantly as the year progressed. War weariness
and increasing impatience at home were becoming one of President Johnson’s chief
problems. Although divided as to means, pro-escalation “hawks” and anti-escalation
“doves” agreed upon the end—a quick and satisfactory solution to the war. “Hawks”
were apparently in the ascendency; most Congressmen newly elected in 1966 declared
themselves in favor of the escalations required to “win.” However, public opinion polls
also recorded substantial support for any action, either escalation or the reverse, that
promised to be decisive. For example, the Harris poll indicated that public confidence
in the administration’s war policies rose to 49 percent in October, following the Manila
Conference; by December, confidence had declined to 42 percent. The President’s problem, then, was plain. He must either gain an acceptable peace in the near future or face
a further erosion of public confidence and support.16

The JCS Perspective on Negotiations

A

lthough the Joint Chiefs of Staff took no direct part in the 1966 peace feelers, they
dealt with military issues related to a possible settlement and expressed strong
views on what terms the United States should seek. During the summer, for example,
in connection with a proposed Asian-sponsored peace conference, the Chairman
recognized that the US government would need a position on control mechanisms to
ensure observance of any agreement that was reached. Therefore, on 11 August 1966,
he directed a Joint Staff study of the following issues: 1) the mission of an Asian Control
Commission; 2) the membership desired; 3) a comparative analysis of the strengths and
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weaknesses of the proposed commission and the existing ICC; 4) organization, manning, equipment, deployment, and employment of an Asian commission; and 5) special
problems posed by Japanese membership, especially Japanese constitutional questions
and the impact on Japan’s role in Asian security.17
On 10 October, the Joint Chiefs of Staff sent the study to the Secretary of Defense
along with a memorandum. In the memorandum, the Joint Chiefs recommended formation of an interdepartmental study group to develop principles and guidelines for an
effective inspection and verification system. The Secretary of Defense forwarded the
Joint Chiefs of Staff views to the Secretary of State on 11 November. Secretary Rusk
declared that the Joint Chiefs of Staff proposal was “timely and sound.” He offered to
appoint a chairman for such a group and to designate several representatives to serve
as members. When subsequently formed, this group included officials from the Departments of State and Defense and the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, under the
chairmanship of the State Department. In September 1967, it produced and circulated
a study on international supervision of a cessation of hostilities in Vietnam.18
On the larger question of the relation between a halt to the bombing of North Vietnam and negotiations, the Joint Chiefs of Staff expressed their views on 14 October, in
their response to Secretary McNamara’s draft policy memorandum for the President. In
his memorandum, the Secretary of Defense advised the President that the United States
could use a cessation of ROLLING THUNDER as a “carrot to induce negotiations.” On
this point, the Joint Chiefs disagreed with the Defense Secretary. They declared,
Our experiences with pauses in bombing and resumption have not been
happy ones. Additionally, the Joint Chiefs of Staff believe that the likelihood
of the war being settled by negotiations is small; and that, far from inducing
negotiations, another bombing pause will be regarded by North Vietnamese
leaders, and our Allies, as renewed evidence of lack of US determination to
press the war to a successful conclusion. The bombing campaign is one of the
two trump cards in the hands of the President (the other being the presence
of US troops in SVN). It should not be given up without an end to the NVN
aggression in SVN.

The Joint Chiefs of Staff concluded that the war, in their view, was at the stage where
decisions over the next 60 days might determine the outcome. Therefore, they would
give their “unequivocal” views on the search for peace:
The frequent, broadly-based public offers made by the President to settle
the war by peaceful means on a generous basis, which would take from NVN
nothing it now has, have been admirable. Certainly no one—American or foreign—except those who are determined not to be convinced, can doubt the
sincerity, the generosity, the altruism of US actions and objectives. In the opinion of the Joint Chiefs of Staff the time has come when further overt actions
and offers on our part are not only nonproductive, they are counterproductive. A logical case can be made that the American people, our Allies, and our
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enemies alike are increasingly uncertain as to our resolution to pursue the war
to a successful conclusion.

The Joint Chiefs, therefore, recommended that the President: 1) issue during the
Manila conference a statement of his “unswerving determination” to carry on the war
until North Vietnam ceased its aggression against South Vietnam (as noted previously,
President Johnson and US allies did this); 2) continue covert exploration of “all avenues
leading to a peaceful settlement of the war”; and 3) remain alert for and react appropriately to any North Vietnamese withdrawal of their troops from the South and cessation
of support to the Viet Cong.19

The Christmas and New Year Truces

A

s the end of the year approached, the Joint Chiefs of Staff focused much attention on
the immediate issue of holiday truces. Mindful of their experience at the end of 1965,
the Joint Chiefs took what action they could to reduce the probable military ill effects
of the expected curtailment of operations during the coming Christmas, New Year, and
Tet seasons. Although they opposed holiday curtailments in principle, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff expected that higher authority would direct a reduction in military actions during
those periods. Therefore, in late November they began efforts to influence the duration and nature of these truces. On 18 November, General Wheeler informed the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, “Pressures for a stand-down of military operations in Vietnam during the
Christmas and TET holidays are already beginning, and I am convinced that some sort
of cease fire during this period is inevitable.” He suggested that the Joint Chiefs of Staff
take the initiative by proposing to the Secretaries of State and Defense arrangements
that would have the least adverse effect upon US military activities.20
During the next few days, the Joint Chiefs of Staff discussed the provisions that
should be included in any truce arrangements to avoid a repetition of the military disadvantages that allied forces had experienced during the 1965/1966 holiday periods. These
provisions included limitation of any stand-down to 48 hours duration, continuation
during the stand-down of all air activities in Laos, and permission for CINCPAC to strike
any unusually large or lucrative or threatening military targets in North Vietnam which
might develop as a result of the stand-down. To enhance the friendly military position
both before and after any stand-down, the Joint Chiefs of Staff also wanted a sharp
increase in the intensity, and if possible the scope, of ROLLING THUNDER prior to and
immediately after a truce. They included all these provisions in their recommendations
to the Secretary of Defense.
Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA) John McNaughton then prepared a position
paper on a possible Christmas stand-down for the Secretaries of State and Defense to
send to the President. This paper included all of the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommendations except those which would authorize CINCPAC to strike certain targets in North
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Vietnam and which would provide for a sharp increase in ROLLING THUNDER before
and after the truce. General Wheeler told Mr. McNaughton that the Joint Chiefs of Staff
did not consider their proposal for increased intensity of ROLLING THUNDER to be of
major importance. However, he said, the Joint Chiefs were convinced that CINCPAC
should be allowed to bomb targets in North Vietnam which were especially lucrative
or threatened his forces. Such a target, for example, might be a SAM unit moving south
toward the DMZ. The Chairman asked Mr. McNaughton to modify the proposed letter
to the President to that extent at least.21
On 25 November, the National Liberation Front, as it had in the previous year, forced
the United States’ hand by announcing its own holiday truce plans. Its forces would
observe a 24-hour truce from 0700 24 December to 0700 26 December for Christmas
and from 0700 31 December to 0700 2 January for the New Year. The Secretary of State
immediately instructed Ambassador Lodge to reach an agreed position on truce arrangements with Prime Minister Ky and officials of the other allied nations. From the content
of the instructions, it was obvious that the Johnson administration had accepted the Joint
Chiefs of Staff views. Ambassador Lodge was informed that current plans called for not
stopping air activities in Laos, and that “we are considering emergency waiver authority
to strike any targets in NVN which pose immediate and direct threat to our forces.” If
Saigon could be induced to agree, the truce periods should be no longer than 48 hours.
Secretary Rusk assured Ambassador Lodge that he did not foresee any extensions
of the bombing pause, such as had taken place during previous holiday stand-downs, in
the absence of “the same clear indications of timely and appropriate reciprocal action by
Hanoi on which we have insisted publicly and privately throughout the last ten months.”
Nor would there be any extension of the truce in South Vietnam. Secretary Rusk stated
that the United States intended to take the same general position with respect to the
Tet holiday. He suggested that the South Vietnamese government incorporate all three
holidays in its announcement, which would become the official announcement of the
allied position.22
On 29 November, Ambassador Lodge notified the State Department that the
South Vietnamese had agreed to the US position on the holiday periods. Saigon would
announce the next day that South Vietnam and its allies would take no offensive actions
at Christmas from 0700 24 December to 0700 26 December; at New Years from 0700 31
December 1966 to 0700 2 January 1967; and at the Lunar New Year (Tet) from 0600 8
February 1967 to 0600 12 February 1967.23
On 4 December, the Joint Chiefs of Staff gave CINCPAC his instructions for the
Christmas stand-down, based on the policy set forth in the State-Defense message of
26 November. CINCPAC was to curtail military operations in North and South Vietnam
during the period specified in Saigon’s truce announcement. However, units in South
Vietnam would not break contact and would respond if enemy initiatives placed them
in danger. No offensive air operations would be mounted in South Vietnam except as
necessary to protect friendly troops, in which case use of naval and ARC LIGHT forces
might be authorized. MARKET TIME and GAME WARDEN would continue. CINCPAC
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was to suspend all armed reconnaissance, air strikes, and naval gunfire in North Vietnam
during the truce; but he could order attacks on North Vietnamese targets that posed an
immediate and direct major threat to US forces, specifically SAMs moving southward
toward the DMZ. Operations in Laos would continue as normal. Whenever US commanders believed their forces to be in danger, they could resume any or all military actions.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff informed CINCPAC that instructions for New Years and Tet
would follow separately. From these provisions, it appeared that the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, by taking an early initiative in the matter, had managed to insert into the holiday
truce instructions for 1966–1967 safeguards that had not been present in 1965–1966.24
During the Christmas stand-down, the enemy violated the truce in South Vietnam
on 101 separate occasions, killing three US soldiers and wounding 27 others. The
RVNAF suffered 27 killed and 27 wounded. The enemy lost 26 killed. Of more concern
to COMUSMACV, North Vietnam made maximum use of this relaxation of pressures to
resupply its forces. During the 48-hour period, sightings of waterborne logistic craft,
including large steel-hulled cargo carriers, in the SEA DRAGON area equaled those for
the first two months of SEA DRAGON operations.25
Noting this major enemy effort to move supplies and men southward, General
Westmoreland called for authority to thwart any such effort during the New Year truce.
Strongly backed by CINCPAC, he said that
unless directed otherwise, we intend to react (using VNAF aircraft if practicable) to such overt resupply activities which fulfill the following criteria: A)
the activity is taking place in a known, well-established base area; B) supplies
are being unloaded in sufficient quantities to indicate major resupply operations; C) the resupply is taking place in enemy base areas in close proximity
to friendly units and/or installations, and hence, constitute a future threat to
friendly forces.26

The execute message for the New Year ceasefire had already been dispatched, along
the same lines as the earlier Christmas instructions. Nevertheless, after receiving the
agreement of the State and Defense Departments, the Joint Chiefs of Staff authorized
COMUSMACV to act as he had proposed against enemy resupply activities. They specified, however, that the enemy activities must constitute a “direct” not a “future” threat
to friendly forces.27

Assessments of the State of the War

A

gainst the background of the administration’s late-year diplomatic efforts, Secretary
of Defense McNamara and the Joint Chiefs of Staff produced differing assessments
of the state of the war and proposals for the way forward. The center of the debate was
Mr. McNamara’s draft memorandum for the President of 14 October. As noted previously,
in this document the Defense Secretary recommended that the US level off ROLLING
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THUNDER and possibly trade away the campaign to get negotiations started. That recommendation was only one of several that Secretary McNamara derived from his overall
conclusions about the US position following a mid-October trip to South Vietnam.28
In his draft memorandum, Secretary McNamara informed the President that “I see
no reasonable way to bring the war to an end soon.” On the military side, US emergency
deployments had “blunted” the communist battlefield initiative and removed any chance
of an early Viet Cong victory. However, heavy casualties had not broken the enemy’s
morale; and he appeared to be able to replace his losses by infiltration from North
Vietnam and recruiting in the South. Pacification, which Mr. McNamara considered the
key to permanent allied success, “is a bad disappointment” and had “if anything gone
backward.” Enemy regional and guerrilla forces were stronger than in previous years;
terrorism and sabotage had increased; the Viet Cong political infrastructure was thriving; the allies had gained almost nothing in population control; and “the enemy almost
completely controls the night.” ROLLING THUNDER had neither significantly reduced
infiltration nor cracked Hanoi’s morale. For his part, the enemy “has adjusted to our
stopping his drive for military victory and has adopted a strategy of keeping us busy and
waiting us out (a strategy of attriting our national will).”
In this “unpromising state of affairs,” what should the United States do? The Defense
Secretary answered: “We must continue to press the enemy militarily; we must make
demonstrable progress in pacification”; and “we must improve our position by getting
ourselves into a military posture that we credibly could maintain indefinitely—a posture
that makes trying to ‘wait us out’ less attractive.”
To achieve these ends, Mr. McNamara recommended a five-pronged course of
action. First, he proposed to level off US troop strength in South Vietnam at 470,000
men, “enough to punish the enemy at the large-unit operations level and to keep the
enemy’s main forces from interrupting pacification.” Second, the United States should
install an anti-infiltration barrier across northern South Vietnam and the Laos panhandle. The barrier (planning for which was under way) would hinder the southward
flow of men and supplies and would constitute “persuasive evidence both that our sole
aim is to protect the South from the North and that we intend to see the job through.”
Third, the United States should keep ROLLING THUNDER at its existing sortie level
and avoid increasing the bombing’s intensity by changing the areas or kinds of targets
struck. Fourth, the United States should revitalize the pacification program by pressing the South Vietnamese for a larger commitment of military and civil resources and
by reorganizing the US advisory structure, if necessary placing the entire effort under
COMUSMACV. Secretary McNamara emphasized that only the South Vietnamese could
do the pacification job; the United States could only “massage the heart.” Fifth, the
United States should “press for negotiations” and consider a cessation or reduction of
ROLLING THUNDER operations to demonstrate sincerity in the search for peace and
help get talks started. Secretary McNamara doubted that the diplomatic effort would
succeed in the short run, but it would enhance US credibility at home and abroad and
thus help sustain the effort for the long term.
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In conclusion, the Secretary of Defense declared:
The prognosis is bad that the war can be brought to a satisfactory conclusion
within the next two years…. The solution lies in girding, openly, for a longer
war and in taking actions immediately which will in 12 to 18 months give
clear evidence that the continuing costs and risks to the American people are
acceptably limited, that the formula for success has been found, and that the
end of the war is merely a matter of time.29

On behalf of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Wheeler commented point by point
on Mr. McNamara’s memorandum. He told the Defense Secretary that the Joint Chiefs
of Staff views on the situation in Vietnam and future US actions “coincide substantially
with yours in many areas; however, in some important areas the Joint Chiefs of Staff do
not agree with you.” The Chairman asserted that the military situation in South Vietnam
had “improved substantially over the past year” and that ROLLING THUNDER, although
restricted more than the Joint Chiefs thought it should be, was hurting North Vietnam.
At the same time, he agreed with the Secretary that “there is no reason to expect that the
war can be brought soon to a successful conclusion.” General Wheeler also concurred in
Secretary McNamara’s belief that the enemy strategy “appears to be to wait it out.” The
Joint Chiefs of Staff accepted the Secretary of Defense’s view that “manpower-wise” the
enemy could replace his heavy combat losses; but they called attention to the “adverse
effect over time of continued bloody defeats on the morale of VC/NVA forces and the
determination of their political and military leaders.” As did Mr. McNamara, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff concluded that pacification programs “have not been, and are not now,
adequate to the situation.”
Turning to future courses of action, the Joint Chiefs of Staff concurred in Secretary
McNamara’s general recommendation that the United States “should continue to press
the enemy militarily, improve pacification programs, and attain a military posture we
can maintain indefinitely,” but with comments on specific points. The Joint Chiefs of
Staff agreed that a “stable, sustainable” force level in South Vietnam was desirable but
noted that Mr. McNamara’s proposed strength of 470,000 was “substantially less than
earlier recommendations of COMUSMACV and CINCPAC.” Hence, they would reserve
judgment on the required force level until Admiral Sharp and General Westmoreland sent
in their revised deployment programs. The Joint Chiefs also pointed out the necessity
of maintaining in the United States, Hawaii, and Okinawa “forces capable of immediate
deployment to SVN to cope with contingencies.”
On the barrier and pacification, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had no major quarrel with
Secretary McNamara. They did emphasize that the barrier project “must not be permitted
to impair current military programs,” and noted that assignment of most of the ARVN
to pacification security would “undoubtedly elicit charges of a US takeover of combat
operations at increased cost in American casualties.” The Chiefs endorsed the placement of US pacification support under COMUSMACV. As noted previously, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff did not concur in the Secretary of Defense’s recommendation to level
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off ROLLING THUNDER and declared that “to be effective, the air campaign should
be conducted with only those minimum constraints necessary to avoid indiscriminate
killing of population.” Concerning Secretary McNamara’s fifth point, the Joint Chiefs
strongly objected to suspension or reduction of ROLLING THUNDER as a “carrot to
induce negotiations.” Instead, they urged expansion of the campaign as outlined in their
recommendations for RT 52.
Despite these reservations, General Wheeler concluded on behalf of his
colleagues:
The Joint Chiefs of Staff agree we cannot predict with confidence that the war
can be brought to an end in two years. Accordingly, for political, military, and
psychological reasons, we should prepare openly for a long-term, sustained
military effort.

Finally, General Wheeler requested that these views be provided to the President. Secretary McNamara did so.30
Subsequently, official Defense Department historians characterized the Joint Chiefs
of Staff response to Secretary McNamara’s 14 October memorandum as “predictably
rapid—and violent.” In his own memoirs, the Secretary of Defense also emphasized
the sharpness of the Joint Chiefs’ disagreement with him.31 Yet the Joint Chiefs of Staff
response was notable for its concurrence with most of Mr. McNamara’s conclusions on
such issues as the length of the war, enemy strategy, pacification, and the desirability
of topping off US troop strength in South Vietnam at an indefinitely sustainable level.
The Joint Chiefs clashed head-on with the Secretary of Defense only on the expansion
of ROLLING THUNDER and the use of a unilateral bombing cutback to promote negotiations. Overall, the Joint Chiefs of Staff expressed agreement that the United States
should hang on in Vietnam and not expect an early successful end of the war; but in
some areas they wished to hang on at a higher level of military effort than their civilian
chief proposed. Herein lay the fundamental weakness of the Joint Chiefs of Staff position in the Johnson administration’s continuing Vietnam policy debate. The Joint Chiefs
persistently urged military measures that entailed increased costs and risks, but they
could not honestly promise dramatically more favorable results if their proposals were
adopted. Hence, their recommendations, while they received a hearing from higher
authority, usually were rejected or at best only partially accepted. The Joint Chiefs of
Staff succeeded only in pushing the United States incrementally toward a military commitment too large and expensive to be sustained in the long run but too circumscribed
to bring about victory.
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Conclusion: Five Silent Men?
During the years 1964–1966, United States policy toward Vietnam went through
three phases. In the first phase, from President Kennedy’s assassination in November
1963 through early 1965, President Johnson and his administration tried to press forward
the counterinsurgency campaign in South Vietnam while debating and planning for
military measures to compel North Vietnam to cease its support of the Viet Cong. The
effort in South Vietnam was blocked by a buildup of insurgent forces, augmented by
regular army units from the North, and by persistent governmental instability in Saigon.
In the second phase, which extended through 1965 and early 1966, the administration,
responding to Viet Cong and North Vietnamese military gains that appeared to threaten
defeat of a still-weak South Vietnamese government, transformed the US role in South
Vietnam from advice and support to full-scale war, waged by American ground, sea,
and air forces. At the same time, the United States initiated and gradually escalated air
attacks on North Vietnam. With basic policy thus set, the third phase, during the remainder of 1966, was devoted to the details of the US buildup and the military campaigns,
as well as to tentative efforts to open negotiations for a diplomatic settlement of the
conflict. By the end of 1966, the United States had placed immediate military success
out of Hanoi’s reach and had brought about a measure of political stability in Saigon;
but the Americans and South Vietnamese were still far from victory.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff participated at every stage of the Johnson administration’s
policy deliberations. They consistently argued for rapid escalation of the air campaign
against North Vietnam and usually endorsed the troop requests and tactical and logistic
plans of CINCPAC and COMUSMACV. When they were consulted about possible peace
talks, they urged the administration to take a firm negotiating position and counseled
against trading away ROLLING THUNDER simply to get to the negotiating table.
In the chain of command, the Chairman transmitted to the theater commanders
instructions from the President and Secretary of Defense. Via back-channel communications, he kept CINCPAC and COMUSMACV abreast of political and policy developments
in Washington and indicated what proposals the President wanted to receive and likely
would approve. The Chairman participated in many, but not all, Vietnam policy meetings of President Johnson and his senior advisers. He assisted Secretary McNamara in
coordinating Service support of the buildup. The Joint Chiefs of Staff were represented
on the succession of ad hoc interagency committees that attempted to coordinate Vietnam policy in Washington.
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The Joint Chiefs of Staff thus discharged their statutory functions as principal military advisers and assistants to the President and Secretary of Defense. But how much
influence did they exercise on the administration’s overall conduct of the Vietnam War?
On most matters of military detail, such as operations and tactics in South Vietnam and
the US force buildup in Southeast Asia, President Johnson and Secretary McNamara usually accepted the recommendations of the Joint Chiefs, CINCPAC, and COMUSMACV,
although sometimes incrementally or with delays. This was the case as long as the military leaders’ proposals fell within the policy parameters set by the President. On two
critical issues, however, military recommendations crossed presidential red lines. Those
issues were the expansion of ROLLING THUNDER and the mobilization of reserves.
On ROLLING THUNDER, President Johnson and his senior civilian advisers did
not accept the Joint Chiefs’ recommendation for immediate heavy bombing of North
Vietnam, the so-called “fast full squeeze.” Instead, they chose a gradual buildup of pressure, considering that approach less likely to provoke Chinese or Soviet intervention.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff perforce accommodated themselves to gradualism while continually negotiating for additions to the list of targets authorized for attack. They gained
an incremental expansion of the bombing campaign but too slowly, in the Joint Chiefs’
judgment, to secure the maximum effect. As the campaign wore on, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff increasingly came into contention with Secretary of Defense McNamara, who had
growing doubts about the effectiveness of ROLLING THUNDER and sought to curtail it.
As to the reserve callup, Secretary McNamara and the Joint Chiefs of Staff initially
were on the same side. The Defense Secretary included a mobilization plan in his first
recommendation for the 44-battalion reinforcement. President Johnson, however, vetoed
mobilization for what he considered compelling domestic political and international
diplomatic reasons. He held to this position throughout subsequent reinforcement
programs, with severe long-term adverse effects upon the Services. But in contrast to
ROLLING THUNDER, the only gradualism in the US troop buildup in South Vietnam
was that imposed by geography and logistics.
During this period of critical decisionmaking, were the Joint Chiefs of Staff “five
silent men” as their critics have charged? The record indicates that they were anything
but silent. At each stage of the administration’s deliberations, the Joint Chiefs took every
opportunity to state their views on all matters at issue. Secretary of Defense McNamara
transmitted their recommendations to the President and other agencies, although often
stating his own disagreement with them. On many occasions, the Chairman made the
Joint Chiefs of Staff case in face-to-face discussions with the President. The Joint Chiefs
of Staff thus were heard by the President and other senior civilians, but their views
were often rejected for reasons President Johnson and his advisers considered to be
overriding.
It should be noted also that the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not offer any military solution to the war that was radically different from the administration’s strategy of bombing
North Vietnam while holding off the Viet Cong and seeking political stability in South
Vietnam. They could conceive of no approach that would promise quick, decisive victory.
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This was not due to lack of imagination. Geography, logistics, and international political
considerations ruled out such alternatives as invasion of North Vietnam or establishment
of a ground cordon across Laos to cut the Ho Chi Minh Trail. The Joint Chiefs thus could
offer the President only proposals for more and faster escalation along the established
lines. To presidential concern that too extensive or too rapid escalation might lead to a
wider war, the Joint Chiefs of Staff replied with general assurances that the risks were
limited and the potential consequences manageable—thin gruel for the man who carried
the ultimate responsibility. Significantly, in their October 1966 response to Secretary
McNamara’s proposal to level off the military effort, the Joint Chiefs of Staff concurred
with the Secretary’s fundamental assessment of the situation and the probable duration
of the conflict; they could recommend only marginal increases in ROLLING THUNDER
and a slightly larger number of US troops for the South. Confronting an adversary determined to prevail and willing to accept heavy losses, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, like their
civilian superiors, had no real solution except to hang on at steadily increasing cost. And
on that course the United States was set to proceed as 1966 came to an end.
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Acronyms
AFC
AID
AM
ANZAC
ARVN
ATF

Armed Forces Council
Agency for International Development
air mobile
Australian/New Zealand Army Corps
Army of Vietnam
Australian Task Force

BDA
BLT
BOQ

(1) battle damage assessment
(2) bomb damage assessment
battalion landing team
bachelor officers’ quarters

CAP
CBU
CG FMFPAC
CG III MAF
CG
CHICOM
CHJUSMAG
ChMAAG
CHNAVGP
CIA
CIDG
CINC
CINCPAC
CINCPACAF
CINCPACFLT
CINCSAC
CINCSTRIKE
CINCUSARPAC
CMC
CNO
COMAAFV
COMAFV
COMCRSFF

combat air patrol
cluster bomb unit
Commanding General, Fleet Marine Force, Pacific
Commanding General, III Marine Amphibious Force
Civil Guard
Chinese Communist
Chief, Joint Military Advisory Group
MAAG Commander
Chief, Naval Advisory Group
Central Intelligence Agency
Civilian Irregular Defense Group
Commander in Chief
Commander in Chief, Pacific Command
Commander in Chief, Pacific Command Air Force
Commander in Chief, US Pacific Fleet
Commander in Chief, Strategic Air Command
Commander in Chief, Strike Command
Commander in Chief, US Army, Pacific
Commandant of the Marine Corps
Chief of Naval Operations
Commander, Australian Army Force, Republic of Vietnam
Commander, Australian Force, Vietnam
Commander, Central Region SEATO Field Forces
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COMNZAFFE
COMPHILCAGV
COMROKFV
COMUSKOREA
COMUSMACTHAI
COMUSMACV
COMUSSEASIA
CSC
CTF
CTG
CTZ

Commander, New Zealand Army Forces, Far East
Commander, Philippine Civic Action Group, Vietnam
Commander, Republic of Korea Forces, Vietnam
Commander, US Forces, Korea
Commander, US Military Assistance Command, Thailand
Commander, US Military Assistance Command, Vietnam
Commander, US Forces Southeast Asia
Coastal Surveillance Center
Commander Task Force
carrier task group
Corps Tactical Zone

DCI
DEFCON
DIA
DMZ
DOD
DOICC
DRV
DSA

Director of Central Intelligence
Defense Condition
Defense Intelligence Agency
Demilitarized Zone
Department of Defense
Deputy Officer in Charge of Construction
Democratic Republic of Vietnam
Defense Supply Agency

ECM
EUCOM
EW
ExCom

electronic countermeasures
European Command
Early Warning
Executive Committee (NSC Working Group)

FACs
FBZs
FFORCEV
FWMAF
FWMAO
FWMAPC
FY

forward air controllers
Free Bomb Zones
Field Force, Vietnam
Free World Military Assistance Forces
Free World Military Assistance Office
Free World Military Assistance Policy Council
Fiscal Year

GCI
GVN

ground controlled intercept
Government of Vietnam

HAWK
HNC
HSAS

Marine antiaircraft missile
High National Council
Headquarters Support Activity, Saigon

I&L

Installation and Logistics
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ICC
IDA
IMSTAF
ISA

International Control Commission
Institute for Defense Analyses
International Military Security Task Force
International Security Affairs

JGS
JTD
JTF
JUSMAGTHAI
JUSPAO

Joint General Staff
joint table of distribution
Joint Task Force
Joint US Military Advisory Group, Thailand
Joint US Public Affairs Office

KANZUS

Korea, Australia, New Zealand, and United States

LAAM
LANTCOM
LOC
LST
LZ

Light Anti-Aircraft Missile
Atlantic Command
Lines of Communication
landing ship, tank
Landing Zone

MAAG
MAB
MACSOG
MACV
MAF
MAG
MAP
MAROPS
MATS
MDMAF
MEB
MEF
MLC
MRC
MSBs
MT
MTTs

Military Assistance Advisory Group
Marine Amphibious Brigade
Military Assistance Command, Studies and Observation Group
Military Assistance Command, Vietnam
Marine Amphibious Force
Marine Aircraft Group
Military Assistance Program
maritime operations
Military Air Transport Service
Mekong Delta Mobile Afloat Force
Marine Expeditionary Brigade
Marine Expeditionary Force
Military Logistics Council
Military Revolutionary Council
Minesweeping Boat
metric tons
Mobile Training Teams

NAVFORV
NFLSM
NLC

US Naval Forces, US Military Assistance Command, Vietnam
National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam
(1) National Leadership Committee
(2) National Legislative Council
National Liberation Front

NLF
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nm
NPP
NSAM
NSC

nautical mile
National Pacification Plan
National Security Action Memorandum
National Security Council

OCO
OPLAN

Office of Civil Operations
Operations Plan

PACOM
PAVN
PBRs
PCP
PCS
PF
PHILCAGV
PICA
PIP
PL
POL
PTFs
PX

Pacific Command
People’s Army of Vietnam
River Patrol Boats
Patrol Craft, Fast
Permanent Change of Station
Popular Forces
Philippine Civic Action Group, Vietnam
Pacification Intensification in Critical Areas
Phased Installation Plan
Pathet Lao
petroleum, oil, and lubricants
fast torpedo boats
Post Exchange

QRF

Quick Reaction Force

R&R
RAGs
RC
RCT
RD
RF
RKG
RLAF
RLT
RMK
ROAD
ROE
ROK
ROKFV
RPs
RSSZ
RT
RTMAGV

rest and relaxation
River Assault Groups
Rural Construction
Regimental Combat Team
Revolutionary Development
Regional Force
Royal Khmer Government (Cambodia)
Royal Laotian Air Force
Regimental Landing Team
Raymond & Morrison & Knudsen
Reorganization Objective Army Division
rules of engagement
Republic of Korea
Republic of Korea Forces, Vietnam
Route Packages
Rung Sat Special Zone
ROLLING THUNDER
Royal Thai Military Assistance Group, Vietnam
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
RVNAF

Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces

SA
SAC
SACSA
SAM
SAR
SASM
SATS
SDC
SEA
SEABEE
SEACOORD
SEAL
SEATO
SELF
SLF
SNIE
SOC
SOG

Systems Analysis
Strategic Air Command
Special Assistant for Counterinsurgency and Special Activities
surface-to-air missile
search and rescue
Special Assistant for Strategic Mobility
Short Airfield for Tactical Support
Self Defense Corps
Southeast Asia
Navy Mobile Construction
Southeast Asia Coordinating Committee
Sea, Air, Land
Southeast Asia Treaty Organization
Short Expeditionary Landing Field
Special Landing Force (Marines)
Special National Intelligence Estimate
Surface Operations Center
Studies and Observation Group

TF
TFS
TO&E
TOT

Task Force
tactical fighter squadron
Table of Organization and Equipment
time on target

UK
United Kingdom
USASCV
US Army Support Command, Vietnam
USCINCMEAFSA	US Commander in Chief, Middle East, Africa South of the
Sahara, and South Asia
USIA
US Information Agency
USOM
United States Operations Mission
USSR
United Soviet Socialist Republic
VC
VNAF
VNCC
VNMC
VNN

Viet Cong
Vietnamese Air Force
Vietnam Coordinating Committee
Vietnam Marine Corps
Vietnamese Navy

WESTPAC

Western Pacific
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John F. Kennedy
Lyndon B. Johnson

20 Jan 61–22 Nov 63
22 Nov 63–20 Jan 69

Assistant to the President for
National Security Affairs
McGeorge Bundy
Walt W. Rostow

20 Jan 61–27 Feb 66
01 Apr 66–02 Dec 68

Secretary of State
Dean Rusk

20 Jan 61–20 Jan 69

Secretary of Defense
Robert S. McNamara

20 Jan 61–29 Feb 68

Deputy Secretary of Defense
Cyrus R. Vance

28 Jan 64–30 Jun 67

Assistant Secretary of Defense for
International Security Affairs
William P. Bundy
John T. McNaughton

29 Nov 63–14 Mar 64
01 Jul 64–19 Jul 67

Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
General Maxwell D. Taylor, USA
General Earle G. Wheeler, USA

01 Oct 62–01 Jul 64
03 Jul 64–02 Jul 70

Chief of Staff, US Army
General Earle G. Wheeler
General Harold K. Johnson

01 Oct 62–02 Jul 64
03 Jul 64–2 Jul 68

Chief of Naval Operations
Admiral David L. McDonald

01 Aug 63–01 Aug 67

Chief of Staff, US Air Force
General Curtis E. LeMay
General John P. McConnell

30 Jun 61–31 Jun 65
01 Feb 65–01 Aug 69
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Commandant, US Marine Corps
General Wallace M. Greene, Jr.

01 Jan 64–31 Dec 67

Director, Joint Staff
Lieutenant General David A. Burchinal, USAF

24 Feb 64–31 Jul 66

Commander in Chief, Pacific
Admiral Harry D. Felt
Admiral U. S. Grant Sharp

31 Jul 58–30 Jun 64
30 Jun 64–01 Aug 68

Commander in Chief, Strategic Air Command
General John D. Ryan
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Commander, US Military Assistance
Command, Vietnam
General Paul D. Harkins
General William C. Westmoreland
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Sep 66, JCS IN 17771. Msg, JCS 2979 to CINCPAC and CINCSAC, 17 Sep 66. CINCPAC Command
History, 1966, p. 581.
65. SAC History, 1966, p. 256. DIA IB 203-66, 19 Oct 66, p. A–4; 191–66, 20 Oct 66, p. A–4. Msg,
COMUSMACV 46395 to CINCPAC, 20 Oct 66, JCS IN 77260.
66. Msg, JCS 5877 to CINCPAC, 19 Oct 66. Msg, JCS 6143 to CINCPAC, CINCSAC, and COMUSMACV, 21 Oct 66, JMF 9155.3 (21 Oct 66). SAC History, 1966, p. 256.
67. JCSM-675-66 to SecDef, 20 Oct 66 (derived from JCS 2343/929), JMF 9155 (10 Oct 66).
68. Memo, DepSecDef to CJCS, 28 Jan 67, Encl to JCS 2343/292-1, 31 Jan 67, JMF 9155 (10 Oct 66).
69. JCSM-736-66 to SecDef, 29 Nov 66 (derived from JCS 2343/964); Memo, OASD(ISA) to
DepAsstSecState for FE Affairs, 1 Dec 66, Encl to JCS 2343/964-1, 29 Dec 66; Memo, DepSecDef
to CJCS, 4 Feb 67; JMF 9155.3 (1 May 66).
70. JCS 2343/910, 17 Sep 66; Msg, Saigon 3601 to State, 16 Aug 66, JCS IN 51790; JMF 9155 (16
Aug 66).
71. JCSM-603-66 to SecDef, 22 Sep 66 (derived from JCS 2343/910); CM-1772-66 to SecDef, 22
Sep 66; Ltr, SecDef to SecState, 4 Oct 66, Encl to JCS 2343/910-1, 10 Oct 66; JMF 9155 (16 Aug 66).
72. Ltr, SecState to SecDef, 18 Nov 66, Att to Encl to JCS 2343/910-3, 8 Dec 66; Jt State-Def Msg
(State 91707) to Saigon and JCS, 28 Nov 66, JCS IN 54955; DJSM-196-67 to ASD (ISA), 13 Feb 67,
Encl to 1st N/H of JCS 2343/910-3, 16 Feb 67; JMF 9155.3 (1 May 66).
73. Jt Emb-MACV Msg (Saigon 7583) to State, 4 Oct 66, JCS IN 46905. JCSM-711-66 to SecDef,
10 Nov 66 (derived from JCS 2343/910-2); Memo, SecDef to CJCS, 5 Dec 66, Encl to JCS 2343/9103, 8 Dec 66; JMF 9155 (16 Aug 66).
74. J–3 TP-58-65 for CJCS, 8 Nov 65, JMF 9155 (8 Nov 65).
75. CM-1286-66 to SecDef, 22 Mar 66, Encl to JCS 2339/222, 24 Mar 66, JMF 9155 (8 Nov 65).
76. CM-1353-66 to SecDef, 18 Apr 66, Encl to 1st N/H of JCS 2339/222, 20 Apr 66, JMF 9155 (8
Nov 65).
77. Robert S. McNamara with Brian Van De Mark, In Retrospect: The Tragedy and Lessons
of Vietnam (New York: Vintage Books, 1996), p. 246; hereafter McNamara and Van De Mark, In
Retrospect.
78. Memo, IDA to SecDef, “JASON Summer Study,” 30 Aug 66, OCJCS File 091 Vietnam Aug 66.
79. Memo, SecDef to CJCS, 3 Sep 66, Encl to JCS 2343/898, 6 Sep 66, JMF 9155/3330 (3 Sep
66) sec 1.
80. Memo, SecDef to LGEN Starbird, Dir, JTF 728, 15 Sep 66, Encl to JCS 2343/907, 15 Sep 66,
JMF 9155/3330 (3 Sep 66) sec 1.
81. JCSM-594-66 to SecDef, 17 Sep 66 (derived from JCS 2343/898-2), JMF 9155/3330 (3 Sep 66)
sec 1. McNamara and Van De Mark, In Retrospect, p. 246.
82. JTF 728, “Report to the Secretary of Defense on Schedules and Requirements for the Project
of JTF 728,” 29 Sep 66; Memo, Dir, JTF 728, to SecDef, 16 Oct 66, Encl to JCS 2343/907-6, 17 Oct
66; Memo, ASD(A) to DDR&E et al., Encl to JCS 2343/907-9, 25 Oct 66; JMF 9155/3330 (3 Sep 66)
secs 2 and 3.
83. JCSM-652-66 to SecDef, 10 Oct 66 (derived from JCS 2343/907-2); Memo, SecDef to CJCS,
25 Oct 66, Encl to JCS 2343/907-10, 28 Oct 66; JCS 2343/907-11, 31 Oct 66; JMF 9155/3330 (3 Sep
66) secs 2 and 3.
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84. CM-1845-66 to Secy, JCS, 17 Oct 66, Encl to JCS 2343/907-7, 19 Oct 66, JMF 9155/3330 (3
Sep 66) sec 3. Msg, COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 21 Oct 66, JCS IN 78800. Msg, COMUSMACV to
CINCPAC, 25 Oct 66, JCS IN 89093.
85. Msg, JCS 8228 to CINCPAC and COMUSMACV, 18 Nov 66. MACV Command History,
1967, pp. 1073–1075.
86. Memo, Dir JTF 728 to SecDef, 14 Nov 66, Encl to JCS 2343/907-14, 15 Nov 66, JMF 9155/3330
(3 Sep 66) secs 4 and 4A.
87. Memo, SecDef to CJCS, 15 Nov 66, Encl to JCS 2343/907-16, 17 Nov 66, JMF 9155/3330 (3
Sep 66) sec 4.
88. JCSM-740-66 to SecDef, 1 Dec 66 (derived from JCS 2343/907-24), JMF 9155/3330 (3 Sep
66) sec 5.
89. Memo, Dir JTF 728 to SecDef, “Plan for Increased Anti-Infiltration Capability for SEA,” 22
Dec 66; Talking Paper for CJCS, same subj, 30 Dec 66; JMF 9155/3330 (3 Sep 66) sec 7.
90. Note to Control Div, “JCS 2343/907-28 – Plan for Increased Anti-Infiltration Capability for
SEA,” 6 Jan 67; JCSM-11-67 to SecDef, 9 Jan 67 (derived from JCS 2343/907-34); Msg, JCS 2986 to
CINCPAC, 6 Jan 67; JMF 9155/3330 (3 Sep 66) secs 7 and 8.
91. Memo, SecDef to Dir, DCPG, 9 Jan 67, Encl to JCS 2343/907-35, 11 Jan 67, JMF 9155/3330
(3 Sep 66) sec 8. Memo, DepSecDef to Pres, 7 Jan 67, Encl to JCS 1725/644, 10 Jan 67; NSAM 358,
13 Jan 67, Encl to JCS 1725/644-3, 29 Mar 67; JMF 418 (7 Jan 67).

25. Logistics Issues, 1966
1. Unless otherwise stated, information in this chapter is from MACV Command History,
1966, pp. 230–321.
2. MACV Command History, 1965, pp. 104–128.
3. JCS 2343/724-1, 11 Dec 65, JMF 9155.3 (1 Dec 65). Graham A. Cosmas, MACV: The Joint
Command in the Years of Escalation, 1962–1967 (Washington: US Army Center of Military History, 2006), p. 281; hereafter Cosmas, Years of Escalation.
4. JCSM-891-65 to SecDef, 20 Dec 65 (derived from JCS 2343/724-1), JMF 9155.3 (1 Dec 65).
5. Cosmas, Years of Escalation, pp. 281–282.
6. Memo, DepSecDef to CJCS, 6 Jan 66, Encl to 1st N/H of JCS 2343/724-1, 17 Jan 66, JMF 9155.3
(1 Dec 65). CINCPAC Command History, 1966, p. 707. Cosmas, Years of Escalation, p. 282.
7. JCS 2343/847-1, 23 Jun 66, JMF 9155.3 (7 Jun 66).
8. MFR, 9 Jul 66, Encl to JCS 2339/225, 12 Jul 66, JMF 9155.3 (8 Jul 66).
9. Ltrs, CINCPAC to JCS, 17, 20, and 30 Sep 66, Encls to JCS 2343/913, /915, and /913-1, JMF
9155.3/4900 (19 Jul 66) secs 1 and 2. JCSM-659-66 to SecDef, 12 Oct 66 (derived from JCS 2339/2258), JMF 9155.3 (8 Jul 66) sec 2. JCSM-698-66 to SecDef, 2 Nov 66 (derived from JCS 2343/913-3),
JMF 9155.3/4900 (19 Jul 66) sec 3.
10. MACV Command History, 1965, p. 482. CINCPAC Command History, 1966, p. 725. JCSM624-66 to SecDef, 27 Apr 66 (derived from JCS 2343/818), JMF 9155.3 (26 Apr 66).
11. JCSM-355-66 to SecDef, 26 May 66 (derived from JCS 2343/828-1); Memo, DepSecDef to
SecAF, 27 May 66, Encl to 1st N/H of JCS 2343/828-1, 2 Jun 66; JMF 9155.3 (13 May 66). CINCPAC
Command History, 1966, p. 725.
12. Rpt, MACV Directorate of Construction, “Observations on the Construction Program, RVN,
1 October 1965–1 June 1967,” n.d., JMF 911/420 (26 Jul 67) sec 1A.
13. Ltr, MACV to CINCPAC, “Saigon Port Operations,” JMF 9155.3 (17 May 66).
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14. Msg, DEF 9408 to JCS, 2 Dec 66; Msg, JCS 9507 to CINCPAC, 3 Dec 66; Ltr, MACV to JCS,
“Saigon Port Plan,” 5 Jan 67; JMF 9155.3 (17 May 66) sec 2. Msg, Saigon 17376 to State, 6 Feb 67,
JCS IN 86868.
15. Joint Staff Study, “Responsive Logistic Support for Combined Operations in the Republic
of Vietnam,” Aug 65, JMF 4060 (8 Jan 65) sec 1A. JCSM-763-65 to SecDef, 19 Oct 65 (derived from
JCS 2315/349-8); Memo, SecDef to CJCS, 9 Nov 65, Encl to JCS 2315/349-9, 12 Nov 65; JMF 4060
(8 Jan 65) sec 2.
16. DA Plan for Common Supply Support in RVN, 12 Jan 66, Att to CSAM 13-66 to JCS, 14 Jan
66, Encl to JCS 2315/349-11, 14 Jan 66, JMF 4060 (8 Jan 65).
17. JCSM-64-66 to SecDef, 4 Feb 66 (derived from JCS 2315/349-12), JMF 4060 (8 Jan 65) sec 3.
18. Memo, SecDef to CJCS et al., 28 Mar 66, Encl to JCS 2315/349-13, 3 Mar 66, JMF 4060 (8
Jan 65) sec 3.
19. Memo, SecA to SecDef, 11 Aug 66, Encl to JCS 2315/349-17, 16 Aug 66, JMF 4060 (8 Jan
65) sec 4.
20. Msg, CINCPAC to JCS, 23 Jul 66, JCS IN 13783. Msg, CINCPAC to JCS, 5 Aug 66, JCS IN
35833. SM-777-66 to CINCPAC, 22 Sep 66 (derived from JCS 2315/349-20), JMF 4060 (8 Jan 65) sec 4.
21. JCSM-604-66 to SecDef, 22 Sep 66 (derived from JCS 2315/349-20), JMF 4060 (8 Jan 65) sec 4.
22. Memo, SecDef to Secys of Mil Depts and CJCS, 12 Dec 66, Encl to JCS 2315/349-23), 15 Dec
66, JMF 4060 (8 Jan 65) sec 4.
23. Msg, CINCPAC to SecDef, 290445Z Jan 66, JCS IN 75183. MACV Command History, 1966,
p. 256.
24. Msg, COMUSMACV to CINCPAC and CJCS, 8 Apr 66, JCS IN 14720.
25. Msg, DEF 8036 to COMUSMACV, 8 Apr 66.
26. Msg, JCS 8037 to CINCPAC, 8 Apr 66. Msg, DEF 8126 to CINCPAC, 9 Apr 66.
27. Msg, JCS 8558 to CINCPAC, CINCSAC, 14 Apr 66. CINCPAC Command History, 1966, p. 758.
28. CINCPAC Command History, 1966, p. 759. MACV Command History, 1966, p. 258.
29. CDR Bruce W. Robertson, J–4, interviewed by James F. Schnabel on 25 Feb 68. NSAM No.
346 to SecDef et al., 26 Apr 66, Encl to JCS 1725/593-1, 28 Apr 66, JMF 4000 (16 Apr 66).
30. MACV Command History, 1966, pp. 256–258. CINCPAC Command History, 1966, p. 760.
31. Msg, CINCPAC to JCS, 24 Apr 66, JCS IN 41461, JMF 9155 (24 Apr 66).
32. Msg, CINCPAC to JCS, 2 May 66, JCS IN 53911; JCSM-317-66 to SecDef, 10 May 66, Encl
to JCS 2343/823, 5 May 66; Msg, JCS 1498 to CINCPAC, 10 May 66; JMF 9155 (24 Apr 66). JCS
2343/760-69, 28 Jun 66, JMF 9155.3 (24 Jan 66) sec 11.
33. Memo, ASD(I&L) to Secys of Mil Depts and CJCS, 23 Jun 66, Encl to JCS 2343/853-1, 24 Jun
66; Msg, JCS 5297 to CSA, CNO, CSAF, CMC, and CINCPAC, 24 Jun 66; Msg, JCS 9796 to CSA et
al., 23 Aug 66 (derived from JCS 1672/328-1); JMF 9155.3 (21 Jun 66).
34. The 2nd Air Division, MACV’s USAF component command, was upgraded to the Seventh Air
Force in March 1966 in recognition of the expansion of its forces and responsibilities.
35. CINCPAC Briefing for SecDef, 8 Jul 66, JMF 9155.3 (6 Jul 66). MACV Command History,
1966, p. 260.
36. Memo, SecDef to CJCS, 29 Sep 66, Encl to JCS 1725/621, 4 Oct 66, JMF 9155 (8 Aug 66).
MACV Command History, 1966, pp. 260–265.
37. CM-1887-66 to SecDef, 5 Nov 66, Encl to JCS 1725/621-1, 8 Nov 66, JMF 9155 (8 Aug 66).
38. The rifle had a tendency to jam, owing to problems with the ammunition and a shortage in
the field of equipment for the frequent cleanings the weapon required. Changes in the ammunition,
improved distribution of cleaning supplies, and better training of the troops in use and care of
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the rifle gradually eliminated the problems. For a summary of the M–16 controversy, see William
M. Hammond, Public Affairs: The Military and the Media, 1962–1968 (Washington: US Army
Center of Military History, 1988), pp. 284–287.
39. Msg, JCS 1281 to CINCPAC, 10 Jan 66. JCSM-110-66 to CSA et al., 29 Apr 66, Encl to 1st N/H
of JCS 2349/49, 4 May 66, JMF 4630 (29 Mar 66).
40. Msg, JCS 3727 to CINCPAC et al., 27 Sep 66. JCSM-325-66 to CSA et al., 7 Nov 66, Encl to
JCS 2343/15-1, 9 Nov 66, JMF 4630 (29 Mar 66).
41. MACV Command History, 1965, pp. 128–131.
42. JCSM-137-66 to SecDef, 3 Mar 66 (derived from JCS 2343/741-1), JMF 9155.3 (23 Dec 65).
43. Memo, DepSecDef to CJCS, 25 Mar 66, Encl to JCS 2343/741-2, 29 Mar 66; Memo, DepSecDef
to CJCS, 16 Apr 66, Encl to JCS 2343/741-3, 20 Apr 66; JMF 9155.3 (23 Dec 65). MACV Command
History, 1966, p. 287.
44. Memo, SecDef to Secys of Mil Depts, CJCS, and Dir DSA, 30 Nov 66, Encl to JCS 2343/968,
30 Nov 66, JMF 7300 (30 Nov 66).

26. ROLLING THUNDER, July 1966–January 1967
1. Msg, JCS 6008 to CINCPAC, 6 Jul 66. Msg, JCS 6904 to CINCPAC, 16 Jul 66.
2. Msg, JCS 4277 to CINCPAC, 21 Jul 66, OCJCS File 091 Vietnam Jul 66.
3. CM-1638-66 to SecDef, 23 Jul 66, OCJCS File 091 Vietnam Jul 66. On the ports, see Jacob Van
Staaveren, Gradual Failure: The Air War over North Vietnam, 1965–1966 (Washington: USAF
History and Museums Program, 2002), pp. 303, 307.
4. CM-1697-66 to SecDef, 24 Aug 66, OCJCS File 091 Vietnam Aug 66.
5. Memo, J–3 to CJCS, 12 Aug 66, JMF 9155 (18 Feb 65) sec 13, ROLLING THUNDER 52, Tab
B. MFR, sgd Coleman, 18 Aug 66, same file, Tab D.
6. Memo, no sig [J–3] for CJCS, 18 Aug 66, w/encls, JMF 9155 (18 Feb 65) sec 13, ROLLING
THUNDER 52, Tab 2. Note to Control Div, “ROLLING THUNDER 52,” 19 Aug 66, same file, Tab 3.
7. This was a group of distinguished scientists working under contract.
8. Memo, JASON Summer Study Group to SecDef, 30 Aug 66, IDA TS/HQ 66-60, OCJCS File
091 Vietnam Aug 66.
9. During this period of the war, some 200,000 Chinese military personnel were present in North
Vietnam, serving as engineers, air defense troops, and coastal defense troops. For an account
based on Chinese sources, see Xiaoming Zhang, “The Vietnam War: A Chinese Perspective,
1964–1969,” Journal of Military History 60 (October 1996), 731–762.
10. CIA/DIA Rpt, “An Appraisal of the Bombing of North Vietnam (through 12 September 1966),”
Sep 66, OCJCS Bulky File Vietnam Sep 66.
11. J–3 DIA Rpt, “NVN Target Analysis,” 30 Sep 66, OCJCS Bulky File 091 Vietnam Sep 66.
12. Msg, CINCPAC to JCS, 290110Z Oct 66, OCJCS File 091 Vietnam Oct 66.
13. DJSM-1077-66 to CJCS, 25 Aug 66, OCJCS File 091 Vietnam Aug 66.
14. Msg, JCS 2723 to CINCPAC, 15 Sep 66.
15. Msg, CINCPAC to JCS, 192210Z Sep 66, JCS IN 21905.
16. Msg, JCS 5855-66 to CINCPAC, 29 Sep 66, OCJCS File 091 Vietnam Sep 66.
17. Memo, SecDef to CJCS, “SEA Utilization of Tactical Aircraft,” 17 Sep 66, Att to JCS 2339/235,
22 Sep 66, JMF 9155 (17 Sep 66).
18. Encl C to JCS 2339/235-1, 4 Oct 66, JMF 9155 (17 Sep 66).
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19. JCSM-645-66 to SecDef, 6 Oct 66, Encl A to JCS 2339/235-1, JMF 9155 (17 Sep 66).
20. Msg, JCS 5855-66 to CINCPAC, 29 Sep 66, OCJCS File 091 Vietnam Sep 66.
21. Msg, CINCPAC to CJCS, 202111Z Oct 66, OCJCS File 091 Vietnam Oct 66.
22. CM-1831-66 to CNO et al., 14 Oct 66, OCJCS File 091 Vietnam Oct 66.
23. Memo, SecDef to Pres, 14 Oct 66, US Department of State, Foreign Relations of the United
States, 1964–1968, vol. IV. Vietnam, 1966 (On-line edition), Doc 268; hereafter FRUS Vietnam,
1966.
24. CM-1831-66 to CNO et al., 14 Oct 66, OCJCS File 091 Vietnam Oct 66.
25. JCSM-672-66 to SecDef, 14 Oct 66, FRUS Vietnam 1966, Doc 269.
26. Msg, JCS 6339-66 to CINCPAC, 17 Oct 66, OCJCS File 091 Vietnam Oct 66. The same message, addressed to General Westmoreland, is in FRUS Vietnam, 1966, Doc 274; see also ftnt 3 to
this document and Doc 272.
27. Study, “Attack of North Vietnam-ROLLING THUNDER 52,” n.d., [30 Oct 66], w/handwritten
comment, OCJCS File 091 Vietnam Oct 66. Conference Rpt, Encl to Ltr, CINCPAC to JCS et al.,
Ser 5050, 22 Nov 66, JMF 9155.3 (22 Nov 66).
28. Conference Rpt, Encl to Ltr, CINCPAC to JCS et al., Ser 5050, 22 Nov 66, JMF 9155.3 (22
Nov 66).
29. Msg, CINCPAC to JCS, 192247Z Nov 66, JCS IN 43412; Conference Rpt, Encl to Ltr, CINCPAC
to JCS et al., Ser 5050, 22 Nov 66; JMF 9155.3 (22 Nov 66). Msg, JCS 9088 to CINCPAC, 29 Nov 66.
30. CM-1906-66 to SecDef, 8 Nov 66, FRUS Vietnam, 1966, Doc 295.
31. Memo, SecDef to President, 9 Nov 66, FRUS Vietnam, 1966, Doc 299.
32. Msg, JCS 7735 to CINCPAC, 11 Nov 66.
33. Msg, CJCS 6925-66 to CINCPAC, 11 Nov 66, OCJCS File 091 Vietnam Nov 66.
34. Msg, JCS 7783 to CINCPAC, 11 Nov 66; Msg, JCS 6926-66 to CINCPAC, 11 Nov 66; OCJCS
File 091 Vietnam Nov 66.
35. Msg, JCS 7105-66 to CINCPAC, 21 Nov 66, OCJCS File 091 Vietnam Nov 66. For the course
of MARIGOLD, see George C. Herring, LBJ and Vietnam: A Different Kind of War (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1994), pp. 104–108.
36. For the effect of the 13–14 December strikes, see Herring, LBJ and Vietnam, pp. 106–107.
37. Tabs 21 and 24, JMF 9155 (18 Feb 65) sec 12, ROLLING THUNDER 52. DIA IB 244-66, 19
Dec 66, p. A–9. Msg, CINCPAC to JCS, 232042Z Dec 66, JMF 9155 (18 Feb 65) sec 13, ROLLING
THUNDER 52, Tab 26. For detailed coverage of the controversy, which intensified late in December with publication in the New York Times of reports by Harrison Salisbury from North Vietnam
detailing civilian damage, see William M. Hammond, The Military and the Media, 1962–1968
(Washington: US Army Center of Military History, 1988), pp. 272–279.
38. Msg, JCS 1471 to CINCPAC, 15 Dec 66. Tabs 22 and 23, JMF 9155 (18 Feb 65) sec 13, ROLLING THUNDER 52.
39. Msg, State 106358 to Warsaw, 21 Dec 66 (text from White House). Msg, State 107911 to
Warsaw, 23 Dec 66, FRUS Vietnam, 1966, Doc 349; see ftnt 1 to this document. Msg, JCS 2135 to
CINCPAC, 23 Dec 66.
40. Msg, CINCPAC to CJCS, 242142Z Dec 66, FRUS Vietnam, 1966, Doc 350.
41. Salisbury went to North Vietnam with the permission of the Hanoi government, which
guided his tour; and it was later established that some of his information came from Communist
sources rather than his own observations. Nevertheless, his stories excited controversy and embarrassed the Johnson administration. For a full account of this affair, see Hammond, Military and
Media, 1962–1968, pp. 274–279.
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42. MFR, sgd Coleman, 26 Dec 66; CJCS informal working paper, “ROLLING THUNDER 53,”
26 Dec 66; JMF 9155 (18 Feb 65) sec 14, ROLLING THUNDER 53, tab 1.
43. Briefing for RT 53, 4 Jan 67, JMF 9155 (18 Feb 65) sec 14, ROLLING THUNDER 53, Tab 1.
44. Msg, JCS 4441 to CINCPAC, 24 Jan 67.
45. Rpt, J–3 to JCS, JCS 2343/824, 9 May 66, JMF 9155.3 (1 May 66).
46. Msg, CINCPAC to JCS, 012359Z May 66, JCS IN 54067.
47. JCSM-325-66 to SecDef, 13 May 66 (derived from JCS 2343/824), JMF 9155.3 (1 May 66).
48. Encl B to JCS 2343/824-1, 18 Aug 66, JMF 9155.3 (1 May 66).
49. Memo, DepSecDef to CJCS, 23 Sep 66, Encl to JCS 2343/824-2, 26 Sep 66, JMF 9155.3 (1
May 66).
50. CINCPAC Command History, 1966, p. 587.
51. Note to Control Div, 14 Oct 66; Msg, JCS 5427 to CINCPAC, 14 Oct 66; JCSM-736-66 to
SecDef, 29 Nov 66 (derived from JCS 2343/964); JMF 9155.3 (1 May 66).
52. Msg, JCS 1122 to CINCPAC, 10 Dec 66.
53. JCSM-755-66 to SecDef, 7 Dec 66 (derived from JCS 2343/941-1), JMF 9155.3 (1 May 66).
54. CINCPAC Command History, 1966, p. 591. The Military History Institute of Vietnam, Victory in Vietnam: The Official History of the People’s Army of Vietnam, 1954–1975 (trans. by
Merle L. Pribbenow. Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2002), pp. 190–191; hereafter Victory
in Vietnam.
55. Msg, JCS 4441 to CINCPAC, 24 Jan 67.
56. According to a post-war communist history, the enemy air force during 1966 worked on
improving flying skills, training in the use of air-to-air missiles, practicing coordinated combat
operations, and “the use of surprise and hit-and-run tactics.” See Victory in Vietnam, p. 189.
57. These figures are from Van Staaveren, Gradual Failure, p. 317.
58. DJSM-10-67 to CJCS, 3 Jan 67, w/encl; CJCS Briefing for NSC, 7 Feb 67; JMF 9155 (18 Feb
65), sec 14, ROLLING THUNDER 53, Tabs 1 and 21.
59. Statement, CJCS, 7 Feb 67, Att to Ltr, CJCS to SecState, 8 Feb 67, JMF 9155 (18 Feb 65), sec
14, ROLLING THUNDER 53, Tab 21.

27. Efforts toward Negotiation
1. OJCS SEA CABIN Study Group, “Study of the Political-Military Implications in Southeast Asia
of the Cessation of Aerial Bombardment and the Initiation of Negotiations,” 22 Nov 67, OCJCS File,
Vietnam Negotiations. The other side describes its strategy in somewhat different terms but with
a similar emphasis on fighting through to victory; see The Military History Institute of Vietnam,
Victory in Vietnam: The Official History of the People’s Army of Vietnam, 1954–1975 (Trans by
Merle L. Pribbenow. Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2002), pp. 173–174.
2. For the actions of U Thant and De Gaulle, see Keesing’s World News Archive, 1965–1966,
pp. 21360, 21767, and 21636. Hereafter cited as Keesing’s, 1965–1966. For examples of public
opinion polls, see NY Times, 15 Mar 66 and 22 May 66.
3. Keesing’s, 1965–1966, p. 21359. “Record of Conclusions and Decisions for Further Action,
Honolulu Meeting, 23 Feb 66,” Encl to JCS 2343/783, 28 Feb 66, JMF 9155.3, 25 Feb 66.
4. Keesing’s, 1965–1966, p. 21365.
5. Transcript of CJCS Testimony before Senate Committee on Armed Services, 31 Jan 66,
OCJCS File 091 Vietnam Feb 66.
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6. Statement, SecState to Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, 18 Feb 66, quoted in Dept
of State Bulletin, LIV (7 Mar 66), p. 354.
7. NY Times, 20 Feb 66, 2 Mar 66. See also issues of 15 Mar 66, 18 Mar 66, 5 Apr 66, 22 Apr 66,
26 Apr 66, 29 Apr 66, and 4 Jun 66. For an analysis of public opinion, see William M. Hammond,
Public Affairs: The Military and the Media, 1962–1968 (Washington: US Army Center of Military
History, 1988), pp. 263–264.
8. George C. Herring, LBJ and Vietnam: A Different Kind of War (Austin: University of Texas
Press, 1994), pp. 102–104. Memo of Conversation, Ronning, Bundy, et al., 20 Mar 66, Dept of State,
OCJCS File 091 Vietnam Mar 66. Memo, AsstSecState for FE Affairs to SecState, 4 May 66, OCJCS
File 091 Vietnam May 66. Dept of State Memo of Conversation, “Visit of Amb Ronning to Hanoi,
June 14–17, 1966,” 21 Jun 66, OCJCS File 091 Vietnam Jun 66.
9. Keesing’s, 1965–1966, p. 21636.
10. JCS Hist Div, “Analysis of Public Statements by Officials of the US Government Concerning Conditions for Terminating Hostilities in Southeast Asia,” 1 Apr 67, p. 23; hereafter Historical
Analysis of Statements.
11. Dept of State Bulletin, LV (10 Oct 66), pp. 518–521. “Background Information Relating to
SE Asia and Vietnam,” S. Com on Foreign Relations, Mar 68, p. 32.
12. Keesing’s, 1965–1966, p. 21719.
13. Dept of State Bulletin, LV (14 Nov 66), pp. 730–735.
14. Keesing’s, 1965–1966, p. 21722.
15. JCS Hist Div Study, “Statements on US Cessation of Bombing,” n.d.
16. NY Times, 6 Dec 66 and 7 Dec 66. See also Hammond, Military and Media, 1962–1968,
pp. 262, 264.
17. CM-1672-66 to D/JS, 11 Aug 66, Encl to JCS 2339/230, 15 Aug 66, JMF 9150 (3 Aug 66).
18. JCSM-648-66 to SecDef, 10 Oct 66 (derived from JCS 2339/230-1); Ltr, SecDef to SecState,
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